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LIMIT LAWS FOR THE MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL 
INCREMENTS OF THE POISSON PROCESS
P. AUER and K. HORNIK
Dedicated to Professor P. Révész fo r  his 60th birthday  
A b s tr a c t
We give a partia l survey of strong laws for maximal and minimal increments of hom o­
geneous Poisson processes in R^, with emphasis on the cases where exact rates have been 
obtained. We also cite closely related results for the increm ents of the empirical process. 
Very recent results on the L - in c re m e n ts  of a Poisson process are given, where an L-incre- 
m ent is the sum of points in L  disjoint sets. Finally, we point out possible generalizations 
of the results and directions of fu tu re research.
1. Introduction and notations
Suppose we are given a random collection of points in that follow a 
homogeneous Poisson process on Rd with parameter ifi, i.e., if for every Borel 
subset A of R ,^ 77(A) denotes the number of points contained in A and A(A.) 
its Lebesgue measure, then 77(A) has a Poisson distribution with parameter 
■0A(A), and the numbers of points in disjoint sets are jointly independent.
In this paper, we shall survey results on the asymptotic behaviour as T  —> 
—f oo of the maximal and minimal number of points in certain families of sets 
of volume Vj- contained in H x — [0, T]d, where 0 < Vx ^ T d and lim V x / T d =
T  —KX>
=  0. Let Í  be a family of Borel measurable subsets of [0, l]d, and let the 
maximal and minimal numbers be defined as
A+(V) =  max{7?(£) :E£T<£, A(E) = V }
A j { V )  = mm{r](E) : E e  T<£,\{E)  =  V).
(If t £ R, and E Q Rd, then tE  = {tx : x £ E}; similarly, t<£ =  { t E : E £ £}.)
To investigate the behaviour of X-increments we also define
A j(F , X) =  m&x{ri(Ei U • • ■ U Ei)  : E{ £ T£, A(£,) =  V, {E,} disjoint }, 
A j(P , X) =  min{r/(Xi U • • • U E l ) : Ei £ T£, A(E{) =  V, {Et} disjoint },
1991 M a th em a tic s  Subject Classification. P rim ary  60G55; Secondary  60F15.
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which denote the maximal and minimal number of points of t] in subsets of 
[0,T]d given by unions of L disjoint sets E{ from T2, such that all sets Ei 
have volume V1. (In what follows, a family {Ei} of sets is called “disjoint” 
if A(2?, n Ej) = 0 for all i ^ j . )
In the one-dimensional case, the natural choice for the family 2 is the 
set 2 int of all intervals in [0,1]. Multi-dimensional generalizations are e.g. 
Í^U B i the set of axis-parallel cubes in [0, l]d, 2gPH, the set of spheres in 
[0, l]d, 2 REC, the set of axis-parallel (generalized) rectangles in [0, l]d, 2[(CUB, 
the set of cubes in general position in [0, l]d, and 2^REC, the set of rectangles 
in general position in [0, l]d.
For u ER, let
h(u )
u log u — u +  1, u 0,
oo u < 0,
be the familiar Chernoff function of the Poisson distribution, and let for (f> > 0
u+{4>) = inf{w > 1 : h{u) ^ <j>], 
u~ {(j)) = sup{u < 1 : h[u) ^ cf>}.
Finally, for all x € R, [x] and [x] denote the largest integer ^ x and the 
smallest integer > x, respectively.
2. First results
Révész [14] was first to obtain the exact rate of A j( l )  by proving the 
following theorem.
T heorem 2.1. For the family of intervals £ int and all e > 0,
[ipu+{tp~1 logT) — 1/2 -  e\ < A j ( l )  < •0u+(t/F1 logT) +  3/2 + £
for  all sufficiently large T  with probability 1.
The proof is by direct calculation of good estimates of the relevant prob­
abilities and application of standard Borel-Cantelli techniques.
1 Notice that A ^ (F , L )  and A rj,(V, L)  are no t necessarily measurable as functions from 
th e  underlying probability  space Q to R. T h is problem is circumvented by using outer 
probability , denoted as P*, for inequalities w ith  these quantities. In particular, if A j  is
a sequence of (not necessarily measurable) subsets of Q, we write lim P R A p ) =  1 iff
T —►oo
lim P*(Q \  Aj) =  0, and if A C ÍÍ, we say th a t  A a.s. (almost surely, or with probability
T —► oo
one) if there exists Q q C A with P(Qo) =  1-
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Thus the maximal number of points contained in some interval of length 
1 in [0, T] is one of the four values f (T )  -  1, f ( T ), f(T)  +  1, f ( T )  + 2, where 
f{T) = [ipu+(ip-1 log T)\  ~  (log T)/(log log T).
In [14], Révész introduced the terms asymptotically quasi-deterministic 
and asymptotically deterministic.
D e f i n i t i o n  2.2. Let Yp be a random process and suppose that there 
exist deterministic functions ß \ (T), /^(T) such that
ß i ( T ) < Y p < ß 2(T)
for all sufficiently large T  with probability 1. If /32(T) — ß\(T)  =  0(1) as 
T  —>oo, Yt  is asymptotically quasi-deterministic (AQD)\ if ß2(T) — ß\ (T) = 
=  o(l) as T  —»oo, it is asymptotically deterministic (AD).
Clearly, Theorem 2.1 implies that A j( l)  is AQD.
2.1. Generalization to the multi-dimensional case. A straightforward 
generalization of Theorem 2.1 was given by Auer, Hornik and Révész [3].
T h e o r e m  2.3. Let Vp be eventually monotone and Vp — o(logT) for 
T  —>oo. Then for the family of axis-parallel cubes and any e > 0,
Vpifu
+ (\og {Td/VT) \
V Vr ) (1/2 + £•)
log log T
^A +(T t )
+  (7 + £)
l°g((log T d)/Vr)
log log Tv v Tif )  ' w ' “yiog((iog r d)/F r )
for all sufficiently large T with probability 1, where
7 = {d+ 1/2 d + 3/2 if Vp is nondecreasing, if Vp is decreasing.
The proof follows the line of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Observe that Theorem 2.1 is a corollary of Theorem 2.3. Furthermore, 
note that Theorem 2.3 holds for quite general Vp below the Erdös-Rényi 
range2 (Vp log T).
Putting some more restriction on Vp, we obtain the following
2 We refer to Deheuvels [8], Borovkov [6], and references therein for details concerning 
the original Erdös-Rényi [12] law and its extensions. The Erdös-Rényi range corresponds 
to when V  =  Vp is such that V p / lo g  T  —* C  with 0 < C  <  oo, and we will say th a t the 
increments are above (resp. below) the Erdös-Rényi range when C  — oo (resp. C  =  0).
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C orollary  2.4. I fV j  is eventually monotone and for some a <1 ,V t  = 
= 0 ((logT )") for T o o ,  then A£(Vx) is AQD for the family (Scub-
C orollary  2.5. If Vp =  T~®d for ß > 0, then for ani^  £ >  0
[l + l / ß - £ \  < A+(Cx) < l + 1/ß  + E
for all sufficiently large T  with probability 1. Hence in this case, Aj(Vx) is 
AD if ß is not integer.
2.2. Generalization to volumes in and above the Erdös-Rényi range.
In this section, we review further results on the increments of the one-di­
mensional Poisson process. In fact, these hold for general renewal processes. 
Nevertheless we restrict ourselves to the Poisson process to keep the presen­
tation as simple as possible.
The following result for volumes in the Erdös-Rényi range was obtained 
by Bacro, Deheuvels and Steinebach [5]. Obser-ve that the results are for the 
one-dimensional case only, but give exact bounds on the limiting behaviour 
of A a n d  Aj(Vx).
T heorem  2.6. Let Vp =  C  logT, C > 0. Then for the family (Sint
A + (F x )-V T W (i/(cy > ))  1
log log T  21ogti+(l/(CV0)
. A+(VT) - i ß V Tu+{ l / { C ^ ) ) ________ 1
loglogT 2 log u+(l/(Cif))
a.s.,
a.s..
I f furthermore C > l ftp, then
A r(V r)-0V T«-(l/(C V >)) 1
™_f^P loglogT 21ogu-(l/(C'V0)
. A -(P t ) - ^ t« - ( 1 / ( ^ ) )  = _________1
T-^oo loglogT 2 log u~ (l/(Cip))
a.s.,
a.s..
The proof is based on a duality argument comparing the increments of 
a renewal process with suitable increments of the corresponding partial sum 
sequence. This argument was also used by Bacro [4] for related problems.
For volumes above the Erdös-Rényi range, we have the following result 
by Deheuvels and Steinebach [11]. Note that only the one-dimensional case is 
covered, and that some regularity conditions on Vp are introduced to obtain 
the results which give exact bounds on the limiting behaviour of Ap(Vp) 
and Aj(Vx)-
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T heorem 2.7. LetVT  = dVx/dT  be continuous in T . Furthermore let 
V j /  log T  —> oo, log log(T / V j) / log logT  —> 1, and V j/V y  — 0 ( 1 / ( T  log T)) as 
T  —> oo. If Vj(log log T )2/(log T )3 *—> oo or VT/(logT)p —>• 0 /o r  some p > 1 
as T  —> oo, then for the family <£int
Umsu (2 iog(r /V j))1/ 2
log log(r/T r )
A+(Tr ) = 3/2 a .s . ,
lim inf
T  —*-oo
(21og(T/Tr))1/ 2 
(Vti/j)1/ 2 log log(T/Vt )
X (VT) -  VrVm
iog ( r / v T)\ \
vT yy = 1/2 a.s.,
limsu (2 iog(r/vy))1/2 
™-^ P (VrVO1/2 log log(r/Vt)
X ( a ? (Vt ) -  Vt» « -  C°g^ VTl)) = - 1 /2  «...
lim inf
t —oo (V’t V') 1^ 2 *log log(T/Vr)
x ( a  -T (V r)-  VT* u-C08^ )) = -3 /2
Again, the proof is by a duality argument which relates the increments 
of a renewal process to the increments of the corresponding partial sum 
sequence. For the case Vr(loglogT)2/(logT )3 —> oo the result is derived 
from the limiting behaviour of the Wiener process and a strong invariance 
principle due to Mason and van Zwet [13]. For Vt / ( logT)p -» 0 the proof uses 
a theorem on increments of partial sums by Deheuvels and Steinebach [10].
3. More general families of Borel sets
Until now, we have considered the number of points of a Poisson process
in intervals and cubes only. To obtain strong results for very general families
of Borel sets, one has to put some conditions on these families to ensure that
the maximal and minimal number of points A ^(V ) and A /(V ) exhibit the
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“natural” behaviour in their arguments T  and V.  Such conditions have been 
introduced by Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason and Ruymgaart [9] who analyzed 
the behaviour of the (increments of the) empirical process. Since the Poisson 
process and the empirical process are closely related, those definitions are 
also very well suited for our purpose.
The theorems we will present in the sequel will hold for families £ satis­
fying some of the following conditions.
(U) There exists ajj £ (0,1) such that for all a £ (0,a[/): whenever E  £ £ 
with A(E) < a there exists E'  £ £ with X(E') =  a and E C E' .
(D) There exists ap £ (0, 1) such that for all a £ (0, ap): whenever E  £ £ 
with A(E)  > a there exists E'  £ £ with A(E1) = a and E' C E.
(S) If E  £ £, then tE  £ £ for all 0 < t < 1.
Condition (S) guarantees tha t A j(F )  is nondecreasing in T  and Aip(V) is 
nonincreasing in T; condition (U) guarantees that A ^(F) is nondecreasing in 
V  on (0 ,a j jTd), and condition (D) guarantees tha t A j ( V )  is nondecreasing 
in V  on (0, ar>Td).
Furthermore, we need to quantify how “rich” a family £ is. Again fol­
lowing [9], we introduce the following “covering” numbers. For 0 < a < 1, let 
£(a) =  {E  £ £ : A(E) = a} and set
E \  (a) max |m  > 1 : there are sets , E m £ £(a) such thatX(Et fi Ej) = 0 for 1 ^ i ^  j  ^ rn
for 0 < a < a (l +  v) < 1 write
{ there exist Borel sets m > 1 : that for any E  £ £(a) : E  C B t and \ { B l \  E) <va for some 1 i Si m
for 0 < (1 — v)a < a < 1 write
{ there exist Borel sets B i , . . . , B m m > 1 : that for any E  £ £(a) : 5,- C E and X ( E \ B l) < va for some 1 ^ i < m
(we adopt the usual conventions min0 = oo and max 0 = 0) and let
K* lim inf
a —»-0+
log A ff(a) 
log(l/a)
:= lim inf lim sup
i/-^0 +  a —»0+
log M^{a, v) 
log(l/a)
TV, lim inf lim sup
t/-»o+ a—>0+
log Ne{a,v)
log(l/a)
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It is trivial that aKe(a) ^ 1 and I i e(a) < N li(a,o) for all 0 < u < 1, and it 
is readily seen that K c (a) < Me(a, u) provided that 0 < u < min(l, a~l — 1); 
hence, I i e < min(l, M e, N e).
For the families of spheres 2gPH and cubes 2qUB, Deheuvels, Einmahl, 
Mason and Ruymgaart [9] have shown that for suitable finite and positive 
constants Ck  and Cv which only depend on d ,
Ä’u(a) > Ca'O-1 , Mg (a, v), N e(a, u) ^ C\ja~xv~d
for all sufficiently small a and u. Hence in this case, — M e = N e =  1. The 
same holds for the family 2^cpJB cubes in general position. For the family 
2 BKC °f axis-parallel rectangles, Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason and Ruymgaart 
[9] proved
M t (a,i / ) ,Ne(a,v) < Cua~l (log{l/a))d~lu1~2d,
which gives K e =  M£ =  N<* — 1, too, whereas for the family 2pREC of rectan­
gles in general position, Auer and Hornik [2] found
K<* = 1, d ^ Mc, N e < l  + d(d — l)/2 .
More general examples for 2 and the covering numbers associated with it 
can be found in [2].
3.1. Results for the empirical process. Since the Poisson process is 
closely related to the empirical process, we cite some results for the empirical 
process for completeness.
Let 0 n be the empirical process on [0, l]d generated by n uniformly 
distributed points. For any family 2 of Borel sets we define the maximal and 
minimal number of points of the empirical process in sets of volume a,
Ä+ (a) =  max{0n(E) : E £ 2, A(E) = a},
Ä“ (a) =  min{0n(E) : E £ <£, X(E) = a}.
Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason and Ruymgaart [9] gave the following results on 
the limiting behaviour of A+ (an) and A~(an).
T h e o r e m  3.1. Let 2 be a family of Borel sets such that conditions (U) 
and (D) are satisfied and I i £ = M£ = jVg = 1.
/ /  nan = C log n, then
(1) lim ■ = Cu+ (1 /C) a.s..n—*oo log n
If nan = C log n, with C > 1, then
Ä n  ( a n)—------- = Cu (1/C) a.s..( 2 )
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If nan =  C log n, with C < 1, then
(3) lim A~(an) =  0 a.s..
n — KX>
If  nan/ log n 0 and log ((log n)/nan) / log n 0 for n ^ t  oo, then
(4) lim
n —k x )
l°g((l°g n)/nan) x +
log n A+(a„) =  l a.s..
I f  an — n 1 A where ß > 0  and l / ß  is not an integer, then
(5) lim A+(an) =  [1 +  1//3J a.s.
It is well-known that for any Borel set E  6 [0, l]d, the distribution of 
0 n (E) is equal to the distribution of rj(TE) given that r]([0,T]d) =  n, where 
g is a Poisson process with parameter ip = 1. Thus, one would expect that 
A+(a) «  A j(V ) and A~(a) % A f ( V )  for n — T d and a = V / T d. And in 
fact, (1) and (2) exactly correspond to Theorem 2.6, (4) corresponds to 
Theorem 2.3, and (5) corresponds to Corollary 2.5.
3.2. Results for the Poisson process. The following results are due to 
Auer and Hornik [2] . We start with a quite general theorem on AJ(Vr); 
observe the very mild restrictions on Vj,  only assuming that Vt  is eventually 
monotone.
T h e o r e m  3.2. Let £  be a family of Borel sets such that conditions (U), 
(D) , and (S) are satisfied and 0 < /v's ^  M t- < oo. If Vj is eventually mono­
tone and V j / T d —> 0 as T  —> oo, then for all e > 0
<A+(V't )
< (1 + £)Vripu+
log (Td/VT)
Vjip
\og(Td/VT) \
VTfi '
VTip
< A f ( V T) 
Vjxjj
H
io g (rJ/v T) \  _
Ae VH,  ) +£
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for all sufficiently large T with probability 1.
Idea of the Proof. The proof starts as usual by calculating appropriate 
bounds on certain probabilities. The really interesting part is how strong 
results can be obtained for rather arbitrary Vj  which possibly exhibit strong 
variation in growth and even need not to be continuous. This is achieved 
by sophisticatedly choosing points Tn such that the theorem holds for Tn, n 
sufficiently large (by an application of the Borel Cantelli lemma), and the 
variation of Vj  is not too big in the interval (Tn_i,T n) such tha t the gap 
between T„_i and Tn can be closed using the regularity conditions on £ 
and Vj- As a simplified example where Vp is nondecreasing and continuous 
and K<c =  M,* = 1, one can choose
Tn =  sup{T > T„_j : m(T) < + n~1/2},
where m(T) =  Vrtpu+ (\og(Td /V j )  . For details, see [2].
Note that for the special cases where £ =  £ in t  (hence d =  1) and much 
more restrictions on Vf  are imposed, Theorem 3.2 is weaker than e.g. The­
orem 2.7, because it does not provide any remainder terms. In fact, for 
d>  1, such terms have thus far only been obtained for volumes not above 
the Erdős-Rényi range (see [2]).
THEOREM  3.3. Let £ be a family of Borel sets such that conditions (U), 
(D), and (S) are satisfied, 0 < K e 5Í M e < oo and
K e(a) > Cxa~h(
M e(a, v) < Cm ü~m* (log l /a )av~13
for some finite and positive Ck and Cm - I f V r  is eventually monotone and 
Vx = 0(logT) as T —toe, then for all e > 0
log log(Td/VT)
l o g „ + ,
S A Í(V t )
< ^ + (Me! ^ M )  + (7+£,
VTif
log log(Td/VT)
log rt+ ( M£log {Td/V T)
for all sufficiently large T with probability 1, where
7  =
Q + /3+ 1/2  ifVp Is nondecreasing, 
a +  ß +  3/2 i f V j i s  decreasing.
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If  lim sup  V't V’/  logTá < -&'<£, then 
T  —lo o
lim A t (Fj ) = 0 a.s..
T  —+ o o
R emark 3.4. For <£cUB, a sharper bound for the largest Vf  such that 
A ^(V t ) — 0 (i.e., on the volume of the largest empty cube) was proved by 
Deheuvels [7].
From the bounds on the covering numbers given before Section 3.1, we 
find th a t in the above theorem, we can take a =  0 and ß = d for <£cub and 
(SgPH, a  = d -  1 and ß = 2d — 1 for £REC, Q = 0 and ß  =  d(d+ l)/2  for 
and a = d -  1 and ß = d(d +  l ) /2  for Ör^ REC. Hence, comparing Theorem 3.3 
with the results of Section 2, we find that Theorem 2.3 is a corollary of 
Theorem 3.3. Comparing with Theorem 2.6, we have the following corollary.
C orollary  3.5. If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, 
K<* =  M e = 1 and Vj = C log T d, then
lim sup
T  —KX)
A +(Fr)-V >V rtr+ (l/(CV>)) 
log log T
a + ß +  1/2 
log u+(l/(Cip))
, A+(Fr ) -  i/>VTu+(l/(Cß)) ^  -1 /2
r^őo loglogT  = log u+(1 / (Cif))
Thus, for the special case (£ =  Sint where Theorem 2.6 applies, we get 
the same order of the remainder terms, but a worse constant in the upper 
bound.
4. On Z-increments
Theorem 3.2 implies th a t for Vx/(logT) oo, lim A j (Vt )/ {Vpif) =  1
T  — KX)
a.s. and thus, since all sets in TS contain about Vf'if points,
A +(Ft ,T t ) A t (Vt , L t )
llm  t— 77— 7   llm  r T/ , T—>oo L t y t 'V T —too L j 'V x ' T
1 a.s.
provided that L j  < K e( V r / T d).
To investigate more closely the number of sets containing a certain num­
ber of points, or vice versa, the number of points in the union of a certain 
number of sets, we will give results on the limiting behaviour of A j .(Vt , L t ) 
and Ay(Vj,Zx). We only give weak, i.e. “in probability” limit theorems. 
Strong, i.e. “with probability one” results can be obtained analogously to 
Theorem 3.2 under suitable regularity conditions. The weak results already 
clearly demonstrate the rather surprising fact tha t there are many sets con­
taining about the maximal and minimal numbers of points, respectively. A 
more detailed investigation can be found in [1],
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T h e o r e m  4.1. If  Lt / K ^ V t /T '1) ->0 as T —> oo, then for all v, e > 0,
lim P* \ L T
T  —►oo
< A  +(VT, I T)
< (1 +  iv + e)Lt VtiPu+
1 M ,(T d/VT ,o) 
log -
V’xV’ Lx
Ä ,  p ‘ { d - O i r V r f  ( . -  log _ e)
< Ar (Vx, Lx) 
^ Lx
/ /  lim sup(V’Vx + log Lx)/logX^ < K e, then 
T  —►oo
=  i ,
=  l.
lim P*{AT (Vx,Lx) =  0} =  1.
T  —>oo
Observe that no regularity assumptions on (£ or Vx are necessary to 
obtain weak laws for Ay(Vx>Lx) and A^(Vx?Lx). To give a more intuitive 
picture of the situation, we restrict ourselves to two special cases.
C orollary  4.2.  If  K <£ = M <* =  N e = l ,  Vr  = C \ogTd, and L r  =  [Tld j 
for some 0 < 7 < l,then
A±(Tx,L t ) •lim —í-——----= u —— i.p..
T —>oo L t V t 4> V C '0  /
This corollary quantifies what one expects from Theorem 2.6. The next 
corollary is much more surprising since it states that there is a rather large 
number of sets of volume 1 which contain about the maximal possible number 
of points, and similarly a rather large number of empty sets of volume 1.
C orollary  4.3. If  A’ff = Mt = N e = 1, and L j  = \T ldJ for some 0 < 
<  7  <  1 ,then
and
A + ( 1 , L x ) ,lim —-—j —------ =  1 —  7 i.p.
T-00 Lt A^(1, 1)
lim A t (1 ,L x ) =  0 i.p..
T  —too 1
A more general result for the case where Aj (Vj , L t ) is about 
LxA^(Vx, 1) is given in the following corollary.
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C orollary  4.4. Let = N t =  1 and log(X y)/\og(Td/V f)  —> 0
as T  —4 oo. / /  lim inf Vy > 0, then
T  —►oo
A^(Vy, Xy)
lim — r------- -
T—>oo XyAy(Vy, 1)
if lim inf VrV’/ logTd > 1, then 
T  —+oo
l i.p.,
lim
T  —►oo
A y  (V y, L t ) 
XyAj(Vy, 1)
1 i .p ..
5. Conclusion and directions of research
We have presented results on the maximal and minimal increments of a 
homogeneous Poisson process. We started with the univariate case and gave 
results for intervals of length below, in, and above the Erdős-Rényi range. 
The results in and above the Erdős-Rényi range are sharp in the sense that 
exact remainder terms are known. In the multivariate case we used a very 
general definition of “increments” for which surprisingly general bounds can 
be obtained. A drawback of these results is tha t currently, no remainder 
terms are known above the Erdős-Rényi range. We also presented results 
on X-increments which show that surprisingly many sets contain about the 
maximal or minimal possible number of points.
In future research, it would be interesting to establish exact remainder 
terms for the multivariate case and also for X-increments. From the results 
on X-increments, one can obtain results on the number of sets containing a 
certain number of points, but the conclusions are rather weak. More precise 
results are desirable. Finally, the results might extend to general multivariate 
processes with independent increments.
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TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES AND UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION MOD 1
I. BERK ES* and W . P H IL IP P
Dedicated to Pál Révész on his 60th birthday
Abstract
We give a survey on recen t results on estim ates  o f th e  discrepancy of sequences {n^u;} 
m od 1 and the ir connection  w ith trigonom etric series.
1. Some facts from the theory of uniform distribution mod 1
Let {t]\,. .. , t)n } be a finite sequence of real numbers with 0 ^ r\k < 1. 
Write
(1.1) Fn (s ) := N ~ 1c&rd{k < N : rjk ^  s}, 0 ^ s < 1
and
(1.2) Dn := sup |F/v(s) — s|.
0 < s < l
Recall that D/y is the discrepancy of {771,... , ifiy}. An infinite sequence 
{r/ki &> 1} is called uniformly distributed if Djy—tO as N —too. Here Dry 
denotes discrepancy of the initial segment {t/j , . . .  ,rpv}.
Two inequalities link the discrepancy to exponential sums. The first one, 
Koksma’s inequality, holds for functions /  of bounded variation V ( /)  over 
[0,1]. For any N  > 1
(1.3)
in particular,
1
N
1
£  /fa*) - /
k<N
f(x)dx $ V ( f ) D N,
(1.4) 1
N
k< N
^ 4D/y.
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The second one, the Erdős-Túrán inequality says that for any m 5; 1
(1.5) Dn  = ~ T  +  ^  ,m + l i r ^ h
m
^  h N
e2nihr)k
k ^ N
The inequalities (1-4) and (1.5) can be considered a quantitative version of 
the Weyl criterion: D ^  0 iff
— V  e2nihvk -> 0 for all h =  l , 2 , . . . .
N  ^ '
k ^ N
2. Sequences { n ^ }  mod 1 (general case)
In what follows, {n k  > 1} will denote an increasing sequence of pos­
itive integers and ([0 ,l) ,ß ,P )  will denote the unit interval with Lebesgue 
measurability and Lebesgue measure. We introduce
(2.1) rjk = rik{u) : - n ku  m o d i,
and consider them as random variables on the probability space ([0,1), B, P). 
This definition reveals the probabilistic nature of the notions introduced 
above. Indeed, F^(s) — Fjy(s,u) defined in (1.1) becomes the empirical dis­
tribution function of the sequence {%, k ^  1} at stage N  and Dyy =  
becomes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. The random variables T]k, al­
though in general dependent, are identically distributed with the uniform 
distribution (in the probabilistic sense) as their common distribution. In­
deed, it is easy to see that
P{u;: rjk(uj) <x} = x for 0 < z < 1, fc^ l.
In this context the inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) establish a link with trigono­
metric series, a connection frequently exploited.
The question of the asymptotic behaviour of Dn (lj) has a long and il­
lustrious history. Weyl [28] proved in his seminal paper that
Dn (w) —)■ 0 a.s.
for any {n*,}. This was later improved independently by Cassels [8] and 
Erdős and Koksma [13] to
(2.2) D n (uj) <C N ~ 2  (log N )? +e a.s.
for any e > 0. The exponent |  =  |  +  1 in the logarithmic factor stems from 
two sources. The exponent |  is typical for results on the growth of partial
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sums of orthogonal functions. Since only the second order properties of % 
were used in the papers by Cassels and Erdős and Koksma, the exponent |  
fits this pattern. The remaining exponent 1 represents the “usual defect” of 
the Erdős-Túrán inequality.
It took some 30 years to improve on (2.2): R. C. Baker [1] was able to 
reduce the exponent |  to | .  He used R. Hunt’s [14] deep maximal inequality 
for trigonometric series. This accounts for the reduction of the exponent | ,  
typical for orthogonal functions, to | .  Since Baker uses the Erdős-Túrán 
inequality, the “usual defect” of 1 still remains. He conjectured that
(2.3) Z)/v(u;) <C 1V~2 (log N ) e a.s.
for any e > 0. Earlier, in his Nijenrode Lecture, Erdős [11] had conjectured 
that
(2.4) Dn (lj) =  0 ( N ~ i  (log log N ) c) a.s.
for some c(^ |) .
Both conjectures were disproved by Berkes and Philipp [6]. 
T h e o r e m  A. Let f  be a non-decreasing function with
(2.5) sup
*:>1
and
Í  kk=l
/(fc2)
/(*)
<  oo
= oo.
Then there exists an increasing sequence {n*,} of integers such that
lim sup
N  —*oo
> cos27rnfco; 
k ^ N
s /N f ( N )
= oo a.s..
Theorem A with f (k )  =  (logfc)1/2, combined with Koksma’s inequality
(1.4) shows that for some increasing sequence {n*,} of integers we have
( 2 . 6) lim sup(lV/ log N)  2 Dn (u ) = oo a.s.
N  —too
and thus (2.3) and (2.4) fail.
We do not know what the optimal exponent of log N  in (2.2) is and in 
view of the very different arguments used in Baker’s upper bound and our 
lower bound (2.6), it is hard to make a reasonable conjecture. Certainly,
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(2.6) cannot be improved by improving Theorem A above. Indeed, if /  is a 
non-decreasing function with
E 1 < ook=1  M / « ) 2
then by the Carleson [7] convergence theorem the series
OO
converges a.e. and thus by the Kronecker lemma
COS 2 TTTlkiO
, k < N
l im  ------- ; = -------------=  0
w - ° o  y/ Nf {N)
a.e..
Hence the lower bound given by Theorem A is sharp. Thus to improve (2.6) 
one would need a result of the type of Theorem A for a function of bounded 
variation different from the cosine or sine function.
R emark 1. Let {wn} be the Walsh system. Révész asked what are the 
functions /  such that
(2.7) r  k $ Nhm —= ------- =  0 a.e.
N—*oo y/ Nf {N)
for all increasing sequences {n^} of integers. (See Révész [22] p. 117). The 
Walsh analogue of Theorem A, proved in Berkes and Philipp [6] answers 
Révész’s question: under the mild regularity condition (2.5), relation (2.7) 
holds for all {n/t} iff
00
^ W W 2
<  o o .
R emark 2. The sequence {nk} in Theorem A satisfies
n k + l / n k =  1 + l / k a
for any a > 1/2 and thus the same holds for the sequence {n^} underlying
( 2 .6) .
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3. The sequence {Axd} mod 1
It is clear from relation (1.5) that will be very small almost surely
since the last term in (1.5) reduces to a geometric series. For the details see 
Kuipers and Niederreiter [17], p. 131, Ex. 3.13. for this approach which 
yields
(3.1) DN{Lo)<£N-l {\ogN)2+'  a .s..
However, according to a classical result of Khintchine [16]
(3.2) <C N _1 log N ■ g(log log N)  a.s. 
for any non-decreasing positive function g with
OO
^  1 / g(n) < oo.
71—  1
This improves the exponent 2 + e in (3.1) to l +  £.
We note that Kesten [14] proved that Dpj, when normalized by 
(log N  log log N ) /N ,  converges in measure to 2 / tt2.
4. Fast growing sequences {nk}
It has been known since the early 1950’s that for exponentially increasing 
sequences {n*,}, that is for sequences satisfying a Hadamard gap condition
(4.1) nk+i / n k > 1 + p , (p > 0 ) fc =  1 ,2 ,...
the random variables gk, defined in (2.1), behave as if they were indepen­
dent. The following strong approximation theorems are, in essence, due to 
Philipp and Stout [21]. Let Q — [0, l ) 2 be the unit square with Lebesgue 
measurability. Write w =  (wi,u>2) G ÍT
THEOREM B. Let {nk} satisfy condition (4.1). Then there exists a se­
quence of independent standard Gaussian random variables
defined on [0, l )2 such that for almost all u> = (u q ,^ )  E [0, l)2
2i 53 cos2'Knkoj\ -  53 Yk{<jJ\,u}2) < N* A
k<N k^ N
for some A > 0, depending on p only.
By treating e2nv = (cos 2zr-, sin 27T-) as a two-dimensional random vector, 
the same proof yields
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T heorem  C. Let {nk} satisfy condition (4.1). Then there exists a se­
quence {Tfc(u>i,u;2)}5*li of independent standard complex valued Gaussian 
random variables defined on [0, l )2 such that for almost all u> =  (u>i,u>2) G 
G [0, l ) 2
22 Y  e2™ *"1 -  Y  Yk{uj1,io2) ^ : N 12-x
k < N  k^N
for some A > 0, depending on p only.
Since for almost all u  £ [0, l )2
lim sup
TV—>oo
Y Yk{ui,uj2)
k ^ N
y/2N log log N
=  1
by the classical law of the iterated logarithm for 2-dimensional standard 
Gaussian random vectors, Theorem C implies th a t for almost all £ [0,1)
(4.2) lim sup
TV—KX>
k<N
y/N log log N
=  1.
The upper bound in (4.2) is due to Salem and Zygmund [24] and the 
lower bound to Erdős and Gál [12]. Of course, Theorem B also implies the 
central limit theorem, due to Salem and Zygmund [23]
(4.3) P u :
1
22 Y ' y cos 2,-KnkL0 < xN  2
k < N
X
oo
The combination of (1.4) and (4.2) immediately implies a lower bound 
in the law of iterated logarithm for Dpj:
(4.4) lim sup
TV—► CO
N Dn (u>) > 1
y/N log log N  = 4
An upper bound was proved by Philipp [18]: 
T heorem  D. Under (4.1) we have with probability 1
(4.5) lim sup
TV—*-CO
N D n {u>)
y/N log log N %C{p)
where
C ( p ) < -
P
as p I  0.
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This established a long-standing conjecture of Erdős and Gál [12]. In 
Philipp [19] it was shown that both (4.4) and (4.5) continue to hold for not 
necessarily integer sequences {nk}.
Theorems B and C continue to hold for some sequences {nk} growing 
subexponentially, namely for sequences satisfying the Erdős gap condition
(4.6) nk+1/ n k > l + l / k °  a  < 1 /2 .
This was proved by Berkes [2]. Consequently, the law of the iterated loga­
rithm (4.2) and the central limit theorem (4.3) remain also valid under (4.6). 
These two results were proved earlier by Takahashi [25], [26] and Erdős [10], 
respectively. This, of course, implies (4.4) for sequences {nk} satisfying the 
Erdős gap condition (4.6). In Philipp [18] the question was raised whether 
or not the upper bound (4.5) continues to hold for sequences {nk} satisfying 
the gap condition (4.6). Recently a negative answer to this question was 
given by Berkes and Philipp [6]:
T h e o r e m  E. Let {p(k) = pk} be a non-increasing sequence with
sup
k> l
p(k) 
P ( k 2)
<  o o .
Then there exists a sequence {nk} of integers satisfying 
nk+i /nk > \ + p k for k > \
such that for the discrepancy _D/v(ui) of {nku>) mod 1 we have 
. N D n (u )
(4.7) lim sup-------------------- —  > r 0 a.e..
N—too log log (1 / p n ) V n  log log TV
Here c is an absolute constant.
R emark  1. As mentioned before, under (4.6) {cos,2'Knkx} obeys the law 
of the iterated logarithm (see Takahashi [25], [26] and in fact the same holds 
for f ( n kx ) provided that
l
f(x + l )=f (x) ,  j  f{x)dx = 0, f e U p ß ,  ß > 1/2
o
(see Dhompongsa [9]). Theorem E and its proof show that the situation is 
radically different for indicator functions / :  in this case ho gap condition 
weaker than (4.1) implies the LIL for f {n kx).
R e m a r k  2. While the lower bound \  in (4.4) holds for all sequences 
{nfc} subject to (4.6), Theorem E shows that there are sequences {nk} of 
integers satisfying (4.1) for which the lower bound in (4.4) can be improved
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to clog log 1/p. This is an indication of the rate at which the upper bound 
in (4.5) breaks down as p gets small.
Let {nk} be the sequence consisting of all integers of the form q f1 • • • q fT 
(a, [> 0 integers), arranged in increasing order where {51,... , qT} is a finite 
set of coprime integers. Let r* denote the total number of primes occurring in 
the prime factorizations of q \ , . . .  ,qT. It follows from a theorem of Tijdeman 
[27] th a t {nk} satisfies nk+y /n k > 1 +  l / k a with an effectively computable 
q > 0 depending on r*. Unfortunately, for r  > 2 we have a > 1/2 and thus 
the above theory does not apply. Still, as is shown in Philipp [20], Theorems 
B, C and D continue to hold with constants A and C depending only on r*. 
In fact Theorem D is obtained in the following slightly stronger form:
T heo rem  F. Let a < l / ( 4 r ) .  There is a constant C, depending on r* 
only, with the following property. For almost all uj £ [0,1) there is an No = 
=  N q(uj, a) such that for all N  > Nq and all s and t with 0 ^ s < t ^ 1
max h\Fk{t) -  Fk(s) -  (t -  s) | ^ C(t -  s)a{N log log N)? + N  2 .
k ^ N
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following corollary. For a 
proof, see [19], pp. 325-326.
C orolla ry . Define
/yv(t) = N(Fiv(t) — t) (21V log log N ) ~ 2 , 0 < i < 1, N >  1.
Then the sequence {fiw{l), N  ^ 1} is with probability 1 relatively compact in 
-D[0,1] endowed with the supremum norm.
5. Critical behaviour of trigonometric series and 
irregularity of {nfciu} mod 1
Erdős [10] proved that cos27rnfcu; satisfies the central limit theorem (4.3) 
if
(5.1) nk+1/ n k > 1 +ck/V k ,  ck -» 00
and this result is sharp, i.e. for any c > 0 there exists a sequence {nk} with
(5.2) nk+1/ n k > 1 + c /V k  ( k> k0)
such that the CLT (4.3) is not valid. This theorem shows that the func­
tions cos27tnkLo behave like independent random variables as long as {nfc} 
satisfies (5.1) and at the critical speed (5.2) this behaviour turns into strong 
dependence. Several authors investigated the properties of cos 2x71^ 0; under
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(5.1) or (4.6); on the other hand, very little is known in the strongly depen­
dent domain. Berkes [3], [4], [5] investigated the asymptotic properties of 
cos27tnkco in the “critical domain”, i.e. in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the speed (5.2). As it turned out, in this domain {cos27t has a num­
ber of interesting and unusual probabilistic properties, very different from 
classical i.i.d. behaviour: normed trigonometric sums af,1 J2k<N cos2^71*  ^
can converge to nongaussian limit distributions and the classical L1L (4.2) 
is replaced by a variety of “fractional” LIL properties, partly resembling the 
classical LIL, but containing various nonclassical “disturbing” terms. The 
simplest nongaussian limit theorem for cos2nnkU) is the following result from 
Berkes [3j:
T heorem G. For any sufficiently slowly decreasing sequence £k i  0 there 
exists a sequence {nk} of positive integers such that
nk+i / n k ^ 1 +£k/Vk  ( k> k0) 
and for some bounded centering sequence {d/v} we have
(5.3) P <LU _ 1 ___
y / N F Ü
cos 2'KUkui — d/v < x
k < N
X
oo
There are many other possible limit distributions of normed sums 
aN E * <N cos2KnkU) in the critical domain: for example, in Berkes [3] a one- 
parameter class {Fa , 0 < A < oo} of infinitely divisible limit distributions is 
constructed which connects, in a continuous way, the Gaussian and Cauchy 
distributions. Nongaussian behaviour of Efc</v cos27rnfcu> is intimately con­
nected with the irregularities of nkco mod 1 and the high discrepancies in 
(2.6) and (4.7). For example, the sequence {n*,} for which (2.6) holds is 
identical with the sequence {n*,} in Theorem G, satisfying the Cauchy limit 
distribution theorem (5.3). In the Hadamard lacunary case ^2k<t cos2.KnkU 
behaves like a Wiener process (cf. Theorem B), i.e. its order of magni­
tude is 0( t  log log t) a n d  this leads to a classical LIL for the discrepancy 
D^{ui) of rifcu;. On the other hand, for the sequence {nk} in Theorem G the 
partial sum process Ylk<t cos 2irnkU> resembles a Cauchy process whose tra­
jectories are discontinuous, fluctuating rather wildly. As a consequence, the 
process cos2xn£U>, while staying around y/t most of the time, occasion­
ally starts climbing rapidly and reaches the order of magnitude (flog t)1/2 
infinitely many times. In view of Koksma’s inequality, this “Cauchy effect” 
leads to (2.6).
In analogy with the change of behaviour of cos 27rnfcCJ at the critical speed
(5.2), it is natural to expect an analogous change in the LIL behaviour of 
at (5.2). In this respect, we formulate the following
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C o n j e c t u r e . Let {n^} be a sequence of integers satisfying the Erdos 
gap condition (4.6). Then
Dn (u ) =  0 (iV _1/2(loglogiV)c) a.s.
for some constant c > 0.
In other words, we believe th a t Erdos’ conjecture (2.4), while false for 
general {n^}, is valid at least under (4.6). Recalling tha t there are sequences 
{n^} growing almost with the speed (5.2) such that (2.6) holds (cf. Remark 2 
after Theorem A), the validity of the above conjecture would imply an es­
sential change in the order of magnitude of Dn {lo) around the gap condition
(5.2).
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ON THE GEOMETRY OF CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
D. BSHOUTY and G. J. SZÉKELY* 
A b s t r a c t
In this paper we study the geometric structure of ranges of characteristic functions of 
random variables.
1. Introduction
D efinition  1. A characteristic curve (c.c.) of a characteristic function 
(c.f.) /  is the graph
K  = K f  = { f { t ) e C : t e R }
where R denotes the set of real numbers and C is the complex plane.
A c.f. determines a unique c.c. but the converse is not true as the c.c. of 
all identically constant random variables is the same unit circle.
The basic properties of c.f.’s, namely, /(0) =  1, |/( t) | ^ 1 and / ( —/) = f(t )  
imply that 1 6 K j , Kj  is a subset of the unit disk D and Kj  is symmetric 
with respect to the real axis.
D efinition  2. A curve K  c  D — {z E C : \ z \ ^  1} will be called an ad­
missible curve (a.c.) if z =  1 E K  and K  is symmetric with respect to the 
real axis.
The names admissible curve and characteristic curve are justified by the 
fact that f ( t ) is a continuous function.
If a c.f. has the property |/ ( f0)| =  1 for some to 7^  0 then the corresponding 
distribution is a lattice distribution (l.d.) (see Lukacs [5] p. 18 Th. 2.1.4). 
C.f.’s of l.d.’s are closely related to analytic functions. Indeed, every such
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c.f. has the representation
OO
ane,(n+c°)at
— OO
m =E
for some (o, a > 0, and an > 0 for all n £ l .  Hence
e- ‘Co“7 (f )  = aneinat = h(eiat)
where
OO
h(z) =  a0 + Y  +  a_n(z)n) .
71=1
This h(z) represents a harmonic function in the open unit disk U and f (t )  is 
related to the boundary values h(dU). If the lattice distribution is centered 
at zero (l.d.z.), i.e. £o =  0, /( i )  is the boundary of a harmonic function in U. 
If, furthermore, the support of the l.d.z. is in fVU{0}, /(f) is the boundary 
value of an analytic function in U.
Our “Geometry of Characteristic Curves” and the classical “Geometric 
Function Theory” (see [3]) are therefore two related topics with one major 
difference, namely, whereas in the first case we are interested in the boundary 
values, say, of an analytic function, in the second case we focus our attention 
on the image domain as a whole. A typical example of the second case is 
the celebrated Riemann Mapping Theorem which addresses the following 
question. Which domains in the plane are images of the unit disk under 
a one-to-one analytic function? Riemann’s Theorem answers this question 
completely by characterizing these domains topologically. These images are 
exactly all simply connected domains in the plane whose boundaries contain 
more than one point. (The whole plane itself has to be excluded by Liouville’s 
theorem claiming that every bounded entire function is constant.) In this 
context it is therefore appropriate to pose the following
P roblem 1. Characterize all admissible curves that are characteristic 
curves.
This problem turns out to be a very difficult one since we restrict the 
search among functions h(z ) with nonnegative coefficients an.
Another topic considered in Geometric Function Theory is labeled “Cov­
ering Theorems”. These are theorems for various classes of analytic functions 
that establish certain properties of sets that are entirely contained in the im­
age domain of each function of the corresponding class. A typical theorem 
is the following:
For every function h(z) analytic in U with h(0) = h'(0) —1 = 0, h(U) 
contains the disk j  z : \z\ < ^  j .
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In our case instead of intersection of all h(U) where h is in a given class 
we can consider the union of all f{U)  where /  is in a given class.
P r o b l e m  2. Given a class 5 of c.f.’s (e.g. of unimodal, decreasing failure 
rate, etc.) describe the set Ii's = U f (U).
f e s
In this paper Problem 1 will be discussed in detail. Concerning Problem 2 
we only mention two simple results:
(i) the set of all Poisson c.c.’s cover the open unit disk except the point 0;
(ii) the set of c.c.’s of unimodal distributions with mode at 0 (they are ex­
actly those distributions that have cumulative distribution functions convex 
on the negative half-line, and concave on the positive half-line) are covered 
by the disk {2 € C : |z — 1/4| < 3/4}.
The first result is almost obvious and the second one can be deduced from 
Khintchin’s well-known theorem claiming that every unimodal distribution 
with mode at 0 is a mixture (convex combination) of uniform distributions 
on finite intervals starting or ending at 0 ([4], [2] p. 158). Thus it suffices 
to show that the c.f.’s of all such uniform distributions satisfy the desired
property, i.e. 2 i t x < 4 for all real nonzero x and t.
2. Hors-d’oeuvre
We shall see th a t the following statements hold:
(i) every regular n-gon with vertices e27rfc/n, k = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  n — 1 is a c.c. 
(of a l.d.z.);
(ii) if a triangle has an angle greater than 2n/3  at z — 1, then it is not a 
c.c.
Q u e s t i o n  1. Does there exist a nonregular triangle which is a c.c. 
(preferably of a l.d.z.)?
It is clear that degenerate random variables (i.e. random variables taking 
one single value with probability 1) can be characterized by the property that 
their c.c.’s is the unit circle. (Suppose the random variable X  has c.f. / ,  the 
random variable X '  has distribution function P (X '< x) =  1 -  P (X < -x ), i.e. 
the c.f. of X '  is /  thus 1 =  |/( t ) | = / /  implies that if these random variables 
are independent then X  — X ' =  0, i.e. X  =  X ' with probability 1, and this 
contradicts to independence except if X  = X 1 is degenerate.) Now, what if 
K  is a circle but not the unit circle. All such admissible circles are c.c.’s of 
random variables taking only two values, and one of them is 0.
Q u e s t i o n  2. Is there a random variable supported on more than 2 
values such that its c.c. is a circle?
Interestingly enough the c.c. of the exponential distribution whose c.f. is 
(1 — i t )~x is almost a circle. Only the point z =  0 is missing. This shows that
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the c.c. of the random variable X  with distribution P(X = 0) =  P(X  =  1) =  
= 1/2 is almost identical with the c.c. of the above mentioned exponential 
distribution (their closure is the same circle).
Q uest ion  3. Is there a c.c. which covers the open unit disk U1
Thus we are looking for c.c.’s that are Peano curves. First we note that 
a simple shift of a random variable may completely destroy the shape of its 
c.c., it can easily become dense in the unit disk. For example the c.f. of the 
coin tossing random variable P(X = 1) =  P (X =  — 1) =  1/2 is f (t )  =  cost and 
its c.c. is the interval [—1,1], while the c.f. of P(X =  a ± 1) = 1/2 is f a (i) =  
=  emi cos t and the corresponding c.c. is everywhere dense in the unit disk 
if 27t/ a  is irrational mod 2t . To see this, put R$ =  {re1'3 *9 :0 ^ r < 1}. Then 
it suffices to show that { /(t) : t £ R} is dense in R,$ for every d. Indeed, for 
tf. = (-1? +  27rk)/a we have f a(fk) =  ^  cos[i? +  2Trk\/a and here the cos factor 
is known to be dense in [—1,1]. Our argument implies a somewhat more 
general
P roposition  1. Let f  be a c.f. of a lattice distribution supported on Z. 
Then for  2t / a irrational mod27r the c.c. of the c.f. eiatf(t) is dense in the 
annulus inf | / |  ^ \z\ ^ 1 •
A partial negative answer to our Question 3 follows from a problem by 
Pólya and Szegő ([8], p. 28, Problem 170). This problem claims that if /  is 
an analytic function on the real axis, then the corresponding c.c. cannot be 
a Peano curve. More precisely the following proposition is true.
P roposition  2. There does not exist a function which is regular analytic 
along the real axis and which assumes for real values of the variable every 
value in the interior of a fixed circle. In short: There does not exist analytic 
Peano curve.
3. Main results
In the following we shall focus our attention to nonintersecting closed 
curves. One might think that if K f  is a closed Jordan curve, then there exists 
a 7^  0 such that /(to) =  1, and thus /  is the c.f. of a lattice distribution. 
This is not the case and examples can be constructed using a theorem by
Shimitzu (see [6], p. 8). All these examples have the property that 0 ^ Int Kj.  
We conjecture that if I i j  is a closed Jordan curve and 0 £ Int K /  then /  is 
the c.f. of a lattice distribution.
Another remark is the following. If a c.f. is smooth at the point z = 1,
then it is almost as smooth at every other point (see Lukacs [6] p. 22). This
implies e.g. that not every convex a.c. is a c.c. On the other hand we shall
see that every admissible regular polygon is a c.c. of a l.d.z.
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As noted in the Introduction, if K  =  h(dU) where h is an analytic func­
tion in the unit disk U with nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients, then K  is 
the c.c. of a l.d.z. A particular case is
T heorem  1. Let K  be a convex admissible curve, symmetric with respect 
to the imaginary axis. If the opening angle at z=  1 is less than 7r/2, then K  
is the characteristic curve of a lattice distribution supported on N .
Theorem 1 is a special case of the more general
T heorem  2. Let K  be a convex admissible curve, symmetric to the ro­
tation of angle 2x/n,  n £ N , around the origin. If the opening angle at 
z=  1 is less than (n — l)7r/n, then K  is the characteristic curve of a lattice 
distribution supported on N .
R emark  1. The angle (n -  l)7r/n in Theorem 2 is sharp. It cannot be 
replaced by any larger number. Boas [1] implies that if a c.c. of a l.d.z. is 
a polygon that has an opening angle ß < ír at 2 = 1, then it has an opening 
angle at least ß at every other point. This shows that no triangle with 
opening angle ß > 2 n / 3 at z — 1 can be a c.c. We do not know if there exists 
a non-equilateral triangle that is a c.c. at all.
C orollary  1. Every admissible regular n-gon that is symmetric with 
respect to rotations 2tt/ n around the origin is a characteristic curve of a 
lattice distribution supported on N .
This Corollary and the following Proposition imply that the polygons of 
the Corollary are the only polygons with vertices on the unit circle that are
c.c.’s.
P roposition  3. The points of a c.c. that are on the unit circle are 
equidistant.
This Proposition is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1.4 of Lukacs [5].
R emark  2. The complexity of the characterization of c.c.’s (even of 
convex ones) is best seen by considering the class of convex hexagons that 
touch the unit circle only at 2 =  1. On one hand there exist non-regular 
convex hexagons that are c.c.’s, namely, consider a convex combination of 
the identically 1 c.f. and the c.f. whose c.c. is a hexagon that satisfies the 
premises of Theorem 2. On the other hand, using Proposition 3, we infer 
that there are hexagons that are not c.c.’s.
R emark  3. If K  is an admissible curve, star-like with respect to the 
origin, and symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis, then K 2 =  {z2 : z £ 
£ K } is a c.c. The star-likeness of K  implies the star-likeness of K 2, and the 
symmetry of K  implies that K 2 is a Jordan curve.
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and is 
omitted. We only have to prove Theorem 1.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1
The main tool in this proof is the Schwarz-Christoffel formula (see e.g. 
Nehari [7]). First we assume that K  is a convex admissible polygon symmet­
ric with respect to the imaginary axis. Denote the exterior angles of the first 
quadrant by na\, 7ra2, . . . ,  7rQn_ ! , and the exterior angles a,t z and at the 
imaginary axis at the point, say, ai by xao and 7ra n, respectively. By the 
symmetry properties of our domain IntA', the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping 
of the unit disk onto Int K  given by Nehari p. 193 is
( 1 )
Z
M m 'J ____________________ dC____________________( i - c2)a°(i+ a2e2)“n n (i - Vi(2)a' { i - ViC2)a‘
i= 1
for some c > 0, and 77, such tha t |?y,| = 1 and a % > 0 such that
71— 1
(2) 4 ^   ^o?i +  2(a?o -)- a n) — 2.
2 =  1
Here, 77, are the points of the unit circle that are mapped by /  to the vertices 
of the polygon. In particular, K  = {f[elt) : t £ R}. We shall see that f ( e lt) is 
a c.f. To see this we only need to show that the coefficients in the Maclaurin 
series of f ( z ) are nonnegative. Since /(0) =  0 we only have to show that the 
derivative f ( z )  has nonnegative coefficients except possibly for the constant 
coefficient. Since /(0 ) =  0 and /'(O) = c > 0, we only have to show that f ( z ) / c  
has nonnegative coefficients. Now
l°g  { / ' ( 2 ) M  =
= —a 0 log(l -  z2) -  a n log(1 +  a2z2)-
71— 1
5Z  q > -  r í*2) + -  r?t2^ 2)
t=l
0 0  / n - \  \ 2k
= I «o +  2 yy  a,Re +  a n ( — a 2 ) k J
k=1 t=i
71— 1
By assumption a0 > 1/2, and hence by (2) q„ +  2 Qi ^ 1/2 thus
, 2 =  1
71 — 1  71— 1
a° +  2 X ]  a ‘Re r í  +  an{~a2)k = Qo -  otj -  gn ^ 0.
*=1 i=l
The result follows for this case (for polygons).
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If K  is not a polygon, then it can be approximated by an increasing 
sequence of polygonal c.c.’s K n. For each K n there corresponds a c.f. /„ 
of the form (1). The family { / « ( • ? ) is a family of Riemann Mappings 
of Int K n that converges in the kernel sense to Int K  (see [3], p. 54), hence 
/„ converges locally uniformly to /  that maps the unit disk onto Int K . 
Moreover, ( [3], p. 41) K  = { /(e í() : t £ R}. Since the coefficients of f n were 
nonnegative, and each coefficient of /  is the limit of coefficients of /„ the 
coefficients of /  are nonnegative. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Finally, the authors thank Professor Sz. Gy. Révész for many valuable 
comments and suggestions.
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ON THE LENGTH OF THE LONGEST MONOTONE BLOCK
E. CSÁKI* 1 and A. FÖLDES2 *
Dedicated to Pál R évész  on the occasion o f  hts 60th birthday, 
who encouraged a n d  helped us tn this work
A b s t r a c t
The length of the longest monotone block is studied. It is shown th a t th is length is 
of order log n  for any discrete distribution. On the other hand, the length of the longest 
strictly monotone block depends on the d istribution. As examples, we discuss the case of 
geometric and Poisson distribution.
1. Introduction
Let X i,X 2, . . .  be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with common 
distribution function F(x).  If
( 1. 1) xi+l < xi+2 < ... < X l+J
then Xi+i , . . .  ,Xi+j  form a monotone block (MB) of length j .  If
(1.2) X i+1 < X i+2 < . . .  < X i+j
then X j+ i,. . .  , X l+] form a strictly monotone block (SMB) of length j .  It 
is interesting to investigate the length jt(n) of the longest MB or the length 
of the longest SMB p s (n) in the first n trials. In case of a continuous 
distribution function F(x),  this problem was raised by Pittel [11]. He proved 
that
(1.3) lim l0f l0gn/i(n) =  1 a .s ..
n~*oo log Tl
Obviously, for continuous F{x) to consider the longest MB or SMB is the 
same problem, that is to say, for a continuous F(x)
P(/r(n) =p's (n)) =  1.
Révész [12] gave a more precise result than (1.3):
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T heorem  (Révész [12]). Let bn be the solution of the equation 
bnebn =  (logn)e-1 ,
/(» )  =
l n (e )  =
Wn(e) =
Vn(f) =
3n(e) =
z, n 1 ---------, a
•n 2 ’
(n) =  f(n ) -  [f(n)]
[ / M ] - 3 , if a(n) ^  e
[ / H I -  2, if a (n ) > e
[ / (n)] + 2, if a{n) < 1 — e
[/(" )]+  3, if a(n) > 1 — e
[/(«)]»
VII
2Ö
[/(«)] + !. if a(n) > e
[/(«)] - if a(n) < 1 — e
[/(»)]> if a(n) > l  — e.
Then for g(n,C) the length of the longest MB for an arbitrary continuous 
distribution, and for any e > 0
un(e)eUUC(g(n,C))
vn{e)eULC{fi(n,C))
Jn(e)eLUC(g(n,C))
/„(e) G L L C ( n ( n ,  C ) ) .
For the definitions of the classes UUC, U LC , LUC, LLC  we refer to 
Révész [13]. Further results were given by Grill [6] and Novak [9].
However, similar problems for the case of noncontinuous F(x) remained 
open. In this paper we will investigate the case of discrete F(x).  The length 
of the longest MB and SMB with unspecified discrete distribution will be de­
noted by p(n,F)  and p s (n,F),  respectively. For the geometric distribution 
the exact probability of P(Ai < X 2 ^ .. ■ is Xk)  and P(Xi < X 2  < ■ ■ ■ < Xk)  
will be calculated. As a consequence, the limit distribution of the waiting 
time r(m,G)  for an MB of length m, and the waiting time r s (m,G)  for an 
SMB of length m  will be given. The corresponding strong law for g ( n , G ) 
and p s (n,G ) will be formulated. (Here G stands for the geometric distri­
bution.) Moreover we will show, that for any discrete distribution F(x),  
g{n,F)  behaves as p(n,G)  with an appropriately selected success probabili­
ty p. However, we will show, that the length of the longest SMB varies with 
the distribution. As an example the strong law for g(n, P), the length of the 
longest SMB for the Poisson distribution will be presented.
The problem of the longest (strictly) monotone block is strongly related 
to the problem of the longest head run. The length m(n) of the longest 
head run of n Bernoulli trials P(X, =  1) =  P (X t- =  — 1) =  |  was raised by T. 
Varga, first answered by Erdős-Rényi [3], and a surprisingly precise answer 
was given by Erdős-Révész [4],
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T h e o r e m  (Erdős-Révész [4]). Let {an} be an increasing sequence of 
positive numbers, and let
oo
^ ( K } )  = J > an-
71 =  1
Then
an € UUC{m{n)) if A({on}) < oo 
an £ULC(m(n) )  if A({an}) = oo
and for any e > 0
[lgn -  lg lglgn + lg Ige -  1 +  e] G LUC(m(n))
[lg n -  lg lg lg n +  lg lg e — 2 + e] £ LLC(m{n ))
(lg stands for logarithm with base 2).
If the Bernoulli variable is taken to be P(X; =  1) —p, P(_X,- =  —1) =  1— p,
then similar results are valid. We only mention that in this case the leading
term changes for logx n. (loga denotes logarithm with base a.)
P
Further results on this topic were obtained by Guibas and Odlyzko [7], 
Samarova [14], Deheuvels [2]. A very general method was worked out by 
Csáki-Földes-Komlós [1], Novak [9] and Móri [8] which can be applied in 
numerous situations including the longest head run, and monotone block 
problems, and will be applied in this work as well.
2. Results for the geometric distribution
L e m m a . Let{Xl}f2_l be an i.i.d. sequence of geometric random variables 
with
(2.1) P ( X1= j )  = q i-1p, j=  1 ,2 ,...
where 0 < p = l - g < l .  Then
pk
(2.2) P(Xl < X 2 < . . . < X k) = - j r Z------ , fc = 1 ,2 ,...
n a - « ' )i=i
and
nk kik-1)
P( Xl < X 2 < . . . < X k) = — ^------ fc= 1 ,2 ,. . .  .
n ( i - f l ' )
(2.3)
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P r o o f . Put
(2.4)
OO
fk = ? ( X 1< X 2i . . . <  Xk)  =  J > ( * i  = i ) p (i ú X 2 < X 3 < . . . < X k).
j=1
Then
(2.5) P ( j ^ X 2 < X 3 <: . . .<Xk) =
= P ( X 2 — j  + 1 < - - - < X k - j + l \ X 2> j , . . . , X k >j )  (P(X2 > ;) ) fc- 1 =
= P(X2 < • • • < = q U - W - V f k - i ,
since the conditional distribution of X t — j  +  1 under the condition X{ > j  is 
also geometric. Hence
(2.6) f k
OO
E
J  =  1
fk—\ — pfk—i y  '^
1 - 9 '
:fk-
Being f x = 1, we get
(2.7) P
n ( i - 9 j )
j=i
proving (2.2). To get (2.3) we only have to repeat the previous argument 
establishing
(2.8) P(j < X 2 < X 3 < • ■ • < X k) = q^k~1)P ( X 2 < X 3 < - < X k) 
instead of (2.5), and finish the proof as above.
To exploit the above result, we will apply our main lemma in Csáki- 
Földes-Komlós [lj. To formulate this result we need some notations. We only 
give the stationary form of the lemma, as this is the form we need here. Let 
X \,  X 2, . . .  be a sequence of independent random variables, and let T n m^ de­
note the (T-algebra generated by the blocks of variables X m 2fn+j , ..., Xn+m_i. 
A n<rn will denote a sequence of events, where A nyTn € X nyTn. In the notation, 
m  will be suppressed A n>m will be simply denoted by An. The purpose of 
the lemma is to find good approximations to the probabilities
(2.9) P ( U ^ i )  = l - P ( Ä 1 . . .Ä n)
or find the limit distribution of the random variable
(2.10) r(m ) =  {first n such that A n occurs}.
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Main Lemma ([1]). Assume that An is stationary (m is fixed),and there 
is a number a, 0 < a < 1, such that the following three conditions hold for 
some k ^ m, e > 0
( 2 . 11)
P(i42 . . .Ä f e |i4 i ) - a |< e ,  
£  P(Al |A 1)< e ,
^=*=2m
p (A i) < —.m
Then for all N  > 1
e - (a + 1 0 e )N P (A i) -2 m P (A 1) <  <  e -(a-10£)ATP(Ai)+2mP(Ai)_
Consequently if
lim n(m)P(Ai) =  A,
771—KX)
then
(2.12) lim P (Äl Ä 2 . . . Ä n{m)) = e - aX.
m —► oo v '
We will apply this lemma for i.i.d.r.v.-s, so A n will be stationary.
Define the events A n and as follows:
(2.13) A n = { X n < X n+l< . . . < X n+m_ l },
(2.14) A f =  { X n < X n+i < ■ ■ ■ < X n+Tn- \ },
that is to say, if An or A f occur, then the block of length m starting with X n 
is MB or SMB, respectively. Denote by r(m,G)  and r s (m,G)  the waiting 
time (see (2.10)) for an MB and for an SMB of length m, respectively. By 
elementary calculations, one can check, that all conditions of the main lemma 
are met for An and for A% as well. (For An, a = q and for A f, a =  1.) 
Application of the main lemma combined with Lemma 2.1 leads to
T h e o r e m  2.1. I f  { A r, } ^ 1 is i.i.d. geometric with P(X\ =  k) =  pqk_1, 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  then for all x 0
lim P
771— ► OO
^r(m ,G ) >
xC(m)  \  
qpm )
where
m
C(m) =  n ( l - « ‘).
k=1
Theorem 2.1 easily implies the following strong law for p(n,G).
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T heorem  2.2. I f  is i.i.d. geometric with ¥(X\  =  k) =  pqk
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  then
ß(n,G)  1lim ---------= 1 a .s..n—kx> logl n
p
Similarly for the SMB case, we have
THEOREM 2.3. If is i.i.d. geometric with P(X i  =  k) =  pqk_1,
k =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  then for all x /  0
im P r 5 (m, G) >
xC(m )
m( m — 1)
p™5 2
T heorem  2.4. / /  is i.i.d. geometric with P(X\  — k) =  pqk 1,
A; =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  then
,  MS(n,G) ,lim — = 1 a.s..
n -°c /21ogi n
R e m a r k . Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 combined with the usual Borel-Cantelli 
arguments would provide much more precise upper and lower class results, 
which we omit.
Comparing Theorems 2.2. and 2.4 shows that the length of the longest 
SMB is much shorter than the longest MB, which is not surprising at all.
/r(n,G) and gs (n,G)  do not have limiting distributions. Applying, how­
ever, Theorem 3.1 of Móri [8] one can easily prove the following results.
THEOREM 2.5. If {A’, } ^ :1 is i.i.d. geometric with P(X i  =  k) =  pqk~x, 
k = 1/2, . . . ,  then for all real t
i n i T
;----- V  - /( / i ( t ,G )  -  log! * <t) =  /  exp{ - - p z}dz,logn t—* i p J cj-i t
where /(•) denotes the indicator and c — C{oo) = lim C(m).
m —TOO
T heorem 2.6. If  { X l}f2.1 is i.i.d. geometric with P(ATi =  k) = pqk 
k =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  then for all real t
log n i
j 2 - I ( p S ( i , G ) - g ( i ) < t )
0 i f t < - 1,
1 +  i if -1 < t < 0, 
1 if 0 < t,
where
g{i) = - log! -  + /  + \ (logi - - 7i) +21°gi ; •
q  p 2 V V q P 2 /  q  C
From Theorem 2.2 in Novak [9] we can obtain a rate of convergence 
result:
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T heorem 2.7. / / is i.i.d. geometric with P(X\ = k) = pqk *, 
k = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  then
max
1 < k<n
P(/r(n, G) < k) — exp nqpk+1(1 -  qk+l) 
C(k + 2)
as n —> oo.
3. Monotone blocks with arbitrary discrete distribution
To investigate the case of an arbitrary discrete distribution, we might 
suppose without loss of generality, that the random variable takes the values 
1 ,2 ,3 ,...  with probabilities PuP2 ,P3 , ■■ ■ ■ Introduce the notation
(3.1) p — max pi.
1 i < + oo
Lemma 3.1. I f  the discrete distribution has finite support with
(3.2) K = m ax{i: p, > 0} 
we have for all l = 1 ,2 ,...
(3.3) pl < P( Xl < X 2 < . . .  < X,)  < pl ^  +K&_~  ^  .
P r o o f . The lower bound is obvious. The upper bound follows easily
from
P (X ,g  X2 < . . . £ * , )  =
]T  pu Pi2 - - p H^ p
i f  l •+■ it — 1 
K -  1
Lemma 3.2. If  the discrete distribution has infinite support, and
(3.4) K  = min < k  ■ ^ P:  <  P  '
i=k
we have for all l — 1 ,2 ,. . .
(3.5) pl <: P(Xj < X 2 < • • • < X ,) <: p‘ ^  + A )  .
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P r o o f . Being the lower bound obvious, we prove only the upper bound. 
Using simple combinatorial argument, we get
(3.6)
P(X x < X 2 < . . . < X,) = P(A' < Xi  < X 2 < . • • £ Xi) +
i
+ Y ^ P ( X 1< X 2 < . . . < X J < K <  X j+1 <. . .<X, )<  
:=i
Combining Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 we might conclude that for every discrete 
distribution there exists a (big enough) K  (depending on the distribution) 
such tha t for l big enough
(3.7) Pl i P ( X l < X 2 < . . . < X i ) < l Kpl.
(3.7) leads to the following strong law:
T heorem 3.1. Let X i ,  X 2, .. . Xn . . .  be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.-s with 
arbitrary discrete distribution. Then for the length of the longest MB n(n,  D ) 
(D for discrete)
(3.8) lim
n —► oo
ß{n,D)
log i  nV
= 1 a.s. .
P r o o f . To prove the upper part one has to show that for a convenient 
subsequence {n/t}
(3.9) V  P(/i(nfc,D) > (logi n jt_ i) ( l+  e)) <oo.
Z '  P
k =  1
Take n* =  ka with a big enough q , such that ae > 1, and apply the trivial 
upper bound
P(/x(n, D) > l) < n?{X1 < X 2 < . . . < X , ) .
Elementary calculations and (3.7) give (3.9).
To prove the lower part we have to show that
OO
(3.10) 'S'' P(/i(n, D) < (logi n)(l — e)) < oo.
^ J  P
k = l
Denote
A ( z ,  T i l )  —  { h - i m  =  X i m -\-1 =  ' ‘ — 1 } i
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then clearly
(3.11) {/i(n, D) < m} C P | A(i, m),
i=l
hence
(3.12) P(//(n, D) < m) (1 — P(A(1, m ) ) ) ^  .
(3.12) combined with elementary calculations leads to (3.10). Since the above 
argument is well-known we omit the details.
Comparing Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 we arrive to the following conclusion. 
Let D be an arbitrary discrete distribution with maximal probability p de­
fined by (3.1). Furthermore let G be geometric with success probability p. 
Then
limn—► oo
p{n,D)
p{n,G)
a.s..
Finally observe that our result also implies that if m{n) is the length of 
the longest head run in n independent Bernoulli trials, where P(X, =  1) = p ,  
then we also have
lim
71—► OO
p{n, D)
m(n)
= 1 a .s ..
4. Strictly monotone blocks for the Poisson distribution
To illustrate that the length of the longest SMB varies with the distri­
bution, we briefly discuss the case of the Poisson distribution.
R emark 4.1. If the discrete distribution has finite support with K  de­
fined by (3.2), then of course p s (n) =  K  for large n, but here we want to see 
a nontrivial example which differs from the geometric case.
Lemma 4.1. Let be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with
\k
pk = P ( X 1=k)  = — e~x, k = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . .
Then
(4.1) P(Jf! < X 2 < • • • < X,) = e-Tks'O+oP))
as l —> oo.
P r o o f . To get the lower bound, observe that
P  / =  P p ^ i  < X 2 < - - - < Xi )  > PoPi • ■ -Pi-1-
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Using Stirling formula, elementary computations lead to
(4.2)
i-i
P / > exp ^ ^  j lo g j  -  XI +
i=i
*(*- 1)
i-i j /-i
log A +  Y  3 -  2 1C logJ ~ Cl
l 3 =  1
(where C is a conveniently selected constant). As
(4.3)
( 1 ( 1 Id _  i 'jY J log j < (log 1)Yj = (1oS 0 —
j = 1 j= l
and all the other terms in the exponent of (4.2) are of smaller order, we have 
the lower bound.
For the upper bound observe that
(4.4) P, < P(X 2 > 1)P(X3 > 2) . . . ?{Xi > l -  1). 
Using the obvious inequality
(4.5) P ( * i > j ) <  ( j ) '  j =  1 ,2 ,...  
(easily proved by Stirling formula) we get
l-i
Y j l og j +
3 = 1
l ( l -  i) 
2
log A +
2 J
Now as
x log xdx =
l2 log l ,
- ^ r - ( i +  0(1))
and the other terms in the exponent of (4.6) are of smaller order, we get 
(4.1).
T heorem 4.1. 
distribution
For the length g,s (n, P) of the longest SMB of a Poisson
h S(n, P)lim
n —► oo V log*log log n
= 1 a.s.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 runs like that of Theorem 3.1, except that we 
use Lemma 4.1 instead of (3.7), hence we omit it.
R emark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 shows that the longest SMB in the Poisson 
case is shorter than in the geometric case, and that the leading term of the
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asymptotic of the length does not depend on A. (4.2) and (4.6), however, 
together imply that
P( Xl < X 2 < - - - < X, )  =
= exp j  — - 1°g  ^+ /2 +  + 0(1 log /) I  ,
from which one can obtain the more precise result
logn /  log log log n 3/2 + log A -  log 2 +  o(l)
log log n \  2 log log n log log n
as re-4 00, showing that A appears in the third term only.
R emark  4.3. Comparing our result with the continuous case, it turns 
out, that for any discrete distribution, the longest MB is longer than the 
longest MB for any continuous distribution. However, in our examples treat­
ed above, the longest SMB sequence was shorter than ra which is the
length of the longest (S)MB for continuous distribution. T. Móri kindly pro­
vided us with the following example, where the longest SMB is of the same 
order as for continuous distribution.
P, = P(X, < X 2 < ■ ■ ■ < Xt) = ^ P ( X U x 2, . . . , Xi  are different),
hence, assuming that p\ > p2 > . . . ,  we get
^ S ! S 2 ■ - - -S/-1 % P /  ^  yy,
OO
where s, = ^  pj. If
j= t+ i
C
Pk = --------------T---------5 k=  1 ,2 , . . .
(*:+ 1) log2(fc+ I)
then
S!S2 • • -si-1 = exp{0(/ log log /)},
hence
P/ exp{- /  log / (I + o(l))}
as / —4 oo giving the same order of magnitude for SMB as for continuous 
distribution.
A c k n o w l e d g e m ENT. The authors are indebted to T. Móri for his fruit­
ful remarks.
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ON ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF DIFFUSION PROCESSES
E. CSÁKI* 1 and P. SALM INEN2
Dedicated to Pál R évész  fo r  his 60th birthday
A b s t r a c t
We study the properties of the local time and its inverse of a linear recurren t diffusion 
and establish strong approxim ation results for additive functionals of the diffusion. The 
cases of positive, resp. null recurrence are trea ted  separately. A consequence of our results 
is a law of the iterated  logarithm for additive functional.
1. Introduction
Let X  =  { X t] t ^  0} be a recurrent one-dimensional diffusion living on 
an interval I  C  5?. Our aim in this paper is to extend the results of Csáki et 
al. [4] concerning strong approximations of additive functionals of the form
t
(1.1) Zt = j { { X s)ds
o
established in the case when X  was a standard Brownian motion.
Weak limit theorems for additive functionals of diffusions were proved 
by Tanaka [15] in the positive recurrent case and by Kasahara and Kotani 
[9] and Kasahara [8] in the null recurrent case.
For similar results for Markov chains see Csáki and Csörgő [2].
Horváth and Khoshnevisan [6] proved a strong approximation result for 
additive functionals of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
Our results are based on the properties of the local time and its inverse 
which will be summarized in Section 2. These results may be of independent 
interest. In Section 3 we formulate and prove our main results in both 
positive and null recurrent cases. In Section 4 we give some remarks.
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2. Diffusion local times
Let X  =  { X t, t > 0} be a recurrent one-dimensional diffusion living on 
an interval I  C 3?. Recall tha t a recurrent diffusion is null recurrent if and 
only if m(7) =oo, where m  is the speed measure of X.  If m(7) < oo we say 
that X  is positively recurrent.
The probability measure and the expectation operator of X , when X q =  x, 
are denoted by Px and Ex, respectively. The diffusion X  possesses at every 
point x G 7 a local time process Lx = {Lx, t > 0}, such that (see Ray [13])
( 2 . 1) Lx = lim[o m((x
1
e,x + e))
t
j  l(x — e.r + e) {Xs)ds
0
P — a.s.,
(2.2) (i, x) ha L x is continuous P — a.s.
Let now Ax be the right continuous inverse of Lx. Then it is well-known 
th a t A x is a subordinator, i.e. an increasing process with stationary and 
independent increments. The Lévy-Khintchine representation of A x is (see 
Itő and McKean [7], p. 214-215)
Ex(e~XA*) = exp
(2.3)
=exp (-G itb)) ’
where G\  is the Green kernel of X.  The Lévy measure nx is the sum of the 
two measures n+ and nx_ obtained from the relations
(2.4) — e x>)n±(dl) -- limy—>x±
1 -  Ey(exp(-AHx)) 
± ( S ( y ) - S ( x ) )
where 5 is the scale function of X  and Hx =mf{ t ,  Xt = x}.  An implicit 
assumption here is tha t x is an inner point of I . If x is the left endpoint, say, 
then by the definition =  0. We remark also that
(2'5) E-(-4í) = liS A G , ( x ,x ) =m {í}
(see Salminen [14]).
Further, let B  = {B s,s > 0} be a standard one-dimensional Brownian 
motion and l =  {lx , t  > 0,x G 5P} its local time (with respect to 2dx,  where
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dx is the Lebesgue measure). The inverse local time of B  at the point x is 
denoted by ax =  { a f , t > 0}.
It is a standard fact that X  can be constructed from B  via a scale 
transformation and a random time change. To explain shortly how this is 
done recall that X  is said to be in natural scale if 5(z) =  x. Because 5 is 
increasing it is obvious that Y  = £(X) is a recurrent diffusion in natural scale. 
Let m Y be the speed measure of Y, and introduce the additive functional
Then Y  = {Yt, t  ^  0} is identical in law with {B(rt), t  > 0}, where rt = 
=  inf{s, a s > f} is the right continuous inverse of a  (see Itő and McKean
[7], p- 167-174).
Assume now that X  is in natural scale and that 0 £ I.
P roposition  2.1. In a suitable probability space
(2.7) ^At = ^at for every x £ I  and t > 0 a.s.,
where At = A° and at =  a°.
P r o o f . First, because
( 2 .6)
A t =  inf{s, L°s >t} =\nf{s,  l ^ > t } ,
we note that
rAt = inf{s, l°s >t} = at. 
Using this and the definition of local time we have
o
A t
0
0
5? 0
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= lim
1
x+e  a t
<( , \ \  l ( x - £ , x + c ) { y ) d l ys m ( d y )<40 m((x - € , x  + e)) J J
x —t 0
x+c
lim
1
t]o m((x — e, x +  f)) 
= lxl a t i
J lVatm (dy)
by the continuity of x i—»l* . The proposition follows using the joint continuity
(2 .2 ) .
P roposition  2.2. For every x £ I  and t > 0
( 2 . 8 ) E?( -ßL* (e ) = exp
ßt
1 +  ß\x\
Moreover, under and for x < 0 < y the random variables LxAt and LyAt 
are independent, and L a ( = {L At, x > 0} is a diffusion starting from t > 0 
having the generator
(2.9) S =
Hence, L ^t constitutes a martingale with respect to its natural filtration.
P r o o f . This follows easily from Proposition 2.1 and the corresponding 
properties of Brownian local time (see Theorem 5.3.20, p. 137 in Knight 
[10]). (In fact, our case can also be seen as a special case of Ray [13], p. 624 
and 627 by choosing therein T  = inf{s, L°s > t }, where r  ~  exp(A).)
R ema rk . Let 0 < x\ < ■ ■ • < xn be given. Then the joint distribution of
is given by
(2.9) E0(e~ ^  x,l at ) — AGo(0 ,0),
where r~exp(A ) and Gq is the Green kernel associated with the diffusion 
having the generator
d d
Gu = - j -  -7-u, dm dx
u'(0+) - u '( 0 - )  = Au(0) 
u ' ( x i + )  -  u ' ( x i ~ )  =  Ai u ( x i ) ,  i =  1,2,. n.
( 2 . 11)
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P roposition  2.3. Let X  be in natural scale. Then the following formu­
lae are valid for x £ I
( 2 . 12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
Eo (LxAt) = t 
E o ( ( ^ t)2) =  *2 +  2i |z |
E o ( ( ^ 1)m) ^ ^ m ( l  +  l*|m" 1), r n >  1 
cov(m  ,!> ;)  = { 2 tm in (|z |»|y|)’ ^ >0‘ At ( 0 ,  otherwise.
P roof  is straightforward and omit ted (cf. Csáki et al. [4]).
Assume now that X  is not in natural scale and that 0 £ I  and — without 
loss of generality — 5(0) = 0 . Then Y  =  5(AT) is in natural scale and we have
(2.16) E r (ex p (-/S i‘ r j) =  exp ( ~ 1 + ^ _ J  , 
where A\ — inf {s, Las > t}. Consequently,
(2.17) ( e x p l - ß i ^ ' ' 11)) = c x p  ( - 1 +  <^ t _ a | )  .
where A ? = inf {s, z f  ^  > t}. Let now a =  5(0) = 0 and b— S(x),  then
(2.18) E? ' / - 0 L 1. (e At ) =exp
ßt
l + / 3 | 5 ( z )
The following proposition can easily been proved using Proposition 2.2 and 
the scale transformation.
P roposition  2.4. The following formulae are valid for x £ I
(2.19) Eo (LxA,) = t
(2.20) E0((L*Af )  = t2 + 2t\S(x)\
(2.21) Eo((X^ D  £ K m(1 + ^(z)!™ -1), m  > 1
Í9 991 Cnvtr* Ty I  2imin(|S (x)|,|5 (i/)|), i f x y>  0
(2.22) Cov(LAt, L At) -  I  otherwise.
3. Main results
3.1 Preliminaries. Assume that f (x) ,  x £ I  is a locally integrable real 
valued function with the property
J \ f(x)\m(dx) < oo.
/
(3.1)
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Assume throughout that X0 =  0 and consider the additive functional
t
(3.2) Zt = f  f ( X s) d s = Í  f {x )Lfm(dx)
J J
0 I
and put t — A u \
A u
Í  Í
(3.3) Zau = /  f ( X a) ds=  /  f ( x ) L xAu m(dx)
J J
o /
It is easy to see that {Za u, u > 0} is a process of independent and sta­
tionary increments. By (2.19) and (2.22) we have
(3.4)
where
EZAu = u f ,
(3.5) 7 =  J f{x) m(dx).  
1
and
(3.6)
where
Var ZAu =  no2,
(3.7)
/ /
f {x) f{y)  m in (|5 (x )|,\S{y)\) m{dx)m(dy)
/ x/n{xy>0}
3.2 The case of positive recurrence. In this case, by (2.5),
(3.8) y, = EA\ = m{ I }  
is finite.
T heorem  3.1. Assume that
(3.9) E(A i)? <oo for some l < g < 2 .
0) If
f /11
I \ f (X, ) \
2+ 6
ds(3.10) E < oo
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for some 6 > 0, then on a suitable probability space one can construct a 
diffusion process Xt and a standard Brownian motion Wt such that
(3.11)
as t —> oo, where
(3.12)
and a 2 is defined by (3.7).
(>i) V
Zt - f L ° t - — Wts/fi = 0( t^ \ogt )  a.s.
ß = max I ; 1 1
2 + 6 ' 2 q
(3.13) E I
2+6
/(X .)  -  L ds < oo
for some 6 > 0, then on a suitable probability space one can construct a 
diffusion process X t and a standard Brownian motion Wt such that
(3.14) Zt - f  -  -  ~ W t 
B Vfi
O(tf1\ogt) a.s.
as t-+ oo, where ß is defined by (3.12) and 
(3.15)
CTi = 2 / /  ( - ^  “  ]Q  ~ 0  min(l‘S'(x)M ,S'(2')l) m(dx)m(dy).
Ixlr\{xy>0}
P r o o f . We prove part (i) only. The proof of part (ii) is similar. It 
follows from the strong invariance principle of Komlós et ah [11] combined 
with Lemma A1 in Berkes and Philipp [1] that on a suitable probability space 
one can construct a diffusion process X t and a standard Brownian motion 
Wu * such that
(3.16) ZAu - f u - o W ^  = 0 {u 1^ 2+s'>) a.s.
as u —> oo.
Under the condition (3.6) we have
(3.17) A u = pu + 0 ( u lIq(\ogu)xI2) a.s. 
as u —F oo and consequently
(3.18) lf}=  — +  O ^ /^ lo g  i)1/ 2) a.s.
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as t —»00. Put u = L® into (3.16). Then we have
(3.19) U Lo -  fL "  -  uW, i)L° = 0  ((Z?)1/*2-*-5)) = 0 ( t1'V +s'>) a.s.
Under the condition (3.10) it follows that J  |/(2 fs)|ds, k = 1 , 2 , . . . ,
A k
are i.i.d. random variables having (2 +  <5)-th moment, therefore
(3.20) \ZA 0 -  Zt \ = 0((L°t )1/{2+6)) = 0 { t1/(2+s'>) a.s.
Lt
as t oo. Moreover, it follows from (3.18) and the increment results of 
Csörgő and Révész [5] that
(3.21) \ W ^ - W i j l \  = 0 ( t ^ \ o g t) a.s.
as t —> oo. Now our statement (3.11) follows from (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and 
the scale change property of Brownian motion, i.e. Wt = is also a
Brownian motion.
3.3 The case of null recurrence. In this case ro{/} and hence EA\  is 
infinite. We assume in fact, that Au is close to a stable process Tu of order a, 
more precisely, assume that on a suitable probability space one can construct 
a diffusion X  and a stable process T  of order a such that
E(e~ATu) =  e~cuXa, A > 0
with some positive constant c and
(3.22) \Au - T u\ = 0 ( u K) a.s.
as it —>■ oo for some 0 < k < l /a .
On the other hand, it follows from the invariance principle of Komlós et 
al. [11] combined with Lemma A1 in Berkes and Philipp [1] that under the 
condition
(3.23) E|ZAl|2+Ä<oo,
which is a consequence of (3.10), on a suitable probability space one can 
construct a diffusion X  and a standard Brownian motion W  such that
(3.24) | ^ - / i i - ^ u |  =  0 (« 1/(2+i)) a.s.
as u —>oo, where /  is defined by (3.5) and a is defined by (3.7).
Now we state our main result in the null recurrent case.
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T h e o r e m  3 .2 . Assume that X  is a null recurrent diffusion process on 
an interval 1, 0 £ l  with local time L f and that (3.22) and (3 .10) hold true. 
Then on a suitable probability space one can construct the diffusion Xt, a 
standard Brownian motion W u and a nondecreasing stable process Tu of order 
a such that W  and T  are independent and for £ > 0 small enough we have
(3 .25) \ Z t - f L ? - a W Vt \ =  0 ( t a / 2 - E) a . s .
as t —>oo, where Vj is the (continuous) inverse ofTu. Zt, f  and a, resp. are 
defined by (3 .2 ), (3.5) and (3 .7 ), resp.
P r o o f  goes along the same line as that of Theorem 2 in Csáki et al. [4] 
and Theorem 3.1 in Csáki and Csörgő [2], In order to assure independence of 
W  and T, start from two independent copies, X^1) and X ^  of the diffusion 
process X  and use the approximation (3 .22) to X and the approximation
(3 .24) to X<2), i.e. assume that we have with independent W  and T
(3 .26) I - T u\ = 0 ( u K) a.s. 
and
(3 .27) \Z{]\} - f u - o W u\ = 0 ( u 1/(2+V) a.s.
as u —>oo, where the superscripts (1) and (2), resp. indicate that the corre- 
sponding quantities are defined in terms of X f1) and X^2\  resp. Now define 
a new diffusion process X t as follows: put u_i = 0 ,  = 2k, r^ =  —
— Uk-\ = 2k~l , k=  1, 2, . . .  and consider the fc-th block as
(3 .28) { X ^ ,  uk_1 < u < u k}, j  =  1 ,2 .
The section between a \ ^  , , and a [j> ... i = 1 ,2 ,... ,  r t  will be called
excursion. Call an excursion large in the fc-th block if
(3 .29) AU) _ a(j)
U k - \ + t  —1 > r
e
k
and small in the k-th block if
(3 .30) 
where
(3 .31)
■ -  A{j)1 +* Uk — l+i— 1 < r
e
k ’
0 =
l l
a 2 +
1
2+7'
Now construct the new diffusion X  from the large excursions of 
and small excursions of X^2) as described in Csáki et al. [4]. The quantities
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defined in terms of the new diffusion will be denoted without superscripts. 
Then as in Csáki et al. [4] or in Csáki and Csörgő [2], we have
Fk := i™!*, ~ Au*-i ~ (A *Li+i ~ A(u L ) \  =
(3.32)
L = * = 
2 rk
s B t:= £ -  411+, -. )u4i , +, - s 4)
j = l i= 1
and denoting Yu = Z 4u,
l y “ ‘ - > + i  -  y “ * - i  -  ( y i 2 - 1 + t  -  y i 2 - : ) l  ^
(3.33)
^ J fc := 2(i/[1) +  v ^ )  max mM |Yu(^ 1+t -
where denotes the number of large excursions in the fc-th block.
It follows from (3.22) th a t the random variable A\ is in the normal do­
main of attraction of the stable law of order a , hence with some constant c\,
(3.34)
and therefore
(3.35) E(A
P(A 1 > p )~ c 1w ", v —y oo
Z
I { A \  < z}) = J P(Aj > v) dv z  c2z 1-" ,
EFk <EHk <2c2r l+8{1 a\
with some constant c2, consequently from (3.32)
(3.36)
thus by Markov’s inequality
(3.37) P (Fk > 2K(k~1)) < 2c22(k~1)(1+ff(1~a')~K).
We may assume without loss of generality that 1 +  0(1 -  a) < k and so by 
Borel-Cantelli lemma
(3.38) 
and hence
(3.39)
as k —> oo and
(3.40)
a.s.Fk = 0 ( 2K(k~1}) 
max |A; -  a |^ | = 0( 2Kk) a.s.
i< uk
\AU -  A ^ | = 0 ( u K) a.s.
as u —> oo.
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On the other hand, +  has a binomial distribution with parameters
2rk and p = P(Ai ^ rk) ^ c^rk ea. We get by Markov’s inequality
P^ k ] +  ^  > 4 c3 r^ tfa) ^ P^"* '+ " r  >
< (1 +p(e -  l))2rke~4c3rk~OCt < e2c3(e-3)r’
4c3T, )
Hence
P (Gk > r l)  < P (Jk > rl) Í  P ( ^ i; +  > 4c3^ ^ “)+
„1— 8a ----- It/di) \rU)
i 1) + *ia)
+P(8c3r ‘- W“ max ^ a x  | 1 ^ ' 1+t- -  ^
< exp{2c3(e -  3 ) r J - '“} +  P(8c3 max max^ | \ > r l~ l+9°) 
< exp{2c3(e -  3 ) r ^ }  +  2rJfcP(8c3|Zyll | > r£ -1+«“) <
< exp{2c3(e -  3)r*-fl“} +  2(8c3)2+iE |Z^1|2+í ^1-H-1+öo,)(2+í ) <
< /^r 1_(T_1+öa)(2+5) 
= C rfc >
where 0 is defined by (3.31). 
Now choosing r  so that
(3.41) 1 a6 1
2+~S + 2(2 + <5) < T <  2 ’
we get by Borel-Cantelli lemma
(3.42) G* =  0(2<*-1)T) a.s.
as k —> 00, or
(3-43) l ^ - ^ ) |  =  0 (« T) a.s.
as u —>• 00. By (3.26), (3.27), (3.40) and (3.43) we have
(3.44) 
and
(3.45)
\ZAn- f u - a W u\ = 0 ( i a.s.
\Au - T u\ = 0 ( u K) a.s.
as u —r 00.
Now put u = L° into (3.44):
(3 .4 u ) 1 ^ , . / J ? - f f W i ; |  =  0 ( ( I ° ) ’ ) as.
as 1 —> 00.
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F o r th e  s ta b le  p ro c e s s  T  we have fo r a n y  £ >  0 an d  large en o u g h  u (cf.
M ijn h e e r  [12]) 
(3 .47 ) u 1/a~£ < Tu <: ii1 /a+£ a .s .
a n d  a lso  by (3 .45)
(3 .48)
im p ly in g
u1/a~e < Au < ul /a+E a .s .
(3 .49 )
a n d
ta~£ <  Vt <  ta+e a .s .
(3 .50 ) ta~€ <L°t <ta+£ a .s .
fo r a n y  £ > 0 a n d  la rg e  en o u g h  t.
N e x t we show  t h a t  fo r  an y  £ >  0,
(3 .51 ) IVt -  L0t \ =  O{t°2*+e) a.s.
as  t —¥ oo.
W e need  th e  fo llow ing  in c rem en t re su lts :
L e m m a  3 .1 . For 0 <  ß < 1 and e >  0 we have
(3.52)
and
s u p  (Va+tß- V a) =  O(ta0+e)
0 <sfp
(3.53) 
as t —> oo.
su p  (L0s+tß- L 0s) = O ( t ^ +£)
0 <s<t
P r o o f . For 5 ^ 0 ,  t >  0 we have
B y ch o o s in g
^ ( V s + 2tP ~ v s >  u )  < V i Y i t ß  >  u) 
=  P ( T u ^  210 ) =  P(e~ATu >  e~2Mß) 
<  e 2Ai/3E (e _AT“ ) =  e 2Xt '3- cuXa‘ _
(3 .54)
/ c u a \ j - = ^
X ~ \ 2 t ß )
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we obtain that
(3.55) P(Vs+2t/3 -  Vs > u) <exp
with some positive constant d . Pu t f  = fc +  1, s = j  integers, u =  ka^+£, then
P ( sup {V(3+2(k+m- V J) > k a^
\0<j<k+l
<: (it +  2) exp ,
which is summable, so by Borel-Cantelli lemma
sup
0<j< / t+ l
(vJ+2{k+1)e)-vJ) = o(k°e+ ‘) a.s.
as k —> oc. Since for k < t < k +  1
(3.56) suPo<s<t(T/s+^ ~ Vs) < 2sup0<J-<fc+1(Vj+2(fc+1)<, -  Vj)fa/3+e = fcaß+e
we have also (3.52).
To show (3.53) we note that since A\ is in the normal domain of attrac­
tion of the stable law of T\,
(3.57) log E(e“ ) ~ -c A “, A-> 0
and we can proceed as above. This proves the Lemma.
Now we are ready to prove (3.51). Consider first t-s for which Vt < L®. 
Then A Lo ^ t < T Lo, hence (3.45) and (3.50) together imply that
(3.58) 0 < Tlo -  t g Tl o -  A l o =  0{t< a+e)) a.s.
as i —>oo. Since =  V j  0, it follows from (3.52) and (3.58) that
Lt
(3.59) | I ° - F t | =  | W 0 - F t | =  O(iK"<“+£>+£) a.s.
L t
as t —» oo on the set {f : Vt < Z°}. For {t : X° ^ Vj} we can prove (3.59) 
similarly, interchanging the role of Vt and L°. Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, we 
obtain (3.51).
It follows from the increment results for Brownian motion due to Csörgő 
and Révész [5] that
(3.60) \WLo - W Vt\ = 0 ( ta'* /2+‘) a.s. 
for any e > 0, as t -» oo.
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One can see moreover tha t
t A [L°t ]+l
(3.61) \ZAL, - Z t \< J \ f ( X s)\ds< I  \ f ( X s)\ds.
A l o A [l o,
A k  +1
The random variables f  |/ (X s)|ds, k — 1, 2, . . . ,  are i.i.d. and have
Ak
(2 +  6)-th moments by the condition (3.10), therefore 
Ak+\
(3.62) J |/(ATS)| ds = 0 (k 1^ 2+s )^ a.s.
A k
as k —>■ oo. (3.50), (3.61) and (3.62) together imply that
(3.63) \ZA l 0 - Z t\ = 0 ( ta'(2+s'>+s) a.s. 
as t —> oo.
Finally, (3.25) follows from (3.41), (3.46), (3.50), (3.60) and (3.63). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
4. Some remarks
First some comments on our conditions:
(3.10) is satisfied by a broad class of functions / .  E.g. in the case when 
X  is in natural scale and is positive recurrent, then /  being bounded is a 
sufficient condition for (3.10). In the null recurrent case if /  is bounded 
and has compact support, then (3.10) is satisfied. Another fairly general 
sufficient condition for (3.10) is
(4.1) J |5(x)|1+5|/(a;)|m(da:) < oo.
I
As far as the condition (3.22) is concerned, we note that if X  is in natural 
scale, i.e. S(x) = x and the speed measure is m{dx) — 2\x\@dx, ß > — 1, then 
(cf. Itb and McKean [7], p. 226) Au is a stable process of order a =  l / ( ß  +  2). 
So we can take Tu =  A u in this case.
Our strong approximation results imply weak convergence of additive 
functionals. But our conditions are stronger than needed (cf. Tanaka [15], 
Kasahara and Kotani [9] and Kasahara [8]). The merit of the strong approx­
imation is that we can conclude certain strong limit theorems. It follows
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e.g. from Theorem 3.1 that under its conditions we have the same strong 
limit theorems (Strassen’s LIL, Chung’s L1L, etc.) for [Zt — f  L^)^~ßcj~l in 
the case (i) and for (Zt — f t /^ )^ /J ia ^ x in the case (ii) as for W t. Concerning 
Theorem 3.2, we can obtain a law of the iterated logarithm for Wyr  Write
(4.2) Wvl = WyL [Vi
ta/2 ~ VVt V t° '
Here W v J \/V t is a standard normal variable, independent of Vt. We know 
that T\ has stable distribution of order a , so for its density we have (cf. 
Mijnheer [12])
(4.3) logp7’1( x ) ~ --------- (cax~a) x^ x~a\  x —> 0
a
and since V  is the inverse of T, one can obtain for its density
(4.4) logpp (z) ~ ---------(cax)xKx~a\  x —>oc.
a
Vt/ t a has the same distribution as Vj, so one can obtain for the density 
of W v j tal2 that
(
ot \ 1/(2 —a)
z 2 / ( 2 _ q ) , x - ^ o o .
From this asymptotic relation one can prove by standard method the 
following law of the iterated logarithm:
(4.6) l i msup—7—— — ----
t —►oo í0,/2(loglogí)1- Q/ 2 c a Q/ 2(2 — q)1-" /2
a .s ..
A corollary to Theorem 3.2 is that under its conditions, the same LIL 
holds for the additive functional
(4 7) ‘T - r  P A (log log<)■-/> =  V - »)'-/■ a.s.
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INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES IN BANACH FUNCTION SPACES
M. C S Ö R G Ő * 1 and R. NORVAIÖA2
Dedicated to P. Révész  fo r  his six tie th  birthday
S u m m a r y
We consider, as a sam ple p a th  space, a  B anach function  space F  of m easu rab le  func­
tions defined on a <7-finite m easure  space. We pose th e  question of characteriz ing  those 
Banach function  spaces F  w here invariance princip les hold true  for d is trib u tio n s induced 
by stochastic  processes w ith sam ple p a th s  in F . In th is  paper an answ er to  th is question  is 
given for B anach  function  spaces w hich do not con ta in  ’s uniformly, for d is tr ib u tio n s  in­
duced by em pirical type, p a rtia l sum  and Poisson processes. We also give e s tim a te s  of th e  
ra te  of convergence in Prohorov m etric  betw een induced d is tribu tions. P roofs a re  based 
on strong  approx im ation  resu lts of these processes and  on describing their ap p ro x im atin g  
G aussian d is tr ib u tio n s  on B anach function  spaces.
1. Introduction
Some asymptotic results for empirical type and partial sum processes in 
a weighted sup-norm have been recently extended to Xp-norms (cf. the para­
graph right after Theorem 2.1). The conditions for these results to hold true 
are different. An attempt to understand the nature of this difference moti­
vated us to replace the Tp-norms by an arbitrary function norm on a space 
of measurable functions. For this we used strong approximation techniques 
in conjunction with some tools developed in Probability in Banach spaces. 
As a result we found that, in case of empirical processes the class of Banach 
function spaces for our invariance principles in probability to hold true, as 
well as for the thus resulting weak convergence statements, is larger than it 
would be if one were to use only the central limit theorem for Banach space 
valued random variables. As far as partial sum processes are concerned, the 
use of the general central limit theorem for triangular arrays of independent
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Banach space valued random variables is not straightforward at all because 
rows of the triangular arrays induced by representing partial sum processes 
this way are infinite. Indeed, the first question in this situation would be 
investigating the convergence of this series representation of a partial sum 
process in the Banach function space F. This, however, is a special case of 
the open problem of giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the almost 
sure convergence in F of a series of independent F-valued random variables. 
We note that, as a byproduct, a sufficient condition for this convergence 
problem also follows from our strong approximation approach. Moreover, 
we give estimates of the Prohorov metric as well in our invariance princi­
ples which are either best possible, and can be proved via Banach space 
techniques only under additional assumptions, or they are the first available 
such results. Thus by combining two techniques, we demonstrate a more 
powerful tool for solving the problems at hand than any one of them proved 
to be separately so far.
A brief description of the paper is as follows. We continue the intro­
duction by recalling a weighted sup-norm version of approximation for the 
uniform empirical process, the Chibisov-O’Reilly theorem, in a form which 
will demonstrate the nature of the above mentioned difference. Section 2 
contains the formulation and discussion of our results. The proofs are car­
ried out in Section 5. The necessary facts about Banach function spaces 
to be used later on are given in Section 3 and the sample paths results for 
Gaussian and Poisson processes are collected in Section 4.
Let U, Ui, U2, . . .  be a sequence of independent uniform on (0,1) random 
variables (rv’s). For any integer 1, define the uniform empirical process 
E n =  {En(t)-, t £ (0,1)}, based on a sample U\, . . . ,  Un, by
1 n
E n(t) = —j= 5^(l(0,t](tf,-) -  t), t e  (0, 1),
v n i=1
where 1 a is the indicator function on (0,1) of a set A. The order statistics 
of a sample U \,. . .  ,Un will be denoted by Un:\ ^ ^ Un:n.
Let w be a positive function on (0,1) which is nonincreasing in a neigh­
bourhood of 0, is nondecreasing in a neighbourhood of 1 and is bounded on 
every compact subset of (0,1). We call any such function a weight function 
on (0,1). Given a weight function w on (0,1), define a weighted sup-norm 
|| ■ ||w: ft!0’1) ->• [0, +oo] by
||/IU :=  sup w(t)\f(t)\  
t e (  0,1)
and define a vector space B w by
11/ 11«, < + oo} .
Endowed with the weighted sup-norm || • H ,^ B w is a non-separable Banach 
space.
Now we are ready to formulate the Chibisov-O’Reilly theorem:
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T h e o r e m  A. Let w be a weight function on (0, 1). The following state­
ments about w are equivalent:
(1) w is a Chibisov O ’Reilly function, i.e.
l
I(w,c) : = I ( t ( l  -  £))_1 exp{ —c(f(l -  t ) )~'w~ 2 (t)}dt, < +oo, 
o
for all c > 0;
(2) one can construct a sequence of uniform empirical processes
{En; n ^ 1} and a sequence of Brownian bridges {Bn; 1} in such a way
that
I I En Rn 1 w — OP (1) )
(3) any sequence of uniform empirical processes {En\ n > 1} induce 
Bw-valued random functions which converge in law to a Radon probabili­
ty 7 on Bwt i.e. for every bounded continuous real valued function <I> on Bw 
we have
lim E*$>(En) = / 4>c?7,
n —+ oo J
B w
where E* denotes the upper integral.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) was proved by M. Csörgő, S. Csörgő, 
Horváth and Mason (cf. Theorem 4.2.1 in [7]) and that of (1) and (3) by 
Dudley (cf. Theorem 6.3 in [18]). The next statement is by combining of 
Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 in [7].
T h e o r e m  B. Let w be a weight function on (0, 1). The following state­
ments about w are equivalent:
(1) w is a local function of a Brownian bridge, i.e. I(w,c) < +oc for 
some c > 0;
(2) one can construct a sequence of uniform empirical processes 
{En; n > 1} and a sequence of Brownian bridges {Bn\ n > 1} in such a way 
that
IIEn -  Bn II™ — Op( 1);
(3) for any sequence of uniform empirical processes {En; n > 1} we have
ll-Enll™ = Op( 1).
The following two remarks concern Theorem B.
R e m a r k  1. In [7] the class of weight functions which satisfy (1) of The­
orem B was called the Erdös-Feller-Kolmogorov Petrovski(EFKP) upper- 
class of a Brownian bridge B. However, Csörgő, Shao and Szyszkowicz point­
ed out in [17] that this class does not coincide with the classical definitions 
of upper- and lower-classes. Hence the weight functions satisfying (1) of 
Theorem B were simply called local functions.
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R emark  2. Statement (3) is called a bounded central limit theorem (cf., 
e.g., p. 276 in [24]). It follows from this statement that the sequence of rv’s 
1 E n 1 w converges in distribution to a nondegenerate rv. By Theorem 4.2.3 
in [7], the latter nondegenerate rv must be the rv ||5 ||w.
The implication (1) => (2) of the next theorem follows from Theorem
2.2 of [7] (see also Proposition 4.1 below). For the proof of the converse 
implication (2) => (1), we refer to the Appendix below.
T h e o r e m  C. Let w be a weight function on (0,1). The following state­
ments about w are equivalent:
(1) sup \ / t ( \  — t)w(t) < +oo, i.e. the function 
0 < « 1
(0,1 ) 3 t - * y / t { l - t ) e B w-,
(2) one can construct a sequence of uniform empirical processes 
{E n; n > 1} and a sequence of Brownian bridges {Bn; n > 1} in such a way 
that
\\En -  Bn\\w = O p(l),
where
ß  U\ _ Í E n{l)t If t £ [Un:\■> Un:n],
\  0, elsewhere.
2. Results
This section contains formulations and discussions of our results. Roughly 
speaking a function norm || ■ || is a norm on a subspace, called a Banach func­
tion space F = (F(T,to), || • ||), of measurable functions defined on a n-finite 
measure space (T, m). For a more precise definition and other notations we 
refer to Section 3.
Turning to our first result, it will be shown that condition (1) in Theo­
rem C with the weighted sup-norm replaced by a function norm, characterizes 
the asymptotic results of Theorems A, B and C.
THEOREM 2.1. Let F  = ( F ( T ,  m), || • ||), T  =  (0,1), be a separable Ba­
nach function space which does not contain ’s uniformly. The following 
statements about F are equivalent:
(1) the function
(2.1) T  3 t —> \ / t ( l  — t) 6 F(T, m);
(2) one can construct a sequence of uniform empirical processes 
{E n; n > 1}, and a sequence of Brownian bridges {Bn\ n > 1} in such a way 
that E n, as well as Bn, have almost all sample paths in F and
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(3) there exists a Brownian bridge distribution C(B) on F and a uniform 
empirical process En induces the distribution C{En) on F in such a way that
(2.3) £{En) ==> C(B) on F weakly ;
(4) for any uniform empirical process En, we have
l |£ J  = 0 P( 1).
The first results on the distributions of Lp norms of weighted uniform 
empirical processes were proved by Shorack and Wellner (cf. p. 470 in [42]) 
for 0 < p ^ 2 and by Csörgő and Horváth [10] for 0 < p < +oo (see also Csörgő, 
Horvath and Shao [12]). In these papers strong approximation methods were 
used. Probability in Banach spaces techniques were adapted by Norvaisa in
[35] and in [37] to prove this type of results in Lebesgue spaces and in Orlicz 
function spaces, respectively. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, as well as in those 
of all the other results of this paper, we use a combination of these methods, 
i.e. a combination of strong approximations with Probability in Banach 
spaces techniques. Due to counterexamples of Giné and Zinn [19], statement
(3) of Theorem 2.1 cannot be derived from the central limit theorem for 
Banach space valued random variables without requiring in addition from 
a Banach space to satisfy Rosenthal’s inequality (see Theorem 10.10 and 
Problem 15.8.7 in Ledoux and Talagrand [24] and Corollary 4.4 of Norvaisa
[36] ).
Let 7r(X, y ) denote the Prohorov metric between distributions on a Ba­
nach function space F induced by stochastic processes X  and Y  with almost 
all sample paths in F.  The following statement gives an estimate of the rate 
of convergence in (2.3).
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let F be a separable Banach function space as in 
Theorem 2.1. Consider a uniform empirical process En and a Brownian 
bridge B . For each r > 2 there is a finite constant C(r) such that, for all
n>  1,
(2.4) r ( En,B)  < C (r)[l V ||(7 (1 -7 ))1/r| | ] n - ^ i ,
here and throughout the paper I  denotes the identical function I : t  —> t on 
(0.1).
R e m a r k . (2.4) has meaning only if ||(7(1 — 7)) 1 || <  +oo, i.e., if only 
the function
(2.5) T 3 t ^ ( t { \ -< ) )1 /reF (7 ,m ).
The estimate (2.4), for integers r > 2, under various additional assump­
tions also follows from corresponding results of Zolotarev [50] and of Bentkus 
and Rackauskas [4] for Banach space valued rv’s. It is known also tha t the
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exponent of n in (2.4) is non-improvable in general (cf. Paulauskas and 
Rackauskas [39]).
It is well known that the empirical process E n can be uniformly approx­
imated also by a sequence of Poisson bridges N n =  {Nn(t); t € (0,1)}, n > 1, 
defined by
N n(t) = n - l ' 2 [N{nt) -  tN{n)\,  t € (0, 1),
where N  is a Poisson process with intensity parameter 1. Kac’s modified 
empirical process defined by
Kn(t) = t € [0,1],
and
1 ""
ön(í) =  — ^  l(°,i](tfj), t€ [0 ,l] ,
t = l
where {tq; n > 1} is a sequence of Poisson real rv’s with Evn =  n, indepen­
dent of {f/q i > 1}, gives a convenient construction of such Poisson bridges 
N n (cf. Section 7.0 in Csörgő and Révész [16]). Namely, for every n> 1, we 
have
1 UU
(2.6) Nn(t) = K n( t ) - t K n(l) = - j = Y t( l {0 tt](Ui) - t ) ,  t e  (0,1).
In particular, according to this construction, Nn have almost all sample 
paths in a Banach function space simultaneously with the uniform empirical 
process En. Moreover, a simple calculation yields that the characteristic 
function of the induced distribution C(Nn) is equal to
exp I  J -  1 )njC(Y(U)/y/n)(dx) j  , /  € F*,
where
y(t/)(i) = i (0,,](£!)-*, v íg  (o,i).
According to terminology from Probability in Banach spaces, E(Nn) is an 
accompanying Poisson law of C(En). Therefore, by Le Cam’s theorem (cf., 
e.g., Theorems 3.4.8 and 3.4.9. in [2]), (2.3) is equivalent to
C(Nn) => £ (5 ) on F weakly.
Hence Tc(En, N n) —>-0, as n —»oo, whenever (2.3) holds true. The following 
statement says more about how close the distributions of E n and Nn are to 
each other.
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P roposition 2.3. Let F be a separable Banach function space as in 
Theorem 2.1. For any uniform empirical process En and for any Poisson 
bridge Nn we have:
(1) if y j l ( l  — I) G F, i.e. if (2.1) holds, then there is a finite constant C 
such that, for all n > 1,
t {En, N n) < C n "1/6;
(2) if ( /( l  -  / ) ) '^ r £ F for some r > 2, i.e. if (2.5) holds, then for all 
q e [ 2 ,r)
n(En, N n) = o(n_ T+í).
We do not know how precise are these estimates. They are better than 
the corresponding result of Bakstys and Paulauskas [3] for Banach space 
valued rv’s. Moreover, the arguments of the proof of Proposition 2.3 can be 
adapted to arbitrary Banach space valued rv’s.
Turning now to invariance principles for partial sum processes, we note 
that the weak convergence of the weighted partial sum process in sup-norm 
was proved by O’Reilly [38] under the finite third moment condition. An 
extension of the Komlós, Major and Tusnády [23] and Major [29] approxi­
mation of partial sums to weighted sup-norm approximations which improve 
results of O’Reilly [38] in terms of the optimal class of weight functions, 
and in requiring the existence of (2 +  S) moments was given by Csörgő and 
Horváth [9]. These results for the same class of weight functions and as­
suming two moments only were proved by Szyszkowicz [44] (for a summary 
along these lines we refer to [13]). To be more precise, for a given sequence 
of independent real rv’s X\ ,  X 2 , . ■ ■ with distribution function (df) F  such 
that
(2.7) j  x dF{x) — 0 and = 1,
define the partial sum process Sn = {5„(t); t G (0, + 00)} by
j  M
S„(i) =  fG (0 ,+oc ) .
Now we are ready to state an analogue of Theorem 2.1 for partial sum 
processes which is also an analogue of the Tp-norm approximation results of 
Szyszkowicz in [45] and in [46].
THEOREM 2.4. Let F =  (F(T, m), || • ||), T  =  (0,+oo), be a separable 
Banach function space which does not contain ’s uniformly. The following 
statements about F are equivalent:
(1) the function
T  9 t —> \f t  G F (T, m );
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(2) for every df F as in (2.7) one can construct a sequence of independent 
rv ’s with the df F and a sequence of Wiener processes {Wn; n > 1}, in such a 
way that corresponding partial sum processes Sn , as well as Wiener processes 
W n, have almost all sample paths in F and
(2.8) | | S „ - W n || =  oP (l);
(3) there exists a Wiener distribution C{W) on F and for any sequence 
of independent rv’s with the df F as in (2.7) the corresponding partial sum 
process Sn induces the distribution C(Sn) on F such that
(2.9) C(Sn)=>C{W) on F weakly.
The following statement gives an estimate of the rate of convergence in
(2.9)  .
P roposition 2.5. Let F be a separable Banach function space as in 
Theorem 2.4, and let
t l ' \  if () < t < \
if l fit, < + O C
Let F  be a df as in (2.7) and such that
<  O O ,
for some r > 2. Consider a partial sum process Sn corresponding to a se­
quence of independent rv ’s with the df F and a Wiener process W . There is 
a finite constant C such that, for all n ^ 1,
whenever
*{sn,w) < c [ i v | K r(l/2-l/<;)-ln > + r
( 2 . 10) or 1 A  i2 q )  < 1 -  r/q'
R e m a r k . From the proof it follows that assumptions (2.10) are su­
perfluous if one considers Banach function spaces F(T, m) with T  =  (0,to], 
to < +oo, instead of T — (0, +oo).
This is the first estimate of the rate of convergence of partial sums in 
the presence of weights. The exponent of n can be improved somewhat at 
the cost of much longer calculations. We will be content here with a weaker 
result because nothing is known about what its optimal version should be 
like.
We conclude with an invariance principle for a Poisson process. The 
proof of the implication (1) => (3) of the following theorem, using tightness 
technique, was given by Norvaisa (cf. Theorem 3.6 in [34]).
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T heorem 2.6. Let F = (F(T, m), || • ||), T  — (0,+oo), be a separable 
Banach function space which does not contain ’s uniformly. The following 
statements about F are equivalent:
(1) the function
T  9 t -> \Tt £ F(T, m);
(2) one can construct a net of Poisson processes Na with intensity a and 
a net of Wiener processes Wa in such a way that centered Poisson processes 
Na — a l, as well as Wiener processes Wa, have almost all sample paths in 
F and
(2.11) \\(Na -  a l ) / y / a - W a\\ =  op(l), as a ->+oo;
(3) there exists a Wiener distribution C{W) on F and a net of centered 
and scaled Poisson distributions with intensity a such that
(  Na -  a l \
C ( ——7=—  ) => L(W) on F weakly, as a —>■+00.V VQ )
To prove the implication (1) => (2), we modify slightly a usual construc­
tion of the Poisson and Wiener processes with the desired joint distribution 
(see Proposition 5.5 below).
3. Banach function spaces
This section contains some facts about Banach function spaces to be 
used later on. This class of spaces includes among others Lebesgue spaces 
Lp, 1 < p <  +  00, Orlicz, Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and symmetric spaces.
Let (T, m) be a complete er-finite separable measure space. Denote by M 
= M(T,m)  the linear space of all equivalence classes of m-measurable real- 
valued functions defined and finite m-a.e. on T. A map || • ||: M —> [0,+oo] is 
called a function norm if
(1) II • II is a norm;
(2) l/l ^ |sl (m-a.e.) implies ||/ || <i ||g||;
(3) if A C T  is of finite m-measure, then ||1a || < + 00.
Given a function norm || • || on M, define the set
F {T , m) := { /€ M ( r ,m ) :  ||/ | | < +00 }.
Then F =  (F(T,m ),|| ■ ||) is a normed linear space. If F is complete, it is 
called a Banach function space. We will assume further that all Banach 
function spaces are order complete (or Dedekind complete) and that m is 
a Radon (T-finite measure on a topological space T. The latter assumption 
in conjunction with the property (3) of the function norm || • || yield that
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|| 1 x  t| < +oo for all compact subsets K  of T . For notation not explained here 
we refer to Zaanen [49].
A Banach function space F is said to be order continuous (or to have 
an absolutely continuous norm) if for every /  G F and for every sequence 
{A n; n > 1} of measurable subsets of T  descending to a set of measure zero 
it follows that ll/l An || —F 0, as n —F oo. Note that Xp-spaces, with 1 < p < +oo, 
are order continuous and that an Orlicz space is order continuous if and 
only if the Orlicz function satisfies A2-condition.
Let F (T,m)  be a Banach function space. The associated space (or Köthe 
dual) F' =  F'(T, m) is defined to be the set
F' := { g e  M(T,m): /  |/<7| dm < +oo V /G  F }.
T
Each g E F' defines a bounded linear functional on F by
(3.1) / —■» (f,g) := J fgdrn,  /G  F,
T
i.e. g may be considered as an element of a (topological) dual space F*.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.1. Let F = (F(T, m),  || • ||) be a Banach function space 
with a measure space (T , m) as above. Then the following statements about 
F are equivalent:
(1) F is order continuous;
(2) F' = F* (isometrically) ;
(3) F is separable;
(4) F contains no subspace isomorphic with l ^  (the Banach space of all 
bounded sequences with the sup-norm).
P r o o f . (1)o (2). See Theorem 1.2.3 in Luxemburg [28].
(1) O' (3). See Theorem 1.3.7 in Luxemburg [28].
( l ) o ( 4 ) .  See Lozanovskii [27].
To define Banach spaces which do not contain ZJ^ ’s uniformly, we pro­
ceed as follows. A Banach space F is said to contain a subspace which is 
(1 +  e)-isomorphic to l^  if there exist f \ ,  . . . ,  f n in F such that for all 
Q =  (oq ,. . .  , a„) G 5Rn
< (1 +  e) max |a,|.1 < i < n
F contains Z^’s uniformly, or Co (the Banach space of all sequences converg­
ing to zero with the sup-norm) is finitely representable in F, if it contains 
subspaces (1 +  e)-isomorphic to Z£, for all n and all e > 0. By Proposition 
0.1 of Maurey and Pisier [33], in this definition it is sufficient to require the 
latter condition for some e > 0. Thus, if a Banach function space F does not 
contain Z^’s uniformly, then the statement (4) in Proposition 3.1 (and hence 
also all the others) holds true.
max cq
1 < i < n
< T :  a,fi
7 = 1
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P roposition  3.2. Let F =  (F(T, m), || • ||) be a separable Banach func­
tion space. The following statements about F are equivalent:
(1) F does not contain Z£, ’s uniformly;
(2) there exists p 6 [1, -f-oo) such that F is p-concave, i.e. there exists a 
finite constant M(pj such that
for every choice of functions / i , . . .  , f n in F ;
(3) There exist pF. [l,+oo) and a finite constant M(p) such that
for every measurable stochastic process X  — {X(Z); í£  T} with almost all 
sample paths in F.
R emark  3.3. By Lemma 2.2 of James [21], it follows that if a Banach 
space F does not contain Z^’s uniformly, i.e. the statement (1) holds true, 
then F contains no subspace isomorphic with Co-
P r o o f . (1)<=>(2). By Theorem of Maurey and Pisier [32], the Banach 
space F does not contain ZJ^ ’s uniformly if and only if there exists a finite 
number p such that F is of cotype p. By Proposition 1.f.3(i) and Corollary 
l.f.9 from Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [25], the latter fact is equivalent to the 
statement (2).
(2) <=> (3). This is a consequence of Theorem 1.14 of Norvaisa [34], Addi­
tional conditions for F-valued rv’s in that theorem are superfluous for mea­
surable stochastic processes with sample paths in F.
Let X  = {A'(Z); t 6 T} be a measurable stochastic process on a prob­
ability space (Q,.T,P), and let F = (F(T, m), || • ||) be a separable Banach 
function space. The question of X  having almost all its sample paths in F 
is a part of a general problem of regularity of stochastic processes and, due 
to measurability of the function u> —> ||X (-,u)||, it reduces to the question of 
having
(4.1) Ill’ll < +oo almost surely.
This section contains a characterization of (4.1) for Gaussian and for centered 
Poisson processes when the Banach function space F does not contain Z^’s
( £ | | * m 1/p ^ M (p)\ \ { E \ X \ ^
4. Distributions of Gaussian and Poisson processes
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uniformly. Namely, it will be shown that (4.1) holds true for these processes 
if and only if
(4.2) || E\X\  || < +oo,
where £ |X |(t)  = E\X{t)\ ,  t £ T.
We start with the necessity of (4.2) and show it in two different ways. 
The first one is based on the following result of Csörgő, Horváth and Shao 
[ 12] .
P roposition  4.1. Let X  =  {X(t)\ t &T} be a measurable stochastic 
process such that for some r > 1 there exists a finite constant C = C(r) such 
that
(4.3) E\x(t) \r < c(E\x(t) \y ,  v t e T ,
and let f  be an m-measurable function on T . Then
(4.4) J \X( t ) f{ t ) \m(dt)
T
< +oo almost surely
if and only if
(4.5) J E\X(t) \ \ f ( t ) \  m(dt) < +oo.
T
R e m a r k . Condition (4.3) means that the family of random variables 
{X(f); < £ T} satisfies the Marcinkiewicz-Paley-Zygmund condition. For 
some properties and examples of these families, we refer to Krakowiak and 
Szulga [22],
By Proposition 3.1, the duality between F and F* is given by (3.1). 
Hence, (4.1) implies (4.4) for all / £ F * ,  and, by (4.5), it follows that E\X\  £ 
£  F* ' .  Recall that a separable Banach function space F is perfect whenever 
F " ( =  F*' )  = F. For example, all Xp-spaces with 1 ^ p < +oo, are perfect 
Banach function spaces. Summarizing, we arrive at
COROLLARY 4.2. Let F be a separable perfect Banach function space, 
and let X  = {X(t); t £ T } be a measurable stochastic process such that (4.3) 
holds true for some r > 1. Then (4.1) implies (4.2).
These arguments in a converse direction do not imply the converse state­
ment simply because the exceptional set in (4.4) depends on /  in general. 
Nevertheless, Proposition 4.1 can be used to prove equivalence of (4.1) and
(4.2) for Lp-spaces (cf. Csörgő, Horváth and Shao [12] for details). It is 
worthwile to mention also that, in the retrospect, the idea of the proof of 
Proposition 4.1 is similar to that used by Vahaniia [47] to characterize (4.1) 
for Gaussian sequences X  =  {X(n); n>  1} and F = lp, 1 “L p <  +oo.
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The advantage of Proposition 4.1 is that conditions on X  are expressed 
directly via its distribution (cf. (4.3)). Other type of conditions used to prove
(4.2) are based on certain integrability notions of X.  More precisely, if (4.1) 
holds true, then a measurable stochastic process X  defines, in a standard 
way, an F-valued rv X.  Note that, if a Banach function space F is perfect 
and does not contain subspace isomorphic with co, then (4.5) for all /  £ F* 
implies that |X| is Pettis integrable with the Pettis integral equal to E\X\.  
Thus, if we succeed in some way to show that X  is Bochner integrable, i.e. if
(4.6) E\\X\\ < Too,
then (4.1) implies (4.2). To follow this approach one needs to know the 
distribution of X  given by the family of real rv’s {(X, f ) ;  f  £ F*}. Since the 
duality between F and F* is given by (3.1), the distribution of X  is defined 
by distributions of the sample integrals
(4.7) J X( t ) f ( t )  m(dt) = ( X , f )  =: Xj ,
T
for all /  € F*.
Let X  = { X ( t ) ; t £ T }  be a measurable Gaussian process with mean 
function p, second order function k and covariance function r defined, re­
spectively, by g(t) = EX( t ) ,  kft) = E X 2 (t) and r(s,t) = £X(s)..Y(t) -  
— EX( s ) EX( t ) ,  for s, 1 £ T . Let us put also cr2 (t) := r(t , t), for all t £ T. 
Clearly we have
(7 V |/ij < \ /k < a T |/z|, on T.
Moreover, due to the relation
E \ X ( t ) - ^ ( t ) \ r ^ C ( r ) a r(t), ViGT, 
for any r € [1, Too), we have also
E\X\  <: y/k <: CE\X\ ,  on T,
for some finite constant C. Thus, by Corollary 4.2, (4.1) implies (4.2) for 
the Gaussian process X  whenever F is a perfect separable Banach function 
space.
Turning now to the second approach for proving the necessity of (4.2), 
we quote the following result.
P r o po sitio n  4.3. Let X  be a measurable Gaussian process stich that 
(4.4) holds for some m-measurable function f .  Then the sample path integral 
X j in (4.7) is a Gaussian rv.
Different variants of the proof of this statement are due to Rajput [41], 
Liptser and Shiryaev (cf. p. 308 in [26]) and Vahaniia [48]. Thus, to identify
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the distribution of X , we only have to calculate EX'j  for all /  £ F* 
Fubini’s theorem, we have
(4.8)
By
E X )  =
where
J j  f ( t ) f (s)r( t , s)m(dt)m(ds)  = (Rf,  /) ,
T  T
Rf ( s )  = I  f ( t )r( t , s)m(dt) ,  s £ T .
So, if th e  le f t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (4 .8) is finite fo r all /  £  F*, th en  R is a  s y m m e tr ic  
a n d  p o s itiv e  o p e r a to r  fro m  F* in to  F*'. If in  a d d it io n  (4.1) ho lds t ru e ,  th e n  
R: F* —» F C F*' (cf., e .g ., p . 208 in [24]) a n d  th e  ch a ra c te ris tic  fu n c tio n  o f 
th e  F -v a lu ed  rv  X  is g iv en  by
(4.9) = exp{i(p, f ) -  (Rf ,  / ) /2 } , f £  F*.
Due to the integrability of the norm of the Gaussian F-rv X,  (4.1) implies
(4.2) whenever F is a separable Banach function space. The converse implica­
tion holds true whenever F does not contain s uniformly. More precisely, 
we have the following result of Gorgadze, Tarieladze and Gobanyan [20].
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 . 4 .  Let F be a separable Banach function space. The 
following statements about F are equivalent:
(1) F does not contain l%o’s uniformly,
(2) every measurable Gaussian process X  £ F almost surely if and only if 
\ f k £  F ;
(3) there exists an F-valued rv X  with the characteristic function (4 .9 ) if 
and only if \p\ V a £ F.
The proof of this statement is based on a theory of absolutely summing 
operators acting between Banach spaces. The implication (1) => (2) also 
follows from Proposition 3.2.
Let X a =  { J 0(<); t £ T j, T  =  (0,+oo) be a measurable centered Poisson 
process with intensity parameter a > 0, i.e. a measurable stochastic process 
with the characteristic function
E exp jz ^ a t X a (<)|
t e T
exp a /<«
S t e r 0*1!*’00)^) _ 1 _
t e T
I (t))ds
where {at; t £ T }  are real numbers all of which but finitely many are zero. 
To show the equivalence of (4.1) and (4.2) for X a, one may argue like in case 
of a Gaussian process. For example, the property (4.3) of Proposition 4.1 
follows from the following moment inequalities of (cf., e.g., Proposition 6.2 
in [34]):
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L e m m a  4 . 5 .  Let T]u be a Poisson rv with intensity parameter u > 0 and 
let 1 < p <  +oo. Then there exist finite constants C\, C2, depending only 
on p, such that
Ciue~u V u p / 2  < E\gu - u \ p < C2 uWup/2.
To prove that the induced F-rv X a is Bochner integrable, one may argue 
as in Norvaisa [34] by showing that the characteristic function of X a is given 
by
(4.10) Eexp{ i (Xa , f ) }  = exp < /  -  1 - i ( x , f )  Fa{dx)\ , /  € F
where Fa is a Levy measure of an infinitely divisible probability distribution 
on F, defined on Borel subsets B by Fa(B) =  aA(«:_1 (H)), where n{t) = 
l[ í,o o ) *s a map from (0, +oo) into F. Summarizing, by Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 
of Norvaisa [34], we have:
P roposition  4 .6. Let F = (F(T, m), || • ||), T  = (0, Too) be a separable 
Banach function space which does not contain /£, ’s uniformly. Then the 
following statements hold true:
(1) every measurable centered Poisson process X a £ F a.s. if and only if 
\ / l  A J  £ F;
(2) there exists an infinitely divisible probability distribution on F with 
the characteristic function  (4.10) if and only if y /l  A I  £ F.
5. Proofs
To prove the invariance principle for distributions induced by uniform 
empirical processes, we use the following part from Theorem 2.2 of M. Csörgő,
S. Csörgő, Horváth, Mason [7]:
P roposition  5 .1. There exists a probability space (Pl,F, P) with a se­
quence of uniform empirical processes {-E„; n ^ 1} and a sequence of Brow­
nian bridges {Bn ; n > 1}, such that, for every 0 ^  v < 1/4,
(5.1) nv sup \En( t ) - B n( t ) \ / { t ( l - t ) ) 1' 2- ‘' =  0 P(1). 
un l<t<un[n
P roof  o f  T h eo rem  2.1. (1) => (2). We prove th a t  the sequence of uni­
form empirical processes {En; n > 1}, and the sequence of Brownian bridges 
{Bn ; n [> 1}, from Proposition 5.1 satisfy s ta tem ent (2) whenever (2.1) holds
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true. To see that the uniform empirical processes En have almost all sample 
paths in F, we note that
En(t) =  4 = y > ( t u ) - « ( * ) ) >  < € (o ,i),
where
ip(u,t) =
for all u G (0,1), and
°(<) =
_ l[u,i/2)i if < € (0,1/2),
1[i /2,u)5 if t G [1/2,1),
- t ,  if ÍG (0,1/2),
1 - i ,  if ÍG [1/2,1).
Hence, by the property (3) of the definition of the function norm || • ||, the 
uniform empirical process En G F almost surely if and only if the function 
1(1 — I) G F. Moreover, by Proposition 4.4, we have that any Brownian bridge 
process has almost all sample paths in F whenever ^ //( l  - 1) G F. Turning 
to the proof of the relation (2.2), we fix an arbitrary number 0 < 6  < 1/2. 
Then we have, for all integers n > 1,
II E n  -  B n  | | <  11( 1(0,f / n : 1 ) +  1( £ / „ :„ , 1) ) - E n | |  +  11( 1( 0,U n  l )  +  l ( l / n : „ , l ) )  B n  ||
(5.2) +  II(l(o,5]+1 [i-fi,i)) n/ ^ ( 1 _ -Oil SUP \En(t) -  Bn(t) 1/\A ( 1 -  t)
U n\ \ = t = Un: n
4
+ ||l(i, 1-5)11 sup \En(t) -  Bn(t)\ =: S u liin ) .
Estimating I\(n),  we have
h{n) ^ \ /nUn:i ||V/?l(o,[/n:i)|| +  \ / n ( l  -  I7„;„ ) | | \ / l  -  J l( t /n:n,i)ll-
Due to the order continuity of the Banach function space F (see Proposition 
3.1), using the relations
nUn-.i =  O p(l) and rc(l -  Un:n) = O p(l), 
it follows that
(5.3) lim I\(n) = 0 in probability.
n —KX>
By Proposition 3.2, the Banach function space F is p-concave for some 
1 < p < +oo. Hence, for all e > 0 and all 2 > 0, we have
P ( { 0 ( n ) > e } )  ^  f - pMfp)||(l(o,2/n] +  l [1- z/np ) ) 0 T W ) l l P 
+ P ( {  Un:X > z /n  }) +  P ( {  Un:n < 1 -  z / n  }).
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By taking z sufficiently large, it follows that
(5.4) lim 72(7i) =  0 in probability.
71— K X )
Due to the order continuity of the Banach function space F  once again, 
by (5.1) and taking 6  sufficiently small, one can show that
lim (73(77) 4- / 4(71)) =  0 in probability.
This, in conjunction with (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), yields (2.2).
(2) =>• (3). Since the distribution £{En) on F of the uniform empirical 
process En does not depend on a particular choice of a sequence of indepen­
dent uniform rv’s, statement (3) follows from that of (2) by Theorem 4.1 
in [5].
(3) =>• (4). Obvious.
(4) =>■ (1). By Remark 3.3, the Banach function space F does not contain 
a subspace isomorphic with C q . Thus, by Proposition 5.1 of Pisier and Zinn 
[40] (cf. also Theorem 10.3 in [24]), there exists a Brownian bridge distri­
bution C{B) on F . Now statement (1) follows from Proposition 4.4 and this 
completes also the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Next we show that Proposition 2.2 is a simple consequence of the con­
struction given in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4 of Csörgő and Horváth [11], 
This construction there was used to estimate a Prohorov metric between 
induced distributions on Skorohod space by weighted processes.
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  2.2. By Strassen [43], it is sufficient to con­
struct a sequence of uniform empirical processes {En; n > 1} and a sequence 
of Brownian bridges {Bn; n > 1} in such a way that En, as well as Bn , have 
almost all sample paths in F and
(5.5) P  ^  j | | £ n  -  Bn\\ >  C ( r ) | | ( 7 ( l - / ) ) 1 / r | | 7 i i ^ j )  <  C { r ) i C $ r
for some finite constant C(r) and all n ^ 1. By using the construction of 
Komlós, Major and Tusnády [23] of the uniform empirical processes E n and 
of the sequence of Brownian bridges Bn, it is shown in the proof of Theorem 
4.3.4 of Csörgő and Horváth [11] that there exists a finite constant C{r) such 
that
sup
0<<<1
IEn(t) -  Bn(t)\/(t(l -  t))l/T > C ( r ) n d^l < C{r)n 1 - r / 2 1+ r  .
This establishes (5.5), and the proof of Proposition 2.2 is now complete.
To prove Proposition 2.3, we use a construction from the proof of The­
orem 4.3.6 of Csörgő and Horváth [11] in conjunction with a necessary in- 
tegrability condition for the central limit theorem to hold in an arbitrary 
Banach space.
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P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  2.3. Using Kac’s construction (2.6) of Poisson 
bridges N n, we have
En(t) = —y= ^ (l(o ,i](U t) — t) + R n(t), t € (0,1),
V  2 — 1
where
1 Vn
R n{t) = sign (n -  ^n)—^  X ](1(0-t](^ ') (°> !)>
s' n t=i
and 77(71) — 7?„ =  |i/n — n|. By Theorem 2.1, condition ^ //( l  — /)  E F implies 
(2.3). Hence, by Corollary 10.2 from [24],
supsup22p({||ifn|| > 2}) < +OO.
n ^ l  z > 0
Next, using Fubini’s theorem, for all x > 0, we get
P{{\\En -  N n\\ > x}) = P ( { | |^ (n)|| > xy/n/r]n})
< n~ 1 / 2 x ~ 2 supsup 22P({||jFfc|| > z}) sup E(r]k/Vk).
k ^ l  z > 0 fc> 1
Choosing x = n“ 1/6, by the Strassen [43] representation of Prohorov’s metric 
we conclude statement (1) of Proposition 2.3. The proof of statement (2) 
goes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.3.6 of Csörgő and Horváth 
[11]. Only here, instead of the Birnbaum and Marshall inequality (see e.g. 
Inequality A.10.4 in [42]) for empirical process, one may use an extension of 
the Hájek and Rényi inequality for rv’s with moments of order r > 2 (see e.g. 
Inequality A.10.3 in [42]). This, in turn, completes the proof of Proposition
2.3.
Similarly to the proof of the weighted Xp-norm results of Szyszkowicz (cf. 
[45] and [46]), the proof of our analogous invariance principle for distributions 
induced by the sequence of partial sum processes Sn uses the improvement 
of Strassen’s invariance principle due to Major [30]:
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.2. Let a df F as in (2.7) be given. Define
if 2 n < k < 2 n+\  n=  1,2,.
2n/2 2n/2
a 2k = f  x 2 dF(x)  - I  x dF(x)
— 2 nt2 — 2n/2
A sequence of independent rv’s X \, X 2 , ■ ■ ■ with the df F and a sequence 
of independent normal rv’s Y \, Y2 , . . .  with E Y \ = 0, E Y 2 =  o 2 can be con­
structed in such a way that
i—i
(5.6) o(n1^ 2) almost surely.
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P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.4. (1) =j> (2). Let a df F  as in (2.7) be given. 
Define a probability space (fl, T , P) to be a product of the probability space 
constructed by Proposition 5.2 and the probability space carrying a sequence 
of independent N (0, 1) rv’s indexed by dyadic rational numbers. Then one 
can construct (cf. p. 22 in Csörgő and Révész [16]) a Wiener process W  on 
(Í2,.F, P) in such a way that
n
W(n) =  Y , Yi/<H, r i >l .
«'=i
We claim that the partial sum process Sn corresponding to the sequence X \, 
X 2 , . . . ,  and the sequence of Wiener processes
Wn(t) := W(nt) /y/n,  n ^ l ,  fe (0 ,+ o o ),
satisfy (2) whenever (1) holds true. To see that the partial sum processes 
Sn have almost all sample paths in F, we note that
k
(5.7) |S„(i)| < Vt  sup * - 1/a|y ' ( * - Y ; ) |  +  |G„(i)|, Vi € (0, + 00),
l<k< + oo t_j
where Gn is the partial sum process corresponding to a sequence Y],y2, . . . .  
Hence Gn is a Gaussian process with the second order function
M
(5.8) EG\{t) = n -1 y ^ o f  < t, V<€(0,+oo).
1=1
By Propositions 4.4, 5.2 and due to inequality (5.7), it follows that Sn € F 
almost surely, for all n ^ 1. Obviously, the same is true for the Wiener 
processes Wn, n> 1, by Proposition 4.4.
Turning now to proving (2.8), we fix real numbers 0 < b < D < + 00. 
Then, for all integers n > 1, we have
In{6,D) := su p  | 5 » ( Í ) - W „ ( Í ) |
8<t<D
< \ÍD sup k~
n5< /:<+00
+ n -1^2 sup sup \W(t  + s) — W(t)\.
0 < 1 < D 1 1 O < S < 1
Using Proposition 5.2, Lemma 1.2.1 of Csörgő and Révész [16] about the 
increments of a Wiener process and due to Kolmogorov’s inequality, it follows 
that
«=1
+  n max
1 <k<Dn 1=1
lim I n(6 , D) =  0(5.9) in probability.
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Let us fix an arbitrary e> 0. Using Proposition 3.2 and the estimate (5.8), 
we get
P ( { | | ( S n -  W n ) ( l (0, i ) + l ( D ,+ o o ) ) l l  >  «})
k
< P sup
1 < /c< +CO
k - 1 ' 2
X — 1
!!>/ / (  1(0,5) H- 1(D, +oo)
+  ( e / 3 ) - p | |  {E\Gn\p)l v^ ( l (o , 5) +  1( D ,  
+  ( e /3 ) 'p|| {E \w n\v)llv (1(0.5) +  1(D
+oo)
+oo)
< p sup
1 ^  /c< + oo
k - 1 ' 2
1=1
> A
+ p ( { a ||v/7(1 (0,5)+ l(D,+oo))ll >  ' / » } )
+  2 ( e / 3 ) - p | | v / 7 ( l ( 0 ,5) +  l ( D , + oo)
> e/3
Taking A, D to be sufficiently large, 6  to be sufficiently small, one can make 
the right-hand side arbitrarily small. This, in conjunction with (5.9), yields 
( 2 . 8 ) .
(2) =>• (3). Using a series representation of the partial sum process
Sn(t) =  +«,](*)> <e(0,+Oo),
2 — 1 V
one may conclude that the distribution C(Sn) on F depends only on the df F. 
Therefore, (3) follows from (2) by Theorem 4.1 in [5].
(3) => (1). Follows from Proposition 4.4, and this completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.4.
Similarly to Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, Proposition 2.5 will be shown to be 
a simple corollary of the next lemma, whose construction may also be used 
to estimate Prohorov’s metric between distributions not necessarily sitting 
on Banach function spaces.
LEMMA 5 . 3 .  Let F  be a df and vq be a function, both defined as in 
Proposition 2.5. One can construct a partial sum process Sn corresponding 
to a sequence of independent rv’s with the df F  and a sequence of Wiener 
processes Wn in such a way that there exists a finite constant C such that, 
for all n > 1,
(5.10) P ( I  sup \Sn(t) -  Wn(t)\/vq(t) > Czn \ ) < Czn,
V l.0 < í< o o  J /
_ r(l/2 —!/<?)-!
where zn = n 1+r , whenever (2.10) holds true.
P r o o f . By Komlós, Major and Tusnády [23], one can construct a prob­
ability space (Ü,^7, P), a sequence of independent rv’s X\ ,X2 , . . .  with the
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df F  and a sequence of standard normal rv’s Yj, Y2 , .. . in such a way that,
for all n > 1,
(5.11) < C1 nxnT,
provided n x' r < xn < C i\/n  log n, where C\, C2 are finite constants depending 
on the df F. Define a probability space P) to be a product of the
probability space (D,^7, P) and of the probability space carrying a sequence 
of independent iV(0, 1) rv’s indexed by dyadic rational numbers. Then one 
can construct (cf. p. 22 in Csörgő and Révész [16]) a Wiener process W  = 
{W(t)] t 6 (0, + 00)} on (f i,F,  P) in such a way that
W{n) = ^ Y t, n>  1.
t=i
We show that the partial sum process Sn corresponding to the sequence X\ ,  
X 2 , . . . ,  and the sequence of Wiener processes
Wn(t ) :=W(nt) /y/n,  *G(0,+ 00), n > l ,
satisfy (5.10). Indeed, by (5.11) and by Lemma 1.2.1 of Csörgő and Révész 
[16] concerning increments of a Wiener process, there is a finite constant C 
such that, for all n > 1,
P < sup ISn(t) -  W n(i)\/vq(t) > 2zn 
\  I l/n^i^l
(5.12)
< P < max
\  l < f c < n 1=1
^ n 1 t 2 ~l/qzn
+ P ( < sup sup \W{t  +  s) — W (i)| > n 1^ 2 x!qzn
y [ 0 < ( < n 0 < s < l
^Ciz~rn1+Til^ - x/2) +  n - 2 < Czn.
Once again by (5.11) and by Lemma 1.2.1 of Csörgő and Révész [16], there
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is a finite constant C such that, for all n > 1,
P < sup \Sn(t) -  Wn(t)\/vq(t) > 2zn
\  I
< P < max
(5.13) \ I lS/tSn1 + r/« E ( x * - y*)t=l
> n1/2*:
+ P ( < sup sup IW{t  +  s) — W(t)\ > n ^ 2 zn 
\  0 < t< 7 i14 r / 9 0 < s < l
< z- r n 1+r( l/ , - 1/2) +  n- 2 <
Using an extension of the Hájek-Rényi inequality to rv’s with r moments 
(see e.g. Inequality A .10.3 in [42]), one can find a finite constant C such 
th a t, for all n > 1,
sup |S„(f)|/i>,(f) > zn
t> n r /?
(5.14) <P
<C
sup 
\  (fc>n1 + r/9
J |z^ (^da:)
/* '1-1/9 > n1/9-1/2;
Zv.nr ( l / 9  — 1/ 2)( r - /q  —1) —1
To estimate similar probabilities for the Wiener process, it is sufficient to 
invoke the following inequality (cf., e.g., Lemma 4.2.1 in [11])
(5.15) sup \W( t ) \ / t1/q >
0 < t < l
< C\ exp{ - C 2 Z2},
for some finite constants C \ , C2  and all z i> 0. Consequently, there exists a 
finite constant C such th a t, for all n > 1,
(5.16)
P < sup \Wn(t)\/vq(t) > Czn }
\  [ o « < l / n  J J
= P Í j sup \W{t)\ / t1/q > C n l / 2 ~1 /qzn l j < n-2 .
Using (5.15) once again and scaling property of a Wiener process one can
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find another finite constant C such that, for all n ^ 1,
I sup \Wn
v { t> n r / i
(Ol/M*) = Czn
(5.17)
= P N  sup \W{t ) \ / t1/q > Cnril/2 ~1 /q)/qzn i j  < n - 2
Collecting now the estimates (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), (5.16), (5.17) and us­
ing assumption (2.8), we arrive at (5.10). This also completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.3.
Now we are ready for the
P roof  OF P roposition  2.5. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, 
it is a simple consequence of Lemma 5.3 and the Strassen [43] representation 
of Prohorov’s metric.
To prove our invariance principle for Poisson processes, we use the follow­
ing strong approximation of partial sums due to Komlós, Major and Tusnády 
[23]:
P r opo sitio n  5.4. Let F be a df for which
and there is a to> 0 such that
J etxF(dx)  < +oo, for |i| < t0-
One can construct a sequence X \, X 2 , . . .  of independent rv’s with the df F 
and a sequence Y\, Y2, . . .  of independent standard normal rv’s sitting on a 
probability space {Lt.F, P) in such a way that, for all z > 0 and every integer 
n>  1,
(5.18) max
l<A:<n 1=1
> C\ log n +  2: > ) < C2 e- C 3z
where C\, C2 , C3  are positive constants, depending only on the df F, and C3  
can be taken as large as desired by choosing C\ large enough.
An extension of this construction for suitable processes would incorporate 
a somewhat long and routine repetition of the arguments as stated in Csörgő 
[6, p. 21]. Usually this part of proof is omitted by saying that ’’without loss 
of generality a probability space is assumed to be so rich that all random 
variables and processes introduced later on can be defined on it” . In our 
particular case this part of proof can be shortened by using the following 
standard measure-theoretical result in a different way.
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L emma 5.5. Let Ul , V,, i — 1,2, be Polish spaces, and let £,•: Ui -A- Vi, 
i = l , 2 ,  be measurable maps. Let P, be a probability measure on Ut, i — 1,2, 
and let p be a probability measure on the product space V\ X V2  such that
prVip  =  £(&) (=  £,(P;)), i = l , 2.
Then there exists a probability measure P on the product space U\ X  U2  such 
that
Pru,P  =  Pi-, * =  1,2, and 6  <8>£2 (P) =  p,
where £i (8>£2((wi, 1*2)) =  (£1 (**1), £2(^2)), *.e. /r is the joint distribution of 
(£1, 62) with respect to the probability P.
This is a special case of Theorem A.l of de Acosta [1] (cf. also Lemma 
4.4.4 in Csörgő and Révész [16]).
For a ’’traditional” proof of the following approximation result along the 
above mentioned lines, and for related results, we refer to [8], [14], [15] and
[31].
P roposition 5.6. There exist Poisson and Wiener processes sitting on 
a probability space such that, for all positive real z and all real
D ^  2, we have
sup | Ar ( < ) -<-W' ( t ) | >C1logD +  z l )  < C 2 e~C3Z, 
0<t<:D ) )
where C\, C2, C3  are positive absolute constants and C3 can be taken as large 
as desired by choosing C\ large enough.
PROOF.  Let 7r(l) be a Poisson df with a parameter 1, and let N ( 0 , 1) 
be a standard normal df. Since 7r(l) has a moment generating function, 
by Proposition 5.4 one can construct a probability space {Ül,ÍF, P )  and two 
sequences X \, X 2, . . . ,  Y\, Y2, . . .  of i.i.d. rv’s with df’s 7r(l) and iV(0,1), re­
spectively, such that for all z > 0 and every n (5.18) holds true. To construct 
Poisson and Wiener processes with the desired property we use Lemma 5.5 
as follows. Take V\ =  V2  =  3?°°, equipped with the product topology. Under 
this topology 5R°° is a complete, separable, metrizable locally convex space. 
Moreover, f?°° is a Montéi space and, hence, every sequence of rv’s induces 
in a standard way an 3R°°-valued rv. Consider 5 = {£T=1 X p k > 1} and
t  = {1 1 1 '* ; * > 1} as rv’s with values in $R°° and let p denote a joint 
distribution of (5, T) on the product space 5J°° x 5i°°. Take ({/,, Pt), i = 1,2, 
to be a Polish space with Poisson N  and Wiener W  processes, respectively, 
on it and define rv’s : Ut —> 3?°°, z =  1,2, by
fy := { N ( k ) - N ( k -  1) -  1; Jfc>l}
and
6  := { W ( k ) - W ( k - l ) - k > l } ,
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respectively. Since N and W  are processes with independent increments, the 
marginals of p are the distributions of £1 and £2 on 3?°°, respectively. By 
Lemma 5.5, there exists a probability P on the product 0  := U\ x U2 such 
that the processes N(t,uj) N( t ,u\ )  and W(t ,u )  W(t ,U2 ) are Poisson 
and Wiener processes, respectively, and, by Proposition 5.4, we have
(5.20)
max IN(k)  — k — W(k)\  > Ci logn + z
l< k< n
(x, y) G 3?°° X 5?°° : max |xjt — yk\ > C\ log n +  2
1 <k<n
max
1 < n E ( x ‘ - y')t=i
> C i l o g n  + 2 >) < C2e ° 3Z.
Now, using the inequality
sup \N(t) - t -  W(i)| ^ max \N (k) -  k -  W(k)\
0 <t<D
+ max IN(k  -f 1) — N(k)\ + 1 + sup sup \W(t  +  s) — W(t)\,
0 < í^ D 0 S s < l
(5.19) follows from (5.20) and Lemma 1.2.1 of Csörgő and Révész [16] on the 
increments of a Wiener process. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.6.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.6. (1) => (2). Let N  and W  be the Poisson and 
the Wiener processes, respectively, constructed in Proposition 5.6. We claim 
that the nets
Na :—N(a-),  a > 0, and Wa := W(a-) / \/a, a > 0,
of the Poisson processes with intensity a and the Wiener processes, respec­
tively, satisfy (2) whenever (1) holds true. By Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 we 
have that almost surely Na — a l  € F and Wa € F, for all a > 0. Turning now 
to proving (2.11), we fix real numbers 0 < 6  < D < + 00. By Proposition 3.2, 
there exist p £  [1,-foo) and a finite constant M(p) such that
(5.21) [E\\Wa ( l (o,g\ +  l[D,oo)) Hp)1/P ^ M(p)||V 7l[Dt0o)||.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists also a finite constant C(p) such that
(5.22) {E\\((Na -  oil)/ i/ä)l[ü,oo)||p) 1/p < C(p)M(p)||V?1[d.oo)||.
By Proposition 5.6, we have
(5.23)
= O
sup \Na(t) — at — W(at) \ /y /at  
6 < t^ D
log aD
o(l), almost surely, as a —F 00,
88
and
sup \Na (t) — at -  W(at ) \ /y /at  — Op(l),
c/ a ^t ^ S
for every c > 0. Let Ti be the time of the first jump of Na. Then for each 
e > 0 there is a c > 0 such that
(5.25) P({r!  < c}) < e.
Consequently, on the event {IT > c} we have
\\(Na - a I ) / ^ - W a\\ Z vS ||V 7 l(olC/a]||
(5.26) +  || v7/  l(o,5] II +  SUP \Na(t) -  a t - W ( a t ) \ / y / c d
c/ Oi^ t ^ S
+  M i l  sup \Na(t) — a t — W (at)\/y/a t.
6 it<D
Taking now 8  sufficiently small and D sufficiently large, (2.11) follows from
(5.21)-(5.26).
(2) =>• (3). By Theorem 4.1 in [5].
(3) => (1). By Proposition 4.4.
6. Appendix
Here we give a proof of the implication (2) => (1) of Theorem C. Assume 
th a t (1) does not hold. Then by the the definition of the weight function w 
we have for all c
(6.1) lim w(c/n) / \ /n  =  oo or /  and lim tu(l — c/n)/y/n  =  oo.
n —► oo n —►oo
We show only that the first relation in (6.1) contradicts the assumption (1). 
Proving that the second relation is impossible goes along the same lines and 
is therefore omitted. By taking t = Un:\ /2 , it follows from statement (2) that
(6.2) V ^ U n : i w { U n : 1 / 2 )  =  O p (  1).
Moreover, we have
(6.3) l/(nC „:1) =  0 P{ 1).
Thus (6.2) and (6.3) yield
(6.4) w(Un:1 / 2 ) / V ^  = 0 P ( 1).
By (6.3), one can find a positive constant C such that
(6.5) P({nUn:1 <C})  < 1/4,
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for all sufficiently large n. By (6.4), one can find a finite constant A such 
that
(6.6) P({w(Un:\/2 )\/n  > A}) Í  1/4,
for all sufficiently large n. Hence, using the first relation in (6.1), (6.5) and
(6.6) , we arrive at the contradiction that
1 =  P ( { n U nA ^ C}) + P {{nUn:i < C})
^ P({w(Un:1 /2) > A}) + P({ntf„:1 < C}) ^ 1/2,
for all sufficiently large n. This completes the proof of the implication (2) =k 
=► (1) of Theorem C.
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1. Introduction and results
Let X  be Paul’s gain in a St. Petersburg game, so that P{X =  2J} =  
= 2_J, j  G N := {1,2 , . . .  }. Then, setting [xj =  max{j G Z : j  ^ x} and [x] = 
=  min{_7 G Z : j T i } ,  x  G R, where Z := {0, i l ,  ± 2 , . . .  } and R is the set of 
real numbers, we have F(x)  := P{AT < x} = 1 — 2—Ll°k for x > 2, and for the 
corresponding left-continuous quantile function Q(s) inf{x : .F(x) > s} one 
has Q(s) = 2^Ij0g(1/(1_s))1, 0 < s < 1. Here and throughout, Log stands for 
the logarithm to the base 2. Nicolaus Bernoulli’s question in 1713, asking 
for Paul’s ‘fair price’ for the game, led to the St. Petersburg paradox; for 
some historical references see [5] and [1],
Let X \ , X 2 , . . .  be Paul’s gains in a sequence of independent repetitions 
of the St. Petersburg game and, for each n G N, let X \ <n ^  . . .  < X n<n be the 
order statistics pertaining to the sample X i , . . .  , X n, so that X i iTl, . . .  , X n<n 
are Paul’s smallest, . . . ,  largest gains in n St. Petersburg games. For the 
total gain Sn XfoT • • • +  X n Feller proved in 1945 that Sn/(n  Log n) con­
verges in probability to 1; see [4]. One of the main difficulties with the St. 
Petersburg distribution is that it is not in the domain of attraction of any 
stable distribution. The first limiting distribution was found for the special 
subsequence {52"} by Martin-Löf [5]. Illustrating a ‘probabilistic approach’ 
to limit theorems surveyed in [3], the class of all possible subsequential lim­
iting distributions for {5„} were found in [1] along with those for lightly, 
moderately and heavily trimmed variants of {5n}, corresponding to certain 
portions of largest gains in n games renounced by Paul, and also those for 
moderately large sums of his largest winnings. Each of these are accompa­
nied by a criteria for emerging along a given subsequence {n'} C N. (These 
subsequences will be assumed unbounded below without further mention.) 
Meanwhile, the general theory has been completed in [2] with the description
1991 M athem atics  Sub jec t  Classification. P rim ary  60F05.
K ey  words and phrases.  S t. Petersburg  game, in te rm ed ia te  sum s, asym pto tic  d is tr i­
butions.
* P artia lly  su p p o rted  by NSF G ran t DM S-9208067.
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of all possible subsequential limiting distributions for sums of intermediate 
order statistics arising out of the corresponding criteria to obtain them. The 
aim of the present paper is to accordingly round off the special St. Peters­
burg theory of limiting distributions by completely determining the class 
of all possible subsequential limiting laws for the sums of Paul’s intermedi­
ately large winnings X n_ [•(,*.„■]+1>ri, . . .  ,X n_^akri^ n in n games, i.e. for the
sums I n(a,b) := I n(a,b, kn) := X n+i-i,ni where 0 < a < b are fixed
i=fa/cnl +  l
numbers and {£„} is a sequence of positive numbers such that
(1.1) kn —>■ oo and fcn/n  —>■ 0 as n-doo,
with the corresponding criteria to obtain each of them along a given sub­
sequence {n1} C N. Even though the results are obtained as applications of 
some general theorems in [2], they do not come by easily. On the one hand, 
they show what is what underlies the general results of this type and what 
it takes to apply them to a non-trivial distribution that has been around for 
282 years. On the other, they give an extra feel for and insight into the na­
ture of the St. Petersburg game itself, particularly when seen in conjunction 
with all the other limit theorems in [1], informally described above.
The first goal is to determine the stochastic size of In(a, b) and a workable 
centering. Let -H(- )  be the left-continuous version of the right continuous 
function Q(l — s), 0 < 1, where Q(-) is the St. Petersburg quantile function
as above, i.e. consider
(1.2) H(s)  := -2 L Lo«(1/ s)J+1, 0 < s < 1,
a left-continuous non-decreasing function, put
\bkn] /n
(1.3) p.n(a,b) :=pn(a,b,kn) : = - n  J H(s)ds,
[ a kn \ /n  
Vand let -—> denote convergence in distribution.
T heorem 1. Let 0 < a < b, and suppose that (1.1) is satisfied for a se­
quence {kni} of positive numbers along some subsequence {n'} C N. If
(1.4)
P M  4
-^ fn ' +  l  —t ,n ' C n '  Z t  V a S  T l  ^ OO
•= P M + i '
for some constants Cni and A ni > 0 and a non-degenerate random vari­
able V *, then there exist a subsequence {n"} C {n'} and a constant 0 < b = 
=  ő({ra"}) < oo such that
y / k f f i  2  |Tog(n"/A:n/; )1
as n ■ oo(1.5)
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and
( 1.6 )
1 \bkn'ß 'j
^   ^ - ^ n " + l —i,n "  í  ^ ^
i=ra^n»l+l •>
as n" —>■ oo such that the distributional equality 
(1.7) V  = 6V + 1
holds for some real constant 7.
To find all subsequential limiting types of distributions for I n (a,b), it 
is now possible to restrict attention to the asymptotic behavior only of the 
sequence
( 1. 8)
" * = = f  £71 l t = [afcn] +1
*»+!-.-,»- / x „ M )  ; an : = v ^ 2 f Lo«(n/*")l,
where for the centering sequence /xn(a, b) in (1.3) elementary calculation from
(1.2) gives
/in(a,&) = n \bkn] 
\akn] + ß n J
for all n large enough, where, with (s) := s — [sj standing for the fraction­
al part of s, ß(s) := 1 +  (Logs) — 2^'ogs ,^ s > 0. The continuous function 
ß{s), s > 0, has the property that ß (s 2k) = ß(s) for every s > 0 and k £ 
6 Z, has range [0, 1 -  {(1 +  loglog 2)/ log 2}] = [0, 0.0860713 ...] , where log 
stands for the natural logarithm, takes 0 whenever Logs £ Z and takes 1 — 
-  {(1 +  loglog 2)/ log2} whenever (Log s) =  -  (log log 2)/(log2).
For x > 0 and {fcn} as in (1.1), consider
(1.9)
0 < 7 X:= (Log x ] -  Log i  < 1,
In :=7n/kn = \Log(n/A:n)] -  Log(n/fc„).
Let {n'} C N be a subsequence and let {kni} be a sequence of positive num­
bers such that (1.1) is satisfied along {n'}. Given 0 < a < b < 00, for the 
separate choices of c = a and c = b we introduce four, mutually exclusive 
conditions:
Cl : lim (n' —>ocA
2  + l
C2- lim (n' —kxA
2"Yc-/n- + l
C3 =  C3 : lim (n'—► 0 0 '
2 7c_'"' -
II 7c = 0 and
T  ) \ /kni — 00  and l im
/  n '—► 00
1 I v ^ n ' =  0 0  and l im
n7—► 00
^27c /fl' -1  'jy/kn' =  —00 ; 
^27c_in' — l^y/kni =  00 ;
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where the superscripts u and v for C3 and C4 will be used if the values 
of these parameters are specifically needed. We shall write a, n b-j when 
conditions at and bj hold together, 1 ^ i , j  ^ 4. It turns out in Theorem 2 
below that, in order for W n to have non-degenerate subsequential limits in 
distribution, it is necessary that subsequential limits of /„ exist, along with 
some condition al PI bj out of the possible twelve; a2 l"l 64, 03 n 64, 04 n 62 
and a 4 n b3 being impossible. For a given subsequence {n '}  C N, a subset 
of permissible conditions Gq fl b: will then be delineated depending upon the 
values of
(1 .10) 0 ^ / : =  lim / „ / < 1 and  k : =  : =  [Log b] -  [Log a ] ,
n '—+ 00
and their relationship with -ya and 71, in (1.9). Since a < b, the possible 
values for k = 74 — 7a +  Log b — Log a are 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  If k = 0, then necessarily 
l a  >  lb -  We now list twenty-eight mutually exclusive conditions C i , . . .  , C28 
expressing possible relationships among k, 7a,76 and /, and each of these 
will be paired with a corresponding set C\ , . . .  ,£28 of permissible conditions
a,- fi bj 1 < i , j< 4 some ol which are the same.
Ci: hi > 2, 0 = 7a, 76 < / ^ 1, but < 1 if 7a76 =  0; Ci — {aq
C2: hi > 2, 0^7a < l< lb \ c2 = {a-i n 62} )
C3: hi > 2, 0 ^7 a < l < i b ; C3 = {a2 LI })
C4: hi > 2, 0 ^ / < la, lb', C4 = {a2 n 62} )
C5: K > 2, 0 = 7a = ib = i ; c5 = {ai n 6 i, «3 LI 63}
C6: hi > 2, 0 = 7a =  76, 1 = l; C6 = { a i n 6,, 04 n 64}
C7: AC> 2, 0 — 7a = i< ib \ C7 = {ai n 62, a 3 LI 62}
C8: hi > 2, 0 = 7a < ib = i; c 8 = { a in 62, ai n 63}
C9: hi > 2, 0  —- 7 a <ib, l = i; c9 = {ax n bi , 0 4 L 6 i },
C10: AC> 2, fi< 7 a = ib = h C\Q == {aj n bj a2 LI 62, «3 n 63},
C11 : hi > 2, 0 < 7 a = i < i b ; Cu == {a! n b2 0-2 n 62, A3 n 62},
C12 : hi > 2, 0 < 7 a < 7 6  =  /; C\ 2  =- "{ctj n 6| ai n&2, O] n 63},
C l3 : hi > 2, 0 = 76 =  / < 7 a ! C13 =- { a 2  LI b\ a2 n 63)
C 14: hi > 2, 0 = 76 < 7 a  =  /; C14 =- {a2  LI bi «3 LI 61},
C 15: hi > 2, 0 =  76 < 7 a ,  1 = i; C\h -- {ci\ n  b\ ai n i 4},
C16: hi > 2, 0 A 0- = l< la , C16 =- {a 2 LI b\ a2 n 62, «2 n 6 3},
C 17: hi > 2, 0 < 76 < la  =  /; C17 == {°i n i i a2 LI 61, <13n6i} ,
Cl8 : Ac= 1, 7a  > 76! C1 8  == {aj fl b\ «1 n 64, Ű2 n 61, a2
C19: « =  1, 7a  = 7 6 i
C2o: K = 1, I < la < 76; 
C2i: K — 1, l — la < 76)
C22: K = l, la < lb  = l\
0,2 n  63,03 n 61},
C19 = {a j n 61, a2 n a3 rí &3, Ö4 n 64}, 
C20 =  {«2 n 62},
C21 =  {fl2 LI 62,03 LI 62})
C22 =  {cq LI 61, ai fl 63},
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C 23 : K =  1 , 0 < 7 o < 7 f c  < / ^  1,  b u t  7 ,
-^'24 • N — 1)0 — 7a 7i>)  ^— 1)
C25: k  = 0 ,  /  = 7 6  < 7 a !
C26: k = 0, 76 < / < 7a;
C27: « =  0, 76<7a =  ;^
C28: K =  0, 0 =  76<7a, /= 1 ;
Furthermore, for c = a,b, introduce
> 0  if / — 1; C2 3  =  {«1 Fii»]},
C24 — {a! n61,a4n61})
C2 5  =  {a2  n by, a2 n 63},
C26 =  {«2 n6i},
C27 = {(>2 n 61,03 n b\},
C28 = {«1 n i 4}.
s Ci, c4, and C3 =  c3 with u < 0, 
s C2 and C3 =  C3 with u > 0,
for x G R, set x + max(:r,0) and x := — min(x,0) as usual, 
i , u G R ,  let
(sgnu)  Í  X + ’ 
1 ,
if « > 0 , 
if u < 0.
and for
Finally, let {W(t) : t > 0} denote a standard Wiener process, and for c — a,b, 
define
V (Cl):=0 =:V(c2), V(cu3)
[ - W ( c ) - c r ] ( ^ “ ) [ - W ( c ) - c v } +
2 [Log cl ’ '■C4'  ' 2c
Recall the notation in (1.8), and let {kni} be positive numbers for some
{ n '} cN .
T heorem 2. Let 0 < a < b, and suppose that, for a sequence {kni} of 
positive numbers, (1.1) is satisfied along a given subsequence {n1} C N. If 
1= lim lni exists and for some m =  1 , . . .  ,28 the quadruplet (na,b, 7 a ,  7 6 ,  0
n' —►00
satisfies condition Cm and one of the conditions at II bj in the corresponding 
set Cm along {n'}, then
( 1. 12)
[Log6]—A(6j) —1
V (l ,a t,b]):= V(al)+  ^
k=  [Log a"| —A(a, )
W( 2k~l) 
~^2k ~V{bj)
T)as n' —>■ 00 and V(l,a{,bj) is non-degenerate. Conversely, if Wn>— > V for 
some non-degenerate random variable V as n' —> 0 0 , then every subsequence 
{n”} C {n'} contains a further subsequence {n'"} C {n"} such that l '"— 
= lim /„/» exists and for some m,n = 1 ,.. .,28 the quadruplet («0,6,7a, 76,
n"' 00
satisfies condition Cmill and one of the conditions a''' n b'” in the correspond­
ing set Cm„, along {n'"}, and hence V  = V{V", a'", b"'). If V = V ( l ,a x,bj) 
for a permissible triplet (/,a ,, 6^ ) and the random variable V{l,a{,bj) is not 
equal in distribution to V (/*, a*, b*) for any other permissible triplet (/*, a*, b*), 
then the converse conclusion holds along the original subsequence {n'}.
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The problem of sorting out the triplets (l, a,-, bj) for which the condition of 
the last statement of the theorem may be violated appears to be difficult, but 
one has to count with such a lack of uniqueness in the parametric description 
of the possible limiting laws. It can be checked that there is no such lack 
of uniqueness in the subclass of limiting normal distributions, a member of 
which obtains whenever one of Cm is accompanied with a condition at n b: , 
i , j =  1,2, from the corresponding Cmi m =  1 , . . .  ,27.
In general, all possible limits T(a,-,6j,Z) arise. In fact, they can all be 
achieved along the single subsequence {nr := 4r}“ jCN, using kr := kUr := 
: =  2r+,r(1"), where lr(w) := l* +  [rn+ {(— l) r /r}]2- (or+i )/2, rgN , where l* G 
G [0,1], w G R and ű GR  are fixed parameters, with the convention tha t w < 0 
when /* =  1 and a > 0. Then 0 < lT < 1 and Log(nT/k r) =  \Log(nr /  kr)~\ —
— lr (w) for all r large enough, and lr (w) —> l* and nr/k r =  2T~i r —> oo 
as r —> oo. If now 0 < 7 < 1 is fixed, then it is easy to see that (^ 2'y~lr(w) —
— 1 ) \ /K  —> f (ty) and if /* =  1, then (21_ir u^;) — \)y/kTT —> t ] ( w )  as r —> 00, where
{—00, if 7 < T, or 7 =  /*, w > 0, a < 1, mlog2, if 7 = /*, a = l ,
00, if 7 > /*, or 7 =  /*, w < 0, a  < 1,
and
I 0, if a > 1,
T](w) =  < — iclog2, i f a = l ,
t 00, if a < 1.
Even though it is tedious to go through all the cases, it is now straightfor­
ward to see that, given any condition Cm and any condition at n bj in the 
corresponding set Cm, it is possible to choose the parameters /*, w and a so 
th a t, besides Cm, the given a; fl bj obtains along {nr}, m = 1 ,. . .  ,28.
2. Proofs
First some preliminary considerations are presented. Throughout, 
0 < a < b < 0 0  are fixed, and the fixed sequence {kn} of positive numbers 
satisfies (1.1). Forc =  a,fe,
, n  t n
L og7 H M = L o g r +Log ~TTTT — Log c — Log ~  -  [Log c] +  -  zn(c),\CKn I Kn
where, with the notation in (1.9),
r q ]i£ 1
(2.1) zn (c) := ln T Log n , c = a,b.
CKn
Hence, substituting s =  \ckn~\/n into (1.2), we obtain
\C^ n \ \  _  _2 [Lo8 j^ -] + l2 -rL°gcl + bc-^n(c)JH n
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so the increment of H (■) over the interval ([aii„]/n, \bkn~\/n) can be written
as
( 2 .2) An (a, b) := H ( -  H ( =  2 iLog *1 '+1 A* (a, b),
\  n /  \  n J
where, since H (■) is non-decreasing,
A ° ( a , b ) 2“ rLo8al + b “_2"(a)J _ 2_ rLogfel + l'Y<>-2"(fc)J > q
Setting A * (a ,b ) := A n(a,b) if An(a ,b )> 0  and A * (a ,6 ):= l if An (a,b) = 
= 0, for c = a,b and all n large enough introduce the non-decreasing, left- 
continuous functions
” ij)n ( c ;  -Cy/k^/2)  , i f - o o < T < - £^ ,
.nr io\ it £y_if < x < oo,Ipn (c; Cs/k^/2) , 
for which ^„(c;0) =  0. Also, introduce the functions
0, if -oo < x < ,Kn
<Pn{x) ■= <
V^n ( /^n) ? if < X  < O C .Kn
Clearly, </?„ =  0 on R whenever An(a, 6) = 0, otherwise <^n is a left-continuous 
distribution function on R for which </?n(x) =  1 if x > [6A:n]/A:n.
Since by (2.1) and (2.2),
Log
\ckn] -f x\Jkn
Log \ckn] /  Xy/k£\
n V \ckn] J \
t [c / jn ]  T T k n  /  X y / k n  \=  -  Log — ----- Log c -  Log — -  Log ^  1 + JCkr,
/„ +  Log [cfcnlCkr,
[Loge] + 7 C + Log
kn
- Los" +f á í )  =
LOgV  - iL° g Cl + 7 c - ^ n ( c ) - L o g ^ l - | - ^  j,' \ / k n \
and so the increment H({\ckn]/n}  + {xy/k^/n})  — H(\ckn]/n) is
2 Í L o g ^ r l + 1 _ rLogcl | 2 ) ' yc_Zn^c^  -  2 l 7 c - Z n (c)_ L o g ( 1 +  { x ' / * " / r c*:nl } ) J  j
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for all n large enough, for c = o, 6 we obtain
(2.3)
where
2 2[Logfc" l
^ " (c; = A* (a, b) ^ n(c’ X)’
ÍV£ (c; - c V K / 2 ) , i f x < - ^ ,
■0*(c; x ) : =  /  2L'*,c_2t,(c)J -  2L7 c-2nL ) - Los ( 1 + {x^ " / ( c/c'd } ) J i if -  ^  <  X <  cv ^ ,
l ^ ( c ; c V ^ / 2 ) ,  i f ^ < x .
Also, since
|_Log(n/(xfcn))J = ~ \ ~  Log(n/(xfcn))]
=  — [Log x — \Log(n/fc„)] + /„] =  (Log(n//cn)] -  |‘/n + Logx],
we have
(2.4) •^pn (^ )
2 fLog +1
A; (a, 6) ¥>*(*)»
where
0,
<Pn(z) := < 2 - rL o g a l  +  b a - ^ ( a )J _  2 - h n + L o g r ]   ^
2- fL o g a ]  +  L'ya -Zn(a)J _  2 — fL°S bl -t- L“Tb—-Sn (6)1 ^
if x < M n l,Kn
if JaLlL < x < M il ,Kn — rCn
if < x.Kn
The equations (2.3) and (2.4) hold for all fixed x G R if ra is large enough. Let 
—> denote weak convergence of functions, i.e. point-wise convergence of the 
corresponding functions at every continuity point of the limiting function in 
the interval to be indicated.
P roof of T heorem 1. Suppose (1.4). By Theorem 2 in [2], there exist 
a subsequence {n"} C {n1} and non-decreasing, left-continuous functions V’o 
and ipb on R such that i/>c(0) < 0, V’c(O-f) ^ 0 and for c = a, b.
(2.5)
y/k^7'dS „{a,b) ipn„(c; •) ==> tpc(-) on R and
y/k~^An„(a,b) 
An 11
for some 0 <1 < oo as n" —> oo. By the obvious inequalities
( 2 .6) -2  < 7 c - z n{c) < 1 , c = a,b,
the range of values of A® (a, b) in (2.2) is a finite set that is bounded as a 
function of n. Thus one can choose a further subsequence of {n"} along which
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Ania,b) is a constant. Suppose that {n"} is already such a subsequence 
of {n1}. We must consider two cases.
Case 1: A°„(a, b) =  M  > 0. First we claim that áj in (2.5) is necessarily 
positive. Suppose, to the contrary, that 6\ =  0. Then, using (2.2) and the 
notation in (1.8), we obtain anii/Anii —► 0 as n" —> oo. Let xc be any continuity 
point of ißc(') 'n (2.5), c = a,b. Using (2.3), the convergence in (2.5) can be 
rewritten as
(2.7) C " ( c; xc) -> 2^Logc’l_1 il)c{xc) as n" —> oo.
A n"
Since, by (2.6), the sequence {^» (c ; xc)} is bounded, it follows that ipc{xc) = 
=  0. Thus, ipc = 0, c = a, b. Then, using the notation above (1.1) and in (1.3), 
by part (ii) of Theorem 1 in [2] it follows that [7n»(a, b) -/xn»(a, b)]/Anu — > 0 
as n" -A oo, which by the convergence of types theorem ([6], p. 42) implies 
that V * in (1.4) is degenerate. Hence, indeed, <$i > 0 in (2.5), and (1.5) 
follows from (2.2) and (2.5) with b = b\/(2M). Furthermore, (1.5) and (2.5) 
then imply that VV' (c; •) = >  t/>c(-)/<5i on R, c =  a,6, as n" —> oo. Since 
An»(a,6) =2ÍL°s(n )1 +1 AT, this last convergence, an application of part
(i) of Theorem 1 in [2], and a final application of the convergence of types 
theorem yield (1.6) and (1.7) along a further subsequence of the present {n"}.
Case 2: A®„(a,6) = 0 . In this case, 6\ = 0 in (2.5). Hence by part (ii) of
Theorem 1 in [2], [Jn»(a, 6) — /r„»(a, b)]/An" — where V  is degenerate if 
and only if ipc = 0, c = a,b. However, by (1.4) and the convergence of types 
theorem V  is non-degenerate, and so ipc(xc) 7^  0 f°r some xc 6 R  in (2.7) 
at least for one value of c — a,b. Since the sequence {0*„ (c; xc)} is bound­
ed, we see that (1.5) must hold for some 6 € (0,oo) along a further subse­
quence of the present {n"}, and the proof can, therefore, be completed as in 
Case 1. □
The question of convergence of {Wn} in (1.8), in Theorem 2, will be 
reduced to the question of weak convergence of the functions in (2.3) and
(2.4). The iatter problem will be solved in ten lemmas. To set the stage for 
the first of these, define, for c =  a,6,
(2.8) Vn{c-x)
2 [ - y c - Z n ( c )  -  Log (1 +  { :r V U T /|7A:„ 1 } ) J
0,
if cv/uT < r  < cv'üT 11 2 = = 2 ’
if \ x \ > ^ ,
-  Cy/k^/2,Cy/k^/2\. By
3g
\c.kn 1 + Xy/k^ 
ckn
noting that ^®(c; 0) -  V’n ic  x) =  V>n(c) x) for x € [
(2 . 1),
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Let e > 0 be such tha t Log(l +£) < 1 and Log(l — e) > 7C — 1, and for a 
fixed x E R let n be so large that |{(|"cfcn] +  xy/kf) / (c^n)} — 1| < £. Since 
Itn -  ln\ ^ 1, we have
- 2  < -1  -  Log(l + e )  < 7c -  /„ -  Log ícfc»l +  XV K  <1c_ Log(l -  e) < 1.
CK n
Hence the possible values of Log^®(c;-), for all n large enough, are only 
— 2, —1,0. We have Log ^ ( c ;  x) = — 2 if and only if 7c — — Log ({\ckn] +
+  x y /k f} / {ckn}) < — 1 for all such n, or, equivalently,
x > [27c~in+1 -  {[cfcn] /  (ckn) }\cy/k^.
Also, LogV£(c;z) =  - l  if and only if -  l< 7 c-/n -L og({  [cfcn] + X y / k f } /{ c k n } ) < 0, 
which happens if and only if
[2lc~ln -  {\ckn] /(ckn)}]cy /K < x  < [27c_'" + 1 -  {\ckn]/(ckn)}]cy/k~.
Finally, Log ip°(c; x) =  0 if and only if 0 < 7c- /„ - L o g  ({\ckn] -\-xy/k~}/{ckn}), 
and this is the same as
x ^ [27c-in -  {\ckn} /  {ckn)}\cy/k^.
Therefore,
(2.9) C ( c;z)
1, if X  ^  u n ,
1/2, if un < x < vn, 
1/4, if x > vni
where
and
lLn --Un (*-) •'
vn := vn (c) :=
Qlc-ln _
‘P - -In-b 1
M n/n  ( 
ckn J
\ckn\  
ckn _
' V K
'\fkn-
Now we fix c E (0, oo) arbitrarily; the choices c =  a and c = b will be used 
later.
L e m m a  1. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
{n'} C N. Then the sequence {^°,(c;-)} converges weakly on R if and only 
if  one of the mutually exclusive conditions c \ , .. . , c\ holds along {n’} . The 
corresponding limiting functions are:
V>j(c; x) =  1/2, x E R. if ci holds;
V^(c;z) =  1, x E R. if C2 holds;
•0|(c; x) = ^3,u(c; x) = j 1,1/2, for x < cu, for x > cu, if C3 holds;
x)  = x ) = ^
1/2,
1/4,
for x < cv, 
for x > cv,
if c\ holds.
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P roof. Let R := {-oo}U R U {oo}. First we show that the conditions
(2.10) lim uni = cu and lim vni =  cv torsomé u ,u €  R,
n ' — K X ) n ' — k x >
are necessary for the weak convergence of {t/>°,(c; ■)}, where un and vn are 
as in (2.9). Suppose, to the contrary, that at least one of them fails; the 
first, say. Then we see by (2.9) that il)°,(c]x)= 1/2 for infinitely many n' 
and ; x) = 1 for infinitely many n' for any x 6 [u, w] D R, where u =
— lim inf uni < lim sup un/ =  ü. Thus {^ ,(c ;-)}  cannot converge weakly,
n 1 >-oo ji' —>. Qo
and the argument is the same if the second condition in (2.10) fails. So, 
indeed, (2.10) is necessary. But, since [{\ckn~\ /  [ckn)} — \\y/kn = [\ckn\ —
— ckn]/[cy/k^] —3► 0 as n —> oo, the two conditions in (2.10) are equivalent 
to
( 2 . 11) lim
n '  — k x )
and lim
+oo
27c =  V
for some Thus the conditions in (2.11) are also necessary.
Next we show that they are sufficient as well. So, suppose that (2.11) 
holds for some u, v € R. Then we have (2.10). Pick any x 6 R, i  /  cu, 
x /  cv if any of u and v is finite. Then, if e > 0 is small enough, the interval 
(a: — E,x +£) contains neither un< nor vni for n! large enough, and hence we 
see by (2.9) that (c; x) is constant for all n' large enough. So, (2.11) is in 
fact also sufficient for the weak convergence of {^>°,(c; •)}. The whole suffi­
ciency statement of the lemma is now trivial by straightforward inspection, 
including the stated forms of the limiting functions.
Returning to necessity, suppose that ip°,(c; ■) = >  ^>°(c; •) on R, as n' —F 
—¥ oo, for some function ip°(c-, ■), so that we have (2.11) for some u, v £ R. 
Let {n"} C {u'} be any subsequence such that 0 ^ / =  lim /n«_oo = 1 exists.
n " —►oo
If l < 7c, then (u, v) =  (oo, oo) in (2.11), so that ci holds along {n"}. If  ^> 7o 
then u — —oo in (2.11) and if, at the same time, 7C > 0 or 7C = 0 but l < 1, 
then v =  oo in (2.11), so that ci holds along {n"), whereas if 7C =  0 and 
Z = 1, then either u =  oo in (2.11), so that C\ holds along {u"), or 0 ^  v < oo 
in (2.11), so that c\ holds along {n11}. If l = ~/c, then v = oo in (2.11) and ci, 
C2, or C3 takes place along {n"}, according as u = —00, u =  00, or u £ R.
The Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem and the above imply that if 
V^/(c; •) = >  t/>°(c; •) on R, as n' —> 00, then every subsequence of {n'} con­
tains a further subsequence along which exactly one of the conditions c\ , . . . ,  
c4 is satisfied. If it is ct for one of i =  1 ,. . .  ,4, then V’°(c; •) =  (c; ■) by the
sufficiency part already established, and since the four limiting functions are 
different, we must have c, along the whole {n'}. □
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Notice that while both C3 and C4 yield the convergence of {/„<}, c\ and C2 
do not. That will come, in general, from the convergence of the ipn functions 
in (2.4).
Lemma 2. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
{n '} C N. Then the functions <p°,(z) :=2~^l"'+Logx\  x > 0 ,  converge weak­
ly on (0,oc) as n' —> 00 if and only if the limit l =  lim lni exists. In
n '—>oo
this case, the left-continuous version of the limiting function is <p°(x):= 
;_ 2-R+Logxl| x > 0
P r o o f . Suppose lim Zn< =  l  for some l  £  [0,1], If D ( i p )  denotes the set of
n 1—►oo
points of discontinuity of a function tp defined on a subset of R, then D(ipf) = 
=  {x  > 0 : l + Log x £ Z} =  {x > 0 : ~/x -  l £ Z}. Clearly, lim \lni +  Log x\ —
n '—+ 00
=  \l +  Log x~\, and so <p°, =>  on (0, 00) as n' —> 00. Notice also that since 
0 < ~/x < 1 as in (1.9), if / £ [0,1), then D(ipf) =  {x > 0 : ~jx — /} and = 
=  ipo/2 <pf. Hence tpf <pf for any l i , h £  [0, 1] if l\ ^  h', the functions ipf, 
0 < l < 1, are all different.
If =$■ for some function tp on (0, 00) as n' —t 00, then any subse­
quence {n"} C {n1} contains a further subsequence {n C {n" } such that 
lim lnm — l for some l £ [0,1], and hence, by sufficiency, =>• =  <p on
n '" —>00
(0, 00) as n'" —> 00. Thus l must be the same along all subsequences, and so 
lim lni= l.  □
n 7—»-OO
Bringing zn(c) =  /n +  Log((cA:„]/cfcn) in from (2.1), we need further speci­
fications of conditions c3 and c\, c = a,b, of Theorem 2. Given a subsequence 
{n '} C  N, we shall write c^+ if C3 holds with u > 0, C3-  if C3 holds with u < 0, 
Cg“1" if C3 holds and [7,- — zni(c)\ = 0 for all n' large enough, c®~ if c° holds 
and [7c -  zni(c)J =  — 1 for all n' large enough, if c\ holds with v > 0, 
c°+ if c° holds and [—zn/(c)J =  -1  for all n' large enough, and c°~ if c° 
holds and [—zn> (c)J =  —2 for all n' large enough. Recall also A(ct), with the 
corresponding specifications of ct, i = 1 ,. . .  ,4, from (1.11).
Lemma 3. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
{n1} C N. Suppose that lim /„/ = l for some l € [0,1] and that one of the
n ' —+00
conditions c,, i =  1 , . . .  ,4, holds along {n'}.
(1) If ci holds, then l>  -yc; if c%~ holds, then l = ~fd and if cvA+ holds, 
then l =  1 and yc =  0 necessarily. In all three cases [7C — znt (c)J =  A(c;) = — 1 
for all n' large enough.
(2) If ci holds, then l < 7C; and if Cg+ holds, then l — ~jc- dn both cases 
we have [7C -  zni(c) J =  A(ct) =  0 for all n' large enough.
(3) If c° holds, then l = 7C and there exists a subsequence {n"} C {n'} 
such that either C3"1" holds along {n"} and [7C — znn{c)J =  A(c°) =  0 for all n"
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large enough, or c^~ holds along {n"} and [7C — zn"(c)J =  ^*(c3~) := — 1 for 
all n" large enough.
(4) If c° holds, then 1=1, 7C =  0 necessarily, and there exists a subse­
quence {n"} C {n'} such that either c^+ holds along {n"} and [7c — zn"(c)\ = 
=  A(04) =  —1 for all n" large enough, or holds along {n"} and
[ — znii(c)\ =  A*(c^~) := — 2 for all n" large enough.
P roof. The first statements in all ( l) -(4 )  are trivial. To show the 
corresponding second statements, observe that
(2.12) [7 c  -  *n'(c)J = Logtf£#(c;0-) =  LogV£»(c;0),
where is as in (2.8). Under ct, by Lemma 1, >^®,(c; •) ==> iff(c] •)
on R as n' —> 00, i = 1 , . . .  , 4. For the c; in parts (1) and (2), x =  0 is a 
continuity point of ifif(c;-), and so 0) —> iff (c; 0) as n' —> 00. This,
the definition of the limiting functions in Lemma 1 and (2.12) then yield 
the second statements. For (3), if C3 holds, the limiting function tp^0(c-,-) 
jumps down from the value 1 at x = 0 to 1/2, so that, by (2.12), |_7C — 
— z n ’{c ) \  — 0 or — 1 for all n' large enough, giving the desired alternative 
(both of which may be satisfied along different subsequences). Finally, if 
c® holds, the limiting function -0 |o(c;-) jumps down from the value 1/2 to 
1/4, so that [7C — zni (c) J = — 1 or —2 for all n' large enough, and the desired 
alternative follows again. □
To describe the limiting functions for if* in (2.3), let iPq(x ) =  0, x € R,
and
if x < cu, 
if x > cu,
if x < cv, 
if x > cv,
( —1/2, if x < cu, 
{ 0, if x > cu,
VS,o(c;*)
1/4, if X < 0, 
0, if x > 0,
where it is understood that u € [0,00) in (c! •)> u £ (—00, 0] in ^3 u(c; ■)> 
and vE  [0,oo) in ip^(c;-). All weak convergence statements in the next 
lemma are on R.
Lemma 4. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
K ) C N .
(I) Suppose that one of the conditions c,, i = 1 ,... ,4, holds along {n'}. 
(1.1&2) If C \ o r  c2 holds, then ip*i(c; •) V’o(')/ z/  c3+ holds, then
C '( c; •) ==>• ^3,t(c; •)/ if  cT  holds’ then ^n '(c; •) = >  •)/ * /c4+ holds,
then V>*/(c; •) =4> tp4 +v{c; •) as n' -> 00.
(1.3) If c° holds, then every subsequence {n"} C {n'} contains a fur­
ther subsequence {n'"} C {n"} such that either Cg-1- holds along {n"'} and
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ipn"1 (c; ') V’3,o(c; or c3_ holds alonS {n"'} and •) = >  ^3,ö(c; ’)
as n " ' —> 0 0 .
(1.4) If holds, then every subsequence {n"} C {n'} contains a fur­
ther subsequence {n'"} C {n"} suc/i that either c°+ holds along {n a n d
•) = >  ^4,o(c; •), or c4~ holds alon9 W ' }  and •) = >  ^4,0(c; •)
as n'" —> 0 0 .
Furthermore, for every u G R and v G [0, 0 0 ),
-W (c )
r
/  ^ 3 , t ( c ;
IIH
z
z
J
0
-W (c )
r
/  F l f Á F
IIHH
J
0
-W (c )
r
/  < O c ;
J
x ) d x  =
0
— W(c) 
r
/  ^4 ,0 (0 ;
IIH"33H
J
0
[-W (c) -cu]+  
2
[—W(c) — cu]
2
[—W(c) — ca]+
4
— W(c) — ca](sgnu) 
2
[-W (c) -
where \W(t) : t > 0} is a standard Wiener process as in (1.12).
(II) Suppose that if*, (c; •) =>• ^*(-) for some function on R as
a ' —>• 00. Iftp*(-)^0, then one of the seven conditions c%~, c%+, c®- , Cg+, 
c4 +> c4 ~ and c4+ listed before Lemma 3 are satisfied along the same {n'}, 
and we have
2
2 fLog cl
-W (c)
J if>*(x)dx =  <
0
V(c,-),
^  (C3) + 2 [tig cl 5 
^  (c4) + 2fWcC1)+l )
/or C“- , c “+,c°+, < +,c°+,
/or c°~,
/or c°~,
where the random variables V(ci), i = 1 , . . .  ,4, are as in Theorem 2. If, on 
the other hand, =  0, then every subsequence of {n1} contains a further
- W(c)
subsequence along which either c\ or C2 holds, and 21_rLogcl j  fi*(x)dx = 
= 0 = V{c\) = V  (c2) .
P ro o f . Recall that x) = r/P,(c; 0) -  i f f , (c; x), x G [ -  c \/k ff /2,
c V K ' l  2] , as noted at (2.8). For ci and C2 the statements in (I.1&2) fol­
low directly from Lemma 1. As pointed out before Lemma 2, both c3 and
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c4 imply that / =  lim /n< exists, and so the other three statements in (I.1&2)
n'
follow by combining Lemma 1 and the corresponding statements in Lemma 
3(1&2). Similarly, Lemma 1 combined with Lemma 3(3) and Lemma 3(4) 
results in the statements in (1.3) and (1.4), respectively.
To prove (II), recall also that [7C — zn'{c)\ — Logip°i{c; 0) £ {— 2, —1,0} 
for all n' large enough. Suppose first that [7c — zn'{c)\ = m, for all n' large 
enough and some fixed m, £ {-2, —1,0}. Then •) = 2m' — -0*,(c; •) = 7
=7 2m' — •) as n' —> oo. Then, by Lemma 1, one of c j , . . .  , c4 holds along
{n'}. If 0*(-)0O, then by the already established (Ll-4) this condition is 
one of C3- ,c“+ ,C3~,C3+,C4+,c°-  and c^+ , whereas if 0*(■) =  0, it has to be 
one of cj and c2.
Next, suppose that for two subsequences {n"j C |n '} and {n"'} C {n1} we 
have [7c — zn"{c)J =  m„ for all large n" and [_7C — znm(c)J =  to,,, for all large 
n"', so that 0*„(c; •) = 7  2m" -  •) =: ^ ( c ;  •) and 0°,„(c; ■) = 7  2m"' -
-  0*(c; •) =: •) on R, as n" —> oo and n'" —> oo, respectively, for some
different £ {—2 ,—1,0}. As above, a condition c,-,/ must be satisfied
along {n"}, and a condition c,»< must be satisfied along {n'"} for some i", i'" = 
=  1 , . . .  ,4. Since ^ ( c ;  x) — 0,®,(c; x ) = 2m" — 2m"', a constant for all i f R ,  
it follows from the description of the possible limiting functions ipf(c] •), i — 
= 1 ,. . .  ,4, in Lemma l that both ip?,(c-, •) and ■) have to be constant
on the whole R. Hence, necessarily, both i" and i"' is one of 1 and 2. (And 
0*(-) =  O in both cases.) Thus, both statements in (II) are established. All 
the integral statements in (I) follow by elementary calculations, and those 
in (II) come from the ones in (I). □
Now we aim a closer look at the functions ipn in (2.4). Since by the de­
tails between (2.2) and {2A),ip'n{x)-ip^n{\akn \ /k n) - ^ n{x), \akn] /k n < x < 
<; \bkn] /k n, and <p*(x) = i?°(\akn]/kn) -  <p°(\bkn] /kn), x> \bkn] /kn, for the 
functions <p°(;r) =  2~rin+Logxl, x > 0, in Lemma 2, we have ip*n(\bkn~\/ kn) = 
= <Pn(\a,kn]/kn) -  i f l( \bkn] /k n) = A£(a, b). Hence we see that <p* ^  0 if and 
only if A°(a,b) > 0, which happens if and only if [Logb] — [Loga] +  [7a — 
- z n(a)J -  [7 ( ,-z n(i)J > 1, and so. recalling k — Ka<b = [Log b] -  [Log a] £ 
£ {0, 1 ,2 ,...}  from (1.10), noting again that k =  0 implies 7a > 7t,
(2.13) if and only if k +  [7a -  zn (a)\ -  [76 -  zn(b)\ ^  1.
Recall also <p°(x) = 2~^ + Logxl , x > 0, from Lemma 2.
Lemma 5. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
{n'} C N. Suppose that lni —> l and y?*,(-) = 7  <^ *(-) on R, as n' —> 00, for 
some l 6 [0,1] and some function <p*(-) ^  0. Then there exists a point Xo £ 
£ [a,b], at which the functions <p*(-) and (pf(') jump simultaneously, such 
that yXQ = l if l < 1 and yXo = 0  if 1= 1.
P roo f . Under the stated conditions, the inequality in (2.13) holds for 
all n' large enough. The function g>* is necessarily non-decreasing on R and
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we take it to be left-continuous. Since ( \ckni] /kni) = 2 rLo8cl + bc zn,(c)\i 
c =  a, 6, an application of Lemma 2 gives
{0, if x $ a,2-TLogal+m; _ 2-r'+Logxl5 if a < x < 6,
2—TLogal+m^  _ 2-rL°gi>l+K, if 6 < x,
where m'c := lim [7c-  zn'(c)\ € { —2 ,—1,0} necessarily exists for both c =n' —>oo
=  a and c — b. Note that by (2.1), mc(n') := [7C — zni(c)J =  [7C — /n< — 
— Eni (c) J , where £„/(c) := Log(\ckni]/(ckni)) > 0 and lim £„/(c) =  0, so thatn' —kx>
lim m c(n') =  m'c if and only if mc(n') =  m'c for all n' large enough, c =  a, b.n' —>00
Furthermore, either m'c =  [_7C —1\ or m'c =  [7C — /J — 1, c =  a, 6, but from (2.13) 
we obtain
(2.15) <p*(-)^0 if and only if k -f m'a — m'b > 1.
(This also follows directly, using the criterion p*(b+) > 0 in (2.14) itself.) 
The discontinuity points of ip* and are the same in (a,b). From the proof 
of Lemma 2, the set of jump-points of p f  in [a,b] is nothing but {a < x ^ 
< b : l +  Loga; £ Z} =  {a < x < b : 7X — l £ Z}.
The statement is clear, with some xo £ (o?^)i if Log & — Log a > 1. (Be­
cause b > 2a, if l =  0,1 or 0 < l < 1, the respective choices a < x0 = 2J < b or 
a < x o =  2J~i < b are always possible for some j  £ Z.) Since Log b — Log a = 
=  [Log b] — 7fc — [Log a] +  7a = k -(- (7a — 7f>), this is satisfied whenever k >2, 
i.e. if any one of conditions C i , . . .  ,C n  is satisfied. (The seemingly contra­
dictory case when k — 2 and (m'a, m'b) — (—2, 0), which would force <p*(-)=0 
by (2.15), cannot happen: If m'a = -2 , then necessarily l =  1 and 7a =  0, 
which since 7^  — 1 < 0 implies m'b ^ —1; the real cases that arise are covered 
in C6 and C9.) It is also satisfied if k = 1 and ~fa > 7 i.e. if we have condition 
Ci8-
Next consider the case C19 : k = 1, -ya =  7;, =: 7. Note that necessarily 
b = 2a, and using the elementary inequality that [2x] ^ 2[x], x £ R, we have 
\bkni] > 2 \akni] , so that \bkni]/bkni > \akni] /akni, and hence [7a — zni (a)J > 
^  [7fc — zni(b) \ , since 7a =  7 .^ So, C19 implies (2.15), thus it is compatible 
with <p*(-)^0. Therefore, in particular, we see by (2.15) that (m ^ m } )^  
7^  ( — 2, -1 ) and (m'a, m'b) 7^  (-1 , 0) in this case.
If l < 7, then l +  Log a < 7 + Log a = [Log a] = [Log b] — 1 < [Log b] — 7 = 
=  Log b <1 +  Log b, and so Log xo = [Log a] — l £ (Log a, Log b). If 7 < l < 1 
or 0 < 7 < l = 1, then l +  Log b > 7 + Log 5 =  [Log b] = [Log a] T  1 > [Log a] + 
-\-l — 7 = 1 + Log a, so tha t Log xo = [Log b] — / £ (Log a, Log b). Two subcases 
of C19 remain, the first is C}9 : Z = 1,7 =  0, while the second is C j9 : / =  7.
Under C[9 we either have (m'a,m[) =  ( - 2 ,- 2 )  in (2.14), in which case 
x0 =  b; or (m'a,m 'b) =  (—1, — 1), in which case xq = a; or (m'a,m'b) =
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= ( - 1 ,-2 ) ,  in which case both xq = a and xo =  b work. Under C29 we 
either have (m'a, m'b) =  (0, 0), in which case xq — a; or (m'al m'b) = (—1, — 1), 
in which case xq =  b\ or (m'a,m'b) = (0, —1), in which case both xo =  a and 
xo = b are possible choices.
Some cases will be ruled out from the present considerations since 
<p*(-) =  0. However, listing them here will be useful later on. These cases are
C29 : k =  1,7a < / < 76, when necessarily {m'a, m'b) =  (— 1,0),
(2.16) C g Q  : k  — 0 ,7(, <  7a <  Z, when necessarily {m'a , m b) =  ( — 1, —  1),
C°j : k =  0, / < 7 6  < 7 a, when necessarily (m'a, m 'b) =  (0,0),
so that the inequality in (2.15) fails, for all n' large enough, in all three cases.
Resuming the proof, consider C2o : k =  1, / < 70 < 76- Then / +  Log a < 
< 7a +  Log a =  [Log a] =  [Log b] -  1 < [Log b] — (76 - / )  =  / +  Log b, so that 
Log xq =  [Log a] -  Z £ (Log a, Log b).
Next, for C2i : k =  1, l = ~)a < 76, we have m'b = 0, and so by (2.15), 
m'a = 0. Thus, substituting these values into (2.14), we see that x0 = a.
If C22 : k =  1, 7a < 76 =  /, holds, then m'a =  —1, which by (2.15) forces 
m'b =  — 1, so that from (2.14) we have x0 =  b.
Under C23 : k — 1, 7a < 76 < l < 1, or 0 < 7a < 76 < I = 1, we have 
l + Log b > [Log b] =  [Log a] + 1 = 7a + 1 +  Log a > l + Log a, so Log x0 = 
= [Log b] -  l e (Logo, Logb).
For C24 : k = 1, 0 =  7a < 7 6 < / = l ,  we must have m'b =  — 1, and thus by 
(2.15) also m'a =  — 1, so from (2.14), xq = a again.
Finally, the cases with n — 0 follow, two of which, with 76 < 7a* have 
already been excluded in (2.16). When C25 : k =  0, l =  76 < 7a, holds, then 
{m'a, m'b) = (0, — 1), using also (2.15) to force the second coordinate, so that 
from (2.14), Xq =  b.
If C26 : k = 0, 76 < / < 7a, obtains, then l +  Log b > 76 + Log b — [Log 6] = 
= [Logo] = 7a +  Log a > l + Logo, so Logx0 = [Log a] -  / £ (Log a, Logt).
Next, for C27 : k = 0, 76 < 7a = l, necessarily m'b = — 1, which by (2.15) 
forces m'a = 0, so tha t from (2.14), x0 = a.
Lastly, in the case of C28 : k = 0, 0 = 76 < 7a, / =  1, we must have m'a = 
= —1, and hence by (2.15) also m'b = — 2, which by (2.14) yields the choice 
Xq = b. □
Lemma 6. Under the conditions of Lemma 5, if <p*(-) jumps at x £ [a, 6], 
then either j x =  /, in which case (p*(x+) — <p*(x) = 2- rLo8rl -1 ) or 7 X =  0 and 
1=1, in which case <^ *(0:+) — <p*(x) = 2_ ri'ORIl~ 2.
Proof. If the jump-point x £ (a, b), then <^0(-) jumps at x, and the stated 
alternative is trivial. If, on the other hand, the jump-point is either x = a 
or x =  b and the stated alternative fails to hold, then for c = a,b we have 
— [Z + Log x] —> — [/ +  Log c] = — [Log c] + [7c — ZJ as x —> c, and it is clear 
from (2.14) that m'c =  [7C — ZJ — 1. But since 7C — zn> —> 7C — Z as n' —> 00,
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and 7C — / /  0, 7c — / ^  — 1, we also have m'c =  |_7C — l \ , c = a,b. Thus, in the 
endpoints, the desired alternative follows by contradiction. The statements 
concerning the saltus of p* a t an inner point x € (a, b) are trivial by (2.14).
Let x = a. If 7a =  /, then [/ +  Log x] —> [Log a] +  1 as x j  a, and m'a in
(2.14) is either 0 or —1. But since tp* jumps at a, we must have m'a =  0, 
so, the saltus is 2 ~ ^ a^  -  2-TLogaj-i _  2-rLogal-i If 7a = 0 and l = 1, 
then |7 +  Logx] —» [Logo] +  2 as x J, a, and the possible values of m'a are
— 1 or —2. But since <p* jumps at a, we have m'a =  —1, so, the saltus is 
2-rL°gal-2_ Let x — b. If 7fo =  /, then \l + Log x] —> [Log b] as x |  and m'b 
is either 0 or —1, so we must have = —1; thus the saltus is 2~rLog6l —
— 2_ rLosi>l-i — 2-rLogfcl-i if — o and l = 1, then [7 + Log x] —> \Log 6] +  1
as x f  b, and m'b is either —1 or —2, so we have m'h =  —2; thus the saltus is 
2 - r L ° g f c l - l  _  2 ~  [Log fc] — 2 _  2 ~  [Log 6^  — 2 q
To sort out which cases yield </?*(•) ^ 0  and <p*(-) =  0 if <p*,(-) =>■ <p*(-) 
on R along some {n'} C N, we need the following additional shorthand:
C^j : C2j holds and (m'a, m'b) =  (0,0),
C^2 : C22 holds and (m'a, m'h) =  ( -1 , -1 )
C%4 : C24 holds and (m'a, m'h) =  (-1 , -1 ),
C^5 : C25 holds and (ra'a, m'b) =  (0, —1),
C~2 7 : C27 holds and (m'a, m'b) =  (0, —1),
C : C28 holds and (m'a, m 'h) =  ( — 1, —2);
C°! : C2i holds and (m'a, m'b) =  ( —1,0),
C°2 : C22 holds and (m'a,m 'b) =  (-1 ,0 ),
C24 : C24 holds and (m'a, m'b) — ( -2 , -1 ),
C°5 : C25 holds and (m'a, m 'b) =  (0,0),
C27 : C27 holds and (m'a, m'b) =  (— 1, — 1),
C28 : C28 holds and (m'a, m 'b) =  ( - 1 ,-1 ) .
Recall also the notation C ^ C ^ q.C®, in (2.16).
Lemma 7. Let {kni} be positive numbers such that (1.1) is satisfied along 
{n'}  C N.
(1) If </?*,(•) = >  <p*(-) ^  0 on R as n' —>■ oo, then lim lni =  l for some
n '  —*-oo
l G [0,1].
(2) If </?*,(■) => <p* (•) on R and lni —f l as n' —> oo, then <p*(-) ^  0 if and 
only if the quintuplet (/ia^, 7ai 76, l, {ra7}) satisfies one of the twenty-eight 
conditions C], . . . ,  C2q, C^j C23, Cj4, C ^ , C26> Cyg-
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(3) I f  P*n’ { ' )  ==>• o n  R a n d  l n i —> l  a s  n '  oo, t h e n  p*(-) =  0 i f  a n d
o n l y  i f  th e  q u i n t u p l e t  ( K a<b, j a , 7 4 , / ,  {n '}) s a t i s f i e s  o n e  o f  th e  n i n e  c o n d i t i o n s  
pO pü pÜ pO pü pO pO pO pO
^ 2 1  > ^ 2 2 > ^24> ^25> ^27> ^28> ^29> ^30> ^31*
(4) S u p p o s e  t h a t  p*n , { - )  =>■ </>*(') 0?i R  a n d  l n ' I as  n'  —> oo. I f  C^g 
h o l d s ,  t h e n  n e c e s s a r i l y  c o n d i t i o n  a \  n  6 2 s a t i s f i e d  a l o n g  {n '} C N ;  z/ C^q 
h o l d s ,  t h e n  c o n d i t i o n  a \  n  b\  i s  s a t i s f i e d ;  w h i l e  i f  C°j h o l d s ,  t h e n  c o n d i t i o n  
a 2 (“I b 2 i s  s a t i s f i e d .  I n  a l l  t h r e e  c a s e s ,  ( ^ * , ( a ;  •), ¥>*,(•), V£»(&! •))=>■ (V’o(')»
0o(‘)) =  (0»0, 0) as n' -> °°.
P r o o f . (1) C h o o se  tw o  subsequences  { n " }  C { n 'J  a n d  {n '"}  C { n ' }  su ch  
t h a t  lim l n„ =  l"  a n d  lim l n m =  V". T h e n  by  L e m m a  2, (•) = >  p f „ { - )
n " —* oo n '" —►oo
as n" —F oo and <^ ®,„(-) = 7  (•) as n'" —>• oo, on (0, oo). If at least one of
and jumps in (a,b), s o  does </>* by (2 .14).  By Lemma 5, either l"  — l '" ,  
or 7X = 0 = l"  and l ” ' =  1, or 7* =  0 = l'" and l"  = \ . But Lemma 6 rules 
out the last two possibilities, and so l" — V". If neither pj„ nor pf,„ jumps 
in (a, 6), then ip" cannot jump in (a,b) either, but then p* and pf„ jump 
simultaneously at x" and p* and pf,„ jump simultaneously at x"', where 
both x" and x'" are one of the endpoints of [a, b], or both. If x" =  c =  x"', 
c  = a or c =  6, then, by Lemma 6, either l" — ~/c =  V", or ~fc = 0 and l"  — 1 = 
= 1”'. If x" 7^  x '" , for definiteness x" — a and x'" =  b, say, then, by the proof 
of Lemma 5, either (m " ,  m") =  (—1 , - 2 )  or (m " ' ,  m'f) — ( 0 , - 1 )  in (2 .1 4 ) ,  
where the superscripts " or refer to the underlying subsequence. In the 
first case, l" = l = l " \  while in the second, l"  = -ya = 7 b — l'" . Thus, lim /„<
n ;—► oo
exis ts .
(2&3) B o th  s t a t e m e n t s  here  follow from a  d e ta i le d  review of th e  p r o o f  o f  
L e m m a  5, in c o m b in a t io n  w ith  (2.15).
(4) T h e  s t a t e m e n t s  a b o u t  th e  a t H b j  c o n d i t io n s  follow by obvious d i r e c t  
inspec tion ,  while th e  d e g e n e ra c y  s t a t e m e n t  for  t h e  l im iting  t r ip le t  c o m e s  
from  L e m m a  4(1& 2) a n d  p a r t  (3) here. □
Lemma  8 . L e t  {k n i } be p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r s  s u c h  t h a t  (1.1) i s  s a t i s f i e d  a l o n g  
{ n ' J c N ,  S u p p o s e  t h a t  l im l n ' =  l  a n d  ( n a ,b, la - ,  7 6 , / ,  {ra7}) s a t i s f i e s  o n e  o f
n ' —»00
C l ,  • »•, C 20, C 2 j , C 22, C 23 , , C 2 5 , C 26, ^ 2 7 * C.28 , a n d ,  in  a d d i t i o n ,
t h a t  o n e  o f  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  a, n  b j , 1 ^  i , j  ^  4 ,  i s  a l s o  s a t i s f i e d .  T h e n  e v e r y  
s u b s e q u e n c e  { n "} C  {n '}  c o n t a i n s  a  f u r t h e r  s u b s e q u e n c e  {n '"} C  {n"} s u c h  
t h a t  p*n ,„ (•) = 5- p * ( - )  o n  R a s  n ' " —> 0 0 , w h e r e  p *  (•) ^  0 a n d  h a s  th e  f o r m
{
0 , i f  x  <  a ,
2 - r L o g a l + m ” ' _  2 - R + L o g x l ? i f  a  < X % b ,
2 —fL o g a l+ m » ' _  2 - r L o g 6 1 + m " ' ) if b < X,
(2.17) V>7(*) =
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where, for c = a,b, the quantities m'" are given by
m mC
A(ct),
A(c3) =  0, 
A*(c°") =  - 1 ,  
A(cS) =  - l ,  
A*(c°") =  -2 ,
if Ci i  {c^,C^},
if c® holds and Cg+ obtains along {re'"}, 
if Cg holds and c®-  obtains along {re'"}, 
if holds and c®+ obtains along {re'"}, 
if c® holds and c°~ obtains along {n'"}.
P r o o f . By Lemma 2, y>°,(-) =>• <pf(-) on (0, 00), and the existence of 
{re"'} with all the stated properties follows by combining Lemma 3 and Lem­
ma 7(2) with the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5. □
Now let {W{t) : t > 0} be a standard Wiener process, and for i , j  = 
=  1,. .. ,4, define
Ji, j • — ( Oj , b, /)
[L og  f>] — A (6j ) — 1 
k= [L o g  a]  — A (a , )
W{ 2k~l)
’
h a lf  of the middle sum in (1 .1 2 ).
Lemma 9. If  the conditions of Lemma 8 hold and is the function in 
(2.17), then
J  W(x)dip*(x) —
[ a , b]
J if (m"', m"') =  (A(a,), A(6j)),
-W (a )  , 7
2 r^ oß a] + 1 1 5 if O  =  (A*(a°-),\(bj)) = ( -  1, A(6j)),
•A ,3 + 2rLog^ i+i * if « ,  O  =  (A(ai)> A*(6|-)) =  (A(a,), —1),
2rLog4]+2 +  Ja, if K " ,  O  = (A *K -), A(6j)) = ( -  2, A(6j)),
JiA + > if K " ,  < )  =  (A(a,-), A*(6«-)) = (A(at), -2 ),
for all i , j =  1 , . . .  ,4, where the second, . . . ,  fifth branches are meant as 
a® n bj holds and ctg-  obtains, a{ n 63 holds and b®~ obtains, a° n bj holds and 
a°~ obtains, and a, n b°A holds and b°~ obtains along {re'"}.
P roof. T hroughout, the integral f  W(x)d(p*(x) in question will be
[a, 6]
denoted by I tj ,  suppressing the dependence on other param eters in the no-
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tation. Setting <5;(c) :=ip*(c+) — <p*(c) for the saltus of <p*(-) at c = a,b , 
Iiyj=6,(a)W(a) + j  W {x)dtf(x)+6,{b)W (b) =
(2.18) (a'b)
= bl(a)W{a) + Y .  +*i(b)W(b),
ArE(/+Loga,/- f  Log 6)nZ
where, if <5/(c) > 0, then by Lemma 6, either 7C = /, or 7C =  0 and / =  1, that is, 
f +  LogcGZ for c = a,b. Assuming that (m'", m'") = (A(a,), X(bj)) for some 
i, j  =  1 ,. . .  ,4 in (2.17), consider first the first branch of the statement.
If 7a =  /, then the smallest in the sum of (2.18) is k = l +  1 +  Log a = 
=  [Log a] +  1. If A(a,) =  —1, then, by (2.17), <5/(a) =  0, so that, using the 
convention that k 6 Z, (2.18) becomes = JZ wk +  ^i(fr)LF(6),
k < k < l  +Log 6
where Wk := Wk(l) \= W { 2k~l)/2k+1 throughout and where k = [Loga] + 
+  1 = [Loga] -  A(a,). If A(a,) = 0, then, again by (2.17), Si(a)W(a) = 
=  fy(2rLos al+ ')/2rL°8al+1, so I itj= £  wk + 6i(b)W{b) for all j  =
k  —  1 ^  k  <  / +  Log 6
= 1 ,. . .  ,4, where k -  1 =  l +  Loga = [Loga] - [Loga] -  A(a,).
Now let 7a =  0 and 1=1. Then the summation for k in (2.18) begins on 
k = / +1 +  Log a = [Log a] +2. In this case, A (a,) =  — 1 necessarily, and, using 
(2.17), iy(a)<5/(a) = VL(2CLo8aH 1- 1)/2rLoKal+2, so T j =  £  wk +
k  — 1  ^k  < / +Log 6
+  Si(b)W(b), where k — 1 — [Log a] + 1 = [Log a] -  A (a,), again, for all j  = 
=  1 , . . .  ,4. Thus we know that the lower bound of k in Jtj  is as stated for 
the first branch whenever l +  Log a £ Z.
Suppose next that l +  Loga ^ Z. This means that either l ^  j a, or 
7a 7^  0 when / = 1. Then either 0 < / — 7a < 1, when aj holds; or l < ~/a, 
when a2 takes place. The sum in (2.18) begins on [+Loga] =  [Loga] + 
+ \~ la  + I] = [Loga] -  [7a -  l\ = [Loga] -  A(a,), and since <5/(a) =  0, we 
have I l}] = 5Z Wk+6i(b)W(b) for all j  = 1 , . . .  , 4 and both
["Loga] — A(at ) <  k  < 1  +  Logfc
possible values i =  1,2. Therefore, the lower bound of k in Jh] is always as 
desired for the first branch.
Now we turn to the upper bound, again starting with integer values 
of / +  Log6. First let l = ')b- Then the summation in (2.18) ends on k = 
= l -  1 +  Log b - [Log 6] — 1. If A(bj) = 0, then, as (2.17) shows, 0/(b) = 
= 0, and so / , tJ = ^  Wk, where k = [Logb] — 1 =  [Log6] —
[Log a ] — A (a t ) < k  < k
— X(bj) — 1. Likewise, if A(6j) =  — 1, then 6i(b)W(b) = VF(2rLog6l)/2 rLogfcl+1 
by (2.17), and so 7, j = ]T) wk f°r aH * =  1 , . . .  ,4, where
["Loga]-A(a,) < k <7+1
k + 1 =  [Logb] - [Log 6] -  A(6j) -  1.
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Next, let 76 = 0 and 1 = 1 .  In this case, A(bj) = —1 necessarily, and 
8 i(b) = 0 by (2.17). The sum in (2.18) ends on k = l — 1 +  Log 6 =  Log 6 =  
=  [Log 6] -  A(bj) -  1.
Finally, let l + Log b <£_ Z. Then <5/(6) =  0, and either l ^  76, or 76 /  0 
when 1=1. This means th a t either 0 < / — 76 < 1, and then b\ holds; or 
l < 76, when Z>2 takes place. In both cases the summation in (2.18) ends 
on [/ +  Log b\ = [Log b] +  [-76  + /J = [Logö] -  1 +  [-76 +  1) =  [Log b] -  1 -
— [76 — ZJ =  [Log 6] — A (bj) — 1. Thus the first branch of the lemma is fully 
established.
Assuming n bj and a®-  along { / '} ,  so that (m"', m"') = (A*(a3~), 
A (bj)) = ( —l,A(6j)) for some j  = 1 , . . . ,4  in (2.17), consider the second 
branch. By Lemma 3(3), 1 = ~ya and 8 1 (a) = 0 as (2.17) shows. In this case, 
the sum in (2.18) commences on k = l + 1 +  Log a =  [Log a] + 1 and, since 
k — 1  = [Log a] =  [Log a] — A(ag), we have I^ j  = ^  —
k_— 1 <  k  <  [ L o g  6] —X( bj  ) —1
— iy (2 Lo«a)2-rLogal-l _  J 3j. _ ^ '( a)2-rLoSQl - 1 .
Now suppose a, 1163, 63“ along {nw}, and so (m"', m'") = (A(a,), A*(Z>3_)) = 
=  (A(a,), —1) for some i = 1 , . . .  ,4 in (2.17). Then Z = 75 by Lemma 3(3), 
8 1 (b) = 2-rL°8fel- i  f the greatest value of k in the sum in (2.18) is k = l — 1 + 
Log b = [Logb] — l =  [Log b] — A(63) — 1, and thus J,i3 =  J t,3 +  W(b)2~ ^ L o g b ^ ~ 1 
for the third branch.
Next, having a°- , (m'", m"') = (A*(a°_ ), A(fej)) =  ( — 2, A(6j)) for
some y =  l , . . .  ,4 in (2.17), 7a = 0, 1=1 from Lemma 3(4), and so 8 1 (a) = 0, 
k = l +  1 + Log a = [Log a] +  2. Since k — 1 =  [Log a] — X(a4), for the fourth
branch we obtain I4,j — wk ~ LF(2-_1_i)2_ T06al - 2 =
k_— 1 ^  k  <  [ L o g  b~\ — A (6 j  ) — 1
=  J4tj-W (a )  2 -rL°g°l-2.
Finally, when a, n b4, b°~ and (m"', m j') =  (A(a,), A*(b°~)) = (A(a,-), -2 ) 
obtain, 76 = 0, 1 = 1 by Lemma 3(4); thus 8 1 (b) = 2_ lLos i,l_2, k = l — 1 + 
+  Logb = [Logb] — A(64) ~ 1 and T,4 — Jía +  hL(fe)2- L^og^ _2 for each i =
— ,4. ’ □
For three functions >^a(-), b(') on R-, introduce
V(rpa,V,fpb) :=
- W ( a )  - W ( b )
ipa(x)dx +  2 / W(x)d<p(x) -  r-L-- -^  / ipb(x)dx.
0 [a,6] 0
The last lemma fits the behavior of the three basic sequences of functions 
together.
2 T o g  a] /
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Le m m a  10. Let { k n i }  be positive numbers with (1.1) satisfied along {n'} C
CN.
(1) Suppose that xp*,(c- •) = >  ip*(•), c = a,b, and <p*n,(-) => tp*(■) as 
n' —>• oo for some limiting functions such that (xp*(-),(p*(-),ip^(-)) ^  (0,0, 0). 
Then 1= lim lni exists and for some m=  1,. . . , 28 the quadruplet (k , la, lb, 0
n' —* o o
satisfies Cm and one of the conditions at n b: in the set Cm holds along {n'}. 
In this case,
(2.19) V ( r a,V>mM  = V(l,ai,bj)
for the random variable in (1.12).
( 2 )  7/ lim lni =  l and for some m =  1 , . . .  ,28 the quadruplet (n,')a, 74, /)
n'  o o
satisfies Cm and one of the conditions a, n b: in the set Cm holds along {n'}, 
then every subsequence {n"} C {n1} contains a further subsequence {n C 
C {n"} such that ip*,„(c\ •) ==> ip*(-), c = a,b, and (•) =$■ <p’ (-) as n'" -> 
—F oo for some limiting functions such that (^>*(-), <p*(-), ipt(-)) ^  (0, 0, 0), and 
then (2.19) holds again.
Proof. (1) If q>* ^  0, then l = lim lnt exists by Lemma 7(1). If ip* =  (),
n '—*oo
then ip* ^  0 for at least one value of c = a, b, in which case either C3 or C4 
holds by Lemma 4(11), and both of these imply that 1= lim /„< exists.
n' —>00
Next we show that one of the couples a, Í1 bj, i , j=  1 ,... ,4 must take 
place along {n1}. This directly follows by Lemma 4(11) again, with i , j  =  3,4, 
if none of xp* and xpb is identically zero.
If xp* = 0 and xp^^O, then either b3 or £»4 holds along {n'}, but Lemma 
4(11) allows subsequences {n"},{n"'} C {n1} along which a\ and a2 hold, 
respectively. Suppose this is so. Then ~/a = l < 1 by Lemma 3, which rules 
64 out, thus b3 must take place, which implies / = 74. Hence both a2 and 
Ö3 hold along {n"'} with -ya = yb, which is impossible. Thus either cq or a2 
must hold along the original {n'}. The reversed case when xp*^ 0 and xp£ = 0 
is completely analogous: we must have al \lbJ along {n'} for 1 = 3 or 4 and 
j  = 1 or 2.
Finally, suppose that both xp* = 0 and xpb = 0, when By Lemma
4(11), every subsequence of {n1} has a further subsequence along which one 
of 01 n&lt a\ n62, a2\~\b\, a2 n b2 is satisfied. If two of these could be obtained 
along different subsequences, then, using the first statement in Lemma 7(2) 
and Lemma 3(1&2), it would follow through a detailed inspection of (2.14) 
that the limiting functions were different along these two subsequences. But 
they both must agree with <p*, a contradiction. So, in summary, /=  lim /„<
n' —+OG
exists for some l € [0,1] and one of a{ n bj is satisfied along {n1}.
Using the definitions in (1.9) and (1.10), it is a simple matter to see 
that the possible relationships that the quadruplet (k, 7a, 74,/) may satisfy 
are exhausted by the conditions listed in Cj , . . .  , C28 and in C ^C ^,, C°j,
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the latter three given in (2.16). But those in C ^ C ^ C ^  are ruled out by 
Lemma 7(4), since they yield a zero function triplet, and so we are left with 
one of C i , . . .  , C28. Given any one of these, Cm, it is then straightforward to 
see th a t the pair of conditions a, FI bj that must hold along {n'} is compatible 
with Cm if and only if a ,n6 j £Cm, m — 1 ,. . .  ,28. (Here we also use the fact, 
noted above (1.10), that the pairs a2 17 64, 031764, a4 n 62 and a4 Í7 63 are 
impossible from the very beginning.)
To show (2.19), note that if for c — a or c =  6, or both, ip* ^  0, then by 
Lemma 4(11) one of the seven conditions C3- , Cg+ , Cg- , c°+, c4+ , c°~ and cA+ 
listed before Lemma 3 are satisfied along { n '|, and, by Lemma 3, for all n' 
large enough we must have m'c =  |_7C — zn>{c)J =  A(c,) for the five cases when 
c, is one of c^~, c“+, Cg+, cA+, c°+ and m'c =  [7c — zn'(c)J — ^*(c3_) =  — 1 for 
Cg- , while m'c =  [7C — zni(c)J =  A*(c°+) = —2 for c°+. Putting these facts 
together with the definition of V(ip*, ip*, tpb) and the integral statements in 
Lemma 4(11) and Lemma 9, the desired equation in (2.19) follows for all 
a, n bj £ Cm, under Cm, m  =  1 ,. . .  , 28, for which either |_7a — zni (a)J =  A(a,) 
for all n' large enough, or [76 — zn' (6)J =  A(6 )^ for all n' large enough, or 
both, i , j  =  1 ,. . .  ,4. This fact leaves only two last cases to be checked: one 
is a°~ n 6g~ in Cs,Cio and C\9, when necessarily -ya = l — with a special 
consideration for C19, while the other is aA~ fl b°A~ in Ce and C19.
In the first of these, m'c =  [7C — zn<(c)J =  —1 for all large n', c =  a,6, and 
<p*(-) = <P*(-) by Lemma 8, so that the |n '}  version of (2.17) implies 6/(a) =  0 
and 6/(6) = 2~rL°sf)l _1 for the jumps of <p;*(-), as used in the proof of Lemma 9. 
Hence, since for x £ (a, 6) the function <£>*(•) has a saltus 2— rLos —1 only if 
7x =  7a =  76 = I as seen in Lemma 6, we have
f Log 61 \Y(2k~l)
2 j  W{x)dip1(x)= Y  — ---- ‘
[a,6] A:=[Logal + l So,
So, by Lemma 4(11),
v ( r a,v * , r b) = v ( a 3) +
= V(a3) +
W  (a)
2TLoga] 
[ L o g  6] - 1
E
k =  [ L o g  a ]
r L ° s H  T x r / 0 k - l \
+ E
f c = f L o g a ]  +  l
W{ 2k~h
W(2k
w
V(b3),
-  V(b3) - W(b)2 Tog 61
which is V (/, a3l 63) since A(a3) = 0 = X(b3).
Finally, let aA~ n bA~ £ Cß or fl 6°~ £ C19 be satisfied. In this case, 
7a =  0 =  76 and l = 1 not only in Cß, but also in C19, and so m'c =  [7C — 
— zni (c)J =  —2 for all large n', c = a, 6. Thus, Log a, Log 6 £ Z and [Log 6] =  
=  Log 6 =  r +  Log a = r +  [Log a], where r =  1 for Cß and r — 2 for C19, and
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6 1 (a) = 0, 6 1 (b) = 2 12 and
[Log 6]
/
i
W ( x ) d ^ ( x ) =
Ml fc= [L og  a] +  1
W{2k)
2k+x
So, by Lemma 4(11) again,
v(«.^«)=vW+- m r+ E12 r °^g ai+i 2k+ x
k —  fL og  a]  + 1
2fLogi>l + 1
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which is V ( l,a 4,64) since A(a4) = — 1 =  \(b4). Therefore, (2.19) is fully es­
tablished.
(2) Let the subsequence {rc"} C {n'} be given. By Lemma 4(1) and 
Lemma 3, one can choose a subsequence {n '"} C {n"j such that ip*,„(c; •) =>• 
ip*{-) as n'" —¥ oo, for some limiting functions ip*(•) on R, and |_7C — znm(c)J = 
= m"' for all n'" large enough, where m'" G {0, —1, -2} is a constant, c = a,b. 
Then an application of Lemma 2 also gives that (p*(-) as n"' —>
—^ oo, where <p*(-) is given by (2.14), with m "' and to"' replacing m'a and m'b, 
respectively. If m =  1 ,. . .  , 20, 23,26, then <p*(-) ^  0 as shown in the proof of 
Lemma 5. The demonstration below that (VC(')’ VJ*(*)» (’)) ^  (0, 0, 0) in the 
remaining cases, that is, when m = 21,22,24,25, 27,28, rests on Lemma 3.
If C2i and a2 n b2 G C2\ hold (along {n'"}, as will be understood for all 
conditions of the latter type), then necessarily (m"',m"') = (0,0), as can be 
seen from direct inspection of a2  and b2l hence C21 obtains, and so <p* ^  0 by 
Lemma 7(2). If C2) and <23 nb 2 G C2\ hold, then either (to"', m"') = (0,0), and 
so <p* 0  0, or (m"', to"') = ( — 1,0), that is, C21 obtains and =  0 by Lemma 
7(3), but ip* 0 by Lemma 4(2&3). If C22 and eq n b\ G C2 2  hold, then 
(m"', to"') =  (—1, —1), so we have C*2 and <p* ^  0 by Lemma 7(2). If C22 and 
a j n 63 G C22 hold, then either (to"', to"') =  (— 1, — 1), and so we have C J2 and 
ip* ^  0 by Lemma 7(2), or (to"', to"') = ( — 1,0), and so C22 holds and <p* = 0 
by Lemma 7(3) but tpb ^  0 by Lemma 4(2&3). Under C24 and a\ n b\ GC24, 
we must have C*4, and so p>* ^ 0 . Under C24 and a4  n bj £ C24, either C24 
obtains with <p* ^  0, or C24 with ip* ^  0. If we have C25 and a2  n 61 G C2 5, 
then C^5 obtains with <p’ ^ 0 ; while if C25 and a2n63 GC25i then either C25
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obtains, or C°5 with ^ 0 .  Next, C27 and a2nbi  G C27 give Cj7; while C27 
and Ö3 n b\ G C27 result in either Cj7, or C§7 with i)i* ^  0- Finally, C28 and 
the single case aj n 64 in C28 yield either =  ( -1 ,-2 ) ,  giving C^8
with ip* ^  0, or (m"', m'") =  ( - 1 ,-1 ) ,  giving C^8 with t/>6*#0 . □
P roof of T heorem 2. Let 1= lim /„/ and suppose that for some m —
n ' — > 00
1, . .. ,28 the quadruplet (Ava,6, Ta, T6,0 satisfies condition Cm and one of the 
conditions a ,n b:l in the set Cm along |n '} . By Lemma 10(2), for every {n"} C 
C  { n 1}  there is an { n " ' }  C  {n"} such that <p*,„(-) = >  <p*(-) a n d  f/>*„,(c; •) 
=>ip*{-), c = a,6, on R, as n '" - lo c , and (V£(‘)> ¥>*(•)> V’óí-)) #  (M > 0)- Then, 
recalling (1.8), (2.3) and (2.4), so that A* (a, b ) fn( - ) / 2 ^ ° ^ k^  =  2<f*(-) 
and A* (a, 6)^>„(c; ■')/2^ L°s n^/ kn^ = 2tp*(c\ •)/2TLos ^ , c = a^ j where by (2.2) 
and (2.6),inf{A’ (a,6)/2rL°s(7l/^ )l : n ?  N} > 0 and su p {A ;(a ,i» )/2 W ’l^ ) l  
n G N} < 00, Theorem l(i) in [2] and the statement (2.19) in Lemma 10(2)
yield Wnm — > V(ip*,f*1il>£) = V(l,at,bJ) as n'" —>oc. Since the limit is the
same for all such subsequences, we must have W ni — 1 V(l, a,, bj) as n' —> 00.
Conversely, if W ni — > V  as n '—loo for a non-degenerate V  and {«"} C 
C  {72'}, then, by Theorem 2 in [2], one can find an {n"1} C {n"} such that 
«,(■) =A <p*(-) and f/>*,„(c; •) = >  ^>*(-), c — a ,b , on R, as n"1 ->■ 00, and 
(t/>*(-), <p*(-), V>£(-)) ^  (0, 0, 0). By Lemma 10(1), l1" = lim /„/» also exists7l"'—>0O
and for some m,„ = 1,. .. ,28 the quadruplet (/ía,fe) 7a> 76, F") satisfies condi­
tion Cm,„ and one of the conditions a"'r\b"' in the set Cm„, along {n'"}, and,
by the already established direct half of the theorem, V  = V(l"1, a"1 ,b"'). 
The last statement of the theorem follows from this. □
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A b s t r a c t
Let {5, n : * = 1 , 2 , . . . }  be i.i.d. partial sum processes, each based on the  first n  observa­
tions from a sequence of i.i.d. cente red  and unit variance random variables. We investigate 
th e  limiting behaviour of M n (k n ) =  max S; „ , where (fcn : n >  1} is a  sequence  of con-
1
s ta n ts  tending to  infinity. Under appropr ia te  mom ent and regularity conditions , we show 
th a t ,  when n ~ 1 log k n —* 0, (2n  log k n ) ~ ^ l 2 M n (k n ) —♦ 1 a.s., whereas, when n  1 log kn —* 
c g  (0 , oo), (2 n log kn ) ~ 1^2 M n {kn)  —* (2c)_ 1/ 27 (c) a . s . . Here, 7  is a function which char­
acterizes the sum m and d is tr ibu tion .  In the remaining case where n _ 1 logfcn —* 0 0 , the 
fi rst-order limiting behaviour of M n {kn ) is shown to  bring only limited in form ation  on the 
underly ing dis tributions.
1. Introduction and statement of main results
Let {X ij:  i ^ 1, j  > 1} denote an array of independent and identically 
distributed [i.i.d.] random variables. For each integer n>  1, i ^  1 and real
n
k > 1, set St}1l = X{j,  and Mn(k) =  max 51>n. In this paper we are con-
j=i ’
cerned with the limiting behaviour of Mn(kn) as n —too, where {kn : 1}
is a sequence of real numbers which will be throughout and unless otherwise
specified supposed to be nondecreasing and greater than or equal to one.
A simple example motivating the study of statistics such as M n(k) is to
be found in computer science, when one seeks to plot a function H(x)  at k
selected points X\ , . . .  , Xk. We suppose that, for each x , a computer code may
be used to provide an estimation H(x) of the exact value H(x). We assume
further that the computational steps required to evaluate H(x) generate a
sequence of n “small errors” which add up to form H (x) -  H (x). The problem
to be addressed is to find the order of magnitude of the maximal plotting error
£ := max (HixA  — H(x,)). If we assume that the “small errors” constitute 
\<i^k
an array of i.i.d. random variables with the distribution of X  : = X i j ,  we
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see th a t the evaluation of £ reduces to that of M n(k). A discussion of how 
our results may be used to answer the questions raised by this application is 
postponed until the end of this section.
Investigations related to this model have been made in a series of pub­
lications which we now review. The case where X  follows a normal N {0,1) 
distribution plays here a central role. Under this assumption, we may set 
without loss of generality S lyTl =  W,(n) for i > 1 and n > 1, where Wi, W2, ■ • • 
is an i.i.d. sequence of standard Wiener processes on [0,oo). The study of 
M n (k ) then becomes a part of a general description of the random sets of 
functions of t E [0,1] defined by E„(fc) = {n~x/2W l(nt) : 1 = z = &} for n > 1 
and k > 1. Le Page and Schreiber [15], [16], [17] have considered this question 
and given to En(k) the physical image of rocket plumes (see also de Acosta 
and Kuelbs [1]). Their results were extended by Deheuvels and Révész [8], 
who proved Theorem 1.1 below.
For the statement of this theorem, we need some notation. Let B[0,1] 
be the set of bounded functions on [0,1], endowed with the topology defined 
by \\f\\ = sup |/( /) |.  For A Q B[0,1] and 0 < £ < 00, set Ae — {g E B[0,1]:
0<i< 1
11/ — <7|| < e for some g E A}, and define the corresponding Hausdorff set-met­
ric by setting, for any A, B  Q B [0, 1], A(A, B ) =  inf{£ > 0 : AQ B e, B Q A£}. 
Let J  denote the functional defined on B[0, 1] by J( f )  =  f0 f 2(t)dt when /  6 
B[0, 1] is absolutely continuous on [0,1] with Lebesgue derivative / ,  and 
. / ( / )  =  00 else, and set S =  { / E B[0,1]: /(0 ) =  0 and ,/(/) 5Í 1}. Finally, 
denote by log^  the j- th  iterated logarithm.
T h e o r e m  1.1. Let {kn : n > \ )  be such that
(1.1) (i) (log fcn) /  log2 n —> 00 as n —y 00; (ii) n~x \ogkn \,.
Then, we have
(1.2) lim A i(21og£:n)-1'/2Eri(fcri),S N) = 0  a.s..
n —>-oo \  /
P r o o f . See Theorem 1.2 of Deheuvels and Révész [8]. □
Let 0  be a continuous real-valued functional defined on B(0,1). A simple 
argument shows tha t, whenever (1.2) holds, we have
(1.3) lim (2n log kn)~x^ 2 sup 0 ( / )  =  sup 0 ( / )  a.s..
n^°° /6E„(M /es
By choosing 0 ( / )  =  sup f(x )  in (1-3), we obtain as a corollary of Theorem
0^x<l
1.1 that, whenever X  is iV(0,1) and the sequence {kn : n> 1} satisfies (1.1) 
we have
lim (2n log kn)~x/ 2M n (kn) =  1(1.4) a.s..
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In view of the well-known invariance principles obtained via approxima­
tions of partial sums by Wiener processes (see e.g. [9], [10], [14], [18]), one 
may expect versions of (1.4) to hold when X follows a general distribution 
satisfying
(1.5) EX = 0 and EX 2= 1,
together with some appropriate additional conditions. Deheuvels and Te- 
icher [7] have followed this line of investigation and given a quite thorough 
description of the limiting behaviour of Mn(kn) for small sequences such that 
(log kn)/ log2 n —> d < oo. They also obtained the following partial result con­
cerning the case where (log kn) / log2 n —> oo.
T heorem  1.2. Let kn = na for some 0 < a < oo. Then, if EX = 0, 
EAT2 =  1 and E (|X |2+2q+£) < oo for some e > 0, we have (1.4), i.e.
lim (2n log kn)~1^ 2 Mn(kn) = 1 a.s..
n —►oo
P r o o f . See Corollary 5.1 of Deheuvels and Teicher [7], and Theorem 
1.6 in the sequel. □
When X  is -/V(0, 1) and kn = na for some 0 < a < oo, (1.1) holds and 
Theorem 1.1 implies (1.4). Theorem 1.2 extends the validity of this con­
clusion to the case where X  satisfies (1.5) together with E |X |2+2"+£ < oo 
for some £ > 0. As follows from Lemma 2.3 of [7], the latter condition is 
sharp in the sense that (1.4) fails to hold in general for distributions such 
that E |X |2+2a_£: =  oo for some £ > 0. One of the purposes of this paper is 
to make precise this statement. This will be achieved in the forthcoming 
Theorems 1.6 and 2.3. In the special case where a  = l (that is for kn = n) 
results of this kind have been obtained by Cramér [4] and Esséen [12].
Besides the purpose of describing the behaviour of Mn(kn) in the range 
corresponding to kn =  na, our main line of investigation is motivated by 
the following observation. The general meaning of Theorem 1.2 is that, 
as long as X  has finite moments of sufficient order, the limiting first-order 
asymptotic behaviour of Mn(na) depends upon the distribution of X  only 
through the values, EAT =  0 and EX 2 =  1, of the first two moments. It is 
therefore natural to ask whether there exist sequences {kn : n > 1} satisfying 
(1.1), but for which this invariance property fails.
Our first result, stated in Theorem 1.3 below, gives a positive answer 
to this question. For the statement of this theorem, the following addition­
al notation is needed. Letting y>(f) =  E e ^  denote the moment generating 
function [m.g.f.] of X , introduce the assumptions:
(III) EX =  0;
(H2) The distribution of X is nondegenerate, i.e. P(X = x) < 1 for all x\
(H3) t\ := inf { t : ip(t) < oo} < 0 < to : = s u p { t: <p(t) < oo}.
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The Chernoff function if of X  and its inverse 7 on [0,oo), are given respec­
tively by
(1.6) if(a) = sup {ta  — log f(t)}  for — 00 < a < 00,
t : <£(£)<oo
and
(1.7) 7(c) =  sup{a ^ 0: if (a) ^ c} for c ^ 0.
Denote by oj = ess sup X  — s u p jz : F(x) < 1}, with F(x) =  P(X < x ), the 
(eventually infinite) upper endpoint of the distribution of X .  The assump­
tions (H1)-(H2) jointly imply that 0 < u> < 00. Moreover, it follows from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 of Deheuvels [5] that, under (H1)-(H2)-(H3), if is finite, 
increasing and strictly convex on [0,w), infinite on (w,oo), and nondecreas­
ing and convex on [0,oo). In addition, under the sole assumption (HI), if is 
nonnegative and convex on ( — 00,00), with
(1.8) (i) V’(O) = 0; (ii) lim a~1if(a) = to; (iii) lim a~l if(a) = t\.
a —HDO O! —► — OO
When (HI) holds but not (H2), X  = 0 a.s., so tha t if (a) = 0 for a =  0 and 
if (a) =  00 else. In this case, 7(c) = 0 for all c > 0. When (H1)-(H2) hold, 
but not (H3) (with t\ =  0), t0 =  0 and if (a) — 0 for all a € R. In this case, 
7(c) =  0 for c = 0 and 7(c) =  00 else. When (H 1)-(H2)-(H3) hold, it is readily 
inferred from (1.7) and the properties of if tha t 7 is a concave function on 
[0, 00) such that, for all c > 0,
(1.9) (i) 7(0) =  0 < 7(c) < 00; (ii) 0 < 7 ( c ) < c j =  lim 7 (2),
Z — ►OO
and , for all 0 < e < 7 (c),
(1.10) 0 < i f( i(c )  -  e) < c < ifi'y(c) +  e) 5 00.
We may now state our main result corresponding to large sequences, 
typically of the form kn =  enc for some c > 0.
T h e o r e m  1 . 3 .  Assume (H1)-(H2)-(H3), and let {kn : n>  1} be such
that
(1.11) n -1 log kn —> c € (0, 00).
Then, we have
(1.12) lim (2n \ogkn)~1/2Mn(kn) = (2c)-1/27(c) a.s..
n — mx)
In Section 2, we will provide a proof of Theorem 1.3, together with 
a discussion of the sharpness of the assumptions which are made in this 
statement. In particular, we will show that, in general, whenever (1.11)
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and (Hl) (H2) hold but not (H3), the sequence (2n log kn)~1/2M n(kn) is 
unbounded with probability one (see Remark 2.2 in the sequel).
Theorem 1.3 shows that, under (H1)-(H2)-(H3) and for large sequences 
of the form kn = enc with c > 0 , the first-order limiting behaviour of M n(kn) 
is dependent of characteristics of the distribution of X  other than the first 
two moments. This situation is the opposite of that, previously described, 
which is covered by the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. In view of the results of 
Bártfai [2], showing that {7(c): c>0} completely determines F (x)= P (X  < x ), 
we obtain via (1.12) that the knowledge of the limit of n -1Mn(enc) for each 
c > 0 specifies F . This phenomenon is very similar to that which is described 
by the Erdős-Rényi strong law of large numbers for maximal increments of 
partial sums. The latter strong law gave rise to a huge literature (see e.g. 
Erdős and Rényi [11], Deheuvels [5] and the references therein). Interesting­
ly, when X  is 1V(0,1), we have (2c)_1/27(c) = 1 for all c > 0, so tha t (1.12) 
then coincides with (1.4). In this particular case, and since the sequence 
kn — enc satisfies (1.1), we may therefore also infer (1.12) from Theorem 1.1.
A natural question raised by the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 is to ask 
whether the distribution-dependent properties of Mn{kn) which hold for se­
quences {kn : n > 1} such that n~l log kn —> c € (0,00) are shared by other 
families of sequences with either a larger or a smaller order of magnitude. 
We will now show that it is essentially not the case. We will treat succes­
sively the very large sequences for which n~x logfcn —>00, and then, the case 
of moderate to small sequences for which n-1 logfcn —7 0.
Our next theorem corresponds to very large sequences characterized by 
the assumption that n-1 log —>00. Recall from our discussion preceding
Theorem 1.3 the notation ui =  ess supX  =  sup{x: F(x) <1} with F(x) = 
P(X  ^ x), and the observation that, under (HI), the assumption (H2) that 
the distribution of X  is nondegenerate is equivalent to the condition uj > 0.
T h e o r e m  1.4. Assume (H1)-(H2)-(H3), and let {kn : n ' t  1} be such 
that n_1 logfcn |  and
(1.13) n-1 log kn —7 00.
(1) Ifuj = ess supX  < 00, then
(1.14) fim ( Mn{kn) }
7i—► 00 I nuj J lim71—MX)
( Afn (kn) I 
I B7(n_1 log kn) S
= 1 a.s..
(2) If io = ess sup X  — 00 and either (log fcn+ i)/ log kn -» 1 as n —>0 0 , or
(H4)
then
( — log(l — F (x))) /  if (x) —> 1 as x  —m x >,
lim sup
71—+OO
A/n(^n) 
727(71-! log kn)(1.15)
|  =  1 a.s..
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(3) If lü = ess sup X  = oc and if 
(H5) lim x_17 (-lo g (l -  F(x))) = 1
X  — ► O O
then (1.15) holds with lim sup replaced by lim.
In Section 2 the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be given together with other 
related results of interest. We note (see e.g. Mason [19]) that the assumption 
(H4) implies (H5), whereas the converse is not true (see e.g. Remark 2.4). 
In Case (1) of Theorem 1.4, we see that the first-order limiting behaviour 
of M n{kn) depends then only upon u  and brings therefore only limited in­
formation upon F. A similar observation can be made in Case (2). It is 
noteworthy that these results are analogues of that obtained by Mason [19] 
for large increments of partial sums.
Our last series of theorems corresponds to moderate to small sequences, 
characterized by the assumption that n_1 log kn —» 0 as n —l 0. For the classes 
of sequences we consider, we will not only show that the first-order limit­
ing behaviour of M n (kn) depends upon the distribution of X  only through 
EX =  0 and EX2 =  1, but also derive sharp moment-type conditions to ensure 
the validity of (1.3). Our main results concerning this range are captured 
in the following two theorems, the second of which brings a refinement to 
Theorem B. Let a A b =  min(a, b), a V b — max(a, b) and log+ u = log(u V e).
T heorem 1.5. Let {kn : n > 1} be such that, for some Q 6 (0,1),
(1.16) n~[i log kn —>• p G (0, oc) as n —>• oo.
Assume further that
(H6) E{ exp(A|A'|0+1)} < oc for some A > 0.
Then (1.4) holds, i.e.
lim (2n\ogkn)~1^ 2 Mn(kn) = l a.s..
n —>-oo
T heorem 1.6. Let {kn : n > 1} be such that, for some a > 0,
(1.17) 0 < lim inf I ~  I < lim sup j j < oo.
Assume further that
(H7) E { |X |2a+2/(log+ |X |)a+1} < oc.
Then (1.4) holds, i.e.
lim (2n log kn)~xl2Mn (kn) =  1 a.s..
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The proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 will be given in the forthcoming 
Section 2. In this section, we will also show that the assumptions of these 
theorems are sharp in the sense that (1.4) fails to hold in general in each of 
the following two cases: (i) (1.16) holds but not (H6); (ii) (1-17) holds but 
not (H7).
It will become obvious from the arguments of our proofs in the sequel 
that our methods enable to describe as well the limiting behaviour of Mn(kn) 
for other families of sequences than those we consider here, corresponding 
to the assumptions (1.11), (1.13), (1.16) and (1.17). Such extensions are left 
to the reader and we will limit ourselves to the study of the most important 
examples. Our main purpose will be to describe in each case the information 
carried by Mn(kn) on the distribution of X.
We need here mention a connection of the preceding results with the 
large deviation principle [LDP] obtained recently by Deheuvels and Vervaat 
(1994). For this sake, we return to the setting of Theorem B, and consider 
the functions of t 6 [0,1] defined for n > 1 and i > 1 by
(1.18) YnAt)  = n - ' / 2 Wt(nt).
It is well-known that, for each fixed i > 1, Yn { satisfies an LDP, the most 
classical form of which is due to Schilder [21] (see e.g. Fact 2 in Deheuvels 
and Révész [8]). The latter LDP may be formulated in concise notation (see 
e.g. Deheuvels and Vervaat [6]) as follows. For each i > 1, we have, a sn ->  oo,
(1.19) law1/,7lyniJ —> e ~ J  narrowly.
Whenever such a statement holds, Deheuvels and Vervaat [6] have shown 
that there exists a subsequent LDP for the random measure
6 yn,<
1 5:i^exp(nc)
where 6 j  denotes here the Dirac measure concentrated at / .  By making use 
of such LDP’s, it is possible to derive a new proof of Theorem 1.1. Moreover, 
functional versions of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 could be obtained along the same 
lines, given the appropriate LDP’s for the component partial sum processes. 
However, such LDP’s are available only in special cases (see e.g. Deheuvels
[5], Mogulskii [20] and the references therein), which do not cover yet the 
general case of partial sum processes satisfying (H1)-(H2)-(H3). Therefore, 
such an approach does not lead at present to alternate proofs of our results.
To conclude this section, we return to the numerical analysis example 
which was introduced at the beginning, and consider the case where the 
distribution of an individual “small error” X  has a finite moment-generating 
function >p(s) in a neighbourhood of 0. In most cases of interest, log n is of 
the same order of magnitude as log A:, so that we may consider ourselves in
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the range where (log k) /  log n is bounded away from 0 and infinity. Under 
these assumptions, it is easily inferred from our theorems that the thumb-rule 
evaluation of £ given by
(1.20) £ «  <jy/2 n log k,
where <r2 =  VarX, is asymptotically valid when both n and k become large. 
It does, however, become incorrect when log n is small relative to logic, in 
which case one should prefer the alternative evaluation
(1.21) £ «  n7(n-1 log k).
Making use of the easily verified fact that 7(c) =  (1 +  o(l))ay/2c as c —>0, we 
see that (1.20) and (1.21) are in agreement when (log fc)/log rc is bounded 
away from 0 and infinity. For example, when X  is uniformly distributed on 
[—§ ’ § ]’ <5 denoting the precision of the computer, we get a = 6 /y/V2
and get the approximation, based on (1.20),
(1.22) £ ss s J - n  log k.
To illustrate (1.22), let 6  =  2~32 ~  2.33 x 10_1°, and choose k =  100, n — 1000. 
We obtain immediately via this formula, £ ~  27.7 X <5~6.45 X 10-9 .
In Section 2 below, we give proofs of Theorems 1.3-1.6, together with a 
discussion of the sharpness of the assumptions made in these theorems, and 
some additional related results of interest.
2. Proofs and additional results
2.1. Large sequences. We inherit the notation of Section 1, and assume 
in this subsection, throughout and unless otherwise specified, tha t (H l)- 
(H2)-(H3) hold. We consider here the case of large sequences, characterized 
by the assumption that, as n —» 00,
(2.1) n ~ 1 log kn -¥ c G (0, 00).
C
Throughout, we will suppose that kn > 1 for all n > 1. On the other hand, we 
will not need the condition that kn is nondecreasing and let therefore this se­
quence be eventually non-monotonic. We will start by proving Theorem 1.3, 
and then establish the sharpness of the assumptions of this theorem (see e.g. 
Theorem 2.1 in the sequel).
The following three lemmas are directed towards the proof of Theo­
rem 1.3. We start by giving classical large deviation bounds which are 
instrumental for our needs.
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L e m m a  2.1. Under (H1)-(H2)-(H3), for any ct> 0 andrj>0, we have 
for all n sufficiently large the inequalities
(2.2) exp ( -  n{if(a) +  7/}) ^ P(Si,n ^ n a ) <i exp ( -  n{0(a)}).
P r o o f . Both inequalities are trivial when a = 0. When a > 0, (2.2) is a 
consequence of Theorem 1 of Chernoff [3]. □
L e m m a  2.2. Under (Hl), (H2), and (2.1), we have
(2.3) lim sup n~l Mn{kn) ^ 7(c) a.s..
n —► 00
P r o o f . When (H1)-(H2) hold but not (H3), we have 7 (c) =  00 and
(2.3) is trivial. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that 
(H1)~(H2) (H3) hold. Fix an arbitrary £ > 0 . It follows from (1.10) that 
c < ^>(7(c) +  e) < 00. We now choose 6 =^{ip( j (c)+£)—c} when %f{~f{c)+£) < 
< 00, and set 6 —1 otherwise. In both cases, 0 < 6  < 00, and ^ (7 (c) +  e) > 
c + 6  > c. It follows from these inequalities and (2.1) that there exists an no 
such that, for all n ^ n0, log kn < rc(c+ |) ,  and hence, log kn -  nr/>(7(c) +  £) < 
—n |.  By combining this last inequality with (2.2) taken with a = 7(c) +  £, 
we obtain readily that, for all large n,
P(Mn(kn) > n(~f(c) +£)) < A:nP(5i,n > «(7(c) + e))
/ 0 \< exp (log kn -  nip(i(c) +  £■)) < exp n - J .
OO
Thus, since ^  exp ( — n |)  < 00, the Borel-Cantelli lemma, when applied to
7 1 =  1
the events {Mn{kn) > n(-y(c) +£)}, shows that the left-hand side of (2.3) is 
almost surely less than or equal to 7(c) +£. The proof is completed by the 
observation that £ > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily small. □
R e m a r k  2.1. The conclusion (2.3) of Lemma 2.2 remains valid if we 
only assume that (i) The random variables {XM : i > 1, j  ^  1} are identi­
cally distributed; (ii) For each i > 1, the random variables {X ltJ: j  > 1} are 
independent.
L emma  2.3. Under (Hl), (H3) and (2.1), we have
(2.4) lim inf n~x Mn(kn) > 7(c) a.s..
71— ► OO
P r o o f . If X  is degenerate, then (HI) implies that X = 0 a.s., so that 
both sides of (2.4) are equal to 0 and the lemma is trivial. We may assume 
therefore, without loss of generality, that (H1)-(H2)-(H3) hold. Recalling 
from (1.9)(i) that, in this case, 0 <  7(c) <00, fix an arbitrary ££  (0,7(c)). 
By (1.10), we have 0 < — e) =: c — 2r) < c. This last inequality, in
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combination with (2.2), taken with a = 7(c) — e, and the fact that {1 — x} r < 
exp(—rx) for all r > 0 and 0 < x % 1, shows tha t for all large n
(2.5)
P (Mn(kn) < n(7(c) -£ ) )  =  {1 -  P ( S i , n  ^  n(7(c) -  e))}^ni
<exp{ -{kn -  l)P (5 i,„> n(7(c) - e ) ) )  
^3exp (~ kn exp(-n(^>(7(c) -  e) +  77))) 
^ 3exp(- exp(log kn -  n(c -  7))),
where [fcnJ > kn — 1 denotes the integer part of kn. Since (2.1) entails that, 
for all large n, log kn ^ n(c — |) ,  and hence, log kn -  n(c -r]) = ^  follows
from (2.5) that, for all n sufficiently large,
(2.6) P (Mn(kn) < n(7(c) - e ) )  < 3ex p (-en2).
In view of the fact tha t £ > 0 in (2.6) may be chosen arbitrarily small, and
00 a
since exp(—en 2) < 00, an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma com-
n= 1
pletes the proof of (2.4). □
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.3. Combine Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4. □
We now turn to a discussion of the sharpness of the assumptions of 
Theorem 1.3. Towards this aim, we will establish two technical lemmas, the 
first of which provides us with a simple but powerful inequality.
L emma 2.4. For any n> 1, we have
(2.7) max | X n+i |<  max |5,-n+i |+  max |Svn|.
P roo f . Since, for i = 1 ,2 ,..., and n = 1 , 2 , . . . , X,,n+i = S l<n+1 -  
the triangle inequality entails |Xt|n+i| < |5 ,in+i| +  |5li7l|. By maximizing both 
sides of this inequality with respect to i with 1 < / < kn A kn+1, we obtain 
readily (2.7). □
Let {m n : n ^  1} denote a sequence of positive constants such that
(2.8) (i) lim sup (mn+ i/m n) < 00; (ii) m n 1 00 as n 1 00.
n —k x )
Lemma 2.5. Let { m n : 1} satisfy (2.8), and be such that
(2.9) lim supm “1 max |5 t)n|< o o  a.s..
n —m x)
Then, for some d > 0, we have
P (dmj < \X\ < dmj+i) ^ ^ { k n A kn+\) < oo.
3 — 1 n — 1
( 2 . 10)
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P r o o f . By (2.7) and (2.8) (i), we see that, whenever (2.9) holds, we have
(2.11) lim supm “1 max |X,-,n+i | < oo a.s..
n —*oo lS t< f c n A /c n + ]
Since, for each d > 0, the events A n(d) = max |Xt n+i| > dmn}, n =
1 knf\kn+\
1 ,2 ,.. . ,  are independent, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that
OO
P(Tn(d) i.o.) =  0 or 1 according as P(^4n(d)) < oo or = oo. Therefore,
n— 1
oo
(2.11) implies the existence of a value of d > 0 for which ^  P(-An(ef)) < oo.
n= 1
Since then
P (An(d)) = 1 -  (1 -  P(|X | > dmn))Lfc»A*»+lJ -►0,
we must have P(A n(d)) = (1 +  o(l)) [kn A kn+\JP (|X | > dmn) as n —F oo. Re­
calling the assumption that kn > 1 for each n ^ 1, we see therefore that
OO
(2.12) Y .  [kn A kn+1)P(|X | > dmn) < oo.
n— 1
Now, a straightforward calculus making use of (2.8)(ii) shows that
OO
Y ^ kn A kn+i )P(|A'| > dmn) =
71= 1
OO OO
=  Y ^ kn Afcn+i) ^  P(drrij < \X\ < dmJ+l) =
71=1 J =71
OO j
= P{dmj Z \ X \ <  dmj+l) ^   ^(kn A fcn+1).
j = n  n = l
By combining (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain (2.10). □
T heorem 2.1. Let {kn : n ^ 1} be such that
(2.13)
-i log kn —f c € (0, oo).
Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
(2.15) Urn
7 1 — FOO
sup(2nlogkn) x/2 max |5,,n |< o o  a.s.
is that ip(t) < oo in a neighbourhood of 0.
P r o o f . The fact that (2.15) holds when (p(t) < oo in a neighbourhood of 
0 being a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1.3, we limit ourselves to
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the proof of the converse statement. Towards this aim, set k'n =  inf{A;m : m >
> to}, and observe that the sequence {k'n : to > 1} so defined satisfies for each
n ;> 1 the inequalities 1 < k'n < kn. Moreover, under (2.1), it is such that
n -1 log k' —> c. In view of the obvious inequality max |5,-,n| < max |5,-)n|,
\ < i < k ' n  ’ l ^ i < k „
it follows that there is no loss of generality in assuming in our proof that 
kn =  k'n , or equivalently, tha t kn is nondecreasing.
This being the case, we may choose m n — to in Lemma 2.5 to obtain , via
j
(2.10) and the inequality kj < ^  kn, that, under (2.15) and (2.1) (i.e. when
n—1
n -1 log kn —> c), we have for some d > 0
OO
(2.16) P(dj < |X | < d(j +  l))fc; < oo.
i=i
Now, (2.1) implies that, for all large j ,  kj ^  exp +  1)), which, when
combined with (2.16), implies that E (^l-X’Q < oo, from where the conclusion 
of the theorem is straightforward. □
R emark 2.2. Assume that (HI) holds and that ip(t) < oo in a left neigh­
bourhood of 0. By an application of Theorem 1.3 with the formal replace­
ment of X  by - X  we get
lim sup n~l max (—5,,n) < oo a.s.,
T I — HDO l i i < k n
so th a t the assumption that
(2.18) lim sup n~ 1 Mn(kn) < oo a.s.
n —*-oo
suffices to imply (2.15). Thus, by Theorem 2.1, <p(t) must be also finite 
in a right neighbourhood of 0. Since the converse holds by Theorem 1.3, 
we see, in this particular case, that the condition (H3) (i.e. <p(t) < oo in a 
right neighbourhood of 0) is necessary and sufficient for (2.18). In fact, even 
without assuming that cp(t) < oo in a left neighbourhood of 0, it is true that, 
whenever <p(t) = oo for all t > 0, we have
(2.19) lim supn~xMn(kn) =  oo a.s..
n—» oo
The proof of this last statement can be obtained along the lines of Steinebach 
[22], and we omit the details of this argument. This shows that the assump­
tions of Theorem 1.3 are sharp.
R emark 2.3. We will not investigate in details the limiting behaviour 
of M n (kn) when {kn : n > 1} satisfies (2.1), and when (H3) does not hold.
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Our main result concerning this case will be given in Theorem 2.2 in the 
sequel and gives only a general asymptotic lower bound for this quantity.
2.2. Very large sequences. In this subsection, we consider very large 
sequences, and assume throughout and unless otherwise specified that
(2.20) n -1 log kn —f oo as n —> oo.
The following Lemmas 2.6-2.11 are directed towards proving Theorem 1.4. 
The technology which we use in their proofs is greatly inspired from that of 
Mason [19]. However, due to the different setting, some modifications are 
necessary, and we will give most of the details for the sake of completeness.
Our first lemma, stated below, treats the case where u  =  ess supX  G 
(0, oo).
L emma 2.6. Under (HI)- (H2)-(H3), assume that (2.20) holds, and that 
ui < oo. Then,
( 2 .21) lim
n —+oo {M n (kn)nu limn —> oo Í Mn(kn) tI n~/(n~l log kn) / = 1 a.s..
P r o o f . F i r s t ,  n o t i c e  t h a t ,  u n d e r  (H1)-(H2)-(H3), u  > 0. M o r e o v e r ,  b y
(1.9)( i i ) , w e  s e e  t h a t  (2.20) e n t a i l s  7 (n-1 lo g fc „ )  —ku. T h u s ,  s i n c e  w e  a l w a y s  
h a v e  n~x Mn(kn) in  o r d e r  t o  e s t a b l i s h  (2.21), w e  n e e d  o n ly  p r o v e  t h a t
( 2 . 22) I • • r /  (kn) "Ilim inf < --------- > ^  1 a.s..
n —* 0 0  L nu >
Towards this aim, we follow the lines of the proof of (2.1) in [19]. First, we 
choose an arbitrary e G (0,tu), and observe that S := P(A” > u  — s) G (0,1).
n
Then, we make use of the inclusion of events f) { X \ j  > (u -  e)} Q {5i,n >
t = l
n (u -£ )} ,  which, after complementation and taking probabilities of both 
sides, yields the bound, similar to (2.2) of [19],
(2.23) P(5,,n < n(u  -  e)) < 1 -  (P(X > (u -  e))n = 1 -  6 n.
An application of (2.23) shows in turn that
(2.24) P (Mn(kn) g n(u -  £)) = {P(5lin ^ n(u -  e))}k”
< {1 -<5n}fc" < e x p ( -k nSn).
Observe that, by (2.20), n~l log(fc„6") = n~x log kn + log S —> 00, so that, for 
all n sufficiently large, n -1 log(fcn<5n) ^ log 2. This, in turn, suffices to show 
via (2.24) that
OO
P (Mn(kn) ^ n(u -  e)) < 00.
n =  1
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The Borel-Cantelli lemma, in combination with the fact that e > 0 may be 
chosen arbitrarily small, completes the proof of (2.22), and hence of (2.21).
□
We now turn to the more difficult proof of (1.15), and assume from now 
on th a t uj = oo. We make use of the following lemmas.
L e m m a  2.7. For any integer n>  1, real m~t 0 and e > 0, we have 
(2.25) P (Si.n ^ (1 +  e)n-y ( ^ ) )  ^ e x p (-( l + e)m).
P r o o f . This is Lemma 2.3 of [19], with the formal change of k into n .□
L e m m a  2.8. Under (Hl)-(H2)~(H3), assume that (2.20) holds, and that 
u) = oo. Then,
(2.26) lim sups
n.—inn '•
(&7l)
log kn) }s a.s..
P r o o f . Fix any e > 0. Making use of the Bonferroni inequality, and 
then, of (2.25) taken with m  =  log kn, we obtain the chain of inequalities, for
n > 1 and kn > 1,
P(Afn(fc„) ^  (1 +s)n~i(n~l log kn))
(2.27) < A : „ P ( 5 i , „ >  (1 +  £)n7(n-1 log kn))
% kn exp( —(1 +  e) log kn) = exp(—£ log kn).
By (2.20), we have e log kn > n log 2 for all n sufficiently large, whence the 
right side of (2.27) is summable in n. The Borel-Cantelli lemma in combi­
nation with the fact th a t e > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily small, completes 
the proof of (2.26). □
L emma 2.9. Under (H1)-(H2)-(H3), assume that (2.20) holds, and that
u j  =  o c . Then,
(2.28) lim inf
Z —KX) { lo g (l- - * » ) ) _ 1H z)  J
P roo f . This is Lemma 2.2 of [19]. Note that the inequality P(X  > z) < 
w>(t)e~tz implies tha t we always have
l°g(l -  F(z))(2.29)
H z)
> 1. □
L e m m a  2.10. Under (Hl)-(H2)-(H3), assume that (2.20) holds, and 
that u) = oo. Assume further that either one of the conditions (i) or (ii) 
below is satisfied.
(i) (log A; n + i) /  log kn 1 as n —>oo;
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(ii) For each small e > 0,
(H8)
Then,
(2.28)
liminfl inf
" - * 0 °  v ___1 loE kn <T < ___1(i + O3 n ~ - (l + t)2 n
-  log(l -  F{x)) 
ip(x) }) = 1.
im sup<
n —k x )
Mn(kn) 
7Z7(n_1 log kn) a.s..
P roof. We start by Case (i), and follow the lines of proof of Lemma 2.5 
in [19]. First, we select a strictly increasing sequence {xj : j  > 1} with x 3 > j  
for j  =  l , 2 , . . . ,  and such that
(2.31) lim
j —► oo { l o g P ( £ i £ i ) |  _  j0(Xj) /
which is rendered possible by Lemma 2.9. Then, we choose an e > 0 and 
define a sequence of integers {nj: j  > 1} by
Uj =  max log kn
(1 + e)3n
for j  > 1.
Recalling from (1.9)—(1.10) that 7 is a strictly increasing and continuous 
concave function on [0, 00) such that 7 (2 )—>00 as z —> 00, we see that (2.20) 
implies the existence and finiteness of n3 for each j  > 1. Moreover, the fact 
that Xj —> 00 implies that n: —> 00 as j  —y 00, so that, by eventually replacing 
{Xj'. j  > 1} by an appropriate subsequence, we may always assume that 
nj = 1 for j  > 1. Now, by (2.32), the continuity of 7 implies, for each j  > 1, 
the existence of a 9j such that
( {l + °j) log K ,
(1 + e)3 Uj . (1 +e)3nj ) < 7 ((T
log knj + 1
(1 + f ) 3(nJ +  1)
By (2.33), our assumptions and the fact that 7 is strictly increasing jointly 
imply that
l < l  +  0. < ( _2L _' n , +  1
j_N log ^nj + l
j W log knj
—> 1 as j  —> 00,
so that 0 j —> 0 as j  —F 00, and we have, for all large j ,  the inequalities
(2.34) 0 < < £.
Next, observe that the same arguments which have been used to establish
(2.23)-(2.24) allow to prove that, for an arbitrary (  and n ' t  1,
P (Mn(kn) < O  =  P(Si,n < nC)fc" ^ {1 -  P(X > C)n}*B.
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This inequality, written with n = rij and £ =  ^  ^  , yields
' K ^ xöX t 1))
(2.35)
Since 7 is concave on [0, oc) with 7(0) =  0, we have A7(z) ^ 7(Az) for all z > 0 
and 0 < A < 1. By choosing in this inequality A = ^ ^ 3  and 2 = 7 ( 6n " 3 
we readily infer from (2.33) that
(2.36)
P LY > _ J ___-Y log kn>; i + £) 3 n  nj A - > 7
> p (1 + 6>j ) logkU} (1 + £)3 n:
log knj
(1 +  e)3»j
=  P ( A f  > Xj).
Making use of (2.31), in combination with (2.33) and (2.34), we see that for 
all large j ,
(2.37)
P(-Y > xj) > exp( —(1 +e)tp(xj)) =
(1 + Qj) log K }exp)
(1 +  e)2«j
^ exp 1 — log kHj
(1 +  £)nj
By combining (2.35), (2.36) and (2.37), we obtain that, for all j  sufficiently 
large,
= exp ( - e x p  ( — 7  log
which, by (2.20) and using the fact that n.j > j , is readily verified to be 
summable in j .  An application of the BoreLCantelli lemma, together with 
choosing £ > 0 arbitrarily small completes the proof of (2.30).
The proof of the lemma in Case (ii) is almost identical to the just-given 
proof given in Case (i), with the exception of the following details. Given 
an arbitrary e’> 0, we choose first a sequence {rij: j  ^ 0} of positive inte­
gers, with rij 1 00, and such that, for all j  > 1, there exists an Xj satisfying 
P (X  > xj) > exp( — (1 +  e)'fi(xj)) and
log kUj \ 1
1 log knj 1 log kU]
( l + £)3 Tlj
< J <
~ _ (1 + e ) 2 nj
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The existence of such a sequence is guaranteed by (H8). We then let Oj be 
defined similarly as in (2.33), via the relations
/ log knj \ < =  / (l +  g jQ lo g ^ X < / J o g
\ ( l + e ) 3n j -  :  \ (l + e)3nj /  v ( l+ £ )2n j
Because of the above inequalities, (2.34) holds with this new definition 
of 6 j. Aside of this different construction of the sequences { x j : j  > 1} and 
{rij: j  > 1}, the remainder of the proof follows along the same lines as that 
of Case (i). In particular, no change is needed in the relations (2.35)-(2.37).
□
R emark  2.4. (a) In view of (2.29), the assumption (H8) in Lemma 2.10 
is satisfied under the weaker assumption that
(H9) lim (  sup r -  log(l -  F(a;)) n  =  1 {or some x e (0,1).
n—>oo V ^ ioK k„ s x<- log k„ f v y x )  * 'n — — n
The latter assumption is itself implied by (H4) of Theorem 1.4, which we 
recall below for convenience.
(H4) ( - !og(l — F(x)))/ip(x) —> 1 as x —>oo.
As shown by Mason [19], the assumption (H4) implies (H5), that is, 
(H5) lim x - 17 (-lo g (l -  F(x))) = 1,
x —► oo
whereas the converse is not true.
(b) The condition (logkn+i ) / logkn —t 1 is satisfied by all sequences of 
the form kn = exp(ra“ ) with a > 0, but not by kn =  exp(enp) with p > 0 .
(c) The general meaning of either of the assumptions (H8), (H9) or
(logfcn+i)/lo g  kn —> 1 is th a t it is possible to find a sequence —> oo along
which ( -  log(l — F(x)) / xIj ( x ) —> 1, which is sufficiently close to n j 1 log kHj for 
an appropriate choice of the n f  s. We will not investigate the case when this 
property does not hold, since it corresponds either to unseldom distributions 
(which do not satisfy (H4)), or very sparse sequences (such as kn = exp (np)).
Lemma 2.11. Under (H 1)-(H2)~(H5), assume that (2.20) holds, and 
that oj — oo. Then
(2.38) lim inf (
n—►oo l
Mn(kn) 1
log kn) /
> 1 a.s..
P r o o f . Recall from (H5) that z J( - lo g ( l  — F ( z ) ) ) -> 1 as z -  
an arbitrary e > 0. It follows from (2.20) that, for all large n,
oo. Fix
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Making use of the concavity of 7 , which implies that A7 (x) ^ 7 (Ax) for 0 ^  
A < 1 and x > 0, we infer from this last inequality that
(2.39)
P X >
1
(1 + £ )27V
/lo g K
))s«p(-Hrb
> exp ( - * ( Ä ) ) ) = » p( - Ä ) -
log kn
+ e)n (1 +e)n>
Given (2.39), the remainder of the proof is very similar to (2.35)-(2.37) in 
the proof of Lemma 2.10. Therefore, we omit the details. □
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.4. In view of Remark 2.4(a), it is readily ob­
tained by combining Lemmas 2.6, 2.8, 2.10 and 2.11. We note that the 
conclusion of the theorem holds under the formal replacement of (H4) by 
either (H8) or (H9). □
When (H5) does not hold, Theorem 1.4 does not give any information 
on the liminf behaviour of Mn(kn). Our next theorem, proved under very 
general assumptions, fills in part this gap. Introduce the following notation. 
Define the quantile function pertaining to the d.f. T(x) = P(X  £ x) by 
Q(s) =  inf{x : F(x) > 5 } for 0 < s < 1.
T h e o r e m  2.2. Let {kn : 1} be an arbitrary sequence such that
(2.40) <5:=liminf(-—— 1 > 1.
n —>00 l log n J
Then, for any 0 <£<<$— 1, we have
(2.41) lim inf
71— ►OO I
M n (kn)
nQ{ 1 -  exp( —n-1 (log kn -  log2 n1+£r))) > 1 a.s..
P r o o f . Without loss of generality, we may and do assume that, for i > 1 
and j  > 1 , X i j  = Q ( U i j ) ,  where {UltJ: i > 1 ,  j  > 1} is an array of i.i.d. uniform 
(0, 1) random variables. Clearly, for each n 1, we have Mn(kn) ^ nQ(Vn), 
where we set
Vn — max ( min Z7t- ,) .lii<kn \l<j^n >
Fix any e € (0, d). Since, for 0 < u < 1. P(Pn < 1 -  u) — (1 -  un)kn, by setting
u = un(e) := exp( —n 1 (log kn -  log2 n1+£)),
we see that for all large n,
P (K  < 1 -« „ (£ ) )=  ( l - ; i + o  i°g n <
1
n1+£'
(2.42)
k,
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Here, we have made use of (2.40) and 1 +  s < d which jointly imply that 
ultimately 0 < 1^+^ logn < 1. Since the right side of (2.42) is summable, 
(2.41) follows by an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma. □
R e m a r k  2.5. Assume that (HI)-(H2)-(H3) hold, and th a tu  = oo. By 
Lemma 2.6 of [19], (H5) is then equivalent to "]{\ogn) /  Q(\  — 1 /n)  —> 1 as 
n —> oo. The concavity and monotoneness of 7 show in turn that the latter 
condition is equivalent to
(H10) 7 (u) /Q (1 — exp( — u)) —> 1 as u —>00.
Set un{e) = exp(—n~l (log kn — log2 n1+£)) and vn = exp(—n -1 log kn). It 
is easily checked that, for any e > 0, un(e)/vn 1. Therefore, whenever 
lim inf {n-1 log kn} > 0, we have 7 (un(e))/ 7 (vn) —> 1. This, in turn, showsn—► oo
that, under (H1)-(H2)--(H3)-(H5) and lim inf {n_1logA;n} > 0, the conclu-
71— ► OO
sion (2.41) of Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to
(2.43) lim inf (
71 — * OO I
Mn{kn)
nQ{ 1 -  exp( —n“ 1 log kn)) }>=1 a.s..
This is in agreement with Theorem 1.4, since, under (H10), the conclusion
(1.15) of this theorem is equivalent to
(2.44) Mn(kn)
n-— 00 { nQ{ 1 — e x p (-n _1 log kn)) 1 a.s..
R emark  2.6. If n _ 1  log kn - a 0 0 , the equivalence between (2.41) and 
(2.43) may hold under very general assumptions without assuming either 
the finiteness of moments of X , or that (H1)-(H3) hold. For example, it is 
readily checked that (2.41) and (2.43) are equivalent under the condition
(H ll) lim (lim s u p /f f 1 - ^  1 W
V ’  A l l  V S|0  l< 9 ( l -A s ) J /
which is satisfied, in particular, when the upper tail of X  is in the domain 
of attraction of an extreme-value distribution (see e.g. Chapter 2 of de Haan 
[13]).
2.3. Moderate to small sequences. In this last subsection, we consider 
results which hold under the moment-type assumptions (H7)-(H6) imposed 
upon X , and give successively the proofs of Theorems 1.6 and 1.5. Our argu­
ments will combine invariance principles, together with results of Deheuvels 
and Teicher [7], the latter being applied to partial sums of i.i.d. -/V(0, 1) 
random variables.
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First, we recall from the invariance principles of Komlós, Major and 
Tusnády [14], Major [18] and Einmahl [9], [10], the following basic fact. Let 
H be a positive nondecreasing function on (0,oo), such that
(2.45)
E(ff(X)) <oo; 
log H(x
H(x)
x 2 log2 X
t  eventually;
H ( e x )
i  eventually; lim inf ■- /  > 0 for all e > 0.
J x]oo H(x)
Set further if  1(a;)=inf{ s > 0 : i f ( s ) ^ }  for £>0. Then, on a suitable prob­
ability space, it is possible to construct the random variables {X hJ: i>  1, 
j  > 1} together with a sequence of i.i.d. standard Wiener processes
i ^  1, t t  0}, in such a way that
(2.46) max \SltTl ~ Wi(n)\ —o(H~1 (nkn)) a.s. as n -)oo .
l^i^kn
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.6. Given a sequence of i.i.d. standard Wiener 
processes {W,(t): i t. 1, t > 0}, we first set Yjj =  IT,(j ) -  IT,(j -  1) for i > 1 
and j  > 1, and observe tha t {Yj J *  1} so defined constitute an array
of i.i.d. iV(0,1) random variables. Set Y  = Y\,\ and
(2.47) M*(kn)=  max Wi(ri).
l<i<kn
By applying Theorem 5.4 of [7] to {Yjj: f > 1, j 1} we see that, whenever 
{kn : n > 1} is such th a t kn f, n ~ 1 log kn 1 0, (log kn)/  log2 n -4 oo, and
(2.48)
71—1
we have
(2.49) lim (2nln—► oo
X M ' ^ ( ^ n < -
a.s..
In view of the well-known fact that 
(2.50) P(|Y | > x) = 2(1 -  <f>(x)) =  — x2 2^ as x —>oo,
x v 27r
the assumptions upon {kn : n ' t  1} made in Theorem 1.5 imply that
dog
/ log kn \ l / 2  
V n
exp
ns
2 log kr
which, by (1.17), is summable, implying therefore that (2.48) and (2.49) 
hold.
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Next, we check readily from (H7) that the function 
H(x) = x 2 a+2 /(\og+ x )a+1
satisfies (2.45). Since then
H ~ X{y) = 0 (y^+i (\ogy)1/2) as y oo,
it follows from (1.17) that H l (nkn) = 0 { ( n  log n )1' 2}, whence we may infer
(1.4) from (2.46) and (2.49). □
R emark  2.7. Theorem 1.6 improves upon Corollary 5.1 of Deheuvels 
and Teicher (see e.g. Theorem 1.2). The following theorem shows tha t the 
moment assumption (H5) in Theorem 1.6 is sharp.
T heorem  2.3. Let kn = na for some a  > 0. Then, a necessary condition
for
lim sup(2n log kn) max |S;,n | < oo a.s.,
71— > -00 1 <  /c n
is that (H5) holds, i.e.
E { \ x r +2 K\og+\ x \ r +'}< ™ .
P r o o f . Choose any A £ (0, 1), and set m n = A(2n log kn)xl2, with kn =  na 
in Lemma 2.5. Since then (2.8) is satisfied, we have (2.10), i.e.
y "  P (dmj < |X | < dmJ+1) kn < oo.
J=1 n = 1
Given this fact, the observation that, for some cq,Ci > 0 and all large j ,
J ^ k „ >  Clj a + 1  Z c0m2"+2 (log mJ+i) — Of-f 1
71=1
readily implies (H5). □
P roof  of  T heorem  1.5. We follow the same steps as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.6, with the following modifications. First, we choose H(x)  =  
= exp(Az2/J/(1+/3)), which, in view of (H4), obviously satisfies (2.45). Given 
this choice, we see that
(2.51)
i 1 + 0
H -1^  = { x log2/} 211 for y > 0.
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It follows from (2.51) that, under (1.16), H  1 (nkn) = 0 { n ^ x+i3'>). Moreover,
(1.16) implies that, asn-d-oo, (2n log fc^)1/ 2 — (1 +  o(l))p1 ^2 n^^l+0\  Thus, 
letting M*(fcn) be as in (2.47), we may infer from (1.46) that
(2nlogkn)~l/ 2 \M*(kn) -  Mn(kn)\ —» 0 a.s. asn -»oo .
It suffices therefore to establish (1.4) with the formal replacement of Mn(kn) 
by M *(kn). Towards this aim, we fix e > 0 and use the Bonferroni inequality 
together with (2.50) to obtain the simple bound
P (M*(kn) > (2(1 +  e)n logkn)1^ 2) ^ k nP{n~l^2 W\ (n) > (2(l +  e) \ o g K f ' 2) = 
= o ( ^ i ^ = e x p (-( l + e)log fcw)) = 0 {k~£),
which, in view of (1.16), is summable in n. Therefore, an application of 
the Borel-Cantelli lemma, together with the fact that e > 0 may be chosen 
arbitrarily small, shows that
(2.52) lim sup (2 n log kn ) ~ 1 ^ 2  M n {kn) < 1 a.s..
To obtain the reverse inequality, we observe that, for any 0 < £ < 1, we have, 
for some constants C2, C3 > 0 and all large n
P{M*(kn) ^ (2(1 — e)n log/cn)1/2) =
= {1 -P (n- ' ^W^n)  > (2(l-£)logA;n)1/2)}Lfc"J
< exp 
=  O
- (1 — e) log kn
t  C2 Vlog kn
(exp(~C3 ^#^r ) ) ’
which is summable in n. Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude from the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma that
(2.53) lim inf (2n log kn) 1 ^2 M n(kn) ^ 1 a.s..
The proof is completed by combining (2.52) with (2.53). □
The following theorem shows that the moment assumption (H4) in The­
orem 1.5 is sharp.
T heorem 2.4. Let kn = exp(n^) for some ß € (0,1). Then, a necessary 
condition for
lim sup (2n log kn ) ~ x ^ 2  max |5,,n|< oo  a.s.,
n —KX> 1 = 2  =  ^™
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is that (FI4 ) holds, i.e.
2 0
E{exp(A|X|0+1)} < oo for some A > 0.
P r o o f . Set m n = (2n log  kn) J / 2, with kn =  exp(n^) in Lemma 2.5. Since 
then (2.8) is satisfied, we have (2.10), i.e.
OO j
(2.54) P(dm,j < IJVI < dm:+\) ^  kn < oo.
j = 1 n= 1
Given this fact, we observe that, for some c4, C5 > 0 and all large jf,
j
(2.55) Y , k n > c4j  e\p(c5j 0).
n—1
Since m 2 =  (1 +  o(l))21/2j  2 we have, for some suitable Cß, C7 > 0 and all 
large j , c4j  > c5j ß > 2c7m ^ (1+/3) and
cAj  e x p ^ j^ )  > exp(c7mj2^ (1+/?)).
By combining this last inequality with (2.54) and (2.55), we readily obtain 
that (H4) holds with A = c7. □
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A NEW LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR ARRAYS
P. D EH EU V ELS and H. T E IC H E R  
Dedicated to Pál Révész fo r  his s ix tie th  birthday
A b s t r a c t
Let X  =  {Xij ,  i ^  1, j  ^  1} denote an array  of cen te red  random  variables w ith finite
(n ) =  m ax  S ;n , l í iikn
w here kn ^  1 is a  nondecreasing  sequence of real num bers. U nder su itab le  conditions upon 
th e  d is tribu tion  o f X  and  on th e  grow th of kn , we characterize  the  alm ost sure lim it se t of 
1 M/Cjl (n ), w here fc„ is an ap p ro p ria te  sequence of norm ing  constan ts, depending  upon 
n and kn ■ For k n =  1, our resu lts include as a particu la r case th e  law of th e  ite ra te d  
logarithm  for sum s of non-iden tically  d is tribu ted  random  variables.
second m om ent, and  se t 5 ,n =  = i X i j  for i >  1 and n  >  1. Let M k n
1. Introduction
Let {fl,.4,P} be a probability space on which is defined an array X  =
= {Xij, i ^ 1, j  > 1} of centered random variables with finite second moment,
and let 5,n = E j= i Xij  for and n > 1. The question to be explored is the
limiting behaviour of Mkn =  Mjtn (n) = max 5tn as n tends to infinity, where
1 =1 = kn
{kn, n ^ 1} is a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers with kn > 1 for n > 1. 
As it will be shown, the nature of this behaviour depends quintessential^ 
on the magnitude of kn. The underlying assumptions on X  will be either (as 
in Section 5) that the component random variables are totally independent 
and identically distributed [t.i.i.d.] or more generally (as in Sections 3 and 
4) that the component random variables are totally independent [t.i.], and 
columnwise identically distributed [c.i.d.], meaning that the distribution of 
the column sequence {Xtn, n ^ 1} is independent of i > 1.
To motivate the study of Miin(n), we start by considering some examples 
of the results we have in mind. Let X  be t.i.i.d., and denote by X  a random 
variable following the common distribution of X t] for i > 1 and 1. Assume 
that
(1.1) EX = 0 and EX2 = 1.
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K ey  words and phrases.  Law of the ite ra ted  logarithm , double arrays, alm ost sure 
convergence, strong  laws.
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Under (1.1) and for kn =  1 the strong limiting behaviour of My (n) =  5i„ 
is described by the law of the iterated logarithm [LIL] (Hartman and Wintner 
[17]) which asserts that
(1.2) lim sup ±(2nLLn)~1/2Sin = 1 a.s.,
n —► o o
where we set Lu = log(uVe), LLu  =  L(Lu), Lqu = u and Lqu = L(Lq_yu) for 
q> 1. Moreover, the limit set [i.e. the set of limit points in R endowed with 
the usual topology] of the sequence {{2nLLn)~1 ^2 M-y (n), n > 1} is almost 
surely equal to the interval [—1,1] [26]. For a fixed kn = k > 1, the following 
extension of (1.2), due to Finkelstein [14] holds.
L e m m a  1.1. Let X  be t.i.i.d. and let k 1 be a fixed integer. Then, 
under (1.1), the limit set in R^ of the sequence {{{2nLLn ) ~ 1 / 2 Syn, .. . , 
(2 n L L n)~ l/ 2 Skn), n > 1} is almost surely equal to the unit ball of the Eu­
clidean space R k denoted by Bk = { ( z \ , . . .  , zfi) £ Rfc : £^j=i z] = !}•
The following theorem is a consequence of Lemma 1.1 (see Lemma 2.2 
in the sequel).
T h e o r e m  1.1. Let X  be t.i.i.d. and let k ^ 1 be a fixed integer. Then, 
under (1.1), the limit set of the sequence {(2nLLn)~ 1 / 2 Mk(n),n > 1} is al­
most surely equal to the interval [— k~x!2 , 1],
In Section 2, we will prove an extended version of Theorem 1.1, togeth­
er, with a generalization of Finkelstein’s Lemma 1.1 and the consequences 
thereof for the non-identically distributed case. Other useful preliminaries 
will also be treated in this section.
In view of Theorem 1.1, it is natural to seek a characterization of the 
almost sure limit set [i.e. the set of almost sure limit points] of the sequence 
{2nLLn)~ 1 / 2 M kn (n) when kn —too. An outline of our main results concern­
ing this question is as follows. Assuming EX =  0, EX 2 = 1 and E X 2 g(\X\) < 
< oo for some appropriate slowly varying function g , we will prove that 
the almost sure limit set of (2nLLn ) ~ 1 ! 2 Mkn(n) is equal to [0,1] when kn 
is “small”, but shifts to [ß\^2, (1 + /3i)1 /2] when kn is of “moderate” size, 
such as, for kn — (Xn)^1 (L L n )^2 with ß\ > 0. On the other hand, when kn 
is “large” , the normalization changes and (2nLkn)~1 / 2 Mkn(n) —> 1 almost 
surely. The precise definition of small, moderate and large is given in Sec­
tion 3, where we investigate the upper limit of Mk„(n). Section 4 deals with 
the lower limit and verifies that the interval between the lower and upper 
limits comprises the almost sure limit set. Section 5 simplifies and sharpens 
these results in the t.i.i.d. case.
In the context of a sequence of independent Wiener process results akin 
to those of the t.i.i.d. case for “moderate” and “small” kn have been ob­
tained by Le Page and Schreiber [21] and Deheuvels and Révész [8]. We
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mention in Section 6 the connection of these results with our theorems, via 
invariance principles. Especially, we will show how the strong approxima­
tion theorem of Komlós, Major and Tusnády [18], [19] and the Skorokhod 
embedding scheme for partial sums (Skorokhod [24]) may be used to reduce 
our LIL-type problem to that of establishing strong laws of large numbers 
[LLN] for arrays of auxiliary random variables.
The behaviour of Snn has been investigated as early as 1934. In the 
t.i.i.d. case under (1.1) and EX4 < oo, Cramer [3] and Esseen [11] have 
given a characterization of the upper and lower class of n~l/ 2 Snn in terms 
of the convergence or the divergence of the series A~1 exp (— |A 2) . By 
applying their results to \ n = (2(1 ± e ) L n ) 1 / 2  with e > 0 chosen arbitrarily 
small, we obtain that
(1.3) lim sup(2nTn)_1 2^5„n =  1, a .s ..
n —k x )
Since Mkn(n) ^ Snn when kn = n, (1.3) confirms the fact for “large” kn the 
normalizing constant of Mkn(n) no longer contains an iterated logarithm (see 
Remark 5.3 in the sequel).
Other works dealing with or related to limit laws for arrays are those of 
Baxter [1], Cramér [3], Csörgő and Hall [5], Dabrowski, Dehling and Philipp
[6], Deheuvels and Steinebach [7], Eicker [9], Feller [12], Esseen [11], Gut 
[15], Lai and Wei [20], Smythe [25], Teicher [29], [30] and Tomkins [31].
2. Preliminaries and notations
A propos of the array X  = {X,j, i > l , j  > 1}, we will consider sever­
al alternative sets of assumptions as reflected in the following terminology. 
X  will be said to be columnwise independent [c.i.] (respectively, column­
wise identically distributed [c.i.d.] or columnwise independent and identi­
cally distributed [c.i.i.d.]), according as {(X,i, X,2, .. .) ,*  ^ 1} are indepen­
dent (respectively, identically distributed or independent and identically dis­
tributed) random vectors. Moreover, X  will be called totally independent 
[t.i.] (respectively totally independent and identically distributed [t.i.i.d.] if 
{X\ \ ,  X \ 2 , X 2 1 , X 3 1 , X 2 2 , X \ 3 , . . .  } is a sequence of independent (resp. i.i.d.) 
random variables. Finally, X  is identically distributed [i.d.] if all random 
variables in the array have a common distribution. In such a case, X  will 
denote a generic random variable with this distribution.
In what follows, I[A] denotes the indicator function of the set (or event) A, 
Z' signifies the transpose of the vector Z, and [u] denotes the integer part 
of u. The first result, stated in Lemma 2.1 below, is a generalization of 
Lemma 2 of Finkelstein [14], stated in Lemma 1.1.
L e m m a  2 . 1 .  Let Z'- — (X^,, ■ ■ ■ , X k j ) ,  j^ .  1 be independent random vec­
tors whose components are i.i.d. with EX\j  =  0 and E X 2J = o 2 < 00 for j  > 1.
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Assume further that
n
(2-1) s2n = ^ o 2 ^ o o, al = o{s2n/ L L s 2n) as oo,
j=1
and, for some a 6 (1,2] and all e > 0,
( 2 .2 )
(2.3)
[|X l j | > « J(IX 5j2) - 1/ 2] = o(s2), 
i=i
1
^ s ^ L L s l ) » / *
E| X ln\aI \Xm\ > £Sn{LLs2n) - 1'2 <  OO.
Let E„ =  (2s2L is 2) x ' 2  X)"=1 %i- Then, the sequence {En,n ^  1} is almost 
surely relatively compact in R fc with limit set equal to the unit ball Bk = 
=  I {z\ , • ■ • , zk) € Rk : S j  = i zj  < l |  of the Euclidean space R fc.
P r o o f . Let | |x | |  denote the Euclidean norm of x  =  ( x 1 ? . . .  , x f c ) 'G  R fc 
The first step is to show, for any non-zero vector t = ( t \ , . . .  , tk) ', th a t the 
random variables Yj =  ^?= i UXiij, 3  = 1, obey
(2.4) lim sup(2s2 i iA 2) x ^ 2  ^  Yj = ||t|| a.s..
According to the Corollary of Teicher [27] (see e.g. Corollary 10.2.4, 
p. 359 of Chow and Teicher [2]) (2.2) and (2.3) ensure (2.4) when t\ =  1 and 
t t = 0 for 2 < i £ k. Since {Yj , j  > 1} are independent random variables with 
EYj =  0, EY 2  = cr2||t||2 and s2 ||t||2 = ^ " =1 EY)2 =: s2, the aforementioned 
corollary will yield (2.4) once it is demonstrated that (2.2) and (2.3) hold 
when Xin  and s2 are replaced respectively by Yn and s2. Towards this end, 
note that
i í > p / [ p > £ 24 ( í i s ] ) -1]
3 =1
äpEE m2E-y2/
" i=i t=l
Y , X l > s h ) ( L L i ] )- 2\ —1
2 —  1
E E*iV
3 =  1
max X 2; > e2 s2 (kLLs2-) 1 
i < i <f c  3 3 3
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S E  ?  E  EA'iV  m  >
i=1 n .,=1
o(l) + k{kj  ^  { X ^ > £ 2 s j (kLLs23) - l ) ^ Q  as n -> oo ,
j=i
where we have used (2.2) in combination with the fact, by Chebyshev’s 
inequality, that
Uff2 T T i2
P ( X 2j >£ 2 s2 {kLLs2) - 1) < . ± - ’. = 0 (1 ) as j - lo o .
£2ss
In similar fashion, noting that for a > 1
k ct , L \ 0 — 1
l—l \i=1 1=1 1=1
and setting D[ =  X)(/ | | t | |a , we obtain, for a suitable constant D, tha t
°° i
E  S g ( X I 5 2 ) t t / 3 E | y " l Q J  [y n >
Y J X 2n >e 2 s2n(LLs2n' - '
t=i
max X tn > £ sn{kLLsny
1 S i S k
D
o°
< V  — -----— t-EIXjJ “/
-  ‘ ^ « ( X X S ’ )«/’ 1 ln|
k  o o  1
S E  E wEiim75E|Xl“ri K > ^ ( ‘^ r 1]
1 =  1 n = l
/  °° 1
<XX>; X> + ( * - l )  > --------------------r ELYln|a x-  ‘ V ; ^^ (X X ,2 | | t | |2 )o ./2  I ml
P W n > ^ ( f c X X ^ | | t | |2) - 1) ).<00
for all £ > 0 via (2.3). Convergence of the last series is also implied by (2.3) 
since the fact cov ( f  (Y),g(Y)) > 0 for /  and g non-decreasing ensures
(2.5)
E|Xln|“X [\Xln\ > e s ^ L L s l ) - 1' 2] > E|Xln|“ P ( |X ln| > esn{LLs2n) - 1/ 2)  .
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From here on, the argument is identical to tha t of Lemma 2 of Finkelstein
[14]. □
R e m a r k  2.1. A sequence {X \n,n > 1} of independent random variables 
with EX \ n = 0, E X 2n =  o 2  < oo, obeys the two-sided LIL if S i„ =  ^ " =1 -^ln 
and s^ l a] are such that
(2.6) lim sup ±(2s 2 LLs 2 )~1 ^2 S in =  1 a.s..
The following lemma establishes Theorem 1.1, and extends this result to 
the non-i.i.d. case considered in Lemma 2.1.
L e m m a  2.2. I f  X  is t.i.i.d. with EX =  0, E X 2  =  1, or alternatively under 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, the almost sure limit set of 
{(2s2nLLs 2n) - l l 2 M k(n) ,n  > 1} is [- k ~ x/ 2, 1],
P r o o f . Via Lemma 2.1 or Lemma 2 of Finkelstein [14], the almost sure
limit set C of the sequence {(2s2 TPs2)-1/ 2 max Sin, n> 1} is the image of
l  < i < k
the unit ball Bk of R fc under the mapping (aq ,.. . , aq) —> max x t. Since Bk is
1 $  i < k
convex and compact, C is an interval [a, b] and b < 1 via Yli=i X 1  = 1 • hi fact, 
b = 1 as follows by taking aq =  1, xt = 0, i ^  1. Likewise, the minimum value
of max x t in Bk is attained when xt < 0, 1 < i < k and min |aq| is a maximum.
l < t < A r  1 =  i =  k
Since k( min \xt \ ) 2  < 1 with equality for x t =  —k~1' 2, the conclusion follows.
As in Section 1, let Stn =  ^ ”=1X,y and Mfcn =  max Sm, where {kn, n > 1}
denotes a non-decreasing sequence of (possibly non-integer) positive numbers 
tending to oo.
C o r o l l a r y  2.1. I f  either (i) X  is t.i.i.d. with EX  = 0, EA'2 =  1, or (ii) 
X  satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, then
(2.7)
lim inf {2 s 2nLLs 2n)~l l 2  Mkn ^ 0 and lim sup(2s2TLs2 )_1|/2Mfcn > 1 a.s..
n  ►OO 77, — t o o
P roof. This follows from Lemma 2.2 and M^n ^ max  ^ «^'n f°r fixed k [> 1
and all large n. □
The next lemmas are geared to proving tha t all points between the lower 
bound lim inf 6“ 1 Mkn and the upper bound lim sup b~l Mkn are almost sure
71 ►OO 77,— K X )
limit points of b~xMkn, where, unless otherwise specified, bn =  (2s^LLs 2^) 1^ 2. 
Let X  be i.d., and, for any real r and s, define
(2.8) H(r,s)  = E X 2 (L\X\)r (LL\X\y .
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A s will be sh o w n  n e x t ,  t h e  fin iteness  o f  H ( r , s )  for s u i ta b le  cho ices  of  r  
a n d  s  p lays an  im p o r t a n t  role in th e  d esc r ip t io n  of th e  l im it ing  b e h a v io u r  of 
Mk„{n).
L e m m a  2 .3 .  L e t  k n  =  n 1  ( L n ) ^ '  ( L L n ) ^ 2  w h e r e  7  > 0, ß \  > 0, 0 \  V /?2 >  0. 
I f  X  i s  i . d .  a n d  H ( r , s )  <  00 f o r  s o m e  r e a l  r  a n d  s ,  t h e n
l/2
(2.9) lim {  n l + ^  ( L n ) l 3 l ~ r  ( L L n ) ^ 2 - 5  \  m ax  |X tn | =  0 a . s . .
n—► 00 l J 1 <i^kn
C o n v e r s e l y ,  i f  X  i s  t . i . i . d .  a n d  H ( r , s )  =  00 f o r  s o m e  r e a l  r  a n d  s ,  t h e n
l/2
(2.10) lim sup  (  n 1+ '1' ( L n ) ^ 1 ~ r ( L L n )^2~ s )  m ax  | X m | =  0 0  a . s . .
PROOF. Let A >  0 a n d  se t  m n  — {An1+'l' ( Z n ) ^ 1- r (X T n)^2 _ s } 1/ 2 . Now, if 
X  is i.d.,
V  P ( max \ X t n \ >  m n  ) < V  k n P (|X | > m n )
n— 1 Vl=' = /Cn '
OO  OO
= ^ kn p (m J = i-Yi < mj+i)
71— 1 3—71
00 3
=  ^  P { m j   ^ I A" I < m 3 + 1) ^  fi7 (In)i3' (L L n ) ^ 2
3 = 1 71= 1
= O ( j ^ j ' + ^ L j f ' i L L j f 2? (mj < \X\ < mj+1)
(
OO
^ m ) ( L m ] ) T ( L L m J Y ? ( m ] % \ X \ < m J + x )  | = 0 { H { r , s ) ) .
Thus, when H ( r , s ) <  00, (2.9) follows from Borel-Cantelli lemma and the 
arbitrariness of A > 0. When X  is t.i.i.d., (2.10) follows similarly via
? (  max |X tn| > mn ) =  1 -  (1 -  P ( \ X \ > mn) f n]
> 1 -  exp(-[A:n]P(|X | > m n)) = (1 +  o(l))ArnP(|X | > mn), 
and the inequality, for some C  > 0, 00 = H (r, s )  < C  &nP(|A^ ^ mn).
□
The next proposition shows that when k n  is of m o d e r a t e  s i z e  (see Sec­
tion 3), something beyond a second moment of X  is needed to ensure the 
relative compactness of (2nLLn)~1/2 Mkn (see Remark 2.2 in the sequel).
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P r o p o s i t i o n  2.1. If X  is t.i.i.d. with EX =  0, EX2 = 1 and kn = 
=  (L n )/?1 (LLn)ß2 where ß i t . 0  and ß\ V /32 > 0, a necessary condition for
(2.11) lim sup (nL L n ) ~ 1 ^ 2 max |St-n | < oo a.s.
n—*oo 1 = 2 =
is that
(2.12) H(ßu ß2 - l)< o o .
P r o o f . If (2.12) fails to hold, by a straightforward modification of Lem­
ma 2.3, taken with 7 =  0, r = ß 1 and s — ß2 — 1, we obtain that 
lim su p i^ 1 max |X ,n| =  00 a.s., where bn = (nLLn ) 1 / 2 . Making use of
n —>00
the equality max |X;„| =  max |5m — 5m_i I, we see that we must then
i<i<fcn_i
have a.s. either
( i )  lim su p ^ 1 max |5,-n|= oc , or
n—>00 1 = 2 = kn — 1
(ii) lim sup max |S,„_i| = oo.
n—>00 l = 2 = ^ n —1
Since either one of these two assertions implies the equality 
lim sup b~l max |5;n| =  oo,
n — >-oo  1 <  i  <  /c n
we obtain the proposition in its contra-positive form. □
R emark 2.2. The condition (2.11), lim sup(iiZZrc ) - 1 / 2 max |Sm | < 0 0
n — ► oo 1 = i = kn
a.s. implies
(i) limsup(nTXn)1/ 2 max Sm < 00 a.s., but the converse need not hold
n—+ 00
in general. This is, however, the case if the condition
(ii) limsup(nXjLn)-1 / 2 max (—5,-n.) < 00 a.s. holds in addition to (i),
n—►oo 1 ^  k n
th a t is, if we have a two-sided LIL version of (i). For symmetric random 
variables, (i) and (ii) are equivalent, since then X  and —X  are identically 
distributed.
The following lemma has interest in itself.
L emma 2.4. Let {bn, n ' t  1} be constants with
0 < £>„ t  °°> lim bn+1/bn = l,n—► oo
and let {Zn, n > 1} be random variables satisfying b~+^{Zn+\ — Zn) —► 0 a.s., 
and
c =  lim inf b~l Zn < lim sup b~xZn =  d a.s.,
n  ^ o o  n — ► oo
( 2 . 1 3 )
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where at least one of the constants c, d is finite. Then, the almost sure limit 
set ofb~lZn is [c,d\.
P roof. There is nothing to prove if c = d. Suppose that c < d < oo. For 
any (c,d), with probability one, for infinitely many n
(2-14) b- 1 Zn > y > b ~ l 1 Zn+u
or equivalent b~x Zn(l -  +  &“.}, (Zn -  Zn+1) > y - b ' ^ Z n + i  > 0. Since
the left side converges a.s. to zero, it follows with probability one that y is 
a limit point of b~x Zn. If rather c > —oo, replace (2.14) by b~x Zn < y
< bn+1 Zn+\ ■
L emma 2.5. Let {bn, n>  1} be constants with 
0 bn ^ OO, ^n+l / t 1,
and let X  satisfy 0 ^ c =  lim inf b~x Mkn < lim sup b~x Mkn — d ^ oo a.s. . If
n —*-°° n—►oo
(i) 1 — kn < 1 for all large n and
(2.15) max b~x\Xin\ —>0 a.s.,
l < i < k n  
or
(ii) c > 0, (2.15) holds and
(2.16) max &~I]5!n+i —> 0 a.s.,
kn = kn-\-1
then the almost sure limit set ofb~xMkn is [c,d].
P roof. Set Zn = M kjx. Now
zn+1 -  Zn ^ max (Sin + Xin+1) -  M kn > -  max \Xin+i |lSt'SA:n+i
and, since under (i), fcn+i — kn < 1 for all large n, we have
(2.17) Zn+1 — Zn — max (S{n — 2ftn+i) Lfkn = max \X{n+11,
lSt<fcn l<l<fcn+l
for all large n, whence the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4. In Case (ii), 
with probability one, M kn > §6n+i > 0 for all large n, whence (2.17) can be 
replaced by
^n+i (^«+i ^n) = ^n+i \ \ ^ k ri'  ^ max S,n) +  max X in+i Lik^\
W  k„<tSkn+i J l ^ i ^ ^ n + i /
= 6n-[i max |X m+i|,
1 = kn+1
□ 
A
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where we have used (2.16). □
L emma  2.6. Let sn —>• oo, and let X  be c.i.d. and satisfy with probability
one
0 ^  c =  lim inf(2 s2nL L s 2n ) ~ x ^ 2  Mkn < lim sup(2 s^LLs ^ ) - 1 ^ 2  Mkn = d <i oo.
n  >oo n — y o o
(i) If, for all A > 0,
O O
(2.18) Y ,  knP < oo,
7 1 = 1
and either
(ia)
or
c,b)
Lkn
LL sl
Lk
4 /3 i> 0 ,  5^ +1 — 5^(1 +  0(fcn1)),
T l.
Y ^ l ß  2 > 0 ,  ^ + l = « n (1 +  o(l)) ,
then the almost sure limit set of {2 s \L L s \ )~ 1 ^2 Mkn is [c,d].
(ii) If X  is i.d. with H  (/3i ,/32 -  1) < oo, s(f =  n and kn =  i 
0\ ^ 0, ßi V 0 2  > 0, then the almost sure limit set. nf (2s2 I, 
[c, d].
.. {Ln)h(LLn)fo,  
t o nLLs\)~ l l 2 M krx is
P r o o f . Under ( i a ) ,
Lk:n+ l < L L s ^ + 1
implying that
L ( ^ ± ) < 2 ß l L
rZr
L K  = LLs2n ’ 
Ls2an+l
LsI
O
knLs 2
for all large n. Thus
kn+l/ k n <exp
{ ° \ k nL s2
w h e n c e
k n -f-1 k n < c 2 k n O  ^ —®(^)‘ 
Under (ib), the la tter relation becomes
fc“+1 kn<2kn° { ( L s l ) L L s l ) -
= o(l).
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Since for all A > 0
max
!<«£*„
\Xin\ > \ { s ZnLLsZn)2 \ 1/2 < £  knP ( \ X ln\ > A( s lL L s l )1' 2) < oo,
n = l
(2.15) holds with bn =  (2s^XZs2)1/2 and the conclusion follows from Lemma 
2.5 (i).
In Case (ii), it is again true that kn+\ — kn < 1 for all large n, so that tak­
ing 7 = 0, r =  ß\, s =  ß 2  — 1 in Lemma 2.3 and and choosing bn =  (2nZTn)1/2, 
Lemma 2.5 (i) is again applicable. □
3. The upper limit
Throughout this section, the following assumptions and notation will be 
in force.
X  is a totally independent, column-wise identically distributed array with
Tl
(3.1) E(Xi„) = 0, n > 1, s2 = ^  E^j^) —> oo as n -> oo.
l=i
Set
(3.2)
n
S{n — N  ^Xjij and k l — max S,n.
J = 1
The behaviour of Mkn depends crucially upon the magnitude of kn. 
Three main cases of interest may be delineated: small kn, moderate kn and 
large kn. Moderate values of kn are defined by
(3.3) ' [Lkn)/ LLs2n ->/3j € (0, oo), 
then kn is “small” or “large” according as
(3.3) " (Lkn)ILLs2n ->/3i = 0 or oo.
At times, it is convenient to combine some moderate and small kn by 
considering
(3.4) kn = kn(ßu ß 2 ) : = ( l+ o ( l ) ) ( L s 2nf l (LLS2)ß\  ß ^ O ,  ß l V ß 2 >{).
Our first theorem covers moderate kn as well as large values of kn. For 
small kn as in (3.3)" with ß\ =  0, the classical LIL is recaptured (Corol­
lary 3.1). For moderate kn as in (3.3)', the coefficient 21/ 2 is transformed to 
(2(1 + ß \ ) ) ll 2 (Theorem 3.2). On the other hand, for large values of kn such 
as in (3.3)" with ß\ =  oo, the order of magnitude of Mkn itself is altered 
(Theorem 4.3). In the sequel, we use the convention l/oo = 0.
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T h eo r em  3.1. Let M k„ be as in (3.2), where X  satisfies (3.1). If, for 
all e > 0,
(3.5)
(3.6)
and
(3.7)
Y  k n P  ( | ^ l n |  >  £ S n ( L k n ) 1/2) < 0 0 ,
n = 1
E EX?,! \ X i j \ > ssj(Lkj) x ! 2 = o(s2) as n —> oo
j=i
(i) s l /L k n foo ,  (ii) (Lkn)/LLsl~> ß i€ (0 ,oo],
then, with probability one,
(3.8) lim sup(2s2nL kn) - ^ 2 Mkn < (1 +  ß f l) l/2.
n —►oo
Moreover, if either (iii) ß\ < oo or (iv) ß\ = oo, Lkn — c(Lqs^)° for c > 0 
and, either q= 1, 0 > 0 or q = 2, 0 > 1, then equality holds in (3.8).
P r o o f . There exists a positive sequence { £ „ ,  n ' t  1} with £„4,0 such 
th a t (3.5) and (3.6) hold with e replaced by en and Ij ,  respectively (see e.g. 
Teicher [27]). Denote respectively these strengthened versions by (3.5)* and
(3.6)*. Set
(3.9) d j ^ s ^ L k , ) - 1' 2, d'j =  Sj(ifcj)~1/2.
Since dn/d'n = £n = o( 1) and via (i), 0< d (l 'I'oo, it follows that max d: =
i = j = n
= o(d'n), so that dn may be supposed non-decreasing. Define
Xii = (XijI [\Xi: I < dj] -  EXi j I  [\Xrfi < dfi) + X t]I  [|XtJ| > dfi -
E X ljI [ \ X l j \> d j] = : X tij + X ^ -  Pj.
Now, by (3.5)*,
OO /
E P U {\X^ n\>dn}
n —1 \ l  = l = k n
oo
^  Y  knP (|-^ln| > dn) <  OO,
n—1
so that, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, P 
ing for bn = sn{2Lkn ) 1 ! 2  tha t
( max \Xin\> d n \.o. = 0, imply-
(3.11) 1 max ' Y  \X i]\1 SlSfcn
a .s..
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Moreover, by (3.9),
j =i
< E l^ - l  (7 [dj < \Xrj\ < d'n\ + 1 [IJ^ I > d'n\ ) 
j = 1
n 1 n
^ d'n E  P +  EX?,-/ [IXi.I > d'n) ,
j=i ” j=1
implying via (3.5)* and (3.6)* that
(3.12) ^ P ,  =  o(fen).
7 = 1
Furthermore, since EXxj =  0, for j >  1,
EX?j -  E (X [j)2 = EX?,-/ [|Xxj| > d,] +  E2X 1j7 [|Xl7| > d,-]
= 2EX?j7[|X 1j | > d j ] .
By (3.6)*, setting s^2 = X^,=i EX{,-2, this implies that
n
s i -  s'n S 2 Y ,  EX2, /  [|Xxi| > dj] = o(sl) as n —>• oo, 
i=1
so that sn =  (1 +  o ( l)K -  Define S'in = £ " =1 X'{j and M'kn = max S'tn. Ob-
1 S  I S  K n
serve from (3.6)* that
EX2n = EX 2n7 [|X ln| <ensn(Lkn ) - ^ 2 + E X 2 / |Xi„| >£nsn(/A:n) 1/2
j=i
Therefore, sn+\/sn = (1 +  o(l))s(l+1/sJl —> 1, and, for any <5 > 1, there 
exists an integer sequence {nr , r > tq} such that ( s ^ )2 £ 6 T < (s(,r+1)2 for 
r>ro-  Then ( s ^ ) 2 =  (1 +  o (l))ir as r —> oo. Let Xn — (Lkn)1/2. For any
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fixed A > p > 1, we have for all large r
(3.13)
where we have used the fact that sn/s'n —» 1. By (3.9) and (3.10), for all 
large n and 1 < j  ^ n ,
We now make use of Lemma 10.2.1, p. 350 of Chow and Teicher [2], cited 
for convenience in Fact 1 below.
F a c t  1. Let h{x) =  (1 +  x) log(l +  x) — x for x > - 1 .  Let {£„ ,  n > 1} be 
independent random variables with E£n =  0 and 0 < s2n = £ " =1 < oo, and
set Qn =  n = I- Then, if cn, xn, an and Xn are positive numbers
such that cnxn < an and P(£j < cnsn) = 1 for  1 ^ j ^ n ,  we have
We apply Fact 1, taken with = XL, ( n = S'in, sn = s'n, xn = Xn, K  =
= (2/r)1/2, an = 3In, cn =  {3ln{Lkn)~1/2} as in (3.14), and n — nr . Since 
en —> 0, we see that an =  cnxn — 3In =: en —> 0. Therefore, by (3.13), (3.15) 
and making use of the observation that h(x) / x 2  —>• 1/2 as x -* 0, we obtain 
that, for any fixed A > p, > u > 1 and all large r,
where, by (3.7) (ii), un =  (Lkn) /LLs^ —> ß\ as n —» oo.
By (3.16), a proper choice of o £ (1, A) ensures that ^ r pr (A) < oo if 
either
(3.14) \X'ij\ < 2dj < 2dn = 2ensn(Lkn) - V 2  < {3£n{Lkny 1 ' 2 }s'n — ■ c n s n ■
(3.15) P max
\  i S 3 é  n
(3.16)
Pr(A)  < fc„r exp ( - £ 2r /i((2p)1/2£nr )Lknr j^ < e x p (- ( i /-  l )L k Ur) 
=  : exp( —(n -  1 )unrLLs2nr < (r log<$)~(l/~ 1)un' - ,
(3.17)' ßi — oo and A > 1,
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(in which case any choice of u G (1, A) will do) or
(3.17)" 0 < ß\ < oo and A > l +  /3j_1,
(in which case any choice of v G ((1 + /3]“1), A) will do).
Since, by (3.7) (i), s'^/Lkn'l, and recalling bn =  (2s^XA;n)1/2, we have
K r_ J b nr = ( s l _ J s l ) { s nr/ (L kny / 2 } / { s nr_1 / (Lknr_1)1/2}
> si /s i  —> 6 ~l as r —> oo.-- / Tt t
Thus, for any fixed p > A > l i f /3 1=oo (resp. p > A > 1 + ß ^ 1 if 0 < ß\ < 
< oo), we obtain that
P [M'kn> p Xl2 bbn i .O . )
(3.18) ^ P ( max S'in> p 1 / 2 6 br i r _ 1 i.o.)
v ,  \ n r _ i  < n < n r 1 < i</cny. /
< P (  max max S'in > \ l^2b i.o. ) =  0,
-  \ n r ^ , < n < n r \ < i < k nr  )
via (3.13), (3.17) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Hence, by letting S decrease 
to one and p decrease to either 1 or 1 +  ß j-1, we obtain that, for ßi — oo,
(3.19) ' lim sup b~l M[n £ 1 a.s.,
n —►oo
whereas, for 0 < ß\ < oo,
(3.19) " lim sup i“ 1^  < (1 + ß i 1 ) 1 / 2  a.s.,
Then, (3.8) follows by combining (3.11), (3.12) and (3.19).
To obtain the reverse inequalites in (3.19)' and (3.19)", define, for 7 G 
G (0,1), 6  > 1 and a > 0,
A>={5^ r-5^ r_1>a1/2(l-7)2(l-i-1)1/26n,}, Ar= 1J
1 S1<k'T
where k'T := kH r _ 1 and note that
P(A>) = P (slnr -  S U ^  > (1 -  7)2[(1 -  f>-l )2a s lTLknr]1'2)
= P (5inr -  5mr. ,  > (1 ~ 7 )V * r )  ,
where
g2r =  « J 2 -  K r. ,  )2 = (1 +  «(1)) ( O 2 (1 -  <5_1) = (1 +  o ( l ) X ( l  -  <5_1)
and
x 2r =  (1 +  o(l))2a£A:nr.
We will make use of Lemma 2 of Teicher [28], or Lemma 10.2.2, p. 353 
of Chow and Teicher [2], which we cite for convenience in Fact 2 below.
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Fact 2. Let {£n, n>  1} be independent random variables with E£n =  0 
and 0 < 5^ = < oo, and set (n — £j> n = 1 • Then, if  dn and
x n are positive numbers such that xn —l oo, dnx n/ s n —> 0 and P ( | £ j |  5: dn) = 1 
for 1  < j  <n, for every 7 £ (0,1), there exists a C-y 6 ( | ,  | )  such that for all 
large n
(3.20) P (Cn> (1 - 7 ) 2 snxn) > C-y exp ^(1 -  7)(1 -  -y2) ^  .
Since \XL I ^ 3Ens'n (Lk n ) ~ 1 / 2  = : dn for 1 < j  < n, and dnrxT/gT —l 0 as 
r -> 00, Fact 2, taken with = X/rlr_j +J, Cm =  S'irlr -  5 'nr_i , s n =gr , x n = xT 
and n — uT\=nr — nT- \ ,  implies that, for some C7 £ ( | , | )  and all large r,
P(-Dir) ^ C7 exp( —(1 — 7)(1 -~i 2 )x 2 T/ 2 ) > C 7 e x p (-a (l - j ) L k nr).
Now either, via (iii),
Lknr = (1 +  o(l ) ) faLLsl  = (1 + o(l ) )ß 1 L{rL6 ), 0 < ß 1 <oo,
or, via (iv),
Lknr = {l + o{l))c(Lq- 1 (rL6 ))9.
Thus in the either case, Lk r l r _ 1 =  (1 + o(\ ) )Lknr whence, with k'r =  krlr_1,
P(Ar ) =  1  -  ( 1  -  P(T>ir) ) ^ ] >  1  -  ( 1  -  C7 e x p (-a (l - 7 ) X f c n r ) ) ^ l  
^ 1 -  exp( — exp(—a( l  -  7 )LkUr))
= 1 — exp( —C7 exp((l - a ( l  -  7))(1 +  o(l))Xfc„r)).
Choose in the sequel a =  1 +  ß f 1 if (iii) 0 < ß\ < 00 or a =  1 if (iv) ß\ =  00. 
In Case (iii),
P(Tr) = 1 -  exp(—C7 exp((7(/Ji +  1) -  1)(1 +  o(l))LLs2nr))
> 1 -  exp ( - C ^ ( r L 6 )~1+^ 01+*)) =  (1 +  o(l))C7( r i i ) - 1+2<A+1>,
whence ^Tr P(Ar) =  00 for all sufficiently small 7 > 0. In Case (iv) with a = 1, 
the series again diverges since P(Ar) ^ 1 — exp(—C7 exp{yunrL L s \ r)) —1 1 in 
view of un —loo. Consequently, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies in either 
case that
(3.21)
max (5'„
!<.<*„_ C inr
S'inr_i ) > a 1 / 2 { l - - / ) 2 { l - 6  y / 2 bnr i.o.^ 
= P (Ar i.o.) — 1.
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Select b > 1 so large that
(1 -  7 )2(1 -  iT1)1/ 2 -  4(T1/2 > (1 -  7 )3,
implying for all large r that
2<5~1/26„r = (1 + o(l)) 2 bn r _ 1 > b
and
If
a 1/2( l  -  7 ) 2(1 -  b - XV ,2bnr -  2 a 1/ 26nr_ 1 >  a ‘ / 2 ( l  -  7 )36np .
B r := < min 5i„r_, > - 2 a ' / 2 bnr_x
by replacing X lJ by — X x] in (3.19)' and (3.19)" we get
(3.22) P (5 r holds for all large r) = 1.
Thus, via (3.21) and (3.22),
P (max S'„ > a 1/2( 1 -  7)36 > P (ArBr i.o.) =  1,so that, a fortiori, with probability one,
lim sup b~'M'kn > lim sup 6’ 1 M'knr > a 1/2(1 -  7 )3,
n—► oo nr—>oo
where the right-hand side increases to a 1/2 as 7 decreases to zero. In con­
junction with (3.11), (3.12), this yields equality in (3.8). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. □
In Section 4, it will be shown that if s2 > cna for some positive c, a , and 
kn satisfies (3.7) with ß\ =  00, then (3.5), (3.6) imply (2s2Lkn)~1/ 2 MiCn —> 1
The next theorem will be used in Section 4 for the proof of Theorem 4.2.
T h e o r e m  3.2. Let X  satisfy (3.1) and let kn be governed by (3.3)'. If, 
for all £ > 0,
(3.23)
and
Y ,  knP ( \ X ln\ > « „ (IT S 2) " 1/2) < 00,
71— 1
E
j=l
E X ( j l |Xijj > esj(LLs^) -1/2(3.24) = o(s2) as n —> 00,
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then
(3.25) lim sup(2s2 nL L s l ) - xl 2 Mkn = (1 +  A )1/2 a.s. •
P r o o f . Since Lkn = (1 +  o(T))ß\LLs\,  the result follows directly from 
Theorem 3.1. □
C o r o l l a r y  3.1. Let X  satisfy conditions (3.23), (3.24) of Theorem 3.2. 
Let 1 ^ k 'n < kn{0,/?2) for some ß? > 0, where kn(O ,^ ) is governed by (3.4). 
Then
(3.26) lim sup(2s2 XZs2)-1/2./!/^ =  1 a.s..
n—>oo
P r o o f . It is easy to see (see Teicher [27]) that the classical L I L  (that 
is, (3.26) with k'n = l ) holds under (3.23), (3.24). Since
Mi(n) < M k,n(n ) < Mkn{0 ß 2 )(n) < M kn{ßlißa)(n)
for arbitrary ß\ > 0, the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.2 as ß\\ .0.  □
In what follows, a product w*th m < is to be interpreted as unity.
Our next corollary replaces the conditions of Theorem 3.2 by (3.27) at the 
cost of a small decrease in kn. Define
H(r,s)  = Su p E X 2 ln(L\X,n\ y ( L L \ X ln\y.
71^  1
C o r o l l a r y  3 . 2 .  Let X  satisfy (3.1)  and i n f  E X 2n =  a 2 > 0.  If
(3.27)
(3.28)
T L(1 +  ßi,  2 +  ß2) < oo where ß\ >0, ß\ V > 0,
( L s l ) ^ ( L L s l ) ^
kn — kn [ß\ 1 ßi) —{Lm+l S i y ^ nT=3 LlS2 ^
for some m > 2 and rj > 0, then
(3.29) lim sup(2s2 XXs2) =  (1 +  ß i ) 1 ^ 2  a.s..
n—fco
P r o o f . It suffices to verify (3.23), (3.24) of Theorem 3.2. Set d ” =  
=  £sn(XZs2)-1/2. Now, via (3.27), nothing that EX 2n is bounded away 
from zero and infinity, we obtain that, for suitable constants C and C
ckn „ a
eis l (Ls iy+0>(LLsiy+h  = n(Xm+1n ) ^  f l ^ i  W
kn? { \X ln\>d'f) <
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which is summable. Moreover, again employing (3.27), we obtain that
c _ cE x l ]i [ \ x l]\>d';}< <
(La!)l+h(LLs?y+to  = ( I j ) 1+A(£ £ j)1+A’
implying £ " =1 EX^-I  |X ij| > d" = o(n) =  o(s£), which is (3.24). The con­
clusion follows from Theorem 3.2 or Corollary 3.1 according as ß\ > 0 or
A  = o </?2. □
C o r o l l a r y  3.3. Let X  satisfy (3.1) and inf EX,2n =  a 2 >  0. Ifn~í 1
kn =  k n ( ß u ß 2) =  ( l  +  o ( \ ) ) ( L s l ) t ) ' ( L L s l ) ‘3\  ß \  >  0, V/32 >  0,
and, for some 6  > 0,
77(1 +  ß\ +  6 ,ß 2 A 0) < oo if ß \>  0,(3.30)
then-
(3.31)
K ( l , 2  + ß 2 + 6 ) < oo if ßi = 0  < ß2,
lim sup(2s2 ZTs2) ' / 2 Mkn = ( l +  ß j)1/2 a .s ..
P r o o f . If /3i > 0 and 0 <  S' <  6 , (3.30) ensures 77(1 + ß \  + b ' , ß 2-\-2) <  oo. 
Since
k n  ( ß \  , ß 2 ) < k n ( ß U ß 2 ) <  k n  ( ß l  +  S \  ß 2 ) 
for all large n, Corollary 3.2 guarantees that
(1 + /? i)1/2 < limsup(2s lLLs 2 n)~1 / 2 Mkn = (1 + ß x + <5')1/2 a.s.,
n —►oo
and (3.31) follows as S' |0 .  The argument is analogous when ß \ = 0 .  □
4. The lower limit
In this section, the behaviour of the lower limit of h~l Mkn is addressed. 
For moderate kn, Theorem 4.2 specifies the lower limit while, for large kn, 
Theorem 4.3 asserts the equality of the upper and lower limits.
T H E O R E M  4.1. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
n
EA"iri =  0 and ^  EX,2 —F oo.
l=i
If
(4.1) (Lkn)/ (LLs2n) —> ßi £ [0,oo) as n oo
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and, for each e > 0.
(4.2)
then
(4.3)
and
(4.4)
E
3 = 1
E Xf i l \Xij\ > £Sj(Lkj)~1/2 =  o
s lLLs l
lim (2 s2 nLLs^) l! 2 Mkn = ß lJ 2 in probability
n—>oo
liminf(2 s2 nL L s l y ll 2 M kn<ß \ ' 2
71—* OO
a.s. .
P r o o f . Since (4.4) is an immediate consequence of (4.3), it suffices to 
prove the latter. Suppose initially that ßi > 0. Then, as in choosing I n in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, there exists a sequence en j, 0 such that (4.2) holds with 
e replaced by en. Denote by (4.2)* this strengthened version of (4.2). Let 
X - j ,  S ' - ,  and s'n be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (see e.g. (3.10)—(3.13)),
but with dn = £nsn(LLsfl)~ 1^ 2. Let bn — (2s^LLs ^ ) 1 / 2 and define, for n > 1,
71
(4.5) Tin = ^ X ^ - X 'j) and M ' ^ = ™ l n S 'n-
j=i
In view of
(4.6) Mkn ~ , 9  f t  \T'n\ = = M L  +  , max ITtnISlSkn ISiSk
it suffices to verify that
(4.7) b~l M'kn—>ßlJ 2 in probability, 
and
(4.8) b~l max |T,-n| —>0 in probability.
1 = 1 = kn
Notice that (4.2) implies (3.6), which in turn, as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1, implies sn = (l +  o(l))s(l. Therefore, via Fact 2, we see that for any 
7 G (0,1) and all large n,
p ( M i < ( l - 1 )2 ß \ / 2 bn)
= { l -  P ( 5 in > (1 -  7 )X (2 /M 1  + o ( l ) ) ^ ) 1/2) } [M 
(4-9) < {1 -  C , exp (- (1  -  7)(1 -  7 2)A(1 + o(l))LLs2n)
<exp ( - [ k n} C ^ l - ^ ' LLs")
^ exp ( - < V ^ 3l+0(1»LLs") < exp ( - C ^ I a 2) ^ 1/2)  = o (  1).
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On the other hand, for any A > 1,
P ( ^ L  > ( W 1/2&n) =  1 -  { l  -  P ( S in > (AA)1/2&„)}iM 
^ n ] P ( s i „ >  ( A / ? l ) 1 / 2 & „ )  = 0 ( 1 ) ,  
since via the inequality employed in (3.16), if 1 < p < p < A,
fcnp(5(„  > (Xß1 ) 1 ' 2 bn)  = k np ( s [ n > (AA)1/2(1 + o(l))s'n(2LLsl)1' 2) 
Ú kn exp ( - e - 2 h{£n{2pßl )xl 2 )LLs1nS)  < exp ((A -  pßx +  o{\))LLs2n) 
< exp ( - ( p  -  \ )ßxLLs2n) = o(l).
Clearly, (4.9) and (4.10) imply (4.7). Furthermore, for any ßx >0,
P max \Tin\>Sbn < knP(\Tln\ > Sbn)
i ^ k T . i X i n \ x u \ > d , \ = o m ,
” j= i
according to (4.2)*, yielding (4.8) and hence (4.3) when ß x > 0.
Suppose next that {Lkn)/ LLs2n = o(l), or equivalently that ^ / ( T s 2)^ —> 
0 for all ß > 0. Fix an arbitrary £ > 0, and set k'n = (£s2)&, for 0 < ß < £2 /3. 
Then, for all large n,
(4.11) P ( M kn >  £ s n ( L L s 2n y l 2)  ^  P ( m *. > ( 3 ß s 2n L L s 2n) ' ' 2)  = o (  1),
via the version of (4.3) obtained by replacing kn by k'n. Also, by Chebyshev’s 
inequality,
(4.12)
P ( M kn <  - £ s n { L L s 2nY ' 2') <  p ( s l n  <  - £ s n { L L s 2ny 12)  <
±{£2 LLs2n) - l = o{ 1).
Since £ > 0 is arbitrary in (4.11)—(4.12), these two relations validate (4.3) 
when ß\ — 0. □
C orollary  4.1. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
E.Yin —0, s2 - £ e * 2^ oo,
j=i
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kn = (1 +  o(l))(Ts2)^ (LLs ^ ) 0 2  where ß\ > 0  or ß j = 0, ß 2  ^ 1 and either 
(4.13) in fE X ^ X ) , suvU Xln(L \X ln\)ß'{LL\X\)ß*-x)Lm\x \y< o o
n^l
for some m > 3, r) > 0 or
(4.14) E X ^ I  [|Xljr| > eS]( L L s ] ) - ^
3 =  1
< (LLs l )
(Ls*)*
2 \ l - / 32
all e > 0,
then (4.3) and (4.4) hold.
P r o o f . For kn as specified, (4.1) holds and (4.14) coincides with (4.2). 
Thus, by Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to verify that (4.13) implies (4.14). 
Now, under (4.13), EX 2n is bounded away from zero and infinity whence for 
all large j
E X l l |X ij| > es0 {LLs j )2 1 - 1 / 2
C
{Lsj)P' (L2 s2) ^ ~ l {Lms2Y
a
(Lj)(h(L 2 j ) h - ' ( L mj)n'
implying
n
Y , ^ I i [\X1: \> £Sj (LL s 2 ) - ^ 2
J = 1
= o n(LLn)x 02\  (  s2 n{LLs2n)1 0 2
(Ln ) 0 1
and establishing the corollary. □
R e m a r k  4.1. If (3.1) and (3.3)' hold, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 are 
valid under (3.23)-(3.24) since, by the proof of Theorem 3.1, these conditions 
imply that (ő2TZs2)-1/ 2 max |Tm| —> 0 a .s ..
i  = l = kn
T h e  n e x t  t h e o r e m  g i v e s  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  e q u a l i t y  t o  h o l d  in (4.4). 
T H EOREM  4.2. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
E X in — 0, s2 — ^  EX I  —»oo.
j=i
If  (3.23), (3.24) hold and (Lkn) / (LLs\) ß\ € (0, oo), then
(4.15) lim mi(2s 2 nLLs 2 n) - 1 / 2 M kn = ß \ / 2
n —foo
a. s . .
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Proof. Let S[n) s'n , M'k be as in the proof of Theorem 
with
dn = e nsn{LLsl)~1/2.
In view of Remark 4.1 and (4.6), it suffices to show that 
(4.16) lim inf b~x M[ > ß lJ 2 a.s.,
v ' n—*oo n -  1
where bn = (2s \L L s 2n) x^ 2. Define, for a € (0, 1), 7i\ — 1 and
(4.17) nT — sup I n > nr_i : s 'n 2 < (1 -  a(r -  l ) -1+“)-1^ l2r. 
Since for r > 3,
„'2
=  5 n r _ 1 + l  >  ( 1  — Q ( r  — 2 ) _ 1 + a )
— l + a \  — 1 ' 2
we have, for all large m,
(4T8) s'*2jTi > cexpfa'm “ ),
where c > 0 is an appropriate constant, and o ' =  a /2 1-".
(4.17), for r >2,
(4.19) fl£:= ( l - * n r_ ,/anr)  ^ a ( r - l ) 1 "-FOO.
Set =  fcnr_ ,. For nr_j < n < n r, we have
Mi > Ml,  — max max
n _  r l<.^jt;nr_,<nSnr
9' -  9'
Hence, if it can be shown that 
(4.20) »--1
and
bn * max max
r ISiSt!. nr-i<nSnr
9' -  9'“ in ^ « n r _ i ->0
(4.21) lim inf bn xM'k, > ß \ f 2  a.s., 
it will follow that
(4.22) lim inf 6“ 1 Mi > lim inf b~x M',, > ß V 2  a.s.,
n —>oo n r —* oo r K"r —
3.1 and (4.5)
for r > 2.
Moreover, by
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yielding (4.16). Now, recalling (4.19), we see that for any 7 G (0,1) and all 
large r ,
PI maxVi<<
<k'r P 
<kl P
max
max
Tiy_J 71 — TI7-
9 '  _  9 'in  znr _ i >7&nr 
>7&nr
max
nr_i <n^nr
>
9' — 9' 
1/2
>
= exp {(2/3! — ‘Yig^)LLs l^r} < ( l 4 r) 'Y*s* ^C r"
4 „2«7 9
by Lemma 10.2.1 of Chow and Teicher [2]. Since gr 0 0  as r -7 00, this 
bound is summable for all 7 G (0,1), whence the Borel-Cantelli lemma yields
(4.20).
Furthermore, noting via (4.19) that sn2r /ő„2 < s„2r / s n2r_i ^ 1 +  o(l) for 
nr_ 1 < n < n r, and making use of the observation that
LLs n r _ i (1 +  o{\))LLs^r,
we see that, for all large r,
P ( M ' , < ( l - 7 ) 2 / ? í / 2 Ö n r )
=  { 1  -  p ( í í „  > (1 -  7) V nr {2/3x(l +  o(1))X L ^ } 1/ 2)  } [^ ]
< {1 -  P (S[n > (1 -  7)2< {2 /M l +  o(l))X X ^r}i/2) } ^ ]
< { 1 - C 7 e x p ( - ( 1 - 7 ) A Z L < ) } [^ ]
<exp {C7[fc']exp(-(1 -  7)/?iXLs^r )}
<exp {C7 exp((/317 +  o(l))ZX s^)}
< e x p { -C 7 ( i : 4 r ) ^ / 2} <exp { -C 7r ° ^ / 2} ,
which is summable for all 7 > 0, whence (4.21) follows by BoreFCantelli and
7 4,0. □
C orollary 4.2. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
n
E2fln =  0, s2n =  EX2 ■ —> 00
j=i
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and =  1 +  0{kn *). If (3.23), (3.24) hold and
(Lkn) / (L L s2n) l ß  ie (0 ,o o ),
then the almost sure limit set of (2s2 ZLs2 )_1/2M)tn is [ß\/2, (l+ZJi)1/ 2].
P r o o f . By Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, the upper and lower a.s. limits of 
(2s2LLs „ ) ~ * / 2 Mkn are (1 +  ß i ) 1 ^ 2 and ß ^ 2. Since (3.23) implies (2.18), the 
conclusion follows from Lemma 2.6 (i). □
C o r o l l a r y  4.3. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
n
EATln = 0, s2 = ^  EATj^  —> oo 
1=1
and a 2 = EX2n =  o(s2 /LLs^).  If  (XA:n)/L 3s2 | ß 2  G (0 ,oo) and (2.3), (3.23),
(3.24) hold, then the almost sure limit set of (2s2X is2 )_1/2Mfcn is [0,1].
P r o o f . Corollary 3.1 guarantees an upper limit of (2s2 nLLs 2 Tf)~xl 2  
a.s. equal to 1, while Theorem 4.1 in conjunction with Remark 4.1 ensures 
non-positivity of the corresponding lower limit. In view of (3.24) and (2.3), 
Corollary 2.1 (ii) asserts the non-negativity of the lower limit. Thus, the 
lower limit is a.s. equal to 0, whence Lemma 2.6 yields the conclusion, 
recalling that (3.23) implies (2.15). □
In the case of large kn, the next theorem upgrades the behaviour of the 
normalized M^n to almost sure convergence.
T h e o r e m  4.3. Let X  be t.i. and c.i.d. with
n
E-Yi„ =  0, s2 =  EA j2^ —t oo,
j=i
and let kn satisfy s ^ /L k n f  oo and {Lkn) /LLs2n —> oo. If, for all e > 0,
OO
(4.23) E ‘ . p l
71=1
J - ^ " i 7i|  ^  £ ^ 7i {Lkn j^  ^  ^ < o o ,
and
(4.24) £  EX.b
i=i
’\X lj \> es j{Lk ] ) - 1 ' 2 = °(sn)>
then
(4.25) lim (2s2 nLkn) 1 ^2 M/Cn — 1 in probability.
71—► OO
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Moreover, if s2 ^ cona for some a > 0 and cq > 0, then
(4.26) lim (2s2 nLkn)~xl 2  M kn =  1 a.s..
n — k x >
P r o o f . Let S'i n , T,-n, M'k and s'n be as in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 
and 4.1 (see e.g. (3.10)-(3.13) and (4.5)), where now dn = Ensn(Lkn)~x/2. 
According to (3.11)-(3.12) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, if bn =  (2s^Lk n ) x ^ 2  
then
(4.27) b~x max |Tm| —lO a.s..
1 = * = kn
Hence, in view of (4.6), to establish (4.25), it suffices to verify that
b~xM'kn—>l in probability.
Now (4.24) guarantees sn = (1 + o(l))s4 and so, as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1, we have
\X't]\ Ú 2dn < 3ens'n{Lkn ) - 1 / 2  g Ens'n {Lkn) - ll2, 1 g j  < kn, 
for all large n, whence in analogy with (3.16), for A > p >  1,
* „ P (s;n > \ x'2bn)=kn?(s[n > (1 +  o(l))<(2AXfcn)1/2)
< A:n exp ( - £ - 2 h{(2 p)1 / 2 en)Lkn^ ^ k xn~p = o{l).
This, in turn, implies that, for any fixed A > 1,
(4.29) p (M 'n >A1/ 26n) = o ( l ) .
Likewise, and recalling the argument preceding (3.21), we see that, for any 
fixed 7 £-(0,1), there exists a constant C7 > 0 such that, as n —» oo,
(4.30) =  {1 -  P (s ;„  > (1 -  7 )2<{2(1 +  0(1 ) ) L K } ' / f
^ exp ( —[Xn ] C 7 exp{ —(1 -  7 )2 L k n}) < exp(-C^kff) = o(l).
Thus, by combining (4.29) and (4.30), we obtain (4.25) by letting A |1  and
7  4 0.
Moreover, since (Lkn)/ LLs2n -» oo is equivalent to rn := fcn/(X s2)^ —> oo 
for all ß > 0, under the assumption tha t s2 > cona, we see via (4.30) that for 
all large n
P (ML ^ (1 -  i f K )  S exp ( —C y ^ X s 2) ^ )  ^exp(-(X s2) ^ )  < rT2,
by choosing ß =  2 /7 . Thus the Borel-Cantelli lemma ensures, as 7 J, 0, 
liminf6~aM(. > 1 a.s., which, in turn, guarantees lim inf 5~1M/Cn > 1 a.s..
Since (3.8) in Theorem 3.1 asserts tha t lim sup b~xMkn ^ 1 a.s., the combi­
nation of these two relation yields (4.26). □
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5. The totally i.i.d. case
As is to be expected, the prior results simplify when X  is t.i.i.d. Let for 
T] > 0 and m ^ 2
m
(5-1) 9m,T){x) =  L]^^-y\x\ Li\x\.
)=2
T heorem 5.1. Let X  be t.i.i.d. with E2f = 0, E2f2 = l .  If
(i) (Lkn)/ [LLn) —> ß\ 6 (0, oo) and
oo /  ^j 2 \
(5.2) £ * „ p ( | * |  > c ( z k )  < 0° ’ ° " £ > 0 -
71=1 '  '
or
(ii) kn = (Ln ) ^ 1 (LLn)@2( 1 +  o(l)), ßi > 0, ßi V ßi > 0 and
(5.3) EA’2(Z/|A’|)1+^1 ( L L \X \ y +^ 2 gmtV(X)  < oo for some m > 2 and rj > 0, 
then
(5.4) lim sup(2nLLn)~x!2 Mkn — (1 + ß \ ) x ^ 2 a.s..
P r o o f . Since (3.24) holds in the t.i.i.d. case, (i) follows from Theorem 
3.2. Under (5.3),
( ,  . /  n y / 2 \  ^ CLLn
V  1 > £ \ L L u )  )  = n ( L n y + * ( L L n y + t o ( L m+1n ) ' + ’> U?= 2 L , n '
whence (5.2) holds and Case (ii) follows via Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1.
□
R e m a r k  5.1. When kn =  kn(ßi ,/32) is as in (3.28), Corollary 3.2 reveals 
that (5.3) can be weakened to ?f( l  +  di, 2 + /?2) < oo. Also in Case (ii) 
of Theorem 5.1 when kn = (1 +  o(l))(LLn ) ^ 2 with /?2 > 0, (5.4) holds with 
0i =  O.
T h e o r e m  5.2. Let X  be t.i.i.d. with EX = 0, E X 2 = 1. If 
(i) (Lkn)/{LLn) ß\ £ [0, oo) and
(5.5) E'Y2/ \ X \  > £
j= 1 LLj
1/ 2 '
= O
nLLn
or
(ii) kn = (1 +  o(l))(Ln)/3' (LLn ) ^ 2 , ß\ > 0, ß\ V ß 2 > 0 and
(5.6) E X 2 (L\X\)ßi (LLIXl ) 0 2 - 1 (Lm+l\X\)v <oo
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for some m > 2 , and rj > 0, then
(5.7) 
and
(5.8)
lim (2nLLn) l / 2 Mkn = ß \ ^ 2 in probability,
lim inf (2nLLn) l ^ 2 ß V 2 a.s. .
n—+ oo
Moreover, when ß\ = 0 , equality holds in (5.8).
P r o o f . This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. 
The final remark emanates from Corollary 2.1 (i). □
T h e o r e m  5.3. Let X  be t.i.i.d. with EX =  0, E X 2  = 1. If
(i) (Lkn)/(LLn) l  ßi £ (0, oo) and
n
(5.9) Y , knP 
j=i
or
(ii) kn = (1 +  o (l))(T n)/3' (LLn)fo, ß \> 0 ,  /3i V /52 > 0 and
(5.10) E X 2 {L \X \ )^+1 { L L \ X \ f 2 +1 gmtTI(X)  < oo for some m>  2, 77 > 0,
XI >£
/  n  \  1 /2  \ 
y - J ) < 00 for all e > 0,
then the almost sure limit set of (2nLLn) 1//2Mfcn is ß l / \ ( i + ß 1 y / 2 .
P r o o f . According to Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, the upper and lower lim­
its are (1 + ßi ) 1 ^ 2 and ß lJ 2 a.s.. Thus, under (i), the conclusion follows 
from Lemma 2.6 (i). In Case (ii), Remark 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 (ii) en­
sure the upper and lower limits even when ß\ =  0, and since (5.10) implies 
n ( ß u ß2-  1) < °°i Lemma 2.6 (i) guarantees the result for /3i > 0. □
T heorem 5 .4. Let X  be t.i.i.d. with E X  =  0, EX 2 = 1 and let kn satisfy 
n /(L kn) 1 0 0  and (L k n) / LLn  —> 0 0 . If for all e  >  0,
(5.11) <  0 0 ,
then
(5.12) lim (2nLkn) 1^ 2Mkn = 1 a.s. .
n —► 00
P r o o f . Since s2 =  n, (5.11) is equivalent to (4.23) while (4.23) is auto­
matic. Therefore, the result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3.
□
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C orollary 5.1. Let X  be t.i.i.d. with EX = 0, EX2= 1 and
(5.13) E\X\ 2 a+2 (L\X\)a+2 gm,r,(X) < oo, 
for some a > 0, m > 2 and tj > 0. Then
(5.14) lim (2anLn)~1 ^2 M na = 1 a.s..
n —»•oo
P r o o f . When kn — n", a  > 0, (5.11) holds. Therefore, the result follows 
from Theorem 5.4. □
R e m a r k  5.2. For a =  1, Corollary 5.1 and (1.3) imply that, if 
EX 4(T |X |)3+£ < oo for some e > 0,
then
(5.15) lim sup(2nTn)_1/,25(in = lim (2nLn)~1 ^2 Mn — l a.s.,
n—►oo n
which shows that (5.14) is in agreement with the characterizations of the 
upper class of Snn due to Cramer [3] and Esseen [11] (see e.g. (1.3)). When 
a = 1, (5.13) is slightly stronger than the Cramér-Esseen condition EX 4 < 
< oo (which according to Esseen [11] cannot be weakened), but results in a 
stronger conclusion.
6. LIL’s for arrays via invariance principles
In this section, we assume that X  is t.i.i.d. and X  is a random variable 
following the distribution of X tJ for i > 1 and j  > 1. We assume further that
(6.1) EX = 0 and E X 2 =  1.
The following Fact 3 follows from Theorem 6.5 of Major [22] (see also 
Komlós, Major and Tusnády [18], [19] and Theorem 2.6.7, p. 110 in Csörgő 
and Révész [4]), taken with H (x) =  x 2+6, and applied to each of the sequences 
{SYp j >  1} for * = 1 ,2 ,----
Fact 3. Assume that (6.1) holds, and that EdX l2"*"15) < oo for some 
<5>0. Then, there exist two constants C\ > 0 and c? > 0 depending upon 
the distribution of X  only, such that the following property holds. We may 
define X  on (Í2, A, P) jointly with a sequence of independent standard Wiener 
processes W\  (•), W ^d),. . . ,  such that, provided n 1^ 2+6'l < xn < c\(nLn)l t 2,
(6.2) P ( max |StJ — W l(j)\ > xn ) < C2 nx~2~s for i > 1 and n ^ 1.
\ l ^ j < n  J
Let {Wn(t), t ^ 0}, n — 1 ,2 ,... be as in Fact 3, and set pkn = yk„ (n) = 
=  max W,(n).  The next lemma shows that the existence of higher order
l < . < f c n
moments implies that pkn — Mkn +  o(n1/2) a .s ..
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L e m m a  6.1. If E\X\2+S < oc and Y\msup(Lkn) /Ln  < ö for some 6 > 0,
n — Kx>
then
(6.3) lim n~1/2\Mkn -  p kn\ =  0 a.s. .
n —k x >
P r o o f . Let nm =  2m for m > 0. For all large n, we have kn ^  n7, where 
7 is a constant such that 0 < 7 < (5. It follows from (6.2) that, for all m  
sufficiently large and e > 0,
U  { \M kn ~Hkn\ > e n 1/2}
^nm_i <n^nm
< p |  ( J  j m a x  | 5 i j  -  V F t ( j ) |  > e n ^ / 2 |  J <  f c n m c 2 n m { e n ) n/ 2 }l/2-i —2 — 5
<exp - m U -  -(<$-7) log2 +  Lfcnm  ^ < exp 4 - -m(<5 -  7) log 2  ^ ,
which is summable in m. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma and letting £4,0, we 
obtain (6.3). □
We next consider for each n > 1 the set of random functions defined by
(6.4) T n = {(2nXXn)"1/2Wt(nI) : l < i ^ f c n},
where I is the identity mapping of [0,1] onto itself. Let ßo(0,1) denote the 
set of all bounded functions /  on [0,1] with /(0) =  0, endowed with the 
topology defined by the sup-norm | |/ | | =  sup |/(T )|. For any /  € # o (0 ,1)
0 < t < l
and £ > 0, set Ne(f) = {g G B(0 ,1) : | | /  -  </|| < £}, and, for any B C i?o(0 ,1), 
set B e =  (J/Gß Ne(f).  For each c ^ 0, let S c = { / € B o(0,1): \ f \ u  % c}, where
)
l / 2
if /  is absolutely continuous on [0,1] with /  =  df /dx,
(6.5) |/|-ft = oo otherwise.
Our arguments will rely in part on the following fact, due to Deheuvels and 
Révész [8].
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Fa ct  4. Let e > 0 be arbitrary, and assume that (Lkn)/ LLn  —> ß\ £ 
£ [0, oo). Then
(6.6) lim P (S0 1  C T £n and T n QS%) = 1,
n — * o o
and there exists almost surely an n'e < oo such that, for all n > n ' ,
(6.7) SPl g T £n and T n C S e1+ßl.
Moreover, for any f  £ S  i with ß\ < d | / |^  < 1 + ß\,
(6.8) ? ( f ^ K c S f  i.o.) =  1.
P r o o f . See e.g. Theorem 1.1 and Remark 2.3 in Deheuvels and Révész
[8]. □
An easy consequence of Fact 4 is stated in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume that (Lkn)/LLn—>ßie[0,oo) and kn—>oo. Then,
the almost sure limit set of {(2nLLn)~l/ 2 kn } is equal to [ßXJ 2, ( l + ß \ )1/2]. 
Moreover,
(6.9) (2nLLn)~ 1^ 2 —> ß \ ^ 2 in probability.
P r o o f . Since (2nLLn) x^ 2 pkn = sup /(1 ), by (6.8) and the triangle 
inequality, we have almost surely for any fixed e > 0 and all large n,
( 6 . 10) -e+  sup / ( l )  < sup / ( l )  ^ £ +  sup /(1).
Since sup / ( l )  = d1'2, by letting e |0  in (6.10), we obtain that the almost
sure limit set C of {(2nLLn ) ~ x / 2  p,kn) is included into ß XJ 2, (1 + ß \ ) x ^ 2  ■ To 
show that C =  ß ^ 2, (1 + ß \ ) x ^ 2  , we choose an arbitrary d £ {ji\^2, (1 +  ß \ ) x ^ 2  j
and set /  =  dx!2\  £ By (6.8), for any £ > 0, there exists almost surely an 
unbounded sequence along which /  £ T f  and T n %.Sed, and hence
(6.11) -£  +  / ( l )  =  -£  +  d <  sup / ( l )  ^ £ +  sup / ( l )  = £ +  d./e^n /e<sd
Letting £ 4 0 in (6.11) shows that d £ £ .  Since £ Q Z?o(0 ,1) is compact,
a simple argument shows that C = ßx , (l +  ß i)1 
follows likewise from (6.6).
1/ 2I
r The proof of (6.9) 
□
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P r o p o s it io n  6.2. Let X  be t.i.i.d., let (1.1) hold and assume that there 
exists a 6  > 0 such that E |X |2+5 <  oo. If
(6.12) (Lkn) /  LLn  —» ß\  € [0, oo) and kn —> oo,
then the almost sure limit set of  {(2nLLn) 1 ' 2 MiCn} is 
and
'/?;/2, ( i + a )i/2
(6.13) (2 n L L n ) - 1 / 2 M kn-+ß \ / 2  in probability.
P r o o f . Combine Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.1. □
The just-given simple proof of Proposition 6.2 sheds light on the mecha­
nism which generates the limit set of (2nLLn ) ~ 1 / 2  Mkn, but brings only minor 
improvements to the results of Section 5 and necessitates the unnecessarily 
restrictive assumption th a t E|JY|2+i < oo for some 6  > 0. When one assumes 
only that H(ß i,/?2) =  ^ X 2 {L\X \)^  (LL\X \ ) ^ 2 < oo, a different argument is 
needed. The following result follows this line of thought and improves upon 
Theorem 5.3.
T h e o r e m  6.1. If  X  is t.i.i.d. with EX  = 0, EA"2 = 1, kn = (Ln ) ^ 1 (LLn ) ^ 2
and
(6.14) H (ß i , ß2) < oo, for d\ ^ 0 and ßi  V ß 2 > 0,
then the almost sure limit set of (2nLLn) 1 / 2 Mkr} , is l + ß i ) 1 ' 2
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 6.1. The following 
fact gives an essential clue to the solution of this problem.
F a c t  5. Under (6.1), we may define X  on (Q,yl,P) jointly with a se­
quence of independent standard Wiener processes Wi(-), W2{-),. . .,  and a 
t.i.i.d. array Z  = {Z tJ, i > 1 , j>  1} such that the following properties hold. 
If Z  = Zu, and Vln =  j ZX] for i > 1 and n > 1, then
(6.15) S ln =  Wx{Vin) for i>  1 and n> 1,
(6.16) E Z  — 1 and P ( Z < 0 ) = 0 .
P roo f . Apply th e  Skorokhod [24] embedding scheme to {Stn, n > 1} for
* = 1,2,__  □
We assume from now on that Z , Z  =  {Zty, i > 1, j  > 1} and W \ , W 2 , ■ ■ ■ 
are as in Fact 5. The following lemma will play an instrumental role in the 
sequel.
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L e m m a  6.2. Assume that (6.1), (6.6) and (6.16) hold and that
(6.17) lim < max |n_1V)n — 1| > = 0  a.s. .
v ° o \ i  <{<*„ J
Let Gn = {(2nLLn)~l/ 2 W t(Vl7lI) : 1 = * = n }- Then, we have a.s. for any 
e > 0 and all large n
(6.18) f nQ G n  and Qn Q T 2n\
P r o o f . Recall (6.4), and let 6 >  0 be a constant which will be specified 
later on. By (6.7), T 2n Q <Sf+/3l for all n > whence, by the triangle 
inequality, for any 0 < p < 2 and /  G
(6.19)
sup
0<t<  1
^ 2 6 + sup sup
0<Í<1g£Si
< : 2 0  + 2 ~l / 2 \ p -  II1/2.
The Schwarz inequality and (6.5) are used here to show that, for all 0 ^ u ^ 
< v ^ 1 and g £ S  j,
(6.20) \g{v)-g{u)\ f  g{t)dt < 11; — tz11 ^ 2 Í  g 
J u J u
2 (t)dt < Jv ■ 11/2
Fix e G (0,1) and 0 = e / 8  in (6.19). By (6.17) there exists a.s. an m'e <oo 
such that for all n > m'e
(6.21) max |n_1 V,n -  1| < £2/16.
l i i i h n
Since /  = (4nLL(2n))~1 / 2 W,(2nI) G T i n for 1 < i ^ kn, by (6.19) taken 
with p =  n~1 Vin, and making use of (6.21) which implies 0 is p is 2, we see 
that, for all n > max {\n'e, m ') ,
(4nLL(2n)) 1/ 2 max sup |W,(ni) — Wi(Vint)\
1 gzg/c2n 0<i<l
£2 \ ' /2 £ 
ie )  < 2
^ 2 ( | ) + 2- 1/2(
This, in turn, implies that, almost surely for all large n 
1-1/2
j j  2
(2nLLn ) ~ l / 2  max sup |Wi(ni) -  W,(V;„i)| < ^ f 2 L,L(2n) ^ < £)
iS«Sfcno<í<i 2 \  LLn J
whence (6.18). □
Facts 4-5, Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 show that the conclusion of 
Proposition 6.2 holds if Z  satisfies (6.17). The next proposition establishes 
sufficient conditions for (6.17) and has interest in itself.
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P r o p o s i t i o n  6.3. Assume that kn = (Ln)ßl (LLn)ß2, ß\ > 0, ß\ V 0 2  > 0 
and that
(6.22) EZ{L Z)ßl{LLZ)ß* <oo.
Then,
(6.23) lim < max In-1 Vtn -  1| > = 0 a.s..
n — * o o  ( l < i ^ k n  j
P roof. The assumption (6.22) implies that
O O  k n  OO OO OO
E E p (z -  = ™ ) = E ^ p (z = n) = E * :" E p (-? = z < -7 + 1)
n = l i = l  i = l  n = l  j —n
(6.24) 00 J  °°
= E p (j'=z < j +  1) E fc" = E j ^ ) A ( ^ ' ) f t p^ z < j + 1)
j = l  n = l  j = l
= 0(EZ(TZ)/3i (TZZ)/?2) <oo.
Let
n
2 in =  Zin J  [|Z,-n| < n ], and V*n = E  Z*- •
i = l
By (6.24), the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that max n~x \Vin -  V*n\ —> 0
i i  1 ^  kn
a.s. . By (6.16),
EZ*V — EZ I  [|Z| ^ n] —> EZ =  1, and hence, max |ra_1EV)* — 1| —> 0.
1
Therefore, all we need for (6.23) is to show that 
(6.25) max n~x \ Vin -  EV)* | —> 0 a.s..
1S i ^  k„
Let
and
max n x|V;n -EVJ*
2m —1< n < 2 m
r mi =  max A m.
n >  2m 1
Set
K(z)  = (LZ)ßl(LLZ)ß\
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and note for further use that kn = K(n).  By Kolmogorov’s inequality,
P (  max r„, > < y  P (  max A
\i<i<kiN J \i<i<k2N J
(6.26)
^ E  P(A ml < e)
m —N
oo /
< V  u p  max ív ,* -E v r _ \>£2m~1-  ^  J V 1 <n<2m “
m = N  \  -
OO
< e  k2N(e2m-ir2 E E(zrn-Ezrj
m = N  l<n<2m
oo
^ 4 e ~ 2 E  k 2 N 2 - 2m E  E Z 2/ [ Z < n ]
m = N  l^ n<2m
( 2nU 2 _ W ^ E Z 2/ [ Z i n ]n= 1
+4 E  n~2 knEZ 2 1 [Z < n]
n = 2 n  +  1
16
—: 2 {An + 4Bn}.
Observe that Byv is the remainder term of the series
oo oo n
E  n ~ 2knE Z 2I [ Z  <  n ]  <  E  n ~2kn E  E Z 2 / [ j  -  1  < Z < j \
77,-1 n — 1 j — 1
oo oo
6’27 < C E  EZA(Z)/[j -  1 < Z < i](j/A '(j)) E  n -2 A(n)
J = 1 n = j
= 0  ( Z(LZ) 0 i {LLZ)02) < oo,
and therefore j5/v =  o(l). The Kronecker lemma asserts that if Yl<^‘= i an < 
< oo, and if qn t  oo, with a„ > 0, g„ > 0 for n > 1, then, g"1 £ " =1 ajQj 0- 
By (6.27), we may apply this lemma with an — n~2 knEZ 2 I[Z ^ n] and qn =  
=  n 2 k~x to obtain that Ayv =  k 2 N2~2N ^ 2=1 EZ 2 I[Z < n] = o(l). Thus, by
(6.26), P( max I /vi ^ e ) -> 0, which, by letting £ J, 0, suffices for (6.23). 
\i^i<k2N J
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□
The problem which remains to be solved is to establish conditions in 
terms of X  which ensure (6.22). It is known (see e.g. Lemma A.2, p. 272 of 
Hall and Heyde [16]) tha t, for each r > 1,
(6.28) EZr < crE |X |2r,
where Cr ^ 2(8/7r2)T_1r ( r  +  1). When combined, Propositions 6.1-6.3, Lem­
ma 6.2, Fact 5 and (6.28), yield readily an alternative proof of Proposition 
6.2. In view of Theorem 6.1, we need a refinement of (6.28) in the case r — 1. 
This is provided by the following lemma.
L e m m a  6.3. Let Z  =  Z\\ and X  =  X u  = W (Z \ \ )  be as in Fact 5. As­
sume that H (ß\, ßf) < oo for some ßi^ .0  and ß\  V ß% > 0. Then, there exists 
a constant B = Bß1 ß 2 depending upon ß\ and ß% only such that
(6.29) EZ(LZ)ßi( L L Z ) ß 2  < B E X 2 {L\X\)ßl(L L \X \ ) 0 2  < oo.
P r o o f . We follow the lines of the Appendix, p .  269-273 of Hall and 
Heyde [16]. To avoid technicalities, we will limit ourselves to a detailed proof 
in the case where ß% =  0.
Step 1. Let r = ß\. Let u > 0 and v > 0 be constants, let a = (u +  v)/2, 
b — (u — v)/(u + v), and let Y  be a random variable with E(F) =  0 and P (F  = 
=  —u or v) = 1. Let {W(t) ,  t > 0} be a standard Wiener process, and set 
T  =  inf{i ^ 0 : W(t)  =  — u or i>}. Since the stopping time T  on W(-) satisfies 
EFF(T) = 0 and EW 2 (T) =  E F2, F  and W (T )  are identically distributed. 
We will show that, for each r > 0, there exists a constant Dr such that, for 
all u, v > 0,
(6.30) ET{LT)r ^ D ruv(La)T.
Let r  = inf{f>0 : L F (t)+ 6  = ± l} . Observe th a t T  and o2r  are identically 
distributed. Moreover, the distribution of r  is given (see e.g. p. 270 in [16])
by
(6‘31)
p (r > t) = ^  X ^ (~ 1)n 2n +  1C°S( (n + 7r6) exp ( - ^ ( 2ra + 1)2i) f°r t > 0.
We start by proving the following useful inequalities. For any r ^ 0, a 0 
and t ^ 0, we have
and
(6.32)
(i)
(ii)
( L ( a h ) ) r i ( S L a ) r ( L t y ,  
j t ( t ( L t ) T) < ( l  +  r ) ( L t y a.e..
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Recalling tha t Lu = log(u V e), we see that for u! 't 0 and u" > 0, 
1 < Lu'u" < Lu' +  Lu". Since also Lt'Z. 1 and La2  ^ 1 for all t and a, let­
ting u' = a2 and u" — t in the above inequality gives
(L(a2 t))T < (Lt)r{ 1 + La2)T < {Lt)T{1 +  2La)T % (Lt)T{3La)r ,
whence (6.32) (i). For t<e ,
j t ( t ( l t ) ' )  = l < ( l + r ) ( L t y
and, for t ^ e,
j t {t{Lty) =  ( i  +  (Lty  < (i +  r)(Lty,
whence (6.32) (ii).
By (6.31) and (6.32), we obtain by integrating by parts that 
ET(LT)T = a2 ET(La2 T)r < a2(3Ta)rE r ( i r ) r
OO
= - a 2 (SLa)T J t(Lt)rdP(T > t )
0
oo
(6.33) = a2 (3La)r /  ^-{t(Lt)T)P{r > t)dt J dt
o
oo
<  ( 1  +  r)a2(3Za)r J ( Z f ) r P ( r  >  t)dt
= (1 +  r)a2 (3La)rgr(b),
where, by (6.31),
oo 00
= / ( ^ ) r e x p ( - ^ ( 2n +  l ) 2t
n = 0
dt
(6.34)
n = 0 (2n +  1)3‘
The change of variable 2 =  ^ (2 n  + l ) 2t in (6.34) shows that 
(6.35)
0 ^ un =  A  / ( i
8
7T2 (2 n +  l)2
e 1
8
/ e Zdz —
as n 1 00.
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It follows from (6.34) and (6.35) that gT(b),
g'r (b) = - 2 ^ ( - l ) n sin f  f n  +
71 =  0 '  '
irb
(2n + l )5
and
s " < ‘ )  =  -  D - D ” “ »  ( ( ”  + 1 )  ” b)
are defined as sums of uniformly convergent series over b £ [—1,1]. In the 
last case, we use Abel’s lemma to obtain that, for a suitable constant Hr, 
\g'r{y)\ 5: Hr for all y 6 [— 1, 1]. Since #,.(±1) =  <7'(0) = 0, it follows that, for 
all 0 < 6 < 1,
6 x
(6.36) 9 r { b ) =  J dx J g"(y)dy<: Hr{\ -  b2).
1 o
A similar argument for — 1 £ b 0 proves (6.36) for all b £ [—1,1], Since b =  
= (u — v)/(u  +v),  a =  (u +  v)/2, and 1 — b2  = uv /a2, (6.33) and (6.36) imply
(6.30) with Dr = (1 +  r)a2 y H t .
Step 2. We now consider the case where Y  has a continuous distribution 
function F(y) = P(Y ^ y) and satisfies EY =  0 and EY2 = 1. Following the 
argument of [16] p. 271, based on the original idea of Skorokhod [24], we 
define a function G(x) > 0 for x < 0, G(x) < 0 for x > 0, with
G(x)
J ydF(y) = 0 for — oo < x < oo.
Next, we define the conditional distribution of a random variable X , given 
Y =  y ^  0, by
(6.37)
P(X = x
P (X = G(y),
Y  = y) =
Y  = y) =
|G(g)l 
|2/I +  |G(2/)| 
\y\
|y| + I n l ­
and
Conditional on Y  = y, X  follows a two-point distribution, and we may, 
as in Step 1, define a stopping time T  on W(-) such that X  and W(T)  are 
identically distributed. It follows from the argument, p. 272 of [16], that 
the unconditioned distribution of X  is identical to that of Y, and that the 
unconditioned distribution of T  is identical to tha t of a random variable Z  
such tha t X  and W(Z)  are identically distributed, with EZ = E X 2 = \ . To
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conclude, we make use of the fact that the function t(Lt)r is increasing and 
positive on (0,oo), and hence, satisfies for all x > 0 and y > 0 the inequality
/  x + y 
V 2
<x(Lx)r + y(Ly)r.
By (6.30) and applying this inequality with x = |Y| and y = |G(Y)|, we obtain 
that
(6.38)
EZ (L Z )r =  Ek {ET(LT)t\Y)}
Ú D rEy ||Y G (Y )| ( l  ( | y | t T O I ) ) r }
S i f l r i r l i r e t n K W p j ^ j p j i  
+ iY C (Y )i(i|C (n i ) ' ]J f £ ^ i f }
= 2DtEy {E(X 2 (L \X \Y \X  = Y ) ¥ { X  = Y)
+ E{X 2 {L\X\)t \X =  G(Y))P(X  = G(Y))} 
=  2DTE X 2 (L\X\)r.
Thus, by (6.38), we obtain (6.29) by setting B = 2Dr.
Step 3. Having established the lemma when Y  has a continuous distribu­
tion function, we proceed as on p. 272 of [16], using the fact that an arbitrary 
distribution may be suitably approximated by a continuous distribution, to 
conclude that the result holds in general. □
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  6.1. It follows directly from Propositions 6.1-6.3, 
Lemmas 6.2-6.3, and Fact 5. □
R e m a r k  6.1. Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 2.1 show that the condition 
H [ßiißY) < °o (resp. R'(/?1,/?2 — 1) =  oo) is sufficient to ensure that the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds (resp. does not hold) for X, —X  and kn = 
= (Ln)13' (LLn ) ^ 2 . This illustrates the sharpness of our results.
R e m a r k  6.2. The Skorohod embedding may be used as above for non- 
identically distributed random variables with a martingale structure (see e.g.
[16]). Laws of the iterated logarithm for row-sums of arrays of this type will 
be considered elsewhere.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . We thank the referee for a careful reading of our 
manuscript and for valuable comments.
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Summary
Let S i,  52. .. be a sequence of partial sums of random variables. We obtain limit 
theorems for E \ f { S k l k 112).
lSkin
1. Introduction and results
Let X , X i ,  X 2, . . .  be a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
random variables with
Cl EA" =  0 and EX 2 = 1.
Brosamler [2], Schatte [13]~[15], Lacey and Philipp [10], Berkes and Dehling 
[1], Weigl [16], Csörgő and Horváth [4] and Csáki, Földes and Révész [3] 
investigated the asymptotic properties of the logarithmic averages
T =-*• rt — E \i(slog n
l < f c < n
where
(1.1) St = ^ 2  Xi, l < t < o c .
l <i<t
Schatte [14] showed that
OO
(1.2) lim Tn = [  f(x)<p(x)dx a.s.,
n—oo J
—  OO *1
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification. Primary 60F15, 60F17; Secondary 60J15. 
K e y  words and  phrases. Strong approximation, logarithmic average, Ornstein Uhlen- 
beck process, partial sums, laws of the iterated logarithm.
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where </>(x) — (27t) 1/2e x2/2 is the standard normal density function, if 
|/(x ) | < e7*2 with some 7 < 1/4 and E |X |2+fi < 00 with some <5 > 0. If f[x)  — 
=  I { x  ^ xq), then the almost sure limit is 4>(a:o) (4> stands for the standard 
normal distribution function), and in this case (1.2) is called an almost sure 
central limit theorem. Weigl [16] (cf. Révész [12]) and Csörgő and Horváth 
[4] showed that
(1.3) (logn)-1/2
1 < k < n
V
—> <TqN ( 0 , 1),
where gq is a constant, depending only on xq, and 1V(0,1) is a standard 
normal random variable. Csáki, Földes and Révész [3] asked whether (1.3) 
remains true for a larger class of functions / .  In this paper we obtain ap­
proximations for
OO
A(n) = J .f (s k/kl/2) -  \°&n I  f(x)<p(x)dx,
which will also imply the asymptotic normality of (logra) 1 ^2 A(n).
We assume that /  satisfies the following conditions:
C2 f ( x)  = /i(x ) — /2 (x), where fi  and / 2 are non-decreasing functions; 
C3 there is some 0 < a < 1 such that
(1.4)
and
(1.5)
and
C4
Let
( 1. 6)
OO
J \ f i { x+  t) -  fi(x)\e~x2/2dx = 0(\t\a), as t -» 0
-OO
OO
J \Mx + t)-Mx)\e-^ dx = 0(\tn, as 0
OO
/  (I/1W I +  I/2WI) 3+6e x !2dx < 00 with some 6  > 0.
O O O O O O
<7 = /  J J mm{ 27r(l — e~H)x/2
— 00 —OO —OO
Xexp[ - ^ j - ^ - p ^ ( x 2+ y2 - 2 e  |u|/2xr/)^ -  <p{x)<p{y) ^dxdydu.
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We note that a 2  < oo by C4. Our first result is a strong approximation for 
A(n). We need more than two moments:
C5 E |X |2(log |X |)i+2/Q<oo for some <5 > 0.
THEOREM 1 . 1 .  If  C1-C5 hold, then we can find a Wiener process { W  (t), 
0 ^ t < oo} such that
\A(n) — aW(\ogn)\=  o((log n )1/3).
The strong approximation in Theorem 1.1 gives immediately the weak 
convergence of (log n )_1/2T(n<) as well as the laws of the iterated logarithm 
for A(n).
C o r o l l a r y  1.1. If Cl-C5 hold, then we have 
(a2 log n)~1 / 2 A(nt) —^4  ^W(t),
where {W (<),0^<^1} is a Wiener process,
lim sup(<72 log n )-1/ 2(2 loglog log n ) ~ 1 ^ 2  max |T(fc)| =  l a.s.
n —*oo 1 ^ k < n
and
lim inf (o2 log n) 1^ 2(log log log n)1/2 max |/1(A;)|=:
7T
a.s.
Corollary 1.1 follows immediately from the properties of the Wiener pro­
cess (cf. Csörgő and Révész [5]) and Theorem 1.1. Next we discuss a few 
examples which were considered earlier in the literature.
E x a m p l e  1.1. Let f (x )  =  l { x < x 0}. Now C2 holds with f  =  f i  and 
/2 =  0. Elementary arguments give that,
OO
J I f { x  +  t) ~ f{x)\<p(x)dx = |<I>(f +  x0) -  $(zo)|-
Since <I> has a bounded derivative, C3 holds with a =  1. We have C4 for all 
6  > 0, because /  is bounded. Csörgő and Horváth [4] proved earlier Corollary
1.1 in this special case.
E x a m p l e  1.2. Let f (x )  = |x|'v, 7 > 1. It is clear that C2 is satisfied with 
f i(x)  = x 1 1{x > 0} and /2 (t ) = - ( —x) 1 1{x < 0} and C4 holds for all 7 > 0. 
Let N  be a standard normal random variable. If t > 0, then we have
E |(N  +  t f i I { N  + t > 0} — N ^ I{ N  ^ 0}| £ E7 (|iV| +  t f i - ' t
+ E{\N\ + t y i { - t < N  <0}.
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By Holder’s inequality we get
E(|JV| +  t y i { - t  < N  < 0} = 0{ ta)
for all 0 < a < 1. Similarly, if t < 0, then
E |(N + t y i { N  + t > 0} -  N ^ I { N  > 0}|
£ E7 (|iV| +  |t |)7_1|f| + E(|iV I +  |f|)7/{0 < N  < - t ]
= o ( m
for all 0 < a < 1. Thus (1.4) holds with any 0 < a < 1 and similar arguments 
give (1.5).
E x a m p l e  1.3. Let f ( x )  =  e7lxl, 0 < 7 < 00.  We have C2 with f \ ( x )  — 
=  e'yxI { x  > 0} and / 2(z) — —e~lx I{x  ^ 0} and C4 is satisfied with any 6  > 0. 
Let TV be a standard normal random variable again. If t > 0, then we have 
by Holder’s inequality
E |/ i (N + t ) - f 1 ( N ) \< E|e7(yv+<) -  e'yN\I{N > 0}
+  Ee7(LV|+t)/{ -i< 7 V ^ 0 }
= 0 (ta)
for all 0 < a < 1. Similarly, if t < 0, then
V \ M N  + t ) - M N ) \  = 0(\t \a)
for all 0 < a < 1, which yields (1-4). Since — N  is also standard normal, (1.4) 
implies (1.5).
E x a m p l e  1.4. Let f ( x ) = e7x2, 0 < 7 < 1/6. Then C2 is satisfied with 
f i  (x) =  e7x2/{x > 0} and f i (x)  = —e7x2/{ x  < 0} and C4 holds with 0 < 8  < 
< y----3. As in Examples 1.2 and 3 we get
E|/i(iV + 1) -  fi(N)\ Í  |t|Ee7(lArl+l<l)2(27 |iV| + \t\)
+  2Ee7(|N|+|t|)2/ {0 < i V< | t | } ,
i = 1,2. By Holder’s inequality we have
Ee7(|iV| + |i |)27{0 < iV <  1*1}
< (Ee/?d;vl+|t|)2)7//3($ (|t|)  - ^ ( O ) )^ “7^
= 0 { \ t \ ^ - ^ lß)
for all 0 < ß < 1/2. Hence C3 holds with any 0 < a  < 1 -  27 .
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2. Proofs
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on two lemmas. The first lemma 
shows that it is enough to consider the case when X  is a standard normal 
random variable. We prove an almost sure approximation for integrals of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes in the second lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If C1-C3 and C5 hold, then we can find a Wiener process 
{VL*(i), 0 £ t < oo} such that
oo n
A (n)+ logn  J f{x)ip(x)dx — /  ± f ( W ( t ) / t ' t 2)dt U . . O .= o(l).
P r o o f . By Einmahl [6] we can define a Wiener process {W*(i), 
0 ^ t <  oo} such that
St -  W*(t)=  o(i1/2(logi)~5/2-1/0'), as t —y oo.
Hence we can find a random variable to such that
St W'(t)
[t] '/ 2 H/2
< 0 ° s 0 - 6 / 2 - l / o t
if t ^ to, where [t] is the integer part of t. Since f \  and f i  are a non-decreasing 
for i =  1,2 we have
( 2 . 1)
/  i fi ( l ? TT~ flog»)-8' 2- ' “ )  ( j A j )  du
to to
if t ^ t0- It follows from C3 that
OO
(2-2) j ?  +  ('og » r ^ " ) - / , (
W*(u)
id /2 du < oo a.s.
and
(2.3) du < oo a.s.
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Putting together (2.1) -  (2.3) we get that
sup
<0 = ^ <oo
and therefore we have
t
du < oo a.s.,
sup
1 < t< o o / M i l k ) * * ■ /
1 f f W-(u)
U \  « 1 / 2
du < oo a .s ..
It is easy to see that
oo n
A(n) +  log n J f(x)(p{x)dx -J
— OO 1
1
with some constant C . Similarly to (2.2) and (2.3) we have
sup
1 ^  n <  oo
du £ sup
1 ^£ <  oo
+  sup
1 ^  £<oo
oo
1
< oo a.s.,
which completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Let {F(f), — oo < t < 00} be an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. This means 
that V(t) is a stationary Gaussian process with EV{t) = 0 and EG(t)y(5) = 
— exp( —1£ — s|/2).
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Lemma 2.2. If Cf holds, then we can find a Wiener process {W(t),  
0 ^ t < oo} such that
J { f ( V ( u ) ) ~  j  f(s)<p(s)ds}du- oW(t)
0  —oo
where o is defined in (1-6).
OO
P roof . Let f(x)  = f ( x ) -  J f(t)ip(t)dt and defi
oft1!3), as t-+ oo,
t2j + i = inf {s : s > t2j , V ( s ) =  1}
and
r 2j + 2 = inf {s : 5 > T2j+l,V{s)  = 0}.
We note that {t2j+2 — r2j, 1 % j  < 00} are independent identically distributed 
random variables with a finite moment generating function at zero (cf. Lem­
ma 2.3 in Horváth and Khoshnevisan [7]). Let
t 2 j  +  2
6 =  j  f(v(t))dt.
T2j
It is easy to see that {£j, 1 < j  < 00} are independent identically distributed 
random variables. We show that
(2.3) E | 6 | 3 < oo.
Let X(t)  = \ f(V(t))\I{r2 < t < r4}. Then
OO
e |6 |3 < e ( j  x(t)dt)3 
0
00 00 00
- J J J  E X{t)X(u)X(v)dtdudv.
0 0 0
Using Holder’s inequality we get
EX(i)X(u)X(r;) < (EX3(t))1/3(EX3(u ))^3(EX3(v))1/3,
and therefore
~  3
(2.5) E |6 |3 < ( j  (EX3{t))'/3dt
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Also,
EA 3( í )^ (E |7 (V ' ( í ) ) |3+í) ^ ? (E ( /{ r2 < í < r 4} ) ^ ) 4 7
(2.6) =  (E |/0 /(* )) |3+á) ^ ( P { r 2 < t < r4})3^.
Since V (t) is a standard normal random variable for each t, condition C4 
implies that
(2.7) E |7 (U (í)) |3+í = E |/(U (l) ) |3+á < oo.
The random variables r 2 and r4 — r2 have finite moment generating functions 
in a neighbourhood of zero and therefore, we can find two positive constants 
a  and ß such that
(2.8) P{r2 =  ^= r4} = ße~at ■
Now (2.4) follows from (2.5)-(2.8).
We note that E£,- =  0 (cf. Mandl [11], p.95) and a2 = var£, < oo by (2.4). 
Using the Komlós, M ajor and Tusnády [8], [9] approximation we can find a 
Wiener process { W ( t ) , 0 511 < oo} such that
(2.9) £j — dW{x) = o(x1/i3), as x —loo.
1 < j < a:
Let m  =  E(r4 -  r2). The law of the iterated logarithm for partial sums yields
(2.10) |r2fc -  km\ = '0((k log log A)1/2), as k —i oo.
It follows from (2.6)-(2.8) that
E
> r4 \
J \ n v m d t )
yr2 )
< oo
and therefore
( 2 -11)
T2fc +  2
J \ f(V(t) )\d t='o(k1/3), as A:—loo.
T?k
By (2.11) we have tha t
max
T2k=T  Í t 2 ü 4 2
T2k + 2
Tr T2kr
f ( V ( t ) ) d t -
J
/  n v ( t ) ) d t  
j0 0
( 2 . 12)
 ^ J \f(V(t))\dt
T2k
a . s .
= o(k1^ 3), as A—loo.
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The modulus of continuity of the Wiener process (cf. Csörgő and Révész [5]),
(2.10) and (2.12) gives
Tr r 2 k r
/  f ( V ( t ) ) d t - ä W { T / m )
J
< /  / ( V ( t ) ) d t  -  d W ( k )
J
0 0
T  T 2 k  r r
+ /  f ( V ( t ) ) d t -  /  f ( V ( t ) ) d t
•J J
0 0
+ ä W { k ) - ä W { T / m ) \
(2.13) = o i T ' ^  + O d T l o g l o g T y ' ^ l o g T ) 1'*),
where k is defined by r2k < r2k+2- It is easy to check that W(x) = 
= m l!2W{x /m)  is a Wiener process and therefore Lemma 2.2 is established 
with a 2 = a 2/m.
Next we show that a 2 can be written as the integral in (1.6). Replacing 
the almost sure arguments with estimates for the second moments we get 
(cf. also Mandl [11]) that
lim
T  —k x >
1
T f(V(t ))dt
- ö 2/m.
Elementary calculations give that
lim
T  —*oo
T
0
2
lim
T —oo
T  T
± J J  Ef (V(t )) f(V(s ))dsdt = a2, 
0 0
where a 2 is defined in (1.6). Hence the proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.1. By Lemma 2.1 it is enough to get strong
n
approximation for J \ f ( W * ( t ) / t xl2)dt. It is easy to see that W * ( t ) / t x!2 =
l
= E(logt), 1 ^ t < oo, where {V(z), 0 < x < oo} is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process. Since
n logn
J \ f ( y (logt))-dt= J  f(V(u))du,
l o
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Lemma 2.2 implies Theorem 1.1
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1. Introduction
Let P) be a probability space, 1} a sequence of r.v.’s and
let be the <r-algebra generated by the random variables {X t, a < i ^ 
Define
d>(n) =  sup sup |P (5|A ) — P(5)|.
AeM.k,BeM™j K -f- n
The sequence {X,, i ^ 1} is said to be d>-mixing if cp(n) —> 0 as n —> oo .
Setting Sn =  X \  +  • • • +  X n define the usual “broken line" process sn(t) 
on [0,1] for some numerical sequence an > 0, by
( 1 )
'
Sn(t) — 1
Si— , for t = tnj,  0 ^ j < n
&n
linear in between.
Here for every n > 1, 0 =  tno < tn\ < . . .  < tnn = 1 is a partition of [0,1] such 
that
max \tnj - i  -  ín,? I —► 0 as n —> oo.
1 = i = n ’
If tU] =  then we call it uniform partition. In the sequel we shall denote 
by C, C\ , C i , . . .  positive constants and the weak convergence by =>■ .
In this paper we prove the following theorem.
T h e o r e m  1 . Let X \ ,  X 2 , . . .  be a sequence of <fi-mixing r.v.’s, withEXi =  
satisfying
OO
(2) £ ^ ( 2 n)< o o
7 1 =  1
1991 M athem atics  Subjec t  Classification.  P rim ary  60F15, 60F05.
K ey  words and  phrases. A lm ost sure central lim it theo rem , logarithm ic average, w eak­
ly dependen t random  variables.
R esearch su ppo rted  by H ungarian  N ational F oundation  for Scientific R esearch G ran t 
No. 1905.
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(3) J 2 E X ? <Can
t '= l
where an is the same as in (1). Assume that
(4) ( i i k )
with some 7  > 0. Then for any Borel-subset A of D[0,1] with p{dA) = 0  f/i is 
a probability measure on -D[0, 1\) the following two statements are equivalent:
(5) lim
n—>oo log n
1 74 ' \
—  Y l f 1 {*!<(■) £ A } = t (a ) a.s.
k=1
and the exceptional set of probability zero does not depend on A. Here /  
denotes the indicator function.
( 6 ) lim j - 1— Y ^ ^ P { s k{ - )eA }= p{A ) .ti—*00 log n k0 fc=i
The equivalence of the above two statements was proved by Berkes and 
Dehling [2] for independent random variables under the condition
E / (  )  = (log log « )_1" £/ ( e (logri)1_i) (n > n 0)
for some function /  and numerical sequences an > 0 and bn.
C o ro lla ry . Let {X,, i > 1} be a sequence of f>-mixing random variables, 
with EX, = 0,, E |X ,|2+£ < C(i > 1) satisfying (2) and
lim
ES2
= <J2> 0.
n — > 0 0  Tl
Let an — Oyjn. Then we have
(7)
1
log n Y  yó{§,(-)} = »  W  a.s.
with uniform partition. Here <5(x) is the point mass at x £ D[0,1] and W  is 
the standard Wiener process.
The statement (7) for i.i.d random variables with mean 0 was proved 
under the condition of finite (2-fe)th moments by Schatte [7] for e =  l, by 
Brosamler [3] for e > 0 and by Lacey and Philipp [4] for e = 0.
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Peligrad and Shao [6] proved
( 7*)
A
where cr2 = E 52, for weakly dependent random variables under certain con­
ditions, including our conditions in the Corollary. The statement (7) is 
stronger than (7*).
2. Proofs
In the proof we shall apply the following two lemmas.
L e m m a  1 (Corollary 2.7,  Utev [8]). Let 1 < t < 2 and(f> = 4 ^ ( 2 fc) < oo
EXt = 0, i =  l ,2 , . . . , n .  Then
n
E max |5t|( < k(<f>) V  E|A"j|‘,
1 <  1 <  71 J* = 1
where k(cf)) depends only on <j>.
L e m m a  2 .  Let • • • be an arbitrary sequence of real valued random
variables such that E& =  0 and E£t2 < C for all i > 1. If
( 8) O(logn)
then we have
( 9 ) limn — ► oo a.s. .
The proof of Lemma 2 can be given by applying Chebyshev’s inequality 
for the subsequence nk =  ek2 (see Peligrad and Shao [6] or Schatte [7]).
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m . Let i ? L ( D [ 0 , l ] )  denote the set of the functions 
g : T>[0, 1] —> R such that for some C > 0
(10) \g{x) -  g{y ) \<Cd(x ,y ) , \g{x)\<C for all x ,y£  Z)[0, 1]
where d is the Skorohod metric. To prove Theorem 1 it is enough to show 
that for any g £ BL(D[0, 1])
lim
n — f o o
a.s.
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where f t- =  g(s;(-)) -  E<?(.s;(-)) (see [2]). In view of Lemma 2, if we show that
(8) holds for {£k, k ^  1} then our theorem will be proved. For this purpose 
we define for any k < l, the function s*k ; : [0,1] — > R by
0,
Sj -  Sk
ai
if 0 < t < titk
if ^ Ú tlj+i 1),
where an is as in (1). It is clear that d(si,sk t) <1 ||S; — s*k ;||oo and thus by (10)
max IS31
(11) \g(si) -g(s*2k l) \ < C l =]^ k-----  for 2k < l.
ai
Now we consider the covariance of £k and £/ for 2k < l:
|E(&&)| =  \Co\(g(sk),g(si))\ <
< \Cov(g{sk),g(si) -  g{s2 k}l))\ + \Co\(g(sk),g{s*2ki,))\.
Here
(12) \Co\{g(~sk),g{s*2kl))\ <C<fi{k)
since g(sk) € M*, g{s2ki) £ (see Billingsley [1], p. 171, Lemma 2). Fur­
ther by (10) and (11) we can see that
(13) \Cox(g(sk),g(~si) -  g{s2kil) ) \<C
E I max IS,
\1<J<2k'
ai
The condition (3), Lemma 1 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply th a t 
(14) E( max |5 j |)< (E  max |S j |2) 2 <Ca2k.
Hence from (12), (13) and (14) it follows that
|E (66)I + for 2k<l .
ai
Notice that
1 = 1
( 15) E ^ E | & |2 +  2 £
k=1 1 <fc</Sr 
2 k>l
|E (e^ )i
ki +  2 E1 ^  k<l^n 
2k<l
|E(frft)|
kl
“Ex + E 2 + E:
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Now by easy calculation we can see that
(16)
(17)
oo 1
k—1
n 2 k
Y . , i c Y ,  £  ö = 0 (lo e n )-
1=1 l= k+ 1
(18)
n 1 / — 1
E
;=2 a=i
0^(fe) |
n / — I
+ c ' £ £
1=2 1=1
1
J . I - 7 / I + 7
= 0(log n),
on account of (2), (4), (12) and boundedness of £,. Hence (16) (18) together 
imply (8). This completes the proof of the Theorem.
P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y . It follows from Corollary 2.4 of [5] tha t under 
the conditions of our Corollary the weak convergence
Osjn = * W ( t )
holds which in turn implies (6) with an = <j\Jn, uniform partition and the 
Wiener measure #. Thus our Corollary immediately follows from Theorem 1.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . I am indebted to E. Csáki and to the referee for 
their helpful remarks.
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OF ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
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A b s t r a c t
We prove a lim it theo rem  ab o u t the d is tribu tion  o f an  alm ost periodic function  F ( R )  =
oo oo
=  an e 2 ^ 2  \an \2 < oo, when R  is uniform ly d is trib u ted  in an in terval [0 ,T ],
n = 1 n =  1
and T  —>oo. Also a lim it theo rem  is proved ab o u t th e  d is tribu tion  of the random  vector 
(F ( R ), F (R - t -w (R ,  T ) ) ) ,  R  G [0 , T], if the  function w ( R ,  T )  is appropriately  defined. Sim ilar 
resu lts were proved also in o th e r papers. (See [2] an d  [3].) T he proofs in th is pap er 
are essentially  different from  th e  previous ones, and  th ey  m ay give some new insigh t to  
th is problem . Previous proofs were based on ergod th eo re tica l argum ents, while in th is 
paper som e s tan d a rd  m eth o d s of Fourier analysis a re  applied . These investigations were 
m otivated  by the s tu d y  of th e  lim it behaviour of th e  n u m b er of lattice points in a random ly  
magnified s tr ip  in th e  plane.
1. Introduction
In this paper the following problem is discussed: Let us consider a func­
tion
OO
(1.1) F{R) = Y J ane2*iXnR
71=1
with
OO
(1.2) ^  \an\2 < oo ,
71=1
where Ai, A2, . . .  are different non-zero real numbers. We also assume that 
A2n =  —A2„_i and a2n =  ä2n_i for n = 1, 2, . . . .  This restriction is not 
essential, we only impose it to work with real valued functions. Define the 
distribution f t j  of the function F(R ) with respect to the uniform distribution 
in the interval [0,T] by the formula
(1.3) Mt (A) = ± \ { R :  0 £ R < T, F(R) e A}
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification.  Prim ary  11K70; Secondary 60F05, 11P21. 
K ey  words and phrases. L im it theorem s, Besicovich spaces, weak convergence in p ro b ­
ability  theory, Fourier analysis.
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for any measurable set A C R1, where A denotes the Lebesgue measure. We 
want to prove that the measures /rj have a weak limit. We also want to 
prove a generalization of this result in the case when the joint distribution of 
the functions F(R) and F(R  + w(R,T))  are investigated with a nice function 
w(R,  T). We shall study the limit distribution of this vector if R is uniformly 
distributed in an interval [aT , bT], 0 < a < b ^ 1, and T  -* oo. Choose some 
constants 0 < a < b < 1, consider a function w (R , T), aT < R < bT, and define 
the joint distribution of the functions F(R)  and F(R + w(R, T)) by the 
formula
(1.4)
MT,w,(a,b)(A) = „ _  : ^  +  w(R, T)))  € A} ,
for any measurable set A C R2. We want to prove that under appropriate 
conditions the measures Hx,w,{a,b) with fixed numbers 0 < a < b ^ 1 converge 
weakly to a probability measure as T  —> oo.
Problems of such type arose in the investigation of the number of lattice 
points in a randomly magnified domain RC, where C is a convex set with 
a smooth boundary, and R  is a randomly chosen magnifying constant. It is 
proved, (see [2]), that the number of lattice points N(R)  in the domain RC
after an appropriate normalization x(-ß) =
N(R)  -  Area(flC) 
VR
can be written
in the form (1.1). We are interested in the limit behaviour of the number of 
lattice points in a randomly enlarged domain RC or in a randomly defined 
strip (R + a (R ) )C \R C ,  with an appropriately defined function a(R),  when 
the number R is randomly chosen. This can be described by means of the 
representation of x(C) in the form of a series (1.1) and the above indicated 
limit theorems.
Actually the results of the present paper are only slight generalizations 
of earlier papers (see [2], [3]), where similar results were proved because 
of the same motivation. Nevertheless, we think that it is useful to revisit 
this problem for the following reason: Our approach is different from that 
of the above mentioned papers, and we think that it has some interesting 
features. In previous papers the proofs were based on the ergod theorem. 
Because of this approach some measure theoretical problems arose whose 
solution seems to be hard. We want to show that these problems can be 
avoided by replacing the ergod theorem by a multi-dimensional continuous 
time version of the following well-known number theoretical result: For an 
irrational number a  the sequence na (mod 1), n =  1, 2, . . . ,  is asymptotically 
uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1],
Before formulating the results of this paper we have to explain the content 
of formula (1.1). The function F(R) in this formula is considered as an 
element of the Besicovitch space, i.e. we assume that it has the following
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property: For all £ > 0 there exists an index Po-Po(^) in such a way that
(1.5) lim sup —
T —>oo
ane2 i r i \ n R
2
dR<e
for p>po- The theory of Besicovitch spaces can be found in [1], but in the 
present paper we do not need its fine details. Here we only use relation (1.5). 
Let us remark that the definition in (1.5) does not define the function F ( R ) 
in a unique way. Indeed, if F(R) and F(R)  are two functions such that
T
J \F(R)~F(R)\2dR = 0,
- T
then the functions F(R.) and F(R) simultaneously satisfy or do not satisfy 
relation (1.5). Thus the theorems formulated below state in particular that 
the limit distribution appearing in them do not depend on which function 
F(R)  we take from those satisfying formula (1.5). Our first result is the 
following
T h e o r e m  1. For all functions F(R) satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) the prob­
ability measures p j  defined in (1.3) converge weakly to a probability measure 
p as T  —y oo. Moreover, for all continuous functions g(u) such that |<7(u)| < 
< Au2 -\- B with some appropriate numbers A > 0 and B > 0, the relation
(L6) f  j  9 (F { R ) ) d R = \ jim  ^J  g{u)pT{du) = J  g{u)p(du)
o
holds. In particular,
T
(1.7) lim i  /  F (R)dR  = 0 ,
T —oo 1 J
and
(1.7') lim
T —oo T
i r °°
-  / F(R)2dR = Y / I«
n n= 1
To formulate Theorem 2 first we have to clarify how to define the class 
of “width” functions w(R,T)  in it. We consider two different cases. In case
(a) this width has constant order, and in a point R = uT , a < u < b, the 
value of the “width” function w{R,T)  is close to a monotone function K(u)  
for large T, and in case (b) it tends to infinity as T —> oo in a regular way. 
First we formulate Theorem 2, and then show that it contains the results of 
Section 2 in [3] as a special case.
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T h eo r em  2. Let a function F(R) be given, which satisfies relations (1.1) 
and (1.2), and let K(x)  be a continuously differentiable, monotone (increas­
ing or decreasing) function with non-vanishing derivative in an interval [a, b\, 
0 < a  < b ^ 1, and K(x)  > 0 for all x £ [a, b]. Assume that the function 
w(R, T),  T  > 0, aT < R < bT, satisfies one of the following conditions:
(a) w(R, T ) =  K  ( J ^  +  o(l) and
± w (R ,T )  = ± K ' ( ! £ ) ( 1  + 0{1)), a T ^ R <  bT.
(b) There exists some function L(T), L ( T ) -A oo and 
T  —> oo, such that w(R, T ) =  L(T)K  f — j (1 +  o ( l) ) ,  and
L(T)
T 0 as
dR
w(R, T) (1 +  o(l)), aT<:R< bT.
The term o(l)  is uniformly small for aT < R ^ b T  as T  —»oo in both cases
(a) and (b).
Then the measures PT,w,(a,b) defined in (1.4) with these functions w(R,T)  
have a weak limit fi on R2 as T  —>oc. In case (a) p equals some probability 
measure p ^ by  i-e. it depends only on the function K(x) and not on the 
special form of the function w(R,T).  The relation
(1.8) p = p™b) = p x p
holds, if w(R,T) satisfies the conditions of case (b), where p is the probability 
measure defined in Theorem 1, and X denotes direct product. In particular, 
the limit measures p ^  ^  do not depend on the parameters a and b.
The statement about the weak convergence of the measures Pr,w,(a,b) can 
be strengthened in the following way: If  w (R ,T )  satisfies condition (a) or
(b) , and g(u, v) is a continuous function such that \g(u, u)| < A{u2 -f v2) +  B 
with some appropriate A  > 0 and B > 0, then
bT
(1.9)
r^oo (b - a ) T  J 9 (F{R) ,F(R + w(R,T))dR =
a T
J g(u ,v ) pTiW}(a}b)(du,dv) = J g{u,v) p(du,dv) 
with p =  P ^ )  in case (a) and p = p ^  h^ = p X p in case (b) .
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Let us fix some function Ii(x) which satisfies the conditions imposed on
z K  ( x )it in Theorem 2. Then, the probability measures p^a ^ depend continuously 
on z in the weak topology for 0 < z < oo, and
(L1°) » ( a f f  =  •
Let us recall that the probability measures pzK(x) are called continuous in 
the weak topology if for all bounded and continuous functions g the integrals 
f  gdpzh(xl are continuous functions of z , and they converge to a measure 
p°° as z - to o  if lim /  gdpzh^  = f  g dp°° for all bounded and continuous 
functions g.
In paper [3] the following problem is investigated. Let the function F(R) 
be equal to the normalized number of lattice points y(.ff) in a domain RC. 
We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the number of lattice points 
in a strip (R + w (R , T))C\R,C,  where R is uniformly distributed in an interval 
aT < R bT. In such an investigation the knowledge of the limit distribution 
of the vector (F(R), F(R + w(R,  T))), aT ^ R  ^ bT, as T  —> oo, can be useful. 
The most interesting choice of the function w(R,T)  is that when for fixed 
T  the area of the set (R +  w(R, T))C \  RC equals a constant S ( T ), and the 
function S(T)  satisfies the relation
(1.11) lim -- z, 0 < z < oo, and lim =  0 .
v ’ T —>oo 2 T  ~  r - o o  T 2
This case is considered in paper [3j. If the area of the set C equals one, and 
the area of the strip (R. + w (R ,T ) )C \R C  is S(T),  then the function w {R ,T ) 
satisfies the equality
(1.12) w(R, T )2 + 2Rw(R, T) = S(T) .
It is not difficult to see that the function w(R,T)  defined by formulas (1.11) 
and (1.12) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. If the number z is finite, 
then case (a) of Theorem 2 holds with K ( x ) = z/x,  and if it equals infinity, 
then case (b) holds with K(x) = \ / x  and L(T)  = S(T)/2T.  Hence the results 
of Section 2 of [3] are consequences of Theorem 2 with the above choice of 
the function K(x)  and L(T).
One would like to give an explicit description of the limit measures ap­
pearing in Theorems 1 and 2. We return to this question at the end of this 
paper. Here we formulate a result which gives a decomposition of the mea­
sures ^ a b y  us define the distribution of the vector (F(R) , F ( R  + x)) in 
the interval [0,T] with a fixed number 0 ^ x < oo by the formula:
(1.13) ^r(A) = ^ A{ Ä: 0 < i ? < T ,  (F(R), F(R +  x)) 6 A} 
for any measurable set A C R2- Now we formulate the following
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T heorem  3. For fixed 0 < x < oo the measures Uj converge weakly to a 
probability measure ux , and also the relation 
T
(1.14) l^im ^  J  g(F (R) ,  F(R + x)) dR = J  g(u,v) vx(du,dv), 
o
holds if g{u,v) is a continuous function, and \g(u, v) | < A(u2 + v2) +  B with 
some constants A > 0 and B  > 0. For a fixed function g(u,v) the integral at 
the right-hand side of (1.14) is a continuous and bounded function of x.
The identity
K(b)
11-15) A-(x)^M ) = (6
J _  i uK(r)dx = _ L _  f  ____
- a )  J  ( b - a )  J  K '(K ~ l
K (a )
(*))
dx
holds for the function defined in Theorem 2.
We shall prove the following corollary of the above results:
C orollary . Let h(x) be an integrable function on an interval [a,b\, 0 < 
< a < b < 1. Let the function w(R,T) satisfy the conditions of case (a) of 
Theorem 2. Then the relation 
bT
fonj J  g(F (R ) ,F (R  + w(R,T)) )h dR =
(1.16) a T
J  j g iu , r ) ^ \ i u . d v ) d x
holds for all continuous functions g{u, v) if one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: Either g(u, v) is bounded or h{u) is square integrable and \g(u, v)| < 
< A ( u 2 +  v2) + B with some appropriate numbers A  > 0 and B > 0.
This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2 we prove the Theorems 
in the special case when the sum (1.1) defining the function F{R) contains 
finitely many terms. In Section 3 we carry out a limiting procedure which 
proves the results of the paper by means of Section 2. In Section 4 we make 
some comments and prove some generalizations.
Let us make a short comparison of the method of this paper with previous 
ones. The main difference of the proof of Theorem 1 in this paper and in
[2] is that we replace the application of the ergod theorem by a number 
theoretical distribution theorem. The formulation of Theorems 2 and 3 are 
very close to the results of Section 2 in [3]. The proofs are essentially different. 
In paper [3] these results were deduced from Theorem 1 by a tricky ergod 
theoretical argument. Here we show that a slight modification of the proof 
of Theorem 1 supplies a direct proof for them.
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2. The proof of the results in a special case
Let us consider the case when the function F(R)  is defined by a finite
sum
v
(2.1) F(R) = Fp(R) = Y , ane2iriXnR
n—\
with an even number p, real non-zero numbers An such that A2n =  — A2n- i i  
G2n =  Ö2n—it and the measures pr,  MT,w,(a,6) and are defined in formulas
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.13) by means of this function. We prove in this Section 
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 in the case when these measures are determined by a 
function of the form (2.1). In the next Section we prove the result for general 
functions F(R)  defined in (1.1) by approximating them with the functions 
Fp appearing in (2.1). We shall indicate the dependence of these measures 
on the functions Fp by denoting them as p t (Fp), PT,w,(a,b){Fp) and v?f(Fp) 
when necessary. The main results of this Section are the following
P r o p o s i t i o n s  1, 2 a n d  3. Let the function F(R) be defined by the 
finite trigonometrical sum (2.1), and let the measures p?, ll T,w,(a,b) and u j  
be defined in formulas (1.3), (1.4), and (1.13) by means of this function F(R).  
If the function w ( R , T ) and S(T) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 hold with this choice of the corresponding measures.
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  1. We have to investigate the asymptotic be­
haviour of the expression
T
(2.2) ± J g { F ( R ) ) d R
o
as T  —> oo in the case when g(u) is a bounded continuous function. We 
shall rewrite, following the argument of [2] and [4], the expression in (2.2) 
as an integral on a torus with respect to an appropriate measure. It is 
useful to work, when handling the function F(R),  with frequencies linearly 
independent over the rational numbers. Since the frequencies A„ may not 
have this property we express them as a linear combination of some numbers 
Tj, . . .  ,rs linearly independent over the rational numbers
S
(2.3) An =  Tn(r1, . . .  , r 5) =  ^  A(n,k)Tk , n =  1 ,2 , . . . ,p, k = 1, . . . , s
k=l
with integer coefficients A(n,k).  Let V  denote the unit interval with the 
group action addition modulo 1. Introduce its s-fold and p-fold difect prod­
ucts
(2.4) V = V x - - - x V  
N------^ '
s times
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and
(2.4') V' = F  x - - -x V .
p times
Define the maps U : R1 —» V
(2.5) U{R) = {Rrk (m odi), k =  1 , . . .  , s }  .
V  : V V
(2.6) F (« i,. . . , us) =  A(n,fc)u* (m odi), n = l , . . . , p |
for (u i , . . . ,  us) € V with the integer coefficients A(n,k)  appearing in (2.3) 
and G : V  —> R1
p
(2.7) G{ul , . . . , u v) = Y j ane2*lu" .
n = 1
Clearly, F(R) = G(V(U(R))). Define the probability measure p j  on V in­
duced by the map U by the formula
(2.8) pr(A) =  ÍA { £ : 0 < ä  ^ T, U (R )eA }
for all measurable sets A C V.
Then the integral (2.2) can be rewritten as 
T
(2.9) ~  I  g (F (R))dR = J g{G(V(u))) pT{du) .
0 V
The relation
(2.10) P t =>P  a s T —> oo
holds, where p denotes the Haar measure on V, and => means weak conver­
gence of probability measures. Relation (2.10) is a known result. Neverthe­
less, we give its proof, because it is short, and we need its modification in the 
proof of Proposition 2. By Weil’s lemma (or by the characteristic function 
method on commutative compact groups) to prove (2.10) it is enough to 
check that, with the notation (u\ , . . . ,  us) =  «6V ,
lim /  exp < 27TÍ ^  m kuk > pr{ du) = lim [  exp < 2 iri V' m krkR > dR
T- ° ° J  l  * = í  J T ^ o o T J  [ ^  J
= lim
T  —►oo
exp \ 2xiT m k T k  \  -  1 
_____ k=\_____
2niT m h n
k = 1
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if m i, m 2 ,...,  TUk are integers, and not all of them equal zero. Relations
(2.9) and (2.10) imply that
T
J 9(F(R))dR = }l™00J g{G{V{u))pT{du) = j  g{G(V{u))p(d.u) ,
0
since <7(G (F(u))) is a bounded, continuous function. The last relation implies 
that
T
(2.11) /  9 {F {R ))dR = jg (u ) p { d u )
0
with the measure p defined on R 1 by the relation
(2.12) /i(A )= p { u :iieV , G (F (ti))eA }
for all measurable sets A G R 1. Relations (2.11) and (2.12) imply that the 
measures /xy converge weakly to the measure /x defined in (2.12). To com­
plete the proof of Proposition 1 observe tha t the function |_F(JZ)| is bounded 
by Cp = 5Zn=i \an\ f°r all Ä G R 1. Hence all measures /xy and [i are concen­
trated in the interval [—CP,CP], and relation (1.6) follows for all continuous 
functions g(u), since they can be replaced by their truncation at ± C P, which 
are bounded continuous functions. Finally, relations (1.7) and (1.7') follow 
from the observation that F(R) is a finite sum, and the relations
T
lim ~  [  etXnRdR = 0 
T —*oo T J 
0 
T
lim [  e ^ Xn~ Xn'^H dR = 6 ( n , n ' )
T-* 00 T J 
0
hold. □
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  2 . The proof of Proposition 2 is very similar 
to that of Proposition 1. The main difference is that we have to carry out 
the integral transformations by means of different functions G, U and V, 
and the statement formulated in (2.10) has to be generalized.
Define the maps U : R1 —> V X V
U(R) = U(R,w ,T)  = {Rt/c (m odi), A: =  l , . . . , s ,
(R + w(R,T))Tk (m odi), k = l , . . . , s }  ,
(2.13)
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V : V x V ->• V' x V'
V (u u . . . , u 2s) =  { A(n,k)uk (mod 1), n = l , . . . , p ,
^  A(n,k)uk+S (mod 1), n = l , . . . , p
(2.14) , k — 1
k=1
for ( « i , . . . , u 2s) € V X V with the integer coefficients A(n,k) appearing in
(2.3) and G : V 'x V '- lH 2
( p —  p
y > ne2™ ", y > ne2™"+»
n —1 n —1
Then (F(R), F(R + w(R,T)))  = G(V(U{R))). Define the probability mea­
sure pT =  pT,w,(a,b) on V X V induced by the map U by the formula
(2.16) ir.u>.M)(A) =  (^ ,~_ 1Q) r A^ J?: aT = R = hT» tf(Ä ,tü,T ))6 A}
for a n y  m e a s u r a b le  s e t  A C  V X V.
We claim that if u>(iZ, T) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then the 
limit relation
(2.17) PT,w,(a,b)=>P as T —> oc
holds with a probability measure p on V X V. Moreover, we claim that
<2-U ') p = 4 m
if w (R ,T )  satisfies the conditions of case (a) of Theorem 2 with K(x) ,  i.e. 
the limit depends only on the function K(x)  in this case, and
(2.17") p = p ^b = the Haar measure p x p on V x V
if w ( R ,T )  satisfies the conditions of case (b) of Theorem 2.
To prove (2.17) we show that the Fourier coefficients
Jw,T (m ii ■ , Til2 >) =  /  eXP \ 27ri
Vx V I
w i t h  u =  ( u i , . . . ,  u2s) G V X V h a v e  a  l im it
(2.18) lim LWyT{m \ , . . . ,  m2s) =  L{m \ , . . . ,  m2s)
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for all integers m i , . . . , m 2s. These Fourier coefficients can be rewritten 
an integral transformation as
(2.19) '
Lw;r{mu . . .  , m 2s) ___ -___ / e’M((6 — a)T J , . . . ,m 2 S) R + B ( m u - , m 2a) w ( R ,T ) )  ^ j rj
by
with
A (m u . . . ,  m 2s) = 27r ^ ( m fc +  m k+s)Tk ,
(2.19') k=s '
B {m \ , . . . ,  m2s) = 27T ^  m k + s Tk .
k=  1
Because of the linear independence of the numbers Tk both expressions 
A (m i , . . . ,  m2S) B{m \ , . . . ,  m2S) can disappear simultaneously only if all co­
efficients m k are zero, which is a trivial case. Otherwise we claim that
Jim Lw<T{mi, .... , m 2s)
0 if A ( m i , . . . ,  m 2s) /  0
(F^) j ha f‘lBh(u) du if A{m \ , . . . ,  m2s) = 0 and
w(R,T)  satisfies case (a)
0 if A{m \ , . . . ,  m2s) = 0 and
w(R,T)  satisfies case (b).
The first line in relation (2.20) can be proved by means of relation (2.19) with 
the change of variables AR + Bw(R,T)  = u. Let us observe that because of 
the conditions of Theorem 2 = A + o( 1) uniformly for aT < R < bT , and
the boundaries of the domain of integration after the change of variables are 
a AT  (l +  o(l)) and bAT( 1 +  o(l)). Hence we get that
( 2 . 20 )
= <
Jim Lwj ( m u . . . , m 2s)
I  —►OO
(l +  o(l))
b A (m \  }...,rri2s)T
lim —
T  —»OO (o — a)A (m i,. . . ,  m 2s)T / e,udu = 0
a A ( m i  , . . . ,m2s)T
in this case. If the conditions of the second line of (2.20) hold, i.e. when the 
conditions of case (a) of Theorem 2 hold, and A =  0, then we can calculate
the expression (2.19) with the change of variables u = —. Simple calculation
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shows that
1
(6 — a)T
bT
h
A B W(R'T) dR -
a T
(b ~ a )
O
/ ■
•'BK^  d u .
and the second relation of (2.20) holds. The third line of (2.20) (this case 
holds when A — 0 and condition (b) is satisfied) can be proved similarly with
the change of variables u R and v
1
W )
w(uT, T ). Some calculation
dv
shows that v = K (u) (1 +  o(l)), —  = K '(u) (1 +  o(l)), and
bT
(b
J—- [ e'BwlR’TU R = - ± -  i
-  a)T J {b-a)  J
a T  a
K(b)
(b-a) J
I<(a)
ti B w ( u T , T )  d u
0i B L ( T ) v _______ 1
K '{K ~ l {v))
(1 +  o(l)) d v —> 0
by the Riemann lemma. The convergence of the Fourier coefficients for­
mulated in relation (2.20) implies formulas (2.17), (2.17') and (2.17"). In 
particular, relation (2.17") holds, since in the case when w(R,T)  satisfies 
case (b) of Theorem 2, then all non-trivial Fourier coefficients of p equal 
zero.
Let us also show th a t the Fourier coefficients in the second line of formula
(2.20) corresponding to the function zK(x)  tend to zero as 2->oo. This 
relation holds, because B  ^  0 in this case, and the Riemann lemma yields 
tha t
( 2 .21)
1
(b ~ a)
b
J e i z B ( m 1,...,m2, ) K ( u )  d u  _  
a
1
(b~a)
K iR)
I
K \ (a )
gí2ÍJ(mi ,...,m2S)u
K'{K~l {u))
du —^ 0 as 2 -4 oo.
Let g(u,v) be a bounded continuous function. We get similarly to the
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argument of Proposition 1 from relations (2.17) (2.17') and (2.17") that
bT
f S . j r k j f J  S(F(R),F(R + *(R,T))dR
aT
. , bT
(2 22) 1 r
(F ^jr JmvmumdR
aT
= T™ooJ (du) = j  s{G{V(u))p{du)
K  (x)with p =  P(a b) if case (a) and p = p™^ if case (b) of Theorem 2 holds. Hence
dv)
bT
(2.23) l^iin ^  J g(F(R) ,F(R  + w(R ,T ))dR  = Jg(u ,v )p (du ,
aT
with
(2.24) p(A)=p{u:  u e V x V . G ( V ( u ) ) e A )  
for all measurable sets A 6 R2.
Relation (2.23) implies the weak convergence of the measures pr.w,(a.b) 
to p. Formula (2.24) together with the form of the measures p imply that 
the measure p has the prescribed form if cases (a) of Theorem 2 holds, i.e. it 
depends only on the function K(x).  If case (b) of Theorem 2 holds, then a 
comparison of formulas (2.12) and (2.24) together with relation (2.17") and 
the product form of the functions G and V  in formulas (2.14) and (2.15) 
imply formula (1.8). Relation (1.9) can be deduced from the weak conver­
gence in the same way as the analogous result in Proposition 1. To prove
formula (1.10) and continuity of the measures p ^ j , ^  0n the variable z) it
is enough to prove the continuity of the expression f  g(G(V(u)))pz^ ^  (du). 
Because of the Weierstrass approximation theorem it is enough to check the 
continuity of the Fourier coefficients. This follows from relations (2.20) and
(2.21). Proposition 2 is proved. □
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  3. The proof is based on a representation sim­
ilar to Proposition 2. Dehne the maps 17: R1 —> V x V
U(R) = U(R,x) =
(2.25)
{Rrk (mod 1), k = 1 , . . . ,  s , (R +  x)r*, (mod 1),
and the maps V (u i, . . . ,  U2 S) and G(u\, . . . ,  U2 P) by formulas (2.14) and (2.15) 
as in the proof of Proposition 2. Introduce the measures
Pt,x(A) =  ^A {ä : O ^ Ä ^ T , U (R ,x )e  A}(2.26)
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for any measurable set A C V X V. Then
(2.27) p T , x  p x  as T  —l oo
with Fourier coefficients
(2.28)
L x (m1, . . . , m 2s) =
0
exp{ij0(m1, . . . ,  m2s)x}
if A ( m i , .. . , m 2s) # 0  
if A(m1, . . . , m 2s) =  0
with the functions A(rrii, . .. , m 2s) and B ( m i , . . . ,  m 2s) defined in (2.19'). 
Then we get the proof of the identity (1.14) as in the proof of Proposition 2 
with the limit measure
(2.29) ux(A) = p x{u: u e V x V, G(V(u))  <E A}
for all measurable A £ R2. The expression at the right-hand side of (1.14) is 
clearly a bounded function, and it is a continuous function of x, because the 
Fourier coefficients of px are continuous functions of x. A comparison of the 
Fourier coefficients in (2.20) and (2.28) yields that
b K(b)
'$> = (T^y /  ^  dx = JT 7 ) K ' K - H z f  ■
a K^ ( a )
This relation together with (2.24) and (2.29) imply relation (1.15). Proposi­
tion 3 is proved. - □
3. Proof of the Theorem
First we formulate an estimate which enables us to generalize the results 
of Section 2 to functions satisfying (1.1) and (1.2).
Let g(u, v) be a continuous function such that \g(u, u) | < A(u2 +  v2) +  B 
with some A > 0 and B > 0, F(R)  a function satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), FP(R) 
the trigonometrical series containing the first p terms of F(R),  and let some 
numbers 0 < a < b ^ 1 and functions w(R,T),  satisfying either case (a) or 
case (b) of Theorem 2. We claim that for all e > 0 there are some thresholds 
po = Po(^) and T0 = To(p, e) for p > p0 such that
bT
(3.1)
— /  g(F (R ) ,F (R  + w(R,T )))dR  
[ b -a )T  J
aT
hr
~ , b *a ) T  J  9(FP(R),Fp(R +  w(R,T)) )dR < £
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for any p > p0 and T  > T0(p, e). Moreover, the threshold po can be chosen 
depending only on e, a, b and g(u, u), but not depending on the choice of the 
function w(R,T)  of which we only require that it satisfied the conditions of 
Theorem 2.
To prove relation (3.1) first we make the following observation: For any 
(u, v) 6 R2 and (uo, r>o) € R2 and 1 > 77 > 0 there exist some constants K  = 
= K(r]) and K0 depending only on the function g(u,v) such tha t
,3 2) Ig{u,v) -  .9(m0, u0)| < rj+ K ( ( u - u 0)2 + ( v - v 0)2)
+K0{ul + v l)I{{ul  + vl > r f 1}) +  K 0(u2 + v2)I({u2 + v2 > 9-1 }) ,
where 1(A) denotes the indicator function of the set A.
Indeed, relation (3.2) holds with
K  0 =  2 sup
U2 - f  V 2 ^  1
\A(u2 + v2) +  B 
u2 + v2
<2 (A + B)
if «0 +  vo > J?_1 or u2 + v2 > T]~l . On the complementary set this inequality 
holds if (m0 _ w)2 +  (i>o — v)2 < 6 with some 6 = b(g) because of the uniform 
continuity of the function g(u ,v ) on this set. Finally, relation (3.2) holds on 
the remaining set if K  = K ( tj) is chosen sufficiently large. Relation (3.2) can 
be rewritten in a simpler form. We can apply the inequality
(u2 +  v2)I({u2 + v2 > r/-1 }) < 2u2I({u2 > (27?)-1}) + 2v2I ( {v2 > (2r/)-1 }) , 
and write with the help of this relation that
Ig(u,v) - 0 ( u o,i;o)| < '1+ A'((u -  u0)2 +  (v -  vq)2)
(3.2') +Ko[(u%I({uZ>T}-1}) + vSl({vZ > 77-1 })]
+ K0[(u2I ( { u2 > 9-1}) + v2I ( { v 2 > 9 -1 })].
with a new constant K  which corresponds to the bound 77/2 and with a new 
constant K 0 which is the double of the original one.
We shall prove (3.1) from (3.2') with the choice (uo, Vo) = (FP(R), Fp(R + 
+  w (R , T))), (u, v) — (F ( R ), F(R + w(R , T))) with an appropriate 7/ > 0 and 
p = p(g) and then by integration with respect to R.
By relation (3.2')
\g(F(R),F(R + w ( R ,T ) ) ) - g ( F p(R),Fp(R + w(R,T)))\
<r,+ K[(F(R) -  FP(R))2 + (F(R + w(R,T))  -  Fp(R + w (R ,T ) ) )2] 
+ K 0[Fp(R)2I{Fp(R)2>r1- l }+Fp(R + w(R , T))2I{FP(R + w(R, T ^ y r , - 1}] 
+ K 0[F(R.)2I{F (R)2 > t,~1} + F(R  + w(R, T))2I{F (R  + w(R , T))2 > t/ " 1 }].
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The inequality
(3.3)
bT
J F (R )21{F(R)2 > T)-1 } dR
aT
holds, if 77 < 77(e) and T  > T(e). Indeed, by relation (1.5) there is some 
p — p(e), and T(e) in such a way that
bT
aT
fo rT > T (e ) . The function |.Fp(fiO| is bounded. Put 77 = inf 4|Tp(i?)|~2. ThenjR
the last inequality implies (3.3), since F(R)2 < 4 |F(R) — Fp(R)\2 on the set 
{ F ( R ) 2 > r/-1}. We also claim that
(3.3')
bT
I  F(Ä  +  m (E ,r))27{F(i? +  m (Ä ,T))2>7?- 1}dÄ
aT
if rj < 77(e) and T > T(e). This can be proved similarly to (3.3) with some 
modification. Apply the change of variables u = R  +  w(R,T)  in the integral 
in (3.30- Since w(R, T ) satisfies the conditions Theorem 2, jp  -» 1 uniformly 
for aT  < R < bT, as T —» 00. The domain of integration after this change of 
variable is the interval [a T ( l+ o ( l) ) ,6 r( l  +  o(l))]. Hence after this change of 
variables the integral in (3.30 can be estimated in the same way as in (3.3). 
Relations (3.3) and (3.30 remain valid if the function F(R) is replaced by 
FP(R) with p > p, and T  > T(e,p).
Choose 77 so that relations (3.3) and (3.30 and their variants for the 
function Fp(R) hold and 77 < e/A. Then, because of relation (1.5) and the 
argument in the proof of (3.30 some thresholds po—pip) and To = To{ri,p) 
can be chosen in such a way that for p> Po and T  > To
bT
O .4) - J L - J i m - Fr( * » > « < §
aT
and
bT
7 J (F(R + w(R,T)) -  Fp(R + w(R,T)))2 d R < £-
aT
(3.40
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with the constant K  = K(r)) appearing in formula (3.2'). Formulas (3.3), 
(3.3'), their variants for the function FP(R), (3.4) and (3.4') together with 
the relation g < e / 4 imply (3.1).
It follows from (3.1) and relation (1.9) already proved for the function 
Fp that
lim sup
T  —KX>
bT
{ b ' a)T J g ( F ( R ) , F ( R  + w(R,T)))dR
aT
J g(u,v)fi(Fp)(du, dv) < £
for all p>p(e)  with p{Fp) =  ib)(Fp) if w(R,T)  satisfies the conditions of 
case (a) and with fi(Fp) = b^ (Fp) if it satisfies the conditions of case (b) 
of Theorem 2. This relation implies that
bT
Tl i m  TT-Tv? / g(F(R) ,F(l t  + w(R,T)) )dR
(3.5) r “ “  -  a)TJr
= lim /  g (u ,v)pT lWlub){ du, dv) = lim g(u,v) p(Fp)(du, dv)
1 —+ 0 0  J  p —*■ oo J
with the same choice of the measure p{Fp) as in the previous formula. The 
last relation also means that all limits in this formula exist. Since relation
(3.5) also holds for g(u, v) =  u2 +  v2, hence the measures PT,w,(a,b) are uni­
formly tight, and we get by applying relation (3.5) that there exists the 
limit
( 3 -6 ) ß = J i m  P T ,w ,(a ,b )=  lim  p { F P) ,
with the same measures ß(Fp) as in (3.5) and in the previous formula, and al­
so relation (1.9) holds with the function F(R). Moreover, for a fixed bounded 
continuous function g(u,v)  the limit
9 ( u , v ) p £ b ) ) ( F P ) ( d u , d v )  =  J g ( u , v ) p z^ \ d u ,  d v )
is uniform in z, and this fact together with the continuity properties of the 
measures p ' ^ ^ \ F p) imply the continuity of the measures pzJ l ^  for 0 < z <
< oo and relation (1.10). This completes the proof of Theorem 2 with the 
exception of formula (1.8).
A similar, but simpler argument shows that relation (3.1) holds if the 
pair of functions g(F(R), F(R  + w{R , T ))) and g(Fp(R.), Fp(R + w(R, T)))  are
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replaced by the pairs of functions g(F(R), F(R-\-x)) and g(Fp(R), Fp(R + x)) 
or g(F(R))  and g(Fp(R)).
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 with the first replace­
ment yields the existence of the limit
lim vx(Fp) = vx
together with relation (1.14) and the continuity of the integral in (1.14) as 
a function of x. If \g(u, v) | < A(u2 + v2) +  B, then the bound
T
1 /
g{u , v)vx( du, dv) < lim sup — I  A[(F(R)2 + F(R  + x)2) + B]dR  
T  —►oo J
< const.
o
holds with a constant independent of x, as we claimed. The identity (1.15) 
follows by a simple limiting procedure when F(R)  is approximated by the 
functions FP(R). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The second replacement in formula (3.1) supplies the proof of Theorem 1 
in the same way. Finally, since the measures g{Fp) tends to g and g ^  ^ (Fp) = 
= f {f p) X g(Fp) tend to ^ as p —» oo, a limiting procedure implies the 
second relation in (1.10). The proof of the Theorems is completed.
P r o o f  o f  t h e  C o r o l l a r y . Let us first consider the case when a sim­
ple function h(u) = hk(u) is chosen which is the linear combination of the 
indicator function of certain intervals. In this case formula (1.15) implies
(1.16). A general density function h{u) can be approximated by a sequence 
hk(u)  in such a way that
b
lim j  |hfc(u) — h(u)\Fdu =  0 , p=  1,2.
fc -K X >  J
a
Then a simple limiting procedure h^-^h  gives the proof of the Corollary. □
4. Some comments and generalizations
The limit distributions in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 were given as the limit of 
a sequence of probability measures g(Fp), g^J'^(Fp), anc  ^1/1 (Fp) which 
appeared as the solution of the corresponding problems when the function 
F  was replaced by finite trigonometrical series. To describe these approxi­
mating measures we had to express the frequencies A1?. . . ,  Ap as the linear 
combination of some numbers t\, . . .  , r s linearly independent over the ratio­
nal numbers with integer coefficients. This is possible for all finite subsets
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of the frequencies An appearing in (1.1), but may be not possible for all An 
simultaneously. We shall say that the function F(R ) has almost indepen­
dent frequencies if all frequencies {A„, n =  l , 2 , . . .}  in formula (1.1) can be 
expressed simultaneously as the finite linear combination of some numbers 
r í, 7"2,.. ■ linearly independent over the rational numbers with integer co­
efficients. In this case the limit distributions in Theorems 1 and 3 can be 
described directly. If the function F(R)  arises as the Fourier expansion of a 
randomly magnified convex domain with a nice boundary, then it has almost 
periodic frequencies in the generic case, but not always. The case when it 
has almost independent frequencies is discussed in detail in paper [3]. This 
property holds for instance if the function F(R)  gives the Fourier expansion 
of the number of lattice points in concentrical circles of radius R.
If the function F(R)  in (1.1) is a finite trigonometrical series, then the 
limit distributions appearing in Theorems 1 and 3 have a relatively simple 
form. They are the distribution of a random variable of the form a_)e27rt/j, 
where all (finitely many) Tj are linear combinations of independent on the in­
terval [0, 1] uniformly distributed random variables with integer coefficients.
This can be seen by following the construction of the limit measures in the 
proofs of Section 2. Indeed, to understand the structure of the limit measure 
p appearing in Theorem 1 let us express the frequencies An in the form (2.3), 
and define the functions V  and G by means of this formula as it was done 
in (2.6) and (2.7). Then formula (2.12) states that the measure p is equal to 
the distribution of the random variable G(V(f)), where £ =  (£i, . . . ,  £s) is a 
uniformly distributed random variable on the torus V defined in vector (2.4). 
The coordinates of the random vector F (£ j , . . . ,  £s) are linear combinations 
of independent, uniformly distributed random variables in [0,1] with integer 
coefficients, and this fact together with the form of the function G gives a 
representation of G(f^(£)) in the above described form.
The measures vx can also be represented in a similar way. Here again, the 
measure vx is the limit distribution of the random variable G(F(£)), but now 
the functions G and V  are defined in (2.14) and (2.15), and £ =  (£j, . . . ,  £2s) is 
a px distributed random vector, where px is the probability measure on V x V 
with Fourier coefficients (2.28). Actually a px distributed random vector has 
a very simple representation. Indeed, let 771, . . .  ,rfs be independent uniformly 
distributed random variables on the unit interval [0,1], and let r]s+k = Pk + 
+ Tk, (mod 1), k = l , . . . , s .  Then relation (2.19') and the expression for 
the Fourier coefficients (2.28) imply that (771, . . . ,  772») is a px distributed 
random vector. Then, since the vectors (rjk, 1]k+s) — {Vk, Vk + ^ k (mod 1)) are 
independent, and r]k is uniformly distributed in [0,1], the same argument 
works as in the case of the measure p.
If the function F(R) has almost independent frequencies, then the set of 
frequencies {An, n — 1, . . .  ,p} can be expressed in (2.3) with numbers r*, and 
coefficients A(n,k)  independent of p. In the polynomials whose distribution 
equal p{Fp) and ux {Fp) the same independent random variables can be used
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for different p. Then the limit distribution p and vx are the distribution 
of the limit of the random variables constructed for the representation of 
p(Fp) and vx (Fv). Let us observe that the random variables constructed in 
such a way converge in X2 norm as p —> oo, and not only their distribution is 
convergent. This convergence holds, because of (1.2) and the orthogonality of 
the terms e2irtT> appearing in these expressions. (Actually this representation 
could be proved by working directly with the function F(R) instead of its 
approximation by the functions Fp(R).)
In certain cases the above representation is even simpler. So e.g. if F(R)  
is the Fourier expansion of the number of lattice points in a circle of radius 
R, then F(R)  has almost independent periods. Moreover, each An can be 
expressed as a single rk multiplied by an integer. In this case the above 
argument yields a representation of p and vx as the distribution of sums of 
independent random variables. The measures P ^ ^  appearing in Theorem 2 
do not have such a simple representation as p or vx . On the other hand, 
they can be expressed as the mixture of the measures vx as it is done in 
(1.15). This relation together with the continuity of the measures vx also 
implies that
Theorems 2 and 3 can be generalized in a natural way. The vectors
have a limit distribution as T —> oo if all Wj(R,T)  satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2. They also have the continuity properties analogous to Theorem 2 
and 3. In particular, the limit of the first vector equals the m-fold direct 
product of the measure p if all Wj(R,T)  satisfy the conditions of case (a) in 
Theorem 2 with functions ZjK(x), and Zj —>oo. The proofs can be done by 
slightly modifying the method of the present paper. We omit the details.
In Theorem 2 we assumed that aT ^ R < b T  with some a > 0. Some of the 
results follow automatically also for a = 0 from our results, but to generalize 
all statements of Theorem 2 to the case when the parameter a can take also 
the value zero some additional conditions must be imposed. To carry out all 
required limiting procedures we must know that
aT < R <bT
or
o
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To guarantee the last relation some additional properties should be imposed 
on the function w(R,T) .  Since the restriction a  > 0 is not essential in appli­
cations we proved Theorem 2 only under the condition a > 0.
The results of this paper were proved originally for finite trigonometrical 
sums in Section .2, and then in Section 3 these results were generalized to 
functions which can be well approximated by finite trigonometrical sums. 
The content of formulas (1.1) and (1.2) was the possibility of such a good 
approximation. In applications this condition can be checked. On the other 
hand, the weak convergence of the random variables F(R), F((R),  F(R  + 
+ w(R, T))) or (F ( R ), F(R + x)) in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 also hold if formulas
(1.1) and (1.2) are replaced by the following weaker condition: There exists 
a sequence of finite trigonometrical sums Fp(R), p=  1 ,2 ,... ,  such that
T
(4.1) lim limsup —  / mini 1 ,\FP(R) — F(fZ)|) dR = 0 .
P-°° T-*oo 2T J 
- T
Similar conditions were formulated in paper [2] or [4].
We only briefly explain why formula (4.1) implies the weak convergence in 
Theorems 1, 2 and 3. If we consider functions of the form g(u, v )  = gs,t{u, v )  — 
=  el( s u + í u ) ,  t ji e n  o n e  c a n  s }l o w  by m e a n s  of condition (4.1) and the relation 
-^p(R + w(R, T)) =  l +  o(l) that under the conditions of Theorem 2 the limits
6T
T l" l  ( b - a ) T  J 9(F(R)’F(R + ™(R’T)))dR
(4.2) aT
v '  bT
= Hm lim 1 /  g{Fp(R) ,Fp{R + w(R,T)) )dR
1 —►oo p ►oo yO — CLJl J 
aT
exist. Hence to prove the weak convergence of the distribution of the random 
vectors (g(F(R)),g(F(R + w(R,T)))),  aR < T ^ bT, it is enough to check 
the compactness of these distributions in the weak topology. To do this it is 
enough to show that for any s > 0 there exists a constant K  = K(e) such that 
the following relation holds. The function h(u, v) =  h^{u,  ?;) = Hk (u2 +  v2), 
where Hj^(u) is defined by the relations H k (u) =  0 for |u| £ K, Hk (u) =  1 
for |u| ^ 2K , and H^-(u) is given by linear interpolation for K  < |u| < 2K,  
satisfies the inequality
bT
limsup 1 /  h(Fp(R),Fp(R + w(R, T) ) ) dudv<e .
T —»oo (b J
aT
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To prove this relation, choose a number p such tha t for T >T(p)
T
~ J min{l, |f>(£) -  F(R)\} d R < ^ = ^ - e  .
- T
Then, since Fp(R) is a bounded function we can choose K = l +  2supFp(i2).
R
It is not difficult to see that J h(Fp(R), Fp(R +  w(R, T))) dR = 0, and rela­
tion (4.2) holds with this choice of the function hx(u,v) .  The analogue of 
Theorem 2 under condition (4.1) can be proved by working out the details. 
The modified version of Theorems 1 and 3 can be proved similarly.
In this paper we did not discuss such functions w(R,T)  which satisfy the 
relation
lim sup w(R,T)  = 0.
T- >0o iR<T
The reason for this omission is not our disinterest for this case. Actually, 
the description of this case is a very exciting problem. This is related to 
the investigation of the limit behaviour of the number of lattice points in 
randomly chosen thin strips. This is a very interesting problem with many 
unsolved conjectures and few rigorous results. The methods of the present 
paper are not sufficient to study such problems. Here some essentially new 
ideas are needed.
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LARGE DEVIATION RESULTS FOR COVER TIMES
T . F. M ÓRI
Dedicated to Pál R évész  fo r  his s ixtieth  birthday
Abstract
C onsidering an infinite s trin g  of i.i.d. random  le tte rs  draw n from a fin ite  a lp h ab e t we 
define th e  cover tim e W n as th e  num ber of random  le tte rs  needed un til each p a tte rn  of 
leng th  n appears a t least once as a substring . In th is paper we derive large dev ia tion  type 
resu lts  for the asym pto tic  d is trib u tio n  of W n .
1. Introduction and expository results
Let X be finite alphabet of size d (d > 2), we can suppose X =  { 1 ,2 ,...  ,d}. 
Elements of Xn, n > 1 will be called patterns or words of length n. Let 
{PuP2 , ■ • • iPd} be a probability distribution on X. Without loss of generali­
ty we can assume that all probabilities are positive and they are in increasing 
order. Let p and q denote the smallest and the second smallest (different) 
values among the probabilities, resp., and let a and b be the corresponding 
multiplicities. Thus p\ =  • • • =  pa = p, pa+1 =  • • • =  pa+b =  q > p, if a < d, and 
pa+b-(-1 > q, if a -f b < d. Consider an infinite sequence of i. i. d. random 
letters X i , X 2, . . .  drawn from X according to the given distribution. For 
any pattern A = (a\ .. ,an) € X" define P(A) =  JIlLi Pa,t and
T(A)  = inf {N  > n : (Ajv-n+i-^lV-n+2 • • -Xn ) =  A)
the waiting time until A is observed as a substring in the sequence of exper­
iments. Finally, for any subset Hn C  Xn define
W ( H n) = max{r(yl) : A e H n}-
the number of random letters needed until each pattern of Hn appears at 
least once. This random variable is called the cover time associated with Hn. 
In the most interesting particular case, when Hn =  Xn, the notation W n = 
=  W(Xn) will be used.
Several papers have been devoted to the study of weak and a. s. asymp­
totic properties of cover times, most of them in the symmetric case, i. e., 
where the random letters are drawn according to the uniform distribution
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification. P rim ary  60E10.
K e y  words and phrases. P a tte rn , run , w aiting tim e, cover tim e, large d ev ia tions .
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on X, see [1], [2], [5], [6]. The limit distribution in the symmetric case 
was found to be of Gumbel type [5], in addition, the speed of convergence 
(measured by the uniform distance between distribution functions) appeared 
surprisingly fast. In the most interesting case, where Hn is comparable with 
Xn in size, the rate of convergence proved to be exponential, which made it 
possible to derive strong results on the a. s. behaviour of cover times [6].
P roposition 1. [6]. Suppose every letter has the same probability to be 
drawn (symmetric case). Let F(t) =  exp(—e_i), then
sup |P (d~nW ( H n) -  log \Hn\ < t) -  F(t) I =  o (|JTn|-« a ir)
as n and \Hn\ tend to infinity.
For sake of simplicity, in the non-symmetric case Wn =  fF(Xn) was only 
considered. The case a > 1 has turned out to be very similar to the symmetric 
case, because, roughly speaking, words that are built up entirely from the 
least probable letters take the longest time to appear in the covering process. 
On the contrary, the case a =  1 is more interesting, for the limit distribution 
is not always of pure Gumbel type, and besides, the additive normalizing 
constant is proportional to  log n instead of n. In order to formulate the
This kA —1 q - pl im it theorem, let us first define A = q/p> 1, and k =
maximizes the sequence { iX ~ \ i  i> 0}.
P roposition  2. [7]. (a) Suppose a > 1 and let Yn =  pnWn
Then
lim P{Yn < t )  =  F { t ) .
n —+ oo
(b) Suppose a =  1 and let Yn = pnXkWn — log (frfc(£)) ■ Then
X
log an.
lim P (Yn <t) = F{t) if 1
k,
and
lim
n —► oo
P(yn < t) — exp I — e t -k[k\ )  1 
k — 1
F ( t ) F -t + log k - l (k\)x' k if A - 1
As to the rate of convergence, it can be shown exponential in part (a), 
similarly to the symmetric case, but in part (b) the convergence is much 
slower: in fact, it is polynomial. Hence it would be of interest to derive non- 
uniform bounds. Such a result would be particularly important in the case 
a = 1, where no useful estimates are known. The aim of the present note is
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to find large deviation type results in the asymptotic distribution theory of 
cover times.
In the proofs we shall often make use of the following basic facts concern­
ing waiting times. The so-called correlation of patterns was introduced to 
measure the overlap between words. For arbitrary patterns A — (ai<Z2 . . .  an) 
and B = (b\bi. ■ .bm) it is defined as
n
A * B = Y J ^ ? ( b x . . . b l) - \
1=1
where £, =  1 if i < m and (an_!+i . . ,an) = {b\.. otherwise e, =  0. Expec­
tation of minima of waiting times can be expressed in terms of correlations, 
e. g. E(T(A)) = A * A, and
( 1. 1) E(min{T(A),T(5)})
A * A B * B - A * B B * A
A * A + B * B - A * B - B * A
(see [3]). These minima are approximately of exponential distribution. More 
precisely, the following estimation holds.
P ropo sitio n  3. [4]. Let A u  A 2, . . . , A T e  Xn and V = m\n{T(A%) :
1 = 1 = r ). Suppose c=: 2n P (A{) < 0.2. Then for every positive y
exp{ —(1 +  c)y) < P (E  > E(F)j/) < exp(c — y).
2. Large deviations
In this section we are going to formulate our main results. As we shall 
see, for the upper tail it is not very difficult to obtain large deviation-type 
results, but in the case of the lower tail all effort failed, although such a 
result would serve as a key for many actual unsolved problems in the theory 
of cover times.
T heorem  1 (Symmetric case). Suppose a > 1, i. e., the smallest prob­
ability is multiple. Let Hn C X" contain only patterns built up exclusively 
from letters of the smallest probability. Suppose \Hn \ —> oo and tn —> oo. Let
an = m in{l/(pnA * A) : A 6 Hn}, 
and assume that lim an = a 00.
n —+ oo
(a) If aoo =  1, and ■
log IHn\ (  —— ---- - -  1
Sl nl \3 (1  — Qn)
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then
P ( y  (Hn) > tn) x  e x p (- ín)
(that is, the ratio of the two sides is kept bounded away from zero and infin­
ity).
(b) I f  «oo < 1 and npntn —> 0, then
P (y  (Hn) > tn) x  exp {-aoo{tn +  log |lTn|)} + ex p (-tn).
Note that this follows from Proposition 1 only when lim sup tnj  log \Hn\ <
n —* oo
,  1 d -1 ^  6 d+1'
By Proposition 1 we have
lim
n —► oo
pnW ( H n) 
log j Un I =  1
with probability 1. This limit theorem can easily be extended to a large 
deviation-type result by applying our Theorem 1.
C o r o l l a r y . If  m in{l/(pn2l * A) : A £ Hn} —> a <*,, then for arbitrary 
fixed t^>l we have
lim
n — K X )
1
log I Hn
logP ( pnW( H n) \  V log|#n| ) =  ~(t  -  1) A Ooot.
When Oqo < 1, the expression on the right-hand side is a piecewise linear 
function of t: the breakpoint is t* = 1/(1 — ßoo)- For t>t*  the distribution 
of W ( H n) is determined mainly by waiting times for extremal words; they 
are significantly longer than those of typical words. For smaller values of t 
the effect of extremal words is not felt because of the large number of typical 
words.
For example, consider the classical case, when the random letters are 
uniformly distributed in X, (i. e., a =  d, p =  1/d), and the waiting time W n 
until each word of length n appears at least once. Then
lim - lo g d Pn—KX) 72
w n
dn log dn
— (t -  1) if 1 <t <d,
-------—t , if d ^ t.d
In the non-symmetric case we only deal with the whole set Hn =  Xn, 
because, contrary to the symmetric case, the rate function of large deviation 
probabilities heavily depends on the structure of Hn, and lengthy discussions 
would conceal the point. So let Wn =  FF(Xn) again. From Proposition 2 it 
is clear that lim = 1 in probability, when a > 1, and lim =  pr,
when a = 1.
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T h e o r e m  2  (Non-symmetric case), ( a )  Suppose a > 1, i. e., the smallest 
probability is multiple. Then
lim — loga P
n — KX> n
- ( * - 1 )  
-(1  - p ) t
i f■St  < l/p,  
if 1/pS t.
(b) Suppose a = 1, i. e., the smallest probability is single. Define
fo( t )  = (1 ~p)t ,  fi(t) = Xlt - i ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,
then
1 ( vnW  \
lim ------ log P ( ------ — > t  ] =  — minf/At) : 0 < i < k}, t>  k \~  .n->oo log n \  log n )
R e m a r k . Since the minimum of linear function is always concave, and 
the slope of /, is increasing for * =  1 , 2 , ,  in part (b) it is easy to see that
min {/,(<) : 0 S i S k }  = fi(t) if f,+1 £ t < fi, 
where to = +oo, i, =  yryA-1 for 1 < i < k, and =  k \~ k. The graph of 
this function is a polygon with vertices and ifi, — i'j , 1 < i < k.
Since the slope of / 0 is smaller than that of f \ ,  and /o(ifc+i) > 0, fo{t\) — 
=  < yzy — 1) the straight line /o intersects this polygon at a unique
point (t*; (1 — p)t*); thus min{/,-(t) : 0 < i < k) = f 0(t) if t > t m. Elementary 
calculation shows that t* — \y_fl+p (this lies between <J+1 and tj),  where
j  =  m a x { i  :  f f i f i )  >  f 0 ( f i ) }  =  m a x  j  i : — — l— -  <  — —  (   - - - -  -  i
{ A! — 1 + p  1 - p \A — 1
3. Proofs
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1. For the sake of simplicity let us suppress the 
notation of dependence on n in Hn, tn, and a n . Let x = t -f log \ H\,  c = 2npn. 
Applying Proposition 3 we obtain
P(Y(H) >t) = P( W( H) >p ~ nx) < P{T{A)>p~nx)
AeH
< ec Y ,  exP ( -----t —7 } •
X^H l  pnA * A /
Suppose first that (1 — a)x < 1. Then
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Now let 1 < (1 — a)x. Then the sum on the right-hand side is to be divided 
into three parts. Let us call a word A ^ H  good if pnA  * A ^ extremal if 
pnA  * A > 92 ^ 1 and bad otherwise. According to Lemma 3 of [6], the number 
of bad words is < Ax, and there are at most of extremal words. Therefore= ’ 1 — O'
1 |  = 
pn A *  A j
< \H \exp( —x +  1
+  Ax exp
E + E + E
A good A  b a d  A ex trem al
2 ax
o + l
8a , .
-|---------expf —azj.
a  +  1
Here the first term is less than  |fT|e X+1 =  e <+1. The second term can be 
estim ated by the third one, since
(  2ax \  A / .  Í a  .
Ax e x p -------- = ---------- exp(-ax) (1 — a)x  exp < --------- (1 — a)x
\  a + 1 / 1 — a  \  [ a  + 1
4a a  +  1 9a-------expl — ax)—■=— £  -------exp(—ax).
1 — a  oc*e 1 — a
The third term can be treated  in the following way. From the definition of 
A  * A  it is easy to see th a t the possible values of a ^  are 1, and 1 — pk, k > 1. 
When Oqo < 1, this means th a t all the extremal words are periodic, and with 
the same period, provided n is large enough. Thus a n = a00 + 0(pn). Hence
-------exp(—ax) = 0(exp( — a ^ x )) .
W hen aoo = 1, by supposition we have that 1 < (1 — a)x < | l o g |i f |  and 
log x ^  I log \ H\, therefore
—-— exp(-ax) = c_i exp{(l — a)x -  log(l — a)x  +  logx — log |íf |}  < e_i.
This proves the assertion of part (a) in one direction.
For the lower estimation of P (T (H ) > t ) let us first suppose that a ^  < 1 
and a ^ x  < t. Let A ^ H  such that A * A is maximal, then W(H)  >T(A) ,  
hence by Proposition 3 we get
P (Y(H) >t) = P (W( H)  > p~nx) > P (T(A) > p~nx ) > exP { -  x }
= ex p (-ax )(l +  o (l)) = exp(-a00x )(1 +  o(l)) > e- i (l + o(l)).
Secondly, let a ^  be arbitrary and a ^ x  > t. Define 6 — \H |-1/3, and call 
a word A £ H good if A  * A  ^ (1 + 62)p~n. Let H'  be the subset of good
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words in H , then by Lemma 3 of [6] we have \H\ > \H'\ > |# |  — 4(5-2 , hence 
\H'\ ~  \H |. Let us call a pair (A , B ) from H' good if A* B ,B  * A <  26p~n, 
extremalif either A *B  or B *A is maximal, that is, equal to p _n+1 +  • • -+p-1 , 
and bad otherwise. As it was shown in [7], at most one of the correlations 
A * B , B * A  can be greater than 26p~n. By analyzing (1.1) it is easy to see 
that
' 2 ( 1 - 4 6)
1
pnE(T(A) A T(B)) >
2 -
2 -
P
1 - P  
P
1 — p2
for good pairs,
(1 —4<5) for extremal pairs, 
(1 — 4<5) for bad pairs,
where A stands for minimum. We are going to show that
P (W(H') >p~nx) > e- t (l + o(l)) ^ exp(—Qoox)(l + o(l)). 
Let us start from the Bonferroni inequality
P {W{H' )>dnx ) > S - Q
where
5 =  V ( T ( A ) > p - nx), Q= Y ,  P ( T ( A ) A T ( B ) > p - nx).
A e H '  A , B e H '
A^B
By Proposition 3 again
S  ^ IH'\ exp{-(l + c)z} =  e_i(l + o(l)).
The sum of Q is divided into three parts according as the pair (A, B ) is 
good, extremal or bad.
For good pairs we can apply Proposition 3, together with the inequality 
fix ^  6\HI1' 3 ^  1 (this is satisfied in the case < 1, too). We obtain that
P(T(A) A T(B)  > p~nx ) < exp{2c — 2x(l — 4<5)} = 0(e~2x),
hence
= 0  (\H'\2e~2x) = 0 ( e~2t) = o(e- i ).
(A ,B )  good
There are at most a3 of extremal pairs. By Proposition 3 it follows that
P(T(A) A T{B) > p~nx) < exp ^2c -  x ^2 -  (1 -  4<5) |
= 0  ( exp H A ) ) - 0 ( 0 ,
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thus the contribution of extremal pairs is o(e t).
Finally, bad pairs can be treated in the same way: they satisfy
P{T{A)  A T(S) >dnx) ^exp  j ‘2 c - x  (^  ~ (1 -  4Ä) J = 0 (e " 4x/3),
and since their number does not exceed 4\H\/6 = 4 \H |4/3 (again by Lemma 3 
of [6]), we have
Y  = 0  ( \ H |4/3e "4*/3)  =  0 ( e " 4</3) =  o(e_t).
(A ,B)  b ad
From all these we can see that
P ( Y { H ) > t ) > e  *(1+0(1))  ^exp( —Qoca:)(l + o(l)).
Thus the proof of the opposite direction is completed. □
P r o o f  of T heorem  2 (b). Since the waiting time for a pattern A  is 
more or less proportional to P(.A), it is plausible to focus on patterns with 
only few, say i, letters of probability greater than p. Thus, for i ^ 0 let
H  (?) =  {A G X” : the number of letters with probability greater 
than p is equal to i}
and
s ,=  5 3  P
A e H ( i )
then clearly
pnT{A) 
log n >t} =-  E  p U r
f  T(A) t log n
>
A e H ( i )
A pnA * A J
(3.1)
P n W n  > t \ ^ y p f p n w ( H ( i ) )
log n i=0 log n
> * ) s 5 >
t=0
Firstly, let 1 =  0. H (0) consists of a single pattern for which A  * A ~  
~  i hence by Proposition 3 we have
(3.2) S n < 2 exp{—t(l -p )(lo g n )(l +  o(l))} =  exp{-(/0(f) +  o(l)) logn}.
Now let 1 < i < m k , i ^  k, where m > 2 /p  > 4, integer. Then it is easy 
to see (Lemma 3.1 of [7]) that P ( A ) A *  A =  l +  o(l) uniformly in i and A .  
Hence Proposition 3 implies
Si= Y  P f ^ l > ^ ( l 0 g n ) ( l + 0(1))
(3-3)
A e H ( i )
<(d-iy
\ A *  A
2 exp{—tA'(log n)(l + o(l))}
— exp{ —(A'f -  z)(logn)(l +  o(l))} =  exp{-(/,(f) +  o(l)) logn}.
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Finally, let i > mk.  Since A * A ^ ppJJ) = Pn 1 ^ 1 holds obviously and 
k > j-, for sufficiently large n we have
( 7i\ d}
St ^ (d -  l ) 1 ( . J • 2 exp{—ptA* log n} ^ 2-^ exp{ — (pX't — i) log n}
= exp{ —(pA1 -  ^Afc) log n}.
We are going to show that pA‘ — j^Xk > 1. Using that A^  =  1 +  k(A — 1) > 2, 
iX~' > mkX~mk, and 2m_1 > (m — l)2, we get
pA* -  - X k > — pXmk -  - X k = - — Xk(pX^m- ^ k - m ) >  2(p2m_1 -  m) 
k mk k mk
> 2 M  -  -  1 ) I = 2 ( - - 4  +  p ) > l .
Thus
(3.4) S i  < 2 e d  exp( - t  log n) ^ ex p { -(/0(<) + o(l)) log n}.
i=m k
From (3.1)-(3.4) it immediately follows that
1 ( vnW  \
lirri sup ------ - log P (  -- - - - — >  t  1 ^  — min{/,(t) : 0 <  i <  m k } .
n —00 log n V log n /
On the right-hand side all /, with i > k can be left out of consideration, 
because
/,(<) =  Xl{ t - i X  ') > Xk{t -  t k+i )  =  f k(t)  for t > t k+ 1.
For the lower estimate let us define
H'(i) = {A £ H (i) : all letters of A are of probability p o r  q}, 
then clearly
(3.5)
pnWn 
log n > f > P
pnW(H'{i))  
log n > t )  l  S> -  Q't
for every * = 0 ,1 ,. . .  , k, where
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and
Qi= E  P ( T ( A ) A T ( B ) > p ~ n(\ogn)t).
A , B e H ' ( i )
A^B
By Proposition 3, similarly to (3.2) we can write
(3.6) 50 =  50 >exp{—i( l  -p ) ( lo g n )( l + o(l))} =  e x p { - /0(<)+ o(l)) logn},
and, obviously, Q'0 is void.
When 1 < i ^ k, similarly to the derivation of (3.3), Proposition 3 implies
Let us turn to the estimation of Q\. Following the ideas of [7], we shall 
call a pair (A , B € H'{i), B) distant if the length of the maximal overlap
between A and B in both directions is less than n — w , where w —¥ oo, log w = 
=  o(log n) is a fixed sequence of integers; extremal if i =  1 and A overlaps 
B  or B  overlaps A in length n — 1 (then one of A and B ends, the other 
one starts with a letter of probability q), and close otherwise. The following 
simple assertions are borrowed from [7].
The number of close pairs is not larger than
A e H ’(i)
> bl exp{—tA‘(log ra)(l + o(l))} =  e x p { -( /t (f) +  o(l)) logn}.
The number of extremal pairs is at most 2b2.
{A!( l+ p ) ( l- fo ( l) )  for close pairs,A(1 + o(l)) for extremal pairs,
2Ai(l + o(l)) for distant pairs.Combining these with Proposition 3 we obtain
^  P ( T ( A ) A T ( B ) > p - n(\ogn)t)
( A , B )  close
< exp{i(log n ) (1 +  o(l)) -  A‘(l + p )t(lo g n )(l +  o(l))} 
=  ex p {-(/i(i)  + A‘pi +  o(l)) logn},
E  P (T (> l)A T (B )> p -n(logn)i)
( A , B )  distant
<2 62texp{-2A’i(log n )(l +  o(l))} 
=  exp{ —(2/,(t) +  o(l)) logn},
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and in the case i = 1
^  P(T(A) AT(B)  > p "(logn)t) < 462 exp{Af(log n)(l +  o(l))}
( A , B )  extremal
=  exp{ — + 1 + o(l)) logn}.
Thus
(3.7) S'  -  Q'  > exp{- ( f i ( t )  +  o(l)) logn}.
Now, (3.5)-(3.7) imply that
1 ( vnW  \lim inf ------ log P I ------ - > t 1 > — min{/,(t) : 0 < i < k],n->oo log n \  log n )
completing the proof.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 (a). The assertion will immediately follow from 
the Corollary applied to the subset H{0), as soon as we show that TT(if(0)) 
is the dominant part of W n.
Since
p f m ° ) ) > , i < p
log(an)
P n W n
log(an) > n  < p
pnW{H{  0)) 
log(an) >
\ n 
*) + E s*>
'  i=i
where
A t H ( i ) A e H ( i )
T(A)  , log(a") t 
A* A pn A*  A
we just have to estimate 5, , i > 1.
Firstly, let 1 ^ i < mk.  Similarly to (3.3) one can write
Si= E  P ( f ^ > ^ ‘ 1og(«n)(1+  «(! )) )
A € H ( i )
have
< 2^ ,^ a n l{ d -  a)'exp{-tA ' log(a")(l + o (l))}
= exp{—(f -  l + o(l))log(an)}.
Secondly, let i > m k .  Since A * A S p n~xA-1 holds, by Proposition 3 we
5 ,< 2 a " ^ ^  exP (- P'^1<loS(an)(1 + °(1))}
= ( i )  ( ~ a ~ )  exP { -( i (PA,- 1) +  (i - 1) +  ° (1) ) log(an)}-
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As we have seen in the lines preceding (3.4), p \ l — 1 > £ \ k > thus
Y  S i  < e x p { - ( f -  l  +  o(l))log(an)} Y  ( j )  ( “T ~ G
i = m k  i — m k
< ( i  +  d^ a~2n/k)  exp{-(t -  1 +  o(l)) log(a”)}.
Hence n
Y S' = exp{-(*  - 1 + ° ( 1)) iog(an)}>
i=l
and the proof is completed.
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p - VARIATION OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSES WITH 
STATIONARY INCREMENTS
Q I-M A N  SH A O
Dedicated to Pál R évész  on the occasion o f  his 60th bir thday
A b s t r a c t
A general result on p-varia tion  of a m ean zero G aussian process w ith  s ta tio n a ry  in­
crem en ts is obtained.
1. Introduction
Let {0(f), t > 0} be a mean zero Gaussian process with stationary incre­
ments. Put
Let 7T =  {0 = xq < X\ < • ■ • < Xkn =  a} denote a partition of [0, a] and m(n) =
= max (x, — £,_i) denote the length of the largest interval in n.1
There has been a great amount of work on the p-variation of G since 
Levy [4] initiated the study on the quadratic or 2-variation of the Brownian 
motion G i?+ }, that is,
Dudley [2] generalized (1.2) and proved that for any sequence {7rn} of interval 
partitions of [0,1] such that m(7rn) = o ( l/  log n)
while Fernandez de la Vega [4] showed that this is no longer true if the 
condition on m(7rn) is relaxed to m(7r„) =  0 ( 1 / log n). Giné and Klein [3]
1991 M athematics  Subject Classification. P rim ary  60G15, 60G17; S econdary  60F15. 
K e y  words and phrases. G aussian  processes, fractional Brownian m otion , p-varia tion .
( 1 . 1 ) a 2{h) = E(G{x + h) - G { x ) ) 2.
( 1.2)
(1.3)
T h e  research is partia lly  su p p o rted  by a N ational University of S ingapore  Research
P ro jec t.
0 0 8 1 -6 9 0 6 /9 6 /$  5.00 © 1996 Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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extended (1.3) to Gaussian processes with stationary increments. Recently,
Marcus and Rosen [5] considered the p-variation of G and obtained that
if er2(/i) is concave on [0, a] and satisfies lim cr(h)/hl/p — c for some p >  2
h—►O
and 0 < c < oo, then for any sequence of partitions {nn} of [0,a] such that 
m ( n n) =  o( 1/ logp/2 n)
(1.4) lim y  \G(xi) -  G(x,-i)\p = acpE\'q\p a.s.
n —►oo ^ 'G^ n
and
a
(1.5) lim V  \G2(xí ) - G 2(x,_1)|p =  E|7?|p(2c)p Í  \G{x)\pdx a.s..
n—mx) —J J£ i G 7T n q
Here, and in the sequel, T) denotes the standard normal random variable. 
For further various aspects of p-variation of Gaussian processes as well as its 
remarkable connection to the local times of symmetric stable processes we 
refer to Marcus and Rosen [6] and the references therein. The aim of this 
note is to weaken the condition on <r2(/i) and to give a more general and 
universal result.
T heorem 1.1. L e t p >  1, {G(i), f > 0} be a mean zero Gaussian process 
with stationary increments. Assume that cr2{h) is non-decreasing. Then for 
any sequence of partitions {7rn} o/[0,a]
( 1.6 ) lim
n —k x ) E (x t -  x ;_ i) |G{xt) -  G(x,_i ap(xi -  x,_]) — = aE\r]\p a.s.
if one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
(A l) o2(h) is concave on [0,a], and m(7r„) =  o((logn)~lv 2); 
(A2) o 2[h) is convex on [0,a + £o] for some £q > 0 , and
max (x{ — Xj_i)2 2 r /o{x l -  x,-_i) =  o(log~ ' n).
T heorem 1.2. Assume that a2(h) is continuous on [0,a] satisfying
ooJ  o(eTz )dzi  < oo.
Then, under the condition of Theorem 1.1 
(1.7)
(z ,--X i_i)|G 2(xx) - G 2(x;_i)|pHm y
77.—►OO • JG7Tn op(x l -  x,_i)
a
a 2pE|p|p J  \G{x)\pdx a.s.
The following results are immediate consequences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
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C o r o l l a r y  1.1. Assume that a 2(h) is non-decreasing and concave on 
[0, a] and satisfies lim /^o (r(h)/ha — c for 0 < a < 1/2 and 0 < c < oo. Then 
for p>  1 and for any sequence of partitions {7rn} o/[0,a] such that m(nn) =
= o((log «)_1V2),
(1.8) lim y  \G{xi) — G{xi_\)\p(xi — Xi - \Y~pa = acv'Ej\ri\p a.s.
n —>oo ^ J
and
(1.9)
a
lim V  | G 2 ( x , )  —  G 2 ( x , _ i ) | p ( x t  — x , _ i ) 1 _ p o '  = aE\r]\p(2c)p Í
n —►oo z J  Jf  CZ TT **
\G(x)\pdx a.s..
C o r o l l a r y  1 .2 .  Assume that ct2 ( /i ) is non-decreasing and convex on
[0, a +  Eq] for some Eo > 0 and satisfies lim a(h) /ha = c for 1/2 < a  < 1 and
h  —► 0
0 < c < oo . Then for 1 < p < 2/(2a — 1) and for any sequence of partitions 
{7rn} o/[0,a] such that m(7T„) = o^(log n)_1/(1_2or+1A2/p)V
(1.10) lim Y  \G(xi) — G (x,_i)|p(xt — i ,_ 1)1_pQ = acpE\r]\p a.s.
n — Kx> •  J  
x  t €  7T n
( 1. 11)
a
lim V  |G2(x ,) -G 2(a:,_1)|p(xI- z t_1)1- po = aE|7?|p(2c)p /  |G (x)|p(ia: a.s..
n —►oo * ^  I
XtGTTn q
In particular, for any sequence of partitions {7rn} o/[0,a] suc/i that m(7r„) — 
= o((log n)_1/i2(1-“))),
(1.12) lim y  |G(xt) - G ( x t_1) |1/ “ =  ac1/°E|7?|1/a a.s.
n —►oo * ^
X , € tt n
(1.13)
a
lim y |G2( x . ) - G 2(x,_1) |1/° =  aE|r?|1/“ (2c)1/a / |G ( x ) |1/odx a.s..
n —k oo * J  JXiEirn q
Applying Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2 to the fractional Brownian motion, we 
have
C orollary  1.3. Let { G ( f ) , i ^ 0 }  be the fractional Brownian motion of 
order a, 0 < a < 1, that is, a{h) =  ha. Let 1 < p < 2/ max{(2a — 1), 0} and
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rP,a =  m ax(l,p/2) /{0<o<i/2} +  1/(1 -  2a +  1 A 2/p) I { i /2<«<i}- Then for any 
sequence of partitions {7Tn} of [0, a] such that m( nn) =  o ((log n)~TP’a),
lim y  |G(xt) — G(x,_i)|p(xt- — x ,_ i)1_pa = a E\q\p a.s.
71— K X ) ^ — JXi£irn
a
lim y \G2(xl) - G 2{xl_ l )\p(xt - x t- 1)1- pa = a2p E\ri\p j \G{x)\pdx a.s..n—►oo ^—J J
q
In particular, for any sequence of partitions {7rn} of[0,a] such that m(nn) = 
=  o((log n)-1/(2rmn(“,1—“))),
lim y  \G(x{) -  G{xl-.i)\l^a =  a E\r}\l^a a.s.
n — > oo J  
x t £ 7 r n
a
lim V  |G2(aq) -  G 2(xt_ i) |1/a = a 21/a E |t?|1/q [  \G(x)\1/adx a.s.. n—> oo —* JX{ £7Tn q
Corollary 1.1 with p =  1 / a  coincides Theorem 1.2 of Marcus and Rosen [5]. 
The results in (1.8) and (1.10) for p — 2 overlap Theorem 2 of Giné and Klein
[3], but the assumption here looks simpler. We believe results (1.12) and
(1.13) are new.
2. Proof
We start with preliminary lemmas, some of which are of independent 
interest.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (X , Y ) be a normal random vector with EX  = E Y  =  0. 
Then
E|X |P|Y |P < E |X |PE|Y|P + CP |EXY| E |X |P_1 E|Y|P_1
for p > 1, where Cp = 2P(1 +  E|7y|2p/(E|?7|p_1)2) and rj is the standard normal 
random variable.
PROOF. Put p = E ( X Y )  / E Y 2. Using the elementary inequality 
(1 +  x)p < 1 +  2p(z + xp) for every x > 0
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and noting that X  — pY  and Y  are independent, we have 
E |X |p|y |p =  E|X -  PY  + PY\p\Y\p
< E (|X  -  p F |p +  2p {\X -  pY\P~x\pY\ + |p y |p}) |y |p
=  e \x  -  />y|pE |y |p + 2P {|p| e \x  -  p Y |p- JE |y |p+1 +  |p|p E |y |2p} 
^ E|X|pE |y |p +  2P {|p|p(E y2)pE|77|2p
+ (EX2 -  p2E y2)(p- 1)/2(E y2)(p+1)/2E|7?|p- 1E|r/|p+1}
< E |X |pE |y |p +  2P { |EX y|pE|7/|2p+  |EXy| E |X |P_1 E |y |p- ’ }
 ^ E |X |pE |y |p +  2p{|E X y|(E X 2E y 2)(p- 1)/2E|r/|2p
y lE x y iE ix ip -^ iy ip -1}
=  E |X |pE |y |p +  2p|E X y |E |X |p- 1E |y |p- 1{l + E|r/|2p/(E |r?|p- 1)2}
as desired.
L emma 2.2. Let B  =  {bxj) be an n x  n real symmetric matrix. Then for 
any x =  (x1?. . .  , i n)
( 2 . 1) x B x' S ^  xib{,
i =  1
where b* = * =  1 ,2 ,. . .  , n.
P r o o f . Let B* be a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements {6*}.  It is 
well-known that B* — B  is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. Hence
(2.1) follows. □
L emma 2.3. Let p ^  1, and {£,, 1 ^  i < n} be a Gaussian sequence with 
mean zero. Then for any x > 0 and any sequence of positive numbers 
{a,, 1 ^ i ^ n}
n  \ 1 / p /  n  \  1 / p
( 2 . 2)
<
1 =  1
2 exp I -
e  5 > i & r
0  =  1
>  X
i f  \ < P < 2 ,  
i f  p Z  2
2 (  a 2 / ( 2 - p ) p p / ( 2 - p ) ^ ( 2 - P ) / P  J
2l^  ,■£ ( .? '.„ > )
where pt = Yl]=i |E& fj |, i = 1 ,2 ,...  , n.
P roof. Put q — p / { p -  1) and define IH |7 = ($3"=i l&il9)1^ 9 for b 
(bi,... ,bn). It is well-known that
( n  \  ! / P  n
X ] a‘i^ ip ) =  sup 
í= í /  iw u s i^ i
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By Borel’s inequality, we have 
i \  ! /p i / p
W=1 /  V 1=1
(2.3) = p (i sup  yzai/pb'b-e  sup  x x l /p ^ i =
V mur
<2 exp ( —
> x
i=i uS1t=i
2 sup E ( i t  a}/Pbitii)2
Let B  =  (p,j) be the covariance matrix of (£ i,. . .  ,£n) and
y = ( a \ /vbi , . . . , aiJ p bn).
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
n
sup E ( ^ a J /p 6 ,ft)2= sup y 5  y'
3<1 1 = 1 J<1
< sup a2/,p b2i P i
i ^ 1 i=i
(2.4) <
<
SUP | | - 1 I 9
||6 ||,il \«=1
sup max(a2/pp,)||6||
■II,Si * = n
E ( a ? /pPi)1/il- 2/,)
2 —  1
,  2 / p  \max(at />,)
£ ( a ? /p/>i)1/(1- 2/,)
1 - 2/9
1 - 2 /9
if l< p < 2 ,  
if p> 2
if l < p < 2 ,  
if p > 2 .
This proves (2.2), by (2.3) and (2.4).
From the Hölder inequality it follows immediately that
(2.5) e  2 > i f c i
i / p
,lp 1 < y z  a«Eiííi
,t=i ,t=i
Our next lemma gives a lower bound of E( X^"=i ai |£t'|p)
i / p
, i c . i pH / p
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Lemma 2.4. Let p^. 1, {£,, 1 < i ^  n} be a Gaussian sequence with mean 
zero. Then for any sequence of positive numbers {a,, 1 £ i ^ n}
E ( ^ a t |6 |p)1/P
i=i
( 2 . 6 )
S.t =  l
( l - p ) / p
^ E a‘ E|f.-r l +  Cp £ a ? E | e , f ' " W  J > E K , f
1 =  1 .1=1
where pt =  ]T)”=1 |Efj£j|, am/ Cv is defined as in Lemma 2.1.
P r o o f . By the Lyapunov inequality, for any random variable X
(E|A'|p)2p~1 < (E|AT|)p(E|A'|2p)<p' 1).
Hence,
.1=1
(2.7)
2yp-i)/p
( 2p - l ) /p
( E ( E r , .« . - i f i i ' ) )
( e ?=, « .E ii.r )
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have
e ( x > | & | p)  =  ( £ a iE|fc|p>) + E ^ a , ( | e , | p - E |6 |p)
,1=1 ,i=i ,i=i
( 2 .8)
< ( J > E | £ | P +  Cp Y ,  aia i E |& r 1E | ^ r 1|E£1£i |
/ 1 = hj = n,i=l
<  5 > , E | £ | P  + C P  Y  ^ ( E l e . r 1 ) ^ .
\ i = l  /  l < i < n
< ( ^ a t E |i , |p)  +  Cp Y  a?E |£,|2p- V
<1 = 1 /  1 =1 = n
(2.6) now follows from (2.7) and (2.8). □
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P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1 .1 .  We first collect two facts:
(A) If er2(h) is concave on [0, a],then
E(G(®2) - G ( zi ))(G(z4) - G ( i 3)) ^ 0  for 0 < xx < x2 < z 3 < x4 < a;
(B) If cr2(h) is convex on [0, a + £o] for some £o > 0- then
E(G (® 2)-G (*x))(G(®4)-G (® 3))> 0  for 0 ^ x 1< x 2^ x 3 < x 4 <a  
and there is K  > 0 such that
a 2(x +  y) — <72(x) < K y  for all 0 ^ x < x  + y<a.
Let
{xi -  ®j_i)|G(®,-) -  G(xj_i)|p
i / p
pt =  Y |E(G(®l) - G ( x t_1))(G(®J) - G ( a:, _ 1))|,
(2 - p ) / p
Xjdirn
(  / J j - g . - i  \ 2 / (2—p) p / ( 2 - p A
1 2-, Upix.-r,-!)-1 Pi )
\ x , ei r „  /
max 
2-1
X j - X j - x  \ 2 / p/  , , _ l
r I V X , _ l  ) '
for 1 < p < 2, 
for p>  2.
We below prove that
(2.9) <5„ =  o(l/log  n) as n —>oo.
The proof is formulated into two cases.
Case 1. a2 is concave on [0,a]. From (A) we get
Pí =(t2(x í - xí- i ) -  Y  E(G (X*) -G(®,-_x))(G(®j) - G ( x j - i ) )
j t^,Xj6rr„
(2.10) = ct2 ( x ; -  X i - 1 ) -  E(G(®i) -  G(®i_i))(G(a) -  G(®,))
-  E(G(®,-) -  G(®,-_1))(G(xi_1) -  G(0))
^2cr2(xt -  Xj_i).
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Thus, by (Al)
( 2 . 11)
<1
e  (^ : 1))2/(2- p)( ^ 2(^, -  * .-- i))^ a-rt)
\  (2-p)/p
x,evn J
2/pmax 2ct2(xí -  X{_C ( 3:1-1 , )r.eTTn V - * u  WPÍx.-r,-,)/
/  \  (2-p)/p
2 ( E  (x i -  x i - i ) 2^ 2~ p ) j  for 1 ^ p < 2
V *.671-71 /
for 1 ^ p < 2 
for p > 2
2 max (x, — x,_i)2/p for p > 2
/  \  (2—p)/p
^  2m(7Tn) í £  ( x . - x . - i ) )  f o r l< p < 2
2m(7rn)2/p for p > 2
= o ( l / log n).
This proves (2.9).
Case 2. a 2 is convex on [0,a +  £o]- Using (B), we have
*  =  E ( G ( x , - ) - < ? ( * . - , ) )  £  ( G f o J - G f o - O )
X j
( 2 . 12) =  E ( G ( x , - ) - G ( x . _ 1 ) ) ( G ( a ) - G ( 0 ) )
= ^(ff2( a -  z ,- i)  -  a 2( a -  Xi) + a 2{x,) - o 2(xt_1)) 
^ K  (x{ -  x,-_i).
Similar to (2.11), by (A2) 
(2.13)
\  (2—p)/p
E  (^»7-»Tl,))2/(2~P)(Ar(a;» ~  ^ - i ) ) p/(2~p) ) f o r l < p < 2I GtTti /6n < I '  X
A' 5 g *  <*■ ^  for p > 2
(  -  * - ) ) i/|2 - ’,> for l <f ><2
A' max (^ -^ -U 1+2/p
X»6 TTn ^ vx* *•“ l)
for p > 2
= o (l/lo g  n),
which follows (2.9), too.
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From Lemma 2.3 and (2.9) we obtain for any e > 0
(2.14)
E
\x,£ir r
(xi -  xt_1)|G(x1) -  G (x ,_ i)|p
i / p
aP(xi -  Xi-i) — E„
> £
= 2 exp ( ) = 2 exp
£2 log n 
o(l)
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma
(2.15) Urn ( V
n — ►OO \  ^ '
\ x , e 7 r ,
Since
E ■'
X i  G t tn
i Ip
{xi -  j , - i )1G(j ,-) -  G ( j t- i ) |p
(TP(Xi-Xi-i)
(xi ~ Xt-i)E|G(ji) -  G(a?i-i)|p ^  a E|jj|p 
ap(x i — X{-1)
to finish the proof, by (2.14) and (2.5), it suffices to show that 
(2.16) liminfET„ ^ (a E |7 ?|p)1/p.
n —►oo
In terms of (2.10) and (2.12), we have
{xi -  z t_ i)2E|G{xi) -  G (xi_1)|2p_2
E~ =  0 a.s..
E
Ei^ 'R'n
= E |t?|2p- 2 Y .
(2.17) <<
X , d T n  
)
a2p(xi -  xt_i)
( X j  -  X j - i ) ' 2 p t 
a2{xz -  !)
' 2E| 7712p 2 £  (xt -  Xj_! )2 if <j2 is concave
2 i < m ^  T . i f «■
x ,6 7 r „
2 is convex
2 a E|77|2p 2m(irn) 
2 a K  E| 7712p—' 
= o(l) as n —>00
if <t2 is concave
7v l7 |  2 max j  if ct2 is convexx,€irn a xi—1)
Hence, (2.15) holds, by Lemma 2.4 and (2.16).
The proof is now complete. □
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.2. The proof follows from that of Theorem 1.2 
of Marcus and Rosen [5].
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AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO THE WIENER PROCESS 
AND STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS
T . SZ A B A D O S
Dedicated to P. R évész  f o r  his sixtieth birthday
A b s t r a c t
An elem en tary  construction  of the W iener process is discussed, based  on a  proper 
sequence of sim ple sym m etric  random  walks th a t  uniformly converge on b o u n d ed  in ter­
vals, w ith p robab ility  1. T h is m ethod  is a  sim plification  of F.B. K n igh t’s an d  P. R évész’s. 
T he  sam e sequence is applied to give e lem en tary  (Lebesgue-type) defin itions of Itő  and 
S tratonov ich  sense stochastic  integrals and to  prove the basic Itő form ula. T h e  resu lt­
ing app rox im ating  sum s converge w ith p ro b ab ility  1. As a by-product, new  e lem entary  
proofs are given for som e properties of th e  W iener process, like the a lm ost su re  non-dif- 
feren tiab ility  of th e  sam ple-functions. T he  p u rp o se  of using elem entary m e th o d s  alm ost 
exclusively is twofold: first, to  provide an in tro d u c tio n  to  these topics for a  w ide audience; 
second, to  c rea te  an approach well-suited for generalization  and for a tta c k in g  otherw ise 
hard  problem s.
1. Introduction
The Wiener process is undoubtedly one of the most important stochas­
tic processes, both in the theory and in the applications. Originally it was 
introduced as a mathematical model of Brownian motion, a random zigzag 
motion of microscopic particles suspended in liquid, discovered by the En­
glish botanist Brown in 1826. An amazing number of first class scientists like 
Bachelier, Einstein, Smoluchowski, Wiener, and Levy, to mention just a few, 
contributed to the theory of Brownian motion. In the course of the evolu­
tion of probability theory it became clear that the Wiener process is a basic 
tool for many limit theorems and also a natural model of many phenomena 
involving randomness, like noise, random fluctuations or perturbations.
The Wiener process is a natural model of Brownian motion. It describes 
a random, but continuous motion of a particle, subjected to the influence of a 
large number of chaotically moving molecules of the liquid. Any displacement 
of the particle over an interval of time as a sum of many almost independent 
small influences is normally distributed with expectation zero and variance 
proportional to the length of the time interval. Displacements over disjoint 
time intervals are independent.
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification.  P rim a ry  60J65, 60H05; Secondary  60J15, 
60F15.
K ey  words and  phrases.  Brownian m otion, W iener process, random  walks, s to ch as tic  
integrals, Itő  form ula.
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The most basic types of stochastic integrals were introduced by K. Itö and 
R. L. Stratonovich as tools for investigating stochastic differential equations, 
that is, differential equations containing random functions. Not surprising­
ly, the Wiener process is one of the corner stones the theory of stochastic 
integrals and differential equations was built on.
Stochastic differential equations are applied under similar conditions as 
differential equations in general. The advantage of the stochastic model is 
that it can accommodate noise or other randomly changing input and effects, 
which is a necessity in many applications. When solving a stochastic differ­
ential equation one has to integrate a function with respect to the increments 
of a stochastic process like the Wiener process. In such a case the classical 
methods of integration cannot be applied directly because of the “strange” 
behaviour of the increments of the Wiener and similar processes.
A main purpose of this paper is to provide an elementary introduction 
to the aforementioned topics. The discussion of the Wiener process is based 
on a nice, natural construction of P. Révész [6, Section 6.2], which is essen­
tially a simplified version of F.B. Knight’s [4, Section 1.3]. We use a proper 
sequence of simple random walks that converge to the Wiener process. Then 
an elementary definition and discussion of stochastic integrals is given, based 
on [8], which uses the same sequence of random walks.
The level of the paper is (hopefully) available to any good student who 
has taken a usual calculus sequence and an introductory course in probability. 
Ourgeneral reference will be W. Feller’s excellent, elementary textbook [2]. 
Anything that goes beyond the material of that book will be discussed here in 
detail. I would like to convince the reader tha t these important and widely 
used topics are natural and feasible supplements to a strong introductory 
course in probability; this way a much wider audience could get acquainted 
with them. However, I have to warn the non-expert reader that “elementary” 
is not a synonym of “easy” or “short” .
To encourage the reader it seems worthwhile to emphasize a very useful 
feature of elementary approaches: in many cases, elementary methods are 
easier to generalize or to attack otherwise hard problems.
2. Random walks
The simplest (and crudest) model of Brownian motion is a simple sym­
metric random walk in one dimension, hereafter random walk for brevity.
A particle starts from the origin and steps one unit either to the left or to 
the right with equal probabilities 1/2, in each unit of time. Mathematically, 
we have a sequence X \ , X 2 , ■ . • of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with
P {X n =  1} = P {X n = — l} =  l /2  (n = 1 ,2 ,...) ,
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and the position of the particle at time n (that is, the random walk) is given 
by the partial sums
( 1 )  So =  0 ,  Sn =  A"i +  X 2 +  • • • +  X n ( n  = l , 2 , . . . ) .
The notation X{n)  and S{n) will be used instead of X n and Sn where it 
seems to be advantageous.
A bit of terminology: a stochastic process is a collection Z (t) (t G T ) 
of random variables defined on a sample space Q. Usually T  is a subset 
of the real line and t is called “time” . An important concept is that of a 
sample-function, that is, a randomly selected path of a stochastic process. 
A sample-function of a stochastic process Z(t) can be denoted by Z(f;u;), 
where u> G is fixed, but the “time” t is not.
To visualize the graph of a sample-function of the random walk one can 
use a broken line connecting the vertices (77, 5n), 77 =  1 ,2 ,. . .  (Figure 1). 
This way the sample-functions are extended from the set of the non-negative 
integers to continuous functions on the interval [0,oo):
(2) S(t) = S(n)  +  (t -  n )X n+i ( n < t < n  + l; 77 = 0 ,1 ,2 ,. . .) .
Fig. 1. The graph o f  a sam ple- func tion  o f  S ( t ) .
It is easy to evaluate the expectation and variance of Sn:
(3) E(Sn) = Y, E(*k) =  0, Var(5„) =  £  E(Xfc2) =  77.
k=l k—\
The distribution of Sn is a linearly transformed symmetric binomial dis­
tribution [2, Section III,2], Each path (broken line) of length n has proba­
bility 1/2". The number of paths going to the point (77, r) from the origin is 
equal to the number of choosing (77 + r)/2  steps to the right out of n steps. 
Consequently,
P { S n  =  r " )(77 +  r) /  2/
1
2"
(|r| < 77).
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The binomial coefficient here is considered to be zero when n + r is not 
divisible by 2. Equivalently, S n =  2Bn -  n, where B n is a symmetric [p — 1/2) 
binomial random variable, P {B n = k} = (£)2~n.
An elementary computation shows that for n large, the binomial dis­
tribution can be approximated by the normal distribution, see [2, Section 
VII,2], W hat is shown there tha t for even numbers n = 2u and r =  2k, if 
n —> oo and |r| < / i n =  o(n2/ 3), one has
( 4 ) P {S n = r} =
n \  1 
(n +  r) /2 y  2n
2V
v + kJ 22" vAFT
2h<j>(rh),
where h =  \ / \ /n  and 4>(x) =  \f2/K)e~x212 ( —oo < x < oo), the standard
normal density function. Note that for odd numbers n =  2u+ 1 and r = 2k +  1
(4) can be proved similarly as for even numbers.
Here and later we adopt the usual notations an ~  bn for lim an/bn = 1
n — KX>
(an and bn are asymptotically equal), and an — o(bn) for lim an/bn = 0.
n —►oo
Equation (4) easily implies a special case of the central limit theorem and 
of the large deviation theorem [2, Sections VII,3 and 6]:
T heorem  1. (a) For any real x fixed and n —* oo we have 
P { S n/y/n <;x}
where $(x) = (l/\/27r) J e  “2/ 2 du ( — oo < x < oo) is the standard normal 
distribution function.
(b) If n —> oo and x n —>• oo so that xn =  o{nl /&), then
P { Sn/ y / n  > xn} ~  1 -  $(£„),
P {Sn/y /n  £ - x n} ~4>(-xn) =  1 -  4>(xn). □
For us the most essential statement of the theorem is that when xn goes 
to  infinity (slower than n 1/6), then the two sides of (6) tend to zero equally 
fast, in fact very fast. For, to estimate 1 — 4>(x) for x large, one can use the 
following inequality, see [2, Section VII,1],
(5) l - 4 > ( a : ) < — \ = e ~x2/2 (x > 0 ).
X \J  2 7T
Thus fixing an e > 0, say e=  1/2, there exists an integer no > 0 such that
( 6 ) P 2 ( !  +  C) - x l / 2  <  - x l / 2
XnV 2 t
for n > no, whenever x n —^ oo and xn = »(n1' 6) as n —» oo. It is important to 
observe that though Sn can take on every integer from - n  to n with positive 
probability, the event { |Sn | > xny/n} is negligible as n - to o .
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But what can we do if n does not go to oo, or if the condition x n = o(n*/6) 
does not hold? Then a simple, but still powerful tool, Chebyshev’s inequality 
can be used. A standard form of Chebyshev’s inequality [2, Section IX,6] is
P { \ X - E ( X ) \ > t } ^ ^ ^ - ,
for any t > 0, supposing Var (A) is finite. An other form that can be proved 
similarly is
(7) n m s o s S M
for any t > 0 if E(A) is finite. If the kth moment of X , E ( X k) is finite (A: > 0), 
then one can apply (7) to \X\k getting
P { |x |> < } = p { |x |fc^ i fc} < ^ 0 ,
for any t > 0.
One can even get an upper bound going to 0 exponentially fast as t —► oo 
if E(e”;''), the moment generating function of X , is finite for some u0 > 0. 
For then, by (7),
(8) P { X > t }  = P {u0X > u 0t} = P {eUoX >eUot} < e - UotE(eUoX), 
for any t > 0.
Analogously, if E(e-Uo*) is finite for some uq > 0, then
(9) P {A' < - t }  = P { - u 0X  > u0t} = P {e~UoX > eUo<} < e - UotE{e~UoX),
for any t > 0. Combining (8) and (9), one gets
(10) P {\X\ > <} = P {A' > t} + P {X < - t }  < e~Uot (E(eu°x ) +  E(e“u°x )) ,
for any t > 0 if the moment generating function is finite both at u0 and at 
- u 0.
Now, it is easy to find the moment generating function of one step of the 
random walk:
E(euXk) = eu(l/2) + e"“(l/2 ) =  cosh u.
Hence, using the independence of the steps, one obtains the moment gener­
ating function of the random walk Sn as
E(euS" ) =  E(eu £*=i ) = E( ]^[ euXk) =  (cosh u)n
' k=l
(—o o < u < o o , n > 0 ).
Since cosh u is an even function and cosh 1 < 2, (10) implies that 
P {I I > f} ^ 2 -2 ne - ‘ ( i>  0, n > 0).( 1 2 )
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3. Waiting times
In the sequel we need the distribution of the random time r  when a 
random walk first hits either the point x = 2 or —2:
(13) t  =  T\ =  min {n : |Sn| =  2} .
To find the probability distribution of r, imagine the random walk as a 
sequence of pairs of steps. These (independent) pairs can be classified either 
as a “return”: (1 ,-1) or ( — 1, 1), or as a “change of magnitude 2” : (1,1) or 
( - 1 , - 1 ) .  Both cases have the same probability 1/2.
Clearly, it has zero probability that r  is equal to an odd number. The 
event { r  = 2j}  occurs exactly when j  — 1 “returns” are followed by a “change 
of magnitude 2”. Because of the independence of the pairs of steps, P {r =  2 j }  
=  1 /2 J . It means that r = 2 Y , where Y  has geometric distribution with pa­
rameter p — 1/2,
(14) P {r  =  2 j} =  P {T = j } = 1 /2J ( j>  1).
Hence,
(15) E(r) = 2 E ( y )= 2 ( l /p ) = 4 , Var(r) = 22V ar(y) =  22(1 -  p)/p2 =  8.
An important consequence is that with probability 1, a random walk 
sooner or later hits 2 or —2:
OO
P { r< o o }  =  £ ( l /2 > )  =  l.
j  =  1
It is also quite obvious tha t
(16) P { 5 ( r ) = 2 }  = P{S(r) = -2 }  =  l/2 .
This follows from the symmetry of the random walk. If we reflect S( t ) 
to the time axis, the resulting process S*(t) is also a random walk. Its 
corresponding r* is equal to r , and the event {5*(r) =  2} is the same as 
{S (r) =  —2}. Since S*(t) is just the same sort of random walk as S(f), we 
have P {S*(r) = 2} =  P { 5 (r)  =  2} as well.
Another way to show (16) is to use the fact that the waiting time r  has 
countable many possible values and for any specific value we have symmetry:
OO
P (S (r)  = 2} = £  P {S(2j )  = 2 \ r  = 2 j } ? { r  = 2j}
3=1
OO
P{A2j - 2i ^ 2 ] = ^2j - l  = 1 I A.2 J- 2 , = X 2j - 1} P{r =  2j }
3=1
OO
= ( l / 2 ) £ P { r  =  2j} = l/2 ,
3= 1
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where A 2 J- 2  denotes the event that each of the first j  — 1 pairs is a “return” , 
i.e. A 2j ~ 2  — { X 2  =  — X \ , . . .  , X 2J- 2  = —^ 2.7—3}, A 0  = 0.
We mention that (16) illustrates a consequence of the so-called optional 
sampling theorem, too: E(S(t)) = 2P {5(r) =  2} + (-2)P  {5(r) = — 2} = 0, 
which is the same as the expectation of S(t).
We also need the probability of the event that a random walk starting 
from the point x =  1 hits x = 2 before hitting x =  — 2. This is equal to the con­
ditional probability P {S(r) =  2 | X\  =  1}. If X j  = 1, then X 2 = 1 with proba­
bility 1/2, and then r  = 2 and S(r) = 2 as well: P {S(r) = 2, r  = 2 | Xj =  1} = 
=  1/ 2.
On the other hand, if X \  = 1, then r  > 2 if and only if X2 =  — 1, with 
probability 1/2. that is, at the second step the walk returns the origin and 
starts “from scratch” . Then by (16), it has probability 1/2 that the random 
walk hits 2 sooner than —2: P (5 (r) = 2, r  > 2 | A'i = 1 } = 1 /4. Therefore
P {5 (r) = 2 |X 1 =  l}
(17) = P {S (r) =  2 ,r  =  2 |X 1 = l} + P {S (r) =  2 , r > 2 |X 1 = l}
=  (1 /2 )+  (1/4) = 3/4.
It also follows then that
(18) P {S(r)  =  - 2  I Xt  =  1} =  1 -  (3/4) = 1/4.
(16), (17), and (18) are special cases of ruin probabilities [2, Section XIV,2]. 
For example, it can be shown that the probability that a random walk hits 
the level a > 0 before hitting the level -b  < 0 is b/(a +  b).
Extending definition (13) of r , for k — 1 ,2 ,. . .  we recursively define
Tit+i = min {n : n > 0, |5(Tfc +  n) — S(Tk) \ = 2} ,
where
(19) Tk = T(k) = 7-1 + r2-|------ h rk.
Then each rk has the same distribution as t  — t \ .  For,
P {1++1 = 2 j  | Tk =  2m}
= P{  min {n : n > 0, |S(2m + n) -  S(2m)| =  2} = 2 j  \ Tk = 2 m ]
= P { min {n :n > 0, |5(n)| = 2} = 2 j}  = P {rj =  2j }  = 1/2J,
where k ^  1, j  > 1, and m  1 are arbitrary. The second equality above 
follows from two facts. First, each increment 5(2m +  n) — 5(2m) is inde­
pendent of the event {Tk =  2m}, because the increment depends only on the 
random variables X{ (2m +  1 ^ i ^ 2m +  n), while the event {7*, = 2m} is 
determined exclusively by the random variables X t (1 < i < 2m), the cor­
responding “past” . Second, each increment 5(2m +  n) — S(2m) has the
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same distribution as 5(n), since both of them is a sum of n independent 
X t . Hence, T £ + x  is independent of Tk  (and also of any r t , i  £  k), so indeed, 
P { r fc+1= 2 j }  =  l/2 '‘ ( j > l ) .
We also need the distribution of the random time Tk required by k 
changes of magnitude 2 along the random walk. In other words, 5 ( t ) hits 
even integers (different from the previous one) exclusively at the time in­
stants TX,T2, . . . .  To find the probability distribution of Tk, imagine the 
random walk again as a sequence of independent pairs of steps, “returns” 
and “changes of magnitude 2” , both types having probability 1/2. The num­
ber of cases the event {Tk = 2j }  (j k) can occur is equal to the number 
of choices of k — 1 pairs out of j  — 1 where a change of magnitude 2 occurs, 
before the last pair, which is necessarily a change of magnitude 2. Therefore
(20) P {T , =  2 j } = ^ “ 1i ^  ( ] > k > l ) .
It means that Tk = 2Nk, where Nk has a negative binomial distribution with 
p = 1/2 [2, Section VI,8].
All this also follows from the fact that Nk = Tk/2 is the sum of k indepen­
dent, geometrically distributed random variables with parameter p =  1/2, see
(14) and (19): Nk = Y\ + Y 2  -\------ \-Yk {Yj = Tj/2). Then Tk is finite valued
with probability 1 and the expectation and variance of Tk easily follows from
(15) and (19):
(21) E(Ijt) = fcE(r) = 4k, Var(Tfc) = lcVar(r) = 8 k.
It is worth mentioning that Tk is a stopping time for each k > 1. By def­
inition, it means that any event of the form {Tk 5Í j }  depends exclusively on 
the corresponding “past” S(t) In other words, S i , . . .  ,S j  determine
whether {Tk ^ j }  occurs or not.
Fortunately, the central limit and the large deviation theorems (see The­
orem 1) can be proved for negative binomial distributions in the same fashion 
as for binomial distributions.
THEOREM 2. (a) For any real x fixed and k —» oo we have
P
Tk — 4k \
Vsk = x J
—» 4>(a:).
(b) If  k —» oo and Xk —> o o  so that Xk = o(A:1/ 6) ,  then 
Tk - 4 k  ) . .
>  X k \  ~  1 -  $ ( £ * : ) ,
y/8 k
j Tk^y^ k = ~Xk j ~ $(“**) = 1 - $(**:)•
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P r o o f . The normal approximation (4) is applicable to  negative bino­
mial distributions, too: if r  =  2 j  and k —> oo, then
P {Tk =  r} =  J  -  =  -  (
( 22)
11
2 y / x ( j -  l) /2  
1
exp
exp
( J j z f z l '
\  U -  l)/2
(r — 4fc -f 2) 2
— 2) V 4r -  8 
supposing |2k — j  — 1| — o((j — l)2/3), or equivalently,
(23) \ r - 4 k \  = o(k2/3).
A routine computation shows that (22) is asymptotically equal to
\/4k',
: exp
(r — 4 k)‘ 
16 k
when k —> oo and (23) holds. Therefore we get an analogue of (4): if k oo 
and r is any even number such that |r — 4k\ < Kk — o(k2/3),
(24) P {Tk = r} ~  2hcf)((r — 4fc)/i), h = l / V 8 k,
where (p denotes the standard normal density function.
Then in the same way as the statements of Theorem 1 are obtained from 
(4) in [2, Sections VII,3 and 6] one can get the present theorem from (24). 
Here we recall only the basic step of the argument:
f Tl. — 4k 1
P u i ^  — .— 2 hcp((r — 4 k)h)
{r : x i < ( r  —  4k ) h ^ X2, r  is even}
*2
-> J <p(t)dt = $ ( x 2) -  $(zi),
X l
for any aq, x 2, when -> 00 and so /i —> 0. The simple meaning of this is that 
Riemann sums converge to the corresponding integral. □
In the same manner as the large deviation inequality (6) was obtained 
for Sni Theorem 2(b) and (5) imply a large deviation type inequality for T*,:
(25)
- { I v i r h } ^ '
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for k >  ko, supposing X k  —> oo and X k  = o{kx/6) as k —> oo.
Like in case of Sn, with Tk too we need a substitute for the large devia­
tion inequality if the assumptions k —> oo or Xk = o(k1'6) do not hold. The 
moment generating function of rn is simple:
(26) E(e“T") =  E
3 =  1
e2u/ 2 
1 -  (e2u/2)
1
2 e~2u -  1 ’
This function is finite if u < log \/2. Here and afterwards log denotes loga­
rithm with base e.
Now the moment generating function of Tk follows from the independence 
of the rn’s as
(27)
E ( e B r f c )  =  E ( e u S n = i T " )  =  E ( ] ]  e “ T " )  =  ( 2 e ~ 2 u  -  l ) " fc
71= 1
(it < log\/2, k > 0).
We also need the moment generating function of the centered and “nor­
malized” random variable (Tk — 4/c)/\/8, whose expectation is 0 and variance 
is k\
(28) E (eu(T,-4fc)/v/8) _ c 4 k u / y / 8 E(e7Wx/8) _  ^2eu/v^
for u  < \/2log 2 and k > 0. Since (28) is less than 2 k  for it =  ± 1 /2 , the 
exponential Chebyshev’s inequality (10) implies that
(29) P { |r* -4 fc |/> /8 > < }  < 2 - 2 k e ~ t / 2  (t>0,  k>0).
4. From random walks to the Wiener process:
“twist and shrink”
Our construction of the Wiener process is based on P. Révész’s one, [6, 
Section 6.2], which in turn  is a simpler version of F.B. Knight’s [4, Section 
1.3]. The advantage of this method over the several known ones is that it is 
very natural and elementary.
We will define a sequence of approximations to the Wiener process, each 
of which is a “twisted and shrunk” random walk, a refinement of the previous 
one. It will be shown th a t this sequence converges to a process having the 
properties characterizing the Wiener process.
Imagine that we observe a particle undergoing Brownian motion. In the 
first experiment we observe the particle exclusively when it hits points with
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integer coordinates j  £ Z. Suppose that it happens exactly at the consecutive 
time instants 1 ,2 ,__  To model the graph of the particle between the ver­
tices so obtained the simplest idea is to join them by straight line segments 
like in Figure 1. Therefore the first approximation is
B0 {t) = S0 {t) = S(t),
where t>  0 real and S(t) is a random walk defined by (1) and (2).
Suppose that in the second experiment we observe the particle when it 
hits points with coordinates j /2 (j £ Z), in the third experiment when it hits 
points with coordinates j / 22 (j £ Z), etc. To model the second experiment 
one idea is to take a second random walk 5j(f), independent of the first one, 
and shrink it.
Then the first problem that arises is the relationship between the time 
and space scales: if one wants to compress the length of a step into half, 
how much one has to compress the time needed for one step to preserve the 
essential properties of a random walk. Here we recall that by (3), the square 
root of the average squared distance of the random walk from the origin 
after time n is yfn. So shrinking the random walk so that there are n steps 
in one time unit, each step should have a length 1 /  y/n. This way after one 
time unit the square root of the average squared distance of the walk from 
the origin will be around one spatial unit, like in the case of the original 
random walk. It means that compressing the length of one step into 1/2 (or 
in general: l /2 m, m — 1 ,2 ,. . .)  one has to compress the time needed for one 
step into 1/22 (in general: l /2 2m).
The second problem is that sample-functions of B0 (t) and of a shrunk 
version of an independent S i (t ) have nothing to do with each other, the 
second is not being a refinement of the first in general. For example, if 
i?o(l) =  1, then it is equally likely that the first integer the shrunk version 
of 5i(t) hits is +1 or —1.
Hence before shrinking we want to modify 5i (t) so that it hits even inte­
gers 2j  (j  £ Z) (counting the next one only if it is different from the previous 
one) in exactly the same order as So{t) hits the corresponding integers j  £ Z. 
For example, if 5o(l) =  1 and 5o(2) = 2, then the first even integer 5i (t ) hits 
should be 2 and the next one (different from 2) should be 4. Thus if 5j(i) 
hits the first even integer at time T'i(l) and Si(T i(l)) happens to be —2, we 
will reflect every step X\ (k) of 5i(f) for 0 < k < 7 j(l). This way we get a 
modified random walk 5j (t) up to time T\ (1) so that 5j (7j (1)) =  2. Then we 
continue similarly up to time lj(2 ): if the (already modified) walk hit 0 at 
time Xi(2) (instead of 4), then we would reflect the steps Xi(fc) for T i(l) < 
< k T\{2). This modification process, which we will call “twisting” , ensures 
that the next approximation will always be a refinement of the previous one.
Now let us see the construction in detail. It begins with a sequence of 
independent random walks So(t), . . . .  That is, for each m>  0,
(30) Sm(0) = 0, ^ ( n )  = X m(l) + X m(2) +  • • • +  X m(n) ( n ^ l ) ,
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where X m[k) (m 0,k > 1) is a double array of independent, identically 
distributed random variables such that
(31) P { X m(k) =  1} = P {Xm{k) =  — l} =  l/2 .
First we possibly modify Si (t), S2 (t) , . . .  one-by-one, using the “twist” 
method to obtain a sequence of not independent random walks S 2 (t),
. . . ,  each of which is a refinement of the former one. Second, by shrinking 
we get a sequence B 2 ( t ) , . .. approximating the Wiener process.
In accordance with the notation in (19), for m  ^  1, Sm hits even integers 
(different from the previous one) exclusively at the random time instants
Tm(0) = 0, Tm (k) =  7"m(l) + Tm(2) +  • • • +  Tm(k) (A; > 1).
Each random variable Tm(k) has the same distribution as T(k ) =  Tfc 
above, see (20) and (21). T hat is, Tm(k) is the double of a negative binomial 
random variable, with expectation 4k and variance 8 k.
Now we define a suitable sequence of “twisted” random walks Sm(t) 
(m > 1) recursively, using 5 m_i(t), starting with
S 0 (t) = S0 (t) (t> 0).
First we set
5m(0) = 0.
Then for k = 0 ,1 ,. . .  successively and for every n such that Tm(k) < n ^ 
< Tm (k +  1), we take (Figures 2-4)
(32)
X  (n) = l Xm ^  if Srn(Tm(k+ l) )  -  Sm{Tm(k)) = 2Xm- 1(k + l)- 
m \  —X m(n) otherwise.
and
(33) Sm(n) = Sm(n -  1) +  X m(n).
Observe that the stopping times Tm{k) corresponding to Sm(t) are the 
same as the original ones Tm(k) (m > 0, k > 0).
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Lemma 1. For each m  > 0, Sm(f) (t > 0) is a random walk, that is, 
Xm(l) ,X m(2),. . .  is a sequence of independent, identically distributed ran­
dom variables such that
(34) p { x m(n) = l}  = p { x m(rc) = - l }  =  l/2  (n > l) .
P r o o f . We proceed by induction over m  > 0. For m = 0, So{t) =  So(t), 
a random walk by definition. So assume that is a random walk,
where m ^ 1, and see if it implies that Sm(t) is a random walk, too.
It is enough to show that for any n ' t  1 and any Cj =  ±1 (j = l , . . .  ,n) 
we have
(35) P | j f m(l) =  f i , . .. ,X m( n -  l) =  en- 1,X m(n) =  e„J = 1/2"
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Set the events Amir =  | x m(j) = €j, 1 ^  j  ^ r |  for 1 ^  r < n (Amß is the 
sure event by definition) and the random variables A 5^  k = Sm{Trn{k +  1)) — 
— Sm (Tm (k)) for k > 0. The event Am<n-\  determines the greatest integer 
k ^  0 such that Tm{k) ^  n — 1; let us denote this value by k. By (32),
(36)
P {A m)Tl} = ^  '  P I ; X m(n) =  Qfn; A SmK =  o 2 Äm_i (k T 1)  ^ .
o r = ± l
The event ATOjn_i can be written here as Bm n^-iCm,n-h  where
B m , n - \  =  | x m ( j )  =  e j ,  l ^ j ^ T m ( / i ) | ,
Cm,„_i =  {Am(j) =  QCj, Tm(/i) +  1 < j  < n -  1} .
Definition (32) shows th a t is determined by Xm_x(j) (1 < j  < k)
and X m( j ) (1 < j  ^ Tm(/e)) the values of which do not influence anything else 
in (36).
Then we distinguish two cases according to the parity of n.
Case 1 . n is odd. Then n — 1 is even and Sm(Tm(n)) = Sm(n — 1). Fur­
ther, let rm,r = min {j : j  > 0, |5m( r + j )  -  5m(r)| =  2} and A S m(r) =  Sm(r + 
+  Tm,r) ~ Sm(r) for r > 0. Then Sm(Tm(/í+  1)) =  Sm(n -  1 +  rmin_x) and 
A 5 ^  =  A5m(n — 1). These and the argument above shows that in (36)
Am,n-1 is independent of the other terms. Consequently, (36) simplifies as
(37) P { A m,n} = 2 P { A m,n- i } l  Y ,  P {Xm(n) =  e„; ASro(n -  1) =  2/3} ,
2 j£3=±l
since the value of a is immaterial and P |Ä m_x(K+ 1) — ß j  — 1/2, indepen­
dently of everything else here.
Finally, (17) and (18) can be applied to (37):
P {-Tm,n } — P { A m,n— 1 } X
X £  P {ASm(n — 1) =  2/31 A'm(n) =  en} P {X m(n) =  en} 
0 = ± i
= P {Amin- 1} 2 =  2^  ’
independently of cn .
Case 2. n is enen. Then n — 2 is even and the argument in Case 1 could 
be repeated with n — 2 in place of n — 1, with the only exception that in (36)
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we have an additional term X m(n — 1) =  a X m(n — 1). Then instead of (37) 
we arrive at
P  {Am,n}
~  P  { m , n —2 }  Y  P  { ^ m ( n  -  1) =  e „ - i , X m ( n )  =  e „ ;  A S m ( n  -  2) =  2/3}
ß = ± i
(38)
=  P{Am,n_2} ^ Y  P  { A S m (7i -  2) =  2/3 I X m(n -  1) =  €n- i , X m(n) = en} .
Z 0=±i
The conditional probability in (38) is
1 if /3 =  en_ i= e „ ; 0 if - /3  =  en_ i= e n;
1/2 if /3 =  e„_1 = -e„; 1/2 if -  /3 =  en_i = - e n.
Thus the sum in (38) becomes
1 +  0 =  1 if en_ != e n; (1/2) +  (1/2) =  1 if = -e„.
In other words, the value of the sum in (38) is 1, independently of en_i 
and en.
In summary, P{A mi„} =  |P { A 77li„_1} if n is odd and P {AmiTl} = 
^P {Ami„_2} if n is even. Since P {Am 0} =  1, (35) follows. □
We mention that an other possibility to prove Lemma 1 is to introduce 
the random variables Zk =  A._1Xm_1 (&) for k > 1. It can be shown that
Z i,Z 2, . . .  is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random 
variables, P {Zk =  1} = P {Zk = -1} = 1/2, and this sequence is independent 
of the sequence Xm(l), X m(2 ) ,... as well. Then we have X m(n) = Z k X m(n) 
for each n such that Tm(k — 1) < n < Tm(k) (k ^  1) and this implies (35).
The main property that was aimed when we introduced the “twist” 
method easily follows from (32) and (35):
k
Sm(Tm(k)) = Y ,  Sm(Tm(j)) ~ 5m(Tm(j -  1))
(39) T
= ^ 2 Ä m_1(;) =  25m_1(A:),
3 = i
for any m ^ 1 and k > 0.
Now the second step of the approximation comes: “shrinking” . As was 
discussed above, at the mth approximation the length of one step should be
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l /2 m and the time needed for a step should be l /2 2m (Figure 5). So we 
define the mth approximation of the Wiener process by
(40) =  2^£m(<) (i ^ 0, m > 0),
or equivalently, B m(t) — 2~rnSrn(t22m). Basically, Bm(t) is a model of Brow­
nian motion on the set of points x = j / 2m (j £ Z).
Now (39) becomes the following refinement property.
(«>  rTT) ,
for any m  > 1 and k > 0.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to showing the convergence 
of the sequence Brn{t) (m =  0 ,1 ,2 ,. . .) ,  and that the limiting process has the 
characterizing properties of the Wiener process. In proving these our basic 
tools will be some relatively simple, but powerful observations.
First, often in the sequel the following crude, but still efficient estimate 
will be applied:
N  'j TV
3 =1 J 3 = 1
which is valid for arbitrary random variables Z 2 and real number t.
The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 below essentially consist of the application 
of the following large deviation type estimate fulfilled by Sn and (T*. — Ak)/y/& 
according to Theorems 1(b) and 2(b). The previously mentioned exponential 
Chebyshev’s inequalities (12) and (29) will also be used. Note that in the 
next lemma we have a = 2  and h ~  1 for Sn in (12) and a =  2 and 6 = 1 /2  for 
(Tfe-  4*0/78 in (19).
L emma  2. Suppose that for j  > 0, we have E(Zj) = 0, V ar( Z j ) = j ,  and 
with some a > 0 and b > 0,
P {\Zj\ > t } < 2 aJe~bt ( t>  0)
(exponential Chebyshev-type inequality).
Assume as well that there exists a jo > 0 such that for any j  ^.jo,
P [ \ Z j \ / y / j ^ X j )  = e_xJ/2,
whenever Xj —> oo and xj  =  o(j l!&) as j  —> oo (large deviation type inequality).
(42) max Zi > t
1 i j < N  ~
P
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Then for any C > 1,
( 4 3 )  P { o i , f « | Z j l i V 2 C i V I O g J V } S ^ ’
if N  is large enough, N  ^ Nq(C).
P r o o f . The maximum in (43) can be handled by the crude estimate 
(42). Divide the resulting sum into two parts: one that can be estimated by 
a large deviation type inequality, and an other that will be estimated using 
exponential Chebyshev’s inequality. For the large deviation part x 2 will be 
i/2 C log N . Since j  ^ N , j  —F oo implies that N  —> oo, and then Xj —> oo as 
well. If J ^ log4iV, then the condition xJ = o ( j 1/6) holds, too, and the large 
deviation type inequality is applicable. Thus
P< max \ Z j \  >  yj2CN  log N
[ o < j < N  ~
Llog4 N \  /V
Í  Y  2aJ e x p ( - 6 v/2C iV log iv )+  £  P { \Zj\ /y/ j  > y/2C log jv}
j = 0  j = l l o g4 AfJ
< ------ exp flog a log4 N  — b\Z‘2CN  log Ar) +  N  exp(-C  log N)  ^  2 N 1~(
if C > 1 and N  ^ N0 (C). ([xj denotes the greatest integer less than or equal 
to x.) □
Note that the lemma and its proof are valid even when N  is not an 
integer. Here and afterwards we use the convention that if the upper limit 
of a sum is a real value N,  then the sum goes until [-WJ-
We mention that both inequalities among the assumptions of the previ­
ous Lemma 2 hold for partial sums Zj  of any sequence of independent and 
identically distributed random variables with expectation 0, variance 1 and 
a moment generating function which is finite for some rfciio- The fact that an 
exponential Chebyshev-type inequality should hold then can be seen from 
(10) and (11), while the large deviation type estimate is shown to hold e.g. 
in [2, Section XVI,6].
The first Borel-Cantelli lemma [2, Section VIII,3] is also an important 
tool, stating that if there is given an infinite sequence A i ,A 2, . . .  of events 
such that 53m=i P {Am} is finite, then with probability 1 only finitely many 
of the events occur. Or with an other widely used terminology: almost surely 
only finitely many of them will occur.
Now turning to the convergence proof, as the first step, it will be shown 
that the time instants Tm+i (* )/22(m+1) will get arbitrarily close to the time 
instants k /22m =  4fc/22(m+1) as m —> oo. By (41), this means that the next 
approximation not only visits the points x = j / 2 m (j  € Z) in the same order,
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but the corresponding time instants will get arbitrarily close to each other 
as m  —> oo. Remember th a t by (20) and (21), Tm{k) is the double of a 
negative binomial random variable, with expectation 4k and variance 8 k. 
Here Lemma 2 will be applied to (Tm(k) — 4k) /  y/ 8  with N = K 22m. So 
log N  =  log K  + (2 log2)m < 1.5m if m is large enough, m  ^ mo(A'), and then 
y/2CN  log N < V3C K m 2m.
L em m a  3. (a) For any C > 1, K  > 0, and for any m  ^  m0(C, K) we have 
(44) p { max \Tm + 1  (k) -  4k\ > V24CKm 2m } < 2 {K2 2m)1~c .
[ 0 < k / 2 2rn< K  J
(b) For any K  > 0,
(45) m a x
0 < k / 2 2rn i K
with probability 1 for all but finitely many m.
P r o o f , (a) (44) is a  d i r e c t  consequence o f  L e m m a  2.
(b) Take for example C = 4/3 in (a) and define the following events for 
m  > 0:
Am = < max \Tm+\(k) — 4k\ > v/327im2m 
\o^k/ 2 2^ <K
By (44) ,  for m > m 0(C, A ') ,  P{Am}<2(A '22m) - 1/3. Then E " = o P { ^ } <  
< oo. Hence the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies th a t with probability 1, only 
finitely many of the events Am occur. That is, almost surely for all but 
finitely many m we have
max \Tm+\(k) -  4k\ < v/32A'm2m.
0 < i / 2 2m SA'
This inequality is equivalent to (45). □
It seems to be im portant to emphasize a “weakness” of a statement like 
the one in Lemma 3(b): we use the phrase “all but finitely many m” to 
indicate that the statem ent holds for every m  > m0(o;), where m 0 (uj) may 
depend on the specific point u> of the sample space. In other words, one has 
no common, uniform lower bound for m  in general.
Next we want to show that for any j  > 1, B nJrJ (t) will be arbitrarily close 
to B n(t) as n —> oo. Here again Lemma 2 will be applied, this time to a 
random walk 5r , with a properly chosen N '  and C  (instead of N  — K 2 2m 
and C). Although the proof will be somewhat long, its basic idea is simple. 
Since Bm+i (Tm+i (&)/22(m+1)) = Bm(k/22rn) by (39), and the difference of 
the corresponding time instants here approaches zero fast as m  -A oo by 
(45 ) ,  one can show th a t B m(t) and its refinement B m+i{t) will get very close 
to each other, too.
 ^ra + 1(*)
22(m+l) 2 2r < V 2 K m 2 "
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The following elementary fact that we need in the proof is discussed 
before stating the lemma:
(46) m2_m/2 =  ( l /v /2) < 4n2“ n/2,
for n > 15. This can be shown by a routine application of power series:
E mx m — 1 ddx E dx V 1 — x = nx 71—1
1
+1 — x n{\ — x f
Substituting x = \ / \/2, one gets (46) for n ^ 15.
L emma 4. (a) For any C ^ 3/2, K  > 0, and for any n ^  n0(C, K) we 
have
p (  max \Bn+i (Tn+] (k)/22^ n+1 )^ — Bn+i (A:/22n)| > (1 /8 )n2_n^2|  
(0<fc/22n^ A' J
(47) <3(A'22n)1_c
and
(48) P j^max^ \Bn+j{t) — B n{t)\> n2 n ^ 2  for some j  > 1 j  < 6(K22ny  c . 
(b) For any K  > 0,
(49) max \Bn+J (t) -  Bn(t)\ < n2~”/2,
0<i< A
with probability 1 for all j  > 1 and for all but finitely many n.
P roof. Let us consider first the difference between two consecutive ap­
proximations, max \Bm+\(t) — Bm(t)\. The maximum over real values t 
0 <t<K
can be approximated by the maximum over dyadic rational numbers k / 2 2m. 
This is true because any sample-function B m ( t ; u )  is a broken line such 
that, by (40), the magnitude of the increment between two consecutive 
points k / 2 2m and (k  + l) /2 2m is equal to 2 ~ m . Thus, taking the integer 
t m — (722mJ for each t  6 [0, K], one has t m / 2 2m < t < (t m + l) /2 2m and so 
4im/2 2(m+1) < t <  (4fm+ 4 )/2 2(m+1). So we get \ Bm {t) -  B m {tm / 2 2m) \ < 2 ~ m 
and IB m+1{ t ) - B m+l  (47m/2 2(m+1))| < 4-2~(m+1) = 2 - 2 ~ m . Hence
< max 
~ 0 <k/2 2miK
max IBm + 1 (0 Bm (0 I
0 <t<h
B m+l (4fc/22(m+1>) -  Bm (k /22m) + 3 -2 '
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Moreover, by (41) and (40) we have
Bm+i (4A;/22<m+1>) -  Bm (k /22m) 
(4fc/22(m+1)) -  Bm+i ( r m+1(fc)/22(m+1)) 
n+^ S m+1 ( 4 k ) - 2 - ^ ~ S m+1 (Tm+1 (k)).
(50)
— 2 ~ ( 7
Thus
P max |Bm+i(t)
max
0 ^ k / 2 2 m < K
(51) '
=  P max
k0<fc<K22m
l ( i ) - JBm(i) |> ( l/4 ) rn 2 -m/2J
Bm+i (4/c/22("l+1>) -  Bm (fc/22m) | ^ (l/8 )m 2 -m/2
?m+i(4k) -  5m+i(Tm+1(fc))I > (l/4)m 2m/2|
if m is large enough.
By Lemma 3, the probability of the event
max |Tm+i (k ) — 4k\ > V24CKm2m \ 
0<fc<ft'22m J
-4 jri
is very small for m large. Therefore we divide the last expression in (51) into 
two parts according to A m and Acm (the complement of A m):
P j (max. IB m + l (t) -  B m(t)\  > (l/4 )rn 2 -m/2|
5 m+1 (4k) -  5m+1(rm+1(fc))| > (l/4)m 2m/2J +  P {Am}< p J A c ■
~ \  m’o<
(52)
max
k < K 7 2rn
K  2 2
< > P < max
'  [ { j :  \ ] - 4 k \ < V 2 4 C K  m 2 771 jk = 1
5m+1(4A :)-5m+1(;) |> ( l/4 )m 2 m/2
+2(A'22m)1" c ,
where the crude estimate (42) and Lemma 3(a) were used.
Now apply Lemma 2 to Sm +i U ) - s  m+i(4fc) here, with suitably chosen 
N '  and C . For k fixed and j  > 4k, 5m+i (j) -  5m+i (4 k) = YZ=4 k+i X m+i (r) 
is a random walk of the form S(j -4 k ) .  (The case j  < 4k is symmetric.) 
Since \j — 4k\ < \ /24C K m 2m , N'  is taken as y/24CKm2m. (So N'  is roughly
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\/~N, where N  = K 2 2m.) Then logiV'=  (1/2) log(24CA'm) +  (log 2)m <i m if 
m is large enough, depending on C and K . So
^ C ' N ' i o g N '  <y/2C'mV24CKm2m <{l /4 )m2m/2,
if m is large enough, depending on C, C , and K.  Then it follows by Lemma 2 
that
(53) p i  max |S(r)| > (l/4)m 2m/2 l < 2(v/24CA'm27n)1- c '. 
yO<r■í^/2ÄCK  m 2 771
The second term of the error probability in (52) is 2(K22m)l~c  = 2 N l~c , 
while (53) indicates that the first term is at most A'22m2-2(V24CArm27n)1-c' 
<:N{s /Ny-C' if c  > 1 and m is large enough. To make the two error terms 
to be of the same order, choose 1 +  (1 -  C')/2  = 1 — C, i.e. C  — 2C + 1. Thus 
(52) becomes
P (  max IB m + 1  (t ) -  Bm(t)\ > ( l/4 )m 2 -m/2} < 3(K22m)l~c ,
I 0 S t S A
for any m large enough, depending on C and K . Comparing this to (50) and 
(51) one obtains (47).
By (46), max \Bm+\ (f) -  Bm (t)| < (l/4 )m 2_m/2 for all m  > n > 15 would
0^i< A
imply that
max \Bn+j(t) — Bn(t)\= max 
o ^ t< K  o < t^ K
n+j- 1
n+j- 1
Y ,  Bm+\(o -  B m(t)
m—n
oo
= Y  max: \ B m+i(t) -  Bm(t)\ < V  (l/4)m 2 m/2 < n2 n/2,z—' 0 ^t<K z '
m —n m —n
for any j  > 1. So we conclude that
P l^max IBn+j(t) -  Bn(t) \ > n2~n/ 2 for some j  > l |
= Y P ~  5 "*(*)l = (l/4)m 2~m/2j
m —n  V — — )
00 i
^ Y ,  3(K22m)1~c  — 3(K22n)l~c  22(1-C) < 6(A'22n)1~c
if C >3/2 (say), for any n no(C, K).  This proves (48).
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The statement in (b) follows from (48) by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, as 
in the proof of Lemma 3. □
Now we are ready to establish the existence of the Wiener process, which 
is a continuous model of Brownian motion. An important consequence of (49) 
is th a t the difference between the Wiener process and Bn(t) is smaller than 
a constant multiple of log N /  y/~N, where N  = K 22", see (55) below.
T h e o r e m  3. A s n - ^ o o ,  with probability l (that is, for almost all uj EÍI) 
and for all t £ [0,oo) the sample-functions Bn(t;u>) converge to a sample- 
function W{t\u) such that
(i) W(0;w) = 0, W (t \u )  is a continuous function o f t  on the interval 
[0, oo);
(ii) for any 0 < 5 < t, W( t)  —W(s) is a normally distributed random 
variable with expectation 0 and variance t — s;
(iii) for any 0 s < t  ^  u < v , the increments W  (t) — W{s ) and W{v) — 
— W (u ) are independent random variables.
By definition, W ( t ) (t ^  0) is called the Wiener process.
Further, we have the following estimates for the difference of the Wiener 
process and its approximations.
(a) For any C > 3/2, K  > 0, and for any n ^ no(C, K ) we have
(54) P | Qm ax.\W(t) -  B n(t)\> n2_ri/2 j  < 6(A'22n)1_c.
(b) For any K  > 0,
(55) m ax , \W{t) -  Bn{t)\% n2~n/2,
with probability 1 for all but finitely many n.
P r o o f . Lemma 4(b) shows that for almost all u> £ Q, the sequence 
B n {t\uv) converges for any t > 0 as n —> 00. Let us denote the limit by 
W { t \u ) .  On a probability zero w-set the limit possibly does not exist, there 
one can define W(t\u>) =  0 for any t 0. Since B n(0;w) =  0 for any n, it 
follows that W (0; u) =  0 for any u> £ Í2.
Taking 00 in (48), (54) follows. By (49), the convergence of Bn(t) is 
uniform on any bounded interval [0, K], more exactly, for any K  > 0 we have
(55) with probability 1. Textbooks on advanced calculus, like W. Rudin’s [7, 
Section 7.12] show that the limit function of a uniformly convergent sequence 
of continuous functions is also continuous. This proves (i).
Now we turn to the proof of (ii). Take arbitrary t > s ^ 0 and x real. 
W ith K  > t fixed, (54) shows that for any 6  > 0 there exists an n > no(C, Ii) 
such that
(56) p |  max \W(u) -  Bn(u)\> 6  1 < <5.
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Since
P { W (t) -W (s )< z }  =
P { B n (t) - B n ( s ) < x -  ( W ( t ) -  B n (t))  +  ( W ( s )  -  B n( s ) ) }  ,
(56) implies that
P {£„(<)— B n (s) < x - 2 6 } - 2 6 ^ P  { W { t )  -  W ( s )  < x }
i P { B n ( t ) - B n ( s ) < x  +  26}  +  26.
(57)
This indicates that the distribution function of W(t) — W(s) can be eventu­
ally obtained from the distribution function of
(58) Bn(t) -  Bn(s) = 2~nSn{2Znt) -  2~nSn(2Zns).
Take the non-negative integers j n  = [22ntJ and i n  = [22”sJ, j n  ^  i n . Then 
(58) differs from
J n
(59) 2 - n(Sn(jn) - S n(in)) = 2 - n Y  X*
fc=in +1
by an error not more than 2-2 n < 6 . (We can assume that n was chosen so.) 
Also, j n  — i n  differs from 22n(t — s) by at most 1. In particular, j n  — i n  — > oo 
as n —> oo.
If n is large enough (we can assume again that n was chosen so), by 
Theorem 1(a), for any fixed real x '  we have
J n
(60) * ( * ' ) - i < P
\/jn bi
Y  \ <$(x')  + 6 .
k=in-)-l
Here y/jn — in can be approximated by 2n\Jt — s if n is large enough,
(61) 1 - £ < I  j n  -  i n  -  1 <  2 n y / t  -  S  ^  j n  ~  i n  +  1
j n  i n  j n  Í n  V J n < 1 + 6 .
Combining formulae (58)-(61) we obtain that
\Jt — s 
< 4 > ^
*  (1 -  « ) - * =  -  S -  6  < P {Bn (t) -  Bn(s) < x}
(1 +  «) y/t — + <5 +Ó.
This shows that the distribution of Bn{t) — B n(s) is asymptotically normal 
with mean 0 and variance t — s as n —»00. Moreover, by (57), the distribution
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of W ( t ) — W(s) is exactly normal with mean 0 and variance t — s, since 6  can 
be made arbitrarily small if n is large enough:
P { W ( i) - W (s )^ x }  =  <I>
This proves (ii).
Finally, (iii) can be proved similarly as (ii) above. Taking arbitrary v > 
and x, y real numbers,
(62) P {W(t)  -  W(s) ^ x, W(v) -  W {u ) < y}
can be approximated by a probability of the form
P {Bn{t) -  B n(s) < x , Bn(v) -  Bn(u) < y)
arbitrarily well if n is large enough, just like in (57). In turn, like in (59), 
the la tter can be estimated arbitrarily well by a probability of the form
(63)
1
y/jn bi
£  X k i  x' ,
1
fc =  t ' n + l
y/^ ~n Qn E xk=qn + l ,
where in = [22nsJ < j n = [2 2 nt\ i q n = [2 2 nu\ <rn = [2 2 nv \ .
Since there are no common terms in the first and the second sum of (63), 
the two sums are independent. Thus (63) is equal to
P E **
= t ' n + l
P E
*=9n+l
which can be made arbitrarily close to
(64) P{W(<) -  W (s) <x} ■ P {W(v) - W ( u ) < y } .
Since errors in the approximations can be made arbitrarily small, (62) and 
(64) must agree for any real x and y. This proves (iii). □
Note that properties (ii) and (iii) are often rephrased in the way that 
the Wiener process is a Gaussian process with independent and stationary 
increments. It can be proved [4, Section 1.5] that properties (i), (ii), and
(iii) characterize the Wiener process. In other words, any construction to 
the Wiener process gives essentially the same process that was constructed 
above.
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5. From the Wiener process to random walks
Now we are going to check whether the Wiener process as a model of 
Brownian motion has the properties described in the introduction of Sec­
tion 4. Namely, we would want to find the sequence of shrunk random walks 
Bm(k2~2m) in W{t).
Let s(l) be the first (random) time instant where the magnitude of the 
Wiener process is 1: s(l) = min{s > 0 : |VU(s)| =  1}. The continuity and in­
crement characteristics of the Wiener process imply that s(l) exists with 
probability 1. Clearly, each shrunk random walk Bm(t) has the symmetry 
property that reflecting all its sample-functions to the time axis, one gets the 
same process. W (t) as a limiting process of shrunk random walks inherits this 
feature. Therefore setting A”(l) = V U (s(l)),P{X (l) = l} = P{A '(l) =  —1} = 
=  1/ 2 .
Inductively, starting with s(0) = 0, if s(k — 1) is given, define the random 
time instant
s(k) = min {s : s > s(fc — 1), |W(s) — VU(s(fc — 1))| = 1} (k > 1).
As above, s(k) exists with probability 1. Setting X(k)  = W(s(&)) — 
W(s(fc —1)), it is heuristically clear that P {X(k)  = 1} = P {X(k)  =  — 1} = 
= 1/2, and X (k ) is independent of A (l) , AT (2) , . . .  , X(k  -  1).
This way one gets a random walk S(k) =  W (s(k)) = A (l) + AT (2) +  • • • -f 
+  X(k)  (fc^O) from the Wiener process. Using a more technical phrase, by 
this method, based on first passage times, one can imbed a random walk into 
the Wiener process; it is a special case of the famous Skorohod imbedding, 
see e.g. [1, Section 13.3].
Quite similarly, one can imbed Bm(k2~2m) into W(t) for any m > 0 by 
setting sm(0) = 0,
(65)
sm{k) = min {s : s > sm(k -  1), |W(s) — W ( s m(k -  1))| =2 m} (k>  1),
and Brn(k2-2rn) = W ( s m{k)) {k> 0).
However, instead of proving all necessary details about Skorohod imbed­
ding briefly described above, we will define an other imbedding method better 
suited to our approach. It will turn out that our imbedding is essentially 
equivalent to the Skorohod imbedding.
Our task requires a more careful analysis of the waiting times Tm(k) first. 
Recall the refinement property (41) of Bm(t). Continuing that, we get
Bm (k2~2m) =  B m + 1  (2- 2<m+1)Tm+1 (k))
= flm+2(2-2<m+2>rm+2(Tm+1 (k))) = ■■■
= i?„(2_2nTn(Tn_ i(• • • {Tm+1 (k)) ■ ••))),
(66)
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where k > 0 and n > m  0. In other words, B n(t), n>  m, visits the same 
dyadic points k2~m in the same order as Bm(t), only the corresponding time 
instants can differ.
To simplify the notation, let us introduce
Tm,n{k) = Tn(Tn-i(-  ■ • (Tm+1 (*))•••))  ( n > m > 0 ,  fc>0).
Then (66) becomes
(67) Bm(k2~2m) — B n{2~2 nTm<n{k)) (n > m > 0, k > 0).
The next lemma considers time lags of the form 2_2nTm,„(fc) — k2~2m.
Note that in the proofs of the next two lemmas we make use of the 
following simple inequality, valid for arbitrary random variables Z j , real 
numbers tj, and events Aj = {Zj ^ tj}:
( 68 )
Í
OO
LJ
=P {A,} +  P {A<j A 2} +  ••• + P { A\  • • • A)Aj+x } + • ■ •
£P { Z \  >  t \ } +  ^ 2  P {Zj < t j i  Z j + i  ^ tj+i} •
7 =  1
L e m m a  5. (a) For any C 5; 3/2, K  > 0, and m > 0 take the following 
subset of the sample space:
(69)
A m =  < max 12~2 nTm n(k) -  k2~2m\ < V l 8 CKm2~m for all n >  m
[0 <k2 - 2m^ K
Then for any m > mo(C, K ) we have
(70) P {Am} > 1 — A(K 2 2m)l ~c .
(b) For any K  > 0,
max 12~2 nTm J k )  -  k 2 ~2rn\ < V27Km2~m
0 < k 2 ~ 2rn< K
with probability 1 for all n >  m, for all but finitely many m.
P r o o f . Take any ß, 1/2 <  ß <  1, and K '  >  Ä'; for example ß =  2/3 and 
K '  = (4/3)Ä' will do. Set a : = 1 +  ß + ß 2  + ■ ■ ■ +  ßJ for j  > 0,
max I T„
0 < k 2 ~ 2rn< K
,{k) -  k22(n- mX  tn =  Qn_m_! V/24CA',m22n — m — 2
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and yn+i =  max \Tn+i [Tm<n(k)) -  4Tmi„(fc)| for n > m > 0.
0 ’i k 2 - 2n'^K
First, by Lemma 3(a),
P {Zm + 1 = ^m+1} =
= p |  max \Tm+Ak) -  4k\ > %/2ACK'm2m } < 2(A’22m)1_c
{0 i k 2 ~2m<K J
if m is large enough.
Second, by the triangle inequality, Zn+\ ^ 4Zn + Yn+i for any n >  m. So 
P {Zn < tni ^n+l = tn+1 } ^ P {^n < tn, Yn+i ^ <n+i — 4tn } .
If Zn < t n, then setting j  = Tmyn{k),
j 2 ~ 2n <  2 ~ 2n( k22(n- m'> +  t n ) =  k 2 ~ 2m +  On-m-1  s / 2 . \ C K ' m 2 ~ rn~2 
< K  +  S V 2 C K m 2 ~ m < (4/3)A' =  K '
holds for m  > mo(C, A'), since a r < 1/(1 — ß) — 3 (if 0 — 2/3) for any r > 0. 
Applying these first and Lemma 3(a) last, for n> m> m 0 (C, K)  we get that
P { Zin < tn, Zn+i ^ tn+j }
^ p (  max | r n+1(j) -  4j| ^ V24CK'm2n2n~m (on_m -  a n_m_ , ) |
(0Sj2-2nSA'' J
<P I max \Tn+l{ j ) - 4 j \ > V 2 4 C K 7n2n \  <2(K'22n)l~c .
[o<jSA'22n J
In the second inequality above we used that y/rn2 n~m (an_m — a n_m_i) = 
(2/3)n-m^ /w ^  which follows from the inequality (2ß)n~m = (4/3)n~m > 
^ y / l T  (n -  m)/m, valid for any n> m > 2  (if ß = 2/3).
Combining the results above,
P < max |2 2 nTm n( k ) - k 2  2m| > v/l8CA'm2 m for some n > m 1 
(o^fc2-2m<A' J
= P<| max |Tmn(fc)-A:22(" - m)| >3v/24CA7^ 2 2n- m- 2
( 0 <k2 ~2miK
for some n >
^ P {Zn ^.tn for some n > m + 1}
OO
< P { Z  m+1 = fm+1 } + X ] P {Zn < tn, Z n + 1 > fn+i }
n = m + l
° °  1
^ 2(A'22n)1_c =  2(A'22m)1-C-—  _c) < 4(A'22m)1- c
n=m
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if C >  3/2, say. This proves (a).
The statement in (b) follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. □
As (67) shows, .Bn(2~2nTmi„(fc)) = Bm(k2~2rn) for any k > 0 and for 
any n > m  > 0. A natural question, important particularly when looking 
at increments during short time intervals, is th a t how much time it takes 
for B n (t) to go from the point Bm{(k -  l)2 _2m) to its next “m-neighbour” 
Bm (k2~2m). Is this time significantly different from 2-2ra for large values 
of m l  Introducing the notation
(71) rm,„(fc) =  Tm,„(fc )-T m,„(fc- 1) {k> 1, n > m > 0 ) ,
the nth time differences of the m-neighbours are 2-2" rm n(fc) (k ^ 1). Note 
that Tmtn(k) = Tm,n(j), where, as can be seen from the construction
and the argument below, the terms are independent and have the same 
distribution.
Let us look at rm>n(fc) more closely. If n =  m +  1,
(72) rm,m+1(/c) = T m+i(k) -  Tm+1(k -  1) = rm+i{k),
which is the double of a geometric random variable with parameter p =  
=  1/2, see (14). That is, 2~2(m+1)rm +1(Jfc) is the length of the time period 
tha t corresponds to the time interval [(& — 1)2—2m, k 2 ~2m] after the next 
refinement of the construction.
Similarly, each unit in r m+1(fc) will bring some rm+2(7") “offsprings” after 
the following refinement, and so on. Hence if n > m  is arbitrary, then given 
Tm,n(k — 1) = j  for some integer j  > 0, we have
(73) rm,n+i(fc) =  Tn+i( j  +  rmi„(fc)) -  Tn+l(j) = ^  Tn+1(j + r).
T — 1
For given Tm n^{k) =  s (s > 0, even) its conditional distribution is the same as 
the distribution of a random variable Ts which is the double of a negative 
binomial random variable with parameters s and p=  1/2, described by (19) 
and (20). Note that this conditional distribution of rmin+i(A:) is independent 
of the value of Tm n^{k — 1).
Though we will not explicitly use them, it is instructive to determine 
some further properties of a “prototype” rm>n =  rm>n( 1). A recursive formula 
can be given for its expectation by (73) and the full expectation formula:
/2n+i =  E(Tmi7l_).i) — E(E(rm>n+i I Tmj j)) — E(rminE(rn+i(r))) 4//n.
Since p,m+1 = E (rm+i(r)) = 4 , it follows that
Mn =  E(rm,n) =  22(" -m).
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This argument also implies that
t? / o — 2 (n+ l )  I Q - 2 n _  \  q —2n_1 I ^ ^ra,n/ — ^ ^m , n •
These show that the sequence (2_2nrmi„)^_m+1 is a so-called martingale. 
Therefore a famous martingale convergence theorem [1, Section 5.4] implies 
that this sequence converges to a random variable tm as n —> oo, with prob­
ability 1, and t m  has finite expectation.
We mention that a similar recursion can be obtained for the variance 
that results
Var(2-2nrm,„) < ?2“4m.
The next lemma gives an upper bound for the nth time differences of 
the m-neighbours by showing that during arbitrary many refinements, they 
cannot be “much” larger than h = 2 ~2m, the original time difference of the 
m-neighbours. More accurately, they are less than a multiple of /i1-5, where 
6  > 0 arbitrary.
Lemma 6. (a) For any K  > 0, 6  such that 0 < <5 < 1, and C > 2/6 we 
have
P I max |2_2nrm n(k) -  2 ~2m\ > 3C2~2m{1- s'> for some n > m
{\<k2 - 2rn^ K
< ^ 2 _2m(5C_2)
=  10
(b) For any K  > 0, and 6  such that 0 < 6  < 1,
max
\<k2 ~2™<KJ 2 - ZnTm,n(k)
2~2m| ^  f ‘2 ~2m(l—
6
with probability 1 for all n>  m, for all but finitely many m.
P roof. This proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5. Take any /3, 
1/2 < ß < 1; for example ß = 2/3 will do. Set ay = 1 + ß + ß 2 +  • • - + ß J for j  > 
^ 0. For any m > 0, consider an arbitrary k , 1 ^ k  < K22m. (The distribution 
of Tm<n( k )  does not depend on k . )  Let
=  ITm,n(k) -  2 2^ ~ m)|, tn = Qn_m_, C2 2 im2 2^ ~ ^  ,
and Y n + i  =  |rm n + i ( k )  — 4rm n ( k )  \ for n >  m >  0. We want to apply inequality
( 68) .
First take n = m + 1. By (72), ^rmi7n+1 (k ) is a geometric random variable 
with parameter p =  1/2. Then
P {Zm+1 £ W i } = P { |rm,m+i ( k )  -  4| > 4C22im|
= p | ^ r m+1(A:)>2 +  2C22imJ < 2 - 4CÄm,
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because of the basic property of the tail of a geometric distribution.
Second, let n> m be arbitrary. By the triangle inequality, Zn+i < 4 Zn + 
+  Yn+1 • So we obtain
P { Z n < t n , Zn+1 > t n + i } ^ P  {Zn < tn,Yn+1 > 1 — 4tn}
22("-m)+i„
^ P { |r s -  4s| > t n+1 - 4 t n I T m < n { k )  = s}  P {rTOi„(fc) = s}
5  =  1
(74)
< p {  max |TS -  4s|/v '8  > (i„+i -  4tn) / \ / 8 1 P {Tm,n(fc) =  s} ,
where we applied (73) and the conditional distribution of Tmin+\(k) men­
tioned there.
The sum in (74) is 1. Therefore we want to estimate the probability of 
the maximum there by using Lemma 2 with N  — 4C22 Srn22^ n~m^. This N  is 
larger than 22(n~m) + t n if m  is large enough, depending on <5. (Remember 
th a t otj < 3 for any j  ^ 0 if ß  — 2/3.) To apply Lemma 2 we have to compare 
y/2CN  log N  to the right-hand side of the inequality in (74):
\ / 2 CN  log N  2  Í  (n -  m) log 4 +  mb log 4 +  log(4C)
(tn+1 - 4 t n) / s / 8 ~ ‘ V (4/3)2(n-m)225m
which is less than 1 for all n > m if m is large enough, depending on 6 .
Thus Lemma 2 gives tha t
P {Zn < tn, Zn+i > tn+i )  < P j max \Ts - 4 s \ / V 8 ^ y / 2 C N h i N \[ l<s<N J
2^4C2^^Tn‘22(n~ m^)1—^<2 N 1 - C
for all n > m as m  ^ mo(é, C).
Summing up for n > m, we obtain the following estimate for any given k , 
1 < k 2 ~ 2 m  < K , as m  ^  m 0 (6 , C ):
P j \2- 2 n T m < n ( k )  -  2~2m\ > 3C2-2m(1- Ä) for some n > to} 
< P { Zn ^ in for some n > to -f 1}
OO
^ P {Zm+\ ^  ^m+1 } + ^  P {Zn < tn , Zn+i > }
n=ra-f 1
/
< 2 - 4CSm _)_ 22‘5^ 1_c'^ rn2(4C)1_c' E 22<1 —C)(n—m)
n=m-\-1
< ( l /1 0 )2 -2m<5C’- 1>,
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where we took into consideration that 0 < 6 < 1 ,  C > 2 ,  6C > 2 by our as­
sumptions.
Finally, the statement in (a) can be obtained by an application of the 
crude inequality (42),
p |  max |2"2”rmn(A:)-2“2m| >3C 2~2m(1“5) for some n > m
[l<jfc<A'22m
<  7 ^ -0 2 1 7 1   ^ 2 ~ 2 m ( 6 C — 1 )
= 10
as m  ^ m 0 (S,C), which is equivalent to (a).
The statement in (b) follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma with C =
=  7/(36) (say). □
Now we define a certain imbedding of shrunk random walks B m(k2~2m) 
into the Wiener process W(t).
L e m m a  7. (a) For any C ^  3 /2 ,  K '  >  K  >  0, and any fixed m ^  m o (C ,  K ,  K '  
there exist random time instants tm(k) £ [0, A''] such that
P { W (tm(k)) =  Bm(k2-2m), 0 < k2~2m < K }  > 1 -  4(A'22m)1~c ,
where
(75) P<^  max \tm (k) -  k2~2m\ > v/l8CA'm2~m l < 4(A'22m)1~c .
(0<A:2—2mSÄ” J ~
Moreover, if 6  is such that 0 < 6  < 1, C > 2 / 6 , and m > m i ( 6 ,C, K , K ' ) , then 
we also have
p { max \tm(k) — tm(k — 1) — 2_2m| > ‘&C2 ~2m^ ~ ^ \
( 1S A 2 2 m < K  J(76)
< _ 2 ~2 m(SC-2 ) 4 (/l 22m)1~c .
(b) With probability 1, for any K'  > A' > 0, 0 < 6  < 1, and for all but 
finitely many m there exist random time instants tm(k) £ [0, A''] such that
W ( tm(k)) = Bm(k2~2m) (0 ^ k2~2m < A'),
where
max \tm(k) -  k 2  2m| < \/27A'm2 m, 
0 <k2 ~2rn<K
-2m| < ^  2 ~2m(1- S)
and
max \tm{k) -  tm(k -  1) -  2 
l<k2 ~2rn<K
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P ro o f . By Lemma 5(a), fixing an m ^ mo(C, K, K 1), on a subset A m 
of the sample space with P  {Am} >pm = 1 — 4(A'22m)1-C\  one has
(77) max |2- 2 nTm n (k) -  k2~2m\ < V l8C A m 2-m,
0±k2-*m<K
for each n > m. In particular, the time instants 2_2nTmin(fc) are bounded 
from below by 0 and from above by K  +  \ /  18C K  m2~m ^ K'. (Assume that 
m0(C, K , K') is chosen so.)
Applying a truncation n{k) = min { A'', 2~2 nTmyn(k) }, for each k, 0 < 
< k 2 ~2m < K,  we get a sequence in n bounded over the whole sample space, 
equal to the original one for u  G A m. It follows from the classical Weierstrass 
theorem [7, Section 2.42], that every bounded sequence of real numbers con­
tains a convergent subsequence. To be definite, let us take the lower limit, 
[7, Section 3.16] of the sequence:
(78) tm (k) = lim inf t*m {k).
n—+ oo
Then tm (k) G [0, AT.
By Theorem 3, with probability 1 the sample-functions of Bn(t) uniform­
ly converge to the corresponding sample-functions of the Wiener process that 
are uniformly continuous on [0, A'']. (A continuous function on a closed in­
terval is uniformly continuous [7, Section 4.19].) Thus (67) implies tha t for 
each k, 0 < fc2“2m fi A', we have W(tm(k)) = B m(k2~2rn), with probability 
at least pm (on the set Am where the truncated sequences coincide with the 
original ones).
To show it in detail, take any e > 0, any k (0 ^ k2~2m < K),  and a 
subsequence (k) converging to tm(k) as i —>oo. Then
\W ( tm( k ) ) - B rn(k2-2m)\ = \W(tm( k ) ) - B ni(2 - 2 n’Trn_nt(k))\ 
^ |W ( im W ) - ^ ( 2 - 2nT m,n,(A;)) |+ |W (2 -2" T m,ni(fc))-5n,(2 -2" T min,(A:))| 
<e/2  +  e/2 = e,
where the last inequality holds on the set A m, for all but finitely many n{. 
Since e was arbitrary, it follows that \W(tm(k)) — Bm(k2~2m)\ =  0 on A m.
Further, taking a limit in (77) with n =  nt as i —> oo (on the set A m) , one 
obtains (75). Also, taking a similar limit in Lemma 6(a), 2 ~ 2 n Tm<ni (k) —> 
—ttm ik )  — tm(k — 1) on the set Am, and (76) follows.
The statements in (b) can be obtained similarly as in (a), applying Lem­
mas 5(b) and 6(b), or from (a) by the Boref-Cantelli lemma. □
We mention that for any k ^ 0 and m > 0, the sequence 2~2 nTm n^{k) in 
fact converges to tm(k) with probability 1 as n —>oo. However, a “natural” 
proof of this fact requires the martingale convergence theorem mentioned
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above, before Lemma 6, a tool of more advanced nature than the ones we 
use in this paper.
Next we want to show that the random time instants sm(k) of the Skoro- 
hod imbedding (65) and the s defined in (78) are essentially the same.
This requires a recollection of some properties of random walks.
We want to estimate the probability that with given positive integers j ,  
x, u and r a random walk 5, goes from a point |5j| = x to |5 7+fc| =  x -f y so 
that ISj+j'I < x +  y while 1 ^ i < k for some y ^ r and k >u, where k , y, and 
i are also positive integers.
The first passage distribution given in [2, Section 111,7] can be applied 
here:
P {50 = 0 , 5 , < s ( l < , < n , 5 t = 9) =  f ( (fc+*9)/2) 2 - ‘ .
Hence, by Theorem 1,
P j  |*Sj| =  x ,  |Sj+i| < x  + y (1 < i < fc), \Sj+k\ = x + y for some y < r j
< y y ,
“ Í k \ ( k + y ) / 2y
< (1 +  c)£ ( $ ( r /V k ) - 4 > ( 0))
. . r r 1 r 2
< ( 1 + 6 ) ---- =  - = <
k y/k y/2 n k 3 / 2  ’
where e > 0 is arbitrary, say equals 1, and k ]> ko-
So the larger the value of k is, the smaller estimate of the probability we 
get. Thus for all positive integers j , x , r, and u ^ k0,
(79)
P {|5j| =  x , |5J+t| < x +  y (1 < i< k) ,
|5j+fc| =  x +  y for some y ^ r ,  k > u }  <  r 2 / u 3 k i ,
independently of the values of j  and x.
T heorem 4. The stopping times sm(k) (k > 0) of the Skorohod imbed­
ding are equal to the time instants tm(k) of the imbedding defined in Lemma 7 
on the set Am of the sample space given by (69), with the possible exception 
of a zero probability subset.
Therefore all statements in Lemma 7 hold when sm(k) replaces tm (k).
P roof. Fix an m ^ mo(C, A', K'), where mo(C, K, K ') is the same as in 
Lemma 7. Let the subset Am of the sample space be given by (69).
Take k — 1 first. Since sm(l) is the smallest time instant where |W(tf)| is 
equal to 2-m , and | W (tm (1))| = 2~m on the set A m, it follows that sm(l) ^ 
is tm(l) on A m. We want to show that on A m the event {sm(l) < im(l)}  has 
zero probability.
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Indirectly, let us suppose that 6 m =  fm(l) — sm(l) > 0 on a subset Cm of 
Am with positive probability. By (67), the first time instant where \Bn(t)\ 
equals \Bm (2-2m)\ =  2~m is 2~2 nTm^{\)  (n> m). So \Bn{t)\<2~m if 0 < t <
< 2 -2nTm|Tl(l). On the other hand, by (55), 2~m — n2- "/2 ^ |5 n(sm(l))| <
< 2~m for n > N\(l>) on a probability 1 w-set. (Remember that |W (sm (l))l =  
=  2~ m .)
Since 6 m > 0 on the set Cm, there exists an N 2 (<jo) such that n2- " /2 <
< 6 m / 2  for n > iV2(u;).
By (78), /m(l) =  lim inf 2~2nTmi„(l) on the set A m. The properties of
n —*oo
the lower limit [7, Section 3.17] imply that on the subset Cm there exists an 
N 3 (u)) such that 2_2nr mi„(l) > <m(l) -  6m/2  for n > N 3 (lj).
Set N(u)  =  max {IVj (cu), 7V2(a;), iV3(u;)} for u> € Cm. Since Bn(t) — 
2 ~nSn(t2 2n), the statements above imply tha t on the set Cm the random 
walk Sn(t) have the following properties for n > N(u>):
(a) |5 n(sm(l)22n)| ^ 2 n~m — n2"/2,
(b) |5„(<)| < 2 n~m for 5m(l)22" < t < Tm^ (  1), where Tm,n(l) -  sm(l) > 
> (6 m/ 2 )2 2n > n2 3n/2,
(c) |5'n(Tmi„(l)) | =  2n-m.
Let Dm<n denote the subset of Cm on which (a), (b), and (c) hold for 
a fixed n. Since Dm<n C -Dm,n-f-i f°r each n, by the continuity property of 
probability [7, Section 11.3], we have lim P {Dm n} = P {Cm} > 0. This
71— ► OO
implies that there exists an integer n0  such th a t P {Dmyn } ^ i P { C m} > 0  
holds for all n > no (say). In other words, for all large enough values of n, 
the probability of the event that (a), (b), and (c) hold simultaneously is 
larger than a fixed positive number.
To get a contradiction, we apply (79) to 5n (t), with r = n2n/2 and u = 
=  n23n/ 2. Theorem 1, that was used to deduce (79), still applies since r — 
=  o(u2/3), i.e. r /y /u  = o(u1/6). Now the first passage time when |5„(t)| hits 
2~2m is Tm n^{ 1). Thus the probability that Sn(t) satisfies (a), (b), and (c) 
simultaneously is less than or equal to
r 2 (n2n/2)2 y ß  
u 3 / 2 ~  ( n 2 3" /2 ) 3 /2  _  2 5 n / 4 ’
which goes to zero as n —» oo. This contradicts the statement above that 
for all large enough value of n, the event tha t (a), (b), and (c) hold has a 
probability larger than a fixed positive number. This proves the lemma for 
k = 1: sm(l) =  tm(l) on the set Am, with the possible exception of a zero 
probability subset.
For k> 1, one can proceed by induction. Assume that sm(k—l)= tm(k—l) 
holds on A m except possibly for a subset of probability zero. The proof that 
then sm(k) = tm (k) holds as well is essentially the same as the proof of the
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case k = 1 above. It is true because on one hand sm(k) is defined recursively 
in (65), using sm(k — 1), the same way as sm(l) is defined. On the other 
hand, by (71), T m ) n ( k )  -  T m ,n ( k  -  1) +  Tm< n( k ) ,  where the Tm<n( k )  is defined 
the same way as rmi„(l) = TOTi„ (1). Also, remember that on the set Am, 
tm{j) =  liminfTm,n(j) for j  = k -  1 and j  = k .  □
n — KX>
6. Some properties of the Wiener process
Theorem 3 above indicates that the sample-functions of the Wiener pro­
cess are arbitrarily close to the sample-functions of Bn(t) if n is large enough, 
with probability 1. The sample-functions of B n(t) are broken lines tha t have 
a chance of 1/2 to turn and have a corner at any multiple of time l / 2 2n, so 
at more and more instants of time as n —> oo. Moreover, the magnitude of 
the slopes of the line segments that make up the graph of Bn(t) is
1/ 2” 
1 /2 2n = 2" —>■ oo as n —>• oo.
Therefore one would suspect that the sample-functions of the Wiener 
process are typically nowhere differentiable. As we will see below, this is 
really true. Thus typical sample-functions of the Wiener process belong to 
the “strange” class of the everywhere continuous but nowhere differentiable 
functions.
T h e o r e m  5. With probability 1, the sample-functions of the Wiener 
process are nowhere differentiable.
P r o o f . It suffices to show that with probability 1, the sample-functions 
are nowhere differentiable on any interval [0, K ] .  Put 7i0 = (3/2)/v > 0 (say). 
Then with probability 1, for all sample-functions and for all but finitely 
many m there exist time instants tm(k) (0 ^  k 2 ~2m ^ i t 0) with the properties 
described in Lemma 7(b). In particular,
max tm(k) > Ä'o -  yj‘27K 0 m2 m > K
0 Í  A:2_ 2 m <A'o
if m is large enough.
Fix an u) in this probability 1 subset of the sample space. This defines 
a specific sample-function of W{t) and specific values of the random time 
instants tm(k). (To simplify the notation, in this proof we suppress the 
argument cu.) Then choosing an arbitrary point t £ [0, A'], for each m large 
enough, one has tm(k — 1) < t < tm(k) for some k, 0 < k2~2m ^  A'o. Taking 
for instance 6  — 1/4 in Lemma 7(b), we get tm(k) — tm(k — 1) < 29 • 2_(3/2)m 
and
IW(tm(k)) -  W (tm(k -  1))| =  \Bm{k2~2m) -  Bm((k -  l)2~2m)| = 2~m.
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Set rrn= t m(k) if \ W ( t ) - W ( t m( k ) ) \ ^ \ W ( t ) - W ( t m( k - l ) ) \  and C  =  
=  tm(k -  1) otherwise. Then \W(t) -  W{t*m)\ > ( l /2 )2 -m. So \fm -  t\ < 
29 • 2_(3/2)m —> 0 and
^  (1/2)2—  l nm/2
C - *  = 29 • 2-(3/2) -  _  58 ’
as m —>-oo. This-shows that the given sample-function cannot be differen­
tiable at any point t £ [0, if). □
It has important consequences in the definition of stochastic integrals 
that, as shown below, the graph of a typical sample-function of the Wiener 
process has infinite length. In general, (the graph of) a function /  defined on 
an interval [a, b] has finite length (or /  is said to be of bounded variation on 
[a, b]) if there exists a finite constant c such tha t for any partition a = x o < 
x\ < • • • < x n- \  < xn = 6, the sum of the absolute values of the corresponding 
changes does not exceed c:
~  f { X j - l ) \ < : C .
j=l
The smallest c with this property is called the total variation of /  over [a, 6], 
denoted V ( f { t ), a ^ t  ^b ) .  Otherwise we say that the graph has infinite 
length, or /  is of unbounded variation on [a, 6].
First let us calculate the total variation of a sample-function of B m(t) 
over an interval [0, Ä']. Each sample-function of B m{t) over [0, K ] is a broken 
line th a t consists of K 22m line segments with changes of magnitude 2~m . So 
for any sample-function of B m(t),
(80) V ( B m(t), 0 < t < K )  = K 2 2 m2~m = K2m, 
which tends to infinity a s m - )  oo.
L emma  8 . For any K '  > 0, the sample-functions of the Wiener process 
over [0,/i''] have infinite length (i.e. are of unbounded variation) with prob­
ability 1.
P r o o f . By Lemma 7, for any C > 3 /2 , K '  > K  > 0, and m ^ mo(C, K , K') 
there exist time instants tm(k) £ [O,/!7] such that
(81) P {W{tm(k)) = B m(k2~2m), 0 < k2~2m < K } >  1 -  A(K22rn) l ~c .
For each m > 0 define the following event:
Cm = {V{W{t),  0 <t < K') < K2m} .
Then Cm C Cm+1 for any m > 0.
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For any sample-function of W (t), take the partition 0 =  fm(0) < t m(l) < 
< • • • < tm(K22m). (To alleviate the notation, we suppress the dependence 
on a>.) By (81), for any m >  mo(C, K , K'),  the sum of the corresponding 
absolute changes is equal to K 2 2 m2~m =  K2m, with probability at least 
1 - 4 { K 2 2 my ~ c .
This shows that then P {Cm} < 4(A'22m)1_c. Take the event 
Coo = { V (W ( t ), 0 < f  <  K ' )  <  oo} .
The continuity property of probability implies that P{Cm} —F P{Coo} as 
m —> oo, that is, P {Coo} =  0. □
The next lemma shows a certain uniform continuity property of the 
Wiener process. An interesting consequence of the lemma is th a t for any 
u > 0 the probability that |W{t) — W (s)| ^ u holds for some s , t  G [0, A'], 
\t — s| ^ h can be made arbitrarily small if a small enough h is chosen. More 
accurately, the lemma shows that only with small probability can the in­
crement of the Wiener process be larger than cy/h if the constant c is large 
enough. Now y / h  is much larger than h for small values of h, so this also indi­
cates why sample-functions of the Wiener process are not differentiable. At 
the same time it gives a rough measure of the so-called modulus of continuity 
of the process. Basically, the proof relies on Theorem la and Theorem 3.
LEMMA 9. For any K>0,  0<£<1, and u > 0 there exists an ho(K , 6 , u)>0 
such that
(82) p { max |W(i) -  W (s)| > u )  < T e '^ 1- 5),
^s,<6 [0 ,Ä], |£ — s \<h J
for all positive h ^ ho(K, <5, u).
P roof. First we choose a large enough C ^ 3/2 such that 2/ (C — 1) < 
< 6 / 2 .  For instance, C = 1 +  (6/ 6)  will do.
By (54), the probability in (82) cannot exceed
(83) 6(A'22n)"6/5 +  P < max max \Bn(t) — Dn(s)\> u -  2n2 n/ 2
\ o < : s < K - h s < t < s + h  K w i _
for n > n0 (K, 6 ). (Remember that 1 — C =  — 6 / 6  now.)
By definition, Bn(t) = 2~nSn{t22n) for t > 0. For each s £ t from [0, A'] 
and n > no (A', 6 ) take the integers sn =  \s22n] and tn = max {sn , [t22"J}. 
([x] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x , while is the 
largest integer smaller than or equal to x.)
Then |tn — t22n\ < 1 and so |5n(t„) — Sn(t22n)\ < 1, similarly for sn . More­
over, 0 ^ tn — sn ^ h22n if 0 < t — s £ h. Hence (83) does not exceed
6(A'22n)“6/5+
 ^  ^ + P  { max max |5n(y +  fc) — 5n(7')| > 2”(n -  2n2- ”^2) — 2^ ,
[ o < j < K 2 2 n  0 ^ k £ h 2 2 n  J
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for n ^  no(A', 6 ).
The distribution of Sn(j  +  k) — Sn(j ) above is the same as the distribution 
of a random walk S(k ), for any value of k > 0, independently of j  > 0. Also, 
the largest possible value of |S(fc)| is k. Therefore by Theorem la, the 
inequality (5), and the crude estimate (42),
P (  max \Sn(j + k ) -~ S n(j)\>2n( u - 2 n 2 - n' 2 - 2 - 2 - n) )
[oikih22n J
£ p {  ___max < h2 2 ne - £ ( ' - 6 'V.
[ u v/ l - 5 / 2 2 n < f c < * 2 2n \ k  yjh J
Here it was assumed th a t 2n2~n/2 + 2-2-n ^ u( 1 — — 6/2), which certainly
holds if n ^ ni(K,  6, u) > no (A', 6). Also, we assumed that ^= ^ /l — <5/2 >
>3/V27T, see (6), which is true if /i is small enough, depending on 6 and u. 
Consequently, applying the crude estimate (42) again for (84), we obtain
p j  max | W ( i ) - W ( s ) | > u )
(s ,<e[o ,A '] ,  | t -* |< fc  J
<6(A'22n)_6/Ä + A'22n/i22"e_ ^ 1_Ä/2)
=  6 e ~ ^ losA+2n!og2' +  K  he4nio&2~ £ ( 1~6/2\
Now we select an integer n > rii (K , 6 , u) such that — f (log K  +  2n log 2) <
■ . The choice
n ■
1
2 log 2 \  2 h 6
f  —  * -  log/jf
will do if h is small enough, 0 < h ^ /i0(A',6, u), so that n >  ni(A', 6, n) > 2. 
Then n < 1 21*g2 ( § — log K^j holds as well.
With this n we have 4n log 2 < |^6 /2  +  log(A'-3), and so
P Í  r iK®? “  w (s)\>u
^ s , < G [ 0 , A ] ,  \ t  — s | ^ / i
< 6 e~ ^  +  K h K - 3 e ~ £ {1- s/2- s/2)
< (6 + h / K 2 ) e - ^ 1~8\
If K  > 1, then h / K 2 < 1 and (82) follows. If K < 1, the maximum 
in (82) cannot exceed the maximum over the interval [0,1]. Then taking 
h0(K , 6 :u) = ho(l, S ,u ), (82) follows again. □
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7. A preview of stochastic integrals
To show how stochastic integrals come as natural tools when working 
with differential equations including random effects, and what kind of prob­
lems arise when one wants to define them, let us start with the simplest 
ordinary differential equation
x'{t) = f( t)  (t>  0),
where /  is a continuous function. If z(0) is given, its unique solution can be 
obtained by integration,
t
x { t ) - x {  0) =  /  f(s ) ds (t > 0). 
o
Now we modify this simple model by introducing a random term, very cus­
tomary in several applications:
x'(t) = f( t)+ g (t)W '(t)  (t>  0),
where /  and g are continuous random functions and W'{t) is the so-called 
white noise process. Now we know from Theorem 5 that W '(t) does not exist 
(at least not in the ordinary sense), but after integration we may get some 
meaningful solution,
t t
x ( t ) —x (  0 )  =  J f ( s ) d s  +  J <7( s ) d t r ( s )  ( t > 0 ) .
o o
The second integral here is what one wants to call a stochastic integral if it 
can be defined properly.
A natural idea to define such a stochastic integral is to define it as a 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral [7, Chapter 6] for each sample-function separately. 
It means that one takes partitions 0 = so < < • • • < s„_i < sn =  i, and
Riemann-Stieltjes sums
Y ,g ( u k)(W (sk) - W ( s k- 1)),
k=i
where uk 6 is arbitrary. (We suppress the argument to that would
refer to a specific sample-function in order to alleviate the notation.) Then 
one would hope that as the norm of the partition \\V\\ — max — Sfc_i|l^k<n
tends to 0, the Riemann-Stieltjes sums converge to the same limit when 
fixing a specific point u  in the sample space.
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One problem is that it cannot happen to all continuous random func­
tions g. The reason is that W (s) has unbounded variation over the interval 
[0,<] — as we saw it in Lemma 8. The random function g could be chosen 
so th a t a Riemann-Stieltjes sum gets arbitrary close to the total variation, 
which is oo. Naturally, this is the case with not only the Wiener process, 
but with any process whose sample functions have unbounded variation, see 
e.g. [5, Section L7].
But there is another problem connected to the choice of the points Uk G 
G [őfc_i,s^] in the Riemann-Stieltjes sums above. This choice unfortunately 
does m atter, not like in the case of ordinary integration. The reason is 
again the unbounded variation of the sample-functions. The easiest way to 
illustrate it is using discrete stochastic integrals, that is, sums of random 
variables. (Such a sum is essentially the same as a Riemann-Stieltjes sum 
above.)
So let So = 0, Sn =  Y^k=i Xk  is a (simple, symmetric) random walk, just 
like in Section 1. In the following examples Sn will play the role of the 
function g(t) above, and the white noise process W '(i) is substituted by the 
increments X n. In the first case (that corresponds to an Itó-type stochastic 
integral), we define the discrete stochastic integral as £)£_-, S k - Ob­
serve th a t in this case the integrand is always taken at the left endpoint of 
the subintervals. A usual reasoning behind this is that Xk gives the “new in­
formation” in each term, while the integrand Sk-i depends only on the past, 
th a t is, non-anticipating: independent of the future values Xk,Xk+ i, . . . .
This discrete stochastic integral can be evaluated explicitly as
n n
y  Sk~ \Xk= y^ Sk~\ {Sk - Sk~ i)
k=1 k=1
Here we used that the first resulting sum telescopes and Sq = 0 , while each 
term  (Sk — Sk-1)2 in the second resulting sum is equal to 1. The interesting 
feature of the result is th a t it contains the non-classical term —n/2. The 
“non-classical” phrase refers to the fact that f j n sds = sn2/ 2. Altogether, 
this formula is a special case of the important ltd formula, one of our main 
subjects from now on.
Of course, it is also interesting to see what happens if the integrand is 
always evaluated at the right endpoints of the subintervals:
n n
y  SkXk= ~ y  Sk(Sk -  Sk~ i)
=^Bs?-sL,)+iE(s*-s*-.)2=f+ i rk=l k=1
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Note that the non-classical term is -f-n/2 here.
Taking the arithmetical average of the two formulae above we obtain a 
Stratonovich-type stochastic integral, which does not contain a non-classical 
term:
=  - l- ) x t  =  f .
k=1 Jt=l
On the other hand, this type of integral has other disadvantages compared 
to the Itó-type one, resulting from the fact that here the integrand is “an­
ticipating” , not independent of the future.
After showing these (and other) examples in a seminar, P. Révész asked 
the question if there is a general method to evaluate discrete stochastic inte­
grals of the type Ylk=i f i^ k - i)X k  >n closed form, where /  is a given function 
defined on the set of integers Z. In other words, does there exist a discrete I t ö  
formula in general? The answer is yes, and fortunately it is quite elementary 
to see.
But before turning to this, let us see the relationship of such a formula 
to an alternative way of defining certain stochastic integrals. This impor- 
tant type of stochastic integrals is J0 f(W (s))dW (s), where K  > 0 and /  
is a continuously differentiable function. In other words, the integrand is 
a smooth function of the Wiener process. The traditional definition of the 
Itö-type integral in this case goes quite similarly to the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral.
Take an arbitrary partition V  = {0 = So, Si, . . .  , s „ - i , sn = K } on the time 
axis, and a corresponding Riemann-Stieltjes sum, evaluating the function 
always at the left endpoints of the subintervals,
' £ , H w (sk -i))(W (sk) - W ( a k- l )).
k = l
This sum is a random variable, corresponding to the given partition. It 
can be proved that these random variables converge e.g. in probability to 
a certain random variable / ,  as the norm of the partition goes to 0. This 
random variable I  is then called the ltd integral. We mention that “in 
probability” convergence means that for any e > 0 there exists a S > 0 such 
that
p 11/ -  £  f ^ ( sk -i))(W (sk) -  W (sk^ ) \ > 6 j < e,
as ||P || <6.
The alternative method that we will follow in this paper is better suited 
to the relationship between the Wiener process and random walks discussed 
above. Mathematically, it somewhat reminds a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
[7, Chapter 11]. The idea is that we first take a dyadic partition on the
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spatial axis, each subinterval having the length 2~m, where m is a non­
negative integer. Then we determine the corresponding first passage times 
sm(l), sm(2 ),. . .  of the Skorohod imbedding as explained above. These time 
instants can be considered as a random partition on the time axis that in 
general depends on the considered sample-function.
By Lemma 7b and Theorem 4, with probability 1, for any K ' > 0 and 
for all but finitely many m, each sm(k) lies in the interval [0, K'\ and 
kL(sm(&)) =  Bm(k2~2m), 0 < k2~2m < K . The shrunk random walk Bm(t) 
can be expressed in terms of ordinary random walks by (40) as Bm(k2~2rn) = 
=  2~mSrn(k). Now our definition of the ítő integral will be
K 2 2m
(85.) lim V  f ( W { s m ( k - l ) ) )  {W(sm( k ) ) - W ( s m( k - l ) ) ) .
771— K X )  Z '
k=1
We will show later tha t this sum, which can be evaluated for each sample- 
function separately, converges with probability 1. Our method will be to find 
an other form of this sum by a discrete Itő formula and to apply the limit 
to the equivalent form so obtained.
8. A discrete Itő formula
Let /  be a function defined on the set of integers Z. First we define 
trapezoidal sums of /  by
f 1 |fchl 1
(86) T 'U  f ( j )  = ek I - /(0 )  +  £  f ( ekj) + ^f {k)
where k G Z (so k can be negative as well!) and
r 1 if k > 0
(87) t k = {  o if k = 0
l - i if k <0
The reason behind the —1 factor when k < 0 is the analogy with integration: 
when the upper limit of the integration is less than the lower limit, one can 
exchange them upon multiplying the integral by -1 .
The next statem ent that we will call a discrete Itő formula is a 
purely algebraic one. It is reflected by the fact that though we will apply it 
exclusively for random walks, the lemma holds for any numerical sequence 
X T =  ±1, irrespective of any probability assigned to them.
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Lemma 10. Take any function f  defined on Z, any sequence X T =  ±1 
(r ^ 1), and let So = Q, Sn — X \ +  X 2  +  • • • +  X n {n't 1). Then the following 
statements hold:
DISCRETE It Ő FORMULA
r£ m  = É /(■?,-.)*, + ±
r=  1 C r = 1 r
and
DISCRETE STRATONOVICH FORMULA
r £ o / U )  = E / ( 5 r - l)2+ / ( 5 r ) * r-
r  =  1
P roof. By the definition of a trapezoidal sum,
(88) r g 0 f { j )  - 7 J 0 1 f { j )  = x r / ( 5 r - l}2+ / ( 5 r ) ,
since if Sr — 5r_i =  X r equals 1, one has to add a term (f {S r- \ ) +  f { S r) ) / 2, 
while if X r =  — 1, one has to subtract this term.
Since X r =  ±1, the right-hand side of (88) can be written as
(89) T?I0 f { j ) - T f lö'  f { j )  = f ( S T- i ) X r +  -2 fLSj h J ( Sr- ')  •
By summing up (89), respectively (88), for r  — 1 ,2 ,... , n we obtain the 
statements of the lemma, since the sum telescopes and T*f.Q f{j )  =  0:
n
£  (Tfio m  -  Tfy'  z w ) = Tf: 0 fu).  □
We need a version of Lemma 10 that can be applied for shrunk random 
walks Bm{t) as well. Therefore we define trapezoidal sums of a function 
/  over an equidistant partition with points x — j Ax, where Ax > 0 and j  
changes over the set of integers Z. Here the function /  is assumed to be 
defined on the set of real numbers R. So a corresponding trapezoidal sum is
(90) T “=0 f ( x ) A x  = eaA x  «
( H / A * ) — 1
2 /(0 )+  f ( e«JA x ) +2-f(°)
f=l
where a is assumed to be an integer multiple of Ax and ea is defined according 
to (87). In the sequel this definition will be applied with Ax = 2-m . We 
write the corresponding version of Lemma 10 directly for shrunk random 
walks Bm(t), though this lemma is of purely algebraic nature as well.
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L e m m a  11. Take any function f  defined on R, any real K  >  0, and 
fix a non-negative integer m. Consider shrunk random walks Bm(r2~lm) =  
= 2~m5m(r) (r> 0). Then the following statements hold (Ax = 2~m, A t  =  
=  2~ 2m ) :
I t o  c a s e
LA'/Aij
T?=o (Am)/ ( z ) A z =  Y ,  f ( B m( ( r - l ) A t ) ) ( B m( r A t ) - B m( ( r - l ) A t ) )
r  —  1
. , I  Lv í ‘J / ( J m( rA Q )- / (B m((r-l)At))
'  '  2 C l Bm(rAt) -  Bm((r -  l )A i )
and
S t r a t o n o v i c h  c a s e
pßm( A m )f ( x ) A x
(92)
LA'/Aij
- E f ( B m((r — l )At))  + f ( B m(r At)) (Bm(rAt) -  Bm((r -  1)At)),
r = 1
where K m = [ K/ At \ At .
P r o o f . T h e  p ro o f  is essentia lly  th e  s a m e  as  in case of L e m m a  10, t h e r e ­
fo re  o m i t t e d .  □
Now recall Lemma 7b and Theorem 4. With probability 1, for any 
K'  > K  and for all but finitely many m there exist random time instants 
sm(r) € [0,/v'j (the first passage times of the Skorohod imbedding) such that 
W{ s m {r)) = Bm(rAt)  and
(93) max |sm(r) — rAtl < \j21Km2  m,
0 ^  r A t ^  K
going to 0 as m —>• oo.
In this light the shrunk random walks B m(t) can be replaced by the 
Wiener process in (91) and (92). Then the first sum on the right-hand side 
of (91) becomes exactly the one whose limit as m oo is going to be our 
definition of ltd integral by (85). Similarly, the right-hand side of (92) is the 
one whose limit will be our definition of the Stratonovich integral.
The most important feature of Lemma 11 is that these limits can be 
evaluated in terms of limits of other, simpler sums. An other gain is that 
after performing the limits, we will immediately obtain the important Itö and 
Stratonovich formulae for the corresponding types of stochastic integrals.
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9. Stochastic integrals and the Itö formula
T h e o r e m  6 .  Let f  be a continuously differentiable function on the set of 
real numbers R, and K  >0. For m > 0 and k>  0 take the first passage times 
sm(k) of the Skorohod imbedding of shrunk random walks into the Wiener 
process as defined by (65). Then the sums below converge with probability 1: 
It ő  i n t e g r a l
(94)
A K2 2m
/  f ( W( s ) ) d W( s ) =  lim V  f ( W ( s m ( r - l ) ) ) ( W( s m{ r ) ) - W ( s m(r- l ) ) ) ,
/ m —►oo z '
0
and
S t r a t o n o v i c h  i n t e g r a l
K
/ f {W{s ) )odW{s)
(95)
= lim Ky  f ( W ( s m( r - l ) ) )  + f ( W ( s m(r)))
771— ► OO /  2
r = 1
(W( 5 m( r ) ) - f T ( s m ( r - l ) ) ) .
For the corresponding stochastic integrals we have the following formulae 
as well:
ÍTÓ FORMULA
W ( K )  K  K
(96) J  f (x)dx = j  f (W(s) )dW(s)  + \ j  f ' (W(s))ds,
0 0 0
and
S t r a t o n o v i c h  f o r m u l a
(97)
W ( K ) KJ  f {x)  dx = J  f (W{s) )odW{s) .
P r o o f . By the Itö case of Lemma 11 and the comments made after 
lemma, with probability 1, for all but finitely many m, we have the next
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equation for the sum in (94): 
I K / A t \
E
r — 1
f (W{sm( r - l ) ) )  + f ( W ( s m(r))) (W(sm(r))-W(sm(r-1)))
(98)
_ T W (s rn(lK/At\))  — -*■ n
1
f ( x ) A x  — —
r=l
f ( W( s m( r ) ) ) - f ( W ( s m( r -  1))) 
VF(sm ( r ) ) - W ( s m( r - 1 ) )
where Az = 2 m and At =  2 2m.
For f G [0, AT] set fm =  [ t / At \ At .  Then \t — tm \ < A t = 2~2m. By (93), 
Itm — sm([t/AfJ)| £ v/27Ä'm2_m with probability 1 if m is large enough. 
This implies that
(99) max \t -  sm([f/AfJ)| —> 0
0 < t < K
with probability 1 as m —too . Further, the sample functions of the Wiener 
process being uniformly continuous on [0, K'] with probability 1, one gets 
th a t then
(100) m ax . I W(f) -  W{sm([t /At \  ))| —> 0
as well.
Particularly, it follows that W(sm([K/ At \ ) )  —>W(K)  with probability 
1 as m —> oo. On the other hand, the trapezoidal sum T“_0 f ( x)  A x  of 
a continuous function /  is a Riemann sum corresponding to the partition 
{ 0, ^Ax, |A x , . . .  , a — I  A x, a -  \A x, o}. Therefore the trapezoidal sums 
converge to f “_Q f ( x ) dx  as Ax  ->0. These show that for any e > 0,
W(A)
J f ( x ) d x - T ^ J 0Sm(lK/Ati)) f {x ) Ax
W ( s m ( [ K / A t \ ) )
J f(x)dx -  T™JoSm([K/At\)) / ( x)Ax
+
W( K)J  f ( x ) dx
W(Sm(LA7A<j))
< e/2 -(- e/2 =  e
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with probability 1 if m  is large enough. That is, the trapezoidal sum in (98) 
tends to the corresponding integral with probability 1:
W ( A ')
(101) lim Tx^ (o m(LA7AiJ)) f ( x ) A x  = [  f (x)dx.
771— ► OO J
0
Now let us turn to the second sum in (98). By the definition of the first 
passage times, W (sm(r)) — W (sm(r — 1)) =  ± 2-m = ±Aa:, which tends to 0 
as m —» oo. Hence
( 102)
f ( W ( s m( r ) ) ) - f ( W ( s m(r - ! ) ) ) _ 
W ( a m ( r ) ) - W ( i m ( r - 1 ) )  
f ( W ( s m(r) )T A x ) - f ( W ( s m(r))) 
^fAx
We want to show that this difference quotient gets arbitrarily close to 
f  [W(rAt))  if m is large enough.
To this end, let us consider the following problem from calculus. If /  is a 
continuously differentiable function, xm —> x and A x m —> 0 as m  —> oo, let us 
consider the difference of f ' (x)  and ( f ( xm + A x m) - f ( x Tn) ) / A x rn. By the 
mean value theorem, the latter diference quotient is equal to where
um lies between xm —t x and xm A x m —t x .  Since / '  is continuous, this 
implies that
(103) fi' m^ TAxm) y(xm)
A x m -> /'(* ) ,
as m —> oo.
In our present context, x = W{t)  and x m =  W(sm([t/A tJ)), where 0< 
^ t < K . Since the sample functions of W{t)  are continuous with probabili­
ty 1, it follows from the max-min theorem that their ranges are contained in 
bounded intervals. Over such a bounded interval the function f  is uniformly 
continuous, therefore (99), (100), and (103) imply 
(104)
/'(IT (f)) f m s m( [ t / A t \ ) ) ^ A x ) - f ( W ( s n ([t /At \ )))max o it<K
with probability 1 as to —> oo. (Remember that now Ax  =  2 m and At =
— 2- 2 m .)
Particularly, for any e > 0, we have
max
l < r A t < K
f ( W ( s m ( r ) ) ) - f ( W ( S m ( r - m
( 105)
=  max 1 <rAt<K
W(am( r ) ) - W ( s m( r - 1 ) )  
f ( W ( Sm( r ) ) ^ A x ) - f ( W ( s m(r)))
^fAx
f ( W( r At ) )  
- f ( W { r A t ) ) < 3 K
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with probability 1 assuming m  is large enough.
The function f ( W( s ) )  is continuous with probability 1, so its Riemann 
sums over [0, K] converge to the corresponding integral as the norm of the 
partition tends to 0. Thus by (105),
LA'/AiJ
I  f ' ( W( s ) ) ds -  
l  r  =  1
At
<
fA'/AíJ
Er = l f ' (W{rAt ) )
f { W( s m(r))) — f ( W ( s m(r -  1))) 
W(Sm( r ) ) - W ( s m( r - l ) )
f ( W( s n { r ) ) ?Ax )  -  f ( W ( s m{r)))
q:A:r
At
Ibn \_K / At\ Kr
/  f ' ( W{ s ) ) ds -  f ' (W(rAt ) )At
0 r=1
+ J  f ' (W(s))ds
m
+
€  T, €  €<1 —■—A -\-----1- — — e,
3 A' 3 3
with probability 1 if m is large enough. Here K m = [K/ At \At .
Therefore the second sum in (98) also tends to the corresponding integral 
with probability 1:
lim -m—kx) Z
LA/Aij
E
r = 1
f ( W ( Srn( r ) ) ) - f ( W ( Sm( r - l ) ) )  1
W («m( r ) ) - W ( s m( r - 1 ) )  2
A
J f ' (W(s))ds.  
0
This proves that the defining sum of the Itö integral in (94) converges 
with probability 1 as m  —>■ oo, and for the limit we have Itö formula (96).
Also, by the Stratonovich case of Lemma 11 and the comments made 
after the lemma, with probability 1, for all but finitely many m, we have the 
following equation for the sum in (95):
LA'/AiJ
E
T  —  1
f ( W( s m(r — 1))) +  /(fb (sm(r))) (VR(sm( r ) ) - f T (s m( r - l ) ) )
= T W(sm( LA'/AiJ))
37 — 0 f ( x )  Ax.
We saw in (101) tha t this trapezoidal sum converges to the corresponding 
integral with probability 1 as m —» oo. Therefore the defining sum of the 
Stratonovich integral in (95) converges as well, and for the limit we have 
formula (97). □
Since the Ito and Stratonovich formulae are valid for the usual definitions 
of the corresponding stochastic integrals as well, this shows that the usual 
definitions agree with the definitions given in this paper.
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As we mentioned in a special case, the interesting feature of Ito formula 
(96) is that it contains the non-classical term  ^/ QA f ' (W(s))ds.  If g denotes 
an antiderivative of the function / ,  then the Ito formula can be written as
t t
g { W{ t ) ) - g { W( 0)) =  j  g' (W(s))dW(s) + ± J  g"(W(s))ds,
o o
or formally as the following non-classical chain rule for differentials:
dg(W(t ) )=g' (W( t ) )dW(t )  + l-g"(W (t))d t.
We mention that other, more complicated versions of Ito formula can 
be proved by essentially the same method, see [8]. Also, as shown there, 
multiple stochastic integrals can be defined analogously as the stochastic 
integrals defined above.
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BOLTZMANN’S ERGODIC HYPOTHESIS, 
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Dedicated to P. R é v é s z  fo r  his sixtieth birthday
A b s t r a c t
An overview of the  history of Ludwig B o l tzm an n ’s more than one h u n d re d  year old 
ergodic hypothes is  is given. T h e  existing m ain  results, the majority  o f  which is con­
nected  with th e  theory  of billiards, are surveyed, and some perspectives of th e  theory  and 
in teresting  and realistic problems are also m entioned.
In 1964 Werner Heisenberg was elected a honorary doctor of Loránd 
Eötvös University, Budapest. In his inaugural lecture he made a point that 
sounded something like this: “A theoretical physicist feels best if there is no 
rigorously defined mathematical object behind his considerations” . Certain­
ly, Heisenberg was having the early years of quantum mechanics in his mind 
but what he said perfectly fitted the work of Ludwig Boltzmann as well. One 
could choose several areas of his interest to illustrate this statement, out of 
which the history of the ergodic hypothesis we are going to elaborate on is 
only one.3
As it was so nicely explained in Professor Gallavotti’s illuminating lec­
ture at this conference, G(1995), though the rigorously defined mathematical
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification.  P r im ary  58F15; Secondary 58F11, 82B03.
K ey  words a nd  phrases.  B o ltzm ann’s ergodic  hypothesis, hard ball sy s tem s ,  Sinai’s 
conjecture ,  billiards.
1 Lecture  p resented  on In ternational Sym pos ium  in Honor of Boltzm ann’s 150th  B ir th ­
day, February  23-26, 1994, Vienna.
2 Research su p p o r ted  by the Hungarian N ationa l  Foundation for Scientific Research 
G ran t  No. 1902.
3 A no ther  striking example, perhaps not sufficiently widely known, is th e  case with 
the B oltzm ann equation. He published it in 1872, B( 1872/), and the first m a th em a t ica l ly  
satisfactory  derivation of the  equation was only o b ta in ed  more than 100 years l a t e r  in 1975 
by O scar Lanford, L( 1975), though the  picture is still not 'com plete .  Thus needless to  say 
th a t  B o l tzm an n ’s original a rgum ent was highly in tu it ive. At the same time, however, it was 
so much challenging for the  great m athem atic ian ,  David Hilbert th a t  he included am o n g  his 
celebrated collection of 23 problems presented a t  th e  In ternational M athem atica l  C ongress  
held a t  Paris in 1900 the  sixth one with the ti tle “M athem at ica l  T reatm ent of th e  A xiom s of 
Physics” (see H (1900)). In its formulation, besides requiring an axiomatic ap p ro ach  to  the 
theory of probabilities, Hilbert also says: “it is there fore  very desirable th a t  th e  discussion 
of the  founda tions  of mechanics be taken up by m a th em at ic ian s  also. Thus  B o l t z m a n n ’s 
work on the  principles of mechanics suggests th e  problem of developing m a th em a t ica l ly  
the limiting processes, there  merely indicated, which lead from the atomistic view to  laws 
of motion of con tinua” . B o ltzm ann’s law of motion  of continua is, of course, his equa t io n .
0 0 8 1 -6 9 0 6 /9 6 /$  5.00 © 1996 Akadémiai  Kiadó,  Budapes t
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object behind Boltzmann’s considerations around the ergodic hypothesis was 
indeed missing, Boltzmann was ingenious in inventing mathematical paradig- 
mas and in mastering mathematical calculations on them to guess the truth 
and to obtain convincing power, and even without having the mathematical 
object he understood many things better than we do now.
1. Boltzmann’s ergodic hypothesis
During the 1870s and 1880s, various forms of the ergodic hypothesis were 
used by Boltzmann in his works on the foundations of statistical mechanics 
(see e. g. B(1871) and B(1884); for a historic account also F(1989)). An 
advanced formulation of the hypothesis would sound as follows:
B o l t z m a n n ’s E r g o d i c  H y p o t h e s i s . For large systems of interacting 
particles in equilibrium time averages are close to the ensemble, or equilibri­
um average.
R e m a r k . In this paper — with the exception of Section 10 — equilib­
rium averages always mean microcanonical ones, i. e. the Liouville measure 
on the submanifold of the phase space specified by the trivial invariants of 
the motion.
More precisely, if /  is a measurement (i.e. a function on the phase space 
of the system), then as N , the size of the system (for instance, the number 
of particles) tends to infinity, then
T
(1)  ^J /(S*;t)dt-> J f ( x)dp(x)
o
where p is the equilibrium measure, and S tx is the time evolution of the 
phase point x.
We immediately note that if N  varies, then /  and p also depend on 
N,  and thus, for a mathematically strict statement one ought to specify 
the sense of the convergence in (1), too. Let us look at the main steps of 
the history of Boltzmann’s hypothesis — without intending to provide a 
complete account though I think such a study should be done. One major 
incompleteness of our survey is that it does not go into the history of the 
quasi-ergodic hypothesis at all; as to some recent results about it see H(1991) 
and Y(1992).
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2. Finding a mathematical object, a notion and a problem 
(from Boltzmann to von Neumann, i.e. from 1870 until 1931)
It took quite a time until the mathematical object of the ergodic hy­
pothesis was found. Indeed, only in 1929, Koopman, K(1931), began to 
investigate groups of measure-preserving transformations of a measure space 
or in other language, groups of unitary operators in a Hilbert space4. Koop­
man’s idea was apparently in the air, and several mathematicians, including 
among others G. Birkhoff, M. S. Stone and A. Weil, contributed to the birth 
of ergodic theory; for a historic account see M(1990).
More precisely, let M  be an abstract space, the phase space of the sys­
tem and fi be a probability measure on (a <r-algebra of) M . The dynamics 
is a one-parameter group SE =  {5( : —oo < t < oo} of measure preserving 
transformations, i.e. for every measurable subset A C M, and for every t £ 
€R /x(5- iA) = n(A).
Here, of course, // is the equilibrium measure of the system. Let finally, 
/  : M  —> R be a measurement such that /  £ Thus the object [i. e.
(M, S K, d/t) with the functions /] is defined.
In 1931, von Neumann proved the first ergodic theorem, the so called
M e a n  E r g o d i c  T h e o r e m  (N( 1932)). A s T - >  oo,
T
\  I  f ( S tx ) d t ^ f ( x )
o
in the L^-sense.
(The exact story of the first ergodic theorems is explained in the note of. 
Birkhoff and Koopman, B-K(1932).)5
The proof of the mean ergodic theorem is not difficult but it is worth 
noting that — even more than 20 years later — Neumann very highly ap­
preciated exactly this achievement among his various findings in the vast 
territory of his interest. In 1954, when answering a questionnaire of the 
American Mathematical Society, his works on the ergodic theorems were 
named by himself among his most important discoveries (the other two were 
the mathematicial foundations of quantum mechanics, and further operator- 
algebras, called today Neumann-algebras).
The limiting function f ( x )  satisfies two further important properties:
0 ) f ( x ) = E ( f / l ) ,
4 T h is  progress was preceded by th e  success of Lebesgue’s theory of m easure  which, on 
an o th e r  pa th ,  also led, in 1933, Kolmogorov to  the  laying down the axiomatic foundations  
of probabili ty  theory.
5 Though his name is not explicitly mentioned, Boltzm ann’s influence on von Neumann 
is also seen in the title of his earlier work on quantum  ergodic theory, N(1929): “Beweis 
des Ergodensatzes und des H-Theorems in der neuen Mechanik” .
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where X is the cr-algebra of the invariant sets, or in other words /  is the 
projection of /  onto the subspace of functions invariant with respect to the 
dynamics 5 E;
(üt J u ^ J  f f i  whenever /6 Ü 2 -
M  M
An extremely important consequence is the following: if the only invariant 
functions are the constants or, in other words, there are only trivial invari­
ant sets (i.e. /r((S_iA \  A) U {A \  S_iA)) = 0 implies n(A)  = 0 or 1), then, 
first of all, /  is a constant for every /  and, moreover, by (ii), f  = J fdfi.  
Consequently, the ergodic theorem says that, then as T  —>oo,
T
(2) ±  J  f ( S tx ) d t ^  j  fdfi
0 M
in the ^2-sense.
This statement is much reminiscent to Boltzmann’s hypothesis but here 
we still have just one fixed system and not various ones for different values 
of N . Anyway, define the system to be ergodic, if the only invariant functions 
are the constants. Then we know that, for ergodic systems, the relation (2), 
i.e. a version of the ergodic hypothesis holds.
Summarizing: we have a mathematical model (groups of measure pre­
serving transformations), the notion of ergodicity and, finally, the problem 
of establishing the ergodicity of a system we are interested in from the me­
chanical point of view.
We note that, a bit later in 193}, Birkhoff, B(1931) (and also Khintchine) 
could, moreover, prove th a t the convergence in (2) holds almost everywhere 
as well.
This progress led to the birth of an independent branch of mathematics: 
ergodic theory. This theory then began his autonomous evolution with­
in mathematics and several sub-branches were also born. Just to mention 
some, one of them studies various forms and generalizations of the ergodic 
theorems, another one stronger forms of stochasticity, a special branch - 
quite interesting for our present discussion — investigates the ergodicity of 
particular systems, among them those arising from mechanics, a further one 
the isomorphism problem of various dynamical systems,etc.
3. Proving the first relevant theorem (from Neumann to Sinai, 
from 1931 until 1970)
The methods for establishing the ergodicity of mechanical systems came 
from a different though related domain, from the theory of dynamical sys­
tems. In 1938-39, Hedlund, He(1939) and Hopf, Ho(1939) found a method
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for demonstrating the ergodicity of geodesic flows on compact manifolds of 
negative curvature. Their main conceptual discovery was that the so called 
hyperbolic behaviour of dynamical systems could imply and, in fact, did 
imply ergodicity in the aforementioned models.
Hyperbolicity means, in other words, instability, i.e. the exponential di­
vergence of trajectories starting arbitrarily close to each other, or else sensi­
tivity to the initial conditions. The simplest example of a hyperbolic system 
is Arnold’s famous cat, the linear automorphism of the torus (cat stands 
for a Continuous Automorphism of the Torus) . Indeed, if we consider the 
map Ta of the 2-torus R2 | Z2 onto itself defined by the (hyperbolic) matrix
/  2 1 \A = I i  ^ 1, then we see that the image of the cat gets expanded in one
direction and contracted in a transversal one, with the expansion (contrac­
tion) being the strongest in the eigendirection of the matrix corresponding 
to the eigenvalue Au > 1(AS < 1).
In 1942, very soon after Hedlund’s and Hopf’s fundamental results, the 
Russian physicist, N. S. Krylov discovered that systems of elastic hard balls 
show an instability similar to the one observed at geodesic flows on mani­
folds with negative curvature, cf. K(1942). This finding and the progress 
of the ideas of Hedlund and Hopf in the theory of hyperbolic dynamical 
systems justified Sinai’s stronger version of Boltzmann’s ergodic hypothesis 
formulated in 1963 for the particular system of elastic hard balls.
T h e  B o l t z m a n n - S i n a i  E r g o d i c  H y p o t h e s i s  (S (  1963)). The system 
of N  hard balls given on T2 or T3 is ergodic for any N  ^ 2.
Since mechanical systems also have conserved quantities, this conjecture 
is understood so that ergodicity is expected to hold on (connected compo­
nents of) the submanifold of the phase space specified by the invariants of 
motion.
The conceptual surprise of this conjecture compared to Boltzmann’s orig­
inal formulation was that no large N  was assumed. In fact, ergodicity (and 
further stronger mixing properties, like the K-property) was expected to hold 
for any fixed N > 2!
In 1970, Sinai, S(1970) was able to verify this conjecture in the case of 
N = 2 2-dimensional discs moving on the 2-torus T2.
Before giving an insight into Sinai’s approach, let us mention the lim­
itations of this nice ergodic behaviour for systems with a fixed number of 
degrees of freedom.
4. Appearance of non-ergodic behaviour 
(consequences of the KAM-theory, 1954-1974)
In nature, we have important examples of systems of interacting particles 
(or bodies) that are stable and not unstable like systems of hard balls.
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The most striking example is — fortunately — the solar system. The 
fact th a t it consists of bodies of different masses is not of great importance, 
more significant is the fact th a t here the interaction is different.
The year 1954 brought two important discoveries. Kolmogorov’s 1954 
work, K(1954) and its later evolution — thanks first of all to the achieve­
ments of Arnold and Moser (in particular, A(1963) and M(1962)) in the 
60’s — indicated that we may well have a situation when invariant tori with 
dimension half of that of the phase space can fill a set of positive measure 
(we note that in completely integrable systems such invariant tori do foliate 
the whole phase space). Another, not so explicit, warning came from the 
numerical work of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam, F-P-U(1955) demonstrating that the 
asymptotic equipartition of the energy of modes may fail. As to a detailed 
exposition of this experiment and its effects we refer to the survey H(1983).
In the 1974 work of Markus-Meyer, M-M(1974) summarizing the previ­
ous progress there were two important statements out of which the first one 
is more remarkable for our discussion.
T H E O R E M .  In the space of smooth Hamiltonians
(1) The nonergodic ones form a dense open subset;
(2) The nonintegrable ones contain a countable intersection of dense open 
subsets (i.e. form a subset of second Baire category).
W ithout going into technical details we note that the statements are 
formulated in the C°°-topology and a Hamiltonian is called ergodic if, for 
almost every values of the energy, the system is ergodic on the corresponding 
submanifold of the phase space.
Thus, for generic Hamiltonians, we cannot expect ergodicity, and in the 
final sections of the paper we will return to the question of what kind of er­
godic behaviour can then be expected for them. The forthcoming discussion 
will be focused on the comparatively simple case of hard ball systems.
5. Sinai’s setup. Billiards (1970)
We start with a simple trick traditional both in mathematics and physics: 
instead of treating N  particles we consider just one particle in a high dimen­
sional phase space. More concretely: Let us assume, in general, that a 
system of N 2) balls of unit mass and radii r > 0 are given on T", the 
zz-dimensional unit torus (v > 2). Denote the phase point of the i ’th  ball by 
(qi,Vi) G T" X R". The configuration space Q of the N  balls is a subset of 
T  Vl/: from T'Vi/ we cut out cylindric scatterers:
Ci,j = {Q = (q\ , i qiv) G Ta ":| qt -  q3 |< 2r} ,
1 < i < j  ^  N . The energy H  = |  vf and the total momentum P — 
=  ^2 ^  Vi are first integrals of the motion. Thus, without loss of generality,
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we can assume that H — h and P — 0 and, moreover, that the sum of spatial 
components B =  q, =  0 (if P ^  0. then the center of mass has an addi­
tional conditionally periodic or periodic motion). For these values of H, P 
and B , the phase space of the system reduces to M  := Q X  where
with d := dim Q =  N  v — v , and where Sk denotes, in general, the fc-dimension- 
al unit sphere. It is easy to see that the dynamics of the N  balls, determined 
by their uniform motion with elastic collisions on one hand, and the billiard 
flow {5* :t £ R} on Q with specular reflections on ŐQ on the other hand, are 
isomorphic and they conserve the Liouville measure dp =  const dq ■ dv.
We recall that a billiard is a dynamical system describing the motion of a 
point particle in a connected, compact domain Q C Kd or Q C = Tord, d ^ 2 
with a piecewise C2-smooth boundary. Inside Q the motion is uniform while 
the reflection at the boundary <9Q is elastic (the angle of reflection equals the 
angle of incidence, cf. Figure 1). Since the absolute value of the velocity is a 
first integral of motion, the phase space of our system can be identified with 
the unit tangent bundle over Q. Namely, the configuration space is Q while 
the phase space is M  =  Q x Sd-i where Sd-i is the surface of the unit d-ball. 
In other words, every phase point x is of the form (q, v) where q £ Q and 
v £ Sd-1- The natural projections tt : M  —> Q and p : M  —>• Sd-1 are defined 
by 7r(q, v) =  q and by p(q, u) =  v, respectively.
Fig. 1
Suppose that dQ =  UfőQi where dQt are the smooth components of the 
boundary. Denote dM  — d Q X Sd-\ and let n(q) be the unit normal vector 
of the boundary component 3Qi at q £ <9Q, directed inwards Q. In billiards, 
isomorphic to hard ball systems, the scatterers are convex cylinders if N > 
^ 3, and are (strictly convex) balls if N — 2. The observation of Krylov 
and Sinai was that a billiard with strictly convex scatterers behaves like a 
hyperbolic dynamical system, whereas in one with just convex scatterers 
there is some partial hyperbolicity. We will illustrate this observation after 
some definitions.
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We say that a billiard is dispersing (a Sinai-billiard) if each ÖQ, is strictly 
corwex, and we say it is semi-dispersing if each dQt is convex. The billiards 
in Figures 2 and 3 are dispersing. Indeed, they correspond to the system of 
two discs on T2; the first one to the case R < 1/4 and the second one to the 
case 1/4 < Ä < 1/2.
The third one is a semi-dispersing billiard given on T3 with two cylindric 
scatterers. This paradigm was the first semi-dispersing but not dispersing 
billiard whose ergodicity was established (cf. K-S-Sz(1989)).
™  ss— a a l  tjÉHHW  ^
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
The mechanism producing hyperbolicity in a dispersing billiard can be 
seen the best on Figure 5 borrowing the illustration from optics. Assume 
we have a strictly convex scatterer on Tfi and imagine it is a mirror. Take, 
x = (Q,V)  6 M, and the codimension one hyperplane T through Q in the
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configuration space perpendicular to the velocity V . By attaching to points 
of T velocities identical to V  we obtain a wavefront f  in the phase space M . 
After one reflection from the mirror scatterer, our wavefront gets strictly 
convex while the linear distances measured on F get uniformly expanded. 
This mechanism is exactly the one providing the (uniform) hyperbolicity of 
a dispersing billiard.
Fig. 5
Sinai’s 1970 work used the theory of uniformly hyperbolic smooth dynam­
ical systems which had had an intensive progress in the 60s and culminated 
in the 1967 paper of Anosov and Sinai, A-S(1967). The serious difficulty 
Sinai had to cope with was that billiards were not smooth dynamical sys­
tems. Indeed, if a smooth wavefront gets reflected from a scatterer and it 
contains a tangency, then though the reflected wavefront will be continuous, 
its second derivative will have a jump at the tangency. This circumstance 
causes serious technical difficulties: in smooth uniformly hyperbolic dynam­
ical systems the stable and unstable invariant manifolds, the fundamental 
tools of the theory are smooth and unbounded, whereas in billiards their 
smooth components can be arbitrarily small.
6. N  = 2 balls (1970-1987). Local ergodicity of semi-dispersing billiards
As mentioned earlier, Sinai, in 1970, in his celebrated paper obtained the 
first rigorous result in relation to the Boltzmann-Sinai ergodic hypothesis: 
he could show that N = 2 discs on the 2-torus I 2 was a K-system.
In fact, his result was formulated for 2 — D dispersing billiards (Sinai- 
billiards) with a finite horizon. A billiard has finite horizon if there is no 
collision-free trajectory in it. This condition is fulfilled by a two-billiard 
if Ä > i  (cf. Figure 3). In this case the configuration space consists of
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four connected components, and, of course, ergodicity is claimed on each of 
them. For the case of R < ^ (cf. Figure 2), a 2 — D billiard with infinite 
horizon, the corresponding result was proved by Bunimovich and Sinai in 
1973, B-S(1973). On the basis of their work it was understood that a 2 — D 
dispersing billiard was ergodic.
A multidimensional generalization of their theorem was only obtained in 
1987. Indeed, Chernov and Sinai, S-Ch(1987) were, in general, investigating 
semi-dispersing billiards and introduced the basic notion of sufficiency of an 
orbit or equivalently of a phase point. The main consequence of sufficiency 
is that, in a suitably small neighbourhood of a sufficient point, the system is 
hyperbolic, though not uniformly. Next we present this notion in its minimal 
form as suggested in K-S-Sz (1990).
Our starting point is Figure 6, similar to Figure 5. It shows that, if a 
scatterer is not strictly convex but just convex, like e. g. a cylinder, then 
the image of the hyperplanar wavefront T with parallel velocities will not be 
curved in the directions parallel with the constituent subspace of the cylin­
der, but in the transversal directions, only. However, the uncurved neutral 
directions can still die out after several reflections on differently oriented 
cylindric (or, in general, convex) scatterers.
Now for the definition of sufficiency. Assume that S ^ a :  is a finite tra ­
jectory segment, which is regular, i.e. it avoids singularities.
Let S ax =  (Q,V) E M  and consider the hyperplanar wavefront f ( 5 aa:) := 
= {(Q + dQ,V)  : dQ small 6 Kd and (dQ,V)  =  0} (by denoting x(x) =  Q for 
x — (Q,V)  we see that, indeed, 7r(-y) is part of a hyperplane).
We say that the trajectory segment is sufficient if 7r(5fcr) is strict­
ly convex (see Figure 7). (To obtain a geometric or optical feeling of this 
notion, the reader is again suggested to imagine mirror-surfaced scatterers.)
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A phase point x £ M  is sufficient if its trajectory is sufficient (i.e. it contains 
a sufficient trajectory segment). In physical terms, sufficiency of a trajec­
tory segment means that, during the time interval [a, b], the trajectory of x 
encounters all degrees of freedom of the system.
If a trajectory segment is not sufficient, then the curvature of 7r(56f) 
at 7r(563:) necessarily vanishes in certain directions forming the so-called 
neutral subspace. Simple geometric considerations (cf. K-S-Sz(1990)) show 
that a sufficient trajectory segment generates an expansion rate uniformly 
larger than 1 in some neighbourhood of the point S ax. Then, by Poincaré 
recurrence and the ergodic theorem, it is not hard to see that, in some 
neighbourhood of S ax, the relevant Lyapunov exponents of the system are 
not zero. In other words, in this neighbourhood, the system is hyperbolic. 
This observation should motivate the non-trivial
F u n d a m e n t a l  t h e o r e m  f o r  s e m i - d i s p e r s i n g  b i l l i a r d s  (S-Ch- 
(1987)). Assume that a semi-dispersing billiard satisfies some geometric con­
ditions and the Chernov — Sinai Ansatz, a condition strongly connected with 
the singularities of the system.
If x 6 M  is a sufficient point, then it has an open neighbourhood U in 
the phase space belonging to one ergonent (i.e. ergodic component).
(A simplified and suitably generalized version of this theorem, the so- 
called ’transversal fundamental theorem’ was given in K-S-Sz(1990). More­
over, a version of the fundamental theorem formulated for symplectic maps 
with singularities can be found in L-W(1994).) The property expressed in 
the statement is usually called local ergodicity. If almost every phase point 
of a semi-dispersing billiard is sufficient, then, of course, it may have at 
most a countable number of ergonents. In some cases it is not hard then 
to derive the global ergodicity of the system, i.e. to show that there is just 
one ergonent in the phase space. Note that it also follows from the general 
theory that, on each ergonent, the system is Kolmogorov mixing. A much 
important consequence is thus the following
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C o r o l l a r y  (S-Ch(1987)). Every dispersing billiard is ergodic, and, 
moreover, is a K-flow. In particular, the system of N  = 2 balls on the o- 
torus is a K-flow if r <
(For details, see K-S-Sz(1990).)
7. N  > 3 balls (1989- ). Global ergodicity of semi-dispersing billiards
W ith the fundamental theorem for semi-dispersing billiards in mind, the 
proof of their global ergodicity boils down to
(1) first demonstrating the Chernov-Sinai Ansatz, an important condi­
tion of the fundamental theorem, and
(2) to then showing that the subset of non-sufficient points is a topologi­
cally small set of measure zero; for instance, its topological codimen­
sion is not smaller than two.
In Sz(1993), we gave a sketch of the strategy worked out in our papers 
with A. Krámli and N. Simányi for the core part, and here we will just list 
the main results obtained so far.6
(1) in 1991, Krámli, Simányi and the present author, K-S-Sz(1991) demon­
strated the K-property of IV = 3 balls on the v—torus whenever v > 2;
(2) in 1992, again the previous authors, K-S-Sz(1992) improved their 
methods to get the ergodicity of N  =  4 balls on the v—torus whenever 
v ^ 3;
(3) in 1992, Simányi, S(1992) was able to establish the so far strongest 
result for hard ball systems: the system of N > 2 balls is ergodic on 
the v —torus whenever v ^ A; his method is based on his Connecting 
Path Formula characterizing the neutral subspace of a trajectory 
segment.
The configuration of the cylindric scatterers of a billiard isomorphic to 
a hard ball system inherits the permutation symmetry of the balls. A natu­
ral generalization of hard ball systems is to investigate cylindric billiards in 
general, i. e. billiards with solely cylinders as scatterers. To this end con­
sider compact affine subspaces Ll : 1 ^ i  ^ N , N  > 1 in the d-torus T á (with 
dim L l ^ d -  2), and denote Cl := {Q := (g1?.. ., qf) : dist(Q, Ll) <í r1}, 1 ^
< i < N  where each rl is positive. The billiard in Q := T d \  (U ^ jC 1) is a 
billiard with cylindric scatterers.
For cylindric billiards the following results have been obtained:
(1) in 1989, Krámli, Simányi and the present author, K-S-Sz(1989) con­
sidered a 3-dimensional orthogonal cylindric billiard (cf. Figure 4); 
they obtained its K-property and thus this was the first semi-disper­
sing — but not dispersing — billiard whose ergodicity was shown.
6 M os t recently, in the  S um m er of 1994, Simányi and  Szász were able to  prove S ina i’s 
h y p o th es is  for hard  ball sys tem s with a  res tr ic ted  g rap h  of interactions.
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(2) in 1993, motivated by a question of John Mather, the present author 
started a systematic study of cylindric billiards and found a sufficient 
and necessary condition for the ergodicity of a class of them: for or­
thogonal cylindric billiards, cf. Sz(1993), Sz(1994). These are charac­
terized by the property that the constituent subspace of any cylindric 
scatterer is spanned by some of the coordinate vectors adapted to the 
orthogonal coordinate system where Td is given;
(3) in 1994, Simányi and the present author, S-Sz(1994) found necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the K-property of a toric billiard with 
two arbitrary cylindric scatterers.
Since the class of cylindric billiards is relatively simple, one can hope 
for general necessary and sufficient conditions for the ergodicity (and the 
K-property) of these systems. Indeed, we next formulate a conjecture con­
taining a general sufficient condition.
C o n j e c t u r e  (Szász, 1992). Assume that the configuration domain of a 
cylindric billiard is connected, and no pairs of the scatterers are tangent. If 
there is at least one sufficient point, then the billiard is K .
8. The Boltzmann-Sinai ergodic hypothesis in pencase type models
In order to resolve some difficulties on the way to establishing the Boltz­
mann-Sinai ergodic hypothesis, Chernov and Sinai, S-Ch(1985) suggested 
the study of a quasi-one-dimensional model of hard balls. It is given on 
an elongated torus of the type (XT1) X T1' -1 where L is a sufficiently large 
number compared to R (see Figure 8). The main assumption is
V ^ T  „ 1
^ < " < 2
ensuring that the order of balls (in the direction of XT1) is invariant under 
the dynamics. Thus the model, which was called by Chernov and Sinai a 
pencase, is realizable if 2 ^  u ^ 4. If we number the balls in their order: 
1 ,2 ,. . .  , N , then a particular feature of the model is that only the pairs of 
consecutive balls (i.e. {1,2}, {2 ,3},... , {ÍV, 1}) can interact.
Fig. 8
The first result for a pencase type model was reached in 1992 by Buni- 
movich-Liverani-Pellegrinotti-Sukhov. Instead of a torus their model lives
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in a domain with dispersing boundaries (see Figure 9) and the sizes of the 
domain ensure that
(1) each ball is restricted to a fundamental domain of the “pencase” (the 
throats between them are smaller than 2R);
(2) between consecutive collisions of a particular ball, it should always 
hit a dispersing boundary;
(3) the pairs of balls in neighbouring domains can, indeed, interact.
A billiard of this type is realizable in arbitrary dimension and the results 
of the aforementioned authors was that the system was K. This partic­
ular model was, in fact, the first one where the Boltzmann-Sinai ergodic 
hypothesis got settled for any N  and A 2.
T h e o r e m  (B-L-P-S(1992)). The B-L-P-S pencase is a K-system for any 
N , v > 2 .
For some time it seemecj so that the proof of ergodicity for the original 
Chernov-Sinai pencase was not easier than that for general hard ball systems. 
Nevertheless, -  with Nándor Simányi — we could recently demonstrate the 
following
T h e o r e m  (S-Sz(1994-B)). The Chernov-Sinai pencase is a K-system 
for any N > 2, v = 4. I f v — 3, the system has open ergodic components.
The restriction o 2 seems, at present, important whereas that of u < 5 
only arises since the model, as invented by its authors, does not exist for 
v > 5. One could, however, introduce less realistic models that do exist for 
v ^  5, too, and for them our proof would also work but we do not want to 
stay on them.
There is, however, another, more natural way to introduce models with 
a pencase-type interaction in any dimension. Consider, namely, N  balls, 
numbered 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  N  on the unit torus T". The restriction is that only pairs 
of balls with neighbouring numbers, i.e. again only the pairs {1,2}, { 2 ,3 } ,..., 
{N  — 1 ,2V}, {N , 1} interact while other pairs can go through each other. This 
billiard is, of course, again a cylindric one.
T h e o r e m  (S-Sz(1994-B)). The system with pencase-type interaction is 
a K-system whenever N  > 2,/z > 4. If v =  3, the system has open ergodic 
components.
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(Froeschlé(1978) (cf. H(1983)) introduced the notion of connectivity as 
the ratio of the number of particles a given particle can interact with and 
of the number of all particles. His experiments suggested that this ratio 
can be related to the good ergodic properties of a system; in particular, 
below a critical value of the connectivity, a significant fraction of the phase 
space is occupied with invariant tori. Our theorem shows, however, that, for 
hard ball systems, the ergodic behaviour already appears at a connectivity 
arbitrarily close to zero.)
9. Ergodicity of systems with a fixed number of degrees of freedom
From the work of Markus-Meyer mentioned in Section 4 we know that 
ergodic Hamiltonians are in a sense exceptional. Nevertheless, it makes sense 
to look for possibly more of them since the mechanisms occurring in these 
can also help to understand the onset of chaotic behaviour, for instance, the 
appearance of a large ergodic component in nonergodic systems.
In Sections 5-7 we discussed billiard systems. Here we mention three 
classes of Hamiltonians, for which Donnay and Liverani, D-L(1991) could, 
in 1991, demonstrate ergodicity. These are systems of N  = 2 particles on 
T2 interacting via a rotation-invariant pair potential V(r).  These system 
have the same conserved quantities as the system of two hard discs and we 
assume that v\  +  v\ — 1, Vi + V2 — 0, q\ + q2  — 0. We do not give here all 
the conditions since we are mainly interested in the qualitative description 
of these interactions.
Assume in all cases that for some R > 0
(1) V(r) = 0 if r > R;
(2) V ( r ) e C 2( 0 , R );
(3) lim r2V (r) = 0;
r —>0
(4) for h(r) =  r 2(l — 2V(r)),  and for except one value of r € (0 ,R .) 
h' (r)> 0.
Potentials in the first class are repelling ones (see Figure 10). The addi­
tional condition besides (l)-(4) is now
Fig. 10
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(5) V { R - ) = 0  and P '( £ - ) < 0 .
Then, under some more conditions, the system is K . As it is evident from 
the conditions, V  is, though continuous, not C 1 at r — R (see Figure 11). 
Indeed, the jump of V  in R  as required by (5) plays the same role as the 
effect of a reflection in a dispersing billiard. This phenomenon was first 
observed by Kubo in 1976 (K(1976)), and he, and later he and M urata, K- 
M(1981) could already establish the K- and the B-property of such systems 
under more restrictive conditions than those of Donnay and Liverani. It 
is a natural question whether the Kubo-type singularity can also lead to 
ergodicity in the case of several particles. In fact, we recall the following
P r o b l e m  (Liverani-Szász, 1990). Let N  —  “i, u = 2. Is it possible to find 
a Kubo-type interaction (i.e. one satisfying the conditions (l)-(5) formulated 
before) such that the system is ergodic?
A simpler problem could be the generalization of the Kubo-Donnay- 
Liverani result for the case N  — 2, v > 3 though, as observed by Wojtkowski, 
W(1990-C), in the multidimensional case new, unpleasant phenomena may 
arise.
The second class investigated by Donnay and Liverani contains attracting 
potentials. In 1987, Knauf, K(1987) showed that for attracting interactions 
with singularities at r =  0 of the type — , n =  2 ,3 ,4 ,. . . ,  the system
was ergodic. Donnay and Liverani’s main achievement was that they could 
get rid of the assumption that n was an integer (see Figure 10). Their main 
condition besides (l)-(4 ) is
(6) V'{r) > 0 if v e (0, R) and V{R) = V ' (R) = 0.
From the conceptual point of view the most remarkable is their third 
class since here the potential is everywhere smooth. The basic feature of 
interactions in the third class is that, for some rc < R, the circle of radius 
rc is a closed orbit (see Figure 12). Interestingly enough this orbit plays the 
role of a singularity.
In all cases, the existence of potentials satisfying the aforelisted condi­
tions is proved. For a given potential satisfying the appropriate requirements 
then ergodicity is fulfilled at sufficiently high energy. It is worth noting that
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having proved first that the Lyapunov exponent is non-zero, the proof of 
ergodicity can be obtained by a suitable adaptation of the fundamental the­
orem for semi-dispersing billiards (cf. Section 6).
Fig. 12
An interesting class of models was introduced and studied by Wojtkows- 
ki, W(1990-A) and W(1990-B). Here a one-dimensional system of N  particles 
of different masses moves in an external field, and the interaction is elastic 
collision. The non-vanishing of Lyapunov exponents has been proved in sev­
eral cases, but establishing global ergodicity still seems to be difficult.
10. Ergodicity of systems with an increasing number of degrees of freedom
The situation when the number of particles increases exactly corresponds 
to Boltzmann’s original question which -  in modern terminology — could 
sound as follows: find, for a generic Hamiltonian, the asymptotic behaviour 
in the thermodynamic limit. This question is still not formulated precisely. 
From the various possible ways, the right one should, of course, be selected 
as dictated by the main applications. At present, as it seems to me, a very 
important application should be in the field of the derivation of hydrody­
namic equation from microscopic, Hamiltonian principles. It is clear that, 
the so far strongest method worked out in the last decade by Varadhan and 
his coworkers, 0-V-Y(1993) would require a form related to Boltzmann’s 
hypothesis but we can still not select the right form (we note that the re­
sults obtained until now are valid for stochastic systems and not for purely 
Hamiltonian ones).
The conceptually simplest and widemost known form of a hypothesis 
is the following: denote as before the number of particles by N,  and by 
p(N)  the relative measure of the phase space occupied by invariant tori. For 
simplicity, the interaction is fixed and jj =  const (for definiteness, we assume
that the system lives on the torus V^T"). Then the first conjecture is that 
p(N)  —> 0 as N  -» oo. A stronger conjecture would then require that the 
complement to the set of invariant tori contains a large ergodic component 
whose measure gets close to one.
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Hénon (1983) and Galgani (1985) discussed in detail the situation and 
the connection of these conjectures to the one on the limiting equipartition of 
energy between the modes of the system . The conclusion is that the picture 
is not clear at all. There are, on one hand, interactions when numerical work 
of Froeschlé and Scheidecker (1975) indicates that p(N)  -» 0 as expected. 
They investigated a one-dimensional model with the Hamiltonian
1 N
H  =  — Y ß  +  2 ttG ct2^  \ q t -  q:  \ .
1 i < j
On the other hand, the famous FermFPasta-Ulam (1955) experiment sup­
ported doubts about the conjectures by detecting the failure of the limiting 
equipartition of energy. This was also a one-dimensional model with the 
Hamiltonian
N  N - l
H = 2 ^ p' + l L V  (®+i -  9*')»
l l
where V (q) =  \q 2 +  aq3.
These works generated a vivid interest in the problem. For the contra­
dictory views about it, the reader is suggested to consult the aforementioned 
papers of Hénon and Galgani and for a more recent review that of Galgani 
Giorgili-Martinolli-Vanzini (1993).
As I learnt from Gregory Eyink, for establishing hydrodynamic equations 
in the sense of the approach of Varadhan’s method, a weaker form of the 
conjecture would also be sufficient, ft is not necessary to have one large 
ergodic component, ft seems that a weakly increasing upper bound for the 
number of ergodic components and, of course, a good upper bound on p(N)  
could be sufficient. The picture here, however, needs more elaboration and 
the problems seem very difficult.
11. Ergodicity of systems with an infinite number of degrees of freedom
Since the situation with large but finite systems is so complicated, I 
expect that the solution of equilibrium statistical physics should be borrowed. 
Whereas even a rigorous definition of a phase transition in a finite system 
-  not speaking about its demonstration — is not an easy task, the question 
gets much simpler for infinite systems. In my view, first the ergodicity of 
infinite systems should be understood.
The very first result for an infinite system was obtained in 1971 by Sinai 
and Volkovysky for the ideal gas: it was shown to be a K-system (V-S(1971)). 
(A weaker result was obtained by Dobrushin already in 1956, see D(1956).) 
For the first glance this sounds as a surprise since in the ideal gas there is no 
velocity mixing at all. Indeed, in the formulation of ergodicity one should be
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a bit cautious. By denoting the phase space by M — {{(«ft, w,-) : i € Z} : {<?,} is 
locally finite }, the equilibrium measure is P\({q , : i E l} )  <S> Ü F(dv{) where 
P\  is a Poisson measure with density A and F(dv) is an arbitrary non­
degenerate probability distribution in R", and ergodicity holds with respect 
to this invariant measure. The proof reveals an apparently new mechanism 
of ergodicity : mixing - understood, of course, in time — is the result of the 
initial spatial mixing. In other words: the equilibrium measure is Poisson, 
i.e. a measure with independent increments. Now as time proceeds, in a 
fixed box of our observation, particles starting from more and more distant 
intervals appear and their numbers are, roughly speaking, independent. This 
phenomenon can be proved to provide mixing in time.
The same observation was used, in more delicate arguments, for show­
ing the K-property for different variants of the Rayleigh-gas, among others, 
by Goldstein-Lebowitz-Ravishankar (1982), Boldrighini-Pellegrinotti Pre- 
sutti-Sinai-Soloveychik (1984) and L. Erdös-Tuyen (1991). In these models 
only one particle interacts with all the other ones and the equilibrium mea­
sure is still Poisson. A related model is the Lorentz gas where — similarly 
to the ideal one — there is no interaction between the particles, but the 
dynamics of each particle obeys a strong mixing in space. Based upon this 
mixing, Sinai demonstrated the K-property in S(1979).
Now a problem which I find very interesting and quite realistic is the 
following one:
P r o b l e m  (Szász, 1990). Consider an infinite pencase obtained as N —too 
of the finite ones was introduced in Section 8. Prove that the natural Gibbs 
measure is ergodic. (Here, of course, the possible values of the dimension 
are v =  2,3, A.)
(Infinite models also raise the question of existence of the dynamics, but 
for this model it was answered affirmatively by Alexander, A(1976).) In 
the proof of ergodicity two mechanisms can be exploited: the hyperbolic 
behaviour of the interaction as done for the finite pencase or the spatial 
mixing of the equilibrium distribution as in cases of the ideal gas or the 
Rayleigh one. At present, however, I do not see an easy way for any of 
these possibilities, in particular, for the second one. For the first one it is a 
natural idea to start building up the hyperbolic theory of infinite-dimensional 
dynamical systems and trying to define, for instance, the stable and unstable 
invariant manifolds first, and then to prove their existence.
In Section 10 we already mentioned the problem of the derivation of 
hydrodynamic type equations. A sufficient condition in some cases for the 
method of 0-V-Y(1993) to work is the following ergodicity type condition: 
every ”regular” state, invariant with respect to both translations in the space 
and the dynamics, is a mixture of canonical Gibbs measures. This property 
is apparently stronger than ergodicity, but, as remarked in F-F-L(1994), 
to prove such an ergodicity for deterministic Hamiltonian systems is still a 
formidable unsolved problem. (In fact, Fritz, Funaki and Lebowitz verify this
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property for a random Hamiltonian system, and their paper is, moreover, also 
recommended for further reference.) We add that regularity above means 
that the state has finite relative entropy (per unit volume) with respect to the 
Gibbs measure. This assumption implies, in particular, that the conditional 
distribution in any finite volume A, given the configuration outside A, is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
12. Concluding remarks
In this lecture I have been concentrating on the history of Boltzmann’s 
ergodic hypothesis. I think that the second half of the title of the talk is 
already justified if we focus our interest to just the question of ergodicity. 
After more than one hundred years, ergodicity is still not established in 
the simplest mechanical model, in the system of elastic hard balls though 
I expect we are not far from a solution. But as to generic interactions, 
even the questions are not clearly posed and it might well be that there will 
not be a final understanding after the next hundred years either. And we 
have not touched upon more delicate, physically fundamental properties for 
whose proofs one should refine the methods used in studying ergodicity of 
the system involved. W ithout aiming at completeness we just mention the 
problems
(1) of the decay of correlations (cf. Ch(1994); here and in the forthcom­
ing cases only the last reference, 1 am aware of, will be provided, 
where further ones can also be found),
(2) of the convergence to equilibrium, K-Sz(1983),
(3) of the calculation of and bounds on the entropy of mechanical sys­
tems, Ch(1991),
(4) and, finally, of the recurrence properties of such systems, K-Sz(1985).
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WEIGHTED APPROXIMATIONS 
OF PARTIAL SUM PROCESSES IN D[0,oo). I
B. SZ Y SZK O W IC Z
Dedicated to Pál R évész  fo r  his s ixtieth  birthday
A b s t r a c t
Let X i , X 2, ■ ■ ■ be independen t, identically  d is tr ib u ted  random  variables w ith  S ( k )  — 
X \ +  • • +  X).. We prove best possible w eighted approxim ations of n - 1 ^2S ( n t ) ,  O ^ t ^ l ,  
by a s ta n d a rd  W iener process { W ( t ) ,  0 ^ f < o o }  assum ing the existence of tw o m om ents 
only for X \  and , consequently, ob ta in  th e  w eighted version of Donsker’s th eo rem  in D[0 , 1] 
for th e  o p tim al class of weight functions. C onsidering  functions h on [ l ,o o )  such th a t 
lim s u p \W ( t ) \ / h ( t )  < 00 a.s. enables us to  prove w eighted approxim ations, an d  hence 
t —»00
also w eak convergence, of weighted p artia l sum  processes in Z?[l,oo). In th is  case the 
adm issible class of weight functions will be seen to  be bigger than  th a t for a sy m p to tic s  on 
[0, 1]. We show also th a t  the class of weight functions for weighted sup- and Lp -func tiona ls  
to  converge in d is trib u tio n  is larger th an  th a t  for weak convergence. O ur proofs a re  based 
on T heorem  of M ajor [17],
1. Introduction
Let X j,X 2, . . .  be independent, identically distributed random variables 
(i.i.d.r.v.’s) with EXj = 0, EX,2 = 1, partial sums 5(n) =  X\  +  • • • +  X„ and 
let {W(t),  0 < t < 00} denote the standard Wiener process starting at ze­
ro. After Donsker’s theorem, the question arises under what conditions 
does weak convergence continue to hold for weighted partial sum process­
es n_112S(nt )/ q(t), 0 < t < 1, where q(t) is a nonnegative function on (0, 1] 
approaching zero as t —> 0. Assuming the existence of two moments on­
ly, in Section 2 we prove weighted approximations of partial sum processes 
n -1/2S(nt) by a standard Wiener process for the optimal class of weight 
functions, which is the same as the class of functions for which
(1.1) lim \W(t)\/q(t) =  0 a.s..
The motivation for studying weighted partial sums comes from earlier 
studies of Rényi [20], Chibisov [1], Pyke and Shorack [19], O’Reilly [18]
1991 M a th em a tic s  Subject Classification. P rim ary  60F17, 60F25; Secondary  60G 50.
K ey  words and  phrases. P artia l sum s, W iener processes, the Z)[0 , 00) w eigh ted  ap ­
p roxim ations, suprem um  m etrics, Lp-distance.
R esearch su p p o rted  by an N SER C  C an ad a  G ra n t a t  C arleton  University, O tta w a .
0 0 8 1-6906 /96 /$  5.00 © 1996  Akadémiai  Kiadó,  Budapes t
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and others concerning the asymptotic behaviour of weighted empirical and 
quantile processes. O ’Reilly [18] proved the weak convergence of weighted 
partial sum processes in C (0 ,1] under the assumption of E |^”i|3 < oo.
Based on a refinement of the Csörgő and Révész [8] inequality for the 
strong approximation of the uniform empirical and quantile processes by a 
sequence of Brownian bridges, which in turn is based on the Komlós, Major 
and Tusnády KMT [14] inequality for the strong approximation of partial 
sum processes by a Wiener process, Csörgő, Csörgő, Horváth and Mason [2] 
established approximations of empirical and quantile processes by sequences 
of Brownian bridges in weighted supremum metrics for the optimal class of 
weight functions. A short proof of the basic approximation result was given 
by Csörgő and Horváth [3]. Using their method of proof together with the 
KMT [14] and Major [15] strong approximations of the partial sum process, 
one can construct a standard Wiener process {W(t) ,  0 < t < oo} such that 
(cf. Csörgő and Horváth [4])
(1.2) sup n l'~1^ 2\S (nt) -  W(nt) \ / t 1^ 2~l/ — 0(1) a.s.
'K/n = t= 1
for any 0 < r , < l /2  — 1 /r and 0 < A < oo, if we assume
E|2fi|r <oo for some r > 2.
While this gives weighted approximations for the optimal class of weight 
functions as in [2], r in (1.2) cannot be taken to be equal to 2. Indeed, 
a weighted embedding like that of (1.2) with u — 0 is impossible for r = 
=  2. It would, for example, contradict Major [16]. Consequently, a new 
method of proof had to be developed for obtaining weighted approximations 
of n~x/2S(nt) under the assumption of two moments only. The proof of 
our Theorem 2.1 is based on a strong approximation theorem of Major [17], 
approximating the partial sum process of i.i.d.r.v.’s having only two moments 
by a Gaussian but not a Wiener process. As a corollary to our Theorem 2.1, 
we obtain the optimal weighted version of Donsker’s theorem in supremum 
metrics. These results were announced in Szyszkowicz [23] and summarized 
in detail in Szyszkowicz [24], [26]. It is interesting to note here that the class 
of admissible weight functions q for the convergence in distribution of the 
sup-functional of n -1/ 2S(nt)/q(t) is bigger than for the weak convergence of 
the whole process in supremum norm. Such a phenomenon was first noticed 
and proved for weighted empirical and quantile processes by [2], and then 
for partial sums when assuming the existence of more than two moments by 
Csörgő and Horváth [4]. Here we prove such a result under the assumption of 
two moments only. In the light of these advances it is only natural to expect 
that the class of weight functions for the convergence in distribution of the 
ip-functionals will be even bigger. For optimal weighted i p-approximations 
of partial sum processes in D[0,1] we refer to Szyszkowicz [25], [26], [28].
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Obviously, all the results for t £ [0, 1] can be stated on [0,T] for any 
0 < T < oo. Since W  (t) —> oo as t —> oo , there is no weak convergence of 
n -1/2S(nt) on [l,oo). However, introducing appropriate weight functions 
opens up the possibility of studying such phenomena near infinity. In Sec­
tion 3 we study asymptotics of weighted partial sum processes 
n -1/2S(nt)/ h(t) , 1 ^ t < oo, where h{t) is a non-negative function on [l,oo) 
and h{t) -Too as i —> oo. While our weighted Zp-approximations on [l,oo) 
will be complete analogs of those on [0,1], the optimal class of weight func­
tions for weak convergence in D[l,oo) in the sup-norm will be seen to be 
bigger than the corresponding class for the weak convergence in T)[0, 1]. This 
is due to the fact that on [l,oo) there is no a priori need for a Chibisov-
O’Reilly type theorem, that is to be guaranteed by lim \W(t)\/h(t) — 0 a.s.,<—►00
an analog of (1.1) near infinity. Namely, we obtain approximations in proba­
bility, and hence also weak convergence of our weighted partial sum processes 
in 2?[l,oo) whenever
(1.3) lim sup \W(t)\/h(t) < oo a.s..
<—►00
Considering q on (0,1] (resp. h on [l,oo)) which are positive and such that 
q(t) is non-decreasing near zero (resp. h(t )/ t  is non-increasing near infinity), 
we use the analytic conditions for (1.1) and (1.3) in terms of appropriate in­
tegrals as in [2] and Csörgő, Shao and Szyszkowicz [10], where the additional 
conditions of continuity of q (resp. of h) and monotonicity of q ( t ) / t near 
zero (resp. of h{t) / t x^ 2 near infinity) inherited from the classical Kolmogorov 
test for upper and lower class functions of a Wiener process are dropped. In 
the case of assuming the existence of more than two moments, an analog of
(1.2) results in a complete solution of the problem in ü[l,oo) (cf. Theorem
3.1 and Corollary 3.1). Such a method of proof, however, cannot work in case 
of having only two moments due to the fact that, similarly as on [0,1], an 
analog of (1.2) is again impossible. Nevertheless, we succeed in proving ap­
proximations in probability and weak convergence in this case as well with 
weight functions satisfying (1.3), provided tha t is slowly varying
at infinity. Under the weaker assumption of monotonicity near infinity of 
h{t) only (cf. the two sentences right after Corollary 3.2), when having two 
moments, we arrive at a Chibisov-O’Reilly type theorem near infinity (cf. 
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.3).
In addition to considering the supremum norm, we obtain also optimal 
results for Zp-approximations, 0 < p < oo, on [l,oo). Again, the class of 
admissible weight functions will be seen to be bigger than in the case of 
sup-norm approximation.
While the results on [0,1] in Section 2 are improvements of known results, 
all the results on [l,oo) of Section 3 are believed to be new. They were 
announced in Szyszkowicz [27].
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For a treatize on recent advances on weighted approximations in prob­
ability and statistics in general, we refer to Csörgő and Horváth [6]. For 
the convergence of weighted partial sum processes in Banach function spaces 
we refer to the forthcoming paper by Csörgő, Norvaisa and Szyszkowicz. 
Asymptotic results for weighted partial sum processes are important in sta­
tistical applications, for example, in studying change-point problems (cf., e.g, 
Csörgő and Horváth [4]; Szyszkowicz [26]). For further results along these 
lines we refer to the forthcoming book on change-point analysis by Csörgő 
and Horváth.
2. Weighted approximations on [0,1]
Let Q be the class of functions q defined on (0,1] which are positive, i.e.,
(2.1) inf q(t) > 0 for 0 < 6 < 1
6<t <  1
and non-decreasing in a neighbourhood of zero. Using terminology intro­
duced in Csörgő, Shao and Szyszkowicz [10], such a function q will be called 
a local function of a standard Wiener process {W(t),  0 < t < oo} if
(2.2) lim su p \W(t)\/q(t) < oo a .s ..
Bo
A local function q of a standard Wiener process W  will be called a 
Chibisov-O’Reilly local function of W  if
(2.3) lim \W(t)\/q(t) =  0 a.s..
Introduce the following integrals:
l
E(q,c):= J t~3^2q(t) e xp ( -c t~ 1q2(t))dt, 
o
and l
I(q,c):= J t~l exp( — ct~xq2(t))dt, 
o
for some constant 0 < c < oo.
The integral E(q,c) appeared in the works of Kolmogorov, Petrovski, 
Erdős and Feller. For details we refer to Itő and McKean ([12], Section 1.8).
The integral I(q,c) appeared in the works of Chibisov [1] and O ’Reilly
[18].
For further comments on these two integrals, as well as for the proof of the 
next three theorems, we refer to [2], (cf. also Csörgő, Shao and Szyszkowicz 
[10]). We have (cf. Proposition 3.1, and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, 
of [2]):
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T h e o r e m  A. (i) Whenever the integral I(q,c) < oo for q £ Q, then 
E(q, c e) < oo for every e > 0 and q(t)/ 1 —> oo as 11 0.
(ii) Whenever E(q , c) < oo and q ( t ) / t —» oo as 11 0 for q £ Q , then 
I{q,c) < oo.
T h e o r e m  B. A function q £ Q  is a local function of a standard Wiener
process starting at zero if and only if the integral J(g, c) < oo for some c > 0
or, equivalenty, if and only if the integral E(q,c) < oo for some c > 0 and
lim q(t) I t ' / 2 = oo.
(JO
T h e o r e m  C. A function q £ Q  is a Chibisov-0 ’Reilly local function of 
a standard Wiener process if and only if the integral I(q ,c)<oo for all c>0 
or, equivalently, if and only if the integral E(q,c) < oo for all c > 0 and
lim q[t)ltxl2 = oo.
<jo
By Lemma 4.4.4 of Csörgő and Révész [9] (cf. also Section A.2 in Csörgő 
and Horváth [6]), we can assume without loss of generality tha t our prob­
ability space (Í2,A,P) accommodates all random variables and stochastic 
processes introduced so far and later on.
T h e o r e m  2.1. Let X \ , X 2 , . . .  be independent, identically distributed 
random variables such that
(2.4) EX! = 0, EX j2 =  1,
and for each n > 1 let S(nt) = A”, . Then a standard Wiener process
0 $ t < oo} can be constructed in such a way that the following state­
ments hold true.
(a) Let q£Q- Then, as n —> oo
(2.5) sup
0 < i < l
-x' 2{ S ( n t ) - W ( n t ) ) \ / q { t ) = o P{\)
if and only if I(q, c) < oo for all c> 0. 
(b) Let q £ Q  ■ Then, as n —t oo
( 2 . 6) sup
0 « < 1
- 1/2 ( S ( n t ) - W ( n t ) ) \ / q ( t ) = 0 P(l)
if and only if I (q, c) < oo for some c > 0.
R e m a r k  2.1. According to Theorem C, the statement (2.5) of Theorem
2.1 is also equivalent to
E(q, c) < oo for all c > 0, and lim q ( t ) / t = oo.
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Similarly, according to Theorem B, the statement (2.6) of Theorem 2.1 is 
also equivalent to
E(q, c) < oo for some c > 0, and lim q(t ) / t1' 2 = oo.
C o r o l l a r y  2 . 1 .  Let X  i , X 2, . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EXi = 0, EX] — 1.
Then, as n —> oo, with q £ Q we have
n~1/ 2S ( n t ) / q{t)^W{t)/ q(t) in i7[0,1]
if  and only if I{q, c) < oo for all c > 0, where W  is a standard Wiener process.
This weak convergence follows from (a) of Theorem 2.1 on account of 
S(nt)  =  0,0 <[ f < 1/n, and by Theorem C. Throughout this paper weak 
convergence statements on Skorohod spaces are stated as corollaries to ap­
proximations in probability. Naturally, when talking about weighted weak 
convergence on such spaces we will always assume that the weights are c.d.l.g. 
functions.
Part (a) of Corollary 2.1 was proved by O’Reilly [18] for continuous q £ Q 
under the assumption of E |X i |3 < oo. He asserted also that the third moment 
condition could be dropped so that his theorem would remain true, but no 
proof was given. The proof given below for Theorem 2.1 appears to be a 
first, and certainly a new one, under the assumption of two moments only 
for X \ .  We will use the following result of Major [17].
T H E O R E M  D. Let a distribution F(x) be given with f  xdF(x)  =  0, 
f  x 2dF(x) = 1. Define
\[F
r / r \
/ x2dF(x) — 
J
/ xdF(x
n/ 2 " W 2 Í )
if 2n < k  < 2"+1, n =  1,2 .. . .
A sequence of i.i.d.r.v.’s X \ ,  X 2, ■ ■ ■ with distribution function F(x) and a 
sequence of independent normal random variables Yi ,Y2, .. ■ with EYk = 0, 
E ^ 2 =  can be constructed in such a way that the partial sums S  (n) =  X \  + 
+  • • • +  X n, T(n) = Y\ +  • • • +  Yn, n = 1 ,2 ,... satisfy the relation
I S W - T i n ^ o i n 1' 2).
We note here that in this theorem the partial sum sequence (5(n)} is 
approximated by a Gaussian process {T(n)} which is not a Wiener process. 
In fact S(n) with two moments only cannot be approximated by a Wiener
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process at that rate as proved by Major [16]. He showed that for any sequence 
{an} of real numbers with {an} / ' o o  there exists a distribution function F 
with mean 0 and variance 1 such that for any i.i.d. sequence {X,} having 
the distribution F  and for any Wiener process W(t) we have
lim an\S(n) -  W(n)\/ {n log log n)1//2 °=' oo.
n — k x )
In other words this result is saying that if we assume the existence of two 
moments only, then the rate of approximation of Strassen’s theorem (cf. 
Strassen [22]) is the best possible if S(n) is to be approximated by a Wiener 
process. At the same time, the rate of approximation in Theorem D is just 
enough to prove the weighted approximations of Theorem 2.1, as well as 
those of Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 on [l,oo).
We note also that Theorem D (Major, [17]) is that strong invariance prin­
ciple which implies Donsker’s weak convergence theorem, as well as Strassen
[22] strong invariance principle for the law of the iterated logarithm (cf., also 
Csörgő and Révész, [9] p. 112). By proving Theorem 2.1, we show that 
Theorem D is strong enough to imply also the optimal “weighted” Donker’s 
theorem in D [0,1].
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.1. Let X l} X 2, . . .  and y j , y 2t - • • be as in The­
orem D and {W(t),  0 < t < oo} be a Wiener process such that
n
(2.7) W{n) = Y , Yi/°i,  n =  1 , 2 . . . .
i=i
Let T{nt) = ^0 0 <t  < 1, and qdQ-  We have
sup
0 < i < l
n 1/ 2(S(nt) — W  (nt)) /q(t) = sup n X^2\W (nt)\/q(t)
0 < i < l / n
+  sup
l / n g i < l
+ sup
n~ll2(S{nt) -T (n t) )  /q{t)
n - x' 2{T{nt) -  W(nt))  / q(t) 
Ii(n) + I2{n) + / 3(n).
Since for each n > 1
(2.8) [ n - l ' 2W(nt)/q(t) ,  0  < t < 1} = {W(t)/q(t) ,  0 < f < l } ,
by Theorems C and B respectively, we obtain
J op(l) if I{q, c) < oo for all c > 0 
\  Op{\)  if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0.
(2.9)
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By Theorem D we have
|S(nt) — T ( n t ) I a= ' o((ni):^2), as nt —» oo, 
and consequently
sup \S(nt) — T(nt) \ / (n t)1/2 °=' 0 (1), as n->oo.
1 ^ n£<oo
Let <5 S (0,1) be fixed and n be such that l / n  < <5. Then, a.s. as n -4  oo,
7 -  T(nt)) /q(t)
(2 . 10)
sup
1 /n^ t<5
^ O ( l)  sup t 1/2/q(t). 
0<t <6
Using Theorem D once again, we get
(2 . 11) sup
i<i<l
n 1/ 2(5(nt) -  T(nt)) / q ( t ) a='o( 1)
for any S € (0,1). Taking 6 > 0 arbitrarily small, by (2.10) and (2.11) we 
conclude
(2.12) h { n) — sup n -1/2(S(nt) -  T{nt)) /q{ t )a='o{ 1)
for any q £Q  such that
(2.13)
Next we note that for each n > 1
lim t 1!2/q(t) =  0.
ij.0
- I ) 2 , 0 < t < l
Let 6 > 0 be small enough, so that q is already nondecreasing on (0, <5) and 
let n be such that l / n  < 6. Then
sup
1 /n^t<6
M
v
sup
1 / n^t<8
1/2 9(0
9(0
< sup
1 /n^t<6
[nt\
1 = 1
(2.14)
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By Kolmogorov’s inequality
sup
°<<<i
n - 1/2 = Op(l)
which implies
(2.15) sup
<5< < < 1
M
r 1/2 T ( n t ) - Y , Y' / a'
i=i
q(t) = oP{ 1)
for any 6 £ (0,1). Since 6 > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, using again 
Theorems C and B, by (2.14) and (2.15) we conclude
(2.16)
Since
sup
1/n^iSl
' 1/2 r ( n t ) -£ * ;• /* ,■
i=i
q(t)
op{ 1) if I(q, c) < oo for all c > 0
Op( 1) if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0.
IW(nt) -  VK([nf])| =  0((logn t)1/2) a.s., as nt —> oo,
(cf., e.g., Theorem 1.2.1 of Csörgő and Révész, [9]), by arguing similarly as 
for (2.12), we have
(2.17) sup n ~ ^ 2{W{[nt]) -  W ( n t )) /q(t) ű= o(l)
for any q £ Q such that (2.13) holds. Since Theorem B implies (2.13) for 
any q £ Q such that /(</, c) < oo for some c > 0, combining (2.8), (2.16) and
(2.17) we obtain
(2 18) I  (n) = !  °P(1‘> if 7(?’c) < ° °  for a11 c > °
3 \  O p(l) if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0.
Consequently (2.9), (2.12) and (2.18) yield the “if” parts of (a) and (b).
The converse parts of (a) and (b) follow from Theorems C and B respec­
tively, since
sup |n 1/2(5(nf) -  W{nt))\lq(t) > sup |n 1^ 2W(nt) \ /q(t ) .
0 < i  < 1 0 < « l / n
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Namely, assuming (2.5), we have for any £ > 0
lim P < sup |n xl2W(nt)\ /q(t)  > £
n -+ °o  I o < « l / n
= lim P<  sup \W{t)\/ q{t) > £
n — o° 0 < i < l / n
=  0 .
Furthermore, since A n(e) :=  < u  : sup \W{t)\/q(t) > £ > is a decreasing
(  0 < i < l / n  J
sequence, we obtain
P f )  An{e) 1 = 0
k 71 =  1
and, consequently,
i.e.,
P{An(£) i.o.} =  0, 
lim sup \W{t)\lq{t) = 0 a.s..
*00 0 < t < l / n
Now Theorem C implies th a t I(q,c) < oc for all c > 0.
Assuming (2.6), one shows similarly that
lim sup sup \W(t)\/q(t) < oc a.s..
n — " O O  0 < i < l / n
By Theorem B we get I (q , c) < oo for some c > 0.
P roof of Corollary 2.1. Let S„(f) =  S ( n t ) /n 1/2.
Obviously, with q £ Q and I(q,c) < oo for all c > 0, by Theorem 2.1 (a) 
we have
(2.19)
v
Sn(t) / q(t)—>W(t)/ q(t) inZ>[0,l],
where IT is a standard Wiener process.
Assuming now (2.19) with q € Q, by Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura theorem 
(cf. Shorack and Wellner, [21], p. 47) there exists 5*, n> 1, and W* such 
th a t sny v s n f w y v w
t ) w  ntl’ It ) =t
and
sup
0 < i < l
=  o(l) a.s..
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H e n c e
s u p
0 « < l / n (7 ’ '» =  o ( l )  a . s .
w h i c h ,  b y  T h e o r e m  C  i m p l i e s  / ( q ,  c )  <  00  f o r  a l l  c  >  0 .
C o r o l l a r y  2 . 2 .  Let X \ ,  X 2 , ■.. be i . i . d . r . v . ’s such that
E X i = 0 ,  E X ? = l .
Then with q €  Q the fo llow ing  three s ta te m e n ts  are equivalent:  
( a )  There ex is ts  a s ta n d a rd  W iener  p rocess  such that, as n ■
s u p
0 < t < l
n  1^2( S ( n t ) - W ( n t ) )  / q ( t )  =  op(  1 ) .
00
( b )  A s  n —> 00
n ~ l / 2 S ( n t ) / q { t ) ^ W { t ) / q ( t )  in  f } [ 0 , 1 ]  
where W  is a s ta n d a rd  W ien er  process.
(c )
<  00 f o r  a ll c  >  0 .
O b v i o u s l y ,  C o r o l l a r y  2 . 1  i m p l i e s  w e a k  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  a n y  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  
s u p - n o r m  f u n c t i o n a l  o f  n - 1 / 2 S ( n t ) / q( t )  t o  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  f u n c t i o n a l  o f  
W ( t ) / q ( t )  w i t h  q €  Q  a n d  s u c h  t h a t  I ( q ,  c )  <  00  f o r  a l l  c >  0 .  H o w e v e r ,  f o r  t h e  
s u p -  f u n c t i o n a l  i t s e l f  t h e  c l a s s  o f  p o s s i b l e  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  i s  b i g g e r .  S u c h  a  
p h e n o m e n o n  w a s  f i r s t  n o t i c e d  a n d  p r o v e d  f o r  w e i g h t e d  e m p i r i c a l  a n d  q u a n t i l e  
p r o c e s s e s  b y  [ 2 ] ,  a n d  t h e n  f o r  p a r t i a l  s u m s  w h e n  a s s u m i n g  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  
m o r e  t h a n  t w o  m o m e n t s  b y  C s ö r g ő  a n d  H o r v á t h  [ 4 ] .  H e r e  w e  i m p r o v e  o n  
t h e  l a t t e r  r e s u l t  b y  a s s u m i n g  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t w o  m o m e n t s  o n l y .  F i r s t  w e  
p r o v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .
T h e o r e m  2 . 2 .  Let X \ ,  X 2 , ■ ■ ■ be i . i . d . r . v . ’s  such that
EX1 = 0, EJr,2 = l.
Let q  G  Q be such that I ( q , c )  <  00  f o r  s o m e  c  >  0  and q { t ) / t x!2 is  s lo w ly  
varyin g  at  0 .  Then, as n —t o o ,  we have
( 2 .20) s u p
l / n á í < l
n  1 / 2 ( 5 ( n i )  -  W ( n t ) ) / q ( t )  =  oP { 1 ) .
W e  n o t e  t h a t  s i n c e  l i m  s u p  | W ( t ) \ / t x^ 2 — 00 ,  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  i n  o u r  c o n -  
q o
s i d e r a t i o n s  a r e  n e c e s s a r y  o f  t h e  f o r m
( 2 .2 1 )  q(t) =  t l/ 2l(t),  w h e r e / ( t )  —> 00 a s  11 0.
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We recall that l(t) is a slowly varying function at 0 ifit is positive, measurable 
and
(2.22) lim = 1 for all e > 0.
v ' i|0 l{t)
We note also that, for example, l(t) = (log log((l/0  V3))1/2 is slowly varying 
at 0 and hence Theorem 2.2 holds with q(t) =  (t log log((l/<) V 3))1/2.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 . 2 . Let X ^ , X 2, . . .  and Yi ,Y2, . . . ,  with T(k) = 
= Y\ H—  • + Yk, be as in Theorem D and (W (i) , 0 < t < oo} be a standard 
Wiener process such that
W( n)  = J^Yj/cri, n — 1 , 2 , . . .
i=l
We assume that q £ Q is such that q(t)/tx!2 is slowly varying function at 0 
and I(q,c ) < oo for some c > 0. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
have
(2.23)
a s  w e l l  as
(2.24)
sup
l/n<l<l
n 1/ 2(S (n t ) -T (n t ) )  /q ( t )=o{  1), a.s.
sup
6<i<l
[ n i ]
n 1/12 I T(nt) -  y ]  Yj/cTj
i=i
q( t )  =  oP { 1 )
for any 6 6 (0,1). Let 6 > 0 be small enough, so that q is already non­
decreasing on (0,6) and let n be such that l / n  <6. We have
sup
1 /n^t<6
n
[nt]
-1'2 [r(nt)-£*íM
i=i 
[nt]
9 ( 0
(2.25)
sup
\  /  n < t < q ( \ / n)  /  n 112
+  sup
q( \  / n ) / n l I 2<t<8
I4(n) + I 5(n).
n
- 1/2
i—i
[nt]
2 =  1
E T r  y
9 ( 0
^9(0
In order to show that / 4(n) = op(l), we note that due to g ( i) /p /2 - to e  as 
11 0 (cf. Theorem A) and al - t  1 as i —> oo, for any £ > 0 there is n large
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enough such that
n 1/2? ( l / n )
Consequently, and'by Kolmogorov’s inequality, we have
p < sup
[n<1 /  1 \£(i-^U / rc1/2?W >£ ]
l  / n < t < q ( \ / n ) / n l  I 2 7 J
< p , sup
M  /  , \
/ n1/2i( l /n )  > £ >
l/n = * = 9(l/n)/nl72 7 J
n 1 / 2g ( l / n )
E  ( ^ . - i ) 2
< — — -----------------ng2( l / n )£2
< _____—_____
n ll 2q{\/ n)e2
1
nx!2q ( \ / n)
Since q(t)/ t1/2 —> oo as 110, we obtain 
(2.26) U{n) = oP( 1)
as n —> oo.
Next we show that h(n)  = op(l). Since ct; —» 1 as i —► oo, for any £ > 
> 0 there is n large enough such that ^  E != i (ai ~ l )2 ^ £2 whenever [nf] > 
^ n1/2g(l/n ), which gives <7 El"*!(ai ~ l ) 2) ^ </(i£2). Hence, and using
also (2.21), we have
z>
75(n )=  sup
g ( l / n ) / n 1/ 2< i< £
sup
q(l/n)/n1 <t<6
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< sup V «1 /
q{t£2)
q ( l / n ) / n 1/ 2<t <6  /  } ^ ?(0
l — l
sup
(  , M
q ( l / n ) / n 1/ 2 <t <6 I  I
q
5Í £  S U p
q(l/n )/n1/2<t<6 / ^
{t£2y / 2i(t£2
t ' / 2l(t)
M
l(t£2)
s u p  ~777T0 < i<5  H v
1=1
for any £ > 0.
Consequently, by taking <5 —» 0 and hence also n —> oo, and using (2.2), 
Theorem B and (2.22), we arrive at
sup
g(l/n)/n1/2<i<5
Since £ > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, we have
q(t) a= '£ 0 ( l) ( l  +  o(l)).
(2.27) h{n)  = oP( 1).
Combining (2.23)-(2.27) we get (2.20).
T h e o r em  2.3. Let X \ , X 2, ■. ■ be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EXj =  0, E X 2 =  1,
and q £ Q is such that q(t) / t l l 2 is slowly varying function at 0. 
n —> oo,
sup
0 < i < l
1/25(nt) / q(t)^> sup \W[t)\/q{t)
0<<<1
Then, as
if and only if I(q ,c) < oo for some c > 0, where W  is a standard Wiener 
process.
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In particular we have, as n —» oo
sup
0 < i < l
n 1/2S(nt) ( t  log log
1/2
V
■ sup \W{t)\
0<t<1 '
t log log V 3
1/2
We note also that for the weight function q{t) =  (t loglog((l/f) V 3))1/ 2 The­
orem 2.1 (a) and Corollary 2.1 does not hold.
P r o o f . Let q £ Q be such that q(t) / t 1^ 2 is a slowly varying function at 0 
and I (q, c) < oo for some c > 0. By Theorem 2.2 we have
sup
0<I^1
n l l 2{S(nt) — W(nt)) /q(t) = oP{ 1)
as n —>■ oo, where
W(nt) = i  W(nt) r o r l / » S « S l
[ 0 elsewhere
and W(-) is a standard Wiener process. Hence
lim P< sup \S(nt )\ /n1/ 2q(t) < x 1 
n -» o °  [ o < i < l
- P  < sup \W{t)\/q(t) ^ x 1 = 0
[ l / n S í < l  J
for any Wiener process and —oo < x < oo.
On account of the monotonicity of the sequence of events
we have
Bn = l u \  sup \W(t)\/q(t) <x
l / n < « l
lim P(Bn) =  P < uj : sup \W(t)\/q(t) <j x 
1^0° I 0<Í<1
for any Wiener process and q 6 Q such that I(q,c) < oo for some c > 0. 
Consequently, we have for any x ^ 0
lim P < sup n- v « < 4 = P | supm a i Sl  .
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Conversely, assume that, as n-»oo, with q ^ Q  we have
(2.28) sup |n -1/,2S(7ii)|/<7(i) —> sup \W(t)\/q(t),
0 « < 1  0 < t g l
where W  (t) is a Wiener process. Hence the limiting random variable in
(2.28) is almost surely finite. Consequently, (2.2) and Theorem B implies 
i(q,c) < oo for some c > 0.
The optimal conditions for weighted Tp-convergence and approximation 
of the empirical and quantile processes were given by Csörgő, Horváth and 
Shao [7]. For weighted ^-approximations of the partial sums S(n t ) when 
only two moments are assumed to be finite, we refer to Szyszkowicz [25], 
[28].
3. Weighted approximations on [l,oc)
Let X U X 2, . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s and for each n ^ 1 let S(nt) =  ^ [ ”*1 X,-, 
0 ^ t < oo. Let {W(f), 0 Si t < oo} be a standard Wiener process.
A function h : [l,oo) —» (0,oc) will be called positive if \ni^h(t)  > 0 for
all 1 < K  < oo.
T heorem 3.1. Let X i , X 2, . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EA'i =  0, E X j= l ,  E |X i|r <oo for some r >2.
Then a standard Wiener process {W(t),  0 5! t < oo} can be so constructed 
that with a function h{t) on [l,oo) which is positive and such that
lim sup t1/2/h(t)  < OO,
t —+ oo
as n —>■ oo, we have
sup \n~l !2{S{nt) -  W(nt))\ /h(t)  =  o(l) a.s..
1  OO
P ro of . By the KMT [14] approximation one can construct a standard 
Wiener process {LF(t), 0 < i < oo} such that
\S(nt) — W(nt)\ = o((n t)1/,r) a.s.
as nf —► oo. Hence
sup \n~1^ 2(S(nt) -  W ^ t ) ) ] / ^ ^ 2 = o(l) a.s.
1 ^ í<CO
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as n ->  oo. Consequently, for any 1 < K  < oo, we have, as n —> oo
sup In 1/2(5(nt) -  W{nt))\/h{t)
K  < t < oo
< o(l) sup t xl2/h{t) a.s.,
K < t<  oo
while
sup |n -1/2(5(nf) — W(nt))\ /h(t)  = o(l) a.s., 
due to the positivity of h. These two statements imply the result.
From Theorem 3.1 we conclude the weak convergence of weighted partial 
sum processes n -1/2S(nt)/ h(t) to W(t) /h(t )  whenever the limiting process is 
finite. Now we describe the class of weight functions for which this statement 
is true.
Let Ti be the class of those positive functions h on [l,oo) for which 
h(t) / t  is nonincreasing in a neighbourhood of infinity. A function h £ H will 
be called a global function of a standard Wiener process {W(t),  0 ^ t < oo} 
if
lim su p \W(t)\/h(t) < oo a.s..
t—>oo
Introduce the following integrals:
£oo c) J  t 3/2h(t) exp(—ct 1h2(t))dt
l
and
OO
Ioo(h,c) = J i -1 exp(—ct~l h2(t))dt,
l
where 0 < c < oo.
For a global description of the behaviour of a Wiener process near infinity, 
as well as for the following two results which are analogs of Theorem B and 
C for the case of t —¥ oo, we refer to Csörgő, Shao and Szyszkowicz [10].
T h e o r e m  B*. A function h £ H is a global function of a standard 
Wiener process if and only if the integral (h,c) < oo for some c > 0 or, 
equivalently, if and only if the integral Eoo(h,c) < oo for some c > 0 and 
lim h(t) / t1/f2 — oo.
T H E O R E M  C*. L e th £ 7 i  and W  be a standard Wiener process. Then 
lim \W(t)\/h(t) — 0 a.s.
t — K X )
if and only if the integral 7oo(/i,c) < oo for all c > 0 or, equivalently, if and 
only if the integral Eoo(h,c) < oo for all c > 0 and lim h^tj/t1/2 = oo.
£—►00
Combining Theorems 3.1 and B*, we obtain the following result.
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C orollary 3.1. L et X  i , X 2, . . .  be i . i . d . r . v . ’s  such that
E X 1  =  0 ,  E X \ 2  =  1 ,  E | A M r  <  00  f o r  som e  r  >  2 .
Let h  £  W  a n d  { W ( t ) ,  0  ^  t  <  00 }  be a s ta n d a rd  W ien er  process. Then f o r  
all m easurab le , bounded, con tin u ou s fu n c tio n s  g  : Z ) [ l , o o ) — > R ,  we have
(3.1) g ( n - ' ' 2S ( n . ) / h ( . j ) \ ( W ( . ) / h ( - ) )
i f  a n d  o n ly  i f  Ioo{h, c)  <  00  f o r  som e  c >  0 .
W e  n o t e  t h a t  t h i s  r e s u l t  i s  n o t  c o m p l e t e l y  a n a l o g o u s  t o  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  
t  6  [ 0 , 1 ] ,  w h e r e  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  c l a s s  o f  p o s s i b l e  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  w a s  
s m a l l e r  ( c f .  C o r o l l a r y  2 . 1 ) .  I n  t h i s  r e g a r d  w e  w i s h  t o  p o i n t  o u t  t h a t  i f  q  €  Q  
t h e n  q ( l / t )  i s  w e l l  d e f i n e d  f o r  < £  [ l , o o ) ,  p o s i t i v e  a n d  n o n - i n c r e a s i n g  i n  t  a s  
t  — >■ 0 0 .  H e n c e  t q ( l / t )  E  Li,  a n d  o u r  r e s u l t s  o n  [ 0 , 1 ]  a n d  o n  [ l , o o )  c a n  b e  
s t a t e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  I ( q , c )  ( o r  E ( q , c ) )  f o r  b o t h  c a s e s  ( c f .  a l s o  
C s ö r g ő ,  S h a o  a n d  S z y s z k o w i c z  [ 1 0 ] ) .
R e m a r k  3 . 1 .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  T h e o r e m  B *  t h e  s t a t e m e n t  ( 3 . 1 )  i s  a l s o  
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  E o o ( / t ,  c )  <  c x )  f o r  s o m e  c  >  0  a n d  l i m  h ( t ) / t 1/ 2 =  0 0 .
Í — ► OO
R emark 3.2. O b v i o u s l y ,  a s s u m i n g  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  m o m e n t  g e n ­
e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  f o r  X \ ,  T h e o r e m  3.1 w o u l d  r e a d  i d e n t i c a l l y  a n d  t h e  p r o o f  
w o u l d  b e  s i m i l a r .  B y  t a k i n g  f o r  e x a m p l e
Xi = N { i ) - N { i - 1), *>1,
w h e r e  { N ( x ) ,  x > 0 }  i s  a  P o i s s o n  p r o c e s s  w i t h  i n t e n s i t y  p a r a m e t e r  A  > 0  a n d  
n o t i n g  t h a t
s u p  \ N ( x )  — N ( k ) \  =  N ( k +  1) — N ( k )  =  0 ( l o g k )  a . s . ,
h < x < k + l
w e  c a n  c o n c l u d e  T h e o r e m  3.1 a n d  C o r o l l a r y  3.1 w i t h
S ( n t )  r e p l a c e d  b y  ( N ( n t )  — n tX ) / A 1 , / 2 .
C o n s e q u e n t l y  w e  o b t a i n  a n  o p t i m a l  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  a  P o i s s o n  
p r o c e s s  b y  B r o w n i a n  m o t i o n  i n  w e i g h t e d  s u p r e m u m  n o r m  o n  Z ) [ l , o o ) .
T h e  a b o v e  m e t h o d  o f  p r o o f  c a n n o t ,  h o w e v e r ,  b e  u s e d  i f  w e  a s s u m e  t h e  e x ­
i s t e n c e  o f  t w o  m o m e n t s  o n l y .  T o  h a n d l e  t h i s  c a s e ,  w e  u s e  a g a i n  t h e  T h e o r e m  
o f  M a j o r  [ 1 7 ]  ( c f .  T h e o r e m  D )  a n d  o b t a i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .
T h eo rem  3.2. Let X i , X 2, . . .  be i . i . d . r . v . ’s  such that
EXi =  0, EX 2 =  1.
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Let h z H  and assume that h( t) / t*/2 is slowly varying at oo. Then a standard 
Wiener process {W(t),  0 < t< o o }  can be constructed in such a way that if 
J o o (M  < 00 f or some c > 0, then as n —> 00
sup |n -1/2(5(ní) -  W(nt))\/h(t) — op{ 1).
1 5: £<00
We note that for any positive function h(t) such that 
lim sup \W{t)\/h(t) “= '/3 > 0
t —+ OO
we have that h is of the form
(3.2) h { t )= t1/2L(t),
where L(t) -400 as i->  00.
We recall that L(t) is a slowly varying function at infinity if it is positive, 
measurable and
(3.3) , L(et)lim /  =  1
t->oo L(t) for all £ > 0.
We note also that, for example,
Z(*) =  (loglog(iV3))1/2
is slowly varying at 00 and hence Theorem 3.2 holds with h(t) —
=  (* log log(f V 3))1/ 2.
P roof of T heorem 3.2. Let X x , X 2 , ■ ■ ■ and Y i , Y 2 , .  . ■ be as in The­
orem D and {W(t), 0 <i t < 00} be a Wiener process such that
W ( n )  =  Y , Y t /<rt , n =  1 , 2 . . . . . . .
t=i
By Theorem D, with T ( n t )  = ^ ,= | Yi, 0 < t  < 00, we have 
\ S ( n t ) — T ( n t ) \ = o ( ( n t ) 1/ 2) a.s.
as nt  —> 00. Hence
sup \ n ~ l ! 2( S ( n t )  -  T(n<))|/W 2 =  0(1) a.s.
1 ^ <<00
as n —> 00, and for any 1 < K  < 00, we have as n —> 00
sup |n -1/2(S(nf) — T{nt))\/h(t) = o(l) 
\<t<K
a.s.
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as well as
sup |n-1/2(5(ni) -  T(nt))\/h{t) < 0(1) sup f1/,2//i(f) a.s..
K < t <  oo K < t< <x>
Consequently, taking K  arbitrarily large, we obtain, as n —>■ oo
(3.4) sup |n -1 / 2(S(ni) -  T(nt))\/h{t) =  o(l) a.s.
1 i <  OO
for any h: [1, oo)—>-(0, oo) which is positive and such that lim t 1/2/h(t) = 0.
t—>co
In particular for h £ T-L and such that Ioo(h, c) < oo for some c > 0, the latter 
is true.
Next we have, for any 1 ^  K  < oo
sup |n -1 / 2(T(ni) -  W(nt))\ /h(t)
1 <i<oo
< sup \n~xl2(T(nt) — W(nt))\ /h(t)
1S<<A'
(3-5) -f sup |ra-1/2(T(n£) _ W([n<]))|//i(i)
K < t <  oo
+ sup |n _1/'2(I4/ (nt) — W"([rai]))|//i(f)
K < t <  oo
= T\(n) +  %2{n) + ^3(n) ■
We note that for each n > 1
- 1/2
[ n i ]
y ,  o < t < oo
1 =  1
0 < t < OO
Since cr, —> 1, using continuity of a Wiener process, we have for any positive 
function h(t): [1, oo) —> (0, oo), as n —> oo
(3.6) l i(n) = oP(l).
We have for each n > 1
2<] [ni]
, - i /2 I ] , 0  <  /  <  oo
l—l 1 = 1
oo
V
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For any slowly varying function at infinity, £(•), there exists another slowly 
varying function at infinity, £*(•), such that
(3.7) lim Lm(t)/L(t) = l
< — ► OO
and h*(t) = t l/2L*(<) is an increasing function of t (cf. Corollary 1.2.1 of de 
Haan [11] or Lemma 4.1 in Csörgő and Horváth [5]).
Let
a a.s... \W(t)\ \W(t)\p =  limsup =  hmsup sup
t too h(t) T o o  T< t<  oo h(t) ’
(3.8) 
due to
Ioo{h,c) < oo for some c > 0.
Given e > 0, however small, then on account of er, —> 1 as i —> oo, we can take 
K  large enough so that ^  iai ~ l ) 2 = £'2 whenever [n<] > Kn.  Taking K 
even bigger if necessary, so that h*(t) is increasing for n~x X^ !=<](<J* — l ) 2 < 
< t <  oo, where h*(t) = and L*{t) is as in (3.7), we have
[n<]
sup n
K < t<  oo
V
= sup
K < t<  oo
= sup
K < t<  oo
- 1' 2 r ( n t ) - J >  M
i=i
h(t)
(int)
h(t)
w
/ M  >
[ E ( a' ~ 1)2/ n h\
( [nt ]  \
E ^ ' - i ) 2/ 77)
M
nnt] \
E ^ - i ) 2/ 77
h(t)
= sup
K < t< oo
w
([n t]
\ E ( a<_ 1)2/ri
7[ni] \
E ( ct* ”  i )2/ n ,
h*{t)tll 2e L*{te2)
"(
( [nt] \
E (ff* ”  i)2/«] /»*
( M  >
E^ -  1)2/ n
i h(t) H/2 £*(<)
Consequently, using (3.3), (3.7) and (3.8) we have for any e > 0
(ini)
H D 77* - 1)2/ 7supK  <t< oo
h{t) a=ßeO {l)
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as K  —> oo.
Since e > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, we have
(3.9) X2(n) =  oP(l).
On account of having, as nt  —>oo,
\ W { n t )  — kE([nf])| =  O ((logni)1//2) a.s.
we have also
sup \ n ~ l / 2 ( W ( n t )  — W { [ n t ] ) ) \ / t x^2 = o(l) a.s.
1 ^ i<oo
as n —» oo. Consequently, for any 1 < K  < oo, we get as n  —>■ oo
sup |n ’/2(kE(7it) — kC([ni]))|//i(i)
K<t< oo
< o (l)  sup t xl2/h(t) a.s.,
K<t<oo
which gives
(3.10) I 3(n) = o(l) a.s.
for any h positive and such that lim sup t 1!2/h(t) < oo.
Combining now (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain the result.
Corollary 3.2. Let X i ,X 2, . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
E X j = 0 ,  EXj2 =  1.
Let h € 7Í and h ( t ) / t 1^ 2 be slowly varying at infinity. Then the following 
three statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a standard Wiener process {kE(f), 0 £ t < oo} such that
sup |n -1/2(5(nf) -  W(nt))\ /h(t)  = op(l)
1 £  £<oo
as n —> oo, and
sup \W(t)\/h(t) < oo a.s..
l^t<oo
(b) For all measurable, bounded, continuous functions g : D[\, oo) —> R, 
we have
g ( n - l ' 2S(n . ) /h ( . ) )^g(W (-) /h ( . ) ) ,  
as n —> oo, where { W (t ), 0 < t < oo} is a standard Wiener process.
(c)
Ioo(h, c) < oo for some c > 0.
Assuming /i( t) //1/ 2 being slowly varying at infinity implies that, w.l.o.g., 
we can assume also tha t h(t) is monotone near infinity. If we require only 
h(t) to be non-decreasing near infinity instead of slowly varying, but so that 
lim \W{t)\/h(t) =  0 a.s., then we obtain the following Chibisov-O’Reilly
t —>oo
type theorem.
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T heorem 3.3. Let X  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EXj =  0, E X 2 =  1.
Let h (zH and h(t) be non-decreasing in a neighbourhood of infinity. Then, 
assuming that 7oo(/i,c) < oo for all c> 0, a standard Wiener process (W (i), 
0 ^ t < oo} can be so constructed that, as n —» oo,
sup In~l!2(S(nt) -  W(nt))\/h(t)  = op(l) .
1^ £<00
P r o o f . Let X \ , X 2 , ■. ■ and V}, Y2 , . . .  be as in Theorem D, and let 
0 ^  t < oo} be a  Wiener process such that
n
w (n) r c = l , 2 , . . . .
t=i
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, with T(nt) = ^!'=! Y), 0 < t < oo, we 
obtain, as n —t oo
sup |n -1/2(S(ni) — T(nt))\/h(t) = o(l) a.s.
1 ^  í < OO
for any h: [1,oo) —> (0 ,oo) which is positive and such that lim t 1' 2/h(t) = 0.£—►00
Next we have, for any 1 < K  < oo
sup |n_1/2(T(nf) — W(nt))\/h(t)
1 <£<oo
^ sup |n -1^2(T(n<) — W(ni))|//i(<) 
l<t<A'
+  sup |n - 1/2r(n i)|//» (t)
A < £< oo
+ sup |n -1£2W(ni)|//»(<)
A' < t < oo
= i7i(n) -(-J72(n) + /3(n).
Arguing as for (3.6), we get as n - lo o
J i(n ) = o P (l).
We have for each n ^ 1
M / ,  M  \
>
0 < t < 00
1 = 1
W , 0 ^ t < 0 0
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Let n > 1 be fixed and take K  so large tha t h(t) is non-decreasing for 
n -1 <t < oo. Then
< sup \W(t)\/h(t).
Letting now n —> oo and taking K  arbitrarily large, we obtain
J 2(n) = oP(l)
on account of c) < oo for all c > 0 and cr, —>• 1.
Since
Jz{n)  =  sup \W{t)\/h(t),
K < t <  oo
by taking K  arbitrarily large we obtain
J 3(n)=oP( 1),
again on account of Ioo(h, c) < oo for all c > 0.
C orollary  3.3. Let X \ , X 2, . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EX, =0, EX,2 =  1.
Let h^LL and h{t) be non-decreasing near infinity. Then the following three 
statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a standard Wiener process such that, as n —>00, 
sup |rc-1/,2(S(rcf) -  W(nt))\ /h(t)  =op{ 1)
1 ^ <<CO
and
lim \W{t)\/h(t) =  0.
t —*-oo
(b) For all measurable, bounded, continuous functions g: Z?[l,oo) —4 R 
we have, as n —> 0 0 ,
g [ n  1/25(n-)//i(-))
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and
lim \W(t)\/h(t) =  0,i—>oo
where {W(t), 0 ^ t < oo} is a standard Wiener process.
( c )
Ioo{h, c) < oc for all c > 0.
Next we study the asymptotic behaviour of Zp-approximations and func­
tionals of weighted partial sum processes for the optimal class of weight 
functions that is bigger than the one we obtained in the case of sup-norm 
approximations.
T heorem 3.4. Let X  be i.i.d.r.v.’s such that
EXi = 0, EX!2 = 1,
and let 0 < p < oo. Then a standard Wiener process {W(f), 0 ^ t < oo} can 
be so constructed that with h[t) on [l,oo) which is positive and such that
OO
1
we have, as n —» oo,
OO
J \n~1/2{S(nt) -W { n t ) ) \ p/h{t)dt = oP{l).
P r o o f . The proof is immediate if we also assume the existence of the 
moment generating function or more than two moments being finite, namely 
that E |X j|r < oo for some r > 2. Using the KMT [14] approximation and 
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one can construct a standard Wiener 
process such that with any 1 ^ K  < oo
OO
/ n - 1/2{S{nt) -  W{nt))\p/h{t)dt
K
^ sup In 1^ 2(S(nt) — W(nt))\v í  1 /h(t)dt 
l<t<K J1
OO
^|n-1/ 2(S(nf) -  W(nt)) \ / t l / 2^J J tp^ 2/h(t)dt+ sup
K<t< oo
=o(l) a.s..
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I n  o r d e r  t o  p r o v e  o u r  r e s u l t  w h e n  a s s u m i n g  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t w o  m o m e n t s  
o n l y ,  w e  w i l l  u s e  a g a i n  T h e o r e m  o f  M a j o r  [ 1 7 ]  ( c f .  T h e o r e m  D ) .
L e t  X i ,  X 2 , . .  .  a n d  Y ] ,  Y 2 , . . .  b e  a s  i n  T h e o r e m  D  a n d  { W ( f ) ,  0  <  t <  00 }  
b e  a  W i e n e r  p r o c e s s  s u c h  t h a t
W ( n )  =  ^ y t M ,  n =  1 , 2 , . . . .
i=i
A r g u i n g  a s  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 2  w e  o b t a i n  a s  n - l o o
OO
J \n~l / 2( S ( n t )  — T ( n t ) ) \ p/ h ( t ) d t  
1
K
-1/2( S ( n t )  - T ( n t ) ) \ p J 1  / h ( t ) d t
1
( | n “ 1 / 2 ( 5 ( n i )  - T ( n í ) ) | / í 1 / 2 )
OO
= o ( l )0 ( l )  +  0 ( l )  J t p / 2 / h { t ) d t  a.s.,
K
f o r  a n y  1  ^  K  <  00 .  H e n c e ,  b y  t a k i n g  K  a r b i t r a r i l y  l a r g e ,  w e  g e t
^  s u p  I n "  
\ < t < K
+  s u p
K < t <  0 0
( 3 . 1 2 )
OO
J | n - 1 / 2 ( 5 ( n t )  — T ( n t ) ) \ p/ h ( t ) d t  =  o ( l )  a . s .
f o r  a n y  h o n  [ l , o o )  w h i c h  i s  p o s i t i v e  a n d  s u c h  t h a t  ( 3 . 1 1 )  h o l d s .
A r g u i n g  a g a i n  a s  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 ,  w e  o b t a i n  a s  n —>00
K
( 3 . 1 3 )  J \n~l/2{T(nt) -  W(nt))\p/ h(t)dt = oP{\)
1
f o r  a n y  1  <  K  <  00 .  A l s o  f o r  a n y  1  ^  K  <  00 a n d  e a c h  n  >  1  w e  h a v e
OOJ  |n - 1 / 2(T(n í)  -  W([nt]))\p/ h(t)dt
( 3 . 1 4 )
’ / h( t ) d t .8 =  1
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By Markov’s inequality, for any e > 0
Due to
IW(nt) — VK([nt])| =  (^((logni)1/2) a.s. 
as nt —> oo, we have for any 1 ^ K  < oo
J In ~ ^ 2(W(nt) -  W{[nt]))\p/h{t)dt
K
(3.16) ^ sup (\n~x^ {W{nt)  -  W([nt]))\lt1^ 2
K  <  i < oo ' K
oo
=o(l) J tp!2/ h(t)dt
K
as n —»oo. Combining (3.13)—(3.16) and taking K  arbitrarily large gives
OO
J \ n -1' 2(T (n t ) -W {n t ) ) \p/h(t)dt = oP{l),
l
which, together with (3.12), yields the result.
C o r o l l a r y  3.4. Let X \ , X 2 , . . .  be i.i.d.r.v.’s with
EX1 =  0, E X 2 =  1,
0 < p < oo, and h be a positive function on [1, oo). Then the following three 
statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a standard Wiener process {W(t), 0 < t < oo} such that
(S(nt) -  W(nt))\p/ h(t)dt — op(l)
l
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and
OO
J \ W ( t ) \ p/h(t)dt < oo a.s..
(b) As n —> oo
CO OOJ  \n-1/2S(nt)\p/h(t)dt^> J \W{t)\p/h{t)dt
l l
( c )
OO
J tp/2/h(t)dt < oo.
l
Earlier we pointed out tha t in our weighted sup-norm results in Z>[l,oo) 
we can replace S(nt) by (jV(nt) — ntA)/A1/l2, where {iV(x), x ^ 0} is a Poisson 
process with intensity parameter A > 0. Naturally, here too, we can do the 
same in our Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.4.
In our proof of Corollary 3.4 we will use the following result which is an 
immediate corollary to Theorem 2.1 of Csörgő, Horváth and Shao [7].
C orollary  3.5. Let {W (i) ,  0 < i < o o }  be a standard Wiener process 
and 0 < p < oo. Then with a positive function h on [1, oo) we have
if and only if (3.11) holds.
P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y  3.4. Since the equivalence of (a) and (c) follows 
from Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5, it suffices to show that (b) and (c) are 
equivalent. First we assume that (c) holds. Obviously, for any 1 < K  < oo
OO
J IW(t) \p/h(t)dt < oo a.s.,
l
K K
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a n d  b y  T h e o r e m  3 . 4
oo oo
n~l l 2 W{nt)\p/h(t )dt
K  K
oo
+ 2P  J \ n - 1 / 2 {S{n t ) - W{n t ) ) \ p/h(t)dt
K
oo
=  2P J \ n - ll 2 W{nt)\p/h(t)dt + oP{\).
K
U s i n g  n o w  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 5  w h e n  t a k i n g  K  a r b i t r a r i l y  l a r g e ,  w e  o b t a i n  ( b ) .  
C o n v e r s e l y ,  a s s u m i n g  ( b )  t o  h o l d ,  t h e  l i m i t i n g  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  h a s  t o  b e  
f i n i t e .  H e n c e  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 5  i m p l i e s  ( c ) .
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . T h e  a u t h o r  g r a t e f u l l y  e x p r e s s e s  h e r  g r a t i t u d e  t o  
P r o f e s s o r  M i k l ó s  C s ö r g ő  f o r  h i s  v a l u a b l e  c o m m e n t s  a n d  s u g g e s t i o n s .  T h a n k s  
a r e  a l s o  d u e  t o  R i m a s  N o r v a i s a f o r  s t i m u l a t i n g  d i s c u s s i o n s  o n  n o t i o n s  o f  w e a k  
c o n v e r g e n c e .
N o t e  a d d e d  i n  p r o o f .  A f t e r  t h i s  p a p e r  w a s  a c c e p t e d  f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n  w e  
h a v e  s u c c e e d e d  i n  p r o v i n g  T h e o r e m s  2 . 2 ,  2 . 3 ,  3 . 2  a n d  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 2  w i t h ­
o u t  a s s u m i n g  t h a t  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  a r e  o f  r e g u l a r  v a r i a t i o n .  
T h e s e  d e t a i l s  c a n  b e  f o u n d  i n  o u r  f o r t h c o m i n g  p a r t  I I  o f  t h i s  p a p e r ,  t o  a p p e a r  
i n  S t u d i a  S c i e n t i a r u m  M a t h e m a t i c a r u m  H u n g a r i c a .
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MULTIPLE COVERING OF THE RANGE OF A RANDOM WALK ON Z 
(ON A QUESTION OF P. ERDŐS AND P. RÉVÉSZ)
B. T Ó T H
Dedicated to Pál R évész  on his 60th birthday
A b s t r a c t
W ith  p robab ility  one, for any positive in teger r there  are infinitely m any in s ta n ts  when 
all the  sites in the  range of a  simple sym m etric  random  walk on Z had been v is ited  a t  least 
r  tim es. T h is  result disproves a co n jec tu re  of E rdos and Révész.
1. The problem
L e t X , ,  i  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  be a  s im p le  sy m m e tr ic  ran d o m  w alk  o n  Z. We 
d e n o te  by
(1 )  f c j  =  {  x e  I  I 3 i  €  { 0 , 1 , . . .  ,  j }  : X i  =  x }  
th e  ra n g e  covered  by  th e  ran d o m  w alk  u p  to  tim e  j .
( 2 )  / r ( j ) =  # I  x € Tey : | { 0 ^ t < ; | X ,  =  x } |  =  r  j  
re sp ec tiv e ly
r
( 3 )  9 r ( j )  =  '^2 f . ( j )
S —  1
are  th e  n u m b e r  o f  s ite s  in th e  ra n g e  7Z j ,  v is ited  by th e  ran d o m  w a lk  e x a c tly  
r  tim e s , re sp ec tiv e ly  n o t m ore th a n  r  tim es .
In th e  p re se n t n o te  we give a  s im p le  p ro o f  o f th e  follow ing
THEOREM. F o r  a n y  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r  r  £  N
(4) P  ^ 5 r (J ) =  0 in fin ite ly  o ften  ^ =  1.
T h is  re su lt  d isp ro v es a  c o n je c tu re  fo rm u la te d  re p ea ted ly  by P. E rd ő s  a n d  
P. R évész . See Q u e stio n  12 in [1], C o n je c tu re  a t  th e  end  o f [2] o r  S ec tio n  
11.7 in [7],
1991 M athem atics  Subject Classification. P rim ary  60J15, 60J55.
K ey  words and  phrases.  R andom  w alk, local tim e.
W ork su p p o rted  by th e  H ungarian N ationa l F oundation  for Scientific R esearch  G ran t 
No. 7275.
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2. Ingredients of the proof
W e  d e n o t e  b y  T n t h e  n t h  r e t u r n  t o  t h e  o r i g i n ,  c o m i n g  f r o m  l e f t ,  i . e .
(5) To =  °
V> Tn + 1 = m i n { i > T n \ X i_ 1 =  - l , X t =  0 }
a n d  b y  5 n ( Z ) ,  l G  Z ,  h a l f  o f  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  j u m p s  a c r o s s  t h e  e d g e  ( Z  —  1 , Z ) ,  
p e r f o r m e d  b e f o r e  t h e  s t o p p i n g  t i m e  T n ,  i . e .
Sn( l)  =  # {  0  < j  Í  Tn I X j - x  =  1-1, X 3  =  l )
(6) = # {o < j< rn|x,-_1 = z, Xj  = i - 1}.
T h e  b a s i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  l o c a l  t i m e  p r o c e s s  £ „ ( • )  a s  a  c r i t i c a l  
b r a n c h i n g  ( G a l t o n - W a t s o n )  p r o c e s s  i s  d u e  t o  F .  K n i g h t ,  [ 4 ] :
P r o p o s i t i o n . S n (l) a n d  S n ( - l ) ,  / =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  are two indep enden t  
id en t i ca l l y  d istr ibuted M a r k o v  chains on  N  with
(7) S „ ( 0 ) =  n
a n d  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i t i e s
( 8) ( s n( l + l ) = j \ s n(l) = i) = P{i , j ) 2 -(*+>)
Lemma 1. L e t  S n ( - )  b e  t h e  M a r k o v  c h a i n  g i v e n  i n  t h e  P r o p o s i t i o n  a n d  
pn =  m a x  { Z | 5„(Z) > 0 }. T h e n ,  f o r  e >  0
(9) P ^ n 1 - e < p n < n 1 +£) - > - l .
P r o o f . T h is  fo llow s fro m  th e  w ell-know n f a c t  t h a t  ^  converges in d is­
t r ib u t io n  to  a ra n d o m  v a r ia b le  w ith  a b so lu te ly  co n tin u o u s  d is tr ib u tio n . See
[6 ] o r  C h a p te r  5 o f  [5]. □
T h e  clue to  th e  p ro o f  o f  th e  T h eo rem  is th e  follow ing
Lemma 2. L e t  S n ( l ) ,  1  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,... b e  t h e  M a r k o v  c h a i n  g i v e n  i n  t h e  
P r o p o s i t i o n .  F o r  a n y  n , r  £  N a n d  n >  r  >  0
( 10)
P S^ n ( •) does n o t h i t  th e  s e t  {1 ,2 ,... , r j b e f o r e  h it tin g  {0}^ >  ^— —^T+T"
P r o o f . W e c o n s id e r  n >  r  fixed a n d  d o  n o t  d e n o te  exp lic itly  d ep e n d e n c e  
o n  th e s e  p a ra m e te rs  th r o u g h o u t  th e  fo llow ing  p ro o f. L et C  b e  th e  s e t  o f 
t r a je c to r ie s  o f th e  M a rk o v  ch a in  S(Z) s to p p e d  a t  th e  first h i t t in g  o f th e  se t 
{0 , 1 , . . . , r } :
( 11) C =  U { (5 0 , 5 1 , • • • , s k )  \ s 0 =  n ,  s i  >  r  for  Z =  1 , . .
k=1
, k -  1, s k < r } .
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W e  p a r t i t i o n  C i n t o  t w o  d i s j o i n t  s e t s :
( 12)  A =  {  ( s 0 , s i , - • •  , s k) e C  | a fc  =  0  }
( 1 3 )  B =  {  ( s 0 , s i ,  • •  • , s k) e C  I 1 <  s k < r  } .
D e n o t e  b y  Q  t h e  m e a s u r e  i n d u c e d  o n  C b y  t h e  M a r k o v  c h a i n  5 ( - ) .  C l e a r l y
( 1 4 )  Q (C )  =  Q ( A )  +  Q ( B )  =  1 .
T h e  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  w e l l - k n o w n  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  c r i t i c a l  G a l t o n -  
W a t s o n  b r a n c h i n g  p r o c e s s  c o n s i d e r e d  ( g o v e r n e d  b y  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i ­
t i e s  g i v e n  i n  ( 8 ) )  e v e n t u a l l y  h i t s  { 0 }  w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  o n e .
N o w  d e f i n e  t h e  m a p
( 1 5 )  Q : B ^ A
i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w a y :  f o r  ( s q , s i , . . .  ,  S f c _ i ,  s^)  6  B
(1 6) 0(so,sj,.. . ,Sk-i,sk) = (s0,si, • • ■ , sk- i , r +  1,0). 
F r o m  ( 8 )  f o l l o w s  t h a t  f o r  a n y  i > r  +  l > j > 0
( 1 7 )  P ( i ,  r  +  1)  >  2~TP ( i , j )  
a n d
( 1 8 )  P ( r + l , 0 )  =  2 - l r + 1 ) .
H e n c e  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  c h e c k  t h a t  f o r  a n y  s £ B
( 1 9 )  Q ( 0 s ) > 2 - ( 2r + 1’ Q ( s ) .
A s  0  i s  a n  r  t o  1  m a p ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
( 2 0 )  Q ( A )  > r ~ 12 - ( 2r+1'>Q(B).
F r o m  ( 1 4 )  a n d  ( 2 0 )  e v e n t u a l l y  w e  g e t
< 2 1 >  Q M ) > 1  +  r U + ,
w h i c h  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  ( 10 ) . □
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3. Proof of the Theorem
D u e  t o  L e m m a  1  w e  c a n  c h o o s e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  n a t u r a l  n u m b e r s  s o  t h a t  
( 22 )  n \ - [  >
a n d
( 2 3 )  P ( n J ~ f  <  p nt <  n ] +c) >  1  —  2 _ < .
F o r  f  =  l , 2 , . . .  l e t  X ^ \  j  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  b e  i n d e p e n d e n t  r a n d o m  w a l k s  
s t o p p e d  a t  t h e  s t o p p i n g  t i m e s
( 2 4 )  =
F r o m  ( 2 2 )  a n d  ( 2 3 ) ,  b y  B o r e l - C a n t e l l i  L e m m a  f o l l o w s  t h a t ,  w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  
o n e ,  t h e r e  i s  a  t 0 s u c h  t h a t  f o r  t  >  t 0
( 2 5 ) n toT (0 C T Z
( f + i)
T (‘+ !)•
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  f r o m  L e m m a  2 ,  b y  i n v e r s e  B o r e l - C a n t e l l i ,  f o r  a n y  f i x e d  
r >  0  w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  o n e  i s  c o v e r e d  a t  l e a s t  r  t i m e s ,  f o r  i n f i n i t e l y
m a n y  f  s .
N o w  d e f i n e
( 2 6 )
( 2 7 )
f ( j )  =  m a x { f | ^ T ( s ) < j }
S =  1
Y  _ y l d t l + l )
X j ,  j  €  N  i s  a  s i m p l e  s y m m e t r i c  r a n d o m  w a l k .  T h e  T h e o r e m  d i r e c t l y  f o l l o w s  
f r o m  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  m a d e  a b o v e .  □
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . I  s h o u l d  l i k e  t o  e x p r e s s  m y  g r a t i t u d e  f o r  t h e  k i n d  
h o s p i t a l i t y  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  M a t h e m a t i c s ,  H e r i o t - W a t t  U n i v e r s i t y  
E d i n b u r g h ,  w h e r e  t h i s  w o r k  w a s  f i n i s h e d .
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CANONICAL PARTITION RELATIONS FOR 
ASCENDING FAMILIES OF FINITE SETS
H. L EFM A N N
A b s t r a c t
In this p ap e r we prove a  canonical p a rtitio n  result concerning a m ultid im ensional 
version of H in d m an ’s theorem  on finite sum s due to  Milliken and Taylor.
1. Introduction and statement of results
L e t  u  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r s .  S m a l l  l a t i n  l e t t e r s  u s u a l l y  
d e n o t e  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r s .
F o r  s e t s  X  l e t
V { X )  b e  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  a l l  s u b s e t s  o f  X ;
[ X ] < w  b e  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  a l l  f i n i t e  s u b s e t s  o f  X ;
[ X ]*1 b e  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  a l l  f c - e l e m e n t  s u b s e t s  o f  X .
I n  1 9 3 0  R a m s e y  p r o v e d  h i s  f a m o u s  p i g e o n  h o l e  p r i n c i p l e  f o r  f i n i t e  s e t s :
T heorem 1.1 [6]. Let  c , k  be nonnegat ive  integers.  Then f o r  e v e r y  par­
t i t ion  A : [ o ; ] fc  — >  { 0 , . . .  ,  c  —  1} there exists  an infinite subset  X  Q u  such that  
the rest r ic t ion A  [ X ] ^  is a cons tant  mapping.  □
I n  R a m s e y ’ s  t h e o r e m  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  [ u ; ] *  i n t o  f i n i t e l y  m a n y  p i e c e s  a r e  c o n ­
s i d e r e d .  A n o t h e r  s i t u a t i o n  o c c u r s  i f  w e  l o o k  a t  a r b i t r a r y  p a r t i t i o n s  A : [ u > ]  — k j . 
T h i s  i s  t h e  s o - c a l l e d  c a n o n i c a l  s i t u a t i o n .  T h e  a i m  i s  t o  f i n d  a n  i n f i n i t e  s u b s e t  
X  Qu> s u c h  t h a t  A  a c t s  n i c e  o n  [ X ] f c .  T h i s  c a s e  w a s  s e t t l e d  b y  E r d o s  a n d  
R a d o ,  w h o  p r o v e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c a n o n i c a l  v e r s i o n  o f  R a m s e y ’ s  t h e o r e m :
T heorem 1.2 [ 1 ] .  Let k be a nonnegat ive integer.  Then f o r  e v e r y  m a p ­
p i ng  A :  [ u > ] fc  — >  lv there exist  an infinite subset  X  Q u  and a sub se t  J  ^  
{ 0 , . . .  ,  k  —  1 }  such that f o r  all  { x o , . . .  ,  x ^ - i },  { x q ,  . . .  ,  x*k_ r }  €  [ X ] fc  with 
x o <  . .  . <  X k - i  a n d  x j $  <  . . .  <  x k_  ^ it is valid:
{®0> • • • » %k— 1 } ) =  ^ ( { T oi • • • i ^ k  — 1 })
i f f
{ x j \ j e J }  =  { x * \ j e J } .
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E v e r y  s u b s e t  J  Q { 0 , .  . .  ,  k -  1 }  d e t e r m i n e s  a  t y p e  o f  m a p p i n g s .  N o n e  
o f  t h e s e  2 k d i f f e r e n t  t y p e s  c a n  b e  o m i t t e d  w i t h o u t  v i o l a t i n g  t h e  t h e o r e m .  I t  
c a n  b e  s e e n  e a s i l y  t h a t ,  i f  t h e  r a n g e  o f  A  i s  f i n i t e ,  n e c e s s a r i l y  J  i s  t h e  e m p t y  
s e t ;  t h i s  i s  j u s t  R a m s e y ’ s  t h e o r e m .
H i n d m a n  p r o v e d  t h a t ,  i f  t h e  s e t  o f  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r s  i s  p a r t i t i o n e d  
i n t o  f i n i t e l y  m a n y  p i e c e s ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  i n f i n i t e  s u b s e t  X  Q u> s u c h  
t h a t  a l l  f i n i t e  s u m s  f r o m  X  w i t h o u t  r e p e t i t i o n  l i e  i n  t h e  s a m e  p i e c e .  H e r e  
i t  w i l l  b e  m o r e  c o n v e n i e n t  t o  w o r k  w i t h  f i n i t e  s e t s  i n s t e a d  o f  n o n n e g a t i v e  
i n t e g e r s .
T heorem 1.3 [2]. Let  c be a nonnegative  integer.  Then f o r  every  m a p ­
p in g  A  :  { 0 , . . .  ,  c  —  1 }  there exist  infini te ly m a n y  pairwise  d i s jo in t
se t s  So ,  S i  .  . .  E  [ w ] < u '  such that  A  { {  1 J  Si  |  I Q  u>, I  f i n i t e  a n d  n o n e m p t y }  =
i e i
c o n s t .  □
F o r  t h e  c a n o n i c a l  c a s e  o f  H i n d m a n ’ s  t h e o r e m  T a y l o r  s h o w e d  t h a t  f i v e  
p a t t e r n s  c a n  o c c u r :
T heorem 1.4 [7]. For every  mapping  A  :  [a>]<u/ there exist  infini tely  
m a n y  p a i r w is e  d i s jo in t  se t s  So, S i , . . .  €  [ u ; ] < u '  such that one of  the fo l lowing  
cases  ho ld s  f o r  all f in i t e  n o n e m p ty  subse ts  / ,  J  o f  u :
( i )  A (  ( J  Si) =  A (  ( J  S j ) ;
( i i )  A ( U  S , - )  =  A ( U  S j )  iff  m i n  I  =  m i n  J ;
i e i  j e J
( i i i )  A ( | J S , )  =  A ( U  Sj) iff  m a x  7 =  m a x  J;
i e i  j e J
( i v )  A ( | J  5 , - )  =  A ( t J  Sj) i f f m a , x l = m m j  a n d  m a x /  =  m a x  J;
( v )  A (  l / Si) =  A (  U  S: ) i f f I  =  J. □
i e i  j e J
N o n e  o f  t h e s e  f i v e  c a s e s  c a n  b e  o m i t t e d  w i t h o u t  v i o l a t i n g  t h e  t h e o r e m  
a s ,  b e s i d e s  t h e  c o n s t a n t  m a p p i n g ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m a p p i n g s  / , :  [lo\ <u — >  [ c o ] < u / , 
i  €  { m i n ,  m a x ,  m i n - m a x ,  i d  } ,  s h o w :
fmin(S)  =  { m i n  5 }  
fmnx(S)  =  { m a x  5 }
/ m i n - m a x ^ )  =  { m i n  S, m a x  5 }
/id (5) = 5.
F o r  s u b s e t s  A  Q M < w  w i t h  A  =  { A j  \ j  €  J )  w e  d e n o t e  b y  F U ( A )  t h e  s e t  
{  ( J  A{  1 1  Q J ,  I  0 ,  I  f i n i t e }  o f  a l l  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  u n i o n s  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  A .  
i e i
T h e  u s u a l  t o t a l  o r d e r  ^  o n  u> i n d u c e s  a  p a r t i a l  o r d e r  <  ' o n  [ u ; ] < a '  b y :  
S < ' T  i f f  m a x  S <  m i n T .  B y  a b u s e  o f  l a n g u a g e  w e  u s e  t h e  s a m e  s y m b o l  
<  f o r  b o t h  o r d e r s .  F o r  s u b s e t s  I  Q u  w e  d e n o t e  b y  { A ,  | i  £  / } <  a s c e n d i n g
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( w . r . t .  < )  f a m i l i e s  ( A , -  | i  G  I) w i t h  e l e m e n t s  f r o m  i . e .  A,  <  Aj  f o r  a l l
i , j  G  I  w i t h  i <  j .
A n  i n f i n i t e  s u b s e t  A  Q i s  a n  ascending collection  i f f  f o r  e a c h  t w o
d i f f e r e n t  s e t s  S, T  G  A  i t  i s  v a l i d :  S  <  T  o r  T  <  S .  N o t i c e  t h a t  f o r  a n  a s c e n d i n g  
c o l l e c t i o n  A ,  p o s s i b l y  a f t e r  s o m e  r e n u m b e r i n g ,  w e  h a v e  A  =  { A o ,  A \ , . . .  } < .
F o r  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  A  l e t  [ F U ( A ) ] <  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t
{ { S o ,  ■ ■ ■ ,  S f c - ; i } <  I S 0 , . . .  , S k - i £  F U ( A ) }
o f  A : - t e r m  a s c e n d i n g  f a m i l i e s  w i t h  e l e m e n t s  f r o m  F U ( A ) .
M i l l i k e n  a n d  T a y l o r  p r o v e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  v e r s i o n  o f  
H i n d m a n ’ s  t h e o r e m ,  w h i c h  a l s o  g e n e r a l i z e s  R a m s e y ’ s  t h e o r e m .
T heorem 1 . 5  [ 4 ] ,  [ 7 ] .  Let  c , k  be pos i t ive  integers and le t  A  be an as­
cend ing  collection. Then f o r  every  par t i t ion  A : [F U ( A ) ] < — > { 0 , . . . ,  c — 1}  there 
exis ts  an  ascending  collect ion B C F U ( A )  such that & . f ' [ F U ( B ) ] < = c o n s t .  □
P r ö m e l  a n d  V o i g t  a s k e d  f o r  a  c a n o n i c a l  v e r s i o n  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  [ 5 ] .  S i n c e  
T h e o r e m  1 . 5  i s  a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  R a m s e y ’ s  t h e o r e m  a n d  H i n d m a n ’ s  t h e o r e m ,  
o n e  m i g h t  e x p e c t  t h a t  a  c a n o n i c a l  v e r s i o n  i s  a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  t h e o r e m  
o f  E r d ő s  a n d  R a d o  a n d  t h e  t h e o r e m  o f  T a y l o r .  T h e  p a t t e r n s  w i l l  b e  d e t e r ­
m i n e d  b y  s u b s e t s  J  Q { 0 , . . .  ,  k  —  1 } ,  w h e r e  e a c h  e l e m e n t  o f  J  i s  a s s o c i a t e d  t o  
t h e  m i n i m u m - ,  m a x i m u m - ,  m i n i m u m  a n d  m a x i m u m -  o r  i d e n t i t y - m a p p i n g .  
H o w e v e r ,  a d d i t i o n a l  p a t t e r n s  c a n  o c c u r ,  s i n c e  t h e  e n t r i e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  c o m ­
p o n e n t s  c a n  b e  m e r g e d  w i t h o u t  l e a v i n g  t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  c a t e g o r y ,  c o n t r a r y  t o  
t h e  E r d ő s - R a d o  c a s e .  B e f o r e  w e  g i v e  a  c a n o n i c a l  v e r s i o n  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 5 ,  w e  
n e e d  f o r  t e c h n i c a l  r e a s o n s  ( t o  a v o i d  r e d u n d a n c i e s )  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
D efinition. L e t  k o , k  b e  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r s  w i t h  ko  ^  k.  F u r t h e r  l e t  
(Ti) i<k0 b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  a n d  l e t  ( fi) i<k0 b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  
m a p p i n g s  f r o m  { / m i n  ? / m a x i  / m i n - m a x ?  / i d } .  T h e  s e q u e n c e  { {T„  f t ) ) t<ko o f  p a i r s  
i s  a  k- can onica l  sequence  i f f  ( J  T{ Q { 0 , . . .  ,  k — 1} ,  a n d  T b  <  . . .  <  T ko~ i ,  a n d
o
i n  a d d i t i o n  f o r  e v e r y  i <  k0 -  1 a n d  e v e r y  j  <  k0 i t  i s  v a l i d :
( i )  f i  =  / m i n  i m p l i e s  / i - f l  7^  / m a x ?
( Ü )  \Tj\  >  1  i m p l i e s  f j  =  / m i n - m a x  O T  f j  —  / i d  ,
( i i i )  \Tj\  >  2 i m p l i e s  f j  =  / i d  .
T heorem 1 . 6 .  Let  k be a nonnegat ive integer and let A  be an  ascending  
collect ion.  Then f o r  ever y  m app ing  A :  [ F U [ A ) ] ^  there e x is t  an  ascend­
ing  collect ion B C F U  {A )  an d  a k-canonica l  sequence  ( ( T t- ,  / i ) ) i < f c 0 with the 
fo l low ing property:
For  every  { S 0 , S k. 1} <)  { S 0* , . . .  ,  S*k_ 1} < G  [ f ’ C f ( S ) ] *
A ( { S o , . . .  ,  5 f c _ ! } < )  =  A ( { 5 q ,  . .  • ,  S X _ i } < )
i ff
{/,-( U S j ) \ i < k o }  =  { f i {  U S ’ ) \ K k o } .
j e r ,  j e r ,
□
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N o n e  o f  t h e s e  p a t t e r n s  c a n  b e  o m i t t e d  w i t h o u t  v i o l a t i n g  t h e  t h e o r e m  a s  
i t  c a n  b e  s e e n  f o r  ^ - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e s  ( ( T , - ,  f i ) ) i < k0 w i t h  t h e  m a p p i n g s
d e f i n e d  b y  t h e  r e l a t i o n
A ((TiJi)),<ko( i s o,  ■ ■ ■ , S k- i } < )  =  { f i (  U  S j ) \ i < k 0}.
J e T ,
F o r  k — 1  T h e o r e m  1.6 i s  j u s t  T a y l o r ’ s  r e s u l t  ( 1 . 4 ) .  T h e  e m p t y  s e q u e n c e  
d e s c r i b e s  t h e  c o n s t a n t  c a s e .  F o r  k =  2 t h e r e  a r e  26 c a n o n i c a l  c a s e s .  B e s i d e s  
t h e  25 c a s e s ,  w h i c h  a r i s e  f r o m  a s s o c i a t i n g  o n e  o f  t h e  f i v e  t y p e s  o c c u r r i n g  i n  
T h e o r e m  1 . 4  t o  t h e  c o m p o n e n t s ,  t h e  t w o  c o m p o n e n t s  c a n  a l s o  b e  m e r g e d ,  
i . e .  ko  =  1 ,  T o  =  { 0 , 1 }  a n d  f o  =  / i d  .  D e n o t i n g  b y  Sk  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c a n o n i c a l  
c a s e s  f o r  f c - t e r m  a s c e n d i n g  f a m i l i e s ,  w e  g e t  b y  r e c u r s i o n :
5 * =  I t W  ( ( 13 +  3VT3)(7 + y i3 ) fc H- (13 -  3vT3)(7 -  vTä)^) •
F r o m  T h e o r e m  1 . 6  w e  o b t a i n  a s  a  c o r o l l a r y  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  E r d ő s  a n d  R a d o
(1.2), s i n c e  e v e r y  m a p p i n g  A :  [ o ; ] fc  — >u> i n d u c e s  f o r  a n  a r b i t r a r y  a s c e n d i n g  
c o l l e c t i o n  A  a n o t h e r  m a p p i n g  A *  : [ F U ( - 4 ) ] <  — >  u  b y  A * ( { S o , . . .  ,  5 f c _ i } < )  =  
A ( { m i n 5 0 , . . .  , m i n S * ; _ i } ) .
S o  f a r  w e  h a v e  c o n s i d e r e d  m a p p i n g s  A :  [ F U ( A ) ] k< — w . r . t .  o n e  l e v e l  
o n l y .  I n  o r d e r  t o  h a n d l e  t h e  b e h a v i o u r  o f  m a p p i n g s  o n  a r b i t r a r y  s t r u c ­
t u r e s  w . r . t .  d i f f e r e n t  l e v e l s  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n  w a s  i n t r o d u c e d  
i n  [ 8 ] .  I n  t h e  c o n t e x t  h e r e  t h i s  m e a n s ,  r o u g h l y  s p e a k i n g ,  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  
p a i r  A o :  [FU (A)]<  — »  cj a n d  A j : [F U (A ) ]<  —> u> o f  m a p p i n g s  t h e r e  e x ­
i s t s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  B  C F U ( A )  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  r e s t r i c t e d  m a p p i n g s  
A o  p1 [ T ^ C / ( ^ ) ] < °  a n d  A j  [ ' [ F U  (B)]<  e i t h e r  a r e  i d e n t i c a l  o r  h a v e  d i s j o i n t  i m ­
a g e s .  U s i n g  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n  w e  c a n  c h a r a c t e r i z e  t h e  b e h a v i o u r  
o f  m a p p i n g s  w . r . t .  d i f f e r e n t  l e v e l s  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w a y .
T heorem 1 . 7 .  L e t  m  be a posit ive in teger  a n d  let  A  be an ascending  
col lec t ion .  Then fo r  e v e r y  m a p p in g  A :  (J [ F U ( A ) ] <  — »  u  there exis ts  an
k<fm
a s c e n d in g  collection B  Q F U  ( A )  and for every  k  <  m  there exists a k-cano n-  
i ca l  seque nce ' ( (Tk j ,  fk , j )) j<m(k)> such that f o r  e v e r y  p a ir  ( k , l )  with k , l  <  m  
o n e  o f  the following cas es  holds:
( i )  A ( [ F U ( B ) } k< ) n A ( [ F U ( B ) } l<) =  <fi;
( i i )  For every  { 5 0 ,  • • ■ ,  5 / t _ i } <  E  [ F U ( $ ) ] <  a n d  { 5 „ , . . .  ,  5 * _ j } <  €
[ F U ( B ) ] ‘<:
A ( { S o , . . . , S * _ 1 } < )  =  A ( { S 0V . . , S r _ 1 } < )
i f f
{ fk,i(  U S i )  \ j <  m ( k ) }  =  { f lj (  U S*)  I /  <  m ( / ) } .  □
i e T k J  ieTt,;,
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T h i s  l e a d s  i m m e d i a t e l y  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  o f  V o i g t  c o n c e r n i n g  p a r t i ­
t i o n s  o f  t h e  s e t  o f  s u b s e t s  o f  u  h a v i n g  c a r d i n a l i t y  l e s s  t h a n  s o m e  m :
C o r o l l a r y  1 .8  [8 ]. Let m  be a p os i t i ve  integer. Then f o r  e v e r y  mapping  
A : ( J  [ t u ] *  — F  u> there ex is ts  an infinite subse t X  Qui an d  f o r  e v e r y  k <  m
k<fm
there exists a subse t  Jk Q { 0 , . . .  ,  k  —  1 }  such that fo r  ever y  p a i r  (k,  l) with 
k , l  <  m  one of  the fo l lowing  cases is valid:
( i )  A([I] fc) n A ( [ I ] ' ) = 0 ;
( i i )  For every  { z 0 ,  . . .  £  [ X } k and  { z * , . . .  , x*_ 1} < £  [ A ] '
i f f
A ( { z 0 , . . .  ,Xfc_i}) =  A ( { zq , • • ■ ,x f_ i} )  
{ x j  I j  e  J k }  =  { x * j \ j  € J i }. □
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  w e  w i l l  p r o v e  T h e o r e m s  1 . 6  a n d  1 . 7 .
2. Proofs
D e f i n i t i o n . L e t  A  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a n d  l e t  A : [ . F f 7 ( ^ 4 ) ] <  —  
b e  a  m a p p i n g .  L e t  ( ( T , - , / , • ) ) , • < * „  b e  a  f c - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e .  T h e  m a p p i n g  A  
h a s  t y p e  ((T„ /,))i<jt0, t y p e  ( A )  =  ( ( T t ,  f i ) ) t<k0 , i f f  f o r  e v e r y  {S0, . . .  , S fc_i}<,  
,S*k_ 1} < e [ F U { A ) ] k< w e  h a v e
A({50, . . .  , Sk- i U )  =  A ({5q, • • • , 5,*_1}<)
iff
{/.( U SJ) \ i < k 0} = {fi( U S*)\i<ko}.
j e r ,  j e r ,
D e f i n i t i o n . L et A  be an  ascen d in g  co llec tio n  and  le t A :  [ F U ( A ) ] <  —>u; 
b e  a  m ap p in g . T h e  m a p p in g  A  h a s  fu ll  type  iff th e re  ex is ts  a  ^ -c an o n ica l 
seq u en ce  (({*}, / ,) ) ,< *  such  th a t  ty p e  (A ) =  (({ » } ,/i))i<fc-
If  a  m ap p in g  A :  [.F i7 (.4 )]fc — wh e r e  k >  2, h as  full ty p e , th e n  th e  
e n tr ie s  o f d iffe ren t c o m p o n e n ts  c a n n o t b e  sh if te d  w ith o u t c h a n g in g  th e  im age.
L e m m a  2 .1 . Let k^.  2  be an integer a n d  let A  be an ascend ing  collection.  
Le t  A :  [ F U ( - 4 ) ] <  — >  uj be a mapping , which has full  type. Th en  f o r  every  
i ^ k  — 2 and for  every  { S o ,  • ■ • , $ k } <  £  [-Fi7(.4)]<+1 ü  holds:
A ( { S o , . . .  , S i - i ,  S i  U S i + u  S , + 2 , • • • , S fc}<)
#A({S0, . . . , S  i-l) S{, S,-)-i U S,q-2> Si+3, • • • j
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T h i s  c a n  b e  s e e n  e a s i l y  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t
A ( { 5 o ,  • • •  > S i - i ,  Si  U 51+i, S t + 2 , . .. , S k } < )
= A ( { S 0, . . . ,  S i - i ,  S  i, Si -\-1 U  • S ' t - f - 2, Si 1-3 ,  • • • , 5 " / : }  <  )  
i m p l i e s  f i  =  / m i n  a n d  f l+ i =  / m a x ,  w h i c h  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  s i n c e  A  h a s  f u l l  
t y p e ‘T h e  c o n c e p t  o f  d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n  i s  a  m a i n  t o o l  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 6 .  
W e  s h o w  t h a t  a s c e n d i n g  f a m i l i e s  o f  f i n i t e  s e t s  h a v e  t h e  d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n  p r o p ­
e r t y  w . r . t .  m a p p i n g s  o f  f u l l  t y p e .
LEMMA 2.2. Let k0 , ki  be nonnegat ive  integers  a n d  let A  be an ascending  
co l lec t ion .  Further let  A ,  :  [ F U  (A ) ]<  - A  u,  i =  0 , 1 ,  be mappings  of  full  type.  
T h e n  there  exists an a s c en d in g  collection B  C  F U  ( . 4 )  such that one o f  the  
f o l l o w i n g  cases is valid:
( i )  A 0 ( [F U(B) }k<?) n A i d F U i B ) ] 1? )  =  0 ;
( i i )  ko =  ki and  A 0 ( { 5 0 ,  ■ • • ,  S f c 0- i } < )  =  A i ( { 5 0 , . . .  ,  S ko- 1} < )  
f o r  e v e r y  { 5 0 , . . .  , 5 f c o - i } <  6  [ F U ( B ) ] kf>.
PROOF o f  L e m m a  2.2. W e  p r o v e  t h e  l e m m a  b y  i n d u c t i o n  o n  fco +  Aq. 
T h e  c a s e s  k0 =  0  o r  ki  =  0  a r e  t r i v i a l .  T h u s  l e t  k o , k i  b e  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s  
a n d  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  i s  v a l i d  f o r  e v e r y  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  A  a n d  
e a c h  t w o  m a p p i n g s  A  : [ F U ( 4 ) ] <  — F  u  a n d  A *  :  [ F U ( 4 ) ] <  — >  w  w i t h  k  +  k*  <
k0 +  k i .  L e t  A  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a n d  l e t  A , :  [FU(A)]<f  - M J ,  
i — 0 , 1 ,  b e  m a p p i n g s  o f  f u l l  t y p e ,  w h e r e  w . l . o . g .  k o < k i .  S i n c e  t h e  m a p p i n g s  
A ; ,  i  =  0 , l ,  h a v e  f u l l  t y p e ,  t h e r e  a r e  f c j - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e s  ( ( { / } ,  f i , j )) j<ki  
s u c h  t h a t  t y p e  ( A , )  =  ( ( { j } ,  f i , j ) ) j< k r  I n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w e  d i s t i n g u i s h  b e ­
t w e e n  t h e  t w o  c a s e s  ko <  ki  a n d  ko =  ki.
C a s e  A.  ko <  A q .
W e  w i l l  s h o w  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  B Q F U  ( 4 )  s u c h  
t h a t  A o ( [ P P ( ß ) ] < o ) n A 1 ( [ F C f ( ß ) ] ^ 1 )  =  0 .  P u t  P _ i  : = m i n  A  a n d  B ^  :=  
A  \  { m i n  Á ) .  W e  c o n s t r u c t  a  s e q u e n c e  (B , ) i<UJ o f  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  a n d  
a  s e q u e n c e  o f  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p e r t i e s :
F o r  e v e r y  i <  w:
( 2 . 2 . 1 )  B , e F U { B ^ t- 1'l) a n d  B ®  g  F U ( 0 (’_1) ) ,
(2.2.2) i / _ i  < B,  a n d  5, < m i n  B ^ ,
(2.2.3) A0({So, • • ■ , 5*0-i}<) # Aj({ U Bj  U B z, S*, . . . ,  S*ki_  J< )
f o r  e v e r y  J  Q { 0 ,  1 }  a n d  f o r  e v e r y
{So,  S * , , - !  } <  €  [ F U ( { B 0, . . . , B i )  U B ( ! ) ) ] fc< °  a n d
{S*1, . . . , S t i _ 1} < e [ F U ( B ^ ) ] kr 1 .
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T h e n  f o r  B  : =  {B o ,  B \ , . . .  } <  w e  h a v e
A0([Fß(ß)]*°) n ([Fß(ß)]*1) = 0.
N o w  w e  c o n s t r u c t  t h e  s e q u e n c e s  ( B t ) t<ui a n d  ( ß ( * ) ) , - < w .  S u p p o s e  t h a t  f o r  
s o m e  n,  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  B t a n d  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s  B ( * )  a r e  c o n s t r u c t ­
e d  s u c h  t h a t  ( 2 . 2 . 1 )  u p  t o  ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  a r e  v a l i d  f o r  e v e r y  i <  n.
S te p  n:  F o r  e v e r y  p a i r  ( I ,  J )  w i t h  I , J  Q  { 0 , . . .  ,  n  —  1 }  l e t  
A M j y  [ F U ( ß i ”- 1 ))]^1 — »  { 0 , 1 } ,  *  =  0 , 1 ,
b e  m a p p i n g s  d e f i n e d  b y
A g | J ) ( { S o , . . . , S W < ) =  0 
i f f
Ao({ ÍJ B, U 5o U 5 i , 52, . . .  , •S'fco}<)
t € /
^ i ( {  U  Bj  U So, S ] , . . .  ,  5 ^ 1_ i } < )
j e J
a n d
Aj;!J)( {5 o , . . . , 5 * 1_1}<) =  0
i f f
A „ ( { I M u Si , 52, . . .  i ■5'*:o}<) — ^ i ({ U  Bj  U So, 5 j , . . .  , 5fcj_i}<).
i e i  i  e J
T h e n  2 2”+1 a p p l y i n g  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 5  t o  e v e r y  ^ { / j )  y i e l d s  a n  a s c e n d i n g
c o l l e c t i o n  ß g "  1 Q  F U ( ß ( n - 1 ) )  a n d  f o r  e v e r y  i  <  2  a n d  e v e r y  p a i r  ( I ,  J )  w i t h  
I ,  J  Q { 0 , . . .  ,  n  —  1 }  n u m b e r s  c j ^  <  2  s u c h  t h a t  A j ) ' j ) { [ F U ( B y 71 1 ^ ) ] < 1 )  =  
{ c | !^ 7 j } .  B y  L e m m a  2 . 1  a n d  ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  =  c j ^  =  1  f o r  e v e r y  
( I ,  J ) .  P u t t i n g  B n m i n  ß g " - 1 * a n d  ß j " - 1 ^ : =  Bq '~1'1 \  { m i n  ß g ' i _ 1 * }  w e  h a v e
( 2 . 2 . 4 )  F o r  e v e r y  p a i r  ( I ,  J )  w i t h  I ,  J  Q  { 0 , . . .  ,  n  —  1 }
a n d  f o r  e v e r y { 5 i , . . .  , 5 f c l _ i } <  €  [ F f 7 ( ß n^_1,)]<1
A o ( { U ^ > U ß n u 5 i , 52 , - - -  ,Sk0}<) #  A i ( {  ( J  Bj  U B n , S \ , . . .  , Skl- 1} < )  a n d  
i e i  j e J
A o ( { U - ß i U ‘5' i > ‘5' 2 , - -  - J>S'fco}<) A ({ U  ß j U ß „ , 5 i , . . .  ,  5fc,-i}<). 
i e /  i £ J
C o n d i t i o n  ( 2 . 2 . 4 )  w i l l  g u a r a n t e e  t h a t  c e r t a i n  m a p p i n g s ,  w h i c h  w i l l  b e  s p e c i ­
f i e d  l a t e r ,  h a v e  d i f f e r e n t  i m a g e s  o n  t h e  s a m e  a r g u m e n t s .
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N e x t  w e  c o n s t r u c t  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  B C  F U ( ß [ n s u c h  t h a t
( 2 . 2 . 3 )  i s  s a t i s f i e d  f o r  i  =  n .  F o r  e v e r y  s u b s e t  J  Q { 0 , . . .  , n  — 1 } ,  l e t
A { : [ F U { ß [ n 1 )^]<1_1 — b e  a  m a p p i n g  d e f i n e d  b y
A { ( { S U . . .  ,5*1_1}<) =  A1( { U B j U 5 n, 5 1, . . .  , ^ - r k ) -
i e J
T h e  m a p p i n g s  A / ,  < 7  Q  { 0 , . . .  ,  n  —  1 ) ,  h a v e  f u l l  t y p e ,  s i n c e  A x  h a s  f u l l  t y p e .
ko
F o r  a s c e n d i n g  f a m i l i e s  T G  ( J  [ F U ( { B 0 , . . . ,  i ? n } ) ] <  w i t h  T = { T 0 ,  -
t =o
T * - i} <>
a n d  T '  G  U  [ ^ ( { * 0 ,
< ' = i
A % : [ F U ( ß j n _ 1 ) ) ] < 0 _ i  
d e f i n e d  b y
—¥ u>
■ ■ , £ « } ) ] <  w i t h  V  =  { T q, . . .  , ! > _ ! } < ,  l e t  
a n d  Ä q " ’  :  [ F C / ( ß | n ~ 1 * ) ] ^ 0 _ i  +1 - A  u  b e  m a p p i n g s
A ^ ( { 5 t , . . .  ,  S * 0- i } < )  =  A o ( { T 0 ,  ■ • • ,  T t _ 1 }  S t , . . .  ,  S f c o - i } < )
a n d
,  ■ • • ,  ^ o - i } < )  =  A o ( { T ' , . . .  ,  T[ ,_x U  5 i / _ ! ,  s t. , 5 f c o _ !  } < ) .
E v e r y  m a p p i n g  Á J  h a s  f u l l  t y p e ,  a l s o  e v e r y  Ä q " ,  p o s s i b l y  a f t e r  o m i t t i n g  t h e  
f i r s t  c o m p o n e n t .
S e v e r a l  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s  t o  t h e  m a p p i n g s  A {  a n d  
A q ” ,  r e s p .  A {  a n d  Ä q "  a n d  r e s p e c t i n g  ( 2 . 2 . 4 )  y i e l d s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  
ß ( n - i )  (- j pjj ^ ( n  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  J  Q { 0 , . . .  ,  n — 1 }  a n d  e v e r y  T ,  T ' G
U  [ F U { { B o ,  • • • ,  - S n } ) ] <  w i t h  \T'\  >  0 w e  h a v e
;= o
a {  ( [FU{B^n- 1'>)]k<1- 1  ^ n A 0T  = 0
a n d
A (  ( J F C / ^ " - 1) ) ] ^ - 1)  n Ä ^  ( [ F C / ( ß ( 7l - 1))]<o _ |T ' l+ 1) = 0 .
T h u s ,  w e  h a v e
A 0 ( { 5 o , . . .  ,  5 , 0 _ !  } < )  /  A x  ( {  ( J  B j  U B n , S { , . . .  ,  S ^ U )
jeJ
f o r  e v e r y  J  Q { 0 , . . . , n  —  1 }  a n d  f o r  e v e r y  { 5 o , . . .  ,  Sk0- i  } <  G  
[ F U { { B o , . . . , B n} U B ^  a n d  { S { , . . .  , S*ki_ 1} < G  [ ^ ( ß W ) ] * 1 " 1 ,  a n d
( 2 . 2 . 3 )  i s  s a t i s f i e d  f o r  i =  n.
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F i n a l l y  w e  g e t  a  s e q u e n c e  ( B t ) i <ul o f  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  a n d  a  s e q u e n c e  
( Z ? M ) t < l i ,  o f  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s ,  s u c h  t h a t  ( 2 . 2 . 1 )  u p  t o  ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  a r e  v a l i d  f o r  
e v e r y  i <  u>.
Case B. k =  ko =  k \ .
L e t  A * : [ F U ( * 4 ) ] <  —> { 0 , 1 }  b e  a  m a p p i n g  d e f i n e d  b y  A * ( { S o , . . .  ,  S k - \ } < )  
=  0  i f f  A 0 ( { 5 0 , . . .  ,  5 , t - i } < )  =  A i ( { 5 0 , . . .  ,  5 f c - i } < ) .  B y  T h e o r e m  1 . 5  t h e r e  
i s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  Ao Q F U { A )  s u c h  t h a t  A *  | ' ' [ F ' t / ( . 4 o ) ] <  =  
c o n s t .  I f  A * ( [ i r i 7 ( ^ 4 o ) ] < )  =  { 0 }  w e  a r e  d o n e :  A 0 a n d  A i  a r e  i d e n t i c a l  o n  
[F U iA o ) ]^ -  S o  l e t  A * ( [ F f 7 ( y f o ) ] ^ . )  =  { 1 } .  B y  a  c o n s t r u c t i o n  s i m i l a r  t o  
t h a t  u s e d  i n  C a s e  A  w e  g e t  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  B  C  F U ( A o )  s u c h  t h a t  
A 0 ( [ F [ / ( Ö ) ] < )  P l  A j  ( [ F U ( B ) ] k )  =  0 .  W e  o m i t  t h e  d e t a i l s .  T h i s  f i n i s h e s  t h e  
p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  2 . 2 .  □
P roof  o f  T h e o r e m  1.6. T h e  p r o o f  i s  b y  i n d u c t i o n  o n  k.  F o r  1 =  1  w e  
h a v e  T a y l o r ’ s  r e s u l t .  L e t  k  >  2  a n d  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  t h e o r e m  i s  v a l i d  f o r  a l l  
a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s  A  a n d  e v e r y  k' <  k.  L e t  A  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  
a n d  l e t  A :  [ F U { A ) ] k< - A u  b e  a  m a p p i n g .
L e m m a  2 . 3 .  Let  k  ^  2  be an integer a n d  let  A  be an ascending  co llec­
tion. Then f o r  e v e r y  m app ing  A : [ F U ( - 4 ) ] <  —>■ ui there exist  an asc en d ing  
collection B  Q F U  ( A )  a n d  a k-canonical  sequence  ((T,-, /;));< /t0 with  (J  T{Q
i< k0
{ 1 , . . .  , k  —  1 }  such that  f o r  every  S  £  F U ( B )  a n d  every  { S i , . . .  ,  S / t _ i } < ,  
{ S í , . . .  ,S*k_ 1} < €  [ F U { { B e B \  S <  £ } ) ]* “ 1 it is valid:
A ( { S , S 1 , . . . , S * _ 1} < )  =  A ( { S ,  S l . . . , S U U )  
iff
{/,-( U  s j ) \ i<ko}  = {f i( (J  s ; ) | i < * „ } -
j e r ,  j e r ,
P roof  o f  L e m m a  2 . 3 .  L e t  A :  [ F U { A ) ] k< - t w  b e  g i v e n .  F o r  S  £  F U  [A )  
l e t  A 5 :  [ F U ( { A  £  A  \ S  <  A })]<_1 - a  uj b e  a  m a p p i n g  d e f i n e d  b y  
A s ( { S 0 ,  • • • ,  S f c _ 2} < ) = A ( { S ,  S 0 , . . .  ,  S f c _ 2 } ) .  P u t  5 _ 1 : = m i n  A  a n d  ß ( _ 1 ) : =  
A \ { m i n y l } .  W e  w i l l  c o n s t r u c t  a  s e q u e n c e  ( B l ) l<i0 o f  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  
a n d  a  s e q u e n c e  ( B ^ ) i <w o f  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p e r ­
t i e s .  F o r  e v e r y  i <u>:
( 2 . 3 . 1 )  B l e F U { B {,~ 1)) a n d  B ^  C F U { B {,~1));
( 2 . 3 . 2 )  B l_\  <  B t a n d  # ,  <  m i n
( 2 . 3 . 3 )  F o r  e v e r y  S  £  F U ( { B 0 , . . .  ,  B , } )  w i t h  B t Q S  t h e r e
i s  a  ( A : — 1) - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e  ( ( T ’/ ’ , / , 5 ) ) , < - * . „ ( 5 )  s u c h  t h a t  
t y p e  ( A  s H m B ^ - 1) =  ( ( i f ,  f ?  ) ) i<ko{sy
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S t e p  n:  P u t  B n : =  m i n  B^n~l f  F o r  S  G  F U { { B 0 , . . .  ,  B n})  w i t h  B n Q S  
c o n s i d e r  t h e  m a p p i n g  A s | H - T T ' ( Z ? ( 7l _ 1i \ { 5 n ) . ) ] ^ r ;|  T h e n  2 n  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  
i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s  y i e l d  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  B ^  Q F U ( ß i 7 1 - 1 )  \  { B n })  
a n d  f o r  e v e r y  s e t  5  G  F U  { { B 0 , . . .  , B n })  w i t h  B n Q S  a  (k  —  l ) - c a n o n i c a l  
s e q u e n c e  { { T f , f ? ) ) i<ko(S) s u c h  t h a t  t y p e  ( A s K T F ( ß ( n ) ) ] < _ 1 )  =
( i T iS i f tS ) )i<k0(S)-
F i n a l l y ,  w e  g e t  a  s e q u e n c e  (Bt)i<u o f  f i n i t e  n o n e m p t y  s e t s  a n d  a  s e ­
q u e n c e  (/?(*)),-<w o f  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n s  s u c h  t h a t  ( 2 . 3 . 1 )  u p  t o  ( 2 . 3 . 3 )  a r e  
v a l i d  f o r  i <  lj. P u t  B  : =  { B 0 , B u . . .  ,  } < .  L e t  T  =  { { { T f ,  f f  ))l<ko(s) I S e  
F U ( B ) }  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  a r i s i n g  t y p e s .  C l e a r l y  T  i s  a  f i n i t e  s e t .  D e f i n e  a  
m a p p i n g  A ' :  F U { B )  - >  T  b y  A ' ( S )  =  { { T f , f ? ) ) t<ko(S)- B y  T h e o r e m  1 . 5
t h e r e  i s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  ß C  F U { B )  a n d  a  {k  —  l ) - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e  
{ { T * , f t ) ) l<ko e  T  s u c h  t h a t  A , { { F U{ B ) )  =  { { { T * , f i ) ) l<ko}-  P u t t i n g  T ,  : =  
{ <  +  1  1 1  G  T f }  f o r  i <  k0 f i n i s h e s  t h e  p r o o f .  □
L e t  B Q  F U  {A)  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a n d  l e t  ( ( T , - , / , ■ ) ) , - < f c 0 b e  a  k- 
c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e  a c c o r d i n g  t o  L e m m a  2 . 3 .  I f  ko <  k — 1 ,  t h e  m a p p i n g  A  
i n d u c e s  a n o t h e r  m a p p i n g  A ' :  [ F U { B ) ] ^ ^ 1 — > u ; U { - l }  b y
Assume that for some n, finite nonempty sets Bt and ascending collec­
tions are constructed such that (2.3.1) up to (2.3.3) are valid for i < n.
A / ( { 5 0 , .
'  A  ( {  S q ,  S { , .  . .  ,  S f _  j }  < )  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  
{ ■S f . . . , S * k_ 1} < e [ F U { B )]k<- 1
s u c h  t h a t  { S i  | 1 <  i < k0}  =  {  I J  5 *  |  i  <  f c 0 } ,
j e  Ti
.  —1 e l s e .
B y  c h o i c e  o f  B  a n d  { { T ,  f l ) ) l< k0 t h e  m a p p i n g  A '  i s  w e l l  d e f i n e d .  T h e  i n d u c ­
t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s  a p p l i e d  t o  A '  y i e l d s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  C Q F U  ( B )  a n d  a  
{k0 - f -  l ) - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e  { { T f  f f ) l<k‘ s u c h  t h a t  t y p e  ( A ' ^ [ i r { 7 ( C ) ] < ; c o + 1 )  
=  { { T f  f ' ) ) i <k'- T r a n s f o r m i n g  t h e  s e q u e n c e  { { T f  f [ ) ) l<k’ a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  
a m a l g a m a t i o n  v i a  A ' ,  w e  a r e  d o n e .
N o w  l e t  ko =  k —  1 .  F o r  t e c h n i c a l  r e a s o n s  p u t  / ,+ 1 : =  / , •  f o r  i <  k 0 . T h u s  
w e  h a v e :
( 2 . 3 . 4 )  ( i )  ( ( { * } ,  i s  a  / ^ - c a n o n i c a l  s e q u e n c e ;
( i i )  F o r  e v e r y  { 5 0 ,  S i , { 5 0 ,  S f  . . .  ,  S*k_ 1} < G  [ F U { B ) ] f :
A ( { 5 0 ,  S u  . . .  ,  S * _ i } < )  =  A ( { 5 0 ,  5 * , . . .  ,  5 , * _ , } < )
i f f
ifi(Si) I 1  <  i <  k }  =  {fi{S*) I 1  <  i <  k} .
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L e t  A *  :  \ F U (#)]<+1 — >  { 0 , 1 }  b e  a  m a p p i n g  d e f i n e d  b y
A * ( { S 0 ) . . .  , S k } < ) =  0
i f f
A ( { S 0 U  S l t  S 2, ■ ■ ■ ,  S f c } < )  =  A ( { S 0 ,  5 j  U  S 2 ,  S 3 , . . .  ,  S f c } < ) .
B y  T h e o r e m  1 . 5  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  C Q F U ( B )  s u c h  t h a t  
A * ( [ F C / ( C ) ] < + 1 )  =  { c }  f o r  s o m e  c <  2 .  F o r  c  =  0  w e  a r e  d o n e  b y  i n d u c t i o n  
h y p o t h e s i s ,  s o  l e t  c  =  1 ,  i . e . ,
3 F o r  e v e r y  { S 0 , ... , Sk}< €  [ F U ( C ) ] k+ l :
A ( { 5 0 U 5 1 , 5 2 , . . . , 5 * } < ) # A ( { 5 o , 5 i U 5 2> 5 3 , . . .
T h u s  e n t r i e s  i n  c o m p o n e n t s  0  a n d  1  c a n n o t  b e  s h i f t e d  w i t h o u t  c h a n g i n g  
t h e  i m a g e .
I n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w e  e x a m i n e  t h e  p a t t e r n  o f  A w . r . t .  t h e  s m a l l e s t  e l e ­
m e n t  o f  A : - t e r m  a s c e n d i n g  f a m i l i e s .  F o r  t h a t  p u r p o s e  c o n s i d e r  t h e  m a p p i n g s  
Ap: [ F U ( C ) ] < + 1 — > ■ { ( ) ,  1 }  a n d  AL: [ F U (C)]*+1->{0,1} a n d  A f l : [ F U  (C)]Kk+2 
— > { 0 , 1}  d e f i n e d  b y
A f ( { S o ,  . . .  ,  Sk}< )  =  0 
i f f
A ( { S o \ J S u S 2, . . .  , 5 j t } < )  =  A ( { 5 o , 5 2 , . . .  , 5 * } < ) ,
A l ( { S 0 ,  • • • ,  Sk}<) =  0 
i f f
A ( { 5 0 U 5 1, 5 2 , . . . , 5 * } < )  =  A ( { 5 1> 5 2, . . . , 5 * } < ) ,
A f l ( { 5 o ,  . . .  ,  S k+\ } < )  =  0 
i f f
A ({50U 5i U 52, S3 , . . .  , Sk+\}<) =  A({5oU S2, S3 , . . .  , 5^+1 }<).
B y  T h e o r e m  1 . 5  t h e r e  a r e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  V  Q FU( C)  a n d  n u m b e r s  
c p ,  c l , c p l  <  2 s u c h  t h a t
A  p ( [ F U ( V ) ] k+ ' )  =  { c p } ,
A  L ( [ F U( V ) ] k+ 1) =  { c L }
a n d
A  f l ([FU(V)]<+2) =  { c f l }.
S i n c e  c p = 0  o r  c l = 0  i m p l i e s  cF l — 0 ,  o n l y  f i v e  p o s s i b l e  v a l u e s  f o r  (c p ,  cp,  cpp)  
r e m a i n ,  n a m e l y  ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ,  ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) ,  ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) ,  ( 1 ,  1 , 0 )  a n d  ( 1 , 1 ,  1 ) .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  
t h e i r  v a l u e s  w e  d i s t i n g u i s h  f i v e  c a s e s .
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( c F )  C L ;  c f l )  =  ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) .  W e  c l a i m  t h a t
A ( { S o , S u . . .  , 5 f c _ i } < )  =  A ( { 5 5 , 5 1 , . . .  , 5 f c _ i } < )
fo r  e v e r y  { S 0 , S i , . . .  , S * _ i } < ,  { S q , S í , . . .  , S ^ i } <  €  [ F Í 7 ( P ) ] < .  T h i s  c a n  b e  
s e e n  a s  f o l lo w s :  L e t  D o =  m in X > ,  t h e n
A({S0,S i , . . .  , 5fc_i}<)
=  A ( { D 0 U 5 0 ,  5 i , . . .  , 5 f c _ ! } < )  s i n c e  c L  =  0 ,  
=  A ( { D 0 ,  5 i , .  . .  , 5 f c _ i } < )  s i n c e  c F  =  0 ,
=  A ( { D 0 U 5 o , 5 i , . . .  , 5 f c _ i } < )  s i n c e  c f  =  0 .  
=  A { { S q , S i , .  . . , S k- i } < )  s i n c e  cL =  0.
B y  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  f o r  a l l  { 5 0 , . . .  ,  5 fc_ 1} <1 { S 0* , . . .  ,  S ^  } <  6  [ F U { V ) ] k<:  w h e r e  
w . l . o . g .  m a x  S o  S í  m a x  5 q ,  i t  i s  v a l i d :
A ( { S 0 ,  S i , . . .  , S ,  _ ! } < )  =  A ( { S 0* , S r , . . . , S , * _ 1 } < )
i f f
A ( { 5 o , S l 5 . . .  , S k _ ! } < )  =  ( { S o ,  S * , . . .  , S ^ _ 1 } < )  
i f f
11 <  i  g  k -  1}  =  { M s n  11 s  *  <  k -  1} .
W e  u s e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p o s i t i o n s  f o r  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  f o u r  c a s e s :
P ropo sitio n  2.4. Let  c l  =  1. Then there ex is ts  an ascending co llec­
t ion  £  C  F U ( V )  such that  f o r  every  {So,  ■■■,  S k - i } <,  { S q ,  • • • ,  S £ _ 1} <  G  
[ F U { S ) ] k<:
A ( { S 0 , . . .  , S k_ i } < )  =  A ( { S 0* , . . .  , S l _ x}<)
i m p l ie s
m i n  S o  =  m i n  S q .
P roposition  2.5. Le t  c p  =  1. Then there ex is t s  an ascending co l lec t ion  
í  C  F U ( V )  such that f o r  e v e r y  { S 0 , . . .  ,  S * _ i } < ,  { S q , . . .  ,  S £ _ j } e [ . F i 7 ( £ ) ] < :
A ( { S 0 , . . .  , S f c _ 1 } < )  =  A ( { S 0* , . . .  , S *k _ , } < )
i m p l ie s
m a x  So =  m a x  S q .
P ropo sitio n  2.6. Let c p i  =  1. Then there exists  an ascending  col­
le c t io n  £  C  F U ( V )  such that  f o r  every  { S o , .  . .  ,  S f c _ i } < ,  { S q , . . .  ,  S ^ _ 1 } <  £  
[ F U ( £ ) ] <  with  m a x  S o  =  m a x  S q  :
A ( { S 0 , . . .  , S k _ ! } < )  =  A ( { S q , . . .  , S fc* _ 1 } < )
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impl ies
S0 =  S q .
T h e  p r o o f s  o f  t h e s e  p r o p o s i t i o n s  a r e  q u i t e  t e c h n i c a l ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h e y  a r e  
a l o n g  t h e  l i n e s  o f  t h e  p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  2 . 2 ,  s o  w e  o m i t  t h e m  h e r e .  F o r  d e t a i l s  
c o m p a r e  [ 3 ] .
{ cp,  c l , cpp)  — ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) .  L e t  £  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 . 4 .  S i n c e  c p  =  0  a n d  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  h o l d s ,  w e  h a v e  f o r  e v e r y  
{ 5 o , . . .  , $ * _ ! } < ,  { S 0* , ■ • • , S £ _ J <  €  [ F £ / ( £ ) ] * :
A ( { 5 o , . . . , S * _ 1 } < ) =  A ( { S 5 , . . . , S fc* _ 1 } < )
i f f
m i n  So  =  m i n  S q
a n d
{ f i ( S i ) \ i z i z k - i }  =  i M s ; ) \ i z i z k - i } .
( c F i c L i c F L ) =  ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) .  L e t  £  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 . 5 .  S i n c e  cp  =  0  a n d  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  i s  v a l i d ,  w e  h a v e  f o r  e v e r y
{So, . . . ,  s*-i}<, {55, ■ ■ ■ , S U U  € [Ftf (£)]*:
A ( { 5 0 , . . . , 5 * _ 1 } < )  =  A ( { 5 5 , . . . ,  S *h _ x } < )  
i f f
m a x  So  =  m a x  S { J
a n d
{ / > ( £ . )  11 <  i z  k  -  1}  =  { M S * )  11 <  *  <  k - 1} .
( cF , c p , c p L )  =  ( 1 , 1 , 0 ) .  L e t  £  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
P r o p o s i t i o n s  2 . 4  a n d  2 . 5 .  S i n c e  c pp  — 0  a n d  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  i s  v a l i d ,  w e  h a v e  f o r
e v e r y  { S 0 , . • •  ,  5 * : _ i } < ,  { S q ,  ■ • ■ ,  S ^ _ j } <  G  [ F U ( £ ) ] < :
A ( { S 0 , . . . , S f c _ 1 } < )  =  A ( { S 0* , . . . , S fc* _ 1 } < )
i f f
m i n S o  =  m i n S o  a n d  m a x S o  =  m a x S o
a n d
{fi{Si) 11 < * < k -  1} =  {MS*)  11 ^  i < k -  1}.
( cp,  cp,  cpp)  =  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) .  L e t  £  b e  a n  a s c e n d i n g  c o l l e c t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
P r o p o s i t i o n s  2 . 5  a n d  2 . 6 .  B y  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  f o r  e v e r y  { S o ,  • • • ,  S f c _ i } < ,  { S ^ ,  • • • ,  S ^ _ j } <  
€  [ F U ( £ ) ] <  i t  i s  v a l i d
A ( { S o , . . . , S fc_1}<) =  A({S0*,.. . ,S,*_1}<)
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i f f
So =  Sq and { / ; (Si) | 1 < * < k -  1} =  {/.(S*) | 1 < t  ^fc -  1}.
T h i s  f i n i s h e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 6 .  □
T h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 7  i s  a  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 6  
a n d ,  e v e n t u a l l y  a f t e r  m e r g i n g  e n t r i e s  o f  c o o r d i n a t e s ,  o f  L e m m a  2 . 2 .
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1. Introduction
L e t  L p =  L p [ 0 ,  2 7 r ]  (1 <  p  <  o o )  b e  t h e  s p a c e  o f  f u n c t i o n s  d e f i n e d  o n  [ 0 ,  2 7 t ]  
w i t h  t h e  n o r m
o
11/1100 =  e s s . s u p | / ( z ) | .
xG[0,27r]
D e n o t e  b y  Tn t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o l y n o m i a l s  o f  o r d e r  a t  m o s t  n 
(n  =  1 , 2  . . . ) .  N i k o l s k i i  [ 1 2 ]  p r o v e d  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y
(1) ll<n||,^ c(p,g)nr «||in||p
( 1  =  P  <  Q =  ° ° )  U i  C  T n , n — 1 , 2 , . . . ) ,  w h e r e  c(p,  q)  i s  a  c o n s t a n t  d e p e n d i n g  
o n l y  o n  p  a n d  q.  T h e  i n e q u a l i t y  i s  s h a r p  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  t h e  c o n s t a n t  c(p,  q) 
c a n n o t  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  o ( l )  =  o n ( l )  ( n  — l o o ) .  T h e r e  a r e  d i f f e r e n t  p r o o f s  a n d  
g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  a b o v e  i n e q u a l i t y  ( s e e  e . g .  [ 1] ,  [ 10] ,  e t c . ) .
R e c e n t l y ,  i n e q u a l i t i e s  o f  N i k o l s k i i - t y p e  f o r  o t h e r  s y s t e m s  o f  f u n c t i o n s  w e r e  
c o n s i d e r e d  b y  m a n y  a u t h o r s ,  f o r  e x a m p l e  [ 4 ] ,  [ 5 ] ,  [ 1 1 ] ,  [ 1 3 ] .
L e t  i *  b e  t h e  d e c r e a s i n g  r e a r r a n g e m e n t  f u n c t i o n  o f  tn €  Tn ( f o r  t h e  d e f i ­
n i t i o n ,  s e e  [ 2 ,  p .  7 ] ) .  T h e n  ( 1 )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  f o r m
(2) ll<nll9^c(p,g)7lP- 7||in||p.
I n  P a r t  2  o f  t h i s  n o t e ,  w e  s h a l l  c o n s i d e r  i n e q u a l i t i e s  o f  t y p e s  ( 1 )  a n d  
( 2 )  i n  t h e  c a s e s ,  w h e n  t n a n d  t*n o n  t h e  l e f t - h a n d  s i d e s  a r e  r e p l a c e d  b y  t n u 
a n d  t* u ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  w i t h  t h e  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n  u  s a t i s f y i n g  s o m e  c o n d i t i o n s .  
I n  P a r t  3 ,  a n a l o g o u s  i n e q u a l i t i e s  a r e  g i v e n  i n  L o r e n t z  s p a c e s .  ' T h e  m e t h o d  
c o n s i d e r e d  h e r e  c a n  b e  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  c a s e s  o f  a l g e b r a i c  p o l y n o m i a l s  o n  f i n i t e  
a n d  i n f i n i t e  i n t e r v a l s ,  w h i c h  w i l l  b e  d e t a i l e d  i n  a  f o r t h c o m i n g  p a p e r .
1991 M a th em a tic s  Subject Classification.  P r im a ry  41A17.
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2. Nikolskii-type inequalities with weights
L e t  1  ^  A ,  q <  o o ,  4  +  -7 =  1 .  W e  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t r a n s f o r m s  o f
f u n c t i o n s :
(3)
t
Fq,c [u , t \  :=  ( / uqe ( x ) d x j u e ( t )
( uE( x)  : =  u( x)  +  e ,  u( x)  ^  0 ,  x £  [ 0 , 2 7 r ] ,  u £  L q a n d  e  >  0 )  a n d
(4) F {x\ t )
m
1
f o r  a n y  f u n c t i o n  F  d e f i n e d  o n  [ 0 , 2 7 t ] ,
I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  f o r  a n y  u( x )  > 0 ,  u £  L q a n d  e  >  0 ,  w e  h a v e  Fq>e[u,  t ]  >  0  
a n d  F q<e[u , t ]  i s  b o u n d e d  o n  [ 0 , 2 7 t ] , w h e n c e  F q<e[u , i \  £ L q.
L e t  B qtx b e  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  a l l  f u n c t i o n s  u £  L q ( u ( x )  >  0 )  f o r  w h i c h
FqX) [ u , í ]  £ L q ( V e  >  0 ) .  T h e n  b y  t h e  a b o v e  a r g u m e n t s  w e  h a v e  t h a t  i f  u  €  
€  B q>\  t h e n  Fq<s FqX, ) [ u ] ,  t  £  L q f o r  e v e r y  e ,  6  >  0 .
N o w ,  f o r  n =  1,2, . . .  a n d  u £ B q}\ ,  d e f i n e
2tt
(5) gn ( u , X, q )  : =  i n f  
£ > 0
6>0 '  \
' Fq,s [FÍXl [ u ], t}  
t 2
F o r  a  f u n c t i o n  f ( x )  m e a s u r a b l e  o n  [ 0 , 2 7 t ] ,  l e t  / *  b e  t h e  d e c r e a s i n g  r e a r ­
r a n g e m e n t  f u n c t i o n  o f  / .
THEOREM 1. Let  1 < A ,  q < oo and t n £ T n (n ^  1). Then:
1 .  F or  any  u £ Bqt\  we have
( 6 )  IIC u llg ^  CK  ^  q)[Qn(u,  A ,  q)  +  1] | | í „ | | a ;
2 .  I f  u* £ B q \  then
( 7 )  \\tnu\\q ^ c ( u ,  X, q) [gn(u*,  A ,  q )  +  1 ] | | í „ | | a ,
wh ere  g n ( u , X, q )  is defined by  ( 5 ) .  Here a n d  la te r  c ( . , . )  de no te s  a c o n ­
s ta n t  de pendin g  only on the variables specif ied in the brackets.
R e m a r k  1. a .  S e t  u{ t )  =  1. B y  s i m p l e  c o m p u t a t i o n  w e  g e t
i _ i
£>n ( u , A , q ) ~ n *  « ( 1  <  A  <  q <  o o ) .
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T h i s  f a c t  s h o w s  t h a t  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 7 )  i s  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  N i k o l s k i i  i n ­
e q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  c a s e  1 ^  A  <  q <  o o .
b .  O n e  m a y  a s k  w h e t h e r  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( 6 )  a n d  ( 7 )  a r e  s h a r p  i n  t h e  s e n s e  
s t a t e d  a b o v e .  I n  t h e  c a s e  o f  g e n e r a l  w e i g h t s  u,  t h i s  p r o b l e m  i s  s t i l l  o p e n .  
I n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w e  s h a l l  s h o w  a n  e x a m p l e ,  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  C a s e  a ,  w h e n  
i n e q u a l i t y  ( 7 )  i s  s h a r p .
L e t  u(t )  =  t ~ a ,  0  ^  a q  <  1  ^  q <  o o .  I t  i s  e a s y  t o  c o m p u t e  t h a t  
Qn ( u , \ , q )  = g n(u*,  A , g ) ~ n x _ i + a
(1 <  X , q < o o -  y ~ -  +  < * > 0 ) .A  q
T h e r e f o r e  u s i n g  T h e o r e m  1  w e  h a v e  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  
( 8 )  | | f n ( x ) a r Q | | ,  ^ c ( a , A , g ) n * _ 7 + a j | t 7 1 | | A
( l ^ A ,  q <  o o ;  0 < a g < l ,  j  ^  +  a  >  0 ,  t n e T ^ j .
N o w ,  l e t  u s  p r o v e  t h a t  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 8 )  i s  i n d e e d  s h a r p .  F o r  t h i s  p u r p o s e  
w e  c a n  c h o o s e  a  t e s t  p o l y n o m i a l ,  n a m e l y  t h e  F e j é r  k e r n e l
K n (t)  = s i n  \
T h i s  i s  a n  e v e n  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o l y n o m i a l  o f  o r d e r  n.  W e  h a v e
K n ( t ) t ~ * I I «  =  2 J  d t  =  
0
1_
n  r^
K qn ( t ) t~ aqdt  +  J  K ql ( t ) t~ aqdt
0 L
=  : / i ( n )  + I 2{n).
I t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t
n
J i  ( n ) ~ n 2q j  t - aqd t ~ n aq+2q- \  
0
7T
h ( n ) < c ( a , q ) [ J  dt o t q + 2 q  — \
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C o n s e q u e n t l y ,
\ K n ( t ) t ~ a \\q ~  n a + 2 _ ?
a n d  s o  w e  h a v e  f o r  1  S i  A ,  q <  o o ;  j  —  i  +  a  >  0
| |A 'n ( f ) í _ Q | | í  ~ n x “ í + “ | | / v n | |A, 
w h i c h  p r o v e s  t h a t  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 8 )  i s  s h a r p .
F o r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1  w e  n e e d  s o m e  l e m m a s .
L em m a  1 .  Let  1  < q < oo,  ^ +  4  =  1 .  Let u ( x ) > 0 ,  u  6  L q an d  e > 0.
Intro du ce
(9)
q q'
/ __1_
» (e ) (*) :=  ( - )  F í i £ [w , í ]
where  F qt£ is defined by  (3) a n d  ( q ' / q )  « '  : =  1 i f  g = l .  Then
r i 27t
( 10 )  s u p   ^J u qe ( x ) d x  n i  v{eq)\ x ) d ax )  <  1 .
PROOF. C a s e  A. 1 <  q <  o o .  W e  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  f u n c t i o n
( 11 ) E ( t )  ’• = {  uq(x )dx
. SL 
<7
T h e n  b y  a  w e l l - k n o w n  p r o p e r t y  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  f u n c t i o n s  w e  h a v e
( 12 )  » ( £ )  ( i )  =  “ ( /
- 3 — 1<7 | ( f )  =  — £ ' ( £ )  a . e .  o n  [ 0 ,  2 7 r ] .
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  s i n c e  t h e  f u n c t i o n
l
J uq(x)d2 -3— 1«7
i s  d e c r e a s i n g  o n  ( 0 ,  2 7 t )  ,  i t  i s  b o u n d e d  o n  a n y  i n t e r v a l  [ r ,  2 7 r ]  (0 <  r  <  2 t t ) ,  
a n d  s o  v ~ q i s  i n t e g r a b l e  o v e r  t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ r ,  2 tt]. H o w e v e r ,  E ( t )  i s  a b s o l u t e l y  
c o n t i n u o u s  o n  [ r ,  2 7 r ] ,  t h e r e f o r e  w e  h a v e  b y  ( 1 2 )
27T r
J v^eq (x)dx — E ( r )  — E ( 2 tt) <  E( r )  =  u q( x )d i . 2_<7 (0 <  r <  2 7 r ) ,
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a n d  so
1_ 27T
q
( / ul(x)dx^j  ( / ( x)dx^j <1  ( 0 <r < 2 7 r ) ,
which proves (10).
Case B. q= 1. Then by (3) and (9) we have
t
e)(*) = J U\{x)dx.
Consequently, for 0 < r < 2t
SUP  - - TÄ<€[r,2-tt] ^(e) ( V j  ul(x)da
which implies the case q — 1 of (10). The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
In the following we shall use the following notions for any function f  £ Lx 
E k( f )A:= inf 11/ -  t k\\x (* = 0 ,1 ,. . .)
2'K—h
^(/,<5)a:= sup 
0<h<6u \ f (x + h) — f (x ) \xdx> (0<6<2n) .
L emma 2. Let f  £ Lx ( l < A < o o ) .  Define
¥»(<) — V’/.aW :=
E k —i  ( /)  A / o r t e l iJfc+1 > k
¥>(!) /or 1 ^ t < 2tc.
Then
(13) to
2?r
( f , t )x<c(x) t  J l^ - d x  (0 < i < 2t ).
P r o o f . (13) in d e e d  follow s from  th e  w ell-know n co n v e rse  th e o re m  con­
ce rn in g  b e s t a p p ro x im a tio n  by tr ig o n o m e tr ic  p o ly n o m ia ls  in  T A-sp aces  (see 
e.g . [14, p . 344, T h e o re m  6 .1 .1]).
L e m m a  3. Let f  £  Lx (1 < A <  oo). Then
2ir
(14) r { x ) < c (  A) " ^ « u +II/IIa} (0 < x < 2n).
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P r o o f . This inequality follows from [6, Corollary 3.4] and [7, Theo­
rem A].
P r o o f  of Theorem 1.1. Inequality (6): Let u £ B q<\, tn £ Tn, £>0. Since 
the functions u£ and defined by (9) satisfy (10), using [8, Theorem 2], 
we have by (13) and (14)
11^71 wll<? = ll^ nus|lg =
2tt
U,%C (  A)
^c(X,q)
dt
v(e)(0
UJ
t1 + T
2-tv
c(X,q)
= c(A , q )
F q ,e  [ R j t ]  ^
i x + x  J
t
X 2
2 tt
<
Again, using [8, Theorem 2] for the weight FqtJ[u, t] we have for any 6 > 0
+  IK IU M U  <
i
T 1 Re 1 q ||^n || A
T || I |<j H^ra || A
T 1 Re 1 q 1 11A
(A)r
(!5) llin R | l ^ c(A>9)
However, by definition,
t2 V><n,A(<) +  || Re |j q I |^ 7i 11A
VtnA*)
0 for t < -— n
< ||í„||a forO<t^27T.
Therefore by (15)
ll<nR||9^ c(A^ )
' j  J  ^ 9,5 [^ ,e [R ,^ ] j^ 
1
n
I
9
1^71 II A
from which (6) follows, since e and 6 are arbitrary positive numbers.
2. Inequality (7): By an inequality of Hardy and Littlewood (see [4], p. 
102) we have for any tn £ Tn and u £ Lq (1 < g < oo)
||ínR||<j = \ K U II?)
therefore we get (7) by taking u* instead of u in (6). This completes the 
proof of the theorem.
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3. Weighted Nikolskii-type inequality in Lorentz spaces
Using some results of the theory of interpolation spaces we can get Nikol­
skii-type inequalities between some Banach spaces. Some results of this type 
can be found in [10]. In this part we shall state a Nikolskii-type inequality 
in Lorentz spaces with a concrete weight, and notice that the method we are 
applying here can be used for general weights.
Let Lp>q be the Lorentz space of functions defined on [0,27t] with the 
norm denoted by || ||Pi(? (see e.g. [1]).
T h e o r e m  2. Let 1 < p0, p\ < oo, 0 < g0 ^ q\ ^ oo and let a > 0 be a 
real number such that ap\ < 1. Then we have for every tn £ Tn (n > 1), 
—  -f- +  a > 0
P o  Pi
(16) IM<)<- “ ||pil9l ^ c(po ,qo ,P i ,q i ,a )n^~^+a\\tn\\PO}qo.
The inequality is sharp, i.e. the constant c(po,qo,Pi,qi,ct) cannot be 
replaced by o(l) ( n —» oo).
R e m a r k  2 .  In the case a = 0 (that is, in the case without weight), 
inequality (16) was proved in [10], Corollary 1 for 1 < p0 < P\ < oo, 1 ^ q0, 
q\ 5Í oo or po = 1, q0 = oo or p\ = q\ = oo without proving sharpness.
P r o o f  of Theorem 2. Let Vn(/) be the n-th de la Vallée-Poussin mean 
of /  6 L1. It is known that
(17) l|Vn(/)||P ^ c (p ) ||/ ||p ( / S F ,  1 < p < o c , n = 1,2 . . . )
and
(18) Vn(in) =  in for every tn £ T n (n=  1 ,2 ,...) .
Consequently, from (15) we have
(19) ||V„(/, t)t~a ||p ^ c(p, A, a ) n í - í +a\\f\\x
(1 Sí A, p<  oo, ap<  1, f e L x, n — 1 ,2 ,...) .
Since the interpolation spaces between two spaces LT and Ls are Lorentz 
spaces, more precisely
(see [2, T. 
( 20)
( L \ L s)e,q = LPtq
, _6  9  \
( 1  <  r  s  <  oo, 0  < q ^ o o ,  -  = ----------f- 0 < 0 < l )
\  p  r  s  /
5 .3 .1 ]), by  (19) using  [2], T h e o re m  3 .1 .2  we get 
\ \ V n ( f , t ) t ~ a \\Puqoc { p o , P u q o , a ) n ™ ~ T i + a \ \ f \ \ POiqo 
{ l < p 0 , P i  <  oo, 0  <  g0 ^  oo, /  G T P0i90, n =  1 , 2 , . . . ) .
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On the other hand, since
Lp\,q0 C {Qo < Qi)
(see [1]), (20) implies that
| | V n ( / , < ) i  “ | |Pll9l  ^ c ( p 0 , g 0 , P i , i i , a ) n P °  n  | | / | | p 0,90
(1 < Po i 0 < q 0 ^ q i ^ o o ,  f  £ Lp0iqo, n=  1 ,2 ,...) .
From (18) and (21) we get (16).
It remains to prove the sharpness of the inequality (16). Recall th a t in 
the case p0 = q0l px =  q1 this statement was proved above. We shall see that 
the general cases can be reduced to these ones.
Suppose first that for some 1 < p o ,  p \  < oo, p0 =  9o = <?i = oo, P i  7^  Qi ,  
inequality (16) is not sharp, which means that for every tn £ Tn
||V „(/,i)i“ a ||Pl,?1 ^ o ( l ) n ^ “ W+a||in||Po.
Then by (17) we have
IIV„(/,<)i “ ||Pll,i <o(l)np° pi+"I l)9l= \X/ || J ||p
( f £ L p°, n=  1 ,2 ,. . .) .
Let 1 < p\ < oo; 0 < q[ < oo be numbers satisfying ap[ < 1 and
sign
A
l
7i
Let
(  1
I = sign —
\Pi
1 1
1 * q'i+ 1 l ’
Pi qi
1
qi
and
(23)
i := ( l - 0 ) l  +  0 l
0 P i  q i
- : = ( 1  ~ 0 ) \  + 0 \ .  
q e  p \  q [
Then p e  — qe-
Now, by (16) we have
l|V„(/,i)<~“ |
- - 3 - + a
Ip ' , , '  ú c{Po,p'nq'nO>)np° pi
( f e L p, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) .
P 0
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Therefore again using the interpolation theorem we get by
l |v „ ( / ,< ) r“ | | „ s „ ( i ) n i - i +l / i u
and so, using (18) we get
| | f n ( f ) i _ ° | | p e  ^  o ( l ) n ^ “ ^ +“ ||in ||P0 (■tn e T n, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ,
which contradicts the fact that (15) is sharp.
By similar interpolation arguments, using the just proved cases, we can 
prove the sharpness of (16) in all cases 1 < p0, p\ < oo, 0 < qo ^  q\ ^ oo.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . The author would like to thank Prof. J. Szabados 
for his pointing out properties of the Fejér kernel used to prove the sharpness 
of (8).
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A BITOPOLOGICAL VIEW OF QUASI-UNIFORM 
COMPLETENESS. I l l* 
J. DEÁK
A b s tr a c t
We introduce some more bitopological notions of quasi-uniform completeness. Two 
of them (SF-complete, U-complete) have good properties. The corresponding notions in 
quasi-proximity spaces will also be discussed.
§ 10 SA-completeness
1 0 .1  D e f i n i t i o n . A quasi-uniformity is SA-complete if each stable Cau­
chy filter pair has a cluster point. □
S-completeness clearly implies SA-completeness, which in turn implies L- 
completeness (since linked Cauchy filter pairs are stable, and it was enough 
to assume the existence of a cluster point in the definition of L-completeness). 
S- and SA-completeness both satisfy 1.1 a) to e). (Concerning b), d) and 
e): both notions lie between C- and L-completeness, thus the observation 
made in 4.2 can be applied.) We are going to show that there exists a basic 
SA-completion SAZV; 1.2 f) and g) are satisfied, but not h) and i).
1 0 .2  D e f i n i t i o n . A filter pair f° is free if both f-1 and f1 are free (i.e.
np  =  0). □
Let now stable trace filter pairs be prescribed in (X,U).  For a filter f in 
1X , define
f  =  { £ / * [ S ] :  S e ^ u e u } ,  c / * [ 5 ]  =  1 t / [ 5 ] n ' c / - 1 [ 5 ] n x .
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Lemma. Let  f  be a f ree  s tab le  fi l ter in l X . Th en
a) f* is a f il ter  base;
b )  f  an d  f *  have the s a m e  XU-envelope;
c )  i f  f *  xU ip-converges  o r  1U ip-clusters to s o m e  po int  then so does  f .
P r o o f , a )  I f  T C  S  a n d  V  C  U t h e n  V * [ T ]  C i 7 * [ 5 ] ;  t h u s  i t  i s  e n o u g h  t o  
s h o w  t h a t  0  ^  f * .  G i v e n  S  G  f  a n d  U £ l l ,  t a k e  V  G U  w i t h  1V 2 C 1 U. A s  f  i s  
s t a b l e ,  w e  h a v e
(1) s0 = sn i V n ^ e f .
Fe\
Let an arbitrary c G So  be fixed, f being free, there is a T  G f such that 
C (fc T  C  S . Now c G 1 V[T], so there is a b £ T  with b 1V  c^fib.  As 1Vb n 
n l £  f1(^) and 1V ~ 1c ( l X  G f_1(c), the definition of 1V  gives that there are 
x,  y G X  such that b 1V  x  V  y 1V  c.  From V  C 1V  we obtain x l V  y, thus
(2) b , c e S , y e X ,  b l U y xV  c, 
a n d  s o  Í 7 * [ 5 ]  ^  0  ( s i n c e  l V  < Z l U ) .
b )  L e t  E d e n o t e  t h e  ^ - e n v e l o p e .  f E  C  f i l y  f *  f o l l o w s  f r o m  U*[S]  C  1 i 7 [ 5 ] ;  
t h u s  f E  C  f * E - T o  p r o v e  t h e  c o n v e r s e ,  t a k e  a n  H  G f * E . T h e n  t h e r e  a r e  S  G f  
a n d  U  GZV w i t h  1Í7[{7*[5]] C  H . W e  c l a i m  t h a t  i f  V  a n d  5 o  a r e  a s  i n  a )  ( i . e .  
1V 2 C  1 U,  a n d  So  i s  d e f i n e d  b y  ( 1 ) )  t h e n  1 P [ 5 o ]  C  1 L [ { 7 * [ 5 ] ] ,  w h i c h  i m p l i e s  
t h a t  H  G f E . L e t  d  G 1 P [ 5 o ] ,  a n d  p i c k  a  c  G 5 o  s u c h  t h a t  c 1V d.  S t a r t i n g  f r o m  
a n  a r b i t r a r y  c G  So,  w e  o b t a i n e d  i n  a )  p o i n t s  b a n d  y  s a t i s f y i n g  (2). N o w  
y  G Z 7 * [ 5 ]  a n d  y 1V  c 1V  d,  t h e r e f o r e  d  G 1 L [ Í 7 * [ 5 ] ] .
c )  T h e  s t a t e m e n t  o n  c o n v e r g e n c e  i s  c l e a r  f r o m  b ) .  A s s u m e  t h a t  a  i s  a  
1 W t p - c l u s t e r  p o i n t  o f  f * ; g i v e n  S  G f  a n d  U  G U , w e  n e e d  a  c  G 1 Ua  fl S . C h o o s e  
a g a i n  V  G U  w i t h  1V 2 C  1 U,  a n d  p i c k  a n  x  G 1V a  n  P * [ 5 ] .  N o w  x  G 1V ~ l [ 5 ] ,  
s o  t h e r e  i s  a  c G  5  s u c h  t h a t  x 1V  c ;  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  a 1V  x,  t h i s  i m p l i e s  a l U  c.
□
10.3 Lemma. / / ip C  ^ 5  overlaps then  P) is SA-complete.
P r o o f . Let f° be a stable Cauchy filter pair in 1X . If f°  is not free, say 
there is an a  G then f1 1ZYtp-converges to a  by the Cauchy property,
and clearly f -1  1if_tp-clusters to a.  So we can assume that f° is free. f)° = 
=  f0 E |2 i  is Cauchy, and it is also stable by Corollary 8.3. According to 
Lemma 10.2 b), f)° is the ZY-envelope of f°* = ( f - 1 * , f 1* ), so f°* is also stable 
and Cauchy. Now f°* has a cluster point a  in xX \  if it has no cluster point 
in X  then it has one in 1X \  A” because overlaps f)3g. By Lemma 10.2 c), 
a  is a cluster point of f ° .  □
T h e o r e m . s a Z Y  =  1 Z Y ( f P g E )  is a bitopological  S  A - completion; i f i d  is a 
u n i f o r m i t y  then  S A Z V  is  i ts  u su al  completion.  □
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sa£V is neither a finest SA-completion, nor an SA-complete hull. We do 
not know whether there exists an SA-complete hull. On the other hand, the 
space in the example below has no finest SA-complete extension with stable 
trace filter pairs (it is not even finest among the SA-complete extensions with 
stable trace filter pairs; this can be of interest, because it would be possible 
to include into the definition of a completion that the trace filters or filter 
pairs belong to the class used when defining completeness).
Example. Let X  = X_i U X\ ,  X, =]0, i[, and B = {J7C: c g £ }  a base for 
U on X, where C consists of the countable partitions of X\ ,  and
x Uc y iff either xy > 0, 3C 6 c, |x|, |y| G C, 
or x < 0 < y, — £, y € Zt,
Z^ — XJ{C  G c: C is uncountable}.
Uf C and n)0 C Uc fl Uj,, so B is indeed a base for a quasi-uniformity. 
U\ — U I X\  is a uniformity, which was considered in [I] 11.50; it was shown 
there that the filter f) consisting of the co-countable subsets of X \  is b i­
stable, and no free filter is U\-Cauchy. Thus no free ultrafilter is U\-stable 
(e.g. by Lemma 5.8).
U induces the discrete bitopology. Let f° G tp^. Then f° is free. X,  6 f  
( i  =  ± l ) ,  since if, say, X \  Gsecf-1 then the Cauchy property implies that 
X\  G f1, thus f° I X\  is free and ^-Cauchy, implying that f11 X \  is a free U\- 
Cauchy filter, a contradiction. Now from X t G f  and the Cauchy property 
we obtain that f° is finer than f]° (which is Cauchy) where
f ) 1  =  f i l j f  b ,  t ) _ 1  =  { - 5 :  5  G  f l 1 } ,  - S  =  { - i : i € S } .
Thus consists of the filter pairs finer than f)°, and tPg of the stable ones 
with this property.
Any f° G is round, since if e.g. 5  G f1 and 5  C X\  then C c [ 5 ]  = 5  with 
c =  {S ,X !\S } . Hence q}N =  <pNE
Assume that f° G P^g • Then f1 | Xi  is i/i-stable, thus f1 is not an ultrafil­
ter. So there is an A C X \  such that A G sec f1 and c = fil^ (f1 | A) is strictly 
finer than f1. We claim that e is ZY-stable. Indeed, it is enough to consider 
partitions c refining { A, Xi \ A}  (since the entourages U( taken with such 
partitions form a base for U). Now
CX{Ut[E] : E e t }  = r\{Uc[E} : A D E e t }  =
=  n { i/« [£ U (l1\ d ) ] n d :  A d EG e} D f l i ^ c ^ n A :  5" G  f1} € f1 | A,
by the stability of f1, hence c is stable, too. This means that (f-1 , e) G ^Pg, 
and it is strictly finer than f°. Therefore fPg has no maximal element.
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Let (Y, V) be an SA-complete extension with stable trace filter pairs. fj° is 
a stable Cauchy filter base pair in Y, so it has a cluster point p £ Y \ X . Thus 
t° =  f°(p) is stable Cauchy, and it overlaps f)°. Assume that some i G l ,  say 
x G X i, is a cluster point of 6°. With c = {{a;}, X i \  {m}}, take a K  G 6X such 
th a t K  C U(. K - i  = K\ — {x}, contradicting that 6° overlaps f)°. Therefore 
6° G . We claim that 1 £/(*$) is SA-complete, and the identity of X  has no 
(V, 1ZY(<P))-continuous extension, where consists of those elements of =  
=  ‘Pg E that are not coarser than 6°; hence V cannot be a finest SA-complete 
extension. (It would be simpler to consider instead of 1Zf(tp), but
the elements of p ^ n are not stable.)
*P C iPg, and P  overlaps *Pg , since if f° G Pg is not coarser than 6° then 
f° € P ; otherwise, take a g°G Pg strictly finer than 6°, and then g° € P  and 
0° is finer than f°. Hence ^ ( P )  is SA-complete by the lemma. The existence 
of a (V, 1ZY(P))-continuous extension /  of the identity would imply that the 
trace filter pair of f(p)  is coarser than 6°, a contradiction. (We have seen 
tha t /  cannot even be bitopologically continuous; the same could be said in 
some other examples, too.) □
§ 11 SF-completeness
11.1 Lemma 10.2 suggests the following definition: let us call a quasi- 
uniformity complete provided that each free stable Cauchy filter pair is con­
vergent. This definition (yielding a notion between S- and SA-completeness) 
satisfies 2.1 a) to e), and lU taken with the envelopes of the non-convergent 
free stable Cauchy filter pairs (or with a suitable subfamily of them) would 
be a complete extension having good properties. But there is an unwished- 
for consequence: as the example below shows, it would not depend only on 
the To reflexion whether a quasi-uniformity is complete or not.
E x a m p l e . On X  =  A  U  B  with |A| = \B\ = 2, i n ß  = 0, let U = U(d) 
where d(x,y) = 0 if x G A, y G B. Each free (stable) Cauchy filter pair is 
convergent in (X,U), but not in its product with an infinite indiscrete space: 
take the product of (filx {A}, filx {B}) and a free filter in the other space.
□
Therefore we slightly modify the definition suggested above.
D e f i n i t i o n . A filter f in a quasi-uniform space (X,U) is fully free if 
cls{x} ^ sec f (x G X).  A filter pair is fully free if both members of it are fully 
free. □
A filter (pair) is fully free iff its image in the To reflexion is free.
11.2 D e f i n i t i o n . A quasi-uniformity is SF-complete if each fully free
stable Cauchy filter pair is convergent. □
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A space is SF-complete iff its To reflexion has the same property; a To 
space is SF-complete iff each free stable Cauchy filter pair is convergent. S- 
completeness implies SF-completeness (evident), which implies SA-complete- 
ness (if f° is stable, Cauchy and, say, cls {z} £ sec f-1 then z is a ZY_tp-cluster 
point of f-1 ; it is also a ZZtp-cluster point of f-1 , so the Cauchy property 
gives that f1 ZZtp-converges to x).
Remarks, a) It seems “more bitopological” to consider filter pairs f° for 
which cl* {z} ^ sec f  (i =  ±l, x £ X ) .  (Or perhaps cl- ’ {z} ^ sec f .)  Using 
either of these modified definitions, SF-completeness would not imply SA- 
completeness: Use | R0 would be SF-complete.
b) Neighbourhood filter pairs are, of course, not (fully) free; nevertheless, 
SF-completeness can be regarded as a bitopological notion in the sense of 1.1, 
cf. “To K” in 2.2.
Lemma. SF-completeness satisfies Conditions 2.1 a) to e).
P roof, a) is clear, b), d) and e) hold for S- and SA-completeness, hence 
for any notion between them, c) follows from the observation that a fully free 
filter given in a subspace generates a fully free filter in the whole space: if f 
is a filter in S C X ,  x £ X  and cls {z} £ sec f then there is an y £ cls {z} fl 5, 
and CI5 {?/} = cls {y} D 5 =  cls {z} n 5 £ secs f. □
11.3 Notation. In (X,U),  fPp =  fPp(ZV) is the family of the non-conver-
gent fully free stable Cauchy filter pairs. □
Lemma. ‘Pp is overlayed by ‘P™.
P roof. Copy the proof of Lemma 5.5, using that the intersection of 
fully free filters has the same property. □
In contrast to ‘P™, the elements of fpp1 are not always round: o n I  =  R, 
let d(x, y) = dso(x, y) if xy  ^  0, and d(z, 0) =  0; now f° = Fil (e0 | Ro) € ‘Pp1, 
but f0E is not free.
11.4 Lemma. If  f°, 00 £ 'P™ and güE is finer than f0E then f0 =  g0.
P roof. =  f° n g° is finer than the Cauchy filter pair f0E, thus it is 
Cauchy, too. f)° is also stable and fully free, so f)° £ fPp, implying fj° =  f° =  
=  0°. □
11.5 Notation. In (X,U),  5 f (ZV) is the family of the fully free stable
filters. □
Lemma. Z/1^  is taken with trace filter pairs belonging to *pE, and f £ 
e ^ f C U ) ,  then f I A-£jp(W).
P roof. Let f £ ífp^ZV) be the '^/-envelope of the fully free stable filter
1), and fx(p) the ZY-envelope of the fully free stable filter ^ (p ). A filter in X
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is defined by
(í) t = { ( S nx ) u { J { H( p ) : p £ S \ x } : Se t ) , H( p ) e t ) 1(P) (Pe s \ x ) } .
E is clearly fully free. We are going to show that f | X  = Ee ; this will also 
imply that E is stable, since the stability of Ee follows from Corollary 8.3.
If F £ f I X  then there are U £U  and S £ f) such that F  = 1i7[5]nX . The 
union of S f l X and of the sets H (p) = 1UpDX £ f*(p) C ^(p) {p G S \  X )  is a 
subset of F  belonging to E by definition. Thus f | X  C E, implying f | X  C EE, 
since f I X  is round.
Conversely, let now F  £ EE, and pick U £ U ,  S £ t) and H (p) £ (^(p) 
( p e S \ X )  such that F  = U[T] where T =  ( S i l I ) U  \J{H{p) : p £ S \ X } .  
We claim that if V £ U with V 3 C U then xy[5] i l l c f ;  this means that 
F G f  |X .
Indeed, take a point z £ XF[5] flX,  and pick an a £ S such that a 1V z. 
Let A = Va if a £ X ,  A = V[H(a)] if a £ X , B  = V ~ l z. As A £ f\ a )  and 
B £ f_1(z), there are x £ A  and y £ B with x V  y (even if a = z, since then 
x = y = z will do). If a £ X  then a V 3 z, so aU z and z £ U[S fl X] C U[T] = 
=  F; if a X  then there is a w £ H (a) such that w V  x\ now w U  z and 
z£U[H{a)\cU[T]  = F. □
R e m a r k . Observe for later use that if each of the filters f) and ^(p) 
(p ^ X )  is an ultrafilter then so is E: Let X  = A\J B . I f X€f )  then A £ f) or 
B £ f), so it is clear from (1) that A £ E or B £ E. Thus we can assume that 
' X \ X £  f). Define
A' =  { p £ 1X \ X : A £ t )\p) } ,
and B ' analogously. Each h1(p) being an ultrafilter, we have A'UB' = xX \ X , 
so, say, A' £ f). Now with S  =  A! and H (p) =  A  (p £ 5), (1) gives i g f .
11.6 N ota tion . SfU = 1U ( ^ E). □
T h e o r e m . ^ U  is a basic bitopological SF-completion ofl i;  it is finest, 
and a complete hull; for uniformities, it coincides with the usual completion.
P r o o f . The elements of are round stable and Cauchy, so SFU is 
an extension of U. To show that SFW is SF-complete, take a fully free stable 
Cauchy filter pair f)° in it, and let f° be the SFZV-envelope of f)°. Lemma 11.5 
applied to U as well as to U~x gives that there is a fully free stable filter pair 
E° in (X , U ) such that f° | X  =  Eoe. Moreover, E° is Cauchy since f° is XU- 
Cauchy. If E° is not convergent then E° £ tßp, thus Lemma 11.3 implies that 
E° is finer than some element of iPp11*". So the filter base pair E° in [l X , lU) 
(hence f° | X , too) converges in any case to some a £ xX . By Lemma 10.2 
b), (I)-1*, b1*)E = f° I X , so Lemma 10.2 c) implies that f)° converges to a.
S[rU is clearly basic and bitopological. To prove that it is finest, take 
another SF-complete extension (Y, V). For p £ SFX \ X ,  f°(p) is the envelope
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of some f)°(p) € ‘P™, so f°(p) V-converges to some f(p) € Y.  Letting f(x)  — 
= x (x G X), we obtain an (SFZV, V)-continuous map / ,  since if V  £ V and 
U = V  I X  then a l U b implies f ( a ) V 3 f(b). Indeed, A = V f(a)  D X  £ f1 (a) 
and D = V ~ l f(b) f i l e  f_1(6) (by the V-convergence of the SFZV-trace filter 
pairs), so if a l U b and a ^  b then there are x £ A and y £ B  with x U y, i.e. 
x V  y and f(a) V 3 f(b).
Assume that a subspace Z  of (SFA, SFt/) is an SF-complete extension 
of U. Given g° £ tpj?(ZV), there has to be a p £  Z \ X  to which g° (and so 
g0E) Sf=Í/tp I Z-converges, thus g0E is finer than f°(p), which is of the form f0E 
where f° € 'P?1. Now Lemma 11.4 implies that f° = g°, so the point in SFA" 
belonging to the trace filter pair g0E is in Z, therefore Z =  SFX,  i.e. is 
an SF-complete hull.
Assume finally that U is a uniformity. Then SFZY is also a uniformity, and 
it is a complete hull by Lemma 11.2 and the preceding paragraph. Hence 
is the usual completion. □
Neither the extension theorem for maps nor i") is valid:
E x a m p l e s , a) With ( X ° ° , U ° ° )  from Example 6 .6  and ( X , U )  from Ex­
ample 11.1, U is SF-complete, and one can easily define a uniformly continu­
ous map /  from A 00 onto X , shrinking the intervals in A°° to single points. 
But /  has no uniformly continuous extension to SF(X00): there is nowhere 
to map the point with the trace filter pair 6.6 (1).
b) In the space from Example 6.4, ipp115 consists of just the filter pairs 
considered there, and hU is an SF-complete extension strictly coarser than 
s fZT □
§ 12 U-completeness
12.1 A space is clearly A-complete iff each Cauchy ultrafilter pair is con­
vergent. The analogous statement for SA-completeness is false: U from 
Example 10.3 is not SA-complete, but each stable Cauchy ultrafilter pair 
is convergent (because the stable ultrafilters are fixed). Thus the following 
definition gives a notion strictly weaker than SA-completeness:
D e f i n i t i o n . A quasi-uniformity is U-complete if each stable Cauchy 
ultrafilter pair is convergent. □
A space is U-complete iff those stable Cauchy filter pairs are convergent 
that are envelopes of ultrafilter pairs; this way we can formulate the defini­
tion with a class containing the neighbourhood filter pairs. U-completeness 
implies L-completeness: If f° is linked and Cauchy then there is an ultrafilter 
h finer than f-1 (fl)f1. Now (f), fj) is a Cauchy ultrafilter pair, which is also 
stable (because linked Cauchy). Then f° clusters to the limit points of (fi, fi).
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(And this is sufficient for the L-completeness, see in 4.1.) U-completeness 
satisfies all the conditions in 1.1: b) and e) because it is between SA- and 
L-completeness; a) is evident; c) and d) are easy to check.
12.2 Notation. fßy is the class of the non-convergent stable Cauchy
ultrafilter pairs. □
The elements of f)3y are clearly fully free. Different elements of fPy can 
have the same envelope; but fPy is to be understood as a set, i.e. its elements 
are not taken with multiplicity.
L e m m a . fßy is overlayed by fPym.
P roof. Given f° G f)3y, let f G 5 iff f C  f1 and (f-1 ,f) G fßy. We are 
going to show that Zorn’s Lemma can be applied to 5 taken with the reverse 
inclusion.
Take fa G 3  for a  G J  where I  is linearly ordered and fa D ip  whenever 
a < ß. For each a £ I ,  pick an ultrafilter such that fa =  bE- Let i be an 
ultrafilter in I  consisting of cofinal sets. Define
(1) b =  { S : 3/o G i, 5 G (a G Jo)}-
f) is clearly a filter. Assuming Ali B — X 1 let A! =  {a G I : A G ba} and B'  = 
=  {a G I : B  G bcj- Now A' U B' = I, thus A' G i or B'  G i, implying that A G b 
or B G I). Hence b is an ultrafilter. Given c*o G J, 5 G b and U £U, choose Jo 
according to (1), and a > a0 such that a G Jo- Now 5 G ben so Í7[5] G bE = 
=  ia C fQo i.e. bE C fao for each ao G J- Conversely, any element of g =  P) fa
belongs to each bQ) thus to b by (1). bE =  0E is a filter coarser than each fa ; 
it is stable by Lemma 5.4; it is clearly non-convergent; (f-1 , bE) is Cauchy, 
because (f-1 , g) is Cauchy by Lemma 5.2. Thus bE G 3-
Take a minimal filter 61 C f1 for which (f-1 , 61) G ^3y, and then similarly 
a minimal filter t 1 C  f 1 for which 6° G *Py- Now 6° is coarser than f°, and 
6° G % m. □
12.3 Notation. uJ/ =  □
T heorem. uJ/ is a basic bitopological U-completion; it is a  complete 
hull; for uniformities, it coincides with the usual completion.
P roof. To prove that is U-complete, take a stable Cauchy ultrafilter 
pair b° in UX, and let f° be its uJ/-envelope; we may assume that b° is fully 
free. Lemma and Remark 11.5 yield a stable Cauchy ultrafilter pair 6° such 
that f° I X  =  6oe. Thus f° | X  is finer than a trace filter pair, f° converges to 
the corresponding point by Lemma 10.2 (applied in the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 11.6).
To complete the proof, copy the corresponding parts from the proof of 
Theorem 11.6. □
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12.4 Similarly to SF-completeness, U-completeness fulfils all the require­
ments a) to i) from § 1. In fact, U-completeness is even better:
P r o p o s i t i o n . The extension theorem for maps holds for the U-comple­
tion.
P r o o f . Let /  be a uniformly continuous map from (X,U) into a U- 
complete space (Y, V). For UA \ X ,  let be an ultrafilter pair such that 
f°(p) =  h0E. Now ( / ( h_1) , / ( h 1)) is a stable Cauchy ultrafilter pair in Y, so 
we can pick a point f(p)  to which it converges. The extended function /  
obtained this way is V)-continuous: Given V  € V, choose U € U such 
that f(x)  V f(y)  whenever x U y. Now a 117 b implies /(a) Y'! f(b). □
R e m a r k . This argument cannot be used for the SF-completion, since 
the image of a fully free filter may not be fully free.
§ 13 R-completeness
13.1 We are going to introduce a bitopological notion on the analogy of 
W-completeness (see in 2.1). The properties of this notion are not as good 
as those of SF- or U-completeness. On the other hand, it will be very easy to 
obtain a good completion, just copying the construction of WZV (see in 2.2).
D e f i n i t i o n . A quasi-uniformity is
a) R-complete if each round Cauchy filter pair has a cluster point;
b) SR-complete if each stable round Cauchy filter pair has a cluster point.
□
Both notions satisfy 1.1 a), b) and d), but neither c) nor e). To c): we 
shall return to it in Example 13.2. To e): in (R0,ljse | Ro), any point is a 
cluster point of any round filter pair, thus | Ro is R-complete.
13.2 Before defining the R-completion, let us first observe that for any 
round filter pair f° there is a maximal round filter pair finer than it, which 
is clearly Cauchy if f° was so. (Zorn’s Lemma, as in [Cs5] 1.4.) Hence a 
space is R-complete iff each maximal round Cauchy filter pair is convergent. 
(Because if a maximal round filter (pair) clusters to x then it converges to 
x , cf. [Cs5] 1.6.)
N o t a t i o n . =  3^1n). □
THEOREM.  rU is a bitopological R-completion; it is finest and a complete 
hull; it is a unique finest basic R-completion; for uniformities, it coincides 
with the usual completion.
P r o o f . Let f° be a round Cauchy filter pair in R.Y. Then f° | X  is 
round and Cauchy in A, so there is an f)° E fPp1 finer than it. Now if h° is 
not convergent then it is a trace filter pair; thus the filter base pair f)° in
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RX  is convergent, therefore f° has a cluster point. So RU is R-complete; it 
is evidently basic and bitopological.
Assume that with some Z  C RX, RU | Z  is an R-complete extension, and 
take a p 6  RX \ X .  Let f° be the RU | Z-envelope of f°(p), and q a cluster point 
of f°; clearly, q e Z \ X .  Assume t h a tp ^ < p  Then f°(p) ^  j°{q), say, fJ(p)^ 
7^  f1(?)- As fx(p) and fx(g) are maximal round filters, there are disjoint sets 
A  e fx(p), B e  fx(g) ([Cs5] 1.5). Take V  e RU and 5 € fx(p) such that V 2qC\ 
f l i e ß  and 7 2[ S ] n l  C A. Since q is a cluster point of the RZl-envelope 
of fx(p), there is an a £ V[5] D Vq. Now VaC\X  7^  0, hence A n 5 / 0 ,  a 
contradiction. Thus p = q, p e Z  and Z  =  RX, i.e. RU is an R-complete hull.
To prove that RU is finest, take another R-complete extension (Y, 23). 
Define f ( x )  =  x (x e X ) ,  and, for p e RX \ X ,  pick a cluster point /(p ) e Y  of 
the V-envelope of f°(p). Just as in the preceding paragraph, double density 
implies that f°(p) itself clusters to f(p).  Since f°(p) is a maximal round 
filter pair, the V-trace filter pair of f(p)  is coarser than f°(p). Given W  € V, 
let gl (a) =  W l f  (a) D X  (which is in fi(a)); now aVi^g-1, g1 , W  \ X )  b implies 
/ ( a )  W 3 f(b). Thus /  is uniformly continuous, and RU is finest.
Assume now that (Y, V) is another finest basic R-complete extension, 
and let /  be a (V,RZV) continuous extension of the identity of X .  By the 
continuity, the V-trace filter pair f)°(p) of p e Y \ X  has to be finer than 
f°(/(p )); here f(p) £ X ,  since V is basic, and so the trace filter pairs of 
the new points are not convergent. f°(/(p)) is maximal round, thus l)0(p) = 
— f°(f(p))-  Different new points have different trace filter pairs in basic 
extensions, so /  is injective. Identifying Y with /[Y], we obtain that V is an 
extension finer than RU | Y such that they induce the same trace filter pairs; 
but RU I Y was already the finest one (of the form °ZY), thus V = RU \ Y . This 
implies V =  RU, since RU is a complete hull. Hence RU is indeed a unique 
finest basic R-completion.
If U is a uniformity then RU is its usual completion, since (i) RU is a 
uniformity, (ii) R-completeness is the usual completeness for uniformities,
(iii) it is a complete hull. □
The next example shows that 1.2 i') is not valid for the R-completion.
E x a m p l e . Just as in 2.2 “To W”, let X  = ]0 ,1] x {0}, X» = ]0 ,1] x [0,1], 
U*—U (deu X  d0) I X», U — Um \ X , where do(x, y) — \y — x\ if y ^  0. Now (X , U ) 
is a subspace of the R-complete space (Y, V) =  (RX*,RW*), but the identity 
of X has no (RU, V)-continuous extension. Indeed, U is the Euclidean uni­
formity of the half-closed interval, so there is a single point pG RX \ X ,  with 
f°(p) =  (ej, e^ ) I X. If there existed a uniformly continuous extension then 
we would obtain a q 6 Y \  X  such that the V-trace filter pair f)° of q (on 
X«) is coarser than f°(p), hence than the ZV*-envelope 0° of f°(p). But this is 
impossible, since f)° is a maximal round filter pair, while g° is not. □
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In the above example, Y  can be identified with [0, l]2, such that V = M(d) 
where d{x, y) =  deu(x , y) if y ^ X . Thus (X, U) is a quasi-closed (because Vtp- 
closed) subspace of (Y, V). Hence 1.1 c) does not hold for R-completeness; V 
being totally bounded, all the filter pairs are stable, thus 1.1 c) cannot hold 
for SR-cornpleteness either.
13.3 We cannot obtain an SR-completion just by considering only sta­
ble filter pairs in the construction of RZV, since for a round stable Cauchy 
filter pair, there is in general no maximal round stable one finer than it: in 
Example 10.3, tßg /  0 has no maximal element, and each element of it is 
round, hence ^3gN ^  0 has no maximal element either. SRZV =  1ZY(iJ3gN) is
an SR-completion (using Corollary 8.3, the proof is straightforward). SRZY is 
neither finest, nor a complete hull (again Example 10.3).
§ 14 Comparing the bitopological notions of completeness
14.1 In addition to the notions introduced so far, the following defini­
tions seem also reasonable: a quasi-uniformity is F-complete if each fully 
free Cauchy filter pair is convergent; it is 0 -complete (SO-complete, L0- 
complete, LR-complete) if each open (open stable, linked open, linked round) 
Cauchy filter pair has a cluster point. We ignore some more complicated 
possibilities: the envelope of each stable ultrafilter pair has a cluster point; 
each stable maximal open Cauchy filter pair is convergent; etc. Some of the 
implications in the diagram below have already been proved, the others are 
clear from the definitions.
c => F =» A => 0 R
n
s =► SF => SA => SO => SR
4
U
4
L LO =►
The properties in the same column coincide in totally bounded spaces: 
L =£- A, because if f° is a Cauchy filter pair then, with an arbitrary ultrafilter f) 
finer than f-1 , (Irj, b) is Cauchy, and so is (Fj, f)(~l f1); now any limit point of this 
linked Cauchy filter pair is a cluster point of f°. The other implications follow 
from Corollary 5.8. If Tx is assumed in addition to total boundedness then 
L=i>C, since, according to [LF] Corollary 21, an L-complete totally bounded 
Ti quasi-uniformity is a uniformity.
14.2 The examples below show that no more implications are valid be­
tween the notions in the diagram. We shall try to give quasi-(pseudo)metriz- 
able examples, such that the failure of a completeness property is guaranteed
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by a filter pair generated by a sequence pair (because the sequential version 
of some of the properties could perhaps also be of interest; cf. [Kii] for sequen­
tial t o p o l o g i c a l  notions of quasi-pseudometric completeness). Whenever 
possible, the examples will be totally bounded and/or Ti.
E x a m p l e s , a) F, S not C. Let X — Ri x {0} U {(0, -1 ), (0,1 )} ,U = U(d),
d (x , y ) = y '  if x' = 0 <y'.
A Cauchy filter pair f° is non-convergent iff f_1 =fil {{(0, -1 ), (0,1)}} and f1 
is finer than t\ \ X .  These filter pairs are neither stable nor free.
b) A, S, not F. On X  =  R_j X {0} URi x { — 1,1}, let U = U(d) with
d(x, y) — y ' — x if either x' < 0 5Í y ' ,
ov x —\j < y   ^ x — y .
The non-convergent Cauchy filter pairs cluster to (0 ,-1 ) and (0,1); a filter 
pair clustering to both points cannot be stable; but
f}° = (e 2_1 | X , f i l { ] 0 , f [x{ - l , l } : f >0} )
is a non-convergent fully free Cauchy filter pair.
c) O, S, not A. On X  = (— 1/NU 1/N) x{0}URx{l}, letZV = £/(d), where
d(x, y) = y' — x' if either x' < 0 < y ' ,
or x" = y" =  1, x ' < y', x 'y '— 0, 
or i "  = 1 , y" — 0, x ' < y ' < 0, 
or T ' = 0, y" =  1, 0 <x'<y' .
It is enough to consider Cauchy filter pairs f° with R ,x R fl X G fi (i =  ±1), 
since the others are convergent. If f° is open then R,- X  {1} G secfi, thus 
(using the Cauchy property) (0,1) is a cluster point of f°. If f° is stable then 
R X  {0} ^ sec fi and (0,1) G fl f '  (* =  i l ) ,  and so f° converges to (0,1). But 
the Cauchy filter pair | X  has no cluster point.
d) R, S, not 0. Consider the subspace X q = ( — 1/NUl/N)  X  {0,1} U 
U {(0, 1)} of the previous example. R and S follow in the same way as 0  and 
S in c). eg I Xo is again a filter pair having no cluster point, and it is open, 
thus U I Xo is not 0-complete.
e) S, not R. On X =  Ro, let
d(x,y) = y — x if x < 0 < y.
The round Cauchy filter pair e0 | X  has no cluster point. The non-convergent 
Cauchy filter pairs are finer than e0 | X, so they are not stable.
fi) F, not S (totally bounded). (X,ld) from Example 11.1.
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Í2 ) F, not 5 (Ti) .  On X  from a), let
d(x,y) = y '—x' if x'<y' .
The non-convergent Cauchy filter pairs are the same as in a); they are now 
stable (but not free).
gi) A, not SF (totally bounded). Let
X  = [0,1] X {0,1} U [2,3] X  {2,3},
d(x,y) y ' - x ' - l
W - x ' \
if x' < 1 < y', 
if x" = y".
ZVstp is the topological sum of four Euclidean intervals, thus U is A-com- 
plete, since, in totally bounded spaces, A-completeness = L-completeness is 
equivalent to the compactness of Ustp. But U is not SF-complete, since
(fil {]! — t, l[x  {0, 1} : 0 < t < 1}, fil {]2, 2 +  t[x {2,3}: 0 < t < 1})
is a non-convergent fully free (stable) Cauchy filter pair, 
gi) A, not SF (Tj).  We modify d on X  from b):
d(x , y) = y' — x' if either x' < 0 ^ y
or x'  < y', x" = y".
Just as in b), the non-convergent Cauchy filter pairs cluster to (0 ,-1 )  and 
(0,1); but fj° from b) is a non-convergent fully free Cauchy filter pair, which 
is now stable, too.
h) 0, U, not SA. Let {Xq,Uq) be the space that was denoted by (X,M) 
in Example 10.3. On X  =  X0UR, let {U(U0,£)\ U0 eHo,£ > 0} be a base for 
U , where
xU(Uo,£)y  iff either x Uq y,
or x 6 R_x, — £ < x, y € X 0, 
or x 6 X 0, y G Ri, y<£,  
orz ,? /£R,  — £ < x < 0 < y < e,
or x — y.
U is indeed a quasi-uniformity, since if Vo € U0, V02 C U0 then U(Vo,e)2 C 
C U(Uo,£). Let f° be an open Cauchy filter pair. If R_i € f  for i = — 1 or 1 
then f° is clearly convergent; otherwise, the openness implies tha t R,- 6 sec f  
(f =  ± l ) ,  and so f° clusters to 0. Hence U is O-complete.
Assume now that f° is a free stable Cauchy ultrafilter pair. No free filter 
is Ul I R-stable, thus Aq € f  (* =  ±1), and so f° | X q is a free £4>-stable Cauchy
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ultrafilter pair; but we saw in Example 10.3 th a t there do not exist such 
filter pairs. Hence U is U-complete, too.
But U is not SA-complete, since X0 is a doubly closed non-SA-complete 
subspace.
i) R, U, not SO. Let Xo, Uq and X  be as in h), and
B  = {U{Uo, F ) : U0 £U0, ( t ) ^ F c X 0, F  is finite}, 
where, with e = 1 /|F |,
x U(Uq, F) y iff either x Uo y ,
o r i £ R _ i , - £ < i ,  y £ X o \ F , 
or x £ Xo \  F, yGRi ,  y < £, 
o r x , y £ R ,  —£ < x < 0 <y<£,  
or x = y.
If Uq C Uo and F' D F  then U(Uq,F') C U{Uq,F ) ,  thus B  is a filter base. 
Given Uo £ Uo and a finite F  C Xo, we can choose a Vq £ Uq such that V(2 C  
C Uo and VqX = {x} for x £ F  and i = ±1 (because Uq induces the discrete 
bitopology). Now U{Vo, F )2 C U{Uq,F), thus B  is a base for a quasi-unifor­
mity U .
Let f° be a round Cauchy filter pair. Just as in the preceding example, 
we can assume that R_,- ^ f ; moreover, it is enough to consider free filter 
pairs. Thus for each 5 £ f , 5 n ( X 0UR,) is infinite. If Sfl-Xo is infinite then 
for each U £ U,
(1) ' [ r [ S ] n R , / 0 ;
if 5 n  Xo is finite then clearly S fl R; ^  0, i.e. (1) holds in any case; thus, f  
being ZC-round, R; £ sec f  (i =  ±l) ,  implying th a t 0 is a cluster point of f°. 
Hence U is R-complete. It is also U-complete, for the same reason as the 
previous example.
Take a non-clustering stable Cauchy filter pair f° in { X q, U o) (see in 
Example 10.3). As the points of X q are isolated in both topologies of U , the 
stable Cauchy filter pair Fil x  f° is open, and 0, the only non-isolated point 
in X , is not a cluster point of it. Hence U is not SO-complete.
j) U, not SR. Example 10.3. (The filter pair showing that U is not SA- 
complete was round.) Uso \ R0 is a quasi-metrizable example for the weaker 
statem ent L^ASR.
k) 0, L, not U. Starting from (XQ,Uo) — (Ro,Uso | Ro), which is L-complete 
but not U-complete, add a copy of R  to it and extend Uo in the same way as 
in h). U is L-complete, because Us is the discrete uniformity. O-completeness 
can be proved like in h). Any ultrafilter pair finer than Fii x  (?o I Ro) shows 
that U is not U-complete.
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1) 0, not L. On X  =  -1 /N  U {0} U 1/N, let
( I y — a:| if xy > 0,
y - x  if x  < y ,  x y  =  0,
min{—x,y}  if a; < 0 <y.
U —U(d) is totally bounded. It is not L-complete, since Usip is not compact 
(an infinite discrete topology). But U is 0-complete:
Let f° be a free open Cauchy filter pair. Now 1/N € sec f1, since otherwise 
— 1/N Gsecf1, and then the openness implies again that 1/N Gsecf1 (cf. the 
last line in the definition of d). Similarly, -1 /N  € sec f-1 . The free filter base 
pair (f-1 I —1/N, f1 I 1/N) converges to 0, so f° clusters to it. Hence U is 
O-complete.
m) R, not LO. On X  = [-1,1] x {0} U {0}x]0,1], let
d{x , y) =  dlu(x , y) if either x'y' > 0, 
or x", y "  > 0, 
or x' < 0 ^ y', 
or x' = 0 < y'.
f° =  Fil (e0 x ej I {0}x]0,1]) is an open linked Cauchy filter pair having no 
cluster point. But U is R-complete, since 0 is a cluster point of any non- 
convergent round Cauchy filter pair.
n) R, LO, not 0  (totally bounded). With Xo the set and do the distance 
that were denoted in 1) by X  and d, define on X  =  Xo X {0,1}:
{ d0(x', y') if either x "  = y",
or x' < 0 < y ' ,  x "  ^  y " ,  
x' + y' if z '> 0 < y \  x " = l ,  y" = 0.
It is straightforward to check the Triangle Inequality. Let f° be an open 
linked Cauchy filter pair. Then for k — 0 or 1, Xo X {k} £  sec f—1 ( f l ) f1, thus 
f °  I Xo X {fc} is an open Cauchy filter pair in a copy of the O-complete space 
from 1). Hence f° has a cluster point, and U is LO-complete.
Let now f° be a free round Cauchy filter pair. If f° | X0 X  {&} is a filter 
pair for k = 0 or 1 then it is a round, hence open, Cauchy filter pair in a 
copy of the O-complete space from 1), therefore it has a cluster point. If 
Xo X  {0} € sec f_1 and Xo x {1} € sec f1 then the ZCroundness of f1 implies 
that X0 X  {0} € sec f1, too; thus 1° | X0 X  {0} is a filter pair, and this case 
has already been dealt with. Finally, assume that Xo X {1} Gsecf-1 , Xo X 
x {0} G sec f1. As f-1 is £/-tp-open, we have — 1/N x {1} £ sec f-1 ; the Cauchy 
property implies that 1/N x {0} Gsecf1. Now (0,1) is a cluster point of f°. 
Hence U is R-complete.
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But U is not 0-complete: the open Cauchy filter pair generated by the 
sequences —1/N X {0} and 1/N X {1} has no cluster point.
o) LO, not R (totally bounded). With X0, d0 and X  from the previous 
example, let
d{x,y)
d0(x',y ')  i f x "  = y" = 0,
y' — x'  if x' < 0 < y \  x" =  0, y" =  1.
LO-completeness follows in the same way as in n). The filter pair considered 
at the end of n) is now round, but it has no cluster point. □
14.3 P roposition, (l-complete quasi-pseudometric spaces are SR-cora- 
plete.
P roof . Let f° be a round stable Cauchy filter pair. Define
An = r\{U{2- n)[ S ] : S e P }  (n€N) .
A n 6 f1, so U(2 -n)[An+\] D  A n , and we can pick points xn G An (starting 
with an arbitrary aq G Ai) such that d(xn+\ , x n) < 2~n. By the Triangle 
Inequality, d(xk, xn) < 2~n+1 for k >n.  Given an F  G f1, there are 5 G f1 and 
n G N such that U(2-n)[S] C F,  therefore Ak C F, and so Xk G F, for each 
k > n .  Hence the filter g1 generated by the sequence (xn) is finer than f1. 
Take an ultrafilter f)1 finer than g1. The filter fi1 is stable, since the sequence 
(xn) is frequently in any 5 G b 1, and so
n{C(2-n)[5]: 5  G b1} D {xn+1,x n+2, . .. } G g1 C b1-
Similarly, there is a W-1-stable ultrafilter b_1 finer than f-1 . Now b° is a 
stable Cauchy ultrafilter pair finer than f°; so f° has a cluster point, since b° 
is convergent. □
P roblem. Is each U-complete quasi-pseudometric space SA-complete 
(or a t least S O-complete)?
§ 15 Complete quasi-proximities
15.1 It is natural to call a quasi-proximity 6 C-complete, V-complete, etc. 
if the totally bounded quasi-uniformity inducing 6 has this property. As 
mentioned in 14.1, C = S, F =  SF and A = SA=U = L for quasi-proximities. 
It is well-known that 8 is L-complete iff <5sp is compact; if U is totally bound­
ed then so is LZY, and so each quasi-proximity has an L-completion with 
fairly good properties. (For details, see e.g. [Cs2] § 16.) It is the aim of 
this section to show that F- or C-completions cannot be as good as that. 
Total boundedness is preserved by the construction sU (Proposition 6.5), so
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each quasi-proximity has a C-completion, which is, however, not even weakly 
basic. On the other hand, SFW does not preserve total boundedness, while 
its totally bounded reflexion is not necessarily (S)F-complete; the proof of 
Theorem 15.2 will contain a totally bounded U with these properties.
Let us also remark that the completeness properties of quasi-proximities 
could also be defined without using quasi-uniformities. A filter pair f° in 
(X, Í) is called compressed ([De3] 5.1) if A £ s e e p 1, 5  £ sec f1 imply A6B.  
According to [De3] Lemma 5.1, if U is totally bounded then ZPCauchy =  Ui- 
compressed. Moreover, the roundness of filter pairs in a quasi-uniform space 
is a quasi-proximity invariant (fi is ZP-round iff for any S £ fi there is a T  £ f* 
such that Tld'1 X \ S ) .  Hence we can say in terms of quasi-proximities that 6 
is C-complete (F-complete) iff each compressed (fully free compressed) filter 
pair is convergent; R-complete iff each round compressed filter pair has a 
cluster point; etc.
15.2 T H EO R EM . There is no natural basic bitopological C-completion or 
F-completion for quasi-proximities.
P r o o f . It is enough to prove the theorem for F-completeness, since 
a C-completion would also be an F-completion (and the notions natural, 
basic and bitopological are independent of the completeness in question). If 
there existed a natural basic bitopological F-completion then an extension 
(FX ,FZY) could be assigned to each totally bounded space (X,U)  such that
(i) FZ7 is totally bounded;
(ii) the trace filter pairs of the new points are not convergent;
(iii) there belong different trace filter pairs to different new points;
(iv) any (14, V)-isomorphism can be extended to an (FZ7,F V)-isomor- 
phism;
(v) the identity of X  can be extended to an isomorphism between (FX, 
FZY_1) and (FX ,F (U~1)) (although not shown in the notation, FX  does not 
mean the same in the two extensions).
With the notations of Example 6 .6 ,  let v, w £  R3, v /  w, X  =  X 00 X 1 / N  U 
U {u, tc}, and
d(x,y)
' d° x deu(x,y)
< o3)
^eu(o 3,y)
. o
if x, y e  R3,
if x £ R3, x1 < 0, y £ R3, 
if x £ R3, y £ R3, y' > 0, 
if x — v, y = w.
([De7] Example 3.2 is very similar, but d (x ,w ) and d(v,y) are not the same 
as here.) U = U(d) is totally bounded. Define
t)° =  Fil (e0 x e2(02, 1 /n)  | R3n X )  (n £ N).
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These filter pairs are non-convergent, fully free and minimal Cauchy. For 
i í é N, let pn denote a point in FX \ X  to which converges (there are such 
points, since FU was assumed to be F-complete and f)° is fully free in FX , 
cf. the proof of Lemma 11.2). The trace filter pair f°(pn) is Cauchy, so the 
minimality of implies tha t f°(p„) = f)°. (There have to be more points in 
FX  \  X , but we shall not need them.)
To avoid ambiguity, let us denote the fundamental set of F(ZV-1) by Y,  
and the trace filter pairs belonging to this extension by g°(a) ( a £T ) .  The 
filter pairs 6° =  (fj*, f)“1) (n £ N) are non-convergent, fully free and minimal 
Cauchy in (X,W-1), thus Q°(qn) =  6° with suitable points qn e Y \ X .
Let now f be a free ultrafilter in FX such th a t P  =  {pn : n £ N} £ f. By 
(i), f ZY is totally bounded, so (f, f) is a Cauchy filter pair, f is also fully free, 
since FZV I P  is T0 (otherwise, two different trace filters f 1(pn) and f 1(pm) 
would be comparable). As Fff is F-complete, (f, f) converges to some a £ 
£ FX . Let f° be the FfPenvelope of (f, f); then f° also converges to a. Given 
£ > 0, take K  = K(e) £ fx (a) such that K  C Fp). Each S £ f1 contains an 
FZPp-neighbourhood of an infinite subset of P , so P n X  £ f 1(pn) for infinitely 
many n £ N. As f1 FfPp-converges to a, K\  =  5 n  X  with a suitable S  £ f1; so 
there are rq, y2 £ K\  such th a t y[ , y'2 > 0, y'{ < 0 < y'^ y , y < £■ Similarly, 
there are X\,X2  6 K -1 with x [ . x'2 < 0, x" < 0 < x' ,^ x'(\ x'!{ < e. Together 
with K  C P(£), this means th a t
A) C (]0, k[x] -  £ , f [x ]0 ,2 £ [n l )  U {r, (i = ±l).
Moreover, if w £ ii_  1 then v ^ K\.  As there is such a K (e) for each £ > 0, we 
obtain th a t f ° ( a )  converges to v or w, thus a £ X  by (ii). ( f ,  f) clearly does 
not converge to any point in R3, so u = » or a = w .  Assume for a moment 
tha t (f, f) converges to both points, and take V  £ FU such that V 2 | X  C P(ip
As f FZPp-converges to w and FZY~tp-converges to v, we have VwP\V~l v £ f, 
so this set is non-empty, implying that w U v ,  a contradiction. Hence (f, f)
converges to exactly one point in FX, which is either v or w.
Let Q = {qn : n £ N}, and denote by g the ultrafilter in Y  for which g | Q 
is the image of f | P  under the bijection pn 1—>• qn (n £ N). Just as above, ( g ,  g )  
converges to exactly one point, which is either v or w, say it is v. (The other 
case can be similarly dealt with.) Let / :  Y  —> FX  be an (F(ff_1), F£Y-1 )- 
isomorphism according to (v). For n £ N fixed, let a — f(qn)- The F£V-1-trace 
filter pair of a is (f1(a), f-1 (a)), which has to coincide with g 0 (§ n ) (since f 
is an isomorphism), so f°(a) =  f°(pn) (see the definition of g°(<?n)), implying 
a — pn by (iii). Thus f (qn) = p n (n £ N), and so / (g)  =  f. Consequently, (f, f) 
converges in (FA",FZY_1), so also in (FX,F<T), to f{y) — v.
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On the other hand, the (U ^-isomorphism h defined by
r ( -x ' , x" ,x ' ")  if x e  R3,
h(x) = < w if x — v,
( r  if x = w,
has, according to (iv), an (F(ZV_1),F£/)-isomorphic extension g , and an ar­
gument similar to the one in the preceding paragraph yields now that (f, f) 
converges to g(v) =  w, a contradiction. □
There is still a gap between this theorem and the positive statement 
that a C-completion can be obtained through S<f/, since C<5 is not even 
w e a k l y  basic.
15.3 A quasi-proximity 6 is L-complete iff the proximity <5S is complete, 
i.e. iff <5sp is compact; this topology is the supremum of the topologies 6~p 
and <*>p, so 6 is L-complete iff the induced bitopology is sup-compact. As­
sume now that S is C-complete (or F-complete). Then it is L-complete, hence 
its bitopology (T -1 , T 1) = (<$~p,£p) is sup-compact, which implies that 6 
is the only quasi-proximity compatible with (T -1 , T 1) (a condition weaker 
than sup-compactness is sufficient here, see [JB] Theorem 2.4). So we might 
call a completely regular (=quasi-uniformizable) bitopology C-compact, re­
spectively F-compact (properties stronger than sup-compactness) if it has 
a (unique) compatible C-complete, respectively F-complete, quasi-proximity. 
The following question is now quite natural: can the C-compact (F-compact) 
bitopological spaces be characterized without using quasi-uniformities (e.g. 
in terms of covers)? C-compactness seems to be very problematic, since the 
finite bitopological space in Example 11.1 is not C-compact.
§ 16 Summing up
Similarly to the table in 2.2, we summarize the properties of the bitopo­
logical notions of completeness and of the corresponding completions, a), b),
f) and g) from § 1 are satisfied in each case. All the completions are natural 
and, excepting S?V, basic. (Notation: fPso =  *Ps Cl fPo, ‘P lo = P^l_ C fPo )
completeness c) d) e) completion h) i)
C + + + ?
F + + + ?
A + + + ?
0 - + - ° ^ = ° ^ ( t p ^ nE) - +
R — + — Ru + +
S + + + su
SF + + + SFW • •
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S A + + + SAU — —
S O + - S0U  =  1U ( ¥ ^ ) - -
S R + — — —
ü • + + ü u + +
L + — + Lu + +
L O - - - l 0 U  =  4U { ^ $ ) - -
L R - - - L R ZV =  4^ ( < P ^ N ) - -
To 0: Adopt the reasoning used in § 13 for R-completeness. °ZY is not 
an 0-complete hull, because two elements of can have different but
comparable envelopes, making one of the new points superfluous: let
X  =  Ro X {0} U {(t, f ) : t £ Ri}, U =U(d^Q j X ),
f°, 0° € fPo such that f- 1 ’ 0_1 D e2 I R- i  x {°}> f1 3 e2 I x {0}, 01 D e2
I {(«,<): i eRi}.
To SO: The situation is analogous to the case of SR-completeness, cf.
13.3.
To LO and LR: The trace filter pairs being linked, 4U can of course be 
replaced by several other constructions. LOZY and LRW are neither finest nor 
complete hulls:
E xa m pl e . On X  =  R0 x {0} U {0} x ( - 1 /N  U 1/N), let
( d eu(x",y") if x"y" > 0, 
\ d so(x',y') if x"y"  = 0.
<pKN _  consists of the following two filter pairs: c0 x e,- | X  (i =
= ± 1). It is enough to take only one of the new points to make the space 
LR-complete (LO-complete). L0ZY = LRZY is not finest, since the identity of X  
cannot be extended to a uniformly continuous map from L0X into the space 
mentioned in the preceding sentence. □
( R e c e i v e d  N o v e m b e r  12 ,  1 9 9 1 )
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THE CROSSING NUMBER OF A CUBIC PLANE 
POLYHEDRAL MAP PLUS AN EDGE
A. RISKIN
1. Introduction
It follows from a classical result of Whitney [8] that planar 3-connected 
graphs have unique plane embeddings (where unique means that in any two 
embeddings, the regions are bounded by the same cycles). Clearly then join­
ing any two vertices which do not lie in the same region of this unique embed­
ding yields a nonplanar graph. In this paper, we calculate the crossing num­
bers of all graphs obtained in this way from cubic 3-connected planar graphs. 
These crossing numbers turn out to be exactly what they ought to be; that 
is, the minimum number of crossings is the same as the minimum number 
of crossings introduced by adding the edge without redrawing the unique 
embedding of the original cubic graph. We conjecture that the result still 
holds for noncubic plane polyhedral maps. However, it is unfortunate that 
the generalization to the case of adding more than one edge is false, as the 
example in Figure 1 shows. This is rather disappointing in that tha t (false)
F ig .  1. Three added edges (bold) but crossing number <  2
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s  S u b j e c t  C la s s i f i c a t io n .  Primary 05C10.
K e y  w o r d s  a n d  p h r a s e s .  Crossing number, planar, 3-connected, polyhedral.
0081-6 9 0 6 /9 6 /$  5.00 © 1996 Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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generalization would have sufficed to settle a number of unsolved problems in 
the area of crossing numbers; most prominently the twenty year old problem 
proposed by Harary et al. [4] of showing that cr(CTO X  Cn) =  n(m — 2) for 
m < n .  Note that this was solved for m =  3,4 by Beineke and Ringeisen [2, 5].
2. Definitions and preliminary results
In this paper, graphs have no loops, multiple edges, or 2-valent vertices. 
All standard graph theory terms conform to [3] unless otherwise mentioned. 
A map is an embedding of a graph G in a surface M.  The faces of the map 
are the connected components of M  — G. Note that when the meaning is 
clear from the context, we confuse a face with its bounding circuit, or with 
its closure, as in the next definition. A map is polyhedral if no two faces 
have a multiply connected union. A cellular subcomplex of a map is a set of 
faces whose union is homeomorphic to a 2-cell. Removing an edge of a graph 
means doing just that, along with coalescing any resulting 2-valent vertices 
into the edges in which they lie. Splitting a face of a map is the operation 
inverse to removing an edge of a map. A cubic face splitting is one in which 
two new 3-valent vertices are created.
An edge of a polyhedral map is removable if removing it yields a poly­
hedral map. Two faces of a map are said to meet improperly if they have 
a multiply connected union. An obstacle to the removal of an edge e of a 
polyhedral map is a face which meets improperly the new face created upon 
the removal of edge e. A 3-chain is a set of three faces of a map, each of 
which intersects the other two. If the three faces have a vertex in common, 
the 3-chain is said to be trivial. An n-chain is a set of n faces F\ , . . .  , Fn
n
such th a t F{ D Fi+1 ^  0 for i = 1, . . .  , n — 1, and Fn D F\ ^  0. If (J Ft is a
j=i
cellular subcomplex then the n-chain is said to be trivial. It is a result of 
the author’s [6] that a face F  of a map M  ^  K 4  constitutes an obstacle to 
the removal of an edge e if and only if F  lies in a nontrivial 3-chain with the 
two faces containing e.
It is a theorem of Steinitz [7], [1] that any planar 3-connected graph is 
the 1-skeleton of a 3-polytope (i.e. the graph induced by the vertices and 
edges of the polytope). Since it is clear that the 1-skeleton of a 3-polytope is 
a polyhedral map on the sphere, it follows that the unique plane embedding 
of a planar 3-connected graph must be polyhedral. It is trivial to show 
th a t a plane polyhedral map is 3-connected, and thus the two concepts are 
equivalent for the plane. We therefore tend to use them interchangeably, 
depending on which conception is more convenient. It is another theorem of 
Steinitz [7], [1] that all plane polyhedral maps can be generated from K 4 by 
face splittings. We use this theorem as a means of induction.
Now, let u and v be vertices of a planar 3-connected graph G. We define 
the limbic distance between u and v , denoted by A(u,v) or Ag ( u , v ) ,  to be
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the minimum value of n such that there is a chain of faces F \ ,F 2 , . . .  , Fn 
of the unique embedding such that u £ F\, v £ Fn, and F{ H Fi+\ £ E(G ) for 
f =  , n — 1. Such a minimum length chain is called a limbic face chain
joining u and v, and an edge is called limbic with respect to n and v if it is 
the intersection of two faces in a limbic face chain joining u and v.
Note that the same definition will serve for limbic distance in a map M, 
denoted by Am (u, v), although this value will be dependent on the embed­
ding, rather than on the graph. A drawing of a graph G is an immersion 
of G in a surface which is no more than 2 to 1, and avoids the pathology 
of vertices being mapped on to edges. In this paper, all drawings will be 
on the plane (or, equivalently, the sphere). The crossing number of a draw­
ing D , denoted by cr(Z>), is the number of edge crossings in the drawing. 
The crossing number of a graph G, denoted by cr(G), is the minimum value 
of er(D) over all drawings of G.
The derived map of a drawing is the map obtained by adding a vertex 
at each edge crossing. The limbic distance between vertices in a drawing 
D, denoted by Ad {u, v), is the limbic distance between them in the derived 
map. Note that the number of edge crossings introduced in joining two 
nonadjacent vertices u and v in a drawing D is Ad {u, v) — 1.
3. Classification of noninductive graphs
Throughout the rest of the paper, all graphs are cubic, planar, and 3-con- 
nected and all face splittings are cubic. A triangulogenic cubic face splitting 
is one in which the new edge is added across a face between two incident 
edges. A nontriangulogenic cubic face splitting is one in which the two edges 
joined are not incident. The three edges involved in a triangulogenic face 
splitting are the two incident edges joined by the new edge, along with the 
third edge of the original map incident to both of them. The two edges 
involved in a nontriangulogenic face splitting are the two nonincident edges 
joined.
L emma 1. If one of the two edges involved in a nontriangulogenic split­
ting is removable, then it is split into two removable edges, and any removable 
edge not involved in the splitting is removable after the splitting.
P r o o f . If faces F, G and H lie in a nontrivial 3-chain, and removing 
a removable edge e destroys it, then clearly F  U G U H must surround a 
triangular face which contains edge e on its bounding circuit. Thus undoing 
a nontriangulogenic face splitting cannot destroy any nontrivial 3-chains, and 
so if an edge or portion of an edge is nonremovable after a nontriangulogenic 
splitting, it must have been nonremovable before it. □
L emma 2. Any removable edge not involved in a triangulogenic splitting 
is removable after the splitting.
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P r o o f . S im ilar to  th e  p r o o f  o f L em m a 1. □
L e mm a  3. In a cubic polyhedral map other than i t 4 all edges lying in 
triangular faces are removable.
P r o o f . This follows directly from a result of the author’s [6] which 
states th a t if a triangular face of a polyhedral map has a 3-valent vertex v 
in it, the edge opposite v is removable. □
C orollary  1. After a triangulogenic splitting, the three edges of the 
generated triangle are removable, whereas the three edges incident to but not 
contained in the generated triangle are not removable.
T heorem  1. Every cycle in a cubic plane polyhedral map other than i t 4 
contains a removable edge.
P r o o f . We proceed by induction on the number of edges, tacitly invok­
ing the theorem of Steinitz [7], [1] mentioned above. If there are 7 edges, we 
have the 1-skeleton of the triangular prism, for which the theorem is clearly 
true. Now suppose that the theorem is true for cubic plane polyhedral maps 
with n — 1 edges, and let M  be such a map with n > 7 edges. Further suppose 
th a t M  is obtained from a map N  by a face splitting consisting of adding an 
edge e.
Now, if adding e to N  consists in a nontriangulogenic face splitting, 
then any edge of M  which was removable in N  is still removable in M.  
Thus any cycle of M  which does not contain edge e is a cycle in N,  and so 
by the inductive hypothesis has a removable edge, which is still removable 
in M . Also, any cycle in M  which does contain edge e has a removable edge, 
namely e.
On the other hand, if adding edge e to N  consists in a triangulogenic 
splitting, then any cycle of M  which does not contain any of the 6 edges in 
or incident to the generated triangle is a cycle in N,  and thus contains a 
removable edge by the inductive hypothesis. Any cycle which does contain 
one of these edges must contain one of the three edges in the generated 
triangle, which are all removable by Lemma 3. □
Note that Theorem 1 is no longer true if the word “cubic” is removed 
from the hypotheses, as the graph of the bipyramid over a triangle shows.
A cubic planar 3-connected graph G is called noninductive with respect 
to vertices u and v in case all removable edges not incident with u or v are 
limbic with respect to u and v. We now proceed to classify all such graphs. 
The limbic distance between a vertex v and a face F,  denoted by X(v,F),  
is the limbic distance between v and a new vertex in the interior of F. The 
k th u-ripple, denoted by is {e £ E(G) \ X(u, F) =  k and X(u, G) = k +  1 
where F(~)G = e}. An index k u-strut is an edge e such that e f l iZ^^0 and
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P r o o f . If R £ =  0, we are done, thus consider an edge e € R Let the 
endpoints of e be vertices x and y, and let the three faces containing x be 
F, G , and H , where F  fl G =  e. Furthermore, let F H H = f  and G fl H = g. 
We will show that exactly one of the two edges at each endpoint of e is also 
in R Suppose A(u, F) = k and A(u, G) = k +  1. Clearly k < A(u, H) <k + 1. 
In the first possibility, g G whereas in the second, /  £ P£. The same 
argument works for the other two edges incident with vertex y. □
L e m m a  5 .  The different components of if any, do not lie within one 
another.
P r o o f . Clear. □
L e m m a  6 . I fG  is noninductive with respect to u and v, with A (u,v) =  n, 
then R £ for 1 ^ k ^ n — 1 consists of a single cycle which separates u from v, 
and R £ =  0 /or k ^ n .
P roof. Let 1 <k <n — 1. If contains a component C which does not 
separate u and v, then none of the edges of C are limbic with respect to u 
and v. By Theorem 1, C has a removable edge, contradicting the assumption 
that G is noninductive. The other assertions in the lemma are trivial. □
On the strength of the foregoing lemmas, we make the following defini­
tion: If G is noninductive with respect to u and v, then k th annulus, denoted 
by Ak, for k =  1, 2, . . .  , A(u, v) — 2, is the annulus bounded by R * and P£+1. 
We define A0 to be the star of u and A\^u „)_x to be the star of v.
LEMMA 7. Let P  C  A k  be a path with initial vertex in R £ and terminal 
vertex in f?/+1. Then P consists of a single edge.
P r o o f . Suppose not. Then there is a vertex w 6 P  lying in the interior 
of Ak- Let ej and e2 be the two edges of P  incident with w. Then each 
of the e,’s determines a subpath P, running from w to the boundary of Ak. 
We assume that Pj runs from w to Ä* whereas P2 runs from w to P£+1. 
Now let 63 be the third edge incident with w. We claim that e3 determines 
a third path P3 from w to the boundary of Ak, and also that P3 D Pi = {tu} 
for i =  l,2 .
First, if every path Q beginning with e3 has empty intersection with the 
boundary of Ak, then either Q separates R £ from P„+1 or else Q bounds 
a cellular region in the interior of Ak- Clearly neither of these is possible. 
Thus there is a path containing e3 running from w to the boundary of Ak■ 
Let P3 be the shortest such path. If {w} ^ P3nP{ for i = 1 or 2, then again, 
either P3 along with a segment of the interior of P  separates Pj; from P£+1 
or else there is a cellular subcomplex contained in the interior of Ak, neither 
of which is possible.
Lemma 4. In a cubic planar 3-connected graph G, the k th u-ripple is a
(possibly empty) union of disjoint cycles.
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Next we claim that P^DdAk Q R „. If not, then P?,C\dAk Q Ä„+1, in which 
case P2 U P3 along with an appropriate segment of E„+1 bounds a cellular 
subcomplex D of G contained in Ak with D fl R £ =  0. Let F Q D be a face 
of G which intersects ,ß£+i in an edge. Thus A(u,F) = k, contradicting the 
assumption that FCiR^ =  0. Thus P1UP3 along with an appropriate segment 
of R  ^ bounds a cellular subcomplex E  of G with E  C Ak and E  O p£+1 =  0. 
Clearly no edge in the boundary of E is limbic with respect to u and v. 
However, one of those edges is removable by Theorem 1, contradicting the 
assumption of noninductivity. □
C o r o l l a r y  2. The only paths across A k are index k u-struts.
L E M M A  8 . There are exactly three index k u-struts across each Ak-
P r o o f . If there are < 3, then two faces of G meet improperly in Ak- 
Thus there are > 3. If there are n ^ 4, then due to Corollary 2, Ak consists 
of a nontrivial n-chain. Since none of the index k u-struts are limbic with 
respect to u and v, they must all be nonremovable. Let e be one of the 
index k u-struts, and let F  be an obstacle to its removal. Clearly P  <f_ Ak, so 
without loss of generality, assume FcAk+ i-  Because F  and the two faces 
containing e must lie in a nontrivial 3-chain, F  and an appropriate portion 
of P „+1 determine a cellular subcomplex C C Ak+1 with C n ü j +2 = 0. This 
gives rise to the same sort of contradictions which are obtained in the proof 
of Lemma 7. □
C o r o l l a r y  3. If  G is noninductive with respect to vertices u and v, 
and A(u,v) — n, then G consists of n -  1 concentric cycles of length 6, each 
joined to the next by 3 edges in such a way as to preserve 3-connectedness, 
and capped off top and bottom by the stars of u and v.
P r o o f . Apply Lemmas 4-8. □
4. Drawings of noninductive graphs
Let G be a planar cubic 3-connected graph noninductive with respect to 
u and v, and let D be a drawing of G on the sphere such that none of the 
hexagonal cycles i?£, 1 < k < A(u, v) — 1 are crossed. Let G' be obtained from 
G by replacing each of the vertices u and v by a triangular cycle, and let 
D' be a drawing of G' obtained from D by replacing u and v with triangles 
sufficiently tiny to insure th a t none of the R ^ s  nor the two new triangles are 
crossed. For convenience, we will refer to the triangle obtained from u as 
and the triangle obtained from v as where A(u, t>) =  n. In D' the interior 
of is empty, so by means of the usual puncture and stretch operation, we 
can consider D' to be drawn on the plane and completely contained within 
triangle R°.
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L emma  9. I n  D ', i f  iZ£ + 1  i s  i n s i d e  R £, t h e n  R JU i s  i n s i d e  iZ„ f o r  k  +  1 < 
< j  < n. ,4/so, iZi is n o t  i n s i d e  iZ„ / o r  j  <  k .
P r o o f . T h e  p ro o fs  t h a t  th e se  tw o  c o n d itio n s  hold are  e s s e n tia lly  th e  
sam e , a n d  so  we only  p ro v e  th e  second .
S u p p o se  R JU  is inside iZ„ for so m e  j  <  k .  L e t i  be th e  lea s t in te g e r  such  
t h a t  R lu is in sid e  a n d  i  <  k .  i ^  1 by  a s su m p tio n , and  so R ' ~ l is o u ts id e  
o f JZ£, a n d  th u s  R £ m u st be  c rossed  by  th e  in d ex  ( i  — 1 ) w -s tru ts , c o n tra ry  
to  h y p o th e s is . □
W e define  th e  f l i g h t  d i a g r a m  of D  to  b e  a n  a r ra y  of th e  in te g e rs  0 th ro u g h  
n ,  a r ra n g e d  acco rd in g  to  th e  follow ing tw o  ru les: F ir s t,  if iZ£ + 1  is o u ts id e  of 
R £ in D 1,  k  +  1 goes d ire c tly  below  k .  S eco n d , if fZ£ + 1  is in s id e  R £ in  D \  
k +  1 goes d ire c tly  to  th e  rig h t o f k .  L e t # ( D )  be  th e  n u m b er o f  c o lu m n s  in 
th e  flig h t d ia g ra m , an d  le t c, for i  =  1 , . . .  , f f { D )  be th e  n u m b er o f  e n tr ie s  in 
th e  i th co lu m n .
L emma  10. Ad (r, v )  >  # ( D )  -  1.
P r o o f . L et a , for i = l , . . .  , # ( D )  be  th e  b o tto m  e n try  in  th e  j th col­
u m n . E ach  w hich s e p a ra te s  u  fro m  v  in D  c o n trib u te s  a t  le a s t  1 to  
Ap ( u ,  v ) .  S ince th e  ZZ“' fo r i  =  2 , . . .  , # { D )  — 1 we have A p(ri, v )  >  # { D )  — 2, 
a n d  th u s  Ad (u , v )  >  # ( D )  — 1. □
* ( D)
L emma  11. cr(D) ^  (ci _ l)-
i= l
PROOF. L et P m  b e th e  su b g ra p h  o f  G '  in d u ced  by R ™ ~ 1 , iZ™, a n d  fZ” +1  
fo r 1 ^  m  ^  n — 1. L et a  r e l e v a n t  c r o s s i n g  in D '  be a  c rossing  w h e re  b o th  
edges involved  lie in a  sing le  P m  for so m e  value  o f  m . Now, if (m , m  +  1) is a 
p a ir  o f  in teg e rs  such  t h a t  m +  1 is below  m  in th e  flight d ia g ra m , th e n  fZ™ + 1  
is n o t  in sid e  R ™  in  D ' . E ith e r  m  — 1 is ab o v e  m  in th e  flight d ia g ra m , o r  else 
m — 1 is to  th e  left o f m  in  th e  fligh t d ia g ra m . In e ith e r case, P m  c o n ta in s  a t 
le a s t o n e  re lev an t crossin g . T h u s  th e re  is a t  le a s t one crossing  in  D '  fo r  each 
p a ir  o f  in te g e rs  ( m ,m  +  1) w here m  +  1 is below  m  in th e  flig h t d ia g ra m . In 
co lu m n  i  th e re  a re  e x a c tly  c, — 1 su ch  p a irs , an d  th u s  a l to g e th e r  th e re  are 
# ( D )  # ( D )
^  {ci — 1) such  p a irs . T h e re fo re  cr(Z?) =  cr(D') ^  ^  ( c t — 1). □
1=1 1 =  1
T heorem  2. L e t  G  b e  a  p l a n a r  c u b i c  3 - c o n n e c t e d  g r a p h  n o n i n d u c t i v e  
w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  v e r t i c e s  u  a n d  v .  L e t  D  b e  a  p l a n  d r a w i n g  o f  G  s u c h  t h a t  
n o n e  o f  t h e  iZ£ ’ s  a r e  c r o s s e d  f o r  k  =  1 , . . .  , n — 1. T h e n  er( D )  +  Ad (u, v )   ^
> A(u, v ) .
P r o o f . By L em m a 10, Ad ( u , v )  >  # ( D )  -  1. By L em m a 11, e r ( D )  ^
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* ( D )
Z  E  (c» -  !)■ T h u s
#(D )
cr(-D ) +  X D ( u , v )  >  ^ 2  (c>' -  1) +  # ( I > )  -  1 =
# P )
( E c0 “ # ( j D ) + # ( j D ) " 1:
n  +  1 — 1 =  n  =  X ( u ,  u). □
2 —  1
5. The main theorem
T heorem 3. L e t  G  b e  a  p l a n a r  c u b i c  3 - c o n n e c t e d  g r a p h ,  a n d  l e t  u , v  
b e  v e r t i c e s  o f  G .  L e t  D  b e  a  p l a n e  d r a w i n g  o f  G .  T h e n  c t ( D )  +  \ d ( u , v )  >  
>  X ( u , v ) .
P r o o f . W e p ro c e e d  b y  in duction  on  th e  n u m b e r  of edges in  G .  T h e  
th e o re m  is c learly  t r u e  fo r  K 4 since th e  m a x im u m  lim bic d is tan ce  is 1 . S u p ­
p o se  now  it is t ru e  fo r  g r a p h s  w ith  n  edges a n d  le t  G  have n  +  1 edges. N ow , 
if G  h a s  a  rem ovab le  ed g e  e which is n o t lim b ic  w ith  respect to  u  a n d  v , 
le t  G '  =  G  — e, an d  le t  D '  b e  th e  d raw ing  o f  G '  o b ta in e d  from  D  by  re m o v ­
in g  e. T h e n  by th e  in d u c t iv e  hypo thesis , c v ( D ' )  - f  Ap>i(u, v )  >  X q i ( u , v ). B u t 
c t ( D ) ^  c t ( D ' ) ,  Ad { u , v ) Ad ’ { u , v ) ,  an d  Ag ’ ( u , v )  =  Ag ( u , v )  since e is n o t  
lim b ic  w ith  re sp ec t to  u  a n d  v .  T h u s e r ( D )  +  Ad { u ,  v )  >  Ag ( u , u).
O n  th e  o th e r  h a n d , if a ll rem ovable edg es o f  G a re  lim bic w ith  re sp e c t 
to  u  a n d  v ,  th e n  G is n o n in d u c tiv e  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  u  and  v .  If  D  h a s  
n o n e  o f  th e  Ä * ’s c ro sse d , th e n  T heorem  3 h o ld s  by  d in t of T h eo rem  2. If, 
h o w ev er, one of th e  f i * ’s is crossed , let e 6  R £ b e  a  crossed  edge. E d g e  e 
is rem o v ab le , since all th e  edg es in th e  R ^ s  a re ,  a n d  we let G ’ a n d  D ’ be  
as  a b o v e . A gain  by  th e  in d u c tiv e  hy p o th esis , c r(Z P ) +  Ap i ( u , v )  >  Aq > ( u , v ) .  
N ow , s ince  e is c ro ssed  in  D ,  c v ( D )  >  e r ( D 1 ) .  A s a b o v e , Ad ( u , v )  >  Ad ' { u , u ) ,  
a n d  now  X q i  ( u ,  v ) =  X g ( u ,  v )  — 1 . T h u s cr(Z>) +  Ad { u ,  v )  >  Aq ( u ,  v )  —  1 , a n d  
s o  c r ( D )  +  X d ( u , v )  >  X g ( u , v ) .  □
T heorem  4. L e t  G  b e  a  p l a n a r  c u b i c  3 - c o n n e c t e d  g r a p h ,  a n d  l e t  u  a n d  
v  b e  n o n a d j a c e n t  v e r t i c e s  o f  G .  T h e n  er( G  +  u v )  =  X ( u ,  v )  —  1.
P r o o f . T h e  o b v io u s  d ra w in g  suffices to  sh o w  t h a t  c r (G  +  un) £  A( u ,  v )  — 
— 1. T o  reverse  th e  in e q u a lity , we invoke T h e o re m  3. L et E  be any  d ra w in g  
o f G +  u v .  L et D  be a  d ra w in g  o f G o b ta in ed  f ro m  E  by rem oving u v .  T h e n  
c lea rly  c r ( E )  =  e r ( D )  +  Ad ( u , v )  -  1, and  a p p ly in g  T h eo rem  3 to  D  y ie ld s 
cr(-D ) +  X d ( u ,  v ) >  A (u, v ) .  T h e re fo re  e r ( E )  —  X d { u ,  v )  + 1  +  X d { u ,  v )  >  A( u ,  v ) ,  
fro m  w h ich  th e  d es ired  re s u lt  follows im m ed ia te ly . □
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6. Conclusion and acknowledgements
N a tu ra lly  we c o n je c tu re  t h a t  T h e o re m  4 ho lds even if th e  w o rd  “c u b ic ” 
is d e le te d  from  th e  h y p o th eses . W e c o n je c tu re  fu r th e r  th a t  if a  g r a p h  G  h as  
a  u n iq u e  em b e d d in g  o n  a  su rface  5 ,  th e n  th e  n a tu ra l  ex tension  o f  T h e o re m  4 
to  d ra w in g s  o f  G  T  e  on  S  ho lds as w ell. W e w ould like to  ac k n o w led g e  th e  
in fluence w hich  th e  a rg u m e n ts  o f R in g e isen  a n d  Beineke [2, 5] h a d  o n  o u r 
p ro o f o f  th e  c ru c ia l L em m a 11.
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AN INVERSE-FUNCTION THEOREM IN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
B. SLEZÁ K
T h e  in v erse -fu n c tio n  th e o re m  o f G ra v es  h a s  several g e n e ra liz a tio n s . T h e  
m a in  p ro b lem  is to  give a  go o d  en o u g h  to p o lo g y  on th e  lin ear sp a c e  C ( X ,  Y ) 
a n d  th u s  to  define th e  c o n tin u ity  o f  th e  d eriv a tiv e . W e c a n n o t g ive  a  good  
to p o lo g y  as th e  n o rm -to p o lo g y  in B a n a c h -sp a c e  case. C o u n te re x a m p le s  can  
be  fo u n d  fo r F réc h e t sp aces  fo r in s ta n c e  in  [1] an d  [2], w hen  th e  inverse- 
fu n c tio n  th eo re m  is n o t valid . H ow ever, th e re  are  given in v e rse -fu n c tio n  
th e o re m s  fo r F réc h e t sp aces  in [3], fo r se q u e n tia lly  com p le te  lo ca lly  convex  
sp ac es  in [4].
H ow ever, th e re  is a n o th e r  p o ssib ility . B o u rb ak i h as  g iven  a n  inverse- 
fu n c tio n  th e o re m  in B an ach  sp aces  u n d e r  w eak er a ssu m p tio n s  in  [5], n am ely  
in s te a d  o f  th e  co n tin u o u sly  d iffe re n tia b ility  it  is enough  to  su p p o se  t h a t  th e  
fu n c tio n  is s tr ic t ly  d iffe ren tiab le . In v e rse -fu n c tio n  th eo rem s u s in g  so m e  gen ­
e ra liz a tio n s  of th e  s tr ic t ly  d iffe ren tiab ility  fo r F -sp ac es  can  b e  fo u n d  in  [6 ] 
a n d  [8 ], a n d  fo r locally  convex  sp aces  in  [7].
In  th e  f irs t p a r t  o f th is  a r tic le  th e  G ra v es  th eo rem  ([5]) a n d  th e  Mi- 
lu t in  th e o re m  ([6 ]) have  been  c o m p a re d  ( th e  M ilu tin  th eo re m  is m u ch  m ore 
g en e ra l a n d  s tro n g e r  o n e). In th e  seco n d  p a r t  th e  co n d itio n  o f  th e  s t r ic t ­
ly d iffe ren tiab ility  h a s  b een  g en e ra lized  in a  d iffe ren t w ay fro m  t h a t  in  [6 ], 
a n d  u n d e r  th is  co n d itio n  som e in v e rse -fu n c tio n  th eo rem s h av e  b e e n  p roved  
fo r to p o lo g ic a l g ro u p s . E sp ec ia lly  in  B a n a c h  sp ace  case a  s tro n g e r  th e o re m  
th a n  th e  G rav es  one  ex is ts , in F -s p a c e  case  a  th eo re m  w hich is a n a lo g o u s  to  
M ilu tin ’s th e o re m  h as  been  o b ta in e d .
I
D e f i n i t i o n  1. L et X  a n d  Y  be  B an ac h  spaces, U  C  X ,  f :  U  —> Y  a 
fu n c tio n , u e U ,  B ( u \  Ó) { x  | x  6  X ,  ||x  — u || £  £}. T h e  fu n c tio n  /  is s t r i c t l y  
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  a t  u  if U  is a  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f u  an d  Ve >  0,3<$ >  0, V x , i /£  
e B { u - 6 ) c U :
\ \ ( A - f ) ( x ) - ( A - f ) ( y ) \ \ < e \ \ x - y \ \ ,
t h a t  is if fo r every  p o sitiv e  n u m b e r z  th e re  is a  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  B ( u ; 6 )  t h a t  
A  — f  sa tisfies  th e  L ipsch itz  co n d itio n  on  B ( u \  S)  w ith  th e  c o n s ta n t  e .  □
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T h e o r e m  1 (G ra v e s  th e o re m , [5 ]). L e t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  f : U  - l Y  be s t r i c t l y  
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  a t  u .
(i) I f  D  f [ u ) : X  —»■ Y  i s  a n  i s o m o r p h i s m ,  t h e n  f : U  —» T  i s  l o c a l l y  h o m e -  
o m o r p h i s m ,  t h a t  i s  3 B ( u ] 6 ) : f  | i s  a  h o m e o m o r p h i s m .
(ii) I f  D f ( u ) : X  —> Y  i s  s u r j e c t i v e , t h e n  3 B ( u ; 6 ) :  f  ^ i s  a n  o p e n
m a p p i n g .
D efinition 2. (i) A  fa m ily  E  of closed b a lls  in  th e  m e tric  sp ace  ( X , d )  
is c a lle d  a  c o m p l e t e  s y s t e m  if B ( x ; r ) G £  im p lie s  B ( x ' ; r ' )  G E , w h en ev er 
r '  +  d { x , x ') < r .
L e t a  an d  b be  p o s it iv e  n u m b ers , X  a n d  Y  m e tr ic  spaces, an d  T : X  —> Y  
a  fu n c tio n .
(ii) T  is sa id  to  b e  a n  a - c o v e r i n g  on  th e  sy s te m  E  if V 5 (a :;r )  G E  : 
B ( T ( x ) -  a r )  c T ( B ( x ; r ) ) .
(iii) T  is b - c o m p r e s s e d  o n  E  if V 5 (x \  r )  G E  : T { B { x \  r ) )  C B { T { x ) \  b r ) .  □
I t  is c lear t h a t  if T  is ^-com pressed o n  E  th e n  T  satisfies L ip sch itz - 
c o n d it io n  w ith  th e  c o n s ta n t  b on every ball B ( x \  r ) if B ( x \  3r )  G E .
T heorem  2 (M ilu tin , see [6 ]). L e t  ( X , d i )  be  a  m e t r i c  s p a c e ,  Y  a  m e t r i z -  
a b l e  t o p o l o g i c a l  v e c t o r  s p a c e  w i t h  th e  t r a n s l a t i o n  i n v a r i a n t  m e t r i c  d ? ,  E  a  
c o m p l e t e  s y s t e m  i n  X ,  W  :=  (J U , A :  X  —>■ Y  a n d  f : W —> Y  f u n c t i o n s .
u e  £
S u p p o s e  t h a t  A  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  o n  W  a n d  a - c o v e r i n g  o n  £ ,  A  — f  i s  b - c o m -  
p r e s s e d  o n  E , 0 <  b <  a ,  X  i s  c o m p l e t e .  T h e n  f  i s  (a  — b ) - c o v e r i n g  o n  E .
F i r s t  o f all it  is sh o w n  t h a t  if A : X  —> Y  is a  su rje c tiv e  c o n tin u o u s  lin ea r 
m a p p in g  b etw een  B a n a c h  sp ac es  th en  A  is a -c o v e r in g  on  E  :=  { B ( x  \ r )  | x  G 
£ l , r >  0}. A s A  is o p e n  th e r e  ex ists a  p o s itiv e  n u m b e r  a  such  th a t  B (  0; a )  C 
C A ( j3 (0 ; 1)). T h is  im p lie s  t h a t  Vr >  0 Va; G X :  B ( A { x ) \  a r )  C A { B [ x ; r ) ) .  If 
th e  fu n c tio n  /  is s t r ic t ly  d iffe ren tiab le  a t  th e  p o in t  u  a n d  D f ( u )  is su r je c tiv e  
th e n  V& >  0, 3 B ( u ; 6 )  su c h  th a t  A  — f  s a tis f ie s  th e  L ipschitz c o n d itio n  on  
B ( u ; 6 )  w ith  th e  c o n s ta n t  b,  th u s  A  -  f  is 6 -c o m p re sse d  on  E  :=  { B ( x \ r )  |
I B ( x ; r )  Q  B ( u ; 6 ) } .  T h e  n u m b e r 6 can  b e  fo u n d  so t h a t  b <  a .  U sing  th e  
M ilu tin  th eo rem  we g e t  t h a t  th e  fu n c tio n  /  is u n i f o r m l y  open  on  B ( w , 6 ) .  
T h u s  u n d e r  w eaker a s s u m p tio n s  (it is s u p p o s e d  o n ly  t h a t  b <  a  a n d  t h a t  
D f ( a ) is a  covering , b u t  i t s  linearity  is n o t  u se d ) a  s tro n g e r s ta te m e n t  is 
o b ta in e d  th a n  G ra v e s ’s o n e .
II
If  th e  co n d itio n s  o f  th e  M ilu tin  th eo rem  a re  sa tis fied  th e n  V 5(a:; r )  G E :
( A - f ) ( B ( x ; r ) ) c B ( ( A - f ) ( x ) ; b r )  =
=  B { A { x ) \ b r )  -  f ( x )  C  a ( b ( x ; -  f ( x )  =  A ( B { x ; k r ) )  -  f ( x ) ,
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w here k  :=  £ <  1. T h e  a ssu m p tio n  ( A  — f ) ( B ( x ;  r ) )  C A ( B ( x \  k r ) )  -  f ( x )  
is w eaker th a n  th e  c o n d itio n s  o f th e  M ilu tin  th e o re m . I t  is po ssib le  th a t  
a  co n tin u o u s  lin e a r  m ap p in g  betw een  to p o lo g ic a l lin ea r sp ac es  is op en  b u t 
it  is n o t a  covering . A very  sim ple ex a m p le  is given here : id K : (R ,d i)  —» 
—> ( R ,cÍ2 ), w h ere  d \  ( x ,  y )  :=  \ x — y \  an d  d 2 (2 , y ) :=  y / \ x  — y \ .  T h e  func tion  
id K is obv iously  o p e n , lin ea r b u t  n o t a  covering .
In th e  fo llow ing  th e o re m s  on ly  th e  a d d it iv ity  o f A  is su p p o se d  b u t  th e  
fu n c tio n  A  is n o t  re q u ire d  to  be a  covering .
L e m m a  1. L e t  X  be a  t o p o l o g i c a l  s p a c e  w i t h  a  c o n t i n u o u s  q u a s i m e t ­
r i c  d  a n d  l e t  Y  be  a  g r o u p ,  A : X  —> Y  a n d  f : X  —> Y  a r e  f u n c t i o n s ,  xq  £  
£  X . I f  A  i s  i n j e c t i v e  a n d  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  n u m b e r  k  £ ]0 ,1 [  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  Vr >  
> 0 : ( A - f ) ( B ( x o ' , r ) )  C  A ( B ( x o ' , k r ) )  -  f ( x o ) ,  t h e n V x E X :  d (  z ,x o ) / 0 = > -  
=> / ( * )  ¥ = f ( x o ) -
P roof. S u p p o se  t h a t  f ( x )  =  f ( x 0). T h e n
x  £  B ( x 0 ; d ( x 0 , x ) )  =>  (A  -  f ) ( x )  £  A ( B ( x 0; k d ( x 0, x ) ) )  -  f ( x 0 ) =>
=> 3 z  £  B ( x 0 ; k d ( x 0 , x ) ) : ( A  -  f ) ( x )  =  A { z )  -  f ( x 0) => A ( z )  =  A ( x ) .
B u t k  <  1 =>• x  ^  B ( x 0 , k d ( x 0 , x ) )  => x  ^  z  => A { x )  7  ^A ( z ) ,  w h ich  is a  c o n tra ­
d ic tio n . □
L e m m a  2.  L e t  X  be  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  s p a c e ,  d  a  q u a s i m e t r i c  w h i c h  d e f i n e s  
t h e  t o p o l o g y  o f  X . L e t  Y  be  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p ,  A : X  —» Y  a n d  f : X  —» Y 
be f u n c t i o n s .  I f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r  k  s o  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  p o s i t i v e  
n u m b e r  r  t h e  i n c l u s i o n  ( A  -  f ) ( B ( x 0 ; r ) )  C A { B ( x 0 ; k r ) )  — f ( x 0 ) h o l d s  a n d  
A  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  a t  x q  t h e n  f  i s  a l s o  c o n t i n u o u s  a t  x o -
P roof. D e n o te  B y { 0) a  basis o f th e  n e ig h b o u rh o o d s  o f  ze ro  in Y  w ith  
sy m m etric  e lem e n ts . L e t W  £  B y { 0) be a rb it r a ry ,  W  £  B y ( 0), W  +  W  C  
C W . A s A  is c o n tin u o u s  a t  Xq th e  n u m b e r r  >  0 can  be  ch osen  so th a t  
A ( B ( x o ;  r ) )  C A (xo) +  W  an d  A ( B ( x 0 ; k r ) )  C A { x 0 ) +  W . If u  £  B ( x 0 ; r )  
th en
{ A  -  / ) ( « )  €  { A  -  f ) ( B { x 0 ; r ) )  C  A ( B ( x 0; k r ) )  -  f ( x 0), 
hence 3 z  £  B ( x 0 ; k r ) :  A ( u )  — / ( u )  =  A ( z )  -  f ( x 0 )
f ( u )  =  f ( x Q) -  A ( z )  +  A { u )  £  f ( x 0 ) -  A ( B ( x 0; k r ) )  +  A ( B ( x 0 ; r ) )  C
C / ( * 0 ) - W -  A { x 0 ) +  A (x 0) +  W  =  f ( x 0 ) +  W '  +  W '  C f ( x 0 ) +  W .
T h is  m ean s t h a t  f { B { x 0 ; r ) )  C f ( x 0 ) +  W . □
L e m m a  3 .  L e t  G  be  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p ,  d  a  c o n t i n u o u s  t r a n s l a t i o n  i n ­
v a r i a n t  q u a s i m e t r i c  o n  G ,  X  C  G  a  s e t ,  Y  a  g r o u p ,  k  £ ]0 ,1 [ . I f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  
A :  G  —> T  i s  a d d i t i v e ,  f : X  —► F  i s  a  f u n c t i o n  s u c h  t h a t  f o r
\ / B ( x ;  r )  C X  : ( A  -  f ) ( B ( x ;  r ) )  C A ( B ( x ;  k r ) )  -  f ( x )
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t h e n  VjB ( X ;  r ) C  X , V y  G / ( x )  +  H (i? (0 ; (1 -  k ) r ) ) ,  3 { x n j  C X  : { x n }  i s  a  
C a u c h y  s e q u e n c e  ( w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  d), f u r t h e r m o r e  f o r  Vra € N :  A { x n + \ )  =  
=  { A -  f ) ( x n ) +  y .
P r o o f . Let x q  := x .  T h e n
( A - f ) ( x 0 ) + y £  ( A - f ) ( x o ) +  f ( x o ) +  A ( B { 0 ;  (1 -  k ) r ) )  =  A ( B ( x 0 ; (1 - k ) r ) ) .
H e n ce  3 x i  G -3(xo; (1 — fc ) r ) : ( A  — f ) ( x o )  +  y  — A ( x i )  an d  d ( x i , x o ) 5 i
(1 — k ) r  => X \  6  B { x 0 ; r ) .  N o w  it  w ill b e  show n by  in d u c tio n  th a t
V n G N ,  3 x n + i G B ( x n \ k n ( l  -  k ) r ) :  ( A -  f ) ( x n ) +  y  =  A ( x n + i ) .
S u p p o s e  t h a t  th e  s ta te m e n t  h o ld s  fo r r a £ 7 V i f l < r a < n .  I .e .r
V — f  f a n — 1 ) A f a n — i ) -|- A f a n i^ 
{ A - f ) ( x n ) +  y  G ( A - f ) ( B ( x n ^ i , k n ~ 1 ( 1 -  k ) r ) ) +
+  / (xn- l  ) T  -4 ( X n — 1 T  Xn) C.
C  A ( B ( x n - i ]  k n ( l  -  A )r ))  +  A ( —x n + i  + x n ) =  A ( B ( x n - k n ( l  -  k ) r ) ) .  
H en ce
3 x n+1 G 5 ( x n ;&n ( l  -  fc)r) : [ A  -  f ) { x n ) +  y  =  A ( x n + 1 ).
If 0 <  m  <  n  th en
d ( x n + \ ,  x m ) ^  A;* ( 1  — k ) r  — k m r (  1 — k )  A:-7 < k m r < r ,
2 =  771 J = 0
c o n se q u e n tly , x n+iG .S (x ; r )  a n d  { x n } is a  C au ch y  seq u e n ce  w ith  re sp e c t to  d.
□
T h e o r e m  3.  L e t  Q be  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p  w i t h  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  i n v a r i a n t  
m e t r i c  d , Y  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p ,  X  C  G  a n  o p e n  s e t ,  f : X  —> Y  a n d  A :  Q  - ^ Y  
f u n c t i o n s ,  A  be c o n t i n u o u s ,  k  G ]0 ,1[. I f ^ B ( x ' , r ) Q  X :  [ A  -  f ) ( B ( x ;  r ) )  Q  
^  A ( B ( x ;  k r ) )  — f ( x )  t h e n
(i) T h e  f u n c t i o n  f  i s  c o n t i n u o u s .  T h i s  c o n t i n u i t y  i s  u n i f o r m  o n  e v e r y  
c l o s e d  b a l l  i n  X .
(ii) I f  A  i s  i n j e c t i v e  t h e n  f  i s  i n j e c t i v e  o n  e v e r y  c l o s e d  b a l l  B ( x o ' , r )  i f  
B ( x 0 ; 3 r )  C X .
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  i f  th e  t o p o l o g y  o f  Q  i s  c o m p l e t e  a n d Y  h a s  a  H a u s d o r f f  t o p o l o g y ,  
A  i s  a d d i t i v e ,  t h e n
(h i) V 5 (x ;  r )  C X :  f ( x )  +  A { B ( 0; (1 -  k ) r ) )  C f { B { x ;  r ) ) .
(iv ) I f  A  i s  o p e n  t h e n  f  i s  u n i f o r m l y  o p e n  o n  t h e  s e t  X T :=  {x G X  \
I B  (x ; r )  C X ]  f o r  e v e r y  r  >  0.
(v ) Vx G X , 3 f r : im ( / )  —F X , t h e  f u n c t i o n  f T i s  a  r i g h t - i n v e r s e  o f  f  a n d
f o r
V r >  0 : 5 ( x ; r )  C l 4 > / r ( / ( x )  +  A(A?(0; (1 -  k ) r ) ) )  C B ( x ; 2 r ) .
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I t  r p e a n s  t h a t  f r i s  c o n t i n u o u s  a t  / ( x )  a n d  / r ( / ( x ) )  =  x.
(vi) I f  A  i s  a n  i s o m o r p h i s m  t h e n  f  i s  a  h o m e o m o r p h i s m  o n  t h e  b a l l s  
5 ( x ; r ) ,  m o r e o v e r  f \  a n d  f _ 1 | a r e  u n i f o r m l y  c o n t i n u o u s ,  w h e n -
e v e r  5 ( x ;  3 r )  C X .
P r o o f , (i) I t  follow s from  L em m a 2 t h a t  if W  is a  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f th e  
zero  e lem en t o f Y  th e n  th e re  e x is ts  a  p o s itiv e  n u m b er r  such  t h a t  / ( 5 ( x ; r ) )C  
C / ( x )  +  W ,  w h en ev er B ( x ; r )  C X  a n d  A ( B ( x ;  r ) )  C A { x )  +  W , W  +  W  C 
C W . If >1(5(0; r ) )  C W  th e n  5 ( x ;  r )  C X  => A ( B ( x ;  r ) )  =  A ( x  +  5 ( 0 ;  r ) )  C 
C A (x ) +  W , hence r  do es  n o t  d e p e n d  on x .
(ii) Let B ( x o; 3r )  C X . T h e n  for Vx G 5 (x o ;  r ): 5 ( x ;  r )  C B ( x o; 2 r )  and  
5 ( x 0; r )  C 5 ( x ;  2 r) C 5 ( x 0; 3 r ) .
By L em m a 1 if u  G 5 ( x 0; r )  a n d  m / x th e n  / ( x )  yf / ( « ) •
(iii) U sing L em m a 3 we h av e  a  C au ch y  sequence  { x n }  C 5 ( x ;  r )  su ch  th a t  
fo r Vn G N: ( A  -  f ) ( x n ) +  y =  A ( x n + X ) ,  if y  G f ( x )  +  >1(5(0 ; (1 — k ) r ) ) .  As 
th e  to p o lo g y  o f Q  is co m p le te  th e re  ex is ts  a  lim it x '  o f { x n } .  A  a n d  /  are 
co n tin u o u s , th e re fo re
( A  -  / ) ( * „ )  +  y - > A ( x ' )  -  f ( x ' )  +  y  =  A ( x ' )
as  th e  to p o lo g y  o f Y  is o f H a u sd o rff  ty p e . H ence y  — f ( x ' )  a n d  f ( x )  +  
+  A ( 5 ( 0 ; ( l - f c ) r ) ) c / ( 5 ( x ; r ) ) .
(iv) If >1 is o p en  th e n  th e  s e t  >1(5(0 ; (1 — k ) r )) is also o p en  a n d  / ( 5 ( x ;  r ) )  
is a  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f f { x ) .  If x  €  X r th e n  th e  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  A ( 5 ( 0; (1 — 
— k ) r ) )  do es  n o t d e p e n d  on x .
(v) L et y  G f { x )  +  >1(5(0 ; (1 — k ) r ) ) .  D en o te  5  :=  in f{s  | — f ( x )  +  y  G 
G A ( 5 ( 0 ;  (1 -  k ) s ) ) } .  O bv iously , S  <  r  a n d  y  G f ( x )  +  A (5 ( 0 ;  (1 — k ) 2 r ) )  Q 
/ ( 5 ( x ;  2 r ) ) ,  th u s  3 m G 5 ( x ;  2 r ) :  f { u )  =  y .  L et be f r { y )  ■= u.  T h e n  f r { f ( x )  +  
+  5 ( 0 ;  (1 — k ) r ) )  C  B ( x ; 2 r )  an d
/ r ( / ( * ) )  €  n  5 ( x ; 2 r )  =  {x}.
r >0
(vi) I t  is c lea r t h a t  /  is a  h o m eo m o rp h ism  on 5 ( x ;  r ) .  I t  m u s t  b e  show n 
o n ly  t h a t  / - 1  is u n ifo rm ly  c o n tin u o u s . It follow s from  (v) t h a t  f ~ 1 ( f ( x )  +  
+  >1(5(0 ; (1 — k ) r ) ) )  C 5 ( x ;  2 r ) ,  w h ere  th e  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  > 1(5 (0 ; (1 — k ) r ) )  
d o es  n o t  d ep en d  on / ( x ) .  □
T heorem 4. L e t  Q  be a  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  m e t r i z a b l e  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p ,  
{ d {  I i G 1 }  th e  f a m i l y  o f  t r a n s l a t i o n  i n v a r i a n t  q u a s i m e t r i c s  d e t e r m i n i n g  th e  
H a u s d o r f f  t y p e  t o p o l o g y  o f  Q , X  a  s u b s e t  o f  Q a n d  Xo G X , Y  b e  a  g r o u p ,  
A :  C, —^  Y  a  b i j e c t i v e  a n d  a d d i t i v e  m a p p i n g ,  f : X  —> T  a  f u n c t i o n .  I f  f o r  
V i e l ,  3 fc ,G ]0 ;l[ , V x G l ,  V 5 ,- (x ;r ) :
( A  -  / ) ( 5 , ( x ;  r ) n ! ) C  A ( B , ( x ; k t r ) n X )  -  f ( x )
t h e n
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(i) /  i s  i n j e c t i v e ;
(ii) / :  (X , r )  —> (y ,  t ') i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  m a p p i n g ,  w h e r e  t  i s  t h e  r e l a t i v e  
t o p o l o g y  o f  X  a n d  t ' i s  t h e  t o p o l o g y  o f Y  d e f i n e d  b y  A ;
(iii) I f  th e  t o p o l o g y  o f  Q  i s  s e q u e n t i a l l y  c o m p l e t e  a n d  o f  H a u s d o r f f  t y p e ,  
J  Q I , t h e n  f o r
Vr >  0, V i o G l ,  Vz <=X:  n B j  (x ; rfi) C X  =>■
j € J
=> f i x ) +  A i f l  b j (0; r j ( 1 ~  k i ) ) n  B i o (°; r i l  -  *.-<>))) c  f { x n  B i o ( x -  r ) ) .
j e J
M o r e o v e r ,  i f  Y  i s  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p  a n d  A  i s  o p e n ,  t h e n  f  i s  o p e n  to o ,  
t h e r e f o r e  i t  i s  h o m e o m o r p h i s m .
P r o o f . F irs t  o f  all u n d e r  th ese  co n d itio n s  a  to p o lo g y  can  be defined  on 
y  b y  A  so  th a t  A  is a n  iso m o rp h ism .
(i) A s x , u  £ X  a n d  i / t i ,  th e re  ex is ts  a  q u a s im e tr ic  d t such  th a t  
d i ( x ,  u ) ^  0. By L em m a 1, f ( x )  f ( u ) .
(ii) L et x  6  X , W  a n  a r b i t r a r y  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f th e  zero e lem en t o f  Y  
( W  G B y  (0 )), W  G B y  (0) a  sy m m etric  n e ig h b o u rh o o d , W  +  W  C W .  A s A  
is c o n tin u o u s  th e re  e x is ts  a  fin ite  su b se t J  o f  I  su c h  t h a t  A {  f ]  5 , ( x ; r ) )  C
i e J
C A { x )  +  W ' .
A {  D  ß , ( x ; r ) n I ) c A ( i )  +  r  
i e J
a n d
A {  0  B i  ( x ;  k , r ) n X ) c  A ( x )  +  W .
i £ j
If  u G  H  B t ( x;  r )  (1 X  th e n  
i e J
(A  -  f ) ( u )  G (A -  / ) (  D  B i  ( x ;  r )  n  A )  C f ]  (A ( B f i x ; k , r )  i l l ) -  f ( x ) )  =  
i e J  i e J
=  f |  A ( B i ( x - t k i r ) n X ) - f { x ) .
i e J
( A - f ) ( u )  +  f { x ) e  A ( f |  B i ( x ;  k t r )  i l l ) ,
i e J
h en c e
f ( u )  G f ( x )  -  A ( n  B i { x \ h r )  n l )  +  A ( f ]  B f i x ;  r )  f l l ) .  
i £ j  i £ j
f { u )  G f { x )  - W '  — A ( x )  +  A { x )  +  W '  =  f { x )  +  W '  +  W '  C f { x )  +  W .  
H en ce  / (  f |  B f i x ; r )  ( I I )  C f { x )  +  W .
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(iii) L et x  €  P) B j ( x \ T j )  C X .  D e n o te  H  :=  J u { t o } .  S u p p o se  t h a t  y  £
j e J
£ f ( x )  +  A (  P| 5 ^ (0 ;  (1 — k k ) r h ) ) -  U sing  L em m a 3 for th e  to p o lo g ic a l g ro u p  
heH
( Q , d h ) ,  a  seq u en ce  {x n } C P  B h { x ; r h )  can  be  chosen w hich is C a u c h y  se­
h e //
q u en ce  w ith  re sp ec t to  eve ry  d ^ ,  h  £  H , a n d  Vn £  N: ( A  — f ) ( x n ) -T y  =  
A ( x n + 1 ). (A s A  is in jec tiv e  we have th e  s a m e  { x n }  for every  h  £  H .) N ow  let 
i  £  I  be a rb itra ry . 3 r '  > 0 ;  y  £  f { x )  +  A ( X  D B t { x  \ ( 1  -  k ) r ' ) ) .  U sin g  L em m a 3 
a g a in  i t  is o b ta in e d  th a t  { z n } is a  C a u c h y  sequence  in Q . Q  is se q u e n tia lly  
co m p le te , th u s  { x n }  is co n v e rg en t. D e n o te  x '  :=  lim x n £  p  i ? ( x ; r / l). T h e n
heH
(.A  — / )  ( z ')  +  y  =  A ( x ' )  a n d  f ( x ' )  =  y ,  b ec au se  th e  top o lo g y  o f  Y  is o f  H aus- 
d o rff  ty p e . T h ere fo re  f ( x )  +  A {  P  B h (0; (1 -  k h ) r h ) )  C / (  p  B h ( x ; r h ) ) .  It
heH  heH
follow s th a t  if A  is an  o p en  m ap p in g  th e n  /  is also  open  on X  s in ce  in th is  
case  th e  to p o lo g y  o f Y  is finer th a n  th e  to p o lo g y  defined by A .  C o n se q u e n tly , 
/  is h o m eo m o rp h ism . □
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NOTES ON QUANTUM ENTROPY
M. OHYA and D. P E T Z
T h e  p re sen t p a p e r  co n s is ts  o f tw o  p a r ts .  In th e  f irs t one it will b e  p roved  
th a t  th e  von N e u m a n n  e n tro p y  governs th e  size o f  r a th e r  su re  p ro je c tio n s  in 
th e  co u rse  of in d e p e n d e n t tr ia ls .  T h e  second p a r t  is d ev o ted  to  th e  ex ten s io n  
o f th e  von N e u m a n n  e n tro p y  to  s ta te s  of a r b i t r a r y  u n ita l  C * -a lg eb ras .
B y a  fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s tem  we m ean  a n  a lg e b ra  o f m a trice s  w hich  is 
s ta b le  u n d e r ta k in g  a d jo in t .  (In o th e r  w o rd s, a  fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s te m  is 
a  fin ite  d im en sio n a l C * -a lg eb ra .)  If A  is su ch  an  a lg eb ra  th e n  th e re  is a 
lin ea r fu n c tio n a l T r w hich  ta k e s  th e  value 1 a t  each  m in im al p ro je c tio n . It 
is “tra c ia l” in th e  sen se  t h a t
T t a b  =  T r b a  ( a , b & A ) .
E v ery  fu n c tio n a l u  on  A  is d e te rm in e d  by a  d e n s ity  o p e ra to r  D w E A  in th e  
form
u i(a) = T r  D w a  ( a £ A ) .
T h e  e n tro p y  5 (iu ) o f  a  fu n c tio n a l u  is defined by  m ean s  o f  its  d en sity  o p e ra to r  
as
S M  =  T r * ? ( A , ) .
T h is  n o tio n  w as in tro d u c e d  by von N e u m a n n  in  1927 a n d  we te rm  it von 
N e u m a n n ’s e n tro p y  o r  s h o r t ly  en tro p y  (cf. [8 ]).
It is u n d e rs to o d  in  p ro b a b ili ty  th eo ry  t h a t  th e  n o tio n  o f (S h a n n o n  or 
m easu re  th e o re tic )  e n tro p y  h a s  successful a p p lic a tio n s  in a  v arie ty  o f  s u b je c ts  
b ecau se  it  d e te rm in e s  th e  a s y m p to tic  b eh a v io u r o f  c e r ta in  p ro b a b ilitie s  in th e  
co u rse  o f  in d e p e n d e n t t r ia ls  (see, for ex am p le  [1] o r  [11]). Now we will d iscu ss  
th is  p h en o m en o n  fo r fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s tem s.
L et A  be a  fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s tem  w ith  a  fa ith fu l s ta te  ui.  T h e  n-fo ld  
a lg eb ra ic  te n so r  p ro d u c t  A n = A ® . . . ® A  is a g a in  a  fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s tem  
a n d  th e  p ro d u c t  fu n c tio n a l u n =  u  (g). . .  <g) u> is a  s ta te  of A n . U sin g  th e  
obv ious id en tific a tio n s  th e  inclusion  (A n ,con ) C (A m ,w m ) holds fo r n ^ m  
a n d  we se t
(*-4oo > ^oo)  =  U{ (A n , ojn ) : n  E N }.
1991 M athematics  Subject Classification.  P rim ary  46L30; Secondary 82B10, 94A17. 
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O n  th e  * -a lg eb ra  Aoo th e  r ig h t  sh if t e n d o m o rp h ism  7  is defined  fo r a \  ® a2 ®
t^ ) . . . G) d y i  £ A n *^S
7 ( a i  <g)a2 <g> ■ • -<8>an ) = /< 8 > a i  <8x22 <8> • • -<8>an £  A n + i
a n d  is in v a ria n t u n d e r  7 . N ow  p erfo rm  th e  G N S -c o n s tru c tio n s  w ith  th e  
s t a t e  W o o  an d  a rriv e  a t  th e  t r ip le t  W e iden tify  A o o  th ro u g h  its
f a i th fu l  re p re se n ta tio n  7r w ith  a  s u b a lg e b ra  o f  th e  g e n e ra te d  von  N e u m a n n  
a lg e b r a  A 4  =  n ( A oo)" C B ( f H ) . T h e  n o rm a l s t a t e
u { a )  =  (Í2 , a i l )  ( a £ A i )
is a n  e x te n s io n  o f a n d  th e  en d o m o rp h ism  7  e x ten d s  to  A 4  su ch  t h a t  th e  
r e la t io n  u> 0 7  =  0 ; is p re s e rv e d . (F o r th e  sak e  o f  sim pler n o ta t io n  w e d o  no t 
u se  a  n ew  le tte r  for th e  e x te n s io n .)
T h e  follow ing re s u lt  m a y  b e  ca lled  th e  w eak  law  of la rg e  n u m b e rs  (for 
in d e p e n d e n t  fin ite  q u a n tu m  sy s te m s) . S ince i t  is well know n its  p ro o f  will 
b e  o m itte d .
P r o p o s i t i o n  1 . I n  t h e  a b o v e  d e s c r i b e d  s i t u a t i o n  th e  f o l l o w i n g  s t a t e ­
m e n t s  h o l d .
(i) I f  a  £  A 4  a n d  7 (a ) =  a  t h e n  a  £ C l .
(ii) F o r  e v e r y  a  £  A 4  t h e  s e q u e n c e  s n { a )  =  n ~ l  (a  +  7 (a) +  . . .  +  7 n _ 1  (a)) 
c o n v e r g e s  t o  a> ( a ) I  i n  t h e  s t r o n g  o p e r a t o r  t o p o lo g y .
(iii) I f  a  £ A 4 s a  a n d  J  C R i s  c l o s e d  i n t e r v a l  s u c h  t h a t  u j ( a )  ^ J  a n d  p n i s  
t h e  s p e c t r a l  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  s n (a) c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  i n t e r v a l  J  t h e n
> 0  i n  t h e  s t r o n g  o p e r a t o r  t o p o l o g y .
L e t us fix a  p o s itiv e  n u m b e r  e  <  1. F o r a  w hile we say  t h a t  a  p ro je c tio n  
Q n  £  A n  is ra th e r  s u re  if ujn ( Q n ) 1 — e .  O n  th e  o th e r  h a n d , th e  size of 
Q n i  t h e  c a rd in a lity  o f  a  m a x im a l p a irw ise  o r th o g o n a l fam ily  o f  p ro je c tio n s  
c o n ta in e d  in Q n , is g iv en  b y  T rn Q n . (T h e  s u b s c r ip t n  in T r„  in d ic a te s  th a t  
th e  a lg eb ra ic  tra c e  fu n c tio n a l  on  A n is m e a n t here .) T h e  th e o re m  below  
s a y s  t h a t  th e  von N e u m a n n ’s e n tro p y  o f  ui g o v ern s a sy m p to tic a lly  th e  size 
o f  r a th e r  su re  p ro je c tio n s : A  ra th e r  su re  p ro je c tio n  in A n c o n ta in s  a t  least 
e x p (n S (o ;) )  p a irw ise  o r th o g o n a l  m in im al p ro je c tio n .
T h e o r e m  2 . U n d e r  t h e  a b o v e  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  w i t h  t h e  a b o v e  n o t a t i o n  
t h e  l i m i t  r e l a t i o n
lim  -  in f {log T rn Q n : Q n € A n is a  p ro je c tio n , u n (Q n ) >  1 -  e}  =  S ( uj)
n—► 0 0  72
h o l d s .
P r o o f . If D n d e n o te s  th e  d e n s ity  o f  u n th e n  one can  see easily  t h a t
n —1
-  log  D n =  ^ 7 ! ( - l o g T ) 1) 
i=0
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w h ere  7  s ta n d s  fo r th e  r ig h t sh if t. T h e  sequ en ce  (7 ‘(— log -D i)) b eh av es 
as  in d e p e n d e n t id en tica lly  d is t r ib u te d  ra n d o m  variab les  w ith  re sp e c t to  th e  
s t a te  Woo. M o re  precisely, th e  p re v io u s  p ro p o s itio n  app lies fo r a  =  — log D \  
a n d  te lls
- l o g D n ->  S ( tu )J  
n
s tro n g ly . L e t P ( n ,  6 )  b e  th e  sp e c tra l  p ro je c tio n  o f th e  se lfa d jo in t o p e ra to r  
- n ~ l \ogDn co rre sp o n d in g  to  th e  in te rv a l ( 5  (tu) — 6,  S(cu) +  S ) .  A cco rd in g  
to  (iii) o f P ro p o s itio n  1 o n e  has
(1) P { n , Ő) I  
s tro n g ly  fo r every  <5 >  0. In p a r tic u la r ,
u ( P ( n , 6 ) )  =  ( P ( n , 6 ) Q , f l )  —¥ 1
as n  —> 0 0  a n d  P ( n , ó )  is a  r a th e r  su re  p ro je c tio n  if n  is la rg e  en o u g h . It 
follow s from  th e  d efin itio n  o f P ( n ,  6)  t h a t
(2) D n P ( n , <5)exp ( « 5 (tu) — n S )  <  P ( n , 6 )  ^  D „ex p  (n S (tu) +  n S )  
w hich  gives
— log T r „ P ( n ,  S)  <  S (tu) +  6.  
n
Since 6 >  0 w as a r b it r a ry  we e s ta b lish
(3) l i m s u p  — i n f j l o g T r n Q „  : Q n }  ^  5 (tu).
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T o p ro v e  th a t  5 (tu) is a c tu a lly  th e  lim it we shall a rg u e  by  c o n tra d ic t io n . 
A ssu m e t h a t  th e re  ex is t a  seq u en ce  n ( l )  <  n ( 2) <  . . .  o f in te g e rs , a  n u m b e r 
t >  0 a n d  p ro je c tio n s  Q ( n ( k ) )  G A n (k) ( fe =  1 , 2 , . . . )  such  th a t  
(i) tuoc(Q (n(fc )) >  1 -  £,
(ii) lo g T rn(fc)Q(n(A:)) ^  n ( k ) ( S ( u )  -  t ) .
T h e  b o u n d e d  sequence  ( Q  ( n ( k ) ) )  ^  h a s  a  w eak  lim it p o in t in  th e  von  N eu­
m a n n  a lg e b ra  M ,  say  T  G M .  In s te a d  o f  se lec tin g  a  su b seq u en ce  w e su p p o se  
t h a t  Q ( n ( k ) ) - + T  w eakly. I t  is s tra ig h tfo rw a rd  to  show  t h a t  fro m  (1) th e  
w eak  lim it
Q { n ( k ) ) P ( n { k ) , 6 ) ^ T
follow s. C o n seq u en tly ,
(4) lim inf u)0 0 ( Q ( n ( k ) ) P ( n ( k ) , 6 ) )  > tu (T )  ^  1 — e .
k — > oo
U sing  th e  f irs t p a r t  o f (2) we e s t im a te
T r Q (n (* ) )  ^ T r Q { n ( k ) ) P ( n ( k ) , 6 )
= T r D n^ Q ( n ( k ) ) P ( n ( k ) , 6 ) e x p  (nS (tu ) -  n S )
= e x p  (n 5 (tu ) — n 6 ) u 00( Q ( n ( k ) ) P ( n ( k ) ,  6 ) )
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a n d
lim  in f —J7X  log T rn(fc)Q(n(A:)) k-*oo n[k) '  '
>S(u)-<5 +  lim  - ^ - r l o g w 0 0 (Q (n(A ;))P (n(Ä :),Ä )).
fc—>oo n ( K j
T h e  lim it te rm  o n  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  side v an ish es  d u e  to  (4) an d  we a rr iv e  a t  
a  c o n tra d ic t io n  w ith  (ii) if  0 <  6 <  t .  T h is  p ro v e s  th e  th eo re m .
O p p o s ite  to  th e  c o m m u ta tiv e  case th e  s t a t e  sp ac e  o f a  q u a n tu m  sy s tem  
is n o t  a  C h o q u e t s im p le x  in  th e  sense t h a t  s ta t e s  a d m it several e x tre m a l 
d ec o m p o s itio n s . F o r e x a m p le , fo r A  =  M 2 (C ) th e  g en e ra l form  o f a  d e n s ity  
m a t r ix  is
(5)
n  _  1 (  1 +  a  b +  i c \  
2  y b  -  i c  1 — a  )
w h e re  a , 6 ,c  a re  re a l n u m b e rs  an d  a 2 +  b 2 +  c 2 ^  1. T h a n k s  to  th e  affine 
c o rre sp o n d e n c e  D  (a , b ,  c ) we can  v isualize  th e  s ta te  space as a  b a ll (o f 
r a d iu s  1 ) an d  su rfa ce  p o in ts  co rresp o n d  to  p u re  s ta te s .
L e t ip be a  s t a t e  o f  a  fin ite  q u a n tu m  s y s te m  a n d  ip =  ]T t- X t ipi b e  an  
e x tre m a l  d e c o m p o s itio n  ( t h a t  is, every  ipi is p u re ) .  A p p ro ach in g  fro m  in fo r­
m a tio n  th e o ry  one m ig h t th in k  th a t  th e  e n tro p y  o f  <p is — At log A,-. T h is , 
h o w ev er, w ould n o t  b e  s a t is fa c to ry  b ecau se  th e  A,’s a re  n o t in g en e ra l th e  
p ro b a b ili t ie s  o f m u tu a lly  exc lusive  even ts. In fa c t,
(6 ) S(< p)  <; -  A* lo§ A*'
i
a n d  th e  e q u a lity  h o ld s  if a n d  on ly  if th e  e x tre m a l d eco m p o sitio n  ^  A,qAt is 
o r th o g o n a l .  T h is  w as o b ta in e d  in  [4] a  long  tim e  ag o  an d  here  it  will be  
d e d u c e d  by  m ean s  o f  th e  re la tiv e  en tropy . T h e  in e q u a lity  (6 ) is in te rp re te d  
as  fo llow s. In  th e  sen se  o f  in fo rm a tio n  c o n te n t, th e  m o s t econom ical e x tre m a l 
d e c o m p o s itio n  is th e  o r th o g o n a l  one, w hich is im p le m e n te d  by th e  d e n s ity  
m a tr ix .
T h e  e n tro p y  o f  ui w ith  re sp e c t to  p  is d efined  by
(7) S ( u , p )  =
T r D u  (log  D u  -  log D v ) if s u p p  D v  >  su p p  D u  
+ o o  o th e rw ise .
H e re  s u p p  D ^  d e n o te s  th e  sm a lle s t p ro je c tio n  p  su ch  t h a t  -ip ( p )  =  ip ( I ) . In 
p a r t ic u la r ,  S ( u , p )  is a lw a y s  fin ite  if th e  d e n s ity  o f  <p h as  s tr ic tly  p o sitiv e  
e ig en v a lu es . (Such a  <p is ca lled  fa ith fu l.) W h e n  D v  co m m u tes  w ith  D u  
a n d  th e i r  eigenvalue lis ts  a r e  (Ai,  A2 , . . .  , An) a n d  ( « i , . . .  , « „ ) , respective ly , 
th e n  5 ( . , . )  reduces to  th e  c lassica l exp ression  d u e  to  K ullback  an d  L eib ler.
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A lth o u g h  we m o stly  sp e a k  o f  th e  re la tiv e  e n tro p y  o f  s ta te s  it  is c o n v e n ie n t to  
allow  u  a n d  p  in th e  d e fin itio n  of S (w , p )  to  b e  a r b it r a ry  positive  fu n c tio n a ls .
T h e  re la tiv e  e n tro p y  m ay  be defined fo r l in e a r  fu n c tio n a ls  o f a n  a r b i t r a r y  
C * -a lg eb ra . N ow  we do  n o t  give th e  d e ta ils  o f  th e  ra th e r  tech n ica l c h a in  o f 
d efin itio n s  go ing  th ro u g h  von N eu m an n  a lg e b ra s  an d  norm al fu n c tio n a ls  to  
an  a r b i t r a ry  C * -a lg e b ra . W e ju s t  m en tio n  a  po ssib le  ex tension  o f  (7 ) , th e  
so -called  K o sa k i’s fo rm u la  ([1 ], [5]).
OO
S ( u ) ,  p )  =  s u p s u p  j u ( / )  log n  -  J [ u ( y ( t ) * y ( t ) )  + t  1p ( x ( t ) x ( t ) * ] t  1 d t j
l / n
w h ere  th e  f irs t su p  is ta k e n  over all n a tu ra l  n u m b e rs  n ,  th e  sec o n d  o n e  is 
over all s te p  fu n c tio n s  x  : ( l / n ,  oo) —> N  w ith  fin ite  range and  y ( t )  = ,  I  — x ( t ) .
T h e  re la tiv e  e n tro p y  o f positive  fu n c tio n a ls  o f  a  C * -a lg eb ra  s h a re s  th e  
follow ing p ro p e r tie s  (see [1], [5] an d  [9]).
(i) S ( u > , p )  is convex an d  w eak ly  low er sem ico n tin u o u s.
(ii) \ W  ~  ^ l l 2 =  2 5 ( cj, p )  if < f i ( I ) = u { I )  =  1.
(hi) S ( u , p i )  ^  S ( u , p 2) if <Pi ^  ¥>2 -
(iv) F o r a  u n ita l  S chw arz  m ap  a : A o  A \  th e  re la tion  S ( lo o q , p  o  a )  £  
< S (w, p )  ho lds.
(v) F o r u> =  u i we h ave  S { u ,  p )  +  Y ^ = \  5 (w t-, üj) =  £ " = 1  S { ují , <p). 
Below th e  p ro p e r t ie s  (ii) an d  (v) will n o t  b e  required .
P r o p o s i t i o n  3. L e t  p  be a  s t a t e  o f  a  f i n i t e  q u a n t u m  s y s t e m  A .  I f  p  i s  
a  c o n v e x  c o m b i n a t i o n  p j i p j  o f  s t a t e s  t h e n
S ( v )  ^  ^ / C ‘5'(<P,<P?)-
i
W h e n  a l l  t h e  p j  ’s  a r e  p u r e  t h e n  th e  e q u a l i t y  s i g n  a p p l i e s .
P r o o f . I t  suffices to  p rove  th e  e q u a lity  b ec au se  th e  in e q u a lity  follow s 
by  co n v ex ity  o f  th e  re la tiv e  en tropy . B y s im p le  c o m p u ta tio n  we h a v e
^  P j S { p ,  p f i  =  A*jTr V i D <Pj) +  T r 7/(Z?v )
3 Í
an d  th e  f irs t te rm  o n  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  side v an ish es  w hen all th e  D iflj ’s a re  
p ro je c tio n s .
N ow  le t p  =  Y l  x i tl>i be  an  e x tre m a l d e c o m p o s itio n . C o m b in in g  P ro p o s i­
t io n  3 w ith  th e  m o n o to n ic ity  (iii) of th e  re la t iv e  e n tro p y  in th e  f irs t  v a r ia b le  
we in fer (6 ) as follow s.
s(<p)= X's  (vb V'«) ^  XtS V’t)=- A< log A'-t t t
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W e n o te  t h a t  P ro p o s i t io n  3 an d  its  c o n se q u e n c e  (6 ) rem ain  v a lid  if  A  is 
a  v o n  N e u m a n n  a lg e b ra  w h ic h  is th e  d irec t su m  o f  ty p e  I fa c to rs  a n d  p  is an  
a r b i t r a r y  n o rm al s ta te .  ( In  th is  case th e  fu n c tio n a l  T r in th e  p ro o f  sh o u ld  
b e  u n d e r s to o d  as th e  f a i th fu l  n o rm al sem ifin ite  tra c e  w hich ta k e s  th e  value  
1 a t  e a c h  m in im al p ro je c t io n .)
P ro p o s i t io n  3 allow ed  th e  follow ing d e f in itio n  o f  th e  en tro p y  o f  s t a t e s  of 
a r b i t r a r y  C *-a lg eb ras  in  [7].
(8 ) S ( p )  =  s u p  I  ^  X i S { p ,  <fii) : ^ 2  \ n p i  =  p > Y
i i
H e re  th e  su p rem u m  is ta k e n  over all d e c o m p o s itio n s  of p  in to  f in i te  (or 
e q u iv a le n tly  co u n tab le ) c o n v e x  c o m b in a tio n s  o f  o th e r  s ta te s . A p p a re n t ly  th e  
b a c k g ro u n d  un ifo rm  d is t r ib u t io n  p ro v id ed  b y  th e  tra c e  fu n c tio n a l in  fin ite  
q u a n tu m  sy s tem s is n o t  p re s e n t  in th is  d e f in itio n . Som e p ro p e rtie s  o f  5(y?) 
a r e  im m e d ia te  from  th o s e  o f  th e  re la tiv e  e n tro p y . T h e  q u a n ti ty  S ( p )  is 
n o n n e g a t iv e  an d  v an ish es  w h e n  an d  only w h e n , p  is a  p u re  s ta te .  M o re o v e r, 
th e  e n t ro p y  is lower s e m ic o n tin u o u s  b ec au se  i t  is th e  su p rem u m  o f  low er 
s e m ic o n tin u o u s  re la tiv e  e n tro p y  fu n c tio n a ls  (see (i) above). T h e  in v a ria n c e  
o f  S ( p )  u n d e r  a u to m o rp h is m s  is obvious a s  w ell.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .  L e t  A o  C  A  be C * - a l g e b r a s  a n d  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  
a  c o n d i t i o n a l  e x p e c t a t i o n  o f  A  o n t o  A o  p r e s e r v i n g  a  g i v e n  s t a t e  p  o f  A .  T h e n
(9) S ( p )  >  S ( p  IM 0).
P r o o f . Indeed , if Y f  A,?/’; =  p \ A o  for so m e  s ta te s  i f i  of A o  th e n  X i t f i o  
o E  is  a  d ec o m p o sitio n  o f  p  w h e re  E  w as w r i t te n  fo r th e  co n d itio n a l e x p e c ­
t a t i o n  in  th e  s ta te m e n t.  T h e  re s t follows fro m  S { p  \ A o ,  i ff)  ^  S ( p ,  i f i  o  E ).
T h e  ex is ten ce  o f th e  c o n d itio n a l e x p e c ta t io n  p reserv in g  th e  g iv en  s t a te  
is a n  e s se n tia l  h y p o th e s is  in  P ro p o s itio n  4. T h e  m o n o to n ic ity  p ro p e r ty  (9) 
d o e s  n o t  ho ld  in g en e ra l. T h e  s im p lest c o u n te re x a m p le  is due to  th e  fa c t 
t h a t  in  th e  q u a n tu m  case  a  p u re  s ta te  of th e  a lg e b ra  can  yield a  re s tr ic t io n  
w h ic h  is a  m ixed  s ta te  on  t h e  su b a lg eb ra . T h e  n e x t  observ a tio n  is o b v io u s .
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.  L e t  A  =  A \ @ A 2 he C * - a l g e b r a s  a n d  p  =  A < p j 0 ( l  — \ ) p >2 
a  s t a t e  o f  A  ( 0  <  A <  1 ) . T h e n
S { p )  — X S (g > \ )  +  (1 -  \ ) S ( < p f ) .
N o w  le t  tp be a  n o rm a l s t a t e  on a  von  N e u m a n n  a lg eb ra  A 4. T h e n  a 
d e c o m p o s it io n  p = Y l  is  necessarily  b u il t  f ro m  norm al s ta te s  if  A,
0. H e n ce , if we w ish , in  th e  defin ition  (8 ) w e m ay  re s tr ic t o u rse lv e s  to  
n o r m a l  s ta te s  <p%. W h e n  p  is th e  s u p p o r t p ro je c t io n  of <p th e n  S { i f , < p )  =  
=  5 ( ^ 1  p M p ,  <p I p M p )  w h e n e v e r  i p ( p )  =  1 fo r  th e  s t a te  i f .  C o n se q u e n tly
( 1 0 ) S ( p )  =  S ( p \ p M p ) .
T h e  fo llo w in g  re su lt is d u e  o t  H iai ([3]) an d  its  p ro o f  uses th e  s t ru c tu re  th e o ry  
o f  v o n  N e u m a n n  fa c to rs .
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T h e o r e m  6 . L e t  <p be n o r m a l  s t a t e  o f  a  v o n  N e u m a n n  a l g e b r a  A A  a n d  
l e t  p  be  t h e  s u p p o r t  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  ip. I f  p A A p  i s  a  c o u n t a b l e  d i r e c t  s u m  o f  t y p e  
I  f a c t o r s  t h e n  S ( t p )  =  T vt] ( D v ) w h e r e  D v  i s  t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  p  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  
th e  c a n o n i c a l  s e m i f i n i t e  n o r m a l  t r a c e  T r o n  p A A p .  O t h e r w i s e ,  5(<p) — o o .
N ow  we t u r n  to  e n tro p y  o f s ta te s  o f C * -a lg eb ra s . Let ip be a  s t a t e  o f  a 
C * -a lg e b ra  A .  W e w rite  ip fo r th e  v ec to r  s t a t e  induced  by th e  cyclic  v e c to r  
'L o n  th e  von  N eu m an n  a lg e b ra  tt^ ( A ) "  w h en  ( H ^ ,  'L, tt^ ,) is th e  G N S -tr ip le  
co rre sp o n d in g  to  ip.
L e m m a  7 . W i t h  th e  a b o v e  n o t a t i o n  w e  h a v e  S ( i p )  =  S ( i p ) .
P r o o f . T h e  key to  th e  p ro o f is th e  fa c t t h a t  a  fin ite  re la tive  e n t ro p y  m ay  
be  c o m p u te d  in th e  G N S re p re se n ta tio n  o f  th e  reference s ta te .  T h is  y ields 
re ad ily  t h a t  S(ip) ^  S(ip). O n th e  o th e r  h a n d , if ip =  J 2 ,  i^ipi is a  convex  
d e c o m p o s itio n  in th e  s t a te  space  o f A  th e n  o n e  can  find (n o rm a l) s t a t e s  ipi 
o f tt^ ( A ) "  such  t h a t  ipi =  ip ,• o an d  ip =  Aiip{. Since S(ip, ipf) =  S(ip, ipf)
th e  co nverse  in eq u a lity  S(ip) <i S(ip) follow s.
T h e o r e m  8 . L e t  ip be  a  s t a t e  o f  a  C * - a l g e b r a  A .  T h e n
(11) 5(V ’) =  in f I  J ^ r / ( A , ) }
w h e r e  t h e  i n f i m u m  i s  t a k e n  o v e r  a l l  p o s s i b l e  d e c o m p o s i t i o n s  ip — JT A {ipi i n t o  
p u r e  s t a t e s .  I f  ip i s  n o t  a  c o u n t a b l e  c o n v e x  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  p u r e  s t a t e s  t h e n  
S  (ip) =  oo.
P r o o f . L em m a 7 allow s us to  re d u ce  th e  th eo rem  to  th e  v o n  N e u m a n n  
a lg e b ra  version . W e have to  con sid er tw o  cases . If ip is no t a  c o u n ta b le  convex  
co m b in a tio n  o f p u re  s ta te s ,  th e n  th e  von  N e u m a n n  a lg eb ra  p n ^ ( A ) " p  is n o t 
a  c o u n ta b le  d ire c t sum  o f ty p e  I fa c to rs , ( p  is th e  su p p o rt p ro je c t io n  o f  ip.) 
T h e o re m  6  te lls  us t h a t  S(ip) =  oo in th is  case . If ip is a  c o u n ta b le  convex  
c o m b in a tio n  o f p u re  s ta te s  th e n  p n ^ ( A ) " p  is a  co u n tab le  d ire c t su m  o f  ty p e  
I fa c to rs  a n d  we m ay  re fer to  T h eo rem  6  a g a in .
T h e  exp ressio n  (11) a p p e a re d  as  th e  d efin itio n  o f e n tro p y  in  [6 ]. I t  is 
n o te w o r th y  th a t  in [9] th is  fo rm u la  w as g en e ra lized  to  define th e  e n tro p y  of 
a  s t a t e  w ith  re sp e c t to  a  c o m p a c t co n v ex  su b se t.
T h eo rem  6  a n d  L em m a 7 w ith  th e  a d d i t iv i ty  o f th e  von N e u m a n n  e n tro p y  
u n d e r  te n so r  p ro d u c t g ives t h a t
( 1 2 ) S (y > 0  ip) =  S( <p)  +  S ( i p )
if <p a n d  ip are  a r b i t r a ry  s ta te s  o f C * -a lg e b ra s . I t  is q u ite  re m a rk a b le  th a t  
th is  p ro p e r ty  do es n o t follow read ily  fro m  th e  defin ition  (8 ).
4 3 0 M. OHYA a n d  D. PETZ: NOTES ON QUANTUM ENTROPY
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ON THE LOWER SHADOW IN VARIOUS POSETS
A N D REA  R A U SC H E
A b s tr a c t
T h e  m ain aim of th is p ap er is to  find new bounds of the lower shadow  of families in 
a poset. A t first we consider th e  Boolean la ttice  and afterw ards the poset of m ultisets.
1. Introduction
L et n  be an  in te g e r  a n d  le t N  be an  n -e le m en t se t, e.g . TV =  { 1 , 2 , . . .  , n} .
/  N \
W e consider su b se ts  o f  th e  se t I 1 of all fc-elem ent s u b se ts  o f  N .  T h e
B oo lean  la ttic e  is th e  p o se t o f all su b se ts  o f N  o rd e red  by in c lu s io n . Fur-
n / i V \
th e rm o re , we define  th e  low er shadow  A T  o f a  fam ily  T  Q I ^  1 by A T  =
=  {F : 3 G  6  T ,  F  C G ,  |G \  F |  =  1}. T h e  follow ing lem m a o f S p e rn e r  [10] 
gives a  sim ple re la tio n sh ip  betw een  \ T \  an d  | | :
L e m m a  1. I f  T Q  
o n l y  i f  T  =  0 o r  T  —
D '*e" |A^ d l T T \ T \ .  E q u a l i t y  h o l d s  i f  a n d
T h is  gives a  low er b o u n d  for
\ A T \
u n d e r  th e  a s su m p tio n  \ T \  >  0. B u t
th e  in eq u a lity  is n o t so  g o o d  for fam ilies T , w hich  sizes a re  sm a ll re la tiv e  to
n \
I . A n im p o r ta n t  th e o re m  in th is  field is th e  K ru s k a l-K a to n a  T h eo rem  
[5], [6 ]:
, N
T h e o r e m  1 . L e t  T ^  I a n d  le t
1991 M athematics  Subject Classification.  P rim ary  05A05.
.Vet/ words and phrases.  Shadow , extrem al fam ilies of subsets.
0081-6906/96 /$  5.00 © 1996 Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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w i t h  d k  >  ßfc-i >  ■ • • >  d t  >  1 . T h e n
| A T | >
f c -  1 /  +  U - 2 /  +  ' "  +  U _  1
a n d  t h i s  b o u n d  i s  b e s t  p o s s i b l e .
N o w  a  useful co ro lla ry  o f  F ra n k l [3] can  be p ro v e d .
C orollary  1 . L e t  X  Q  ( ' j  a n d  l e t  \ X \  < f  J w i t h  mGN,  T h e n
| A ^ | >
m  — k  +  1
m
i n  i . e .
\ A X \  \ k - l
\ X \
B e fo re  proving  C o ro lla ry  1 le t us in tro d u ce  so m e  n o ta tio n s . C o n s id e r th e
f N \
(c o lex ico g rap h ic ) o rd e rin g  <  ; on  I I  w hich is d efined  by
X  < i Y  iff m a x {  v  : v  €  X  -  Y }  <  m a x { v  : v  €  Y  — X } .
/  N \
L e t C ( m , k )  deno te  th e  f i r s t  m  s e ts  of I J re la tiv e  to  th e  o rd e rin g  <  / an d
C X  =  C ( \ X \ , k ) .  T h e n  i t  is n o t  difficult to  verify  t h a t  th e  K r.u sk a l-K a to n a  
T h e o r e m  is equivalen t to
T heorem  2. L e t  X Q  ( JM  . T h e n \ A X \  > \ A { C X ) \ .
P r o o f . |C (A T ) | =  \ A X \  > |A ( C T ) | d u e  to  T h eo rem  2. W ith  \ X \  ^
w here M  =  { 1 , 2 , . . .  , m } . B y L em m a 1 we 
k  _____ k
< I j we o b ta in  C X q ( ^
h a v e  |A ( C T ) |  >
m  — k  +  1
\ C X \  =
m  -  k  +  l i n
□
2. The main result
Is  i t  possib le to  im p ro v e  th e  inequality  o f  C o ro lla ry  1 fo r c e r ta in  co n ­
d i t io n s  o f  \ X \ 1  B efore w e c a n  s ta te  an d  p ro v e  o u r  th eo re m  we n eed  th e  
fo llo w in g  lem m a an d  so m e  n o ta t io n s :
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L emma 2. F o r  a l l  x , y , z , w  £  R+ a n d  y  >  w  >  0 i n  c a s e  (ii) w e  h a v e
0 ) ( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3 )
X  Z  X  X  +  z  z
- <  — o  -  < --------- <  —
y  w  y  y  +  w  w
x  x  +  z  x  x  +  z  z
y  y  +  w  y  y + w  w
X  +  Z  Z  X  x  +  z  z
— —  ^  - * ►  -  <; - z —  < -
y + w  w  y  y + w  w
(Ü)
X
-  <
y ~
X  —  Z  X  Z
----------O  -  >
y  — w  y  w
Now we use k , m , t  £  N + w ith  k  fixed a n d
\ F \  =  m : =
w ith  Xk >  X k - \  >  ■ . .  >  x t  >  t  >  1 an d  all x , ; £  N. 
|AJf| ^ A m  := X) ^ ^  . T h e  ex a c t values o f  x t  
ing.
Now we a re  a b le  to  s t a t e  o u r  m ain  re su lt.
N
T heorem 3. L e t  T Q  I s a t i s f y
B y T h eo rem  1 we o b ta in  
can  b e  seen in th e  follow-
m -G)+! G - i) +G - - i
w i t h  v  <  k  -  1 a n d  a  >  b \  >  6 2 >  • ■ ■ >  bv >  6 „ + i . S u p p o s e  t h a t
i m p l i e s
IA -F I
1 ^ 1
w s G h g G - i )
G - O + g G - i - O
t= i
T h e n
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(i) f o r
by+\
k — v — 2 
bv + i
k — v — 1
> V 7  ! =  1
k — i  — 1
:
2 = 1
bi
k  — i
w e  h a v e
(ii) / o r
w e h a v e
R e m a r k  1. If
Í  by+ 1 \
\ k  — v  — 2 J  
f  bv+ 1 \
\ A :  — v — 1 /
b t \  
k — i — l j
th e n  b y  L em m a 2 we o b ta in  th e  s a m e  re su lts  as in T h e o re m  3(i) a n d  as in 
T h e o re m  3 (ii) .
T h e  ca se  v  =  0 m ean s \ T \ L 
a u th o r  in  [8 ].
w h a t w as d iscu ssed  by  th e
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3. Proof of Theorem 3
(i) T h e  a s su m p tio n s  im ply
fo r m  < .
\ k E
t= i
\ A T \
\ F \
k  — i
>
J + £
1=1
bi
k  -  i  -  1
:)+E(/:,
7 1=1 x
. Now le t
:)+e (;:1) ^ s'"s(*)+s ( - í)+
b y -f 1
k  -  i )  ' \ k  — v  — 1
a n d  we have to  in v e s tig a te
A m
m
k —t
+ E G - t i J + E
1 =  1 l = t / + l
k  — i  — 1
V  /  I \  /c  — £
+E (/:,)+ e
1 =  1 x 7 t=t;+l
c,
k  — i
w ith  c„+i < b v + i .
B y T h eo rem  1 a n d  C o ro lla ry  1 we know  
k — t
E
k — t
E u  z
1= 11+1 — I
a n d  w ith  o u r a s su m p tio n  we o b ta in
V t -1
i=u+ 1  \ k  — i  — i j  \ k  — v  — 2
b v + i
k  — v  — 1
k — t
E
i=.v-\-1
k —t
E
i= v+ 1
A: — z — 1
c,
k  — i +E
t= i
bi
k  — i
T h e n  from  L em m a 2 we in fer
A m “i)+Ei= i k  — i — 1
m
+ E ( / : ,
1=1
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(ii) S ince
\ A T \
\ T \
> )
V
+E
8 =  1
k  — i  — 1
+
b y + 1
k  — v  — 2
1 =  1
by + 1
k  — v  — 1
fo r
m
(see  a s s u m p tio n s  an d  L e m m a  2) we consider th e  in te rv a l
+E
i= i
k  — i
. 1 + 1  <  m  < E
2 =  1
k  — i
^v+ l
k  -  v  — 1
A c c o rd in g  to  th e  fu r th e r  p r o o f  i t  is necessary  to  d e c o m p o se  th is  in te rv a l. 
T h e r e f o r e  let
m  €  
a n d
i= i
+E(/:,)+(r_+^+1 1 \  f ak  — v  — l ) '  \  k )  ^  \ k  — i )  \ k  — v  — 1
i= i
A + i
A m
m
- 1  +  ^
t'= i
hi
k  -  i  — 1
+
+ £
i= i
k  — i. +
+
k —t
. : * , ) + e
b v - \ - i 1A  ^ ^
k  — v  — 2 )  . ' \ k  — i  — 1i=v+2
+
by-\-1 1
k  — v i k l G - .i= t;+2
B y  C o ro l la ry  1 and  T h e o re m  1 w e o b ta in
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H ence
an d  we g e t
— A m ! \
f  + 1
\ k  — v  -
N + i  \
— A m '
- V - 2 J
b y + l  ^1 f
-  V — 1 )
1 — m
^  — m '
b v + \
k  — v  — 2  
b v + i
k  — v  — 1 
a
bv+1
k  — v  — 2
bi
<-
k - 1) +  \ k ~ i - 1
7 i= i
a  \  A  /  bt
+ M * -1=1 x
d u e  to  th e  a s su m p tio n s . (N o tice  t h a t  ( 1 + 1 ) — m !  >  0 b e c a u s e  o f  th e
\ k  — v  — I J
d efin itio n  o f  m ! .) T h e n , using  L em m a 2, we o b ta in
T h is  h o ld s  by  L e m m a  2 if a n d  only  if
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W e h av e  to  p rove  t h a t  in  ev e ry  in terval
m e  1 1 Í) +  £  ( ' h' )  +  ( \ + 1 + E ( i b l ) + + \
, k  J ^  \ k  — i )  \ k  — v - l j  \ k )  ~ ^ \ k —i )  \ k —v —l
i  =  0 , 1 , . . .  , bv + 1  — x ' ; th e  s ta te m e n t
A m
> 8 =  1
+
k  -  i — 1 7 \ k  — v  — 2
x  +  i
m a \  ^  /  6 , \  /  z '  +  i
A : , /  ^  \ k  — i )  — v  — 1
Z —  1
is sa tis fied . T h e  in te rv a l
+E(t6:.)+>s™sC)+±( .b' )+i ‘ ” +1
8 =  1 8 =  1
k  — i )  \ k  — v  — 1
c a n  b e  p a r ti t io n e d  in to :
m  6
a  \ x—v /  bi  \  ( a \  > /  bi  \  (  x '  — 1
t ;  * Ek  — i )  ' \  k )  ' ' \ k  — i )  V A: — u — 1
8 =  1 '  /  \  /  i=1
U
bv 4-1u
z= 0 z=l
+ E U - J +  U - V - 1
X 1 +  2 — 1
+ E
8 =  1
k  — i
+
x  +  i  
k —v  — 1
T h e re fo re  we h av e  p re v io u s ly  in v estig a ted  th e  in te rv a ls  of th e  second p a r t  
a n d  we m ad e  su re  th a t;
| A ^ >
\ T \  =
G “ i ) + ^V 7 8 =  1 k  — i  — 1
f  bv + i  \
\ k  -  v  - 2 j
f  ^V + l  \  
\A: — — 1 /
is t r u e  fo r th e  f irs t p a r t  o f  th e  in terval.
N ow  we have o n ly  to  find  o u t: W h a t is th e  re la tio n sh ip  b e tw een  th e  
m in im u m s o f th e  se v e ra l in te rv a ls  of th e  sec o n d  p a r t?  In o rd e r to  show  t h a t
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th e  d esired  m in im u m  lies a t  th e  rig h t b o u n d a ry  we prove
for a rb it r a ry  y \  0  <  y  b v + i  — x '  — 1 ; and  w ith  o u r  assu m p tio n
>
u
k  — v  -  2  
u
k  — v  — 1
x '  ^  u  Ű b v + j .  If we tra n s fo rm  (1) i t  is easy  to  see  th a t
a
k  — 1
V  +  2 / + 1
k  — v  — 1
x '  +  y  
k  — v  — 1
+
x '  +  y  
k  — v  — 2 >
! = 1
bi \  / x '  +  j z + A
k  — i )  \ k  -  v  -  l  )
( x '  +  y +  1 \  (  bi
\ k  — v  — 1 /  ^  \ k  — i — 1
a;' +  ? / + r  
= V k  — v  — 2
t=i
k  — i
x '  +  y  
k  -  v  -  1
m u st ho ld . In o th e r  w o rd s, th e  in eq u a lity
( 2)
x '  +  y  
k  — v  — 3 
x '  +  y  
k  — v  — 2
<
h as  to  be  sa tis fied .
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In  o rd e r  to  c o m p le te  o u r  p ro o f we n ee d  a  fam ily  A  Q
x '  +  y  
Kk  — v  — 1 _
O th e rw is e  C o ro lla ry  1 im p lie s
1-41 . T h e n ,  using  T h eo rem  1, |A .4 | >
N
k  — v  — 1 
x '  +  y
w ith  
follow s.
f x '  +  y  +  l \  
IA .4 | >  \ k  — v  — 2 /  
|4 | = f x '  +  y +  1 \  
\  k  — v  — 1 /
s in c e
x '  +  y  
k  — v  — 1
<
( x '  +  y +  1\  
\  k  — v  — 1 /
. W e g e t
Í  x '  +  y  \  / V  +  y + l \  /  x '  +  y  \  Í  x '  +  y  \
\ k  — v  — 2  J  \ k - v - 2 J  \ k  — v  — 2 J  \ k  — v  — 3 /
/  i ' + J  \  =  /  x ' +  y  \  /  x '  +  y  \
\ k  — v — l j  \ k  — v  — l )  \ k  — v — l )  \ k - v  — 2 j
s in c e  th e  b o u n d  o f T h e o re m  1 is b es t p o ss ib le . H ence we o b ta in
/  z '  +  l M  Í  I '  +  y A  
\ k - v - 2 j  ^  \ k - v - 3 j  
(  x '  +  y  \  = /  x '  +  y  \
\ k  — v — l )  \ k  — v  — 2 j
b y  L e m m a  2. O n th e  o th e r  h an d  we have a s s u m e d
Í  x '  +  y  \  
\ k  — v  — 2 /  
(  x '  +  y  \  
\ k  — v  — 1 /
a n d
(  x '  +  y  \  
\ k  -  v  — 2 /  
(  x '  +  y  \  
\ k  -  v  — 1 J
<
: I)+E/
+ E +
+
/  x '  +  y  \
\ k  -  v  — 2 /
x '  +  y  \  
k  — v  -  i j
fo llo w s b y  L em m a 2.
W i th  th e  help  o f  th e  la s t  ineq u a lity  a n d  (3) w e have proved  (2) a n d  th e  
p r o o f  is com p le te . □
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4. Further results
T ak in g  in to  a c c o u n t t h a t
E
i= 0
a  — i \  ( a  +  1
k  -  i )  V k
a  — t  
k  — t  -  1
an d
t= 0
E l  CL — l\ k  — i  — 1
a  +  1 \ Í  a - t
k  -  1 /  “  U  -  t  -  2 )  ’
we can  re fo rm u la te  o u r  th eo re m  in th e  fo llo w in g  m anner:
C o r o l l a r y  2. L e t  T  Q 1-^1 =
t < k  — l < k < a .  T h e n
a  — t  
k  — t  — 1
a n d
a  T  1 a  — t
\ A T \  \ k - l j  \ k - t -  2
\ F \  =
( * í l ) - ( * - « - 0
T h e  p ro o f  is g iven  in  [9].
U sing  th is  co ro lla ry  a n d  rep lac ing  a  +  1 => n  and  t  +  1 =>• m ,  w e o b ta in  a 
very  im p o r ta n t  re su lt  o f G riggs [4]:
T h e o r e m  4 .  L e t  T  Q ( ^  j w i t h  1 ^  1^1 <
m <  k  — 1. T h e n
\ k  -  mJ
m  G N a n d
n
|A .F | \ k  — 1J  \ k  — m  — 1
n  — m
n  — m  
k  — m
5. T h e  m u ltise ts  S ( k n , A:„_i , . . .  , k \ )
L et 5  :=  S ( k n , . . .  , k \ ) ,  0 <  k n <  fc„_i < . . . ^ k i ,  b e  th e  s e t  o f  all 
v ec to rs  x =  (x n , x n - \ , . . .  , x \ )  w ith  c o o rd in a te s  sa tisfy ing  0  ^  X{ <  k t fo r all i ,
i =  l , . . .  , n .  Let
J
d e n o te  th e  coeffic ien t o f  x l in [[ ( l  +  a: +  a: 2 +  . . . +  a r r ).
r = l
F u rth e rm o re , N ' ( S ) co n sis ts  of all v e c to rs  o f  S  w ith  c o o rd in a te  s u m  i .
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F o r  a  g iven v e c to r  x  w e define A (x ) by
A ( x )  . — { ( x n 1 5 3Cn—1 j • ■ • > -^l)) (^-ru ®n—1 1 5 ^ n —2 > • • • i ^ l )  5 • • •
. . .  7 ( x n , . .  .  ,  £ 2  5 * ^ 1  1 ) }  n  5 .
O f c o u rse , th e  low er sh a d o w  o f a  fam ily T  is th e  u n io n  of th e  low er sh a d o w s  
o f  t h e  e lem e n ts  o f T .
In  o rd e r  to  an sw er th e  q u es tio n  how  to  c a lc u la te  or e s tim a te  |A .T | fo r 
fix ed  \!F\ over all T  Q  N k ( S ) , C lem en ts  [2] d e v e lo p e d  th e  follow ing m e th o d .  
W e w ill p re se n t it  h e re  w i th o u t  proof.
T heorem  5. L e t  i , m  a n d  k n ^ ^  ^  k \  be  g i v e n  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s
s a t i s f y i n g  1 ^  m  <
i n t e g e r s  m(z) ,  m
( 1 ) m  =
a n d  1 £  i  ^  k n +  . . .  +  k \ . T h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t  u n i q e
i  — 1 ) , . . .  , m ( t ) ,  i ^ t > 0 ,  s u c h  t h a t
m ( i )
+
m ( i  -  1 ) 
i  — 1 +  . . . +
m ( t )
t
W e  w i l l  r e f e r  t o  t h i s  a s  t h e  i - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  m .
m ( i ) 
i
(3)  I f  I F Q N 1( S )  w i t h  \J r \ =  m ,  t h e n
( 2 ) m(i) f. m{i — 1) > . . .  ^  m(t) and 
F Q ] \
| A m
m ( i )  
i  -  1 +
m ( i  — 1 ) 
i  -  2
> 0 .
m ( t ) 
t -  1
T h e  follow ing le m m a  is v e ry  im p o r ta n t. 
L emma  3. L e t  T Q  N l ( S )  w i t h  0 < |T \  % m ( i )
i
, t h e n
\ A T \
\ T \
>  i
m ( z )  
1
m ( i )
i
T a k in g  in to  ac c o u n t t h a t  T h eo rem  5 is a  g e n e ra liz a tio n  o f th e  K r u s k a l -  
K a to n a  T h eo rem  we a re  a b le  to  fo rm u la te  th e  n e x t  theo rem :
T heo rem  6 . L e t T r Q N k ( S )  w i t h O < \ i F \  <; +
b
k  — 1 n  >  a  >  b >  1
a n d
b
k -  1
. T h e n
(i)
b a
k - 2
- >  -
k  - 1
b a
k  — 1 k
i m p l i e s  =
a
k  — 1
a
k
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( Ü )
b
k - 2
a
k — 1
b
k — 1
a
k
implies ÍA ^ |>
a
k — 1
Having replaced v by 0, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.
6. Concluding remarks
These results suggest that for all posets of the so-called Kruskal-Katona 
type a theorem analogous to Theorem 3 may hold. In [9] we found results 
for the poset of Leeb [7] and formulated a conjecture for a poset of Bezrukov 
and Gronau [1],
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A GENERALIZATION OF MIXED AREAS 
AND THE GREATEST EGYPTIAN PYRAMID
G. D. C H A K E R IA N  and M. A. M N ATSA K A N IA N
R e s p e c t f u l l y  d e d i c a t e d  to  P r o f e s s o r  L á s z l ó  Fejes  T ó th  
o n  th e  o c c a s io n  o f  h i s  8 0 t h  b i r th d a i j
1. The volume of a prismoid. An Egyptian formula for the volume V  of 
a truncated square pyramid, dubbed the “Greatest Egyptian Pyramid” by 
Eric Temple Bell, is found in the Moscow Papyrus (circa 1900 B.C.), and is 
presented there as a special numerical case of the formula
(1 .1 )  V  =  — ( a 2 +  ab T  &2) ,
O
where a and b are the sidelengths of the bottom and top square bases, and 
h is the height, i.e., the distance between the parallel planes containing the 
square faces. For more historical details, see van der Waerden [7j. Rewriting 
this formula in terms of the areas Ao = a2 and A\ = b3 of the square faces 
gives
(1.2) V = — (Aq + \ /  A qA\ +  Ai ).
In fact, it is known that (1.2) is valid for the volume of the solid resulting 
from the truncation of an arbitrary cone by a plane parallel to the base, 
where A0 and A\ are the areas of the bottom and top bases.
More generally, consider parallel planes 7To and ix\ in three-dimension­
al Euclidean space E 3, with compact plane convex sets R'o C 7To and K\ 
C  7Ti. Then the convex hull of Ä'oUÄ'i is a convex set K  which we shall 
call a “generalized prismoid” . In case K q and K\ are convex polygons, K  
is a convex polytope usually called a prismoid (or a prismatoid). Taking a 
coordinate system in E 3 with 2-axis orthogonal to ttq and with 7Tq the 
plane 2 = 0 and tt\ the plane z — h, where h is the height of K , one sees that 
the cross-section of K  by the parallel plane at height 2 above 7r0, 0 < z < h, 
is the Minkowski convex combination (1 — j) K q +  (^ )K\. The area of this 
cross-section is
A,
where A0 = A (K 0) and A\ =  A(Ii'i) are the areas of Ii'o and K \, respectively, 
and Aqi — A(K 0, K i ) is the mixed area as introduced by Minkowski (circa
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s  S u b j e c t  C la s s i f i c a t io n .  P rim ary  52A38, 53A04; Secondary  52A39. 
K e y  w o r d s  a n d  p h r a s e s .  Volume of a prism oid, m ixed areas, linking vector.
0081-6 9 0 6 /9 6 /$  5.00 (c)1996 Akadémiai  Kiadó,  Budapest
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A.D. 1900). It is to be noted that A(Ä'o, K\) is taken here to mean the mixed 
area of K 0 with any translate of R \ lying in the same plane and is invariant 
under translations in E 3 of either K0 or K \ . Integrating the cross-sectional 
area (1.3) over the interval [0,/i] yields the volume V(R'),
(1-4) V  (R ) =  — (A0 + Aqi +  Ai),
which expresses the volume of K  in terms of ii'o, K \, and the height.
If K  is a truncated cone, so ii'o and R \  are homothetic (i.e., R'o is a 
translate of XIi\ for some A > 0), then it is easily checked that Aoi =  \ /A 0Ai, 
and (1.4) reduces to the classical case (1.2).
Minkowski’s inequality is
(1-5) A0i y /A qA\ ,
with equality if and only if ii'o and it'i are homothetic. From this we see 
that the expression (1.2) would be an underestimate for the volume of a 
generalized prismoid except in the case of a truncated cone.
As an interesting historical aside on (1.4), Heron in Book II of the Metrica 
(see Heath [4], p. 333) gave a formula equivalent to
. , h i ,  bc-\~ a d  \(1.6) V = - ( a b + —  ----- h cd)
for the case where ii'o is a rectangle with sides of lengths a, b  and ii'j a 
rectangle with sides of lengths c , d  parallel to those of ii'o- Note that ( b e  + 
+  a d )  /2  is indeed the mixed area of these two rectangles.
We conclude this section with another expression for t h e  v o l u m e  o f  a  
g e n e r a l i z e d  p r i s m o i d ,  w h i c h  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  ( 1 - 4 )  w i l l  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  m o r e  g e n ­
e r a l  s o l i d s  in later sections. Let M  be the area of the cross-section of the 
generalized prismoid it midway between the planes 7To and 7rj. Then we 
have
(1.7) M  = A^ —  ^ = -(Ao +  2Aoi + Ai).
This gives A0i = 2M  — (A0 +  A i)/2 and substitution in (1.4) yields,
(1.8) V (K ) = ~ (A 0 + 4 M  + A 1).
This is the well-known formula for the convex prismoidal volumes (see Pólya 
[6], Vol. I, pp. 110-113). In fact, it also follows directly from Simpson’s 
approximation rule for integrals, which in this case gives the exact result, 
since the volume of ii is obtained by integrating a q u a d r a t i c  function of 2. 
We shall see that the generalization to n o n c o n v e x  prismoidal volumes will 
be valid for the same reason.
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2. A vector invariant for a closed space curve. Let C be a closed curve 
in E 3 parametrized a s i  =  x(t), 0 < t ^ T .  In the following we shall assume, 
unless otherwise stated, that C is a smooth curve, and define the vector 
invariant 1(C) by
T
(2.1) 1(C) =  i  [x, dx] = ^ J[x(t),x(t)]d t,
c  o
where [u, v] denotes the usual cross product (or outer product) of vectors 
u and v in E 3. Note that, except for sign, 1(C) is independent of the 
parametrization of C as a closed curve.
The vector 1(C) admits the following geometric interpretation: Its mag­
nitude is the maximum of the algebraic areas of the orthogonal projections 
of C on planes, and its direction is normal to the plane that yields this max­
imum. In fact, it is not difficult to show that for any unit vector u, the 
quantity u ■ I(C) is the algebraic area determined by the orthogonal pro­
jection of C into a plane orthogonal to u. That is, if C* is the orthogonal 
projection of C into a plane E  orthogonal to u , with C* given the orienta­
tion induced by C and E  the orientation consistent with the normal vector 
u, then
(2.2) u-J(C ) = J J  w(C*,p)dA(p),
E
where w(C*,p) is the winding number of p £ E  with respect to C*, and 
dA(p) is the area element in E  (the set of points p£  E for which w(C*,p) is 
undefined is C* and has measure zero).
An application of the theorem of Stokes shows that if C is the boundary 
of any smooth orientable surface 5, and n is a smoothly varying unit normal 
vector field on 5, then
(2.3) I(C) = ± J J n d S ,
s
where dS denotes the surface area element of S. (In case C is a simple closed 
curve lying in a plane, 1(C) is a vector orthogonal to the plane with magni­
tude equal to the area enclosed by C .) Thus we see, by dotting both sides of
(2.3) with a unit vector u, that the algebraic area in the preceding geometric 
interpretation is the algebraic area of the projection of any orientable sur­
face S having C as its boundary. In particular, the definition (2.1) relates 
directly to the case where S is a cone with vertex at the origin.
The geometric interpretation of 1(C) in terms of algebraic areas of pro­
jections leads to the following unexpected conclusion. Position an arbitrary
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closed space curve so th a t its projection into a horizontal plane provides the 
maximum algebraic area. Then all of its projections on vertical planes have 
vanishing algebraic area.
One can give another interesting geometric interpretation in terms of 
linking numbers. Given any oriented line G in E 3 with direction u, if E  is any 
plane orthogonal to u and G D jE; = {p }, then the winding number w(C*,p) 
is the linking number of G and C, assuming G flC  = 0. We now define 
the vectorial linking number, or the linking vector, A(C,G) to be w(C* ,p)u. 
From (2.2) we then have
(2.4) u(u ■ 1(C)) = J J u w (C *  ,p)dA(p) J  J  X(C,G)dA(p),
E
where the oriented lines G in the last integral are those having orientation 
u orthogonal to E, intersecting E in the points p. If S 2 is the standard unit 
sphere, we obtain from (2.4),
(2.5) J {u(u ■ I(C ))}da(u) = J  j  JJ  A(C, G)dA(p) |dcr(u),
s 2 s 2 E
where da(u) is the area element of S 2. In (2.5), one easily verifies that the 
integral on the left-hand side is u>zI(C) (1U3 is the volume of the unit ball). 
The motion invariant integral-geometric density for oriented lines in E 3 is 
dG =  dAdo(u), where u is the direction of G, da(u) the area element of 5 2 
at point u, and dA the area element on a plane orthogonal to u at the point 
where the plane intersects G. Thus the integral on the right-hand side of
(2.5) is the integral of A(C ,G ) with respect to the density for lines, and we 
have
(2.6) T I(C) = J  A(C’G)dG’
where the integral is over all oriented lines in E 3.
Observe that in the definition of A(C,G), when the orientation of G 
is reversed, so is the orientation of the plane into which C is projected to 
compute the winding number; thus the linking vector is in fact unchanged. 
This explains why the integral in (2.6) does not suffer the drawback of being 
always zero, as in the case of the similar integral for linking numbers of space 
curves mentioned by Blaschke [1, p. 120].
It should be mentioned th a t an analogous vector invariant can be defined 
in a natural way for a compact (n-2)-dimensional manifold embedded in E n, 
namely by integrating the generalized cross-product \ x , d x , . . .  , d x ] / (n — 1)! 
over the manifold. There are (n -  2) cta’s in the product, which is calculat­
ed using exterior multiplication (see Flanders [3] for another application).
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All the properties discussed in this section generalize in a straightforward 
fashion, including the analogues of (2.2), (2.3), (2.6), and a geometric in­
terpretation in terms of the algebraic (n — l)-dimensional volumes of the 
projections into hyperplanes.
3. A mixed vector invariant. We now consider two smooth closed curves 
Co and C\ in E 3 with parametrizations xo(t) and x\(t), such that both Co 
and Ci are traversed once as t varies from 0 to T. We define a mixed vector 
invariant I(Cq,C\) by
T
(3.1) I(Co,Ci) = ^  £ [ x 0,dxi] = ^  J [ x Q(t),xi{t)]dt.
Ci o
The derivative of [xo,Xi] is [xq, x \\ — [x \ , xq] and integration of this gives the 
symmetry relation
(3.2) J(C0,C1) =  /(C 1,Co).
One must be careful to observe that the notation is deceptive since, in con­
trast to the invariant 1(C), this mixed invariant is strongly dependent on 
the parametrizations of Co and Ci-
In case Co and Ci are plane curves lying in a common plane, ± || J(Co, Ci)|| 
is the invariant defined as in Chakerian and Goodey [2]. In particular, if Co 
and Ci are smooth strictly convex plane curves parametrized in such a way 
that the outward normal vectors at corresponding points are in the same 
direction, then ||/(Co,Ci)|| = A(A'o,/t’i), the mixed area of the convex sets 
K q and K\ bounded by Co and Ci.
An easy bilinearity property of /(Co, Ci), analogous to that of mixed ar­
eas, is as follows. Let Co and Ci be any closed space curves with parametriza­
tions xq(t) and xi(tf), 0 ^ t £ T, as designated at the beginning of this sec­
tion. Let oíq and c*i be any real numbers and C the closed curve given by 
x = x(t) =  q0xo(t) +  ot\X\(t). The bilinearity of the cross-product then gives
(3.3) 1(C) = l~ j ( x ,d x ]  =  Oq/  (C0) +  2a0a i/(C 0, Cj) + a { l(C x).
c
The invariant I(C q,C \) also has a projection property similar to that 
of 1(C) discussed in Section 2. If u is any unit vector and C q , Cj1 are 
the orthogonal projections of Co, Ci into the plane E through the origin 
orthogonal to u, then
(3.4) U-/(C 0,C i) = ± ||/(C 0*,Ci)||,
where /(C q,C i ) is computed using the parametrizations Xg(f) and Xj(i) of 
Cq and C* induced by the projection. Indeed, one proves (3.4) by writing
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x0(t) = Xq(í) + l0(t)u and x\(t) = x\{t) + 0 ^ t < T, from which it,
immediately follows th a t u ■ [x q , dx{\ =  u ■ [xJJ, </x *] ,  and we have
(3.5)
■ 7(C0, Ci) =u ■ j>[x0,dxi] = j> u ■ [x0, dx\] =
Cl Ci
— <j> u- [xq, dx*^ \ = u ■ J [xq, dxj] = u ■ /(C q, ej").
CT
Since Cq and Cj lie in a plane through the origin orthogonal to u, we have 
tha t /(C q,Cj) is a vector parallel to u, so u ■ /(C q, Cj ) = ||/(C q, C j)||, and
(3.4) follows.
We remark that the definition of the mixed vector invariant extends in 
a natural way to piecewise smooth curves, and in particular to polygonal 
closed curves, and all the properties we have been discussing are satisfied. 
The results for volumes of nonconvex prismoids that we consider in the next 
section also hold in this more general framework.
4. Volumes of nonconvex prismoids. A special instance of the preceding 
section of interest to us is when C q and Ci are simple closed curves lying 
in parallel planes 7To and 7Tj distance h apart. Assume the parametrizations 
Xo(t) and xi(i), 0 ^ t ^  T, are such that the line segments joining xq(t) to 
X\(t) generate a ruled surface which together with the regions in 7Tq and r j ,  
bounded by C q and C \ ,  bound a solid K .  Assume also that the parametriza­
tions are consistent with the orientations of 7To and 7Ti so that /(Co) — A 0 u  
and /(C i) =  A i u ,  where A o  and A \  are the areas enclosed by C q and Ci, 
and u  is a unit vector orthogonal to 7To and Then for fixed z, 0 ^  z 
the plane curve C given by x(t) — (1 — j^ )xq(t) +  (^)xi(f), bounds the cross- 
section of the solid K  by a parallel plane between ttq and tt\ at distance z 
from 7To- If F(z) is the area of this cross-section, we have /(C) = F (z)u , and 
by (3.3)
(4.1)
F(z)u ( l - í ) V o )  + 2 @ ( l - Í ) / ( C 0, Cl) + ( í ) V , )  =
(‘~D Ao+2(d(I~DAo,+(D A,h
where we define Aoi by the relation I(Cq,C \) = A q^ u. Now we see that the 
volume of K  is given by integrating F(z) over the interval [0,/i], and from
(4.1) it is immediate th a t this volume V (K )  is given by exactly the same 
formula (1.4),
(4.2) V (K ) = fr] (A0 + A01 + A 1),
except in this case the top and bottom faces of K  need not be convex, and 
also the solid K need not be convex, and Aqi is a “generalized mixed area” 
depending on the parametrizations of Cq and C i .
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Furthermore, since in (4.1) F(z) is a quadratic function of z, we see that 
Simpson’s rule for approximation of integrals gives the exact result and we 
may conclude immediately that the prismoidal formula
(4.3) V (K ) = ^ (A 0 + 4M  + A 1)
o
also holds in this more general case, where M  is still the area of the cross- 
section of K  by a parallel plane midway between 7To and 7Tj. Of course this 
result could also be alternatively derived as in the case of convex curves, 
using (4.2) and the bilinearity of 7(Co,Ci).
To better understand the relationship of the general case to the special 
case of convex curves, note that when Co and C\ are smooth strictly convex 
curves parametrized in such a manner that corresponding outward normal 
vectors (in 7To and 7Ti, respectively) point in the same direction, then the 
rulings of the lateral surface of the solid K  are the intersections of K  with 
lateral supporting planes. This corresponds to the fact that if x 0 and x \  are 
boundary points of convex sets K q and K \, having outward normal vectors 
pointing in the same direction, then (1 — o i ) x q - \ -  a x \  is a boundary point of 
(1 — o) K q +  a  Üli, 0 ^ a < 1, with outward normal in the same direction.
5. The twisted truncated pyramid. We illustrate the general volume 
formulas in the preceding section in a special case of twisted pyramids.
We begin with a cone based on an arbitrary closed curve Co in a hori­
zontal plane 7r0 and truncate the cone with a parallel plane -K\ at distance h 
from 7To- The cross-section is a curve similar to Co- We denote the ratio of 
similarity by ß. We imagine the lateral surface of the truncated cone to be 
formed by stretching elastic threads from the points of the upper curve to 
the corresponding points of Co along the generators of the cone.
Now rotate the top curve through an angle 6 about some vertical axis 
and denote the resulting curve by Ci. Then the ruled lateral surface formed 
by the twisted threads, together with the top and bottom bases, determine 
a nonconvex prismoid, a twisted truncated cone.
It can be shown that if this solid is cut by a horizontal plane whose 
height is in the ratio a with /i, then the cross-section is similar to Co, with 
similarity ratio [a2 +  ß 2(l — a )2 +  2/3a(l — a) cos 0]1/2 and rotated through 
angle arctan[a sin 0 /(ß (\ — a) +  a cos 0)]. The mid-section has the area M  = 
= j ( l  +  2ß cos 0 +  ß 2)Ao- The generalized mixed area Aoi =  A(Co,Cj) can 
be shown to be
(5.1) yl0i = ßAo cos 9,
where Aq is the area enclosed by Co- Here one keeps in mind that the 
parametrizations of Co and C\ are the natural ones induced by the trans­
lation, size change, and rotation through 6 that takes Co onto C\, the 
parametrizations in which corresponding points are connected by the twisted 
elastic threads.
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We remark that in case the bases of a nonconvex prismoid (as described in 
Section 4) are two arbitrary polygons, each parametrized in a piecewise linear 
fashion, then the horizontal cross-sections are again polygons (although the 
ruled surface need not be polyhedral).
From either (4.2) or (4.3) we obtain for the volume V  of the twisted 
truncated cone
(5.2) V  — ^A0(l + ß cos 9 + ß 2).
In case ß =  1, so the top and bottom bases are congruent, we have
(5.3) V  =  ^ ^ ( 2  + cos 0) = hA0 cos2 ^ +  ^ ^ s i n 2
exhibiting the volume as the sum of the volumes of the inscribed cylinder 
and an outer “tangential” double cone. This illustrates an alternate approach 
to finding such volumes introduced by Mnatsakanian [5] and applies to the 
general case of the twisted truncated cone.
Finally consider the case where Cq is a square of sidelength b and C\ 
a square of sidelength a turned through angle 6. We now have a twisted 
truncated square pyramid and, since ß = a /b , the formula (5.2) gives for the 
volume
(5.4) V  = — (a2 + abcosO +  b2).
3
If the twist angle 9 is 180°, the result is a double cone with square bases, 
that is, the union of two similar square pyramids whose heights sum to h 
and whose bases have sidelengths a and b, respectively; this has volume
V  = ^ (a 2 -  ab + b2).
O
Untwisting corresponds to 0 = 0 and brings us back to where we began, the 
Greatest Egyptian Pyramid in (1.1).
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ISOPERIMETRIC NETWORKS IN THE EUCLIDEAN PLANE
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Dedicated to László Fejes Tóth on his eightieth birthday
A b s t r a c t
In th is paper we consider the following problem . Given n positive num bers, 
■ ■ ■ , an ) find the  netw ork of least to ta l arc leng th  such th a t th e  b o u n d ed  com ­
ponen ts of its  com plem ent can be pu t into n +  1 regions, R{, 0 ^  i ^  n, such th a t  th e  sum  
of th e  areas of th e  com ponents in region Ri is a,- for i > 0. T he com ponents in Ro  are 
called dead  spaces.
I t is widely conjec tured  th a t  in th e  leng th  m inim izing network, th ere  are  no dead 
spaces and th e  regions are connected. T he  co n jec tu re  is known to be true  only for th e  case 
n =  2. O n th e  assum ption th a t  the  regions are connected , it is known only for n  <  3 th a t 
there  are no dead  spaces. In th is paper, using novel m ethods, we prove th e  know n th a t 
there  are  no dead  spaces for 3 connected  regions. N ext we use those m ethods to  prove th a t 
for 4 connected  regions there  are no dead spaces. It is hoped th a t these new m e th o d s  will 
enable us to  a tta c k  the problem s of m ore regions and  no t necessarily connected  regions.
1. Introduction
The problem of dividing the plane or space into a finite number of re­
gions with prescribed area or volume using the least amount of material, 
arc length or surface area, arose in antiquity. It comes from both theoret­
ical and practical problems, including the study of soap bubbles and their 
two-dimensional analogue, see [3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 22],
The solution of the problem of one region both unrestricted and restricted 
by variety of side conditions was known in antiquity, as evidenced by Zen- 
odorus’s book “népi laopérpujv axfipötTOJu" on isoperimetric problems. The 
existence of solutions was assumed in antiquity but not rigorously proven, 
say by means of the Blaschke Selection Theorem, [7], or calculus of varia­
tions techniques, [1], until modern times. This problem has been generalized 
to many contexts. See [3, 12, 17, 18, 19] for more information and further 
references.
In this paper we consider the problem in two-dimensional Euclidean 
space. While it seems intuitively clear that for an optimal configuration 
the regions will be connected and there will be no dead spaces which while 
surrounded are not part of any region, this has never been proven. It is
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known only if the number of regions is two. These notions will be defined 
precisely in the next section. Many authors in the very definition of the prob­
lem incorporated those assumptions, which are often required as additional 
side conditions in applications, [3, 10, 11, 12]. More recently the problem 
has been discussed in full generality, [5, 15, 18].
In Section 2, we prove some general results on the nature of the edge 
network, the dead spaces, the unbounded component, and the relationships 
between components.
In Section 3, using the results of Section 2, we show that for connected 
regions, if the number of regions is at most four, then there are no dead 
spaces. For four regions this result is new; for three regions this method 
gives a different proof.
In Section 4, we give some conjectures and unsolved problems.
References may be found in Section 5.
2. Fundamentals
D e f i n i t i o n  1. A division network or, briefly, a network is a finite union 
of rectifiable arcs which divide the plane into a finite number of components, 
more precisely the components of the complement of the network in the 
plane, exactly one of which is unbounded.
D e f i n i t i o n  2. The length of the network is the sum of the lengths of 
all the arcs of which it is composed.
D e f i n i t i o n  3. A region is a finite union of disjoint bounded compo­
nents.
D e f i n i t i o n  4. A network satisfies the parameters (ax,a2, ■ ■ ■ ,a n) iff the 
bounded components can be partitioned into n +  1 regions R t) 0 <jj j  < n such 
tha t for each j ,  0 < j  5Í n the sum of the areas of the components assigned 
to R j , is aj. The regions assigned to R0 are called dead spaces [15, 5, 18]; 
the unbounded component together with those in R0 are called free spaces 
in that we are free to change the area without changing the fact that the 
network satisfies the given parameters. The bounded components assigned 
to regions other than Ro are called encumbered components.
The following notational convention will be used in this paper:
N o t a t i o n s . 1. Dq will denote the (unique) infinite component.
2. Dj, 0 < i < k, will denote the dead spaces, where k is the number of 
components assigned to Ro-
3. Encumbered components be denoted by Ej or Efi to emphasize it is 
a bounded component of some region Rm with 0 < m. Thus the components 
are in two disjoint classes, free and encumbered.
4. Bz will denote a bounded component which may or may not be free.
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5. Ci will denote an arbitrary component.
6. Two components or regions are called separated from one another iff 
their closures have no common points.
R e m a r k s . 1. The area of any or all of the components of the free region 
is unimportant in determining whether or not a network satisfies a given set 
of parameters.
2. The same network could satisfy more than one collection of parameters 
with a different assignment of components to regions.
D efinition  5. A network is optimal for the parameters ( a i , a 2, . . .  , a*,) 
or simply optimal iff there is no shorter network satisfying the given param ­
eters.
Given an optimal network for some parameters, if there are q bounded 
components B, each of area bt, 0 < i ^ q, then the network is also optimal for 
the parameters (61,62,-•• , 67). But as a network satisfying (61,62, - - - , 69), 
it is an optimal network with connected regions and no dead spaces. Such a 
network is of the type studied in [3] and all the theorems of that paper apply; 
some of these results can also be found in [15]. Restating these previous 
results, we obtain the following theorem.
T heorem  1. A network that does not satisfy all the following optimality 
conditions can be replaced with a shorter network with the same area divisions 
of its bounded components. Optimality conditions:
1. All the arcs are segments of circles or lines; i.e., they have constant 
curvature.
2. All nodes in the graph of arcs meet exactly three edges, i.e., all nodes 
have degree three.
3. The sum of the signed curvature of the three edges at any node is zero.
4. The angle between any two arcs at the same node is .
5. Let q be the number of bounded components. The number of nodes is 
2q — 2 and the number of edges 3q — 3.
6. The network is connected.
LEMMA 1. Given an optimal network and a simple closed curve, T, meet­
ing the network finitely often and containing no nodes of the network, the 
signed sum of the curvatures of all the edges crossed by T, counting multi­
plicities, is zero.
P r o o f . This can be proven easily, by induction on the number of ver­
tices surrounded by T, using Part 3 of Theorem 1. An alternate proof can 
be found in [5]. □
The next lemma, a consequence of Euler’s Formula, is a useful, known 
result for finite trihedral graphs [6, 16] or for a straightforward proof of a 
special case of the dual, see [2, p. 21],
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LEMMA 2 . If fi denotes the number of components with i edges, then
TV
“ *)/«= 12,
2 —  1
where N  is the maximum number of edges of any component.
We shall see shortly th a t for optimal networks with n > 2 , /,• =  0 for i < 3 .
L e m m a  3 . In an optimal network free spaces are separated. I.e., for 
0 < i < j  ^ k we have Pi D : = 0.
P r o o f . Since all nodes are of degree three, two components with a 
common node have a common edge. Thus either the two free spaces are 
separated or they have at least one common edge. If they are not separated, 
erasing this common edge yields a new shorter network satisfying the same 
parameters, which contradicts the optimality. □
L e m m a  4 . In an optimal network two distinct components of the same 
region are separated.
PROOF. As in the previous proof we erase the  common edge and obtain 
a  b e t te r  network for the  sa m e  parameters, contradicting the optimality. □
L e m m a  5 . In an optimal network, if two regions, necessarily distinct, 
meet in two distinct edges then the two distinct edges have the same curvature 
when both are viewed from the same region.
P r o o f . Let e and e' be the two edges at which R and R' meet. Let e 
and e' have curvature k and k' when viewed from region R. Suppose k /  k' .
First suppose that the curvatures have opposite signs. On each arc draw 
small chords which cut off equal areas. Replace the arcs by these chords. 
The area of each region is unchanged, but the network length is shortened, 
violating the optimality.
We now suppose that k and rd do not have opposite signs, but one might 
be zero. From each edge take a small length of arc with endpoints equidistant 
on each piece and interchange them to obtain new edges e\ and e\. Neither 
the area of the regions nor the total arc length of the network are changed 
by this exchange, but neither of the new edges have constant curvature, and 
thus can be replaced with shorter edges yielding the same area division by 
Theorem 1, again violating optimality. □
L e m m a  6 . In an optimal network two distinct components cannot have 
two edges in common.
P r o o f . We may suppose we have two components E  and C since they 
cannot be from the same region. Let e and e' be the common edges. Let 
the endpoints of e and e' be A  and B and A' and B ' , respectively, chosen so 
tha t the order walking around the boundary of C with positive orientation
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is A B B 'A ' (see Figure 1). Neither A —A! nor B =  B' are possible since the 
graph is trivalent and the edges are distinct. We now make the argument 
for the case when C is a bounded component, it is actually simpler when C 
is unbounded.
Fig. l
Choose P on the part of bounding curve of E  which joins the A and A', 
but does not contain the points B or B '. We denote this curve by A P A '. 
Similarly choose Q so that AQA  is the part of the boundary of C joining 
the points A and A ', but does not contain B or B '. Choose R and 5 on the 
part of the boundary curves of E and C, respectively, which join the points 
B  and B ', but do not contain A or A!. Thus A B R B 'A 'P A  is the boundary 
of E, while A B SB 'A 'Q A  is the boundary of C (in the opposite orientation).
We now describe how the region surrounded by B R B 'S B  may be moved 
“continuously” from A toward A!. Let 6 be chosen as a positive real number 
not exceeding the length of the arc B'A'. Choose T  on B'A ' so that the 
arc length of B 'T  is 6. Consider the triangle, A B B 'T , possibly degenerate. 
Consider the mirror image of the triangle in the perpendicular bisector of the 
base BT  of this triangle. To the mirror image of the line segment B B ' attach 
all the edges, not the mirror image, which were connected to B B ' without 
using either of the edges AB  or A'B' to make the connection. (This set of 
edges is indicated by dotted lines in Figure 1.) This exchange effects neither 
the total length of the edges nor the area divisions. Unfortunately, the new 
graph may have edges which overlap other parts of the graph. However, for 
small enough 6 this cannot happen since there is a minimal positive distance 
between the closed arcs to be exchanged and the unmoved arcs AP A ' and 
AQA' and as 6 —» 0 the exchanged arcs tend to their original position. Two 
cases need to be distinguished, the first when the graphs do not overlap for 
T  = A! and the second when they do overlap for T  =  A!.
In the first case the new configuration has a vertex of degree 4 at A! and
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hence by Theorem 1 can be improved; this contradicts the optimality of the 
given network. In the second case there will be a value of 6 for which the 
exchanged arcs are tangent to the stationary arcs, which, at the point of 
tangency, leads to a node of degree greater than three. Again this violates
L emma  7. In an optimal network any path joining two of the free com­
ponents cannot cross arcs o f the network all of which have positive curvature.
P r o o f . Suppose such a path exists. There is a positive number, e, such 
th a t it is possible, on each arc the path crosses, to cut off a segment of the 
circular arc with area e. Replacing the arcs of these segments by the chords 
of these segments in the network, creates a new network of shorter length, 
but has left unchanged the area of any of the components except the free 
ones a t each end of the path. But changing the area of only free components 
leaves the same set of parameters satisfied, but with shorter total length, 
which violates the optimality. □
R e m a r k . Of course there  can be no such path  which crosses only arcs 
of negative curvature, since traversing the pa th  in the opposite direction it 
crosses only positive curvature .
The next lemma is one we shall use repeatedly in the analysis of permis­
sible network in both this and the next section.
L em m a  8 . At any node at which no edge has zero curvature, one of the 
three components meeting there has both edges of positive curvature, one has 
both negative, and the third has one positive and one negative.
P r o o f . Since each edge is viewed from both sides, the number of posi­
tive and negative curvatures are equal. It follows that either each region has 
one positive and one negative edge at the node or the lemma is true.
If they each have one positive and one negative, then the edges must 
all curve the same direction on leaving the node. But that is impossible by 
Theorem 1 since the sum of the curvatures would not be zero. The lemma 
follows. □
D efin ition  6. If C is any component of a network we define e(C) to be 
the number of edges of tha t component.
LEMMA 9. For an optimal network:
1. I f  T{ is the total curvature of the ith edge of a bounded component, B, 
oriented from inside that component, then
the optimality. □
2. I f  Ti is the total curvature of the Ith edge of the unbounded component, 
oriented from the inside o f the complement of the unbounded component,
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then
e ( Do )
y  t í = 27t -f-
e(-Pg)7r
3
3. e(-D0) =  1 í j there is a component, C , for which e(C) =  1 iff n =  1.
4. e(Do) =2 iff there is a component, C , for which e(C) = 2 iff n = 2.
5. e(Z>o) ^ 3 ijff /o r every component, C , e(C) ^ 3  iff n ^ 3.
P r o o f . 1. Since the boundary is a simple closed curve the total curva­
ture around the component is 27r. The exterior angle where any two edges 
meet is 7r/3. This leads to the equation
e(B )
y  (T, + tt/3) = 2 tt,
which yields the result.
2. For the unbounded component the exterior angles, when viewed from 
inside the complement of the unbounded component, are all —7t/ 3, and the 
rest is the same as the last proof.
3. Assuming n =  1, this is just the classic Isoperimetric Theorem that a 
circle is the most efficient way to enclose an area. Conversely if e(.Do) = 1 
this edge must be a circular arc, but since it cannot meet itself at an angle 
of 27t/ 3, it must be a complete circle. Since the network must be connected 
by Theorem 1, we conclude that the circle is the entire network, which thus 
has only one bounded component.
4. If e(-Do) = 2  then clearly there is an E with e(E) =2. Next, suppose 
for some component, E, e(E) — 2, then the boundary of E consists of two 
circular arcs meeting at, say, P and Q. Since each vertex is trivalent, at 
each of P and Q there is an edge separating the same two components. 
By Lemma 6 these edges at P and Q must be the same edge. Since the 
network is connected, the entire network must consist of these three edges 
which surround two bounded components, which by Lemma 4 must belong 
to different regions; i.e., n — 2.
Finally, suppose that n =  2. We wish to show that e(D0) =  2. This 
would follow from the fact that the two regions are connected. Proving this 
statement, which is Main Theorem of [15], is the hard part of the proof, so 
we refer the reader to the cited paper where this implication is proven.
5. This is just the contrapositive of the last two statements. □
Lemma 10. If e(Do) =  3, then all the edges of Do have positive curvature 
when viewed from inside the network.
P r o o f . From Lemma 9, Part 2, we see that at least two of the r,- must 
be positive, since their sum is 3t and no one of them can exceed 27r. But r, 
and K, have the same sign, so two of the curvatures are positive. Suppose
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the third edge, say e3, does not have positive curvature, while e\ and e2 do. 
If the edge e\ or e2 is extended on the same circular arcs until they meet 
again, giving arcs a\ and a2 of total curvature an and a 2 which must sum 
to 87r/3 from Lemma 9, P art 2. But t\ +  r2 =  3t +  |r3| and the arcs and 
e2 only intersect once, which tells us that one of the edges, say e\, is shorter 
than the arc eq while the other edge, e2 is longer than the arc a2. Suppose 
now that 73 = 0. Let T\=  ct\ — e, then r2 =  a 2 +  £ +  tt/3 =  3t — (ai — e). At 
the end of e\ draw the inner normal to edge e3. At the end of e2 draw the 
normal to the edge 63. The lines perpendicular to these normals at these 
endpoints are distinct, and hence there can be no edge e3 of zero curvature. 
Suppose now that r3 < 0, then r2 =  3t + |r3| — (a — e). Thus a2 is extended 
by exactly the amount of the total curvature of the edge e3, thus the inner 
ray to the circular arc e3 is parallel to the inner normal to the circular arc e3 
at its other end, but in opposite directions. Thus the edge e3 is a semicircle. 
Hence T\ +  r2 = 3x +  r3 =  4ix. But this is impossible since both T\ and r2 are 
each less than 2tt. Thus it is not possible for the third edge to have negative 
curvature. □
L e m m a  11.  If e(Do) — 4  and two adjacent edges of Dq have positive 
curvature then at least three of the edges of D0 have positive curvature when 
viewed from inside the network.
P r o o f . This proof is similar to, but slightly more complicated than, the 
proof of Lemma 10, since one must look at the normals to the ends of the 
edge e4, which will be parallel. □
3. Connected regions
In this section we prove some additional lemmata which hold for optimal 
networks in which the encumbered regions are required to be connected, 
but in which dead spaces are allowed. We then consider the cases of 3 or 
4 connected regions and show that there are no dead spaces. For 2 or 3 
regions this is already known; see [15] or [5, 18], respectively. The proof 
we give for n = 3 is different and is a good warm-up for the proof of the 
previously unsolved case of n =  4 connected regions.
L emma 12. If D is a free region in a graph with n encumbered regions, 
all o f which are connected, then e(D ) < n.
P r o o f . By Lemma 3 each edges of D meets one of the n connected 
regions. By Lemma 6 they are all from different connected regions. The 
lemma follows. □
N otations . 1. The number of free components with i edges is denoted 
b y  f i -
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2. The number of encumbered regions with i edges is denoted by /,-. 
Thus, fi =  /, + /,.
3. An edge separating a free region from another region is called a dead 
edge. An edge separating two encumbered regions is called a live edge.
4. The number of dead edges of the component, E  or E{, is denoted by 
d or du respectively.
Since the free components are separated, every edge is either a dead edge 
or a live edge.
Lemma 13. If E has e edges then d ^ [ | ] .
PR O OF .  Since free regions are separated, between every two dead edges 
there must be a live edge, but live edges need not be separated, therefore at 
least half the edges are live. Hence the number of dead edges is at most the 
greatest integer in half of number of edges of the component. □
LEMMA 14. In an optimal network of n regions, all of which are con­
nected, the number of edges of a bounded region is at most 2(n — 1); i.e., 
e(E) £ 2 ( n -  1).
P ro o f . Since two components can have only one common edge, the 
number of live edges of a bounded region is at most (n — 1). Since the dead 
edges of E  must be separated by one or more live edges, there can be at 
most (n — 1) of them. Since every edge is either live or dead, the inequality 
follows. □
T heorem 2. An optimal network for three connected regions has no 
dead spaces; in fact, it must have the topological form and curvatures of the 
network in Figure 3.
P r oo f . By Lemma 9, Part 5 all components have at least three edges. 
By Lemma 12 the free components have at most 3 edges; hence all dead 
spaces and the unbounded component have three edges. On the other hand 
by Lemma 14 no bounded region, which by hypothesis is one component, 
can have more than 4 edges. It follows that /,• = 0  for i ^  3,4. Lemma 2 
yields,
( 1 )  3 /3  +  2 /4  =  1 2 .
Since all the free spaces have three edges and there is always at least 
one free space, the unbounded component, we see that / 3 > 1. With that 
restriction the only non-negative integral solutions to Equation 1 are:
( /3, / 4) = ( 2,3) or (4,0).
We consider the solution / 3 = 2, / 4 =  3 first. Suppose there is such an 
optimal network. Since there are exactly three encumbered components, one 
for each region, there must be two free components, D0 and D\ which by
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Lemma 12 have three edges each. It follows that the encumbered compo­
nents each have four edges. By Lemma 10 all the edges of D0 have positive 
curvature viewed from inside the network. But all since the dead edges of 
each Ei have the same curvature, all the edges of Di have negative curva­
ture viewed from D \. But by Lemma 9, Part 1, the curvatures cannot all be 
negative, a contradiction. This solution cannot lead to an optimal network.
Consider the other solution, /3 = 4, f 4 = 0 and these are the only faces. 
Three of these four components are the three encumbered regions; the fourth 
is the unbounded component. The graph of edges is the Schlegel diagram of 
the tetrahedron, Figure 2. By Lemma 10 all the edges of D0 have positive 
curvature. If k, is the curvature of the dead edge of Et numbered so that 
Ki = K2 ^ ^3 > 0 then Figure 3 is the only possible configuration, with the 
proviso that the edge separating Et from Ej  has zero curvature precisely 
when k; =  Kj, otherwise the sign of the curvature is as.pictured. □
T heorem 3. An optimal network for four connected regions has no dead 
spaces; in fact it must have the topological form and the edge Curvature pat­
tern of one of the networks in Figure f.
P r o o f . Let D be a free component, from Lemma 9 and Lemma 12 
we conclude 3 < e(D) <J 4. For an encumbered component E we conclude 
3 £ e(E) < 6. Lemma 2 yields the equation
Fig. 2 Fig. 3
( 2) 3/3 +  2/4 + f$ — 12,
where we also know
(3) fz  + f \  = k +  1 and /3 + A +  fb +  fe  — f  — k + 5,
and thus
(4) Zs T /ö = 4, f 5 < 4, and f 3  + f 4 > l.
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Furthermore,
( 5 ) Í3 +  Í4 +  fb +  fs — 4, fs — /s? fß — fe-
The complete set of non-negative integral solutions to equation (2) sat­
isfying the inequalities (4) are:
( / 3 , / 4 , / s )  = (4 ,0 ,0 )
=  (3,1,1) 
=  (2,3,0) 
= (1 ,4 ,1 )  
=  ( 0 , 6 , 0)
or
or
or
or
(3,0,3)
(2.2.2) or (2,1,4)
(1.3.3)
(0,5,2) or (0,4,4).
Fig. 4b
Before analyzing these 11 cases, we note two Lemmata.
LEMMA 15. If fß > 0, i.e., there is a component C, with e(C) = 6 , then:
1. C is encumbered.
2. C meets all other encumbered components and three distinct free com­
ponents.
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3. Every other encumbered component has at least two dead edges and at 
least four edges.
4. k > 2 and / 3 =  0.
P r o o f . Since free components have at most 4 edges by Lemma 12, we 
deduce that C is encumbered. Since there are only three other encumbered 
components, there must be at least three dead edges which alternate (Lem­
ma 3) and which are from distinct components (Lemma 6). Since every other 
encumbered component meets E between two free components and these free 
components cannot meet, there must be at least one more edge on the other 
encumbered component. The inequalities follow, which completes the proof 
of the lemma. □
L emma 16. If fs  > 0, i.e., there is a component C with e(C) — 5 then C 
is an encumbered component, k > 0 and fe<  1.
P r o o f . By Lemma 12, C is encumbered. Since there are only three 
other encumbered components, two of the edges of C must meet, necessarily 
distinct, free components; so k > 0. At one vertex of C two other encumbered 
components must meet. Then each of these other components have two 
adjacent edges which meet encumbered components and hence neither of 
these components can have 6 edges. Since these two components, together 
with C account for three of the four encumbered components, there can be 
at most one component with six edge, which implies the lemma. □
We return to the proof of the theorem.
We now consider the cases.
Case 1. { h ,U ,fs )  =  (4,0,0).
By equation (3) we know that /@ > 0. From Lemma 15 we see that 
k >2  and from the first item of inequalities (3) that k 51 3. Thus there are 
two possibilities: k =  2 and / 6 = 3; or k = 3 and / 6 = 4.
If k =  2, then there are three free components each with three edges and 
four encumbered component, three with six edges and one with three edges. 
This violates Lemma 15, P art 4.
If k =  3 the configuration is combinatorially possible; it is the Schlegel 
diagram of the snub tetrahedron, Figure 5. However, as we show next, when 
curvature conditions are considered, it cannot come from an optimal network.
In Figure 6, we follow the  implications of our knowledge of curvature of 
the edges of an optimal graph. Since all the free spaces have the same number 
of edge, we draw the graph so the outside face is D0. All the edges of Do 
must have positive curvature when viewed from inside the graph (Lemma 10). 
Lines drawn solidly are known to have the indicated non-zero curvature, line 
drawn with dashes have the indicated curvature except that it might be 
zero, and dotted lines have unknown curvature. This enables us to draw the 
solid lines labeled 1. Since all edges between E t and any free component 
have the same curvature when viewed from El we can draw the solid lines 
marked 2. By Lemma 9, P art 1, all the components have an edge with
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positive curvature viewed from inside the component. This enables us to 
draw the solid line marked 3. From Theorem 1, Part 3, we see the curvature 
of the edges marked 4. Thus E 4 has only edges with negative curvature, a 
contradiction to Lemma 9, Part 1. Thus the configuration of Figure 5 cannot 
occur in an optimal network.
Case 2. (f3, f 4,/s) = (3,1, 1).
Since / 5 > 0, we see fromLemma 16 that k > 0. It follows from equa­
tion (3) that / 6 > 0, from which, via Lemma 15, we see that both k >2 and 
f 3 = 0. Again by equation (3), we see that fe — k and from inequality (4) 
that f 6 < 3.^ For k =  f 6 =  2, we see that J3 = 3, / 4 = 0, % = 0, f 4 = f 4 = 1, 
/s =  1, and fe — 2. Since the component E  with four edges meets the compo­
nent with six edges, it must have two dead edges. Using Lemma 15, Part 3 
to count the total number of dead edges two ways, we obtain
2
9 = < Di) = 2/4 + 2/s +  3 h  = 10,
0
a contradiction. For k = = 3 we obtain, in a similar way,
3
13 = e(Di) =  2/4 + 2/5 +  3 /6 =  0 + 2 + 9 = l l .
0
Hence Case 2 is impossible.
Case 3. (/3 ,/4 ,/s) = (3,0,3).
Again, we see from Lemma 16 that k > 0. Also from inequalities (4) 
we deduce fe ^ 1 and f 6 = k — 1. Thus the only possibilities are: k = 1 and 
/ 6 =  0; or k =  2 and fe =  1. If k =  1, there are exactly six dead edges, three 
from each free region. Since each pentagonal encumbered component has 
two dead edges, the three edged encumbered component, say E 4 has none.
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Thus E 4  meets each Et for 1 < i < 3. Hence each E l) i > 0 meets every other 
encumbered component on three adjacent edges. This means the two dead 
edges are adjacent in the five-edged encumbered components, contradicting 
Lemma 3.
Combinatorially k  = 2 and f e  = 1 is possible, see Figure 7, the Schlegel 
diagram of a tetrahedron with three corners clipped. We now use curvature 
arguments to show it is impossible for an optimal network. We know that 
e(Do) =  3 as pictured. From Lemma 10 we see all the edges of D0 have 
positive curvature, Figure 8. Deducing the curvature of the edges in the 
order indicated by the labels, we again arrive at a contradiction of a face 
with all negative curvature edges. This case does not occur in an optimal 
network.
Case 4. (/3, / 4, / 5) = (2, 3,0).
If k =  0, then Dq is the only free component. Depending upon whether 
e(D0) =  3 or 4, we get the two possible configurations which may actually 
occur as solutions, Figure 9, which are both Schlegel diagrams for the trian­
gular prism. At the end of the proof we show that the signs of the curvature 
of the edges are as indicated in Figure 4.
F ig .  9 a  F ig .  9b
If k  > 0, then f 6 = k  > 0 from equation (3). Thus Lemma 15 implies
Do
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k > 2, / 3 = 0 and each of the encumbered components with four edges has 
exactly two dead edges. We now count dead edges from two perspectives
£  e{Di) = 2 • 3 +  ( k  -  1)4 = 2/s +  3 /6 =  2(4 -  k )  + 3*.
Solving for k yields k — 2. This is combinatorially realizable, Figure 10, in 
two ways, both of which are Schlegel diagrams of a triangular prism with 
two clipped corners at the ends of an edge separating two rectangular faces. 
However, neither of these graphs are possible optimal networks because of 
the curvature requirements.
F ig .  1 0 a  F ig .  10b
If e(Do) =  3, we know all of the edges of Do have positive curvature, Fig­
ure 11a. We infer that the edges marked 2 have the indicated curvature from 
Lemma 5. Since the dead spaces must have an edge of positive curvature, 
we deduce the sign of the curvature of the edges labeled 3. By examining 
the internal vertices, we conclude the curvature of edges 4 are as indicated. 
This leads to the contradiction that E\ has no edges of positive curvature.
If e(Do) = 4, we know at least two of the edges have positive-curvature. If 
exactly two edges of D0 have positive curvature, then they must be opposite, 
by Lemma 11. If exactly three edges of positive curvature then again we have 
an edge of D0 with non-positive curvature surrounded by edges of D0 which
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have positive curvature. This leads to Figures l ib  and 11c. In the first E\ 
has no edges of positive curvature; in the second, or E4 will fail to have 
an edge with positive curvature. These contradictions show it is impossible 
to have any edges of Do with non-positive curvature. If all of the edges 
of Do have positive curvature, the internal dead space will have only edges 
of negative curvature, a contradiction. Thus, this case cannot arise in an 
optimal network.
Casie 5. (/3, f 4, f s) =  (2, 2,2).
We first deduce that f e = k — 1 and fe < 2. Since a free component can 
have at most four edges, there are at most four of them and k 5Í 3. Thus 
three subcases arise: k =  1 and / 6 = 0; k =  2 and f e =  1; or k = 3 and f 6 =  2.
Subcase 1. k =  1 and f e =  0.
This network is the Schlegel diagram of a triangular prism with one 
corner clipped. We note tha t / 4 =  2 — / 3, / 3 =  2 — / 3, / 4 = 2 — / 4 = / 3, and 
fs  = fs  = 2.
Counting dead edges we get
3/3 + 4(2 - f 3) = Y ,  e(Di) < 1(2 -  / 3) +  2 /3 +  2 • 2,
with equality iff the three-edged encumbered components have one dead edge 
and the four-edged ones have 2 dead edges. The inequality implies 1 < / 3 < 2 
with equality on the left-hand inequality iff the same conditions for the last 
equality hold.
Thus there are three possibilities for how this network looks. There 
can be two triangular free spaces, / 3 =  2, Figure 12a. Or there can be one 
triangular and one quadrangular free space, / 3 = 1, leading to Figures 12b 
and 12c in which D0 has three or four edges, respectively.
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Configurations of the type shown in Figure 12a cannot occur. By Lem­
ma 10, all the edges of D0 have positive curvature. Following the numbered 
order of the edges we infer that the curvatures must be as shown. There 
is then the path F crossing only positive curvature edges joining two free 
components. Lemma 7 says the network is not optimal.
D0
t i g .  13a Fig. 13b
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In a configuration of the type shown in Figure 12b, we again know that 
all the edges of Dq have positive curvature. Figure 13b indicates how to 
arrive at the contradiction tha t Ej has no positive edges. This configuration 
cannot occur in an optimal network.
From Lemma 10 we infer the configuration of Figure 12c has the following 
realizations: An edge of Do has negative curvature but the adjacent edges of 
D 0  have positive curvature; or all the edges of D 0  have positive curvature.
In the first realization there are three ways it can be drawn. The sur­
rounded edge of D0  without positive curvature can be on a component with 
three, four or five edges. In the first two ways, Figures 13c (i)a and 13c (i)/3, 
we immediately see tha t the face involved has no edge with positive curva­
ture. The third leads to Figure 13c (i)-y, following the implication for edges 
as numbered. The deduction for the direction of the edge labeled 4 is that 
component E3  must have an edge with positive curvature. The contradiction 
follows from the fact that all edges of F 4 have negative curvature.
In the second realization all the edges have positive curvature. Since all 
dead edges of the same component have the same curvature, it follows, Figure 
13c (ii) that none of the edges of D\ have positive curvature, a contradiction. 
Subcase 1 cannot occur in an optimal network.
Subcase 2. k — 2 and / 6 =  1.
In this subcase, since fe  > 0, we know, Lemma 15, that for every encum­
bered component, E, e(E) ^  4 and that the encumbered component with 
four edges has two dead edges. Thus counting dead edges two ways we get
10 = J ] e ( A ) = 2?4 + 2/5 + 3 /6 =  2 +  4 +  3 =  9.
This contradiction shows this subcase cannot be optimal.
Subcase 3. k = 3 and fo =  2.
As in the preceding case, we count dead edges.
14 = ^ e ( A )  = 2 / 5  + 2/6 =  4 +  6 =  10,
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Fig. 13c (i) 7 Fig. 13c (li)
a contradiction, thus this case cannot be optimal.
Case 6. ( /3, f 4t /s) =  (2,1,4).
Since free components have at most 4 edges the four components with 
five edges each are the four encumbered components. Counting dead edges, 
we obtain the contradiction
10 = ^  e(D) = 2 /5 =  8.
This case cannot be optimal.
Case 7. ( /3>/ 4,/s) =  ( M , 1).
We first note from equation (3) that fe + 1 = k. Also fe ^ 3, since only free 
components may have five or more edges. Further k  > 1, since there are at 
most four encumbered components, and hence at least two free components.
Subcase 1. k  = 1 and / 6 =  0.
If f 3 = 0, then counting dead edges yields
8 =  ^ e ( JD ) ^ l / 3 + 2 /4 + 2 /5 =  l + 4  + 2 = 7.
Thus this case cannot be optimal when / 3 =  0.
If / 3 = 1 then / 4 =  1, / 4 = 3, and / 5 = / 5 =  1. But since two of the four 
sided encumbered components meet at a vertex of the five-edged component, 
these two four-faced components can have at most one dead edge. Counting 
dead edges yields
7 =  ^ e ( F > ) <  l +  l +  2 +  2 =  6.
This contradiction shows this subcase cannot be optimal.
Subcase 2. k > 1 and f 6 ~ k -  1.
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Do
Since fe > 0, Lemma 15 tells us that encumbered components have at 
least four edges, hence f3 =  1, f4 = k, f4 = 4 - k ,  f5 = f5 = 1 and f6 = f6 = 
= k  — 1. Counting dead edges yields
3 + 4k = 'y ' e(-D) =  2/4 +  2/5 +  3/6 = 2(4 — fc) + 2 + 3(& — 1).
It follows that k = 4/3; so this subcase cannot occur.
Case 8. (f3, f4, f5) = (1, 3 , 3).
There are two possibilities:
k = 2 , f3 ^  1, Ía = 3 — /3, h  = 3 -  f4 = f3, / 5 = / 5 = 3 and f6 = f6 = 0; 
or
k = 3, ?3 =  1, / 4 =  3, ?4 = 0, / 5 = ?5 =  3 and / 6 =  / 6 =  1.
Counting dead edges for the first possibility,
3/3 +  4/3 = X I e(^ )  ^ 1/3 +  2/4 +  2/s +  3 /6 =  1(1 -  ?3) +  2/3 +  6 +  0,
which implies 3 < f3-, thus this possibility cannot occur. In the second possi­
bility, counting dead edges yields
15 = ^ ^ e ( D )  < 2/4 + 2/5 +  3/6 = 0 +  6 +  3 = 9,
another contradiction. Case 8 is not possible for an optimal network.
Case 9. (/3, / 4, f5) = (0, 6,0).
In this case k > 1, f6 = k -  1, / 4 = k + 1, f4 = 5 - k ,  f5 = 0, and / 6 =  k — 1. 
Counting dead edges yields
4 (k +  1) = < D ) ^  2?4 +  2/s +  3f 6 = 2(5 -  k) + 0 + 3{k -  1),
it follows that k =  1. We are thus led to a network with six four-sided faces, 
the Schlegel diagram of the cube, Figure 14. There are two possibilities: all 
edges of D0 have positive curvature; an edge of D0 without positive curvature 
is surrounded by edges of positive curvature.
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The first possibility, Figure 15a, leads to a component with no edges of 
positive curvature, violating optimality.
In the second possibility, Figure 15b, no edge of D\ has positive curva­
ture. Case 9 cannot arise in an optimal network.
Case 10. ( /3, / 4, / s) =  (0,5,2).
In this case, k ^ 2. It follows that / 4 =  k + 1, / 4 =  4 — k, f 5 =  2, and 
fe — k — 2. Counting dead edges yields
4(fc + 1) — e(D) < 2/ 4 +  2/5 + 3/ß — 2(4 — k) +  4 — 3(/c — 2)
it follows that k < 1, a contradiction. Case 10 cannot occur in an optimal 
network.
Case 11. (/3, / 4,/s )  =  (0,4,4).
In this case k — 3, so / 4 = 4 and / 5 =  / 5 =  4. Counting dead edges yields
1 6  =  £ e ( T > ) < 2 / 5 =  8 ,
a contradiction. Thus, Case 11 cannot arise in an optimal network.
It remains to consider the curvatures in the two cases of ( /3, / 4,/s) = 
=  (2,3,0) which might arise as an optimal network, neither of which have 
dead spaces. We first consider the case when e(Do) = 3, Figure 9a. According 
to Lemma 10, all the edges of Do have positive curvature. By symmetry we 
may suppose that «4 ^ «2 ^ ^3 > 0, where k, is the curvature of the edge 
separating Et from D0. If the edge separating E3  from E 4  does not have 
positive curvature from the i?4 perspective, then E 4 would have no edges 
with positive curvature. Thus the only possibilities are shown in Figures 4a 
(i) and 4a (ii).
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If e(Do) = 4, the network has the form of Figure 9b. If a three-edged 
face does not have positive curvature edge separating it from D 0  and the 
two four-edged faces do, Figure 16a, then the three edged face has no edges 
of positive curvature, a contradiction. If both three edged components have 
positive curvature edges separating them from Do, but a four-edged face 
does not, Figure 16b, we are again led to a contradiction as follows: The 
edges separating E3 from E\  and E<i do not have positive curvature from 
the perspective of E 3 . It follows that the edge separating E3  from E 4  must 
have positive curvature from E 3 . By looking at the two internal nodes, we 
conclude that the edges separating E 4 from E\  and E 2 both have negative 
curvature from the perspective of E4 . Thus the remaining edge of £ 4, sep­
arating it from D0 must have positive curvature. The path, F, from Do to 
D0 crosses only edges of positive curvature, a contradiction to Lemma 7. 
By Lemma 11 those are the only other possibility if all edges have positive 
curvature, Figure 4b.
4. Problems and conjectures
The first two are the obvious conjectures to which everyone who has 
thought about the problem subscribes.
C o n j e c t u r e  1. In an optimal network, there are no dead spaces.
C o n j e c t u r e  2 .  In an optimal network, each region consists of one com­
ponent.
The next conjecture is less certain.
C O N J E C T U R E  3. The only configuration possible for an optimal network 
of four regions is shown in Figure 4b.
The following problem is related, but not equivalent to the last conjec­
ture.
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P r o b l e m  1. Given a set of parameters can there be more than one 
optimal network for those parameters, where two solutions are considered 
the same if they are isometric?
If two different topological types neither of which can degenerate into 
the other, such as those of Figure 4, appear as optimal networks for different 
values of the parameters with the same value of n, then for some transitional 
value of the parameters, there would be optimal networks of two types.
C o n j e c t u r e  4. If the interior of a convex set is divided into n regions of 
prescribed area which sum to the total area, then the regions are connected 
in the optimal network.
Probably the hypothesis of convexity is too strong; however if it is re­
laxed all the way to merely a connected Jordan measurable set, then there 
can be cases where regions are disconnected, reflecting idiosyncrasies of the 
boundary. Related work can be found in [4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 21].
P r o b l e m  2. What is the appropriate hypothesis to replace convexity in 
Conjecture 4?
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